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Preface

in 2008, the david and lucile Packard foundation 
and the walton family foundation were both 
seeking to understand the impacts and efficacy of 
their support of the marine Stewardship Council 
(mSC)—which certifies wild-caught fisheries—
and related nongovernmental initiatives. both 
foundations had made substantial investments 
in the mSC in an effort to move seafood mar-
kets toward greater sustainability. although it 
was clear that mSC-certified seafood was gaining 
market share, the impact of that shift on marine 
ecosystems and fishing communities remained 
anecdotal. 

at the same time, mars, incorporated—one of 
the world’s largest food companies—was look-
ing for ways to encourage environmentally and 
socially sustainable production practices across 
its diverse, agriculture-based supply chain. in 
april 2009, the company also announced its com-
mitment to purchase 100 percent of its cocoa 
from sustainable sources by 2020. They believed 
that certification—a means of providing assur-
ance that the cocoa they purchased complies with 
agreed-upon sustainability criteria—would be a 
critical tool for helping to achieve that goal and 
ultimately to improve the lives of cocoa farmers. 

as representatives of these organizations, we 
began to talk with each other and realize that 
we shared the belief that certification can and 
does play an important role in transforming 
markets. we also agreed—given the proliferation 

of certification systems and ecolabels and the 
apparent lack of any existing systematic review of 
the on-the-ground impacts of these systems—
that important questions regarding standards 
and certification could benefit from collabora-
tive study. in particular, with the rising uptake of 
certification, we believed it essential to provide 
producers, supply-chain actors, and the environ-
mental community with a solid assessment of 
what is known and not known about this means 
of moving toward sustainable use.

we thus joined forces in late 2008 and early 2009 
around a common interest in an independent, 
robust assessment of the state of knowledge 
regarding voluntary standards and certification 
systems that promote product sustainability. 
our organizations provided grant support for 
reSolVe, a respected nonprofit mediation and 
facilitation organization, to serve as Secretariat 
for the assessment. we worked with reSolVe to 
recruit a balanced Steering Committee composed 
of representatives from business, civil society, 
and academia. The Steering Committee com-
missioned analyses of the literature by academic 
researchers, in addition to drawing on their own 
knowledge and deep experience with standards 
and certification. 

we asked the Steering Committee to design and 
direct the assessment. The findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations of the resulting study are 
those of the Committee. Committee members 
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served without pay, and they participated as 
individuals, rather than as representatives of 
their organizations. as we observed the discus-
sions and read drafts, it was clear to us that the 
assessment was indeed the work of persons with 
strong views and deep expertise, who listened 
to one another and reached vigorously debated, 
well-founded conclusions. we thank the members 
of the Steering Committee for their generosity of 
time and intellect. 

we believe this final assessment report is a 
significant contribution to a field that is already 
making tangible contributions and could bring 
about significant progress toward a sustainable 
economy. The report provides usable knowledge 
that can inform firms, governments, and civil soci-
ety in their continuing search for more sustainable 
practices. in particular, the report helps to answer 
questions such as the following:

▪ what factors do businesses, governments, 
nGos, foundations, and consumers take into 
account when using or deciding whether to 
use or support certification? 

▪ what is known about the environmental, 
social, and economic impacts of voluntary 
standards and certification systems?

▪ how do other forces—such as government  
regulation—interact with certification systems,  
and how do those interactions affect outcomes?

our intent in publishing this assessment report 
is for businesses, governments, foundations, and 
nGos to make use of its findings and recommen-
dations in their decision making and investments. 
we also hope the assessment spurs research that 
will further expand learning, leading to better use 
of certification and other tools to induce more 
sustainable production and consumption.

Signed,

Scott burns michael fernandez Kai n. lee
walton family foundation mars, incorporated david and lucile Packard foundation
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Twenty years ago, civil society and business leaders launched a move-

ment to establish market preference for sustainable goods. They led 

initiatives to certify forest products, seafood, chemicals, buildings, 

electronics, jewelry, and other materials and services. Over two decades, 

certifi ed products have become increasingly common in the market-

place. For example, recent studies have reported that 20 percent of 

world exports of bananas and 7 percent of global wild landings of fi sh 

for human consumption were certifi ed. 

As certifi cation and labeling systems have proliferated, interest in their 

impact and potential has also increased. In a globalized market where 

quality is diffi cult to assure and supplies are insecure, market-leading 

fi rms are developing business cases for improving social and environ-

mental sustainability, including using standards and certifi cation in 

ways not foreseen a decade ago. 

This State-of-Knowledge Assessment sought to discover what is known 

and what is most important to learn about the performance and 

potential of voluntary standards and certifi cation. It found substantial 

evidence of improvements in social, environmental, and economic 

practices resulting from certifi cation at the site level, as well as some 

instances of unintended effects, positive and negative. However, much 

of the evidence is case specifi c, preventing generalizations, and in many 

cases, it is diffi cult to attribute outcomes directly to certifi cation. 

It appears that voluntary standards and certifi cation are most effective 

as part of a suite of integrated public and private sustainability tools. 

Standards and certifi cation can bring about rapid changes in production 

practices when fi rms use them to support better practice and perfor-

mance by their suppliers. They can also complement regulation, by 

fi lling gaps and introducing mechanisms for adapting to technological 

and social change. 

The report concludes with recommendations that actors engaged in 

certifi cation redouble their efforts to improve the effectiveness of these 

tools, give more attention to designing them to work in concert with 

other approaches, and work together to research the impacts of certifi -

cation and alternative or complementary approaches. 

THE 
ASSESSMENT 

AT A 
GLANCE
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Companies also face challenges in assuring that their sources of supply will be avail-

able over the long term and that their brands and reputations will thrive. Major global 

brands have been called into question concerning practices associated with their 

products. Certifi ed products—such as sustainable seafood, organic food, fair trade 

coffee, and responsibly harvested wood—are often presented as part of the solution.

But are certifi ed products really better for the environment? Are they better for 

people and communities? Can they catalyze more sustainable production and 

consumption across whole sectors? Under what circumstances do they promote 

sustainable practices? This document summarizes the fi ndings of an assessment 

of the state of knowledge available to companies, investors, practitioners, and 

consumers seeking answers to questions about the performance and potential of 

certifi cation and voluntary standards. 

The full Assessment report can be found at www.resolv.org/certifi cationassessment. 

The page numbers noted in parentheses throughout this summary indicate where 

the corresponding topic is discussed in more detail in the full report. 

The Certifi cation Movement 
Voluntary standards and certifi cation systems have existed for decades to affi rm 

product safety, quality, and production practices. In the 1990s, forest certifi cation 

was one of the fi rst large-scale applications to address a global social, economic, 

and environmental challenge. (See pp. 6–7.)

At that time, certifi cation became the preferred tool of a coalition of philanthropic 

foundations, environmental advocates, and business partners. International advo-

cacy for a global forestry treaty had failed, and there was little hope for national 

regulations favoring timber harvesting practices with less environmental damage. 

Coalition leaders sought to shift the forum of action and the strategic approach. 

They would establish a new form of governance—standard-setting by representa-

tives of social, environmental, and economic interests, with third parties accredited 

to certify when the standards had been met. The idea was to generate enough 

demand for standards-compliant products that certifi cation would become a de 

facto condition for market access. Figure 1 illustrates this model. 

Executive Summary
In today’s marketplace, consumers facing an in-store or online display of products typically 

have to choose from among items produced in distant places under unknown conditions. 

High-profi le cases of contaminated food, child labor, animal welfare problems, and the 

collapse of fi sheries and other resources have raised consumer concerns about how 

products are made or harvested.

The page numbers noted 

in parentheses throughout 

this summary indicate 

where the corresponding 

topic is discussed in more 

detail in the full report. 
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Figure 1  

 

At the core of each certifi cation system is the standard—a defi ned set of social, environmental, and/or economic criteria. Standards systems determine 
who has a voice in setting the standard, how it evolves over time, who audits and verifi es or certifi es compliance, who accredits the certifi ers, and how 
compliance is signaled—with corresponding effects on legitimacy and credibility, costs and benefi ts, and ability to achieve goals. A continuous learning 
approach supports improved quality and effectiveness of the system over time.
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The model spread, as shown in Figure 2. Convinced that their coalitions could 

have infl uence where governments and intergovernmental agencies had declined 

or were unable to intervene, standards and certifi cation systems such as the 

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), and 

the Rainforest Alliance/Sustainable Agriculture Network (RA-SAN) emerged in the 

1990s. While they differed in some ways from organic agriculture and fair trade 

systems, they shared similar ambitions of market viability and societal legitimacy. 

In 2002, they joined similar “multi-stakeholder” systems—including those of the 

International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM), the Fairtrade 

Labeling Organization (FLO), and Social Accountability International (SAI)—to 

establish the ISEAL Alliance as a network of leading standards systems seeking 

greater cooperation, mutual learning, and recognition for certifi cation based on 

an agreed core set of operating principles. Beginning in 2004, “roundtables” that 

focused on agricultural commodities causing signifi cant environmental impact 

(including palm, soy, sugar, and cotton) engaged industry leaders and nongovern-

mental organizations (NGOs) in developing standards to address those impacts. 

As certifi cation initiatives proliferated and grew, increasing volumes of certifi ed 

product became available. By the end of 2011, 7 percent of wild landings of fi sh for 

human consumption, 9 percent of the world’s productive forests, and 17 percent 

of coffee produced globally were certifi ed. (See p. 9.)

By the end of 2011, 
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This chart shows the total number of ecolabels by year of launch. The data are from the Ecolabel Index, which monitors voluntary standards and labeling 
initiatives. The Index included more than 425 labels in 246 countries and 25 industrial sectors at the end of 2011. (See www.ecolabelindex.com.)
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Assessing the State of Knowledge: 
Approach and Methods
The State-of-Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certifi cation (see Box 1) 

sought to determine what is known about the impacts, performance, and infl uence 

of standards and certifi cation systems. The 12-member Steering Committee that 

guided the Assessment considered several types of evidence, with peer-reviewed 

literature on impacts and governance providing the foundation. The Committee 

commissioned reviews synthesizing the literature in four natural resource sectors: 

agriculture, fi sheries, forestry, and aquaculture. These sectors include some of the 

older and more well-established standards and certifi cation schemes, about which 

the literature was expected to be more robust. The Committee also considered 

gray literature, while recognizing that the quality of this information is less secure 

and sometimes more diffi cult to evaluate. In addition, the Steering Committee 

convened and interviewed business leaders, applied its own experience and expert 

judgment, and consulted external experts and peer reviewers to arrive at conclu-

sions. (See pp. 1–5.)

What Is Known about Impacts
The Assessment was designed to examine the evidence available to address ques-

tions about the performance of voluntary standards and certifi cation—i.e., their 

achievement of intended outcomes—as well as their infl uence and potential to 

leverage large-scale change. Addressing the performance question, the Assessment 

BOX 1 

State-of-Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certifi cation

In early 2009, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation and Walton Family Foundation wanted to assess the impacts 

of their signifi cant investment in the development of the Marine Stewardship Council and its fi sheries certifi cation 

system. Packard was also beginning to support the Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels, a new certifi cation organization. 

A National Academies of Sciences Roundtable on Sustainability meeting generated a discussion between the Packard 

Foundation and Mars, Incorporated, one of the largest chocolate-makers in the world. Mars had recently committed to 

sourcing 100 percent of its cocoa from sustainable sources by 2020. The company began to seek a certifi cation system 

that could work at the scale required. In late 2009, these three organizations joined forces to support the formation of a 

multi-stakeholder collaborative that came to be called the State-of-Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certifi cation. 

Chaired by Patrick Mallet of the ISEAL Alliance, the Assessment was governed by a 12-person Steering Committee 

composed of leading experts representing a diverse array of interests. RESOLVE—   a nonprofi t mediation organization—

served as secretariat.

The Assessment’s Key Questions

• What is known about the environmental, social, and economic impacts of certifi cation and labeling? 

• What is known about whether standards and certifi cation systems are effective tools for promoting sustainability, 

and if so, under what conditions?
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found a wide variety of literature, including hundreds of case studies and before/

after or certifi ed/noncertifi ed comparisons of varying quality, dozens of relatively 

large-sample-size quantitative and qualitative studies, and a few peer-reviewed 

large-scale outcomes evaluations. The evidence base to judge whether certifi cation 

systems achieved their claimed social, environmental, and economic benefi ts at the 

level where they work (i.e., the farm or enterprise) appears relatively robust, but it is 

diffi cult to draw conclusions with confi dence given the variability in methodologies. 

Practitioners and enterprises considering certifi cation can anticipate the near-term 

outputs and outcomes from the adoption of standards-compliant practices, but 

those who seek answers to questions about certifi cation as a tool to drive large-

scale change will fi nd little empirical evidence regarding whether such change has 

occurred. (See pp. 58–60.) There are few large-scale qualitative and quantitative 

studies documenting outcomes and impacts suffi cient to determine what effects 

occurred and whether they were attributable to certifi cation. In addition, very little 

is known about the durability of impacts. These fi ndings are not surprising—stan-

dards and certifi cation systems are complex and dynamic, many are relatively new, 

and studies of them are in short supply. Serious methodological challenges linked 

to the complexity and dynamic nature of ecosystems and communities also limit 

the potential for academically rigorous, experimentally designed and controlled 

studies of long-term, large-scale impacts. (See pp. 58–60; 71–72.)

These impact measurement challenges are not unique to voluntary standards and 

certifi cation. Independent and peer-reviewed evaluations of the impacts of public 

and private policy instruments being deployed in pursuit of sustainability are also 

scarce. (See pp. 71–72.) Thus, learning and strategy development at this level must 

draw on considered interpretation of experience and data, which may evolve to 

support different conclusions over time. Regular review and revision based on the 

results of monitoring and evaluation are therefore important as components of 

standards systems, as well as across systems. (See pp. 58–60.)

DIRECT IMPACTS
The direct impacts of certifi cation systems are the changes in certifi ed enterprises’ 

practices and the ecological, economic, and social consequences of those changes. 

(See Figure 3.) Certifi cation systems have generally been designed so that the 

standard sets requirements for production practices, such as harvesting or the 

use of inputs. Certifi cation occurs upon verifi cation of compliance. Adoption of 

the specifi ed practices should lead to improvements in the quality and resilience 

of local ecosystems, in the livelihoods dependent on the production system in 

question, and in social welfare. (See pp. 9–10; 57.) 

The Assessment fi nds reasonable evidence to suggest signifi cant though not 

universal positive changes in near-term ecological, social, and economic well-being 

resulting from standards-compliant practices, although, as noted above, literature 

clearly attributing large-scale sustainability impacts to standards and certifi cation 

systems is rare. Moreover, rigorously designed studies do not always fi nd the 

impacts expected. However, available research contains many insights and lessons 

to be learned that can inform future research and practice. (See pp. 71–72.)
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Ecological Impacts

Most standards operating in the four sectors reviewed focus primarily on environ-

mental issues; this aspect of sustainability also dominates the literature. Ecosystem 

integrity is a key overarching concept for resource-extraction industries such as 

forestry and fi sheries. The research on this issue is limited to understanding the 

changes in practices resulting from certifi cation, with anticipated correlations to 

ecosystem health. Some studies highlight the diffi culty in correlating management 

improvements with long-term ecosystem health. (See pp. 61–62.) Numerous case 

studies show evidence of specifi c positive (and some negative) effects of certifi ca-

tion on biodiversity and individual species. However, quantifying these impacts 

proves challenging, and there is limited understanding of the impacts on nontarget 

species. (See pp. 63–65.) Evidence of impacts linked to air, water, and soil pollution; 

to a reduction of inputs in cultivated systems; and to waste management is more 

limited, although most of the fi ndings are positive. One of the key challenges in the 
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This model of a standards and 
certifi cation system shows how these 
systems affect the practices and 
performance of producers, leading to 
impacts beyond the farm or enterprise 
level. These broader impacts affect 
other stake holders, either by infl uenc-
ing the uptake of certain practices or 
by affecting the broader economy or 
society. These direct effects, in turn, 
affect the attitudes and behaviors 
of stakeholders, consumers, and 
businesses, which infl uence how they 
engage with producers. 

Figure 3  
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research has been the variability in environmental conditions among sites, limiting 

the ability of researchers to extrapolate results. (See p. 66.) 

Economic Impacts 

While a number of standards include economic criteria, fair trade puts an explicit 

focus on income by way of minimum prices, social premiums, and other factors, 

and has been more studied in this regard than other systems. The impact of 

certifi cation on revenue and profi tability from forestry and fi sheries operations has 

received little attention. Price premiums are fairly rare and are most consistently 

available for high-profi le or niche items such as certifi ed coffee and tea. Several 

studies have identifi ed other economic benefi ts to producers, including technical 

assistance, access to credit, and opportunities to diversify income sources. A 

common economic benefi t is better access to market channels and business 

opportunities. Effects on yields and quality of products are not yet well studied. 

Though not strictly speaking impacts of certifi cation, the challenges faced by small 

and medium-sized enterprises in meeting certifi cation standards is important to 

note, as it prevents access to some markets and points to a challenge in scaling 

up. (See p. 69.)  

Social Impacts

The social impacts of standards and certifi cation are much less studied than 

the ecological or economic impacts. Social impacts include working and living 

conditions; rights and benefi ts; and community relationships. Evidence of impacts 

on living and working conditions comes primarily from the study of fair trade and 

ethical trade systems. These standards were designed, in part, to improve the 

welfare of farmers in developing countries. The few studies of these systems that 

have sound research designs with clear attribution reveal mixed evidence. (See 

pp. 69–70.) Claims that standards and certifi cation empower and secure rights 

and benefi ts are widespread, though evidence is limited and of modest quality. 

Evidence of community benefi ts, such as development investments or confl ict 

resolution, is also mixed, with cases of reinforcement of existing patterns of exclu-

sion and variability in distribution of benefi ts between men and women, in addition 

to cases of enhanced community participation and equality of benefi ts. (See p. 70.) 

INDIRECT IMPACTS
The indirect impacts of certifi cation systems involve changes in the behavior of 

actors other than the certifi ed enterprises, and the economic, social, and environ-

mental consequences of those changes. (See pp. 73–75; 83–85.) They include a 

wide range of interactions and infl uences. Sustainability standards and associated 

practices have been adopted not only by enterprises seeking certifi cation, but also 

more broadly through peer infl uence and integration into company supply chain 

requirements and governmental regulation. The evidence examined supports a 

fi nding that the indirect impacts of voluntary standards and certifi cation are sub-

stantial and probably greater than the direct impacts. (See pp. 88–89.) However, 

the evidence considered to date is often based on cases, resulting in generalizations 

mostly at the level of “this can happen,” rather than about the likelihood of results.

The evidence examined supports 

a fi nding that the indirect 

impacts of voluntary standards 

and certifi cation systems are 
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than the direct impacts.
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Learning, Demonstration, and “Spill-Over” Eff ects

The Assessment found abundant case examples of improved practices demon-

strated by certifi cation processes, then adopted more widely. The infrastructure put 

in place to enable certifi cation has also promoted the learning and uptake of sus-

tainable practices. (See pp. 83–85; 88–89.) For example, the Rainforest Alliance’s 

technical assistance to farmers fostered their understanding of the economics of 

their own businesses, in a role analogous to extension agents. Consultants who 

develop knowledge of the business case for more sustainable practices while work-

ing in certifi cation processes market that expertise to the business community at 

large. Suppliers discover and create markets for “greener” products. 

In several sectors, there is evidence that the number of producers and volume 

of goods produced in compliance with sustainability standards are substantially 

greater than the number and volume bearing a certifi cation label. For example, 

about 17 percent of coffee is produced in compliance with standards, but only 8 

percent is sold as such. Similarly, the Assessment’s fi sheries sector review noted 

that only 10 percent of the seafood certifi ed under the MSC carries the MSC label 

in the marketplace. (See pp. 88–89.)   

One example of spill-over effects is the emergence of standards and certifi ers 

competing with the MSC, and the widespread adoption by major retailers of 

“sustainable seafood procurement policies” that rely on certifi cation and other 

means of assurance. Substantial evidence indicates that coalitions organized to 

develop and promote MSC certifi cation played important roles in raising awareness 

and creating demand for more sustainable seafood. How much of the movement 

is directly attributable to certifi cation is not known, but there is a good deal of 

information available about the infl uence of certifi cation in its evolution. (See 

Figure 4.) (See pp. 88–89.)   

Enhancing Institutional Capacity

The existence of voluntary standards and certifi cation systems has made it possible 

for public and private institutions to adopt procurement and permitting policies 

favoring more sustainable goods and services that would not be feasible if they 

had to rely on their own capacity to evaluate the performance of each product or 

project. The emergence of credible voluntary standards has created an industry of 

certifi ers to whom governments and businesses can turn. For example, certifi ers 

of forest products have offered their expertise in compliance verifi cation and chain-

of-custody tracking to help enforce U.S. and European Union bans on the import 

of illegally harvested timber. (See pp. 79–80.) Supply chain tracking mechanisms 

developed for certifi ed products can also enhance the capacity of businesses to 

ensure more sustainable practices and performance from their suppliers. There is 

also case evidence of direct fi nancial benefi ts, such as market share or cost savings 

attributable to supply chain effi ciencies and chain-of-custody management.
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The greatest increase in fi sheries 
entering the certifi cation process 
came when market-leading 
fi rms made commitments to 
sustainability.

Seafood guides, including 
wallet cards and 
information accessible by 
cell phone, offer consumers 
convenient guidance at the 
point of purchase, but are 
not as precise as labeling 
backed by certifi cation or 
assessment of particular 
fi sheries. They recommend 
for or against a type of fi sh, 
but the consumer generally 
does not know why, or if 
some fi sh of that type are 
exceptions to the general 
guidance.    

1990
Dolphin Safe logo introduced

1997
MSC launched

2008
Friend of the Sea launched

2005
FAO guidelines for

sustainable fish
standards issued

1998
First “sustainable seafood”

guidelines issued

2007
NOAA creates “Fish Watch”

Above is a timeline showing the emergence of marine certifi cation programs.

MSC certified

engaged in Fisheries Improvement Partnerships

not certified, not in need of rebuilding

not certified, fully or over harvested

Friend of the Sea approved

 

Figure 4: The Case of Marine Certifi cation

B E S T  C H O I C E S

Arctic Char (farmed)
Barramundi (US farmed)
Catfish (US farmed)
Clams (farmed)
Cobia (US farmed)
Cod: Pacific (US non-trawled)
Crab: Dungeness, Stone
Halibut: Pacific (US)
Lobster: California Spiny (US)
Mussels (farmed)
Oysters (farmed)
Sablefish/Black Cod (Alaska & Canada)
Salmon (Alaska wild)
Sardines: Pacific (US)
Scallops (farmed)
Shrimp: Pink (OR)
Striped Bass (farmed & wild*)
Tilapia (US farmed)
Trout: Rainbow (US farmed)
Tuna: Albacore (Canada & US Pacific,  

troll/pole)
Tuna: Skipjack, Yellowfin (US troll/pole)

G O O D  A LT E R N A T I V E S

Basa/Pangasius/Swai (farmed)
Caviar, Sturgeon (US farmed)
Clams (wild)
Cod: Atlantic (imported)
Cod: Pacific (US trawled)
Crab: Blue*, King (US), Snow
Flounders, Soles (Pacific)
Flounder: Summer (US Atlantic)*
Grouper: Black, Red (US Gulf of Mexico)*
Herring: Atlantic
Lobster: American/Maine
Mahi Mahi (US)
Oysters (wild)
Pollock: Alaska (US)
Sablefish/Black Cod (CA, OR, WA)
Salmon (CA, OR, WA*, wild)
Scallops (wild)
Shrimp (US, Canada)
Squid
Swordfish (US)*
Tilapia (Central & South America(farmed)
Tuna: Bigeye, Tongol, Yellowfin (troll/pole)

A V O I D

Caviar, Sturgeon* (imported wild)
Chilean Seabass/Toothfish*
Cobia (imported farmed)
Cod: Atlantic (Canada & US)
Crab: King (imported)
Flounders, Halibut, Soles (US Atlantic, 

except Summer Flounder)
Groupers (US Atlantic)*
Lobster: Spiny (Brazil)
Mahi Mahi (imported longline)
Marlin: Blue, Striped (Pacific)*
Monkfish
Orange Roughy*
Salmon (farmed, including Atlantic)*
Sharks* & Skates
Shrimp (imported)
Snapper: Red (US Gulf of Mexico)
Swordfish (imported)*
Tilapia (Asia farmed)
Tuna: Albacore*, Bigeye*, Skipjack, 

Tongol, Yellowfin* (except troll/pole)
Tuna: Bluefin*
Tuna: Canned (except troll/pole)

Over the past 10 years, 
the percentage of wild 
fi sh landings certifi ed, 
or in the process 
of certifi cation and 
improved management, 
has approached 20 
percent. This illustration 
shows that the 
percentage certifi ed 
or in process toward 
certifi cation remains 
less than a third of the 
world’s fi sh, and of the 
two-thirds, a large share 
are in serious trouble.

 

KEY
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Interactions and Synergy

Perhaps the most compelling evidence of indirect impacts comes in cases of inter-

actions among certifi cation systems and between such systems and other forms 

of governance. These include cases where standards, practices, and performance 

expectations established in the context of voluntary systems become the norm for 

producers and consumers or are institutionalized in public regulations, in some cases 

helping to ratchet up performance in the pursuit of sustainability. (See Figure 5.) 

(See pp. 88–89.)  

For example, the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED) certifi cation offered a voluntary arena for develop-

ing, testing, and marketing “green” building practices, and created infrastructure 

that enabled permitting jurisdictions to establish incentives for green building, or 

even to embed standards in building codes. The U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency’s Energy Star certifi cation sought to identify “best-in-class” effi ciency in a 

standard that would adapt as innovation and competition brought better products 

to market. When the higher voluntary standard was established and consumer 

expectations for products were raised, the average effi ciency of products increased 

overall. (See pp. 75–77.) The Clean Development Mechanism Gold Standard fi lls 

a gap in an existing regulatory mechanism by certifying projects that meet extra 

conditions—conditions that were left out of the negotiated offi cial standard but 

were still important to achieve its stated goals. These and other cases shed light 

on complex and often unanticipated sequences of outcomes and adaptations that 

offer insights into the pathways of change and suggest strategies for accomplishing 

sustainability objectives in the future. (See pp. 78–79.)
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Voluntary standards and certifi cation systems 
have the fl exibility to set high standards and 
create market incentives that recognize top 
performers. However, to move the market as 
a whole toward more sustainable practices 
requires the implementation of complemen-
tary tools and regulations that help to ratchet 
up the performance of middle and bottom 
performers. These tools necessarily recognize 
lower standards but ideally create a system 
of incentives (carrots and sticks) that drive 
improvements in performance over time. 
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Indirect and unanticipated impacts are not universally positive. There are examples 

of certifi cation and standards systems that have failed to foster sustainability, and 

performance that does not improve. (See pp. 88–89) Tradeoffs among competing 

values and interests have resulted in certifi cation that addresses some aspects 

of performance (e.g., the elimination of synthetic pesticides and fertilizers) while 

neglecting others (e.g., mono-cropping or aquifer depletion). Standards can be set 

at a level insuffi cient to address the problem, and thus lead to “greenwashing,” by 

accident or by design. Confl icts can arise with regulatory authorities. One frequently 

raised concern is that standards may forestall regulation that might have greater 

impact and enforceability. (See pp. 88–89.) However, evidence that certifi cation 

has “locked in” suboptimal standards is lacking; most examples offered to support 

such criticisms fail to address the likelihood or plausibility of alternative preferred 

scenarios. (See p. 87.) The Assessment also fi nds that the majority of certifi cation 

schemes are not designed to interact with other governance systems. The evidence 

suggests a potential for greater impact if synergy with other standards and regula-

tory systems is considered at the design stage. (See p. 86.) 

Key Players and the Outcomes They Seek
Businesses participate in standards and certifi cation systems for reasons that 

vary by sector, industry, and the position of the fi rm in the supply chain. (See 

Figure 6.) The research revealed cases of direct fi nancial benefi ts, such as market 

share or cost savings attributable to increased supply chain effi ciencies, and the 

protection of product quality and quantity through chain-of-custody management. 

Improved natural resource management and secure access to supply are important 

goals, since natural resources are the basis for future supplies of raw materials. 

producers

This graphic provides a preliminary understanding of elements of the potential motivations that value chain actors take into account when considering the 
adoption of standards and practices aimed to enhance sustainability. The Steering Committee recommends advancing the state of knowledge about this 
business case through further research, to help investors (of both business and philanthropic capital) to identify and differentiate standards and practices 
that will pay for themselves, and those that are likely to require economic or policy interventions, such as regulations, to take root.

Figure 6
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Increasingly, businesses are communicating and cooperating on issues relating to 

supply chain risk and assurance of supply. The Assessment also found anecdotal 

evidence of other benefi ts, such as share price, employee retention, and brand and 

reputation value. (See pp. 43–52.) 

Foundations and civil society organizations spearheaded the formation of multi-

stakeholder standards and certifi cation systems (which themselves were often 

established as NGOs) and led market campaigns to engage consumers and create 

pressure for certifi cation. Perhaps most important, by mobilizing coalitions of 

producers, manufacturers, retailers, scientists, and sustainability advocates, NGOs 

and foundations have helped to create space for collaboration and negotiations that 

seek agreement on feasible standards for improved production practices. These 

organizations now play more diffuse roles in developing, monitoring, and working 

with standards and certifi cation systems, in accordance with their particular capaci-

ties, goals, and theories of change. When these goals diverge, NGOs are just as 

likely to realign their activities around other strategies. (See pp. 19–28.) 

As different stakeholders come together to develop sustainability standards, 

expectations about responsible practices can converge and help to shape global 

norms. With the globalization of trade, an increasing focus on market-based 

solutions, and various forces aligned as obstacles to the expansion of regulatory 

approaches, some governments have embraced standards and certifi cation as 

a strategy to achieve public policy objectives. (See pp. 29–39.) In some cases, 

certifi cation has enhanced opportunities for public participation and accountability, 

while in others, such as with shrimp farms in Thailand, certifi cation can result in 

lost opportunities to participate in decision making on resource management. (See 

pp. 37–39.) Certifi cation systems remain limited in their ability to compel compli-

ance in the same way as regulations enforceable by law. Governments continue 

to play a critical role not only in creating an enabling environment for certifi cation 

but in complementing standards with regulations and other measures that ensure 

minimum acceptable performance. 

Conditions that Enhance or Impede Eff ectiveness
Voluntary standards and certifi cation systems have achieved their greatest traction 

in commodities with prominent product labeling, such as coffee, timber, and fi sh. 

(See pp. 73–89.) Markets for certifi ed products have developed almost exclusively 

in industrialized countries in which customer recognition of sustainability issues 

and labels is relatively strong. However, both markets and products are changing. 

Growing middle classes in industrializing countries such as China, India, and Brazil 

may be potential markets for certifi ed products, while new models of certifi cation 

and growth in the certifi ed production of commodities such as palm oil and materi-

als for green building show potential to increase supply. (See pp. 90–99.)

The certifi cation of harvested resources, such as forestry and fi sheries, occurs 

mostly in jurisdictions and ecosystems in which resource management was already 

relatively well established—i.e., in the temperate regions of North America and 

Europe. In contrast, key agricultural commodities such as coffee, cocoa, tea, and 

Markets for certifi ed 

products have developed 
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industrialized countries in 

which customer recognition 

of sustainability issues and 

labels is relatively strong.
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sugar are grown exclusively in tropical climates. Organic agriculture, as a whole-

farm approach, is implemented worldwide. (See pp. 71–72.)

In many certifi cation systems, there is evidence to suggest that certifi cation has 

functioned to maintain and, potentially, continue to improve the practices of those 

enterprises that were already close to meeting the standards, by providing a market-

based incentive and reward for good practices. However, with the growth in volume 

and share of certifi ed production in certain sectors, it is clear that certifi cation is 

reaching at least a few of those producers and enterprises that are required to 

make signifi cant changes in their practices in order to meet the standards. In these 

instances, certifi cation is most effective when there is a commensurate focus on 

capacity building and other strategies to support improved performance. (See pp. 

85–87.) 

Certifi cation is unlikely to drive a sector to fully transform to meet sustainability 

objectives. In particular, certifi cation has not demonstrated consistent capacity 

to affect the “bottom of the market”—the producers and harvesters operating 

farthest from the standard. In many situations, governments are uniquely capable 

to set minimum requirements, while certifi cation systems set a “gold standard” 

with incentives for those who take steps in that direction. (See pp. 88–89.) 

Certifi cation systems have expanded most rapidly when market-leading fi rms 

choose them as a means to incorporate improved practices into a supply chain. 

This is not surprising; when a fi rm representing a signifi cant share of the market in 

a given product adopts a standard, the standard’s market share would be expected 

to rise accordingly. It is less clear whether or when there is a point of “market tip-

ping,” when demand for certifi ed products is great enough to make certifi cation (or 

other assurances of improved performance) a de facto condition of market entry, 

and if so, what conditions would contribute to that effect. 

Given the tension and trade-offs between how diffi cult the standard is to meet and 

how many enterprises will be able to adopt it, standards and certifi cation systems 

make these decisions about where to set the standard in varied, pragmatic, and 

often strenuously negotiated ways. Some of the most vocal critics of certifi cation 

are those who believe that these systems have compromised too much toward 

business interests or their own need to gain market share and set standards too 

low to achieve meaningful change. These critics tend to express opinions and 

hypotheses about what should have been attempted or achieved. Evidence-based 

comparisons of likely or plausible net outcomes of alternative approaches are 

often missing from these arguments, but they highlight the concern that voluntary 

standards have limits in terms of both the extent of change they can bring about 

and the proportion of a market they can affect. (See pp. 73–89.) 

Certifi cation is thus best seen as one instrument in a portfolio of tools (see 

Figure 7). It is effective in bringing about rapid changes in production practices 

when market-leading fi rms use it to verify and enforce contractual requirements 

for better practice and performance by their suppliers. (See pp. 73–89.) It also is 

effective in establishing standards for practices in instances in which governments 

are unwilling or unable to act. (See pp. 29–39.) It is useful as a complement to 

regulatory policies, to fi ll gaps and to introduce mechanisms for adapting to rapid 
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technological change. Other tools, including regulatory mandates and incentives, 

are better situated to infl uence the parts of the market in which certifi cation is less 

attractive, less well understood, or unimportant to consumers and producers. In 

circumstances in which certifi cation is insuffi cient to achieve sustainability objec-

tives, it may still fi ll important complementary or supporting roles. (See pp. 73–89.) 

Recommendations 

PRIORITIES FOR KEY ACTORS 
Given the proliferation of standards and certifi cation systems, it is vital to under-

stand the factors that infl uence their effectiveness. Through experimentation 

and shared learning, the stakeholders involved in these systems have identifi ed 

a number of core design principles that should inform the structure and imple-

mentation of these systems. Among these are transparency, clarity of standards 

and means to verify the accuracy of claims, balanced and open stakeholder 

engagement, competency and accessibility, and a focus on learning and continual 

improvement.

The Steering Committee believes that certifi cation systems should make a more 

concerted effort to collect information and data on their results. To be most cred-

ible, evaluations should be conducted by external parties. However, this should not 

discourage standards systems from measuring and analyzing their own progress, 

for continuous improvement. The performance of certifi cation systems should be 

evaluated in comparison with other plausible public and private governance alterna-

tives, against a backdrop of what would have happened in their absence. Where 

less formal more formal

informal
social
norms

government
requirements
enforced by

criminal
sanctions

government requirements
enforced by civil sanctions

certification and labeling
with private enforcement

good neighbor agreements/
community benefit agreements

socially responsible,
investing standards

firm EMSs and policies

public-private
negotiated agreements

lender/insurer supply chain
contract requirements

trade association
codes of conduct

NGO reporting initiatives

NGO mobilization
education programs

This graphic shows a typology of policy instruments for improving sustainability of production-consumption systems.

Figure 7
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feasible, the addition of performance-based criteria to existing practice-based 

criteria could facilitate outcome evaluation. 

Comparison and learning among systems should also be encouraged, even 

when such systems focus on different commodities or resources, as many of the 

incentive, behavioral, and governance issues are related. Strategic cooperation 

and coordination among certifi cation systems and with other actors may increase 

effi ciency. Certifi cation systems should be explicitly designed to interact with other 

governance systems. 

There is considerable potential value in sharing with the business community 

information and knowledge generated by certifi cation, engaging fi rms in efforts 

to learn about and evaluate risk and sustainability problems in supply chains, and 

thinking through transitions to more sustainable value chains.

Businesses are key drivers for scaling up standards and certifi cation systems. They 

are in an infl uential position to drive innovation and continuous improvement in 

standards. Companies are interested in effi ciencies both within and between stan-

dards systems. They should use this position of infl uence to encourage effi ciency 

gains through greater cooperation and harmonization between standards systems.

Government agencies should look to certifi cation programs for demonstrations 

of potentially useful and adaptable technologies, practices, and approaches. They 

should take advantage of the broad solution-seeking coalitions that often converge 

around certifi cation initiatives, and of the opportunity to use certifi cation systems 

to enable sustainable procurement policies. They should use their power to 

regulate advertising and trade to keep misleading claims from the market. Finally, 

they should not expect certifi cation to solve the most intractable problems, and 

should focus their own efforts on improving the performance of actors with the 

greatest adverse impacts.

NGOs play an array of key roles. To improve the performance of standards and 

certifi cation systems, a critical role for NGOs is helping to ensure the robustness 

of certifi cation audits and the quality of the standards. Where NGOs engage 

companies to improve their practices, they should seek opportunities to encourage 

companies to adopt credible standards.

As key players in the establishment of voluntary standards and certifi cation sys-

tems, foundations are well positioned to support the evolution of those systems 

toward greater effectiveness, as well as their integration with complementary tools. 

There is a particular need to develop self-sustaining business models, support 

research essential to understanding impacts and how they are achieved, and 

mitigate adverse effects when certifi cation systems displace traditional producers 

and practices. 

Strategic cooperation 

and coordination among 

certifi cation systems and with 

other actors may increase 

effi  ciency. Certifi cation 

systems should be explicitly 

designed to interact with other 

governance systems. 
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What Is Not Known That 
Is Most Important to Learn?
A concerted research effort is needed to bridge signifi cant gaps in knowledge about 

the impacts of standards and certifi cation systems and the conditions under which 

they are more or less effective. Methods need to be designed for the systematic 

collection, analysis, and application of impacts data. Because more is known about 

the practices of individual certifi ed producers than about longer-term impacts 

that result from those practices, additional research on sustainability impacts is a 

priority. This effort could include fi lling gaps in knowledge about the baseline status 

of relevant socio-cultural or ecological systems, as well as linking into research 

on the relationships between prescribed management practices and outcomes. 

Research on the ways in which different systems interact, and outcomes occur, is 

also needed. (See Box 2.)

BOX 2

Theory of Change

In recent years, many experts and practitioners have come to understand that the context in which standards and 

certifi cation operate is in fact much more complex than originally envisaged. The Steering Committee hopes to 

contribute to a new, emerging theory of how these systems contribute to sustainability goals by making the following 

observations:

• Evidence of the direct impacts of standards and certifi cation systems suggests signifi cant though not universal positive 

changes in near-term social and economic well-being and environmental practices. 

• Evidence also suggests indirect impacts are substantial and probably greater than the direct impacts. Sustainability 

standards have been adopted broadly through integration into company supply chain requirements and government 

regulations. 

• Evidence reveals cases of direct fi nancial benefi ts for businesses engaging in standards and certifi cation through 

market share or cost savings attributable to increased supply chain effi ciencies. Businesses are also increasingly 

cooperating to address supply chain risk and assurance of supply.

• To scale up the positive impacts of standards and certifi cation, enterprises must have the capacity to meet 

the standards and strong incentives to do so. Scaling up also requires exploiting interactions or synergies with 

complementary market and regulatory tools.

• Certifi cation together with on-product labels continues to communicate the benefi ts of a standards system to 

consumers. However, on-product labels and price premiums are neither as essential nor as universal as previously 

assumed. New models of certifi cation are emerging that do not rely on consumer- facing labels or marketing.

• A more appropriate measure of the scale of impact may be the level of adoption of better management practices 

(whether certifi ed or not), rather than the market share of certifi ed products or the number of participating companies. 

However, even this is just a proxy for impact that may eventually be replaced by concrete data showing on-the-ground 

sustainability outcomes.

Because more is known about 

the practices of individual 

certifi ed producers than about 

longer-term impacts that result 

from those practices, additional 

research on sustainability 

impacts is a priority. 
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In addition to advancing the understanding of the “outcomes chain” from practice 

to performance, and the contexts and interactions that produce desired or unde-

sirable results, the research community could make substantial contributions by 

examining the use of standards and certifi cation (and complementary or alternative 

tools) in developing countries and emerging markets, and by small and medium-

sized enterprises. It is particularly important to understand the “business case” or 

drivers for engaging actors at less-well-understood points in the supply chain (for 

example, brokers and traders) to improve overall sustainability outcomes within 

those chains.

Since it is unlikely that comprehensive, integrated research will emerge without 

investments in coordination and collaboration, businesses and philanthropic 

organizations already engaged in certifi cation and other approaches to enhancing 

sustainability should support more formal cooperative efforts to develop lines of 

research and share fi ndings. 

Conclusion
Standards and certifi cation systems have introduced a new form of partnership 

between civil society organizations and leading businesses, shifting the landscape 

of sustainable production and consumption in important ways. They have opened 

avenues for public and stakeholder interests to participate in defi ning standards 

that become societal and even regulatory norms. They have created mechanisms 

for standards to adapt as science and technology offer new insights and possibili-

ties, and to respond to unanticipated outcomes. They have offered regulators the 

ability to peg requirements to voluntary standards that are regularly updated. They 

have defi ned and tested “gold standards,” resulting in proof that raising the bar 

of existing norms is technically and practically possible. They have raised public 

awareness of and, possibly, demand for more sustainable products. They have put 

missing pieces of a sustainable supply chain in place, from technical assistance and 

extension to supply chain tracking systems. And, they have served as a learning 

laboratory—a set of experiments well founded in theory, attending to rigorous 

analysis of outcomes, as well as the contexts and trends that affect them. 

Globalization and other forces are changing markets at a rapid pace. Business 

decisions rely on best-available knowledge. The movement that coalesced behind 

voluntary standards and certifi cation has much to gain by working together to 

fi ll gaps in that knowledge, especially about how to improve the effectiveness of 

standards and certifi cation as one tool to achieve desired sustainability outcomes.

Standards and certifi cation 

systems have introduced a new 

form of partnership between 

civil society organizations and 

leading businesses, shifting 

the landscape of sustainable 

production and consumption in 

important ways.
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Introduction
Over the past ten years, the supply chains of multinational companies and retailers have 
become ever-more complex, with raw materials and other product inputs being sourced 
from producers in every corner of the globe. At the same time, concerns about climate 
change, natural resource scarcity, and labor practices have made sustainability and 
corporate responsibility the watchwords of the day for many firms. Voluntary standards 
and certification systems have emerged as a promising means for addressing sustainability 
and corporate responsibility in today’s complex global marketplace. 

Certification systems typically evaluate and 
audit—according to environmental and/or social 
sustainability standards—the processes or meth-
ods by which products are produced. The aim 
of these systems may be, for example, to help 
conserve scarce resources, preserve biodiversity, 
or provide a living wage for workers. when com-
bined with “ecolabels,” these systems can provide 
consumers (and business-to-business customers) 
with information by which to make more informed 
choices in the marketplace. 

Standards and systems for certifying ecological 
and social sustainability have been in existence for 
decades and have been developed for a wide array 
of goods and services. They can provide firms 
with the information and incentives they need 
to change their product offerings. forest prod-
ucts, for example, may be grown and produced 
in accordance with the standards of the forest 
Stewardship Council (fSC) or the Programme 
for the endorsement of forest Certification 
(PefC). agricultural products may be produced 
according to one of the many organic standards 
schemes, or in line with the standards of the 
rainforest alliance’s Sustainable agriculture pro-
gram, uTZ Certified, or the fairtrade labelling 
organizations (flo), among others. Similarly, 
seafood harvests may be managed according to 
the marine Stewardship Council (mSC) certifica-
tion system, the friend of the Sea program, or 

other schemes. Standards schemes have been 
created for everything from biofuels to buildings, 
and some standards—such as those of Social 
accountability international (Sai)—cover a broad 
range of products in multiple industries. 

The standards mentioned here are among the 
best known, but many others exist. indeed, such 
schemes have proliferated in recent decades. The 
world resources institute and world business 
Council for Sustainable development track the 
development of standards and certification 
systems for wood and paper products, and in 
July 2011 they reported nearly 50 approaches to 
the sustainable procurement of forest products, 
including forestry and procurement standards, 
certification programs, ecolabels, and green pro-
curement programs.1 more broadly, the ecolabel 
index included 425 labels in 246 countries and 25 
industrial sectors, as of the end of 2011.2

many standards and certification systems are 
organized and overseen by multi-stakeholder 
groups involving nongovernmental organizations 
(nGos) and industry. others may be driven solely 
by industry, nGos, or government agencies. 
Standards and certification systems often utilize 

1 www.wbcsd.org/pages/edocument/edocumentdetails.asp
x?id=183&nosearchcontextkey=true

2 www.ecolabelindex.com
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third-party verification and monitoring to ensure 
that standards are met.

businesspeople, nGo representatives, and phil-
anthropic foundations have viewed standards and 
certification systems as a promising means for 
promoting sustainability practices in supply chains 
and even transforming markets altogether, espe-
cially across international boundaries. among the 
strengths of these systems is that they can move 
when the science is not settled or clear, and/or 
when government action is inadequate or absent. 

for these and other reasons, companies, nGos, 
governments, and foundations have invested 
hundreds of millions of dollars in the past two 
decades to support the creation and implementa-
tion of standards and certification systems. for 
foundations, these investments have been par-
ticularly large and sustained over a long period 
of time, compared to most philanthropic efforts.

despite these investments, concrete, consoli-
dated information about whether certification is 
achieving its stated goals has been somewhat 
scant. Thus an array of observers—including 
large companies who are questioning whether or 
not to take part in these systems, as well as the 
philanthropic foundations funding the systems—
have sought more information on the actual 
environmental and social impacts and potential 
of these systems, i.e., how well they are working 
and how they could work better. 

The State-of-Knowledge assessment of Standards 
and Certification was organized to analyze the 
current state of knowledge regarding certification 
systems. The assessment was a two-and-a-half 
year, multi-stakeholder, deliberative process led by 
a 12-member Steering Committee, which sought 
to answer the following questions:

1.  what is known about the environmental, social, 
and economic impacts of certification and 
labeling? 

2. what is known about whether standards and 
certification systems are effective tools for 
promoting sustainability, and if so, under what 
conditions?

The assessment also sought to assist interested 
stakeholders in making informed and strategic 
decisions about the use and value of certifica-
tion systems. Stakeholders, in this case, refers to 
businesses considering taking part in certifica-
tion schemes, institutions considering funding 
such schemes, and nGos seeking to determine 
whether to launch, or continue supporting, such 
schemes. Steering Committee members sought 
to make recommendations for these stakeholders 
that were grounded in published, peer-reviewed 
scholarly research on certification schemes; they 
also drew on other published reports and their 
own extensive experience with such systems.

Steering Committee members were interested 
in exploring whether, when, and how certifica-
tion systems have, or might, ameliorate resource 
stewardship challenges. members neither view 
certification as a “silver bullet” nor mean to encour-
age the uptake of such systems for their own 
sake. rather, they are committed to promoting 
sustainability, broadly, and sought to determine 
how well standards and certification systems have 
been contributing to that end, both independently 
and in combination with other tools. in addition, 
they sought evidence of the performance of stan-
dards and certification systems as compared to 
other viable alternatives—not against hypotheti-
cal “perfect” alternatives. Committee members 
see certification as one tool of many, and one 
that should be used in an incremental, step-wise 
fashion along with other forms of public, private, 
regulatory, and voluntary systems to achieve the 
best results. 

Origins of the Assessment
in 2008, with support from the david and lucile 
Packard foundation, the national research 
Council’s roundtable on Sustainability organized 
an expert consultation on the role of certifica-
tion in promoting more sustainable production 
and consumption. The science director for mars, 
incorporated—one of the largest chocolate 
makers in the world—co-chaired the discussion. 
(mars had committed to sourcing 100 percent 
of its cocoa from sustainable sources by 2020 
and was seeking a certification system that could 
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work at the scale required.) as a follow-up, mars 
and the Packard foundation—together with the 
walton family foundation—joined forces to 
support the organization of a multi-stakeholder 
collaborative analysis of the state of knowledge 
regarding standards and certifications systems. 
This analysis eventually came to be known as 
the State-of-Knowledge assessment of Standards 
and Certification. The three organizations pro-
vided grant support for reSolVe, a nonprofit 
mediation and facilitation organization, to serve 
as Secretariat for the assessment. 

in September 2009, reSolVe and the assessment 
organizers convened 34 experts, representing a 
broad array of interests and sectors, to provide 
feedback and ideas on the assessment process 
and approach. Subsequently, the organizers 
invited a small but diverse group of individuals 
to form the assessment’s Steering Committee. 
The first Steering Committee call took place in 
december 2009, at which time the Committee 
itself took responsibility for the process and work-
plan and proceeded to invite several additional 
parties to join. 

Participation 
The composition of the Steering Committee 
is diverse, with representatives from corpora-
tions, environmental organizations, certifying 
organizations, and academia. (See appendix n.) 
The Committee sought to include government 
representation as well, but the agency officials 
approached said they preferred to stay informed 
of the proceedings but not involved. 

Process
The Steering Committee met in full plenary ses-
sion five times: in march and october 2010, and 
in march, July, and november 2011. They also 
met numerous times in conference calls and 
working groups. (See appendix m for a complete 
assessment timeline.) 

working groups organized early in the process 
commissioned literature reviews to explore what 
is known about certification in three specific 

industry sectors: agriculture, wild-caught fish-
eries, and forestry. another group explored 
cross-cutting issues, such as drivers for uptake 
and a typology of private governance systems. 
later, a sector review on aquaculture was also 
commissioned. ad hoc groups addressed issues 
relating to business drivers for pursuing certifica-
tion and pathways for the evolution of certification 
systems. as the process drew toward a conclu-
sion, working groups were formed around each 
of the chapters of this report. 

The literature reviews, as well as other research 
and analysis commissioned from external consul-
tants, significantly helped to inform the Steering 
Committee’s discussions and conclusions. in par-
ticular, the papers in the appendices—including 
the sector reviews in appendices d, e, f, and G 
and other research contained in appendices b, 
C, h, i, J, K, and l— were either developed by, 
or with the assistance of, consultants who were 
external to the Steering Committee and are listed 
as authors. 

Throughout the process, Steering Committee 
members worked to build agreement on the 
project’s vision, scope, process, and work plan; 
discussed in depth the relevant substantive 
issues; drafted and reviewed report sections; 
and ultimately forged consensus around key 
insights and recommendations and the contents 
of the six main chapters of this final report. The 
appendices, while commissioned by the Steering 
Committee, are independent products written 
by other authors. These materials should thus 
not be construed as necessarily representing the 
Steering Committee’s views, even when the author 
is a Steering Committee member, a funder, or the 
Secretariat. Committee members were guided by 
an agreed-upon terms of reference that outlined 
the roles and responsibilities of members. (See 
appendix n.) 

by design, the assessment was undertaken by 
individuals who were actively involved in certi-
fication systems and who, during the course of 
the deliberations, were thinking and speaking 
from their own experience as well as analyzing 
published academic and nonacademic literature. 
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The diversity of perspectives and opinions at the 
table enabled rich, in-depth discussions and well-
considered, thoroughly vetted conclusions. 

The Committee also sought to gather input 
from parties external to the process whose 
experience with certification would contribute 
to the assessment. in September 2010, mem-
bers held an outreach meeting in london with 
more than 40 stakeholders from businesses, 
nGos, certifying organizations, and universities. 
an october 2010 meeting in washington, dC, 
engaged business and nGo leaders in a discus-
sion about how these sectors decide whether to 
participate in certification systems. in addition, 
the Committee published a brief project descrip-
tion in the european Tropical forest research 
network’s annual journal; maintained a wiki 
webpage containing background information 
about the assessment; and held informal phone 
discussions (about potential opportunities for 
collaboration) with representatives of government 
agencies, nGos, companies, and foundations.

finally, Steering Committee members chose to have 
the assessment report peer reviewed by experts  
external to the process. first, each of the major 
chapters was reviewed by individuals with specific 
relevant expertise. Then a revised version of the 
full report was reviewed by two additional experts. 
after both review periods, Steering Committee 
members considered each of the reviewers’  
comments and addressed them in the text as 
they determined appropriate. more detail on the 
peer review process, including the names of the 
reviewers, can be found in appendix o.

Scope 
The assessment focused primarily on private, 
voluntary standards and certification systems 
that address food and natural resources, in 
particular systems in agriculture, forestry, wild-
caught fisheries, and aquaculture. also, the scope 
comprised primarily multi-stakeholder standards 
initiated by environmental and social nGos, in 
partnership with business interests, and involving 
third-party assessments of performance. while  

the assessment did explore programs with other 
historical origins—including those initiated and 
run by business interests—the assessment’s 
emphasis was on the multi-stakeholder model. 
also falling outside the Committee’s scope were 
systems such as GreenSeal and TerraChoice 
that address the full lifecycles of manufactured 
products.

This scope was determined in part because many 
of the multi-stakeholder natural resource systems 
have the longest track records and, therefore, 
were more likely to have a body of research avail-
able for review, and in part because they best 
reflected Steering Committee members’ collec-
tive expertise and interests.

Framework for the 
Assessment and This Report
The figure on the next page provides a framework 
for understanding the assessment and organiz-
ing the conclusions that follow. The green boxes 
down the left side describe the key questions the 
assessment sought to answer. The items in the 
center, in orange boxes, align with the chapters 
in this report. and the blue boxes at the right 
describe the inputs and methodologies used to 
answer the questions in those chapters. 

Per the orange items in the graphic, this report is 
organized into the following chapters:

▪ Chapter 1 sets the context by describing the 
structure, evolution, and current status of 
key standards and certification systems, in 
addition to challenges they face. (This chapter 
is not shown in the graphic.)

▪ Chapter 2 discusses the various actors 
involved in certification systems—notably civil 
society, government, and businesses—and 
their respective roles and interests and drivers 
for participating. 

▪ Chapter 3 describes what is known about 
the direct (and to a lesser degree, indirect) 
impacts of certification systems, drawing 
primarily on the sector-specific literature 
reviews conducted. 
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▪ Chapter 4 outlines pathways or scenarios 
through which certification systems can evolve 
and interact with other governance systems 
over time.

▪ Chapter 5 describes future trends that the 
Steering Committee expects will affect such 
systems—including trends specific to certifica-
tion as well as broader global trends. 

▪ and finally, Chapter 6 lays out the Steering 
Committee’s key recommendations. These 
recommendations cover both suggestions for 
future areas of research as well as ideas for the 
future of standards and certification systems 
themselves.

Questions

Key 
Actors

BusinessCivil   Society Government

Standard- 
setting 

and non- 
standard- 

setting 
NGOs

Foundations

Impacts

Pathways to Impact

Trends

Recommendations

What are the primary 
motivators, barriers, 
and considerations for 
businesses, NGOs, and 
governments deciding 
whether and how to use 
voluntary standards?

Framework for 
Assessment  of 

Standards &  Certifi cation 
Systems

Inputs &  Methodologies 
to  Address Questions

What is known about 
the direct and indirect 
impacts of standards and 
certifi cation systems?

What impacts result 
or could result from 
pairing voluntary 
standards systems and 
governmental regulation?

What critical knowledge 
gaps remain?

Literature reviews to explore motivations, 
barriers, and other key considerations 
for businesses, civil society, and 
government when determining whether 
and how to use certifi cation

Forum to test literature review fi ndings 
with business leaders

Interviews with additional business 
leaders to explore drivers, barriers, 
and key considerations

“Deep dive” knowledge reviews, 
examining literature (peer-reviewed 
literature, white papers, meta-analyses, 
expert interviews, etc.) on impacts 
of standards and certifi cation systems 
in four sectors:

• Agriculture
• Aquaculture

• Fisheries
• Forestry

Theory review

Case study research

Steering Committee experience, 
expertise, and fi ndings from the 
above research

What global trends 
could impact certifi cation 
in the next 20–50 years?

What recommendations 
can the Steering 
Committee make to 
improve the state of 
knowledge and refi ne the 
use of certifi cation when 
it is an appropriate tool?

Framework for the Assessment



Chapter1
Setting the Context
To set the stage for the chapters that follow, this chapter describes briefly the emergence 
of the standards and certification movement, the current status of some of the leading 
standards and certification systems, the components or design features that make up most 
systems, and some of the challenges those systems face today.

But first, some definitions. Standards are a 
defined set of social, environmental, and/or eco-
nomic criteria. By complying with these criteria, 
enterprises translate a standard into concrete 
practices. Certification is a means of providing 
assurance that products or services comply with 
the criteria. Standards and certification systems 
may have many objectives, but at their most basic 
they provide a framework through which differ-
ent entities (e.g., nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), businesses, government, etc.) can coop-
erate using a common language to deliver more 
sustainable practices. 

The Emergence of Standards 
and Certification Systems 
Private, voluntary standards for sustainable pro-
duction emerged long before a link was made 
to certification. In fact, standards for organic 
agriculture were developed as early as the 1920s. 
These standards represented the translation of a 
philosophical approach to agriculture into a set 
of standardized growing practices. The standards 
emerged from bottom-up, local standards that 
had developed independently around the world, 
led mainly by groups of farmers themselves. 
Over time, these local standards were brought 
together, and a more unified, though not identi-
cal, interpretation of organic agriculture and the 
principles and criteria underlying it emerged. The 
International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM) was established in 1972 as 

a communications network among the various 
organic agriculture initiatives.1 

This approach to standards development—
wherein multiple, locally developed standards 
coalesced to create a common standard—was 
a product of the early stages of the standards 
movement and occurs in only a couple of other 
instances, notably fair trade (Colitt, 1995) and 
sustainable tourism. The fair trade movement 
evolved in the early 1990s from a well-established 
European network of shops that specialized 
in direct trading relationships. The Fairtrade 
Labelling Organizations International (FLO) was 
established in 1997 to bring together various 
national initiatives under one roof. Fair trade 
certification focused initially on agricultural com-
modities that were critical to small farmers and 
workers, including coffee, tea, cocoa, and sugar. It 
has been expanding to include other agricultural 
and non-agricultural commodities. 

In contrast to these examples, most other sustain-
able production standards emerged as the result 
of a conscious effort by a small group of nonprofit 
organizations to convene and engage a cross-
section of stakeholders within a given sector, 
most notably bringing retailers and manufactur-
ers to the negotiating table. The first attempt to 
implement this new approach came with the 
establishment of the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) in 1993. The FSC built in part on the work 
of the Rainforest Alliance’s SmartWood program, 
which had been established a few years earlier 

1 www.ifoam.org/about_ifoam/inside_ifoam/history.html
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(Cashore, Auld, & Newsom, 2004; Cashore, Gale, 
Meidinger, & Newsom, 2006). 

In the period preceding the FSC’s launch, NGOs 
had been leading advocacy campaigns to bring 
public attention to forestry companies’ destruc-
tive practices in the Amazon and other tropical 
forest regions. In addition, NGOs (along with 
governments) had been attempting to establish 
international forest conventions and agreements, 
but with little success (Meidinger, 2007). In 1993, 
a number of NGOs, including the World Wide 
Fund for Nature (WWF), reached out to amenable 
companies and convened a meeting in Toronto to 
agree to a basic set of principles and criteria for 
the responsible management of forests (domask, 
2003; Meidinger, 2001). 

This agreement among a diverse group of stake-
holders on a set of globally applicable criteria for 
responsible forest management served as a cata-
lyst, ushering in a new era of multi-stakeholder 
standard-setting processes that turned, not to 
government authority, but to market incentives 
to encourage responsible behavior. This strategy 
also served to create a different model for NGO 
advocacy. While some NGOs continued to focus 
quite effectively on the “naming and shaming” 
of companies with poor supply-chain records, 
participation in multi-stakeholder standards and 
certification systems provided a mechanism 
for collaborative engagement (Sasser, Prakash, 
Cashore, & Auld, 2006). One manifestation of 
this new strategy was the emergence of “buyers’ 
groups,” in which NGOs supported companies 
such as IKEA, home depot, and B&Q to make 
significant sourcing commitments regarding the 
use of FSC-certified wood. 

The FSC also stimulated the development of 
alternative certification programs. These addi-
tional programs included the Sustainable Forestry 
Initiative (SFI), initiated by the American Forest & 
Paper Association (an industry association), and 
the Pan-European Forest Certification (PEFC), 
originally created by European forest owner 
associations. The PEFC ultimately was renamed 
the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification and became an umbrella program 

for certification systems offering alternatives 
to the FSC. The SFI, in fact, is now one of the 
programs endorsed by the PEFC (Gulbrandsen, 
2005b; Mcdermott, Noah, & Cashore, 2008; 
Meidinger, 2007). 

Around the time of the FSC’s launch, several 
similar multi-stakeholder systems that focused on 
the sustainability of natural resource-based com-
modities were also developed. The Sustainable 
Agriculture Network (SAN), for example, together 
with the Rainforest Alliance (RA), developed cer-
tification guidelines in 1991 for good practices in 
the production of commodities in tropical forest 
areas.2 The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) 
was launched in 1997 as a partnership between 
the WWF and unilever to promote and reward 
sustainable fisheries. And Social Accountability 
International (SAI) developed their SA8000 labor 
standard in 1997 with a multi-stakeholder advisory 
board that included businesses, trade unions, 
and NGOs.3 The SA8000 standard was based on 
existing united Nations and International Labour 
Organization conventions and declarations. 

In 1999, a core set of these standards systems—
including the FSC, MSC, FLO, IFOAM, RA-SAN, 
and SAI—came together to discuss their common 
interests. They quickly came to understand that, 
beyond the specific content and scope of their 
respective standards, they had very similar struc-
tures and activities and had significant potential to 
learn from each other. After a number of regular 
meetings, the organizations decided to cooperate 
formally and established the International Social 
and Environmental Accreditation and Labelling 
Alliance in 2002 (now the ISEAL Alliance) 
(Bernstein & hannah, 2008; Wille, 2004). The 
intent of the founding members was to seek 
greater cooperation between their systems, as 
well as greater recognition for voluntary standards 
and certification in general and for the model of 
international accreditation in particular (personal 
communication, Patrick Mallet, ISEAL Alliance). 
Since that time, the membership and scope of 

2 www.rainforest-alliance.org/about/history

3 www.sa-intl.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.viewPage&p
ageId=490&parentId=472
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activities of the ISEAL Alliance has expanded 
in line with growth in the voluntary standards 
movement, with a core focus now on improv-
ing the effectiveness and uptake of sustainability 
standards systems in order to scale up their social 
and environmental impacts. 

Commodity-based “roundtables” emerged in 
2004 with a slightly different approach to stan-
dards development. Where standards systems 
had previously been focused on sectors (e.g., fish-
eries, forests, agriculture) or on issues (e.g., labor, 
the economic viability of producers), these new 
roundtables represented a strategy by the WWF 
in particular to develop standards, and potentially 
certification systems, for specific commodities 
that had the most impact on the environment. 
Commodity roundtables were initiated for palm oil 
(2004), soy (2006), and sugar (2007). In all cases 
the roundtables required greater industry partici-
pation, as the organizers sought to ensure that a 
significant percentage of leading global compa-
nies utilizing each commodity were participating 
in the process. As a result, there continues to be 
concern by some NGOs, such as Greenpeace, that 
the standards developed by these roundtables will 
be less rigorous or meaningful.4 The roundtables 
were proposed as collaborative, better-practice 
initiatives, rather than best-practice standards and 
certification, although all have evolved to include 
certification programs. To date, only the palm oil 
roundtable has recruited significant commitment 
and certified volumes.5

As these voluntary standards systems were 
developing, the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) was having an influence 
on their operating practices. In addition to devel-
oping procedures for internal environmental 
management systems (rather than sustainability 
standards themselves), the ISO set guidelines for 
the assessment of compliance with standards. 
The voluntary standards movement has largely 

4 www.greenpeace.org/eastasia/campaigns/forests/prob-
lems/palm-oil/ 

5 www.rspo.org/membersearch

adopted the relevant ISO standards (e.g., ISO 
Guide 65 for product certification (to be replaced 
by ISO/IEC 17065), ISO/IEC 17021 for process 
or management system certification, and ISO/
IEC 17011 for accreditation) as the basis for their 
certification and accreditation activities, despite 
some limitations in applying product certification 
standards to the assessment of production pro-
cesses.6 This has coincided with a trend during 
the past decade toward increasing profession-
alization in the voluntary standards movement. 
Voluntary standards systems have started to take 
more seriously their commitments to consistent, 
transparent, and credible operating practices, 
in terms of standard setting, certification, and 
accreditation.7 

In the past five years, the number of new stan-
dards and certification programs has increased 
exponentially. As an indicator of this expansion, 
the formal participation of standards systems in 
the ISEAL Alliance has grown from eight systems 
in 2005 to more than 30 in 2011. The breadth 
of focus of these systems has grown as well, to 
include sectors and resources such as water, 
mining, carbon and climate, tourism, and aqua-
culture. It is likely that a key driver of this growth 
is a recognition that early standards systems have 
succeeded in carving out a highly visible place in 
the marketplace, which other initiatives seek to 
emulate. 

6 Most social and environmental standards focus on the 
methods by which a product is produced (e.g., harvesting 
practices) or a service is provided (e.g., tourism opera-
tions), rather than on the characteristics of the product 
or service. The implication of this for certification is that 
requirements in the audit process need to be tailored to 
evaluating the production process rather than testing the 
characteristics of the final product.

7 www.isealalliance.org/our-members 
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Current Market Status of Key 
Standards Systems
Box 1.1 provides data on the current market status 
of key voluntary standards and certification sys-
tems relating to forestry, fisheries, and food. 

The data on forests, coffee, tea, and cocoa in Box 
1.1 come from a report by Potts, van der Meer, 
and daitchman (2010), and it should be noted 
that all of the initiatives examined in that report 
were experiencing rapid growth at the time of 
its publication. For example, sales of certified 
sustainable cocoa and coffee grew 248 percent 
and 433 percent, respectively, over the five years 
preceding the report’s release. The production of 
certified tea grew 2,000 percent during that same 
five-year time period. At the time of this writing 
then (some two years later), it is highly likely that 
the data in Box 1.1 underrepresent actual current 
market share and total volume. 

Going forward, the supply of certified coffee and 
tea is set to increase even more due to various 
buyer initiatives. For example, Tetley, unilever, 
Twinings, and Mars have either sourced or com-
mitted to sourcing tea from sustainable supply, 
and Kraft, Nestlé, Sara Lee, and Mars all have 
made commitments to increase the sustainable 
supply of coffee (Potts, et al. 2010).8 

Components of Standards 
and Certification Systems
The private, voluntary standards and certification 
systems that are the focus of this Assessment aim 
to improve the sustainability of production and 
consumption through market-based incentives 
for compliance with socially and environmentally 
preferable practices.9 As noted at the outset of 
this chapter, at the core of any voluntary standards 
system is the standard itself—a defined set of 
social, environmental, and/or economic criteria. 

8  See also www.marsdrinks.com/mars-drinks/en/Sustainability/
 News/FLAVIA-Rainforest-Alliance-Certified-coffee.htm.

9 See Appendix L for an Assessment-commissioned paper 
by Tracey Roberts comparing standards and certification 
systems to other common forms of voluntary, private 
governance.

Box 1.1  Current Status of Key Commodities

Forests 

• Percent of global forests managed to FSC or PEFC standards: 9

• hectares covered: 341,703,696

• Percent of these forests that are temperate or boreal (not 
tropical): 93

• Price premiums for certified forest products: vary widely, from 
0 to 56 percent above uncertified products

CoFFee

• Percent of global coffee exports that are sold as compliant with 
sustainability standards: 8 (UTZ Certified, Rainforest Alliance, 
4C, Fairtrade, organic, CAFÉ Practices, Nespresso)

• Percent of global coffee that is produced in compliance with 
these standards: 17

• Percent of this coffee produced in Latin America: 77

• Price premium, per pound, for this coffee: Us$ 0.05–0.10

tea

• Percent of global tea produced for export that is compliant with 
sustainability standards: 7.7 (Fairtrade, organic, Ethical Tea 
Partnership, Rainforest Alliance, GlobalG.A.P., UTZ Certified)

• Percent of this tea that is produced Africa: 70

• Price premium, per kilo, for this tea: Us$ 0.50–1.38

CoCoa

• Percent of cocoa in global trade that is compliant with 
sustainability standards: 1.2 (UTZ Certified, Rainforest Alliance, 
Fairtrade, organic)

• Percent of this cocoa that comes from the major cocoa 
exporters: 3 (Ghana, Ivory Coast, the Dominican Republic,  
Peru)

• Price premium, per kilo, for this cocoa: Us$ 0.07–0.29

Fish

• Percent of global wild landings of fish for human consumption 
that are certified: 7

• Percent of aquaculture production that is certified: 2.6

• Percent of u.S. fishery landings that are certified: 60

• Number of global fisheries that are certified: 252

• Price premium: small to nonexistent

  Wild fisheries data are from Appendix E. Aquaculture data are 
from Appendix D. All other data are from Potts, van der Meer, and 
Daitchman (2010).
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Certification then provides assurance to custom-
ers that the certified products or services meet 
the criteria. 

Although there are many variations in the struc-
ture of standards and certification systems, most 
systems have the same basic components carried 
out by a similar set of organizations: 

▪ The standard setter is responsible for setting 
the standard and often has responsibility for 
the management of the standards system. 
Other stakeholders are often engaged directly 
in the governance of the standard setter. (See 
Chapter 2 for a discussion of some of the key 
stakeholders.)

▪ A certification body is responsible for making 
decisions about compliance based on the 
results of audits—i.e., reviews or assessments 
to confirm whether the practices or services 
established to meet the standard are being 
implemented. Auditors often work for certifica-
tion bodies and are responsible for carrying 
out the audits.

▪ An accreditation body is responsible for 
evaluating the competence of the certification 
body and the auditors.

▪ Logo licensing and the marketing of the 
standards system are sometimes carried out 
by a legally separate but linked organization or 
organizations.

▪ Capacity building of enterprises for certifica-
tion is carried out by a range of organizations, 
some linked to the standard setter and others 
independent.

▪ In addition to these activities, organizations 
that participate in the development and 
implementation of a standards system engage 
in a variety of complementary activities, from 
advocacy and awareness-raising to research 
and policy making.

These types of organizations are illustrated in 
Figure 1.1. Their key functions and challenges are 

described in more detail in the remainder of this 
chapter.

SETTing ThE STandard
A standards system is built around the standard 
and the performance requirements contained 
within it. Sustainability standards have tradition-
ally prescribed the management practices most 
likely to deliver on the desired sustainability results 
(Tollefson, Gale, & haley, 2008). For example, 
where biodiversity conservation is a desired out-
come of a standards system, the standard may 
require practices such as conservation set-asides, 
natural vegetation coverage, and buffer zones to 
achieve that result. 

Typically, the content of a standard is developed 
through a process of negotiation and compromise 
between subject matter experts and interested 
stakeholders. For example, forestry and fisheries 
experts in the FSC and MSC, respectively, par-
ticipate in technical advisory bodies, translating 
consultation input from nontechnical stakehold-
ers into language suitable for inclusion in an 
auditable standard. 

In some standard-setting processes, the level of 
performance to be achieved is explicitly defined 
at the outset.10 In other cases, general objec-
tives are set at the beginning and then refined 
and finalized by the stakeholders that make up 
the standard-setting authority. Either way, stan-
dard setting involves consultation processes that 
enable interested stakeholders to participate in 
the development of and decision making around 
the content of the standard. Many sustainabil-
ity standards systems use the ISEAL Alliance’s 
Standard-Setting Code of Good Practice as a 
guideline for setting standards.11 

In addition to the content of the standard, a 
key part of standard setting is determining the 
structure or design of the standard. The structure 
has significant implications for how the standard 
is implemented and, by extension, the potential 
sustainability impacts resulting from compliance 

10  e.g., the Common Code for the Coffee Community

11  www.isealalliance.org/our-work/codes-of-good-practice/
standard-setting-code
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with the standard. The decision about whether 
the standard should set performance require-
ments or outline management practices is the 
most obvious example of two different struc-
tures, but structural decisions can also be made 
about scoring mechanisms, critical criteria, and 
pass/fail levels. Options range from manage-
ment system standards to threshold standards 
and from continuous improvement models to 
“traffic light” systems. A threshold standard, for 
example, requires the certified entity to meet all 
of the critical or mandatory criteria as well as a 
set percentage of the other criteria. The MSC has 
such a standard; it requires a threshold score of 
80 out of 100 for each of its three principles. The 
Common Code for the Coffee Community (4C) 
scheme has a traffic light system in which “red” 
criteria must be met and an average “yellow” 
must be achieved overall. FLO has a continuous 
improvement model in which producer groups 
must meet entry requirements at the outset and 
then additional criteria over time. 

aSSuring CoMplianCE
Once a standard has been defined and is being 
applied by participating enterprises, the market 
usually requires some form of assurance that the 
enterprise is actually meeting the requirements 
in the standard. For systems with market-facing 
labels, assurance also serves to support con-
sumer confidence in the legitimacy of the label. 
This assurance often takes the form of a qualified 
auditor visiting the enterprise and assessing their 
compliance with the standard by looking at both 
the practices and documentation of the enter-
prise. The audit can range from a simple checklist 
approach to a more in-depth assessment that 
includes interviews with management, workers, 
and local community members. 

The assurance process can take a number of 
forms, including verification, certification, and 
accreditation, each with varying levels of indepen-
dence and rigor. Verification is the act of assessing 
compliance with a standard and is usually carried 
out by assessors or auditors. Certification is when 
a formal decision on compliance is made based 
on the results of an auditor’s report. Accreditation 

is then another layer of assurance consisting of an 
assessment of the competence of the certification 
body to determine compliance with the standard.

No matter the form used, there is a typology 
of assurance models ranging from less to more 
formal and from less to more independent, as 
follows:

▪ First-party assessment—a self-assessment 

▪ Second-party assessment—an assessment 
by an interested party (e.g., a producer group, 
trade association, or buyer)

▪ Third-party assessment—an independent 
analysis conducted by a party not related to 
the entity being assessed 

These models can also be combined, to the 
benefit of both accessibility and rigor. Group certi-
fication models, for example, which are prevalent 
in agriculture, combine a second-party internal 
audit and a peer-review process among an 
organized group of producers with a third-party 
independent assessment of the group’s manage-
ment system. This approach enables small-scale 
producers to enter into certification through a 
producer group, thus sharing the costs of external 
verification. Standards systems are now looking at 
innovative ways to combine self-assessment with 
second- and third-party audits to streamline the 
certification process. 

The systems addressed in depth in this report 
typically use third-party assessments, though they 
have the capability to integrate this with group 
certification models for small and medium-sized 
enterprises.

audiTor CoMpETEnCE
The role of auditors or assessors in a standards 
system is critical (Courville, 2004; Morimoto, 
Ash, & hope, 2005; Power, 2003). These are 
the individuals responsible for assessing compli-
ance with the standard and, as such, need to 
be competent at their jobs. Auditor competence 
derives from a combination of skills, knowledge, 
and personal attributes. Standards systems take 
different approaches to auditor oversight, includ-
ing the training and professional development of 
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auditors, the qualification or approval of auditors, 
and calibration between auditors. Most standards 
systems require that auditors have some formal 
training, often defaulting to ISO 9001 Quality 
Management System auditor training. Some 
systems, recognizing that this is insufficient, 
are beginning to take a more hands-on role in 
qualifying auditors.12 Others already have training 
and testing programs in place that auditors are 
required to complete before they can undertake 
assessments.13

govErnanCE
Standards systems generally have governance 
structures based on one of two models: a 
membership-elected governance body, or an 
appointed, representative governance body. Both 
models have strengths and limitations. The elec-
tion of governance bodies by members is the most 
democratic, assuming no significant limitations 
exist on entry to membership. If the governance 
structure is done well, then stakeholders are less 
concerned about whether they have an adequate 
voice in the process and are more focused on the 
function of governing the organization. Appointed 
governance bodies can include representation 
from key stakeholder groups and are often more 
streamlined. however, more effort is required in 
this model to ensure that all stakeholders feel 
represented. Beyond the core governing bodies, 
most standards systems also appoint technical 
committees that are responsible for managing 
discrete components of the work of implementing 
a standards system (domask, 2003). 

FinanCing
Almost all sustainability standards systems rely 
to some extent on donor funding to support 
the delivery of core services, particularly in their 
start-up and early growth phases (Bartley, 2007a; 
Potts, et al., 2010). In the start-up phases, these 
initiatives have typically used donor funding to 
hire management and staff to produce policies 
and standards at the global and regional levels. 

12   e.g., the Forest Stewardship Council and the Roundtable 
on Sustainable Biofuels

13   e.g., Social Accountability International and GlobalG.A.P.

These capacity-building, standards-drafting, and 
network-building processes are nonprofit activi-
ties that are a natural fit for funding by foundations 
and other philanthropic institutions. 

Standards systems have then used strategic plan-
ning to shape organizational growth. Strategic 
planning completed for Boards and funders in the 
first few years of a certification system’s existence 
is likely to produce medium-term plans for the 
design and delivery of services for certification, 
accreditation, membership, and stakeholder 
education, as well as commercial services such 
as licensing. These revenue-generating activities 
are what move an organization toward increased 
financial sustainability. Other governance tasks—
including data collection, analysis, and reporting, 
as well as marketing and advocacy—are critical to 
institutional effectiveness but unlikely to be other 
than cost items for the system over time.

Efforts to achieve long-term financial stability 
and reduce dependence on donor funding have 
required an evolution of income sources over 
time. Most established standards and certification 
systems derive income from licensing fees from 
on-product labels or from certification activities 
or training. Given the increasing number of labels 
in the marketplace and reduced philanthropic 
support for newer systems, newer systems are 
less likely to benefit as much from label-related 
revenues. Other funding sources do exist, such 
as fees charged on certificates issued or volumes 
certified, but these have yet to produce meaning-
ful contributions to revenue lines. In the medium 
and long terms, the structure of a sector and the 
design of a standards system will influence the 
system’s strategic options for revenue growth and 
sustainability (Cabarle, hrubes, Elliott, & Synnott, 
1995; Elliott & donovan, 1996; Wenban-Smith & 
Elliott, 1998).
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Challenges Faced by Standards  
and Certification Systems 
Within each of the functions of a standards 
system discussed above are inherent challenges 
and trade-offs. This section elaborates on some 
of those challenges and describes questions and 
ideas that Steering Committee members believe 
standards systems ought to consider. 

ChallEngES rEgarding  
SETTing ThE STandard
Sustainability standards have traditionally pre-
scribed the management practices most likely 
to deliver on the desired sustainability results 
(Tollefson, et al., 2008). The shortcoming of this 
approach is that it is based on the assumption 
that the practices lead to the intended results. 
As Chapter 3 will show, the implementation of 
these management practices has varied, and it is 
difficult to firmly attribute observed sustainability 
impacts to certain practices, and thus to deter-
mine whether standards systems are achieving 
their intended objectives. 

More recently, the content of some standards14 
has shifted to include desired outcomes (also 
known as performance-based measures), allow-
ing certified enterprises more flexibility in how 
they reach those outcomes. For example, a stan-
dard that aims to ensure the integrity of water 
resources may include a criterion that sets the 
level of acceptable water turbidity, but remains 
silent on the practices required to achieve that 
level. In addition to providing f lexibility, this 
approach improves the ability of standards sys-
tems to measure and report on the sustainability 
impacts of compliance. 

This outcome-driven approach has some limi-
tations, however. These limitations include the 
increased costs involved in measuring some 
outcomes, the subjectivity involved in choosing 
what outcomes to measure (e.g., which species 
to count as a measure of biodiversity conserva-
tion), and the inability to isolate the impacts of a 

14   e.g., Bonsucro, a standard and certification system for 
sugar cane

certified enterprise from impacts at the landscape 
level. using the water turbidity example, an enter-
prise may implement better water management 
practices but be situated downstream from a pol-
luting factory, thus leaving the enterprise unable 
to be certified. In addition, performance-based 
standards may not be appropriate for single-issue 
standards (as opposed to those that look at broad 
measures of sustainability). ultimately, standards 
may evolve over time to include a combination 
of practice-based and outcome-oriented criteria.

Little research has been done to determine which 
structural models are most effective in terms of 
performance and resulting impacts. Standards 
can be set explicitly with a high performance bar, 
a low performance bar, or multiple tiers of per-
formance.15 The level of performance established 
will affect the ease with which enterprises can 
achieve certification, but will also influence the 
social and environmental impacts that result. 
This does not necessarily mean that higher-bar 
standards cannot be broadly accepted; some have 
already begun to reach significant market scale.16 
ultimately, the market for certified products 
and services is large enough to accommodate a 
number of different systems. The critical issue 
is to determine what incentives need to be in 
place to encourage enterprises to continue to 
improve their performance over time rather than 
settle at the level of a low performance bar. More 
information is needed to understand the different 
approaches, to see which have effective incentives 
in place to drive producers at a lower performance 
level toward a higher level.

ChallEngES rEgarding 
aSSuring CoMplianCE
Given the costs associated with certification, the 
assurance process is sometimes viewed as a 
constraint to the achievement of the system’s sus-
tainability objectives rather than a benefit. While 
third-party, independent certification is usually the 
most rigorous assurance approach, it is also often 
the most costly. The suitability of an assurance 

15   For example, 4C is explicitly an entry-level standard.

16  For example, RA-SAN, the FSC, the MSC, and FLO
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model depends on its fitness for purpose—that 
is, does the model meet the assurance needs 
of the intended audience at the least cost and 
bureaucracy? End users of a standards system 
often influence the type of assurance required; the 
more direct the message to consumers, the more 
formal the assurance model required.17

New tools, such as risk-based modeling, are 
emerging as a means of reducing the assurance 
burden. In risk-based modeling, risk assessment 
is introduced at a number of stages in the cer-
tification process as a tool to first identify the 
potential risks of noncompliance and then assess 
where those risks are most likely to occur. The 
results of the risk assessment can be used to 
guide more-efficient sampling at different points 
in the assurance process, from determining the 
frequency and intensity of audits to the auditor 
choosing which aspects of standards compliance 
to pursue in greater depth.18

Some standards systems are also considering 
options for rebalancing the cost-to-benefit ratio, 
often by increasing the benefits of certification to 
participating enterprises. For example, standards 
systems could encourage auditors to engage 
in capacity building during audits. This is often 
counseled against, given the potential conflict of 
interest of an auditor as both advisor and asses-
sor. But in these cases, the auditor plays the role 
of “extension agent” for enterprises that might 
not otherwise have access to technical support.19 

It is worth noting that certification is only one 
route toward standards-compliant practices. 
Becoming certified is a choice made by individual 
enterprises, typically for market recognition and 
reward, assessment of their performance, a road-
map for improvement, or a strategy for managing 
risk. however, enterprises can be fully compli-
ant with a standard and choose not to certify. In 
terms of impacts, there is very little difference 
between a standards-compliant enterprise that  

17 www.isealalliance.org/online-community/resources/
background-research-for-the-assurance-code-project

18   Ibid.

19   Ibid.

is certified and a standards-compliant enterprise 
that is not, apart from the potential financial or 
market incentives for the certified enterprise to 
stay compliant over time. Similarly, standards can 
be used as a framework for capacity building or 
as implementation criteria for meeting certain 
regulatory requirements. 

Going forward, it would be useful to better 
understand the range of existing models of assur-
ance, their relative strengths, weaknesses, and 
limitations, and stakeholder expectations about 
which models are appropriate for what purposes. 
In managing these expectations, a significant 
education component is required. Standards sys-
tems need to have a clearer and more rigorous 
understanding of the levels of assurance that can 
be delivered through their respective assurance 
models, based on their use of risk analysis and 
sampling methodologies. End users of standards 
systems need to understand that certification 
is not a guarantee of 100 percent compliance, 
and that it is more important to understand how 
the standards system responds to instances of 
noncompliance. The ISEAL Alliance is facilitating 
the development of an Assurance Code of Good 
Practice, to be published in 2012, that will start to 
address these issues.

audiTor CoMpETEnCE and 
inTEgriTy ChallEngES
Given the diversity of socio-cultural and envi-
ronmental contexts in which auditors operate, 
combined with relatively high levels of subjectivity 
in the auditing process, the ability of auditors 
to make consistent assessments is essential. In 
a recent ISEAL Alliance survey on priorities for 
an Assurance Code of Good Practice, respon-
dents ranked auditor competence as the most 
significant challenge to be addressed.20 despite 
standards systems having recognized and worked 
for years to address this issue, auditor competence 
remains one of the most significant challenges to 

20  www.isealalliance.org/our-work/our-codes-of-good- 
practice/assurance-code
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the integrity and credibility of voluntary standards 
and certification.21 

In the auditing of social and environmental per-
formance, it is usually not sufficient that auditors 
have completed the required training courses, 
have the requisite knowledge about the standard 
and the sector, and know how to carry out an 
audit; auditors also need skills in stakeholder con-
sultation and interviewing. Certification bodies 
are often able to identify early on who will make 
a good auditor based on the “soft” skills that the 
individual possesses. These personal attributes 
can make the difference between a good auditor 
and a great one.22

Among the key challenges faced by standards 
systems in ensuring competent auditors is the 
variability of the contexts to which the standard 
is applied. Given that many of these standards 
are intended to apply globally but need to take 
into account local social customs and norms as 
well as ecological realities, it is not surprising that 
auditors have a hard time being consistent in their 
interpretations of the standard. This has as much 
to do with the process in place to develop local 
interpretations of standards as it does with the 
competence of auditors. 

In addition, comparatively few certification bodies 
are based in developing countries, where a lot 
of certification takes place. In some cases, there 
are not enough auditors who have a good under-
standing of local social and ecological contexts. 
Another challenge is that the volume of work in 
some countries is quite limited (particularly where 
standards systems have only recently expanded), 
so it is difficult to retain qualified auditors. Thus, 
certification bodies may not invest adequately in 
auditor training and professional development 
until the quantity of work and income justifies 
the investment (personal communication, ISEAL 
members). 

21   www.isealalliance.org/online-community/resources/
background-research-for-the-assurance-code-project

22   Ibid.

A final key issue relating to auditor competence 
involves integrity and conflicts of interest. In even 
the most rigorous assurance system, involving 
third-party assessments, auditors may become 
too friendly with their clients, or they may have 
financial incentives for maintaining the certifi-
cation status of the client. Outright fraud and 
corruption, though infrequent, is also a risk. 

Experts in the field have a relatively good under-
standing of what is required to ensure that 
auditors have both integrity and competence. 
It involves identifying individuals with the right 
combination of skills, knowledge, and personal 
attributes and supporting them with adequate 
training, professional development, oversight, 
and work. The challenge lies in transforming this 
vision to reality. Most standards systems do not 
have the economies of scale to support auditors 
in these ways, as it can be prohibitively expensive. 
It may be useful for standards systems to explore 
opportunities for coordination, such as the deliv-
ery of joint training programs or shared auditor 
registration, which starts to get at the efficiencies 
that scale can bring (personal communication, 
ISEAL members). 

govErnanCE ChallEngES
Stakeholder engagement is a core tenet in many 
social and environmental standards systems, with 
stakeholders playing central roles in standards 
development and governance. While this drives 
legitimacy (Cashore, 2002) and buy-in, it can also 
make the standards system bureaucratic and slow 
to respond (Cashore, et al., 2004).Standards sys-
tems have been accused of not being responsive 
to changing market needs and, more importantly, 
have seen other sustainability tools innovate and 
evolve faster to meet changing expectations.

The challenge for standards systems is that they 
are required to combine stakeholder-driven pro-
cesses such as standard setting with operating 
a business. The limitations of this model arise 
when stakeholders put their own interests first 
in considering decisions related to the running  
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of the business. Often, the stakeholders involved 
early on in a standards development process have 
a continuing role in the implementation of the 
system over time. 

Stakeholders have legitimate and important roles 
to play in standards development, interpretations 
of the standard, and governance of these pro-
cesses; and on the certification side, stakeholders 
should have input into certification assessments 
and comment on and react to certification deci-
sions, where they are an interested party. however, 
when it comes to business decisions around pric-
ing policies, how and where to expand the system, 
the relative emphasis on different strategies, and 
so forth, the multi-stakeholder model has cre-
ated challenges for some standards systems in 
terms of responsive and timely decision making 
(personal communication, FSC). 

FinanCing ChallEngES
Financing is probably the most significant internal 
challenge to the viability of standards systems and 
their ability to bring about sustainability impacts 
(personal communication, ISEAL members). The 
legitimacy of the private governance role played by 
standards systems comes into question if they do 
not have successful business models underpin-
ning their operations. Investors—whether donors 
or companies seeking certified products—must 
ask themselves whether their investment in a 
standards system is secure.

In 2010, the ISEAL Alliance conducted a first-
phase study of the business models of standards 
systems, in an effort to provide the understand-
ing needed to improve these models. The study 
included interviews with standards system leaders 
and their key stakeholders. Among the challenges 
identified in the study was the need to prioritize 
customer segments and to clearly define the 
“value proposition” of the standards system or 
market label.23 According to demand-side actors, 

23   In this context, the value proposition is the common  
understanding of why a company might want to take part 
in a certification system or why a foundation might want 
to support that system—i.e., the value that would be 
gained from doing so. 

such as retailers and consumers, major factors 
that would create value include: 

▪ credibility, i.e., reduction in reputational  
risk (in the value of the label or the name  
of the organization);24

▪ a sufficient and reliable supply from  
competing sources;

▪ clear messages with regard to the  
sustainability mission;

▪ cost-effectiveness; and

▪ good marketing opportunities toward  
end consumers (ISEAL Alliance, 2010c).

Standards systems must learn how to set their 
pricing structures to reflect these value proposi-
tions, if they are to ensure the uptake of the system 
and its financial viability over time. A recurring 
challenge is how to adjust pricing at different 
stages in a system’s development to better reflect 
the market growth of the system and cover the 
operating costs. As a standards system grows and 
the security of investing in the system increases, 
so does the value proposition and, therefore, the 
fees that can be charged. however, adjusting fee 
levels is complex and has negative repercussions 
for existing clients. More research is needed on 
how and when to increase fee levels along with 
increases in the value propositions. 

With this information as context, the next chapter 
identifies and discusses the major types of actors 
involved in standards and certification systems.

24   It is important to note that perceived credibility may 
relate to financing. That is, a system funded solely by the 
private sector may be perceived as less credible (or more 
beholden to corporate interests) than one funded by a 
mix of corporate, nonprofit and/or foundation sources. 
Multi-stakeholder governance may help to ameliorate 
these concerns.



Why and How Actors Engage  
in Standards and Certification
It is sometimes assumed that standards and certification systems are increasingly 
popular largely because companies have discovered that certified goods can command 
a price premium in the marketplace. However, consumers’ willingness to pay price 
premiums is in fact only one reason among many why businesses might choose to 
engage in certification—and it may be a weak or even nonexistent factor in some cases. 

As noted in Appendix E for instance, only about 10 
percent of fish certified by the Marine Stewardship 
Council are labeled as such—which means that 
consumers often do not know that they are buying 
certified fish, and thus that some factor other than 
consumer willingness to pay must be driving busi-
nesses’ participation in that certification system. 

During the Assessment process, Steering 
Committee members explored the drivers that 
motivate certain types of organizations to engage 
in standards and certification systems—spe-
cifically, drivers for large brands and retailers, as 
well as for civil society (nongovernmental orga-
nizations (NGOs) and foundations, primarily), 
and governments.1 Committee members also 
discussed the diverse roles these actors may play 
in such systems. Exploring the roles and drivers 
of these types of actors was useful in helping to 
gain a better understanding of the impacts that 
standards and certification systems have had and 
could have in the future, and in setting the stage 
for the development of recommendations. 

1 Several important types of actors were not addressed in 
any detail, due primarily to the need to have a manageable 
scope for the Assessment. Those not analyzed in depth 
include small producers, indigenous groups, traders, rat-
ings agencies, and national organizations for standardiza-
tion, among others.

In this chapter, the first section discusses the 
roles and motivations of nonprofit organizations 
that have advocated for and been involved in 
standards and certification systems, as well as 
the private foundations that have funded such 
systems. The second section focuses on key ways 
in which governments have played an important 
role in certification. And the third section looks at 
the roles and drivers for large brands and retailers 
to engage in certification systems—i.e., those 
companies that are using standards and certifica-
tion systems as a way to promote environmentally 
and socially responsible behaviors within their 
supply chains. 

In identifying drivers in this chapter, the Steering 
Committee does not mean to imply a direct causal 
connection between a driver and the resulting 
behavior of firms and other stakeholders. The 
literature supporting the Committee’s conclu-
sions mostly describes historical associations, 
correlations, and anecdotal cases. 

Chapter2
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The Roles and Drivers of  
NGOs and Civil Society 
Civil society organizations have been a driving force in the establishment and 
implementation of many standards and certification schemes. These organizations include 
issue-focused and advocacy groups and charitable foundations, as well as the organizations 
that own or “hold” standards systems. 

This section describes the roles that these types 
of organizations have played and continue to play 
in the standards and certification arena. It then 
outlines the drivers impelling their engagement, 
and ends with questions that civil society organi-
zations might ask themselves when considering 
whether or not to engage with standards and 
certification systems. 

The Roles of Civil Society  
in Standards and  
Certification Systems
Civil society organizations have been involved 
in creating and developing standards and certi-
fication systems, implementing such systems, 
catalyzing consumer influence and demand for 
such systems, and engaging with industry to help 
build stronger markets for certified products. This 
section describes each of these key roles in turn. 

As discussed more fully in the business section, a 
key finding of this Assessment is that many busi-
nesses have embraced standards and certification 
in recent years as part of their core business oper-
ations and thinking, and advocacy groups have 
focused on inducing firms to join and comply 
with the requirements of standards and certifica-
tion programs. This shifting of roles has in turn 
modified the relative weight of civil society in such 
systems. This is not to say that civil society has 
become less important, but rather that the roles 

and focus of such organizations have sometimes 
changed, as discussed in this section. 

CREATiNG STANDARDS AND 
CERTifiCATiON SCHEmES 

Civil Society as Catalyst, Convener,  
and Funder 

The first model of social change used in the con-
servation arena was articulated by rachel Carson 
in Silent Spring (1962), the book that launched the 
modern environmental movement. In this model, 
scientists would diagnose and warn of environ-
mental threats. Those warnings would spark 
public outcry, to which political leaders would 
respond with new laws. Engineers, lawyers, and 
business managers would respond to the new 
legal mandates via technological and institutional 
adaptations, removing or mitigating the threat. 
This model did bring about legal, technological, 
and institutional changes, with striking benefits 
in cleaner air, more advanced sewage treatment 
plants, protection for endangered species, and 
a widening protection of land and waterways in 
national parks, wildlife refuges, and other similar 
biological reserves.

yet by the early 1990s there was a growing sense 
that this legal and policy model was inadequate to 
bring about important environmental objectives. 
Transboundary problems such as climate change, 
the depletion of ocean resources, and the loss of 
biological diversity in tropical countries could not 
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be tackled solely through national-scale policies 
and regulatory systems. Tropical forests were still 
disappearing. And, the political environment had 
shifted toward a preference for smaller govern-
ment, freer trade, and resistance to regulation. 
Also, a rapid increase in economic globalization 
meant that pollution constraints could easily 
be allayed by transferring production to foreign 
countries. 

Two decades after Silent Spring, nongovern-
mental organizations (NGOs) such as friends 
of the Earth, the rainforest Action Network, and 
Greenpeace were running boycott campaigns 
against unsustainably harvested tropical timber 
and other environmentally harmful practices, while 
an array of socially focused NGOs led boycotts of 
Nike over labor practices in Asia (Donovan, 1996; 
locke, 2002). (These actions followed successful 
boycotts in the 1970s of table grapes because 
of farmworker issues, Shell Oil products due to 
investments in South Africa under apartheid, and 
Nestlé for its marketing of baby formula (Murtagh 
& lukehart, undated)).

while these groups gained political leverage and 
drew media attention, productive operating alter-
natives were difficult to identify. In the forestry 
arena, legislative bans on the import of unsus-
tainable forest products ran afoul of rules about 
unfair discrimination against tropical timber. At 
the international level, attempts to embed forestry 
standards in the International Tropical Timber 
Organization (ITTO) and to pass a global forest 
Convention through the united Nations both 
fell short, due to global North–South conflicts 
and opposition from the tropical timber trade 
(Cashore, Gale, Meidinger, & Newsom, 2006). 

It was against this backdrop that some NGOs 
began to promote sustainability-focused cer-
tification systems as a new and sometimes 
less-confrontational form of environmental 
and social activism. As described in Chapter 1, 
a group of NGOs in the early 1990s, building 
on earlier efforts, coalesced to build the forest 
Stewardship Council (fSC) as a powerful form 
of nonstate market governance, regulating and 
managing resource use and trade (Cashore, Auld, 

& Newsom 2004). In most cases these efforts 
did not supplant more confrontational efforts, 
but instead existed alongside them (McAdam, 
McCarthy, & Zald, 1996; Morton, 2002).

bartley (2007a et seq.) contends that the engage-
ment of NGOs in certification, at least in the 
seminal case of the fSC, was shaped by a group of 
foundations acting collectively to build the field of 
certification. bartley also notes that this approach 
to environmental problem solving coincided both 
with significant new barriers to the regulation 
of global commerce by national actors (e.g., the 
world Trade Organization (wTO) prohibition 
on discrimination against tropical timber on the 
basis of production issues, as well as rules of the 
ITTO), and with a period of phenomenal growth 
in foundation assets. 

In the case of certification, the foundations that 
made the bulk of the investments1 already had 
in place a basic framework—the Sustainable 
forest funders Network—for collaborating 
toward a collective result. These foundations also 
shared certain key characteristics, including a 
liberal to moderate ideology, a history of funding 
environmental organizations, and importantly, 
existing relationships with the world wide fund 
for Nature (wwf), which was a central player in 
the development of the fSC and similar models 
(bartley, 2007a). foundations strongly favored the 
fSC over its industry-sponsored competitors, but 
rather than merely fund the fSC itself, they used 
their grants to build a larger field around this 
organization and to “make a market” for certified 
wood. Although a similar network did not emerge 
to promote the Marine Stewardship Council 
(MSC), major funding from foundations such 
as the David and lucile packard foundation and 
walton family foundation enabled the MSC to 
grow, and complementary programs supporting 

1 Nine foundations—The ford foundation, Doris Duke 
Charitable foundation, rockefeller brothers fund, 
Surdna foundation, pew Charitable Trusts, MacArthur 
foundation, Moriah foundation, wallace Global fund, 
and Merck family fund—accounted for $33 million 
granted to forestry certification from 1995 to 2001 
(bartley 2007a).
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public awareness of sustainable seafood have 
helped to build its market. 

All told, foundations have been more important 
to the development of u.S.-based certification 
schemes than those in other parts of the world—
particularly Europe, where other sources of funding 
have contributed significantly to the development 
and scaling up of certification.2 Over a span of 
nearly 20 years, donors have collectively invested 
more than $150 million in the leading certification 
organizations and processes (Clay, 2005). 

Conroy (2007a) identifies several factors favoring 
foundation and NGO leadership in developing 
the standards and certification movement. These 
factors include greater efficiency, in the context 
of globalization, of working with standards that 
can be applied across national boundaries rather 
than with regulatory agencies in many countries, 
as well as a preference for private standards as 
less susceptible than national regulations to the 
wTO’s prohibition on process and production 
methods standards in international trade. Conroy 
also notes that foundations and NGOs did not 
necessarily make a decision to choose between 
activist campaigns and certification initiatives, but 
recognized the symbiotic relationship in which 
some groups raised public awareness of a prob-
lem (thereby raising the issue of reputational risk 
for the company as well as consumer pressure 
for action), while other groups leveraged those 
efforts by allying themselves with companies to 
press for certification as a solution. 

NGOs as Standard Developers 

As the primary founders of many certification 
schemes, NGOs have held a central seat at the 
table to identify and set standards. The wwf took 
the lead in organizing the initial exploratory meet-
ing for the fSC in 1992 with other environmental 
NGOs, social actors, retailers, government offi-
cials, and some forest company officials. A wwf 

2 Sources have included corporate allocations and public 
funding, including bilateral, multilateral, and guaranteed 
markets through favorable public procurement policies. 
while there is no central data source to cite, it is believed 
that the bilateral and multilateral sources of funding com-
bined represent total investments that are three times 
that of all foundations combined. 

representative served on the fSC’s interim board, 
and the wwf continued to play a leading role in 
the 1993 founding meeting in Toronto (bartley, 
2007b; Cashore, et al., 2004). The rainforest 
Alliance had at that time already developed 
a forest certification standard and tested it in 
Indonesia, and so they worked with the wwf and 
others to design the fSC standard. These players 
developed the fSC’s nine (later ten) principles for 
responsible forest management and a governance 
structure that gave equal weight to environmen-
tal, social, and business sectors. The structure did 
not include government representatives. 

In the case of the MSC, numerous NGOs, indus-
try players, and consultants came to the table to 
develop its principles and criteria in meetings 
around the world starting in 1996. The process 
ultimately involved more than 300 organizations 
and individuals in workshops in Australia, New 
Zealand, Germany, the united States, Canada, 
South Africa, and Scandinavia over three years 
(Gulbrandsen, 2009). This initial NGO participa-
tion proved crucial to the MSC’s credibility later 
on, when some NGOs were critical of early cer-
tifications. Although some felt the application of 
the principles and criteria was weak, few attacked 
the standards themselves. 

NGOs from the global South have also played 
a role in the formation of certification systems. 
for example, Southern NGOs, together with 
the rainforest Alliance, created the Sustainable 
Agriculture Network in 1991. They first developed 
a standard for coffee, then moved to bananas; 
today the standard covers more than 25 crops in 
the tropics. These groups own the standard, and 
the rainforest Alliance owns the trademarked seal 
that signifies certification on a product package or 
label. The rainforest Alliance also worked with the 
united Nations and a broad stakeholder group 
to set up the Sustainable Tourism Stewardship 
Council and a global standard for sustainable 
tourism.3 

3 http://sdt.unwto.org/en/content/sustainable-tourism-
stewardship-council-stsc
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More recently, NGOs have played a leading role 
in setting standards through multi-stakeholder 
roundtables. Since 2004, for example, the wwf 
has hosted the Aquaculture Dialogues. More than 
2,000 people—including producers, NGOs, aca-
demics, and others—have participated in these 
discussions to date, which seek to identify the 
primary environmental impacts associated with 
aquaculture and agree upon standards to mini-
mize these impacts. Of the eight dialogues started 
(for farmed shrimp, salmon, tilapia, bivalves, aba-
lone, pangasius, trout, and cobia and seriola), four 
have been completed, with standards approved by 
the multi-stakeholder steering committees.4 To 
maintain the standards and recognize accredited 
certification bodies, the wwf (in partnership with 
IDh, the Dutch sustainable trade initiative) has 
created the Aquaculture Stewardship Council—a 
farmed fish alternative to the wild fisheries certifi-
cation program of the MSC.5

In some cases, NGOs have responded to standards 
that were first created by government or industry 
bodies. for example, NGOs have been leaders in 
creating one of the first certification schemes for 
carbon offsets—the CDM Gold Standard—based 
on standards outlined in the Kyoto protocol for 
the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). The 
Gold Standard is discussed more fully in Chapter 
4; it is essentially a means to create an additional, 
more rigorous standard above the “floor” estab-
lished by the protocol. 

implEmENTiNG STANDARDS AND 
CERTifiCATiON SySTEmS

NGOs as Standard System Owners

As discussed in Chapter 1, standards typically are 
housed in an organization created specifically to 
own or hold the standard. for maximum cred-
ibility, this organization usually is independent 
of the NGOs that might have driven its creation 
and from the industry players that will be evalu-
ated against the standard. So, for example, the 
fSC was created as a separate organization to 

4 www.worldwildlife.org/what/globalmarkets/aquaculture/
aquaculturedialogues.html

5 www.ascworldwide.org

own the forest standards developed by NGOs 
and interested industry players. Similarly, the 
Aquaculture Stewardship Council recently was 
created to own the standards developed through 
the multi-stakeholder Aquaculture Dialogues. 
Standards system owner organizations often are 
funded by donors that also support environmen-
tal NGOs, and NGO representatives and industry 
representatives typically serve on their governing 
bodies, but the organizations maintain separate 
identities. 

The responsibility of the standards system owner 
is to maintain the integrity and credibility of the 
standard and to engage a network of other play-
ers, including auditors, certification bodies, and 
accreditation bodies, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
These roles are not always separate; some stan-
dard system owners do auditing and certification 
in house, while others may contract out for these 
services (Gilbert, rasche, &, waddock, 2011). The 
standard system owner may also license a logo 
or label for use by certified entities. The system 
owner also is responsible for reviews or updates of 
the standards over time to maintain credibility, as 
scientific understanding and technology improve. 

Civil Society Organizations  
as Governance Participants

The governance of standards systems typically 
includes decision-making bodies such as boards 
that run the organization and the system, as well 
as technical bodies that focus on maintaining 
meaningful standards. Including a broad range of 
stakeholders in standard setting and governance 
increasingly is considered a fundamental compo-
nent of credible third-party certification schemes, 
to minimize bias (Cashore, 2002; Mena & palazzo, 
forthcoming). The ISEAl Alliance, introduced in 
Chapter 1, recognizes multi-stakeholder gover-
nance as a core principle necessary for effective, 
credible certification schemes.6 

NGOs are actively engaged in governance roles. 
for example, the fSC’s three-chambered General 
Assembly includes two chambers dominated by 
NGOs—the environmental and social chambers 

6 www.isealalliance.org/our-work/defining-credibility
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(Cashore, et al., 2004). At least 50 percent of the 
CDM Gold Standard foundation board is made 
up of NGO representatives.7

Similarly, NGO representatives have served 
on the MSC’s board of Trustees, its Technical 
Advisory board, and the advisory Stakeholder 
Council, along with industry, academic, and 
government representatives. Although the MSC 
strives for a multi-stakeholder approach, only one 
of its three governing bodies—the Stakeholder 
Council—specifies how balance is to be achieved 
and requires NGO participation. The Stakeholder 
Council, which provides nonbinding advice to the 
board, consists of a Commercial Chamber made 
up of interests from the catch, processing, supply, 
retail, food service, and other commercial sectors, 
and a public Interest Chamber made up of inter-
ests from academia, science, management, and 
environmental NGOs. Technical Advisory board 
members are appointed by the board based on 
their expertise.8 Most environmental NGO repre-
sentatives on the MSC’s board of Trustees have 
been associated with the wwf.

In some cases, NGOs participate in industry-
driven certification schemes. for example, the 
Aquaculture Certification Council (ACC) has 
created a Standards Oversight Committee com-
posed of NGOs, academics, and industry experts 
to oversee the work of Technical Committees, 
which develop proposed standards.9 for the ACC, 
expanding its governance to include a broader 
range of stakeholders is a key part of enhancing 
its credibility (personal communication, Michael 
Tlusty, New England Aquarium), particularly with 
the launch of the rival NGO-created Aquaculture 
Stewardship Council. however, the board of the 
Global Aquaculture Alliance, an industry trade 
association, still has final say over approval of the 
ACC’s standards. 

7 www.cdmgoldstandard.org/about-us/governance

8 www.msc.org/about-us/governance/structure

9 www.gaalliance.org/bap/oversightcommittee.php

NGOs as Certifiers/Verifiers

Most standards systems employ one or more 
certification bodies (or “certifiers”) to assess 
compliance with their standards. These certifiers 
can be either for-profit or nonprofit entities, and 
they work under contract to the entity wishing 
to become certified. The work of the certifiers 
is often overseen by an accreditation body that 
assesses the competence of the certifiers to 
evaluate compliance with the standard. under the 
fSC system, for example, NGO certifiers include 
the rainforest Alliance and the Soil Association. 
under the Sustainable Agriculture Network, NGO 
certifiers include Imaflora, fundación Natura-Cert, 
proNatura Sur, and several other NGOs. Organic 
certification includes many nonprofit certifiers, 
including the Soil Association. The rainforest 
Alliance and the Soil Association also provide veri-
fication and validation for several carbon-offset 
programs. 

NGOs and Civil Society as Stakeholders

As advocates for environmental protection, NGOs 
have a significant stake in decisions to grant a 
product a “seal of approval” indicated by a logo 
or label. Certification schemes thus often seek 
input from NGOs and other stakeholders. Such 
input may include comment on draft reports or 
audits and the appeal of certification decisions. 
Indeed, NGOs routinely provide input on audits 
and comment at critical stages in the evaluation 
process. These practices are recognized by the 
ISEAl Alliance as core principles necessary for 
effective, credible certification schemes.10 

At times, NGOs have objected to and appealed 
decisions by certification bodies. for example, 
MSC certification of the New Zealand hoki in 
2001 was appealed by the royal forest and bird 
protection Society, with support from multiple 
NGOs, on the basis of concerns about fur seal 
and seabird bycatch and questions about com-
pliance with the New Zealand fisheries Act. 
The certification (and recertification in 2006, in 
which wwf joined the appeal) was upheld by 
the MSC’s appeals board because all procedural 

10   www.isealalliance.org/our-work/defining-credibility
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requirements were met (highleyman, Amos, & 
Cauley, 2004). In another example, a challenge 
to the MSC’s certification of South Georgian 
toothfish by the National Environmental Trust 
(NET), along with Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, 
and other organizations, was upheld (highleyman 
et al., 2004) based on its potential to confuse 
consumers. NET was conducting a campaign to 
persuade consumers to “take a pass on Chilean 
sea bass” (the name under which toothfish was 
marketed). Despite the evidence that the small 
South Georgian fishery was well managed, most 
of the global catch of toothfish remained unsus-
tainable and illegal. 

ENGAGiNG CONSumERS AND 
STRENGTHENiNG CONSumER 
iNfluENCE
Civil society organizations serve to represent and 
give voice to consumers as citizens, stakeholders, 
and owners of public goods and resources; to 
educate and mobilize consumers to build demand 
for certified products (or not—see box 2.1); and 
to exert indirect influence over companies’ deci-
sions to use certification.

Consumers who buy environmentally friendly or 
socially responsible products presumably expect 
either private benefits from the products (for 
example, health benefits from organic or natural 
foods and products) or an altruistic “warm glow” 
associated with contributing to public well-being 
(Andreoni, 1990). They may place a high value on 
the marginal improvements in social problems 
made through their own actions. As noted in the 
business section of this chapter, many consumers 
indicate a preference for natural and sustainable 
products and rely on a broad range of civil soci-
ety organizations, including those engaged in 
standards and certification, to ensure that these 
preferences are met. 

however, consumers can also express their 
preferences through collective action, not only 
in the public sector (e.g., through demands for 
legislation and regulation) but also in the market, 
shaping both demand and supply through tac-
tics (aimed at a company or its brands) such as 
shaming and blaming, mobilizing “good cop/

bad cop” pressures, and campaigning to enlist 
fellow consumers in punishing bad performers 
and patronizing good ones. Civil society organiza-
tions are often at the forefront of these campaigns 
(lyon, 2010). 

when Greenpeace in 1994 campaigned against 
Shell Oil’s plans for disposal of the brent Spar oil 
storage platform, it initiated a boycott in Germany 
that reduced Shell’s sales of gasoline by 20 to 
30 percent (Diermeier, 1996). Not all boycotts 
are that successful, but the threat of a boycott 
is a very powerful tool in the hands of NGOs 
seeking to influence corporate behavior. Indeed, 
Conroy (2007a) argues that the use of certifica-
tion systems typically begins with a campaign by 
an NGO against a particular corporate behavior, 
often backed by a boycott threat. After a company 
accedes to the NGO’s demands, a certification 
system is created to facilitate monitoring and 
compliance with the company’s commitment. 

NGOs have also learned that they can raise 
concerns about a company’s brand image even 
without a specific boycott threat—especially com-
panies like Coca-Cola and Nike, for whom brand 
image is a large portion of overall shareholder 
value. As discussed in the business section, 
companies will often respond quickly and even 
proactively to protect the reputations of their 
brands in the marketplace. 

The exact processes through which NGO com-
munications affect brand image remain poorly 
understood, but it appears such communications 
can help to drive individual consumer purchase 
decisions, collective action by citizens and con-
sumers, changes in investment practices by 
institutional investors, and/or increased political 
pressure from elected officials.11 

Soon after the MSC was formed, a new NGO 
called Seaweb began using strategic communica-
tions and social marketing to raise the profile of 
ocean conservation issues. It conducted market 
research to determine what messages resonated 
and began educating consumers about the 

11   See lyon and Shimshack (forthcoming) for an attempt to 
identify the channels through which Newsweek’s Green 
Company ratings affected shareholder value.
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connection between ocean conservation and the 
food on their plates . It then engaged high-profile 
“gatekeepers,” such as famous chefs, to get the 
word out. Seaweb also worked with the Natural 
resources Defense Council in a successful mar-
keting campaign for improved management of 
Atlantic swordfish. Other conservation groups, 
such as the National Audubon Society and 
Monterey bay Aquarium, created seafood 
guides for consumers (boots, 2008). Similarly, 
the rainforest Action Network led a campaign 
to engage consumers in demanding disclosure 
and ethical practices by lenders who supported 
projects resulting in tropical deforestation;12 Ten 
Thousand villages and Oxfam raised banners for  
fair trade;13 and the rainforest Alliance and others 

12  http://rainforests.mongabay.com/1024.htm

13  http://fairworldproject.org/intro/history

have made tourists aware of more sustainable 
choices.14 

The linkages between the various channels that 
influence corporate behavior remain an important 
topic for further research. for example, certifi-
cation and labeling schemes may in principle 
either strengthen the demand for more stringent 
regulations or undermine it. unfortunately, there 
is limited knowledge about the conditions under 
which certification and government regulation are 
complements or substitutes, although it likely dif-
fers depending on the context. Adding urgency to 
the question, heyes and Maxwell (2004) showed 
that whether certification schemes are socially 
desirable depends critically upon its answer. 
Certification is beneficial when it works hand in 
hand with regulation, so that certification raises 
the standards for market leaders while regulation 
forces up the standards for laggards. In contrast, 
certification is harmful if it saps political demand 
for legislation that would impose minimum per-
formance standards. These linkages are discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 4.

ENGAGiNG WiTH iNDuSTRy
Some NGOs seek out industry partners that are 
not targets of negative campaigns but present an 
opportunity to bring about meaningful change. 
NGOs work with these businesses to help them 
improve practices and increase the supply of cer-
tifiable product on the market. for example, the 
NGO Sustainable fisheries partnerships (Sfp) 
actively seeks out restaurant chains, retailers, and 
seafood distributors who source from problematic 
fisheries but have an interest in “greening” their 
supply. These businesses then create pressure 
on their suppliers to become MSC certified, and 
the Sfp advises the fisheries on improvements 
needed to obtain certification.15

The Tropical forest Trust (TfT) plays a similar 
role in the forest sector. The TfT collects fees 
from retailers for connecting them to responsible 
supply chains. These fees subsidize producers 

14   http://www.theurbn.com/2012/03/sustainable-tourism-
at-the-rainforest-alliance/

15  www.sustainablefish.org/about-us

Box 2.1 

The marine Aquarium Council

The failure of the Marine Aquarium Council (MAC) illustrates 

how NGO-generated demand can influence certification 

schemes. MAC was created in 1998 by the wwf and The Nature 

Conservancy in partnership with leading industry players, to 

promote the sustainable management, collection, and handling 

of animals used in the marine ornamental industry, including 

home aquaria. Most of these animals are collected from 

vulnerable coral reefs in pacific Island nations, many of which 

lack the legal, scientific, management, and financial resources to 

manage their take. with a stated goal of ensuring sustainability 

from “reef to tank,” MAC hoped to provide hobbyists a product 

that also protected coral reefs. but NGOs in consuming nations 

failed to engage, and none worked to create demand for certified 

products. Moreover, due to supply chain challenges and quality 

problems, consumers had little faith in the label. Although many 

factors contributed to MAC’s decline, the lack of demand meant 

that producers had no incentive to become or stay certified. After 

more than a decade, few certified products are available, and 

MAC is no longer active (Amos & Claussen, 2009).
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who want to move toward certification and provide 
them with technical assistance to do so. Although 
the supply may not be fully certified at first, the 
goal is to provide retailers with access to timber 
and wood products generated by forests that are 
actively and demonstrably working toward certi-
fication and to provide a long-term responsible 
supply once they are certified (Overdevest, 2004).

NGOs also have created buyers’ groups to help 
retailers find responsible suppliers. The first such 
group was the 1995 plus Group in the united 
Kingdom, and later the Certified forest products 
Council in the united States. Today, the wwf 
Global forest and Trade Network (GfTN) is a 
major player in this role. These organizations 
are nonprofit NGOs that pool fSC retailers and 
producers to help retailers meet their demand 
for certified product. The GfTN, for example, 
strives to develop trading networks by creating 
regional organizations that maintain information 
about producers of responsible forest products, 
including where they are located and the species 
they sell. buyers identify the product lines and 
source needs of the retailers seeking certified 
wood (Overdevest, 2004). The GfTN provides 
technical guidance to companies on how to buy 
responsible forest products and to forest owners 
on how to move toward forest certification.16 

Drivers of Civil Society 
participation in Standards  
and Certification Systems
NGOs, foundations, and other civil society organi-
zations are highly diverse in their interests, values, 
and norms, and have been driven to participate 
in the development, implementation, criticism, 
and evolution of certification systems at different 
times and in different ways. perhaps the primary 
general conclusion that can be drawn is that their 
participation and support is conditional: They 
support and engage with certification not because 
it is the norm, but because they see it as a poten-
tial tool for advancing and accomplishing their 
goals. however, they will withdraw or respond 

16  http://gftn.panda.org

if or when it fails to prove useful. At the same 
time, a surprising portion of the NGO community 
does not engage with certification at all; it simply 
has not been part of the strategic focus of many 
NGOs. 

like businesses, NGOs need to survive. because 
they are mission-oriented rather than profit-ori-
ented, there may be a tendency to think of NGO 
drivers only in terms of achieving their overall 
social and environmental goals. but to survive 
and thrive, NGOs must balance their substantive 
goals with fundraising, membership, and brand-
ing (Clifford, 2002; Elkington & beloe, 2010).

Indeed branding, or distinguishing themselves 
from each other, is a major factor in NGO survival 
(Elkington & beloe, 2010) and thus perhaps an 
important driver of engagement with certification. 
Targeting well-known companies for their harmful 
practices often draws significant media atten-
tion, which can help NGOs bring in funding and 
members as well as stimulate change. Groups 
such as Greenpeace might focus heavily on these 
techniques and maintain their brand by doing so. 
Others, such as the wwf, focus more on “solu-
tion design” with consumers and businesses, 
include businesspeople on their boards, and 
establish formal partnerships with corporations 
(Elkington & beloe, 2010; hoffman & bertels, 
2010). Corporate funding (hoffman & bertels, 
2010) might influence an NGO’s preference for a 
voluntary rather than regulatory approach. by con-
trast, NGOs that have marketed themselves as 
confrontational and attract supporters favoring a 
“take-no-prisoners” approach may have a harder 
time engaging with certification as tool. In reality, 
many NGOs include aspects of both roles in their 
brands (bartley, 2007a; Elkington & beloe, 2010). 

A related aspect affecting NGO engagement with 
certification is staff expertise. NGOs that primarily 
employ lawyers, scientists, and/or environmental 
advocates may not have the business or other 
expertise necessary to engage with large, mul-
tinational companies on issues of supply chain 
sustainability and corporate responsibility.
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See box 2.2 for a series of questions for NGOs 
to consider when making decisions regarding 
whether or not to take part in a certification 
system.

DRivERS fOR fOuNDATiONS
foundations, too, are a heterogeneous group, with 
an array of motivations driving (or discouraging) 
their involvement with certification. foundations 
tend to concentrate on the start-up and capacity-
building phases of new approaches to social 
problems, rather than on long-term operating 
support. And they prefer to fund organizations 
that can demonstrate results in a particular pro-
gram, after which they move to other issues. This 
has proven a particular challenge with regard to 
standards and certification systems, since—as 
discussed in Chapter 1—few such systems have 
successfully developed self-sustaining business 
models. 

foundation funding for certification has moved 
down the value chain to projects that help local 
communities and producers become certified. 
Some foundations established this support as 
a means to help local groups avoid being left 
out as a result of certification programs in which 
the benefits could easily be captured by larger, 
wealthier producers. for other donors, certifica-
tion work has shifted to local communities as part 
of a poverty-alleviation strategy (Taylor, 2005). 

In recent years, the shift in foundation dollars 
away from direct support of certification orga-
nizations ref lects a growing understanding of 
the context in which next-generation certification 
programs must adapt their strategies in order to 
influence markets more broadly. 

funders recognize that even when consumers and 
businesses indicate a willingness, in principle, to 
move toward more environmentally responsible 
behavior, the inertia in the system is immense. 
The resources of donors, which had proved suf-
ficient to launch and nurture a new way of doing 
business, may now seem inadequate to transform 
market behaviors in an entire sector. Key play-
ers in the certification movement tend to come 
from environmental and science backgrounds 

Box 2.2 

Key Questions for NGOs Considering Certification 

StrategiC goalS

• what are the prospects for adopting a certification program as 
opposed to inducing government to act? 

• what are the strategic objectives of the certification system and 
how closely do they align with your own mission and goals? 

• what role does market transformation play in your theory of 
change? (i.e., do you believe that market transformation can 
help to drive sustainable production?)

relevanCe of the StandardS SyStem

• Do any of the existing certification systems address your 
priority issues (whether social, environmental, economic)?

• If yes, does the certification system reach the geographic areas 
and types of resource use you need to reach?

impaCt of the StandardS SyStem

• Is the system positively perceived by key stakeholders? Does it 
meet global credibility standards? who else is involved?

• Can the system impact the issues you are working on at 
sufficient scale?

• what level of recognition of the certification “brand” is there by 
consumers or other end users? 

• Does the certification system have positive impacts on the 
problem you are trying to solve?

• how sustainable is the business model of the certification 
system? how dependent is it on donor funds? 

ngo role

• If there is an existing certification system that will help you meet 
your goals, how do you best direct it toward your priorities? 

• If there is not an existing certification system, do you want to 
play a role in establishing one? what do you need to know in 
order to make that decision?

• Do you want to help to define and structure the certification 
system? Do you want to ensure the credibility of the certification 
system in implementation? Do you want to support market devel-
opment for certified products or help to build the supply base?

• how much time and resources do you have to engage with a 
certification system? what is the most strategic use of those 
resources? how likely is it that you will have sufficient resources 
to continue to engage over time?

• what kinds of coalitions can you build within the certification 
system with organizations that have similar objectives so as to 
be most strategic?
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rather than business backgrounds and have had 
little understanding of or stomach for the dif-
ficult decisions involved in crafting standards and 
systems that are feasible and practical enough to 
make more than modest headway in established 
markets. 

foundations have also begun to grapple with key 
questions and issues highlighted in other chapters 
of this report and documented in the supporting 
bibliographies. These issues include, for example: 

▪ the cost and difficulty of acquiring and analyz-
ing evidence of the impact of standards and 
certification and how it was achieved; 

▪ the different circumstances and strategies 
required for certification to gain a foothold in 
the developing world and South–South trade; 

▪ finding appropriate balance and coordinating 
“carrots and sticks” to move producers toward 
a “gold standard” rather than fragmenting the 
market with competing standards; 

▪ the critical work of public policy and govern-
ment engagement; 

▪ evolving sustainable governance models for 
certification; 

▪ balancing the “pull” of certification at the most 
sustainable end of a market with a “push” to 
eliminate those practices that are illegal or the 
most damaging; and 

▪ how to approach key actors that resist or 
oppose the very concept of sustainability 
standards. 

The foundation sponsors of this Assessment hope 
to use and share the results of the Assessment 
to address key issues and to evolve their strate-
gies as they shift their role away from supporting 
the established certification systems and toward 
developing further innovation and strategies to 
promote large-scale sustainability in producer 
and consumer behaviors. Newer strategies may 
include support for (a) better understanding and 
documenting the business case for sustainabil-
ity standards and more sustainable practices; 
(b) public/private assessment of and strategies 
for managing the impacts of market transitions, 
when improving practices for the long term 
causes short-term displacement; and (c) defining 
systems to achieve measurable results, to encour-
age innovation and continuous improvement of 
management practices. 
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The Roles and Drivers  
of Government 
Standards and certification systems often appear to emerge in response to perceived 
government failure to address environmental or social problems. The rapid growth of 
these systems in the 1990s coincided with a rise in global trade and an accompanying 
shift toward private solutions to societal issues (Bartley, 2010; Bernstein & Cashore, 2007;  
Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). 

yet government actions—from the most fun-
damental functions such as establishing a legal 
framework, to more focused policies directed 
specifically at promoting certification—can 
significantly affect certification schemes. from 
the start, governments have played a role in the 
development of these systems, and over time 
governments have broadened their engagement 
to influence such systems through a variety of 
mechanisms. 

This section of Chapter 2 addresses four key topics 
relating to government and standards and certifi-
cation systems. first, the section provides a brief 
background on the involvement of government 
with such systems. Then it addresses the roles 
government may play relating to these systems, 
the primary drivers of government involvement, 
and the implications of certification for demo-
cratic principles. 

Much of the discussion focuses on govern-
ments in the global North, which reflects the 
fact that much of the activity around certifica-
tion systems (especially historically) has taken 
place in the North. Examples from the South 
have been included where possible, however, and 
the Steering Committee recognizes the growing 
importance of government involvement in the 
development of certification systems in the global 
South. 

Governments and the  
Rise of Certification Systems
One of the first certification systems based on 
environmental standards—the blue Angel pro-
gram—was created by a national government. 
The German government launched blue Angel 
in 1978, and it is still in existence today. blue 
Angel provides manufacturers with an economic 
incentive to develop products in which the raw 
materials, production processes, and product 
use and disposal are less harmful to the environ-
ment than conventional products. when initially 
conceived in 1971, blue Angel reflected strong 
public interest in the environment. by the time it 
was launched seven years later, the oil crisis and 
subsequent price shocks had weakened public 
support for environmental policy and regulation. 
So, the voluntary blue Angel program provided 
the German government with a palatable alterna-
tive to regulation (Müller, 2002). 

Organic agriculture certification sprouted through 
a very different route. As discussed in Chapter 1, it 
emerged from the ground up, through the efforts 
of farmers themselves. but governments had an 
increasing influence over time. California gave 
organic standards a boost in 1979 by passing the 
Organic food Act, which codified the standards of 
the California Certified Organic farmers (CCOf). 
In 2002, the u.S. Department of Agriculture 
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Chapter 2, Section B
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(uSDA) launched national organic standards, 
requiring any producer using the word organic 
to be certified by accredited agencies, including 
the CCOf.1 The uSDA standards differ from the 
original CCOf standards, and some organic pro-
ponents feel that government involvement at the 
federal level weakened the label overall. Others 
maintain that federal involvement has strength-
ened the concept of organic labeling by applying a 
legal framework for using the term organic. 

part of the reason behind the proliferation 
of certification schemes in the 1990s was the 
emerging global trends favoring free markets 
and private enterprise over government action 
(bartley, 2007b; bartley, 2010; bernstein & 
Cashore, 2007; Cashore, 2002; Cashore, Auld, 
& Newsom, 2004). This new thinking frustrated 
efforts to adopt government regulations and 
intergovernmental agreements. The develop-
ment of the forest Stewardship Council (fSC) 
in 1993—described in Chapter 1 and the Civil 
Society section of this chapter—illustrates this 
situation. The fSC emerged, in part, from the 
ashes of failed efforts to agree to a binding inter-
national forestry convention. The program came 
together when concerned industry players, seek-
ing to distinguish their product, joined forces with 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) such 
as the world wide fund for Nature (wwf) and 
the rainforest Action Network (bartley, 2007b; 
Cashore, et al., 2004; Meidinger, 2006). 

yet as bartley (2007b) and Cashore (2002) 
note, governments played a crucial role in the 
fSC’s initial success. Several European cities and 
countries—as well as some American cities and 
states—passed restrictions on the import of eco-
logically unsound timber. when Austria’s ban was 
challenged by timber-exporting states as a trade 
barrier, Austria rescinded the law but redirected 
government funds for implementation to the 
nascent fSC, giving it a substantial boost at a cru-
cial time. It also encouraged other nations, such 
as Switzerland and the Netherlands, to provide 
financial support to the fSC, in response to public 
pressure for action (bartley, 2007b). The fSC also 

1 www.ers.usda.gov/data/organic/.

received a boost when state governments pur-
sued fSC certification for some of their publicly 
owned forests. In the united States, for example, 
pennsylvania was an early adopter of fSC certifi-
cation, and today 2.2 million acres of state-owned 
forests in pennsylvania are fSC-certified.2 

The certification of labor practices in the 
apparel industry also benefited from signifi-
cant government support and funding in the 
1990s. According to bartley (2007b), the Clinton 
Administration first proposed, and then helped to 
establish, the Apparel Industry partnership/fair 
labor Association. It also provided vital financial 
support for Social Accountability International’s 
certification systems in their early years. while 
NGOs played a leading role in developing and 
advancing these schemes, the u.S. federal gov-
ernment provided the initial creative impetus and 
support—even though these certifications arose 
as an alternative to binding government action.

The government of China has acted far beyond 
funding; like the German government, it has 
established its own certification schemes. As an 
example, China’s Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) 
oversees two certification schemes established 
by the Chinese government during the 1990s—
Green food and hazard free food—as well as 
organic certification to international standards. 
The MOA’s China Green food Development 
Centre owns the Green food logo, develops and 
maintains the standard, is responsible for certifi-
cations, coordinates inspections and monitoring, 
and obtains revenue for certification fees. Green 
food certification is a stepping stone toward 
organic certification to international standards, 
and production in all of these “eco-categories” 
has grown tremendously since its inception. 
Green food production alone jumped from 6.3 
million tons in 1997 to 72 million tons in 2007, 
with export value increasing from $70 million to 
$2 billion in 2006 (paull, 2008). 

2 www.fscus.org/news/index.php?article=23
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Government Roles  
relating to Certification
As vandenbergh (2007) and others note, the 
growing globalization of trade in recent decades 
increasingly has constrained governments’ abil-
ity to regulate. Goods consumed in one country 
often are produced in another country that may 
not have the expertise, resources, or desire to 
regulate production. Governments in consum-
ing countries have no say over the sovereign 
decisions made within extracting countries, and 
international arrangements such as the world 
Trade Organization (wTO) make establishing 
import standards challenging. but governments 
are not powerless. As this section discusses, 
governments play fundamental roles through the 
establishment of legal frameworks and domestic 
regulatory and procurement policies that can 
inf luence the development and trajectory of 
certification systems. Government policies and 
practices also may affect or interact with such 
systems directly. 

GOvERNmENT AS pROviDER Of 
lEGAl fRAmEWORKS
One of the most fundamental roles of government 
is to establish and enforce laws. private, voluntary 
standards are often designed to be more stringent 
than local public law, but they nonetheless may 
benefit from a strong legal foundation. Conversely, 
certification may be hindered by a legal founda-
tion that is unclear, corrupt, not enforced, or runs 
counter to the goals of certification. 

Resource Management Regimes

The standard of the Marine Stewardship Council 
(MSC), for example, relies heavily on the effective 
implementation of government fisheries regula-
tions to ensure that public fisheries are managed 
in an environmentally responsible way. The MSC 
requires that “the fishery is subject to an effec-
tive management system that respects local, 
national, and international laws and standards 
and incorporates institutional and operational 
frameworks that require the use of resources to 
be responsible and sustainable.” In most cases, 

this regime is managed by a government agency. 
The geographic pattern of certified fisheries 
may reflect the influence of strong government 
management: The vast majority of MSC-certified 
fisheries are found in developed countries with 
robust management systems. (See Appendix E.)

Conversely, one of the many reasons cited for 
the decline of the Marine Aquarium Council (dis-
cussed in the Civil Society section of this chapter) 
was the lack of a sufficient legal and manage-
ment framework in source countries such as the 
philippines and Indonesia to limit the take of coral 
reef animals (Amos & Claussen, 2009). 

Property Rights

uncertainties over land tenure, property rights, 
and community rights may undermine certifica-
tion systems. Corruption and poor enforcement 
add to this shaky foundation. Indonesia is a case 
in point. All forest lands in Indonesia are owned 
by the state, unlike some other Asian island 
nations, which recognize customary rights to 
forest products for local people. recent policies 
acknowledge traditional and customary rights, 
but these rights have neither been clearly defined 
nor enforced. Some NGOs have withheld sup-
port for certification in Indonesia because they 
view the legal framework as inadequate to protect 
community rights. Others have questioned the 
validity of certification because of the high level 
of illegal activity in the country along with local 
government complicity in this activity. Although 
Indonesia has developed its own certification 
scheme and joined this system with the fSC, 
few forests have become certified (Muhtaman & 
prasetyo, 2006).

Laws Banning Illegal Products 

Government policies on illegal products in 
importing nations can also affect certification. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, for example, policies 
adopted in the united States and the European 
union to address the import of illegal forest 
products have indirectly promoted forest certifica-
tion. The lacey Act in the united States and the 
forest law Enforcement Governance and Trade 
Initiative in the European union both require 
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that importers show they are not importing 
illegally harvested wood. Certification schemes 
that encompass chain-of-custody requirements 
to verify the source of imported products have 
emerged as an effective way to demonstrate this 
due diligence (Cashore & Stone, 2012).

Antitrust Laws

As discussed in Chapter 1, “roundtables” that 
bring industry competitors, NGOs, and others 
together to seek agreement on environmental 
and social issues have been an increasingly 
common route for developing standards and, in 
some cases, certification systems. roundtables 
are often described as “precompetitive” discus-
sions, based on the idea that the sustainability (or 
unsustainability) of raw material production and 
supply affects all businesses in a sector. To mini-
mize concerns about anti-competitive behavior, 
roundtables have established antitrust policies 
that explicitly state the topics that can and cannot 
be discussed, and these policies are intended to 
ensure compliance with national antitrust laws 
(roundtable on the Application of Antitrust law 
to State-Owned Enterprises, 2009). 

International Trade Agreements

Intergovernmental free-trade agreements can 
inject legal uncertainty into the international 
arena. Carey and Guttenstein (2008) observe 
that, despite analyses indicating that certifica-
tion schemes are legal under international trade 
agreements, debates continue regarding whether 
such schemes promote protectionist interests 
or allow nations to impose their own policies 
on other nations. bernstein and hannah (2008) 
argue that the more widespread the support 
for certification becomes, the more likely it is 
to conflict with the international trade regime. 
for example, the European union and other 
governments and intergovernmental agencies 
increasingly are developing sustainable procure-
ment policies that can promote certification. 
yet some governments and commentators view 
these standards as a veiled way to discriminate 
against developing countries’ products. As long 
as certification is voluntary, or is limited to niche 
markets, it is less likely to be subject to trade 

disputes. but as governments increasingly recog-
nize, favor, or require it, exporting countries are 
more likely to claim that certification is mandatory 
in practice and is therefore a de facto barrier to 
trade (bernstein & hannah, 2008). 

voluntary standards considered to be manda-
tory in practice have been the subject of several 
trade disputes under wTO law already. In these 
cases, the determination of whether a standard or 
measure was de facto mandatory depended upon 
whether it had the effect of being legally bind-
ing and whether there was a trade consequence 
for failing to adhere to it. These concerns only 
apply to a standard adopted and implemented 
by a wTO member government; those operated 
independently of governments are less vulnerable 
to trade challenges (bernstein & hannah, 2008).

GOvERNmENT AS pOliCy  
mAKER AND ENfORCER

Regulatory Policies

Governments can stimulate certification indi-
rectly, most obviously by failing to regulate 
environmental or social practices and thereby 
creating incentives for the emergence of private 
certification schemes. Some believe that such a 
failure to regulate stimulated the creation of the 
fSC, the MSC, and others (Cashore, et al., 2004). 

Conversely, the threat of government regulation 
in the absence of certification might also spur 
the development of private schemes (Meidinger, 
2006). If a critical mass of industry players par-
ticipates in a certification scheme (or creates the 
illusion of participating), political pressure for 
government regulation might be alleviated, and 
regulation avoided. The risk for governments 
in these cases is that industry might establish 
standards that are perhaps better than existing 
conditions but not as high as what the govern-
ment or others would prefer. Moreover, since 
certification is voluntary, a subset of industry 
players—potentially the worst players with the 
most significant environmental impacts—may 
not participate. An alternative for governments 
might be to provide companies taking part in 
certification schemes with favorable treatment 
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under the regulatory regime, while maintaining 
required minimum standards for all players. 

Policies Adopting Certification

In some cases, governments incorporate stan-
dards developed by private certification systems 
into their own regulatory regimes. Adopting such 
standards allows governments to promote inter-
nationally recognized standards within their own 
country while potentially opening up or maintain-
ing overseas markets that value those standards. 
for example, when bolivia passed a requirement 
that forest concessionaires meet certain stan-
dards, the fSC was the only certification body 
that met those standards. It became the de facto 
auditor for bolivia while the government worked 
toward developing its own auditing scheme (Carey 
& Guttenstein, 2008). Similarly, Tunisia has based 
its national organic agriculture policy on the stan-
dards of the International federation of Organic 
Agriculture Movements (IfOAM), because it 
determined that these standards represented 
best global practices and would be recognized 
in favored markets (Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). 
In addition, numerous jurisdictions in the united 
States have incorporated the u.S. Green building 
Council’s leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (lEED) standards for green building con-
struction into their building codes. (See Chapter 
4 for more on this example.) 

In some cases, governments create their own 
standards, just as the German government 
created the blue Angel program. for example, 
nations in East Africa developed and adopted the 
East African Organic products Standard (Carey 
& Guttenstein, 2008). Mexico created a Clean 
Industry Certificate that outlines requirements for 
waste management, air emissions, water supply, 
and water discharge (rainforest Alliance, 2009). 
And Indonesia and Malaysia both created their 
own forestry certification schemes, which they 
have revised in recent years to conform more 
closely to the fSC’s, at least in part to help open 
up international markets (Muhtaman & prasetyo, 
2006). In addition, the Malaysian scheme has been 

endorsed by the programme for the Endorsement 
of forest Certification (pEfC). 

Import/Export Policies

Governments can also acknowledge and favor 
certified products through their import or export 
policies. for example, certification for the farmed 
fish pangasius received a significant boost in 2010 
when the vietnamese government committed to 
increasing its exports of certifiable pangasius to 
25 percent of production by 2015 and 75 percent 
by 2020, in exchange for NGO recognition of 
environmental improvements (fish Site, 2011). 

GOvERNmENT  
AS lARGE puRCHASER
One of the most powerful tools governments have 
is their substantial purchasing power. procurement 
policies that support or require certified products 
for government purchases are frequently cited 
as a primary way for governments to support 
certification (Carey & Guttenstein, 2008; Cashore, 
et al., 2004; Smith & fischlein, 2010). Many gov-
ernments, for example, require or rely on fSC 
certification to satisfy their sustainable procure-
ment policies; government bodies that do this 
include the Alberta Ministry of the Environment 
and the government of Manitoba in Canada, as 
well as the governments of Denmark, Japan, 
and New Zealand. Similarly, all coffee served in 
Swedish administrative offices must be certified 
organic per IfOAM standards, and many schools 
in the united Kingdom serve MSC-certified fish 
(Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). In Switzerland, the 
government created and now operates a website3 

that provides public procurement agents with 
information about sourcing sustainably produced 
goods. The fair trade movement has also made 
significant headway with government purchasing 
via the “fair Trade Towns” initiative, in which 
local governments pass resolutions to buy fair 
trade products for government-sponsored events. 
Nearly 900 communities are now designated as 
fair Trade Towns.4

3 http://oeffentlichebeschaffung.kompass-nachhaltigkeit.ch/

4 www.fairtradetowns.org
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GOvERNmENT AS fuNDER
public funding and tax breaks are other powerful 
government tools that can influence certification. 
As mentioned previously, the governments of 
Austria, Switzerland, and the Netherlands pro-
vided direct funding to the fSC at a crucial point 
in its development, and the u.S. government 
provided funding for the development of labor 
standards in the apparel industry. In the envi-
ronmental arena, the u.S. also provided federal 
funding to support the development of lEED 
standards for green building construction in its 
early years (Smith & fischlein, 2010). In addition, 
the IDh (a Dutch government-funded sustainable 
trade initiative), together with the wwf, founded 
and has provided substantial financing for the 
Aquaculture Stewardship Council, which is devel-
oping standards for aquaculture-grown fish.5

Governments can also provide financial assis-
tance to producers seeking to get certified. 
belgium, for example, provides financial support 
to producers and traders in developing coun-
tries that get certified to the fairtrade labelling 
Organizations’ standards, or are members of 
the International fair Trade Association. rwanda 
has financed the costs of certification to the East 
African Organic products Standard for several 
export companies, and provided 100 percent tax 
breaks on the purchase of equipment used for 
organic farming (Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). 
The Tuscany regional Government supports 
small and medium-sized enterprises seeking to 
become certified to the SA8000 standard for 
social accountability by paying up to 50 percent of 
the costs of certification and providing tax breaks 
on national insurance and regional tax payments 
(Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). And, for a time in 
2007 and 2008, the government of Cote d’Ivoire 
exempted certified cocoa from export duties (per-
sonal communication, rainforest Alliance staff). 

5 www.idhsustainabletrade.com/what-we-do and www.
ascworldwide.org/index.cfm?act=faq.faq&lng=1 

GOvERNmENT AS OpiNiON SHApER
Government endorsement of certification systems 
may help add to their credibility and legitimacy as 
a solution to environmental or social problems.

Conceptual Support 

Governments have given official support for 
private certification through international inter-
governmental bodies that have incorporated this 
support into key documents. for example, the 
united Nation’s program of action for sustainable 
development, Agenda 21, calls for governments 
to encourage ecolabels as a way to inf luence 
consumer choice. Similarly, the Commission on 
Sustainable Development and the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development 
both identify ecolabel programs as an impor-
tant tool in several of their policy papers (Müller, 
2002). More indirectly, Sweden’s requirement that 
the forest industry promote ecological as well as 
economic goals seems to have increased industry 
support for the fSC as a way of meeting govern-
ment requirements (Cashore, et al., 2004). 

Marketing Support

Governments’ considerable outreach capabili-
ties can also advance certification systems. for 
example, Tuscany undertook a concerted public 
awareness and information campaign that facili-
tated the rapid uptake of social accountability 
standards by its regional businesses. The govern-
ment of rwanda used its convening power to bring 
together civil society organizations and create the 
rwandan organic agriculture movement, which 
led to the development of the East Africa Organic 
products Standard (Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). 
Also, the u.S. Department of Agriculture’s organic 
standards program is run out of the department’s 
Agricultural Marketing Service, as the standards 
are considered marketing standards (as opposed 
to safety standards, for example). 
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GOvERNmENT AS ExpERT
Similarly, governments often have considerable 
technical expertise to contribute to the develop-
ment and maintenance of certification schemes. 
for example, belgium’s support for fair trade pro-
ducers in developing countries includes technical 
assistance to help them get certified. pakistan 
provides training to small and medium-sized 
enterprises to meet the Social Accountability 
standard SA8000. Tunisia contributes to IfOAM 
standards by sharing information, expertise, and 
research results from its Technical Centre for 
Organic Agriculture with other IfOAM members. 
And the government of South Georgia’s fishery 
research program enables it to fulfill the condi-
tions required for certification by the MSC (Carey 
& Guttenstein, 2008). In addition, the German 
government’s GIZ programme Office for Social 
and Environmental Standards serves as an advi-
sor to the development and implementation of 
sustainability standards.6

GOvERNmENT AS uSER
As noted previously with fSC-certified state-
owned forests in pennsylvania, governments 
that own or directly manage natural resources 
such as fisheries and forests can become certi-
fied themselves by private certification systems. 
In another example, the government of South 
Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands certi-
fied its patagonian toothfish fishery through the 
MSC process to distinguish its fishery from other 
unsustainable, and often illegal, toothfish fisheries 
(Carey & Guttenstein, 2008). Also, the certifica-
tion of state forests by the fSC is a common 
practice in many eastern European countries with 
large tracts of state-owned land, such as Estonia, 
latvia, and poland (Cashore, Gale, Meidinger, & 
Newsom, 2006).

GOvERNmENT AS COmpETiTOR
In some cases, government officials may view 
certification as a threat to their power, which can 
have a negative ripple effect through a range of 
government policies. In Zambia, for example, 

6 www.gtz.de/en/themen/laendliche-entwicklung/28456.
htm

government officials have looked at forest cer-
tification as a potential threat and have been 
cautious in their approach. The government 
owns all forests and issues licenses to private 
entities for timber harvest. yet it provides almost 
no management and has no official policy on 
certification, making it difficult for private manag-
ers to meet certification requirements. This lack of 
government policy has slowed efforts toward cer-
tification, despite private interest in certification 
to increase international markets and alleviate 
poverty (Njovu, 2006). Similarly, resistance to 
certification from some parts of brazil’s national 
forest regulatory agency reportedly is one obstacle 
to greater certification there (May, 2006). 

In some cases, governments can impede the 
progress of private certification efforts by com-
peting with government certification systems. 
Malaysia, for example, developed its own certifica-
tion program, the Malaysian Timber Certification 
Council (MTCC), in 1995 in an effort to control 
the development of certification in the country at 
a time when private schemes were emerging. This 
scheme failed to reflect key fSC components pro-
moted by NGOs and indigenous groups, including 
adequate consultation among stakeholders and 
the consideration of social and environmental 
issues. Although the government has sought to 
coordinate and link its program with the fSC over 
time, it refused to adjust its system sufficiently. 
MTCC-certified wood is now sold through the 
pEfC program, but in some cases, companies 
shifted their certification plans from the govern-
ment system to the fSC (Mohd Shawahid, 2006). 

All of these examples of government roles capture 
certain moments in time and specific ways in 
which governments have influenced certification. 
but the nature of engagement can change over 
time, reflecting the different needs of a nation’s 
industries, the changing political climate, or the 
evolution of the certification scheme itself. These 
types of interactions are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Drivers of Government 
involvement
Different social science disciplines apply different 
theories to describe why institutions engage in 
public policy. for the purposes of this section, 
we simplify this thinking into three broad cat-
egories of drivers: (1) strategic or self-interest (it 
benefits the government agency to participate) 
(2) values (participation is consistent with the 
values espoused by the agency and its staff) and 
(3) norms (the cultural pattern of behavior or 
expectations supports certification) (Cashore, 
2002; Suchman, 1995). 

STRATEGiC OR SElf-iNTEREST
Given the increasing globalization of trade, 
the focus on free markets as solutions to soci-
ety’s problems, and the accompanying failure 
of governments to adopt “hard” regulations, 
some governments have embraced certification 
schemes as a way to achieve public policy objec-
tives strategically. unable or unwilling to use 
traditional command-and-control tools in the new 
global culture, agencies seem to embrace the path 
of least resistance springing up around them: 
private governance mechanisms. Certification 
might be a particularly attractive option because 
it requires verification by a third party, providing 
a compliance component that is normally part of 
government’s purview. Even when certification 
systems are public (that is, created by government) 
rather than private, they adopt the philosophy 
of private systems, namely, relying on voluntary 
participation in response to market pressures 
rather than the coercive power of government. 
The voluntary nature of certification schemes is 
consistent with the idea of “captured” agencies, 
in which, because of political pressures, regula-
tory agencies are considered more responsive to 
the desires of the industries they are purported 
to regulate than they are to their social welfare 
mission. 

According to Müller (2002), many policy makers 
and politicians around the world support certifica-
tion because they recognize it as less controversial 
than other policy tools such as taxes or binding 

regulations, and therefore easier to adopt. Many 
also believe that private certification may allow 
greater flexibility for innovation than governments 
can provide, and they see certification as a self-
sustaining system requiring few public resources. 
Developing countries with fewer resources (such 
as expertise and funding) to develop robust 
regulatory regimes may find private certifica-
tion particularly attractive as a way to open or 
retain markets in developed countries for their 
own countries’ products. In short, many consider 
certification systems an option that allows gov-
ernment agencies to avoid controversy among 
powerful political players, be more effective, and 
spend less money—all outcomes that promote 
an agency’s self-interest. 

vAluES
but strategic drivers alone cannot fully explain 
the emergence and promotion of certification 
systems (bartley, 2007b; bernstein & Cashore, 
2007). Not all agency action is based on indus-
try “capture,” and environmental and social 
issues inherently ref lect values of some kind. 
Ideologies and approaches may differ, but at its 
core the mission of environmental agencies is 
value-laden. The people who work for these agen-
cies typically share those values and promote 
government efforts that advance them. Those 
values may include conservation, public health, 
sustainability, international recognition, expand-
ing markets, or economic development, among 
others. regardless, agencies have missions, and 
certification schemes may help them fulfill those 
missions, particularly if politicians and industries 
thwart traditional regulatory approaches or bud-
gets are limited. Carey and Guttenstein (2008) 
note that governments can find it easier to meet 
their goals and adopt widely recognized inter-
national standards by drawing on the structure 
provided by private schemes rather than trying to 
create requirements in-house.

NORmS
Moreover, all institutions—perhaps democratic 
governments in particular—operate within 
a broad context of social values and norms 
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(Cashore, 2002). They gain their legitimacy from 
social systems that provide a basis of appropri-
ateness, or that make the purposes, goals, or 
rationale of an institution understandable and 
justifiable to the relevant audience. Thus, legiti-
macy is enhanced when the norms and rules of 
organizations conform to existing social structure 
(bernstein & Cashore, 2007). Existing and emerg-
ing global norms have favored the emergence 
and promotion of certification systems as socially 
legitimate solutions for governments (and others) 
to use to address environmental and social issues. 
bernstein and Cashore (2007), bernstein and 
hannah (2008), and bartley (2010) identify sev-
eral of these norms, including: (1) respect for 
national sovereignty (as certification addresses 
firms, not states), (2) the emergence of market 
mechanisms as a solution to environmental and 
social problems (in the wake of failed governmen-
tal and intergovernmental efforts and a shift in 
the global focus), (3) the movement to democ-
ratize governance to include a broad range of 
stakeholders (something integral to most credible 
certification schemes), and (4) growing concern 
about environmental impacts and labor rights. 

Certification systems evolve out of political, 
civil, and market pressures, and the learning, 
compromise, and competition that result from 
these pressures (bartley, 2007b; bartley, 2010; 
bernstein & Cashore, 2007; Smith & fischlein, 
2010). As different stakeholders—businesses, 
NGOs, consumers, and others—come together 
to develop certification standards, expectations 
about responsible practices can often converge, 
and the results can gain legitimacy across sectors. 
Thus certification standards and structures can 
help shape, and embed, global norms. by adopt-
ing or promoting these systems, governments are 
able to incorporate societal norms and legitimacy 
into their programs. In effect, certification has 
provided governments a new means, beyond 
the formal institutions of government—whether 
elected (or unelected) officials, laws, regulatory 
processes, or enforcement—to satisfy society’s 
shifting demands. 

Also, it is important to note that many standards 
systems base their own norms on those of united 

Nations and/or International labour Organization 
conventions. This helps to ensure that these 
norms are based on “universal” values, instead of 
inviting the perception that Northern consumers 
are imposing their own norms on developing 
countries.

The literature also asserts, nonetheless, that cer-
tification systems have not gained full “political 
legitimacy,” in which there is an acceptance of 
a governance relationship in which commands 
ought to be obeyed (bernstein, 2011; Cashore, 
2002). To date, many certification schemes may 
have moved beyond the initial strategic phases—
in which obvious self-interest dominates players’ 
involvement in certification—toward building 
more widespread support, in which learning, 
negotiation, and convergence of values or ideas 
among players emerge. A more embedded 
legitimacy—in which a full range of stakeholders 
recognizes a certification system as a legitimate 
form of private governance—has not yet devel-
oped (bernstein & Cashore, 2007).

The implications  
of Certification for  
Democratic principles
The emergence of certification schemes clearly 
has influenced government policies and practices 
throughout the world. In some cases, this influ-
ence appears to have expanded opportunities 
for basic democratic principles—including public 
participation, transparency, effective adjudication, 
and accountability—to apply to environmental 
and social issues. In other cases, transnational 
certification may displace truly democratic gov-
ernance through local or national governments. 

positive examples of certification expanding demo-
cratic principles are common in forestry, fisheries, 
and agriculture. Over time, certification programs 
in these sectors increasingly have expanded their 
provisions for public participation. These systems 
may engage stakeholders in standards develop-
ment and revision, for example, and/or include 
stakeholders as participants in the assessment 
process via notice and comment procedures. 
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Other institutional structures consistent with 
democratic principles include documented rule-
making processes requiring meaningful responses 
to criticism, structured adjudication by experts, 
and transparency (see for example Meidinger, 
2006). These systems seem to be stimulating 
engagement in policy and practices from a wider 
range of community participants than had previ-
ously participated in many locations. for example, 
a wider range of stakeholders are engaged in 
forest policy in Estonia, latvia, and russia due in 
large part to the increase in forest certification in 
those countries. potentially, certification may be 
contributing to new models for how policy should 
be made (Cashore, et al., 2006). 

Meidinger (2006) notes that, in many places, 
forest policy traditionally was limited to govern-
ment agencies working in close relationships with 
the forest industry, foresters, and landowners. 
policies reflected the needs and desires of those 
interests, not others. regulatory and legal chal-
lenges had limited success. The fSC opened 
up that closed system by creating a parallel 
regulatory program and threatening the brands 
of companies that depend on global markets 
(Meidinger, 2006). Such public participation and 
transparency requirements are now a part of the 
ISEAl Standard-Setting Code of Good practice for 
standards and certification schemes, reflecting 
the practice of greater public participation in other 
sectors as well.

by contrast, vandergeest (2007) maintains that 
the transnational certification of shrimp farming 
leaves local communities out of basic decision 
making regarding resource management, such 
as setting standards and certifying producers. In 
that respect, certification schemes can be less 
democratic than community-based management 
approaches aligned with local governance struc-
tures. In southern Thailand, community-based 
approaches to shrimp farm management have 
developed in response to national and provincial 
laws allowing local zoning and decision making 
though village administrative units. Examining 
the regulation of shrimp farming in several dis-
tricts in southern Thailand, vandergeest found 
that regulations varied, but often were tied to 

local ecological and social contexts, which meant 
different environmental problems and hence 
different solutions. In contrast, all of the transna-
tional certification schemes for shrimp farming 
(including those of the Aquaculture Certification 
Council, EurepG.A.p., the u.K. Soil Association, 
Naturland, and others) had immutable technical 
standards developed separately from commu-
nities, essentially by an overlapping network of 
international technical experts. The technical 
environmental standards of these schemes were 
entirely distinct from their “social” standards, 
which were established to respect local laws, 
protect worker rights, and assure local access to 
public resources. Despite the presence of social 
standards, the technical standards for practices 
such as siting and waste management did not 
involve local communities in formulating locally 
specific guidelines, monitoring, or enforcement. 
To many Southern NGOs, this lack of meaning-
ful input into technical standards and decision 
making is a major criticism of transnational certi-
fication schemes, and a basis for their opposition 
(vandergeest, 2007).

Transparency, public participation, and effective 
adjudication are important democratic principles 
that may be applied, or enhanced, through a 
credible certification scheme. but the overarch-
ing issue of how certification schemes are held 
accountable, and to whom, goes beyond these 
procedural requirements. Traditionally, account-
ability may have implied a clear hierarchy with 
legitimate decision makers at each level whose 
concerns must be addressed. but voluntary cer-
tification systems by their nature reflect a more 
networked approach to problem solving and 
accountability. Accountability should be consid-
ered at multiple levels, perhaps the most obvious 
being at the level of the certifiers who audit the 
performance of firms claiming to meet a stan-
dard. Meidinger (2006) discusses accountability 
in the forest certification realm as a “package of 
actors, norms, and institutions,” which cannot 
be considered separately. This package includes 
NGOs, consumers, producers, retailers, govern-
ments, and others, which influence one another 
to develop new values and solutions over time. 
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Market incentives, peer pressure, and reputational 
risk can be part of this package as well, and often 
play a significant role in certification schemes 
(vandenbergh, 2007). In effect, the combined 
package can provide greater accountability than 
could be achieved through the sum of its parts.

forest certification, for example, relies in part on 
evolving norms about what sustainable forestry 
means, combined with practical experience from 
a variety of actors and institutions. It relies heavily 
on procedural requirements that provide public 
explanations for decisions and multiple avenues 
for public input and criticism. but perhaps equally 
important, competition among certification pro-
grams—and even among different actors within 
a single certification program—contributes to 
ongoing public dialogue and scrutiny of stan-
dards and procedures. According to Meidinger 
(2006), this mutual monitoring, criticism, and 
competition can create a kind of cross-disciplinary 
self-governance system, within the framework of 

the overarching values and norms of sustainable 
forestry. 

proponents claim that experimental, open-ended, 
multi-centered, competitive regulatory systems 
such as these can be thought of as “learning 
accountability systems,” and that they are good 
for society because they are effective mechanisms 
for articulating goals, testing them in practice, 
and revising them. Meidinger (2006) notes, 
however, that the accountability of these systems 
remains unclear. he concludes that the extent to 
which such systems are learning versus drifting 
is an open question, and a clear view of how 
these systems answer to society remains to be 
articulated. regardless, the  learning account-
ability argument reinforces the notion that an 
important consideration in assessing the value 
of certification systems is the effectiveness and 
accountability of viable alternatives.
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The Roles and Drivers of Business
The last three decades have witnessed a radical transformation in the global business 

environment. In place of local labor markets and regional trade systems, large companies 

now operate through integrated networks that span the globe and transcend national 

boundaries. International companies now source, manufacture, and sell multiple products 

in multiple markets across multiple time zones. 

In this environment, big brands and retailers expe-
rience a range of new and often complex risks, 
opportunities, and responsibilities. In particular, 
operating in foreign markets presents companies 
with new ethical issues, arising from the differing 
social and environmental conditions and norms 
in developing countries (Samuel & Douglas, 
1996). To manage ethics-related risks, companies 
have developed a range of corporate responsibil-
ity policies and strategies, including voluntary 
environmental management systems, statements 
of ethics, codes of conduct, and annual reporting 
of their corporate responsibility and sustainability 
efforts (Auld, bernstein, & Cashore, 2008; also 
see Appendix l). 

Standards and certification systems are part of 
this context. participating companies—especially 
those at the top of supply chains in the retail 
and fast-moving consumer goods (fMCG)1 sec-
tors—have viewed such systems as a means of 
improving their suppliers’ environmental and 
social practices, ensuring access to sustainable 
supplies of scarce natural resources, enabling 
market access to institutional or business-to-
business buyers, and providing assurance to 
consumers. Such systems also have the potential 
to help companies identify problems, build capac-
ity for change, increase the rate of organizational 

1 fast-moving consumer goods companies manufacture 
inexpensive products that consumers buy on a regular 
basis, such as supermarket foods and toiletries.

learning, and facilitate the inculcation of new 
values and norms (see Appendix l).

This final section of Chapter 2 describes the roles 
typically played by firms in standards and certifica-
tion systems (in addition to the obvious role of 
“participant”); four attitudes toward certification 
that businesses may adopt; the drivers for and 
barriers to business involvement in standards 
and certification systems; and key questions 
companies may want to ask themselves when 
considering certification. boxes 2.3–2.11 provide 
illustrative case examples.2

This section focuses primarily on large brands 
and retailers. The motivations of enterprises that 
produce and supply certified goods and services, 
as well as those of the traders and other middle-
tier players in the supply chain, are not covered 
in detail. This bias reflects the current state of 
knowledge regarding standards and certification 
systems—i.e., most studies have looked at top-
tier companies that are purchasers of certified 
goods. Also, these are the types of businesses 
represented on the Steering Committee, upon 
whose real-world experience the section is par-
tially based.

2 Many of the boxes describe certification programs initi-
ated and run by corporations or industry associations. 
These initiatives typically differ from the multi-stakeholder 
standards and certification models, which are the focus 
of most of this report, in their form of governance. The 
information for these examples was drawn primarily from 
company sources, and their inclusion does not imply 
Steering Committee endorsement.
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The Roles of Business  
in Standards and  
Certification Systems
businesses have been instrumental in the creation 
and proliferation of standards and certification 
systems. In many cases, companies have worked 
together with civil society groups, government 
agencies, and other stakeholders to create or 
inform standards and certification systems. The 
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) and the forest 
Stewardship Council (fSC) systems, for instance, 
were created by—and continue to be overseen 
by—multi-stakeholder groups that include busi-
ness participation. businesses have also developed 
their own standards and certification systems, 
often in partnership with nongovernmental orga-
nizations (NGOs), such as the C.A.f.E. practices 
standards developed by coffee chain Starbucks 
and Conservation International (see box 2.3) and 
multiple standards systems developed by the 
mining industry (Schiavi, 2005). In these latter 
cases, businesses themselves serve as the sys-
tems’ standard-setters, implementers, monitors, 
enforcers, and funders. 

Arguably businesses’ most important role, how-
ever, has been in promoting and driving the growth 
of certification systems. Companies have often 
done this by making public corporate responsibil-
ity commitments (typically in response to external 
or internal pressures) and then using certification 
as a means to deliver on those commitments.

In recent years, large companies have become 
increasingly bold in setting sustainability targets 
across a range of social and environmental areas in 
their value chains (park & Koehler, 2011). Notable 
examples include: Mars’ commitment to obtain 
all of its cacao from sustainable sources by 2020; 
unilever’s pledge to source all of its renewable 
raw materials sustainably by 2020; pepsiCo u.K.’s 
commitment to reduce carbon and water emis-
sions from key growers by 50 percent by 2015; 
and walmart’s new sustainable agriculture policy, 
which includes, among other targets, a pledge to  
 

Box 2.3 

internal verification: Starbucks C.A.f.E. practices  

In 2004, Seattle-based coffee retailer Starbucks launched a 
pilot certification project in Central America. The Coffee and 
farm Equity (C.A.f.E.) practices initiative has since expanded to 
140,000 farmers in about 20 countries. by 2010, participating 
producers provided Starbucks with 84 percent of its coffee 
beans—just shy of 300 million pounds. In 2008, the company 
committed to buy 100 percent responsibly grown and ethically 
traded coffee by 2015. 

Starbucks says that C.A.f.E. practices is based on the principle 
of continuous improvement. producers large and small (and 99 
percent of participating farms are 12 hectares or smaller) need to 
pass a basic quality check. The applicants are then independently 
certified against a scorecard of environmental, social, and 
economic transparency criteria. 

According to Starbucks, the third-party certifiers involved in 
this program operate entirely independently from the company. 
Starbucks works with California-based Scientific Certification 
Systems to assess and train certifier organizations. Coffee 
producers then contract one of these verifiers to undertake an 
external assessment of their operations. 

while full compliance by producers does not form an initial 
requirement, Starbucks says it has a number of zero-tolerance 
criteria. The list includes practices such as underage or forced 
labor and payment below the minimum wage. 

Starbucks offers financial support in addition to a comprehensive 
verification program, to help growers make the grade. The 
company funds a loan scheme for small farmers to the tune of 
$14.5 million a year. It aims to increase this to $20 million in the 
near future. It also provides technical advice to farmers through 
farm support centers in Costa rica and rwanda (with others 
soon to follow in Colombia and China). Starbucks’ agronomists 
offer training and advice in a range of environmentally friendly 
and efficient farming methods. One illustrative example is a 
freely distributed software program that helps farmers better 
interpret soil and leaf analyses. This, in turn, helps reduce 
reliance on chemical fertilizers and improve both crop yields and 
quality.

The top performers in Starbucks’ rating system (those scoring 
more than 80 percent on the C.A.f.E. practices scorecard) 
receive a one-time, five-cents-per-pound premium for all the 
coffee they sell to Starbucks. This is in addition to the extra the 
company was already paying its suppliers above market price. In 
2009, Starbucks paid a total of £2.5 million more than it would if 
it paid suppliers strict market price.

www.starbucks.com/responsibility/sourcing/coffee
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only source beef that does not contribute to the 
deforestation of the Amazon rainforest (see box 2.4).

Certification systems can provide companies 
with a credible way to implement, evaluate, and 
communicate their progress against such com-
mitments. In 2011, for example, walmart and 
Sam’s Club updated their seafood sustainability 
policy to require that all of their wild-caught sea-
food products be certified to MSC or equivalent 
sustainability standards. Similarly, u.S. grocery 
giant Kroger has set a goal for 2015 of sourcing 
all of its top 20 wild-caught species from sources 
that are either MSC-certified or involved in a “fish-
ery improvement project” with the world wildlife 
fund (wwf) (Marine Stewardship Council, 2011b).

unilever, with a supply chain consisting of more 
than 200 different agricultural raw materials, opted 
to develop its own code of guiding principles for 
all crop types in all geographies. however, the 
company’s brands benchmark this code against 
external certification standards. unilever commits 
to buy from certified or noncertified suppliers 
that can show compliance with its internal code 
through a self-assessment process.3

Sometimes, commitments by individual com-
panies have a ripple effect across their sector. 
u.S. retailer Timberland developed an internal 
Green Index in 2007 on the grounds that “widely 
accepted environmental standards do not exist.” 
This then led it to work with the Outdoor Industry 
Association to develop an industry-wide index for 
measuring the impact of outdoor products.4 The 
apparel industry as a whole is now drawing on 
this initiative, together with other leading internal 
standards such as Nike’s Considered Index, to 
create an industry-wide standard. This effort is 
being driven by the Sustainable Apparel Coalition,5 

which, in turn, is informing the Sustainability 
Consortium’s6 work on a suite of consistent sus-
tainability standards.

3  www.unilever.com/aboutus/supplier/sustainablesourcing

4  www.ecoindexbeta.org

5  www.apparelcoalition.org

6  www.sustainabilityconsortium.org

Box 2.4 

Sustainable Agriculture Commitments  
by the World’s largest Retailer

In October 2010, walmart committed to buy a substantial 

percentage of its agricultural products from certified sources.  

Its primary global and regional targets between now and  

2015 include:

• requiring sustainably sourced palm oil for all walmart private-
brand products globally 

• Only sourcing beef that does not contribute to the 
deforestation of the Amazon rainforest 

• In India, buying 50 percent of its fresh produce through the 
company’s Direct farm program

• In China, upgrading 15 percent of Direct farm products from 
“Green” to “Organic” certified 

• In Canada, purchasing 30 percent of the produce assortment 
locally 

• In the united States, doubling the sale of locally grown food 
through its internal heritage Agriculture program 

According to walmart, these targets form part of a broader 

commitment to promote sustainable agriculture that includes the 

following procurement goals: 

• Selling $1 billion in food sourced from 1 million small and 
medium farmers

• providing training to 1 million farmers and farm workers on   
such topics as crop selection and sustainable farming practices

• Increasing the income of the small and medium farmers it 
sources from by 10 to 15 percent in the united States

• Investing more than $1 billion in its global fresh supply chain in 
the next five years

• reducing food waste in its emerging market stores and clubs 
by 15 percent 

(Walmart, 2010a, 2010b)
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four Attitudes of Business 
toward Certification 

The Steering Committee drew on published 
literature and its own experience to identify 
four main attitudes that companies may adopt 
when thinking about certification: tactical risk 
management, tactical opportunity, strategic risk 
management, and strategic opportunity (see 
figure 2.1). These categories are intended to 
describe the primary attitude of a company toward 
certification. To an extent they are incremental, 
and companies may progress through them in 
phases. At present, the bulk of companies seem 
to be in the first phase while very few appear to be 
in the fourth.7 

ATTiTuDE i:  
TACTiCAl RiSK mANAGEmENT
Companies in this first attitudinal phase consider 
certification from a “firefighting” or defensive 
point of view. This phase often includes those who 
are the targets of stakeholder pressures or NGO 
campaigns, who have typically reacted fastest in 
adopting certification as a tool. (See box 2.5.) 
however, nontargeted companies may respond 
as well. Many manufacturers and retailers see a 
business-to-consumer (b2C) message as proof 
that they are “doing something” to address public 
concerns. 

The u.S. seafood market provides a good example. 
As noted previously, retailers such as walmart 
and Kroger have made sustainable seafood com-
mitments; Costco, Aldi, Trader Joe’s, and others 
have done so as well. All of these commitments 
were made in part due to advocacy pressure from 
NGOs such as Greenpeace. Such advocacy cam-
paigns essentially pit retail chains against one 
other by holding up a spotlight to the industry’s 
procurement practices as a whole (see Appendix 
E). This competitive dynamic, coupled with the 

7 These phases are based loosely on hunt and Auster 
(1990) and also informed by Steering Committee mem-
bers’ own experiences and views. hunt and Auster’s mod-
el was developed to assess company engagement with 
environmental management and included five phases: 
beginner, first fighter, Concerned Citizen, pragmatist, 
and proactivist. See also Zadek (2004).

Box 2.5 

promoting fair labor  
in the Toy industry

In the wake of consumer concerns about working conditions 

in toy manufacturing plants, the international toy industry has 

invested heavily in recent years to develop a robust certification 

system to prove compliance. The effort is being driven by 

the International Council of Toy Industries (ICTI), an industry 

association. 

The ICTI developed its own “CArE process” in 2004—a 

program aimed at ensuring manufacturing compliance with 

the ICTI Code of business practices. The CArE process seeks 

to guarantee the provision of safe and humane workplace 

environments for toy factory workers worldwide. In addition to 

factory monitoring, the CArE process includes education and 

training about workplace standards. The initial focus is on China, 

hong Kong, and Macau, where approximately four-fifths of the 

world’s toys are manufactured. 

under the CArE process, annual audits are carried out by 

independent third parties accredited by the ICTI CArE Technical 

Advisory Council. One of the conditions of accreditation is that 

an auditing firm must not maintain any consulting relationship 

with the same factory that it will audit on social compliance 

issues. If a factory is found to be noncompliant, it must reach 

an understanding with the audit firm on the findings of the audit 

and, if necessary, implement a corrective action plan. Since 

September 2006, the ICTI has made it obligatory for all members 

to prove that they meet the agreed-upon social requirements 

relating to legality, safety, and sanitation.

www.toy-icti.org
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threat of having corporate brands tarnished, is the 
predominant driver for companies with a “tactical 
risk” mindset.

It is important to note that companies with-
out visible brands or that are exempt from 
consumer pressures, such as those in many 

business-to-business (b2b) industries, are less 
inclined to such an attitude. 

ATTiTuDE ii:  
TACTiCAl OppORTuNiTy
having adopted a certification system for defen-
sive reasons, a consumer-facing company may 

phase
Tactical Risk 
management

Tactical 
Opportunity

Strategic Risk 
management

Strategic 
Opportunity

COmmiTmENT Of ORGANizATiON

General mindset  
of managers

Compliance 
dominated

Compliance and 
strategy dominated

Commercially 
dominated 

Strategy and 
commercially 
dominated

resource 
commitment

high Moderate Moderate high

Support and 
involvement of  
top management

Moderate Moderate high Integral

pROGRAm DESiGN

performance 
objectives

Minimize risks Marketing advantage
Strategic 
management

Sustainable  
business success

functional 
involvement

procurement Marketing Marketing and sales All divisions

reporting to public formal report Certification label
Certification label 
and formal report

Creative 
communication

REpORTiNG STRuCTuRES

Involvement with:

legal counsel Moderate Moderate Moderate high

public relations None Moderate Moderate high

procurement high high high high

Marketing Minimal Moderate high high

figure 2.1: four Attitudes toward Certification
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then become aware of its marketing advantages. 
brand differentiation is often seen as a tacti-
cal advantage to be derived from certification. 
(Although the competitive advantage of being a 
first mover in adopting an ecolabel can be short 

lived as other firms adopt similar labels.) Ecolabels 
can help a company achieve brand differentiation 
by increasing consumer awareness of a product 
or by raising the visibility of a company’s sustain-
ability initiatives or commitments more generally 
(see box 2.6). Of course, many companies do 
not track the relationship between labeling and a 
product’s purchase profile (park & Koehler, 2011). 
Some products may exhibit a short-lived uplift in 
sales (typically a single-digit percentage) in the 
first year after certification. In other cases, the 
label may help to avoid a loss in sales. 

ATTiTuDE iii:  
STRATEGiC RiSK mANAGEmENT
Certification systems are increasingly seen as an 
important tool for strategic risk management. 
future supply presents one such strategic risk, 
as access to resources becomes constrained. 
The food and agricultural sectors face supply 
shortages due to climate change, population 
growth, and changes in land use. productivity, 
and consequently supply security, is affected 
by governance, policies, and support systems 
in many developing economies. Certification is 
one tool that companies can use to help improve 
productivity and shore up supply. Companies that 
prepare for supply chain risks place themselves in 
a stronger competitive position. using certifica-
tion to address strategic risks in the supply chain 
resonates strongly with non-brand companies, as 
they tend to face less short-term pressure from 
consumers. life-cycle assessment is a step that a 
company may adopt as a precursor or addendum 
to full certification, with the goal of better under-
standing its strategic risk profile. 

ATTiTuDE iv:  
STRATEGiC OppORTuNiTy
businesses increasingly recognize that operating 
more sustainably delivers considerable social, 
environmental, and economic benefits, includ-
ing supply security; greater resource efficiency; 
stable, economically viable communities in pro-
ducer countries; and the opportunity to connect  
with employees who increasingly care about 
these issues. while some companies are using 

Box 2.6 

Whole foods market:  
Three-Tiered labeling System for Seafood

whole foods Market has sold MSC-certified fish since 1999. 

recently, the u.S. food retailer launched a set of guidelines for 

providing information to customers when MSC-certified options 

are not available.

The guidelines prescribe a three-tiered rating scale, ranking 

environmental impact with green, yellow, and red labels. 

The labeling system was designed in association with two 

environmental nonprofits, the blue Ocean Institute and Monterey 

bay Aquarium. The green or “best choice” rating signifies that 

populations of the fish have not suffered due to overfishing, or 

that fishers used relatively environmentally friendly means of 

catch. The yellow or “good alternative” rating means that some 

concerns exist regarding the status of the fish, or that the catch 

methods may be suspect. The red or “avoid” rating indicates that 

the species is currently overfished, or that fishing methods cause 

damage to the environment or other marine life. The company 

says it will phase out all red-labeled fish by Earth Day 2013. 

This ranking system builds on whole foods’ existing standards 

for farmed seafood, which prohibit the use of antibiotics, 

added growth hormones, added preservatives like sulfites and 

phosphates, genetically modified seafood, and land animal 

byproducts in feed. Aquaculture producers are also obliged to 

protect water quality, wildlife, and ecosystems. The standards 

require third-party audits and traceability from hatchery to 

market. Certified products are advertised under the “responsibly 

farmed” logo.

whole foods Market also has a longstanding commitment not 

to sell especially vulnerable species, such as non-MSC-certified 

Chilean sea bass, orange roughy, bluefin tuna, shark, and marlin. 

www.wholefoodsmarket.com/seafood-ratings/index.php
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certification as a strategic driver, few have devel-
oped all the tools to do this (see box 2.7).

This attitudinal phase marks a shift from a compli-
ance mindset to a more holistic approach. It sees 
certification not just as a tool to mitigate risks, but 
as a platform for addressing the causes behind 
such risks. This position necessitates difficult 
decisions that may run contrary to short-term 
economic rationale. for example, a company may 
need to phase out key raw materials or business 
practices that will never be sustainable. As an 
example, the recent commitment of the Consumer 
Goods forum to zero net deforestation by 2020 

is a substantive commitment that promises to 
change the “rules of the game” (Consumer Goods 
forum, 2010). This phase also views supply 
chain sustainability as a “precompetitive” issue.  
precompetitive thinking is becoming more impor-
tant, but understanding where it is possible to 
work collaboratively across an industry and where 
to capture competitive value at various stages in 
the supply chain remains a challenge. 

The Drivers and Barriers that 
Shape Business Engagement 
in Certification
A wide range of factors may drive a firm to engage 
in certification. Some may originate from within 
a company; others may impinge on it from the 
outside. 

The degree to which a firm is influenced by any 
of these factors varies (park & Koehler, 2011), and 
in fact a firm’s primary drivers may evolve and 
change over time. whether a sector is regulated or 
not is a crucial consideration, as is the question of 
whether the sector is primarily consumer-facing. 
Influences are also likely to vary with geography 
(see Appendix K).8 Global companies operating 
in different cultures will face different drivers in 
different places. Other variables include a com-
pany’s culture, risk management strategies, and 
corporate responsibility portfolio.

This section lists a number of key internal and 
external drivers and barriers in brief; a fuller 
discussion of each can be found in Appendix J. 
The drivers and barriers listed were drawn from 
academic literature as well as the expert opinion 
of the Steering Committee. The Committee did 
not attempt to prioritize them, as their relative 
importance will differ from company to company. 
(for one take on prioritization, see box 2.8 and 
figures 2.2 and 2.3 for the results of the ISEAl 
100 survey.)

8 for another perspective on business drivers, see brown, 
roemer-Mahler, and vetterein (2010).

Box 2.7 

Nike’s Considered index

u.S. sporting apparel and footwear company Nike, Inc., has 

developed the Considered Index, a three-tiered standards system 

that rewards Nike designers who create sustainable design 

solutions. The Considered Index uses a life-cycle approach 

to examine design and production factors such as material 

selection, solvent use, garment treatments, and waste in the 

production of footwear and apparel. The Considered team is 

headed by Nike’s former Innovation Director and is comprised of 

employees with backgrounds in business or design. According to 

Nike, the Index has been a “key leverage point” for its designers 

and has successfully channeled internal competition toward 

sustainable design innovation. Nike shared the Index with the 

sports industry in 2009. 

Thus far, Nike has exceeded its own initial expectations for the 

number of products that meet Considered design standards. 

Its goals are to have all footwear meet the first-tier or “bronze” 

standards at a minimum by the end of 2011, all apparel by 2015, 

and all equipment such as balls, gloves, and backpacks by 2020. 

Nike says this would lead to a 17 percent reduction in waste and 

a 20 percent increase in the use of environmentally preferred 

materials across the company.

http://nikeinc.com/pages/responsibility
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figure 2.2: perceived Benefits from Standards*

figure 2.3: main frustrations and limitations of Standards

*  Corporate respondents only. respondents’ answers to this open question fell into three gener-
al categories. The graph details the breakdown of answers within each of the three categories. 
So, for example, “operational efficiencies” encompasses all responses related to operational 
improvements (mentioned by 50 percent of corporate respondents), internal communications 
(mentioned by 35 percent), procurement (mentioned by 23 percent), and screening (men-
tioned by 12 percent).

Box 2.8 

A prioritization of Drivers  
and Barriers: Results of  
the iSEAl 100 Study 

There is no universal hierarchy of 
drivers or barriers for companies 
considering taking part in a 
certification program. Different 
companies will respond to the 
various factors in different ways 
depending on their industry context, 
individual business strategy, 
corporate values, and operating 
geographies, among other factors.

A recent survey conducted by 
the ISEAl Alliance, however, 
provides one take on which drivers 
and barriers may be the most 
compelling to business. ISEAl 
interviewed 100 thought leaders in 
17 countries about certification—80 
individuals from business and 20 
from government/civil society. 
One of the questions asked was: 
what are the main benefits that 
businesses perceive in their use 
of standards? figures 2.2 and 2.3 
summarize the answers received 
from the 80 business leaders. As 
seen in figure 2.2, 78 percent of 
the business respondents gave 
answers relating to operational 
efficiencies; 60 percent noted 
marketing-related benefits; and 56 
percent pointed to some aspect 
of sustainability performance. 
Another question was: what do 
you consider the main frustrations 
or limitations that standards bring 
to your organization? In that case, 
47 percent pointed to cost and 
complexity of use; 46 percent 
noted the complex landscape of the 
system; and 42 percent cited lack of 
effectiveness.

visit www.isealalliance.org to 
download the report and read the 
full analysis. 
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Driver Description

ORGANizATiONAl ADvANTAGE

Company learning
firms may engage with certification as a means of learning about social and environmental issues 
in their supply chain and how to manage them, as certification can provide intelligence into a 
supply chain that cannot easily be obtained in any other way (see Appendix K).

Human capital
participation in a credible certification process can increase employee morale and provide 
nonpecuniary compensation. This in turn can assist a firm with recruitment and retention 
(brammer, Millington, & rayton, 2007).

Organizational 
relationships

Certification can improve relationships with stakeholders—especially suppliers—that play a critical 
role in a company’s success. 

Supply-SiDE pRESSuRES

Security of supply
Certification provides companies with a systematic way to identify social and environmental risks 
in their supply chains, and take corrective actions as needed to address them, in order to better 
ensure a sustainable supply of raw materials in the future.

increase in  
supply-side efficiency

Certification can weed out supply-side risks and inefficiencies through compliance mechanisms, 
as it provides a means for firms to enforce requirements on other actors along the supply chain. 
progressive certification processes also look to proactively strengthen supply chains through the 
transfer of technology and management skills (lyon & van hoof, 2010; vandenbergh, 2007*).

Traceability
Certification provides a means for companies to trace the origins of their product inputs, providing 
“chain of custody” assurance.

Reduction in  
supply-side costs

Certification can reduce supply-related costs by increasing the efficiency of resource use and 
reducing waste, and by reducing resource-intensive business-to-business interaction, such as 
contractual obligations and internal monitoring. (See the barriers section for a discussion of the 
costs of certification itself, however.)

NORmATivE iNCENTivES

personal norms
The personal norms and morally persuasive arguments of managers, directors, and key 
shareholders may influence a firm’s decision to participate in certification.

Societal norms
Social expectations and the potential for sanctions (or rewards) can play a powerful role in a firm’s 
decision about whether or not to adopt certification. Certification can provide a firm with a “social 
license to operate” and be used to demonstrate that a firm will be a good neighbor.

industry norms
Trade groups can play a key role in pushing their industry members to sign up for certification 
and thereby create “safety in numbers.” Ancillary benefits of a collective industry approach include 
shared learning and the legitimization of new practices.

*  Vandenbergh (2007) indicates that supply chain contracts containing environmental provisions are widespread, representing 50 percent of firms and 
more than 70 percent of total sales in eight sectors. 

iNTERNAl DRivERS 
The primary categories of internal drivers are organizational advantage, supply-side pressures, and normative incentives. 
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Driver Description

BuyER pRESSuRES AND iNCENTivES

B2C  
demand

Consumer demand for sustainable products is in some cases a driver of business behavior, although precisely how 
much of one marks an issue of considerable debate. (See box 2.9) The market for certified products and services has  
grown steadily, moving away from small-scale organizations and specialist retailers to mainstream, multinational brands.

B2B  
demand

Demand from large retailers, and the desire of manufacturers to differentiate their products with key customers, 
can often represent a driving force for supplier firms to certify. Also, institutional buyers—including government 
procurement offices—are emerging as significant players. The driver in these cases may the promise of gaining 
market share or access to contracts, rather than a price premium.

mARKET pRESSuRES AND iNCENTivES

Brand 
differentiation

An on-pack ecolabel identifying a brand as compliant with a standard can be attractive to firms, as it emphasizes 
their membership in the “green” or “ethical” club. The influence of brand differentiation typically correlates with 
consumer demand, especially in retail and other consumer-facing sectors. There is concern, however, that the 
proliferation of ecolabels will lead, or has already led, to consumer confusion and a consequent decrease in demand.

Brand  
value

public recognition of compliance with specific social and/or environmental conditions can improve a brand’s 
reputation. This is most evident when companies adopt certification in response to public criticism, although it  
can form part of a nondefensive brand enhancement strategy as well.

Civil SOCiETy pRESSuRES AND iNCENTivES

NGO  
campaign 
activism

NGOs have led efforts ranging from “name and shame” campaigns to full product boycotts, both of which have 
proven to have economic and reputational effects. for a company to be seen as “not good” by the public can act  
as a powerful motivator toward the adoption of certification systems. It is no coincidence that Nike, Gap, levi’s,  
and other global retail brands that suffered consumer boycotts in the 1990s are now leaders in supply chain 
transparency and monitoring.

NGO 
engagement

firms’ relationships with the NGO sector are not all adversarial. NGO-led processes based on mutual learning and 
continuous improvement often influence companies to participate in standards development and engage in certification. 
The benefits of such an approach include communication, getting more certified supply, and capacity building.

REGulATORy pRESSuRES AND iNCENTivES

preemption  
of regulation

by adopting certification, companies sometimes hope to preempt mandatory regulation or the imposition of more 
stringent standards by governments (lyon & Maxwell, 2004; Maxwell, lyon, & hackett, 2000; prakash, 2000; vogel, 
2008). Certification is no guarantee against the future creation of new regulations, however (bartley, 2005). 

Decrease in 
compliance  

costs

Companies sometimes perceive certification to be less expensive than complying with government regulations,  
which may drive them to adopt certification if the threat of new regulations exists (Khanna & Anton, 2002; Maxwell  
& Decker, 2006; Maxwell, et al., 2000). however, certification can result in additional compliance costs, particularly 
in the audit process.

Regulatory 
consistency

International businesses often find themselves facing regulatory inconsistencies, weaknesses, and gaps when they 
operate across multiple national and sub-national jurisdictions. Most companies would prefer harmonized rules and 
universal standards across borders, in order to simplify compliance and “level the playing field.” Certification systems 
represent a form of reputable private governance with consistent rules that can be applied across national boundaries. 

Creating barriers 
to entry

firms might participate in certification with an eye toward influencing or participating in eventual regulatory 
outcomes in a way that makes it harder for new market entrants (Gupta & lad, 1983). 

Reduction  
in tort liability

Certification may make firms less likely to cause harm, or more likely to have met standards of care to fight damage 
claims. however, certification could also increase liability should a product be advertised or marketed as having  
met a standard’s criteria, if in fact it has not.

ExTERNAl DRivERS
External stakeholders help to provide legitimacy for voluntary certification systems (Cashore, 2002), and pressure from these 
stakeholders is a strong driver of company participation. The most influential stakeholders, which tend to operate on the 
demand side, include buyers (consumers and companies), NGOs and citizen groups, government agencies, and investors. 
Another, less-important stakeholder is the certification industry itself, which operates on the supply side. 
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Box 2.9 

Consumer Demand and “Willingness to pay”

The academic literature estimating demand for green products is surprisingly thin. Some papers focus on “willingness to 
pay” for green products, while others focus on the market share shifts engendered by a move toward greener products. 
Overall, these studies indicate that demand and willingness to pay vary widely.

Kiesel, buschena, and Smith (2005) for example, studied fluid milk, focusing on whether there is a price premium for 
organic milk, and whether there is a premium for milk that is free of genetically modified recombinant bovine Growth 
hormone (rbGh). They found that organic milk accounted for about 13 percent of the market and sold for 63 to 90 
percent more than conventional milk. Milk that was labeled “rbGh-free” accounted for 28 percent of sales, and sold for  
a premium of 13 to 30 percent; unlabeled rbGh-free milk did not command a price premium. 

for organic cotton, Casadesus-Masanell, Crooke, reinhardt, and vasishth (2009) found a 10 percent increase in 
willingness to pay for patagonia’s organic cotton shirts compared to regular cotton; they pointed out that there were no 
apparent private benefits associated with the switch to organic cotton. In Europe and the united States, free-range eggs 
also command a price premium. 

Kotchen and Moore (2007) did not study price premiums, but looked instead at what percentage of customers were 
willing to sign up for electricity from renewable generation sources, at a given price. They found that for Detroit Edison’s 
SolarCurrents program, only 281 out of 80,000 customers (0.35 percent) subscribed, and for Traverse City light & 
power’s “Green rate” program, only 122 out of 7,000 customers (1.74 percent) subscribed. 

Teisl, roe, and hicks (2002) studied market share changes following the shift to “dolphin-safe tuna” catch techniques. 
because all the major tuna producers shifted to dolphin-safe tuna at the same time, the analysis studied market share 
shifts toward tuna and away from substitute products such as lunch meats, potted meats, and other types of canned 
seafood. The authors found an increase in tuna’s market share of roughly 0.9 percent after the shift, with a reduction in 
luncheon meat’s market share of about 1.4 percent, and a smaller loss for potted meats of about 0.26 percent. Oddly 
enough, the market share of other canned seafood increased by 0.8 percent, almost as much as that for tuna, even 
though there had been no change in the production process for these products. 

finally, Delmas and Grant (forthcoming) studied organic wines and found that ecolabels actually yielded a negative price 
premium. The apparent explanation is that the certification process for organic wine requires that there be no added 
sulfites, which are required for producing high-quality wines that need to mature over time. Thus, many producers 
actually certify their production process, with the exception of the use of sulfites, and then eschew the organic label. 

The foregoing results illustrate the wide differences in consumer willingness to pay for environmentally friendly products. 
So, for example, organic agriculture occupies a significant, and growing, share of the market, while clean energy seems 
to attract a very small market share. It may be that certified goods that promise a human health benefit are more likely to 
command a price premium than other products. Another key issue is that consumers’ professed willingness to pay (as 
stated in a survey, for instance) does not necessarily equate to actual behavior (loureiro, McCluskey, & Mittelhammer, 2003). 

In many cases, even consumer awareness of certification (let alone willingness to pay more for certified product) is 
modest, and varies by country and system (see Appendix f). And, multiple labels with different claims and sometimes 
contradictory advice can create uncertainty and confusion in consumers’ minds (horne, 2009; Treves & Jones, 2010). 
A key implication, then, is that consumer demand alone is unlikely to support a large-scale shift toward the use of 
certification and labeling systems, especially in product categories outside of organic agriculture. 

ExTERNAl DRivERS (Continued)

iNvESTOR pRESSuRES AND iNCENTivES

investor 
communications

Increasingly, companies may use certification as part of their broader communication efforts with investors—i.e., 
to enhance company weightings with rating agencies and other firms assessing sustainability on behalf of socially 
responsible or mainstream investors.

Shareholder 
resolutions

As a driver for certification, pressures from lenders are not generally judged to be significant (see Appendix l).  
A notable exception arises in the case of shareholder resolutions on topics such as human rights, environmental 
issues, and labor practices; companies may adopt certification to address these types of resolutions.
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Barrier Description

mARKET iSSuES 

High cost of 
certification

Certification bodies tend to charge on a straight volume basis, with no discount for companies that help to 
drive scale. Other substantial costs relate to auditing, product segregation in the supply chain, marketing, 
and changing other operating practices. A number of studies find that the transaction costs associated with 
environmental certification exceed the short-term gains (see Appendix K). however, a firm’s expectation of 
associated long-term gains may offset cost concerns (Khanna & Damon, 1999).

Concerns  
about scope

Current standards often focus on one aspect or dimension of sustainability. Many firms would prefer a 
consolidation of standards, or even one universal sustainability standard, rather than addressing individual 
issues piecemeal. 

Concerns about 
ability to execute

Some companies may avoid certification due to the complexity of implementation. Such complexity may 
stem from flexible manufacturing processes; significant data requirements; lengthy or complex supply 
chains; a lack of dedicated manufacturing processes or sourcing systems; and/or product ranges that 
include varying levels of multiple raw materials (park & Koehler, 2011). 

lack of brand 
advantage

A firm might question an ecolabel’s brand value, particularly if numerous other companies are using the same 
ecolabel, and/or if the ecolabel itself has more brand recognition than the product to be certified. firms may 
also be concerned that an ecolabel could be controversial or otherwise dilute brand value.

iSSuES Of TRuST

methodological 
challenges for 

verifying impact

As will be discussed Chapter 3, most certification systems have struggled, for a variety of methodological 
reasons, to conclusively prove success in mitigating negative environmental impacts, improving the lot of 
individuals within the supply chain over the long term, and/or contributing to supply chain sustainability.

“Greenwashing”
Some consumers perceive certification as an attempt by businesses to mislead the public about their 
sustainability performance (Makower, 2011). (See box 2.10)

lack of trust in 
the certifying 
organization

Multi-stakeholder governance structures give rise to questions of mutual trust, given the different priorities 
and cultures of participating organizations. Companies may believe certain nonprofit certification bodies 
have an anti-business bias. NGOs and the public may express the same reservations in reverse, perceiving 
undue corporate influence in the certifying organization.

Concern over 
the rigor of the 

standards

Companies prefer certification systems to be as objective, scientific, multi-attributable, and dynamic as 
possible. where these characteristics are absent, companies may be wary of participation. 

CONSumER-RElATED DETERRENTS

Consumer 
confusion

The proliferation of certification may confuse consumers, who might wish to reward the “best performers” 
but cannot easily determine which standards are most stringent. Concerns about consumer confusion may 
act as a disincentive for some companies to participate.

price  
problems

while consumer awareness of social and environmental issues has increased in recent years, this awareness 
does not necessarily translate into changed behavior at the checkout counter (Espach, 2005; loureiro, et al., 
2003). Studies suggest that costs will need to be subsumed within the supply chain for certified goods to be 
attractive to a broad mass of consumers (lenox, 2006; Sedjo & Swallow, 2002; see also Appendix K). This 
may deter companies.

BARRiERS 
A range of concerns might dissuade a company from participating in a certification system. The most common relate to market 
considerations, issues of trust in certification, and consumer deterrents. Company-specific variables, such as geographic 
location and operating structure, can also play a role.
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Box 2.10 

S.C. Johnson & Greenwashing litigation

In July 2011, S.C. Johnson settled two class-action lawsuits by 
customers in California and wisconsin who felt deceived by a 
corporate ecolabel. At issue was S.C. Johnson’s glass cleaner, 
windex®, which carried on the front a prominent, green-colored 
label with a leaf-and-branch graphic and Greenlist™ insignia. 

Greenlist is a rating system used to evaluate and reduce adverse 
environmental effects of chemical ingredients. The insignia is 
conferred by S.C. Johnson itself. That fact, or the suggestion of 
it, appeared less prominently inside of the clear bottles, visible 
through the windex fluid. The litigation contended that S.C. 
Johnson deceptively implied that windex was tested by a neutral 
third party and found to be environmentally friendly. 

The company holds a patent on Greenlist, which it says has helped 
it eliminate nearly 48 million pounds of volatile organic compounds 
from its products in the last five years. The American Chemical 
Society and the u.S. Environmental protection Agency both praise 
the scheme, but the company’s lack of clear disclosure as to its 
connection to Greenlist generated the litigation.

In settling the lawsuits, S.C. Johnson agreed to stop using the 
labels on its windex bottles. Company chairman and CEO fisk 
Johnson was quoted as saying: “In retrospect, we could have done 
a better job at being more transparent and clearer with our label 
and what it meant.”

(Bardelline, 2011)

 variable Description

 

Geography
Global companies operating in different cultures will have different drivers in different places, including 
varying levels of operating risks. recent research found that u.S. companies with foreign parents are more 
likely to adopt the ISO 14000 standard, for example (King & lenox, 2000).

Supply chain 
position

large corporate purchasers, particularly international retailers and fMCGs, can use their power to pressure 
suppliers and other smaller, dependent players in their value chain to certify.* The more streamlined a 
supply chain, the more influence a buyer can wield.

*  Unilever provides an illustrative example. Through its collaboration with the WWF, this global company helped found the MSC and the FSC.  
In both cases, Unilever’s direct suppliers were encouraged to participate. Among other outcomes, this contributed to knowledge transfer, which  
in turn reduced the costs of compliance.

impORTANT vARiABlES 
Though many drivers and barriers are generic to much of the business sector, a number of variables may alter the degree of 
influence that these have on certain companies. In particular, geographic location and supply chain position may be significant 
determinants of behavior.

Key Questions for Businesses 
Considering Certification
Almost all companies considering taking part in 
certification programs will encounter a number of 
benefits as well as disadvantages from doing so. 
In addition to the drivers discussed above, firms 
considering certification may be looking for:

▪ ways to engage in multi-stakeholder processes 

▪ Demonstration of improved environmental 
and social performance 

▪ Enhanced presence on the ground, using 
certifiers as a proxy

▪ benchmarks for their internal systems

▪ Information on emerging services and 
practices

▪ Increased market share

▪ reputational enhancements 

for any given company, the choice of certification 
depends on the immediacy and importance of 
the supply-chain-related risk or issue in ques-
tion. A company needs an accurate picture of 
its full supply chain and practices within it. This 
may require extensive investigation, as the most 
substantial risks are often at the raw materials 
level, and in many supply chains large companies 
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do not have direct contact with players at this 
level. Companies may also need to map their 
stakeholders and evaluate their position within 
the four “attitudinal phases” described previously. 

within a company, the question of whether to 
certify affects both the sales and marketing func-
tion and the procurement function. The sales 
and marketing function is interested in the 
external implications of adopting certification, 
while the procurement function is concerned with 
supply security, cost, and operational complexity. 
public affairs departments can also play a key 
role given their interactions and management of 
expectations with external stakeholders. A more 
fundamental decision about the strategic impor-
tance of certification typically would be made by 
executive management, with possible input from 
corporate responsibility, environmental manage-
ment, and legal experts. 

The Steering Committee offers the following 
questions for businesses to consider in these 
kinds of internal decision-making processes. The 
Committee does not attempt to provide answers 
to the questions, but rather makes observations 
and provides thoughts for consideration, based 
on the Committee’s experience reviewing the lit-
erature, discussing the issues, and speaking with 
key experts. 

QuESTiONS REGARDiNG  
COmpANy STRATEGy
QUeSTIoN: Is our company a leader in its sector, 
and if not, do we want to be? Could certification play 
a role in differentiating us from our competitors? 

ObSErvATION: Some companies have been able 
to move and create markets by taking part in certi-
fication systems and employing ecolabels, thereby 
augmenting their competitive position. Certifying 
commodities with known issues may help to 
secure supplies (by addressing and ameliorating 
key environmental and social issues) and enable 
future growth. Also, certification has helped to 
engage b2b companies with large institutional 
buyers for whom certification is an increasing 
priority.

QUeSTIoN: Are key stakeholders concerned, or 
could they become concerned, about negative 
social, economic, or environmental impacts in 
our company’s supply chain? Are these concerns 
legitimate and are they likely to pose a risk to our 
reputation or operations? 

ObSErvATION: International media, internet-
enabled communications, and the growth of 
social media mean that the global operations 
of large business are under more scrutiny than 
ever. public understanding of business impacts 
on society and the environment have increased, 
and companies that make responsibility claims 
may find themselves charged with inconsistency 
across their operations. 

Decisions about whether or not to engage in cer-
tification, therefore, need to be made with a view 
to (a) understanding the company’s full supply 
chain and the potential nonfinancial risks within 
it, and (b) an appreciation of who the company’s 
key stakeholders are and where their concerns lie. 
with this information, a company is better able to 
judge whether stakeholder claims are legitimate 
and whether certification will assist in mitigating 
or eliminating them. 

QUeSTIoN: Could the long-term business oppor-
tunities derived from a fully sustainable supply 
ecosystem outweigh the f inancial and resource 
costs of implementing and managing certification 
systems? 

ObSErvATION: “first movers” in the certification 
arena face many challenges, including building 
awareness, establishing a reputation, finding 
certified or certifiable supply, finding credible cer-
tifiers, and added cost. for companies operating 
with small price margins, these challenges could 
be highly material. Of course, certification can 
drive efficiencies that reduce some supply-related 
costs. 

In deciding whether to adopt certification, com-
panies will necessarily evaluate the potential 
commercial benefits against the expected costs. 
Sales benefits have generally been lower than 
expected. however, longer-term strategic oppor-
tunities from comprehensive certification can be  
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potentially significant. Companies are advised to 
consider how their products and services might 
play in an operational and regulatory environment 
based on sustainability principles. 

QUeSTIoN: If we decide against certif ication, 
what alternative strategies for communicating the 
sustainability attributes of a product to consumers 
are available to us?

ObSErvATION: Alternative strategies include 
educational campaigns to explain to stakeholders 
the sustainability attributes of products. Such 
attributes can be communicated via advertis-
ing, brochures, social media, or corporate social 
responsibility reporting. 

It should also be noted that certification does 
not necessarily include consumer-facing com-
munication. Indeed, certification appears to be in 
a transition period in which security of supply and 
production efficiency is becoming more impor-
tant than consumer communication. Companies 
adopting in-house systems, especially life-cycle 
assessments, are more likely to be motivated by 
operational efficiency than by sales and market-
ing. The decision to participate in certification but 
not ecolabeling is common. Some companies 
may also prefer to add sustainability informa-
tion to existing product labels rather than use a 
specific ecolabel or certification logo. 

QuESTiONS REGARDiNG 
pROCuREmENT
QUeSTIoN: Is there a risk that our supply of cer-
tain raw materials may become restricted in the 
future and, if so, could a certification system help 
us address this risk? 

ObSErvATION: Supply security is becoming an 
increasingly strategic concern. Companies are 
looking at trends that impact the sustainability of 
key raw materials on which they depend—trends 
including climate change, political stability, and 
the economic viability of production, among 
others. Standards and certification systems have 
the potential to address supply risks, as they could 
make the production of raw materials more sus-
tainable over the long term, and they may enable 

companies to develop more direct relationships 
with producers.

Of course, if certified alternatives are to sub-
stitute, the supply of them must be sufficient. 
Certification remains a new phenomenon in many 
product sectors, and the supply of many certi-
fied raw materials is still limited. As demand for 
certified products grows, more new suppliers will 
need to be found, if availability is not to emerge as 
a major constraint on business growth. This is as 
true for single-ingredient products with numerous 
smaller suppliers around the globe as it is for 
multi-ingredient products. (See box 2.11.)

A related issue is product composition. Companies 
need to determine if the choice to certify a prod-
uct may restrict their ability to modify a product’s 
formula. Certification systems with a lower bar-
rier to entry may help more companies that are 
integrating sustainability into their supply chains 
for the first time. 

QUeSTIoN: Does our company have the internal 
capacity to push certification down through our 
supply chain and, if so, segregate certif ied and 
noncertified raw materials? 

ObSErvATION: The ability of a company to push 
certification through its supply chain depends 
on its ability to influence the players within that 
chain. large retailers and fast-moving consumer 
goods firms typically occupy a key position with 
their supply chains. Such companies have lev-
eraged their size and market presence to drive 
certification in the past. however, shifting a 
whole commodity sector onto a certified footing 
involves collective action by major buyers to put 
pressure on intermediary traders and suppliers. 
This need for cooperation is the basis behind the 
roundtable initiatives for palm oil, soy, and sugar 
cane. Also, implementing certification can be 
easier if a company owns considerable portions 
of its manufacturing process and supply chain.

Internal management capacity becomes impor-
tant for companies sourcing certified raw materials 
as opposed to buying certified finished products. 
Many agricultural commodities are bought from 
the open market with little or no traceability. 
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Sourcing certified commodities requires distinct 
supplier relationships that are more costly and 
time-consuming to establish. Some certification 
systems may require segregated streams, adapta-
tions in factories, accreditation of factories, and 
close coordination with the brand management 
team. As companies scale up the supply of certi-
fied products, the challenges are compounded, 
requiring some to create a dedicated global pro-
curement team. 

Companies without capacity to integrate certified 
materials must undertake a cost/benefit analy-
sis to determine the viability of developing such 
capacity. businesses recognize that certification 
management costs may increase as demand  

for more scientifically rigorous labels grows. 
Maintaining compliance can be more challeng-
ing because companies must manage variable 
renewal, audit, and fee schedules for different 
products and labels. Costs are likely to be greater 
for capital-intensive industries. Companies operat-
ing at a low price point could also face headwinds 
when trying to charge a price premium compared 
to companies at the higher end of the market.

QuESTiONS REGARDiNG  
SAlES AND mARKETiNG
QUeSTIoN: What impacts might certification 
have on the value proposition of one of our 
individual brands and on our company’s brand 
portfolio as a whole? 

Box 2.11 

Sustainable palm Oil, Greenpalm, and a Test Case for Availability

Two major hurdles face businesses that want to use certified sustainable palm oil in their products. One is keeping it 
segregated throughout the supply chain. The other is availability. while many big brands have stated their intention 
to switch to sustainable palm oil by a certain date—most commonly 2015—there is doubt as to whether their supply 
chains will be fit for this, and whether there will be enough sustainably produced material to go round.

palm oil is an ingredient in about half of all packaged supermarket products, including food, cosmetics, and household 
detergents. for any major manufacturer or retailer with thousands of own-label product lines, switching to sustainable 
palm oil is a mammoth task involving many parties and hundreds of thousands of tonnes of sustainable palm oil.

To complicate matters, many products contain blends or fractions of palm oil that are not widely available from 
producers approved by the roundtable on Sustainable palm Oil (rSpO). In addition, palm kernel oil, commonly used in 
cosmetics, confectionery, and biscuit fillings, involves additional stages in the production process, involving more parties 
and an extra level of complexity.

This raises important questions as to whether there will be enough palm oil producers, growers, and mills using 
methods approved and certified by the rSpO come 2015. To be certified by the rSpO, producers must show they meet a 
series of principles and criteria, such as protecting rainforest and natural habitats, respecting human rights, and avoiding 
polluting or harming the environment.

In an attempt to encourage more producers to adopt sustainable practices, Greenpalm was established. This initiative 
enables businesses to pay a premium to rSpO-certified producers, even if they do not buy rSpO-certified product. A 
producer earns one Greenpalm certificate for each tonne of palm oil certified as sustainable. The producer can then offer 
the certificates for sale on Greenpalm’s online trading platform, where manufacturers and retailers who make or use 
products containing palm oil can bid for and buy them, to offset their use of noncertified palm oil.

The wwf’s chief u.K. policy officer, Adam harrison, described Greenpalm as a worthwhile “interim measure,” letting 
businesses support sustainable production immediately while they tackle the long and costly job of changing their supply 
chains (Norman, 2010). In its first two years of operations, more than a million Greenpalm certificates were traded. That 
represents more than a million tonnes of palm oil produced using sustainable methods, financed through more than 
$9 million in premiums paid to producers. Certificate purchasers include multinational players such as unilever, Cargill, 
Carrefour, Marks & Spencer, Cadbury, Nestlé, Kellogg, Asda, boots, Tesco, and waitrose, among many others.

“Currently, change is not happening quickly enough,” warns bob Norman, general manager of Greenpalm. Sustainable 
palm oil production must increase five-fold to meet international demand by 2015, he asserts (Norman, 2010).
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ObSErvATION: Companies with low brand 
equity can use certification as a tool to drive value 
and strengthen a stale brand. Companies that 
have strong sustainability principles may find that 
ecolabels strengthen an established corporate 
brand and maintain the brand advantage. Or, 
they may conclude that an ecolabel does not add 
value or can in fact threaten brand equity. putting 
a label on a product even if it does not strengthen 
brand differentiation can represent a strategy to 
keep up with the competition.

Companies may also choose to certify a product, 
or source certified ingredients, without putting 
a label on the product package. Doing so might 
help to focus on and build the brand’s identity 
(especially with b2b customers), rather than put-
ting the focus on the certification system.

finally, companies that have not pursued a com-
prehensive sustainability strategy should be aware 
that the credibility of their adoption of an ecolabel 
can be questioned. In such cases, companies 
may prefer to rely on other product attributes, 
such as trust in the company’s overall brand. This 
is a conceivable decision even when consumer 
demand for ecolabeled products exists. 

QUeSTIoN: Is the certification system clear, cred-
ible, and attractive to consumers, or could it in 
some way jeopardize our brand’s relationship with 
consumers? 

ObSErvATION: Attaching a company’s brand 
to an ecolabel can backfire. This is most likely in 
situations where the company has a poor repu-
tation for social responsibility or environmental 
stewardship, or when the ecolabel lacks public 
credibility. Even credible, high-bar certifications 
are no guarantee of 100 percent perfect practices, 
and with the increasing reach of social media, 
breaches of standards are more likely to appear. 
Companies should recognize the risks of certifica-
tion and tailor their communications accordingly.

The external credibility of an ecolabel is crucial 
for a company to determine at the outset. Many 
factors affect consumer trust. Ideally, an ecolabel 
should be grounded in a diverse multi-stakeholder 
process that includes consumers. Companies 
concerned with public mistrust of corporations 

may be better suited opting for an NGO- or 
government-sponsored label. for reasons of cred-
ibility, companies often prefer ecolabels with more 
rigorous criteria, even if these are more costly. A 
label’s external credibility is also affected by its 
monitoring process. Third-party verification and 
proper documentation are optimal. Indeed, these 
may become necessary to avoid legal claims in 
some countries, such as the united States. And 
increasingly, consumers will expect companies 
to be able to demonstrate positive impacts from 
certification. 

Concluding Remarks
As seen in this section, businesses have had 
some involvement in the initial phase of certifica-
tion (e.g., unilever in the MSC) but not as much 
as NGOs. In recent years, the commitment of 
businesses to standards and certification systems 
has accelerated in response to multiple drivers, 
despite multiple barriers. 

The many drivers and barriers have made it difficult 
to detect trends in business views on certifica-
tion. In the last couple of years, however, some 
trends have begun to crystallize. for instance, the 
belief that there is a widespread price premium 
for certified products across the mass consumer 
market has proven to be wrong (except for with 
organic food, which almost always commands a 
premium). And, some businesses are now looking 
at certification in a much more strategic way, shift-
ing whole commodities to certified standards. 
This trend toward a more strategic approach is 
likely to accelerate, as economic, social, and envi-
ronmental pressures on supply chains intensify 
and stakeholders (including investors), the media, 
and consumers get more access to supply chain 
knowledge via modern technology.

Certification standards will have to develop in 
response to this, as businesses seek more supply 
chain transparency, a faster pace of change, 
greater scale, less bureaucracy, and more exten-
sion support. And, it is likely that businesses 
will collaborate more to drive these changes in a 
shared certification system, even as they continue 
to compete on the pace at which they implement 
standards, for reasons of brand differentiation.



Chapter3
The Impacts of Standards  
and Certification on Sustainability 
The previous chapters have described the history and key features of voluntary standards 
and certification systems and the roles and drivers of key actors in these systems.  
This chapter summarizes the state of knowledge regarding the impacts of these systems 
on sustainability. 

By impacts the Steering Committee means 
changes in the quality and resilience of ecosystems, 
changes in resource efficiency and livelihoods, 
and changes in social welfare within the workplace 
and wider community. These types of impacts are 
purported to be the consequence of changes in 
the behavior of enterprises involved in producing 
products according to sustainability standards. 
The Steering Committee set out to determine the 
state of the evidence for this presumption, and 
their findings are summarized in this chapter.

This chapter was written for people who want a 
clearer idea about how to think about the impacts 
of standards and certification systems. Such read-
ers may be contemplating adopting an existing 
system or designing a new system or may be 
already committed to such a system and trying to 
figure out how to make it work better. The chapter 
does not claim the last word on whether such 
systems are worthwhile or not, nor does it provide 
prescriptive guidelines on how they should be 
implemented.

Approach to the  
Assessment of Impacts
The Steering Committee’s approach to the assess-
ment of impacts involved in-depth and critical 
reviews in four sectors: agriculture, forestry, fish-
eries, and aquaculture. In all of these sectors, 
concerns have arisen regarding the sustainability  

of natural resource use and ecosystem impacts. 
And, as these four sectors include some of the 
oldest and most well-developed standards and 
certification schemes, they were also more likely 
to provide an evidence base from which to assess 
impacts. The inclusion of four sectors was an 
important design feature of this Assessment, as 
it provided scope for structured comparisons and 
some sense of generalizability of findings. That 
said, experiences in other sectors were not con-
sidered, and this is a constraint to making broad 
generalizations.

Reviews of the existing literature in the four 
chosen sectors provided most of the empirical 
evidence on which this chapter is based. The 
sector reviews, which were commissioned by the 
Steering Committee, can be found in Appendices 
D, E, F, and G. The reviews tended to place more 
emphasis on evidence about the environmental 
dimensions of sustainability than on social or 
economic elements, as environmental issues are 
more central to the aims of many of the standards 
systems and, consequently, there is a compara-
tively more extensive body of knowledge on this 
dimension.

An overview of the main standards systems 
assessed in the reviews is included in Figure 3.1. 
The reviews focused on these systems primarily 
due to the greater extent of research available.
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58  
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farmers, 
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827  
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small and large 

farms and 
cooperatives

1,114  
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enterprises, 
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243  
million 
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147  
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Products 
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(though 

organic is not 
a product 
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wide range 
of agricultural 

products

wide range 
of tropical 
agricultural 
products

Forests Forests wild-caught 
fisheries  

Figure 3.1: The Main Sustainability Standards Assessed in the Literature
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Methodological Challenges  
in the Evidence Base
when voluntary standards and certification sys-
tems began to grow in popularity two decades 
ago, the assumption was typically made that the 
implementation of these systems would lead to the 
desired positive impacts. At the same time, there 
was limited demand from donors, the public, or 
the press for impact evaluation, and only limited 
collection of monitoring data by standard bodies. 
Early on, then, few studies were conducted to 
assess the impacts of these systems.1 over time 
it became clear, however, that “compliance” and 
“impacts” are not synonymous. And, the growth 
and mainstreaming of standards led to increased 
external scrutiny from a range of sources. The 
past decade has seen an increasing number of 
articles by journalists, scrutiny from policy makers 
and standard bodies themselves, as well as stud-
ies conducted by academics, researchers, and 
students. Therefore, much of the evidence base 
is relatively new, and impacts in many cases have 
not been studied over long periods of time.

more recently, a rich set of studies has been con-
ducted, and methods for assessing standards’ 
impacts have been evolving and improving. 
Qualitative, snapshot studies have predominated, 
but increasingly studies have employed more 
rigorous qualitative and quantitative methods as 
norms and approaches have been professional-
ized. There are still gaps in the evidence base, of 
course, making generalizations about impacts dif-
ficult—a situation compounded by the complexity 
of social change processes, dynamics within 
standards and markets, and variances among 
commodities and value chain relationships. 

In addition, various methodological challenges 
exist in the design of studies assessing standards 
and certification systems and thus in the literature. 
These challenges are not unique to studies of cer-
tification, actually, but exist for research on most 
types of policy interventions. First and foremost is 

1 organic agriculture is perhaps the exception, as it has 
been in existence for longer and has been compared to 
conventional agriculture for many years.

the challenge of identifying an appropriate coun-
terfactual—that is, what the impacts would have 
been in the absence of certification (Blackman & 
Rivera, 2010). having a counterfactual is critical to 
being able to unambiguously attribute impacts to 
certification, but in many studies in the literature 
one does not exist. This is due in part to the 
inherent challenges and significant costs associ-
ated with experimental and quasi-experimental 
study designs. In Appendix h of this report, for 
example, the authors write: 

The low number of studies with credible coun-
terfactuals is not surprising given the costs and 
logistical challenges of using the necessary exper-
imental and quasi-experimental approaches. 
Such methods require assigning candidate oper-
ations to “certified” and “non-certified” groups, 
measuring baseline information, conducting the 
intervention (certification), and then compar-
ing performance at an appropriate time period 
post-intervention. While the quasi-experimental 
method is somewhat more flexible, as it does 
not require random assignment to treatment 
groups, it does require that treatment group be 
“matched” to similar control operations, which 
can be non-trivial. To compensate for introduced 
uncertainties in matched approaches, high 
sample sizes are needed to provide meaningful 
results. And large sample sizes typically come at 
a high financial cost.

In addition to these logistical and financial barri-
ers are questions regarding the appropriateness 
of these methodologies in complex situations. 
many rural development specialists suggest that 
the complexity of rural social and environmental 
change processes create multiple variables and 
dynamically interacting factors so that simple 
counterfactuals are unworkable (patton, 2010). In 
the field of international relations, some scholars 
argue for conducting counterfactual analyses in 
a way that focuses on possible “scenarios” that 
might have ensued if the factor in question had 
not occurred (Fearon, 1991). 

In this Assessment, the Steering Committee 
considered evidence from studies with before-
and-after comparisons, and from studies that 
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were able to trace processes leading to impacts 
through detailed observation of particular cases. 
The pros and cons that different study designs 
pose for interpretation and generalizations are 
noted as appropriate.

Second is the challenge posed by evolving sys-
tems. Standards and certification systems are 
continuously being adjusted and modified, 
making it hard to pin down exactly what effect is 
being studied. In practice the Committee had to 
recognize that studies of the “same” system in the 
same location at different times could produce 
different findings, even if other contextual factors 
had not changed much. moreover, many new and 
innovative systems are emerging, making it chal-
lenging for any assessment to provide relevant 
and timely advice. 

Third is the limitation of observations from indi-
vidual pairs or small sets of cases. Case studies 
of a farm or a firm with and without certification 
can provide detailed understanding of changes 
in practices, but do not allow robust statistical 
comparisons or inferences about the wider popu-
lation of farms or firms. on the other hand, larger 
sample sizes make observations of more complex 
changes difficult, and, as noted previously, they 
require more resources.

Given these challenges and the significant and 
often increasing complexity of standards and cer-
tification systems themselves, it should not come 
as a surprise that, in the literature, unambiguous, 
clear attribution of on-the-ground impacts is rare. 
overall, the evidence base remains limited, and 
significantly more research is required to under-
stand what impacts are likely to result from any 
given certification and under what conditions. 
As the rest of this chapter will show, however, 
much has been learned about changes in man-
agement practices resulting from certification; 
the sustainability issues for which certification 
systems are more or less effective; and some 
of the critical factors likely to influence on-the-
ground impacts. Taken together, these insights 
result in an improved capacity to think about how 
to strengthen existing standards and certification 

systems, and design new ones, when and where 
they are an appropriate tool. 

The Evidence: Ecological, 
Economic, and Social Impacts 
potential impacts and outcomes of certification 
are diverse and can be classified in several ways. 
First there is the question of scale: Impacts may 
arise from changes in practices at the level of 
individual production units, as well as aggregated 
according to the number of certified units, with 
impacts at the landscape or seascape level. All of 
the standards and certification systems studied 
aim to encourage changes at the production-unit 
level, and this is where most of the research on 
impacts has focused and should focus. however, 
there is increasing interest in assessing the poten-
tial to effect landscape-level change, particularly 
regarding ecosystem services.

Second, there is the issue of focus: Standards 
and certification systems address a wide variety 
of sustainability issues, a broad categorization 
of which is included in Figure 3.2. Each system 
has different aims and objectives that dictate its 
sustainability focus. Evaluation of the impacts of 
these systems has first and foremost focused on 
the extent to which they achieve their intended 
objectives. It is also possible to examine unin-
tended consequences of production systems, 
though these have been less studied. 

This section organizes and summarizes the 
findings of the Assessment according to impact 
domain—ecological, economic, and social—rec-
ognizing that these are not independent. It draws 
on the sector reviews in Appendices D, E, F, and 
G and uses indicative research results to illustrate 
general conclusions that can be drawn about the 
impacts of certification systems.

ECOLOgICAL IMPACTS
The findings regarding ecological impacts are 
divided here into three classes: ecosystem integ-
rity; biodiversity; and pollution and waste (water, 
air, and soil). 
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Ecosystem Integrity

The continuing integrity of an ecosystem is one 
of the overarching environmental goals of many 
sustainability standards and certification sys-
tems. Ecosystem integrity results from the careful 
management of a resource and of the waste and 
pollution that result from resource extraction. It 

is characterized by the continued delivery of eco-
system services such as clean water and carbon 
capture. while ecosystem integrity encompasses 
the two other environmental issues addressed 
below (biodiversity and pollution/waste), it is 
separated out to highlight evidence from resource 
extraction systems in particular.

In the fisheries sector, a key principle of the mSC 
standards is that “fishing operations should allow 
for the maintenance of structure, productivity, 
function, and diversity of ecosystems…on which 
the fishery depend” (marine Stewardship Council, 
2004). A study of the ten earliest mSC-certified 
fisheries, commissioned by the mSC in 2006, 
documented improvements to management 
practices and information; however, few on-the-
water impacts were measured (see Appendix E). 
A more recent independent review commissioned 
by the mSC analyzed pre-certification reports 
from 21 fisheries and post-certification reports 
from 25 fisheries. Eleven of the fisheries had both 
pre-certification and post-certification samples 
(marine Resources Assessment Group, poseidon, 
& meridian prime, 2011). Eight performance 
indicators were assessed that measured impacts 
“on-the-water;” these were supported by 54 inter-
views to help judge causality. The research found 
that the greatest quantified outcome changes 
were being made in stock status, which is the 
performance indicator that has been most closely 
monitored and for which more information is 
available. The post-certification analyses showed 
that 21 percent of fisheries increased their stock 
status performance indicator, while 18 percent 
decreased. The authors state that many of these 
declines are attributable to early fisheries that 
were required to meet new, updated assessment 
methodologies in their re-certifications (marine 
Resources Assessment Group, et al., 2011).

Analyzing the stakeholder interviews, 35 percent 
of respondents suggested that the fishery had 
improved across all eight performance indica-
tors, compared to only 7 percent of respondents 
who said that the situation had deteriorated. The 
three outcomes that were identified most often 
as having improved were bycatch, biomass target 
reference points, and the status of endangered, 

Figure 3.2: Summary of Environmental, Social, and  
Economic Issues Addressed in Agriculture, Forestry,  
Fisheries, and Aquaculture Certification

Environmental 
Issues

Description

Loss of 
biodiversity

Both natural biodiversity and agro-biodiversity, 
including local varieties, geographic overfishing, and 
disease transfer to wild species

Conversion of 
natural ecosystems

Destruction of forests, primary tropical forests and 
peat land; closely related to biodiversity loss and 
climate change

Pollution/contami-
nation of air, soils, 
and water

leaching from pesticides, nitrates, and phosphates 
contaminating water, land, and air; waste treatment 
and disposal; water use

Soil degradation, 
erosion, and/or 
desertification

Intensification of production leading to poor soil 
quality and infertility

Climate change

Indirect contributions to greenhouse gas emissions 
through deforestation and energy use; direct 
contributions from cattle, manure, nitrogen in soils, 
etc.

Social Issues Description

Working and living 
conditions

health and safety, housing, medical care

Rights and 
benefits

Freedom of association, working hours, discrimination

Community 
development

land rights, food security, education

Economic Issues Description

Income and 
profitability

Changes in income, price premiums

Business 
opportunities

market access, access to credit, technical assistance 
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threatened, and protected species. In situations 
where stakeholders identified improvement, 49 
percent of respondents attributed the improve-
ment to mSC certification, primarily due to there 
being new research or information or changes 
in management. with respect to stock status, 
changes in fishing effort were equally important 
(marine Resources Assessment Group, et al., 
2011).

In forest certification, an important approach to 
the study of impacts has been to assess “correc-
tive action requests” (CARs) (Auld, Gulbrandsen, 
& mcDermott, 2008). CARs are actions an 
enterprise needs to take before they can receive 
certification or to maintain certification. The most 
extensive research that has been conducted using 
CARs was an analysis in 2005 by newsom and 
hewitt of 2,099 preconditions and conditions 
that were given by the FSC certifier Smartwood 
to 129 forestry operations in 21 countries. Both 
certified plantations and certified natural/semi-
natural forests were reflected in the analysis, in 
both more- and less-developed countries. 

The top three environmental issues addressed 
through the CARs were: the maintenance and 
improvement of aquatic and riparian areas, 
including buffer zones (CARs on these topics 
were present in 63 percent of forest operations); 
the identification and protection of sensitive sites 
and high-conservation-value forests (62 percent); 
and the identification and protection of threat-
ened and endangered species (62 percent). The 
research concludes that, “The specific wording 
of over half of the 2,099 conditions required sub-
stantive, on-the-ground change to occur [versus 
changes in procedures and processes]. when 
conditions involving environmental and forest 
management issues were examined alone, the 
percentage of conditions requiring on-the-ground 
change increased to 76%” (newsom & hewitt, 
2005). while the results are promising, the limita-
tion of any study of CARs is that it may skew an 
analysis of impacts to those problems that the 
certification system was successful in addressing.

A study of CARs for seven plantation firms in 
Argentina and three firms in Chile showed that 
firms certified by the FSC and the pEFC under-
went similar changes in practices; but this study 
also documented more changes in practices 
than were covered in the CARs (Cubbage, Diaz, 
yapura, & Dube, 2010). These included many 
items related to planning, monitoring, and docu-
mentation. A study of Canadian forestry suggests 
that pEFC-endorsed certification systems—when 
compared to FSC-endorsed systems—are more 
oriented toward forest productivity and long-term 
economic returns to firms than social or ecologi-
cal issues (Clark & Kozar, 2011). 

Some studies highlight the difficulty in correlating 
management improvements with long-term eco-
system health. For example, studies comparing 
pEFC and FSC operations in norway and Sweden 
provided some early indicators of changes in on-
the-ground practices, but also found that more 
information was needed to judge the environ-
mental impacts and effectiveness of certification 
(Gulbrandsen, 2005a). likewise, a review of the 
FSC concluded that while the process led to 
management improvements, the inability to 
attract sufficient numbers of producers or create 
incentives for protection in the tropics meant it 
was unclear that pursuing certification was better 
than conventional approaches to conservation 
(Gullison, 2003). 

A more-recent study in Sweden combined forestry 
inventorying data with certification information to 
examine changes in indicators of forest conditions 
over time (Johansson & lidestav, 2011). overall, 
the study found only minor improvements, and 
confirmed earlier patterns of greater prevalence 
of improvements on smaller properties that were 
pEFC certified (see Appendix F). This study also 
found that certified plots were twice as likely to be 
harvested as noncertified plots, with likely negative 
implications for biodiversity. Despite the use of 
multiple lines of evidence, the methods were not 
sufficient to establish cause/effect relationships  
with certification (Johansson & lidestav, 2011). 
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Biodiversity

This section focuses on the results of studies that 
address field-level biodiversity as an indicator 
of a healthy ecosystem. numerous case stud-
ies across sectors provide evidence of positive 
impacts on target species. however, measuring 
these types of impacts as well as understanding 
impacts on nontarget species has often proved 
challenging.

The literature reveals that corrective action 
requests issued by the FSC may include actions 
that would benefit biodiversity, such as changes 
in practices around high-conservation-value areas 
and actions to address threatened and endan-
gered species (Auld, Gulbrandsen, et al., 2008; 
world wildlife Fund, 2005). Several studies, vary-
ing in breadth and quality of evidence, have been 
conducted on this topic. 

A study in Estonia compared old-growth stands 
with FSC-certified stands and found evidence for 
convergence on several indicators of ecosystem 
function, including tree species diversity, volumes 
of woody debris, and decomposition indicators 
(lohmus & Kraut, 2010).

Another study, based on field data of forest condi-
tions in norway, found some clear differences in 
a few ecological variables measured before and 
after certification. In this case, the forests were 
certified to norway’s national “living Forests” 
standard, which is associated with the pEFC 
(Sverdrup-Thygeson, Borg, & Bergsaker, 2008). 
In the united States, reviews of two field-based 
studies also document how environmental prac-
tices were better under either Sustainable Forestry 
Initiative (SFI) or FSC certification than without 
certification (Cubbage, et al., 2010). 

Evidence from research in developing countries is 
more limited and usually more indirect. A study of 
forest certification in Bolivia, for example, docu-
mented limited improvement in specific forest 
management practices following certification, 
with deforestation, overall, continuing (nebel, 
Quevedo, Jacobsen, & helles (2005). 

A 2009 study of plantation forests in the 
southern part of Brazil (Rio Grande do Sul and 
Santa Catarina) compared variables on seven 
Rainforest Alliance-certified operations and seven 
noncertified operations, using a combination of 
field observations, interviews with owners, and 
interviews with workers. Researchers found that 
certified forestry operations outperformed non-
certified ones in the following areas:

▪ Invading species control plan (present in  
100 percent of certified operations and in  
33 percent of noncertified)

▪ Studies on flora and fauna (71 percent of 
certified; 29 percent of noncertified)

▪ planting with native species (71 percent of 
certified; 50 percent of noncertified)

▪ legal reserves established or being established 
(100 percent of certified; 57 percent of 
noncertified)

▪ occurrence of hunting (57 percent of certified; 
71 percent of noncertified) (Barbosa de lima, 
et al., 2009) 

In South Africa, as part of meeting anticipated 
demand for certified forest products, some large 
forestry companies have implemented FSC stan-
dards and continue to seek voluntary certification, 
even as government regulations covering many 
of the same principles have come into force. In a 
set of steps partly attributable to certification, the 
forest industry in South Africa has now allocated 
a third of plantation holdings—largely grass-
lands—as corridors and nodes for conserving 
biodiversity and ecosystem services (Samways, 
Bazelet, & pryke, 2010).

In fisheries, when the South African hake fishery 
achieved mSC certification, it scored well on stock 
management and fishery management principles 
but scored poorly with respect to ecosystem 
impact (ponte, 2008). Attention was drawn to 
several ecological issues, including bycatch man-
agement, ecological relations, trawling impacts 
on benthic habitat, and seabird populations. A 
subsequent review of the fishery indicated that not 
all conditions had been met—for example, with 
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respect to managing bycatch pressures. however, 
significant improvements had been made in 
reducing seabird mortality relating to bycatch, 
with a decrease in mortality from approximately 
18,000 to 200 birds per year.

The 2006 review by the mSC of the impacts of 
certification found many process improvements 
that could lead to better biodiversity conservation, 
but only one example of a clear, major ecological 
improvement that could be attributed to certifica-
tion (Gulbrandsen, 2009). That example occurred 
in the tooth-fish fishery in the united States, 
where a reduction in the bycatch of an endan-
gered seabird was achieved. In some other cases, 
such as fur seal bycatch in the new Zealand hoki 
fishery, the improvements achieved turned out to 
be transitory. 

The 2011 mSC-commissioned review found 
post-certification improvements in 12 percent 
of performance indicator scores relating to eco-
system effects (marine Resources Assessment 
Group, et al., 2011). For example, the review 
concluded there was evidence of reductions in 
Chinook salmon bycatch in the Gulf of Alaska 
pollock fishery. In contrast, another study of 22 
mSC-certified fisheries concluded that certifi-
cation had not led to major improvements in 
biodiversity conservation (ward, 2008a). 

one study of the impacts of a “dolphin-safe” 
tuna certification used a model to help compare 
practices a decade apart; the study suggested 
that u.S.-flagged and certified ships changed their 
tuna-fishing practices, resulting in fewer dolphin 
deaths (hicks & Schneir, 2008). The change pri-
marily involved changing fishing grounds to avoid 
dolphins.

In the agriculture sector, the bulk of the literature 
focuses on organic standards. organic certifi-
cation is expected to have positive impacts on 
biodiversity and soil conditions at the field level—
for example, from reduced chemical use and the 
management of non-cropped habitats (hole, et 
al., 2005). organic farming is practiced across 
the world in a wide variety of agro-environmental 
and climate contexts, including temperate zones, 
and unlike the studies focusing on Fairtrade and 

Rainforest Alliance, much of the evidence base 
on impact originates from developed countries 
(niggli, Jawtusch, & oehen, 2011). Thus, extrapo-
lating from these results for developing country 
or tropical contexts needs to be undertaken with 
care, for agronomic and socio-economic reasons.

In the literature, local environmental impacts 
stemming from the implementation of organic 
agriculture are almost always found to be positive 
(Bengtsson, Ahnstrom, & weibull, 2005; hole, 
et al., 2005). In a qualitative review of 76 stud-
ies, hole et al. (2005) concluded that, broadly 
speaking, the management practices involved in 
organic farming are beneficial for farmland wildlife 
and biodiversity. They also noted, however, that it 
is difficult to prove and assess the scale effects 
of environmental impacts of organic standards 
(hole, et al., 2005). 

Similarly Bengtsson, Ahnstrom, and weibull’s 
meta-analysis (2005) included 66 studies com-
paring organic and conventional farming systems 
and found that: 

Organic farming usually increases species rich-
ness, having on average 30% higher species 
richness than conventional farming systems. 
However, the results were variable among stud-
ies, and 16% of them actually showed a negative 
effect of organic farming on species richness…. 
Birds, insects and plants usually showed an 
increased species richness in organic farming sys-
tems. However, the number of studies was low 
in most organism groups (range 2–19) and there 
was significant heterogeneity between studies. 
The effect of organic farming was largest in stud-
ies performed at the plot scale. In studies at 
the farm scale, when organic and conventional 
farms were matched according to landscape 
structure, the effect was significant but highly 
heterogeneous.

Studies of coffee have documented both increased 
soil conservation and higher levels of soil ero-
sion, which may have been a consequence of 
preexisting site differences (Jaffee, 2008). A study 
reviewed by Blackman and Rivera that compared 
ten certified organic and ten noncertified coffee 
farms in nicaragua found no differences in bird 
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diversity or bird abundance. A study by Gabriel et 
al. (2010) of certified organic farming in England 
is one of the few investigations to include a care-
fully constructed control group—in this case from 
pairing across 32 environmental variables. They 
found that organic farms had better biodiversity 
overall, but with effects that varied across taxo-
nomic groups.

Researchers in El Salvador compared bird density 
and use in five land uses: Rainforest Alliance-
certified coffee farms; sun-grown coffee farms; 
open farmland; small forest fragments; and large 
forest areas. They found that the number of dis-
persing birds in RA-certified farms was the same 
as in the small and large forest areas and higher 
than in sun coffee farms and open farmland. They 
also showed that migrant bird species showed a 
significant preference for RA-certified farms and 
the small and large forest areas (Komar, 2010). 

Pollution and Waste

This section looks at the impacts of production 
on key ecosystem services such as soil, water, 
and air, most notably through the management of 
pollution and waste that result from production. 
while research on specific issues, such as agro-
chemical use and effects, are prevalent, and most 
of the findings are positive, this area is generally 
not well studied.

Studies of organic certification schemes in agri-
culture have frequently documented long-term 
positive effects associated with changes in farm 
practices—in particular associated with eliminat-
ing the use of most agro-chemicals (International 
Trade Centre, 2011b; Tallontire, Dixon, nelson, 
& Benton, 2012). Blackman and naranjo (2010) 
used statistical matching techniques to address 
selection bias in a sample of 6,000 farms in Costa 
Rica to look at the impacts of organic certification 
on the environment. They found clear evidence 
that organic certified farms reduce pesticide and 
herbicide use and adopt environmentally friendly 
management practices—for example, using soil 
conservation measures and shade trees. 

A review of ten years of Fairtrade studies also 
suggests that certification is often associated with 

the use of fewer agro-chemicals, and the safer 
use of them (nelson & pound, 2009). Research 
in Ecuador compared 23 certified banana farms, 
including ten farms certified to Rainforest Alliance 
standards, with 24 noncertified control farms. 
using likert-scale measures of environmen-
tal “risks” related to land management, water 
quality, agrochemical management, and waste 
management, the authors found that certified 
farms generate lower environmental risks than 
noncertified farms (melo & wolf, 2007). 

Researchers in Colombia conducted a Stream 
Visual Assessment protocol (SVAp) on streams 
originating in 27 Rainforest Alliance-certified and 
27 noncertified coffee farms. This protocol looks 
at the integrity of the aquatic ecosystem, altera-
tions to the water body, vegetation, and evidence 
of contamination (among other things) and can 
be considered an index of stream health. The 
researchers found that certified farms had signifi-
cantly higher SVAp scores than noncertified farms 
(hughell & newsom, forthcoming). 

A few life-cycle assessments of the impacts of 
organic standards have been conducted. They 
have produced divergent results, including some 
that suggest that, as a consequence of lower 
yields, some types of negative impacts may be 
higher than with conventional production (niggli, 
et al., 2011; Tallontire, et al., 2012). on the other 
hand, whole farm energy use appears to be lower 
for organic than conventional farms per hectare 
and per unit of product in most sectors, apart 
from poultry and fruit (lynch, macRae, & martin, 
2011). 

In the aquaculture sector, few studies directly 
demonstrate that the adoption of better practices 
or entry into certification reduces these types 
of environmental impacts, when compared to 
nonparticipating farms. As most standards and 
recommended best management practices in 
aquaculture are based on relatively sound science, 
there is a strong expectation that the adoption of 
sustainability standards should reduce impacts at 
the farm level. however, the evidence base is not 
yet there. That certification will reduce aggregate 
waste and emission impacts at a larger scale, also, 
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does not necessarily follow, as it depends on the 
number of farms and the assimilation capacity 
of the receiving ecosystem, the latter of which is 
often poorly understood (see Appendix D). 

Summary

overall, there is reasonable evidence that certifica-
tion has had positive impacts on the environment 
in particular cases. however, many authors note 
the local variability in environmental conditions 
between sites that will affect specific results. In 
addition, many studies are limited by their meth-
odological approach, not allowing extrapolation of 
the findings beyond the immediate cases under 
review and not being able to attribute long-term 
changes to the certification intervention.

Some of the differences in types of impacts 
between sectors may arise from the nature of the 
resources. In forestry and fisheries, the harvesting 
of resources is tied most directly to ecosystem 
integrity at a broad scale, whereas cultured or 
human-designed systems such as agriculture and 
aquaculture are more likely to focus on site-specific 
biodiversity and pollution and waste issues.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Apart from Fairtrade and some other socially 
oriented systems, standards and certification 
schemes place little overt emphasis on economic 
impacts, recognizing that certification is inher-
ently a market-based tool. Fairtrade, by contrast, 
was established with the explicit purpose of giving 
a financial boost to small-scale farmers. That 
being said, there is actually fairly good data on 
the economic impacts of various standards and 
certification schemes, since it is comparatively 
easy to collect this type of information and con-
duct analysis.

In this section, discussion of the evidence regard-
ing economic impacts on certified enterprises is 
divided into two categories: net enterprise income 
(encompassing price premiums) and business 
opportunities. 

Net Enterprise Income

profitability is influenced by several interacting 
elements, including yield, quality, efficiency, cost, 
premium, price, volume, and market access. A 
high premium for 10 percent of a harvest and 
no sales for the rest, for example, could create 
serious problems for an enterprise. likewise, a 
premium may be insufficient to compensate for 
a lower yield. Reduced costs due to lower use 
of chemicals or less downtime for workers can 
contribute to profitability. In some cases, the pre-
mium paid for a higher-quality product may be 
more than that paid for a certified product. And, 
consumers’ preferences may change over time 
and thus so may their willingness to pay more for 
certified products. All of these factors may come 
into play for a given certification system, and they 
will differ depending on the specific system and 
the business environment.

In one comparative study from Consumers 
International, an analysis of environmental and 
social indicators in a sample of 28 certified coffee 
farms (Rainforest Alliance, Fairtrade, organic, and 
uTZ Kapeh) and ten noncertified farms showed 
that certified farms generate higher revenues and 
use more environmental practices (Consumers 
International & The International Institute for 
Environment and Development, 2005). 

In the Fairtrade system, the inclusion of mini-
mum prices aims to ensure welfare benefits to 
smallholder producers in developing countries 
(International Trade Centre, 2011b; nelson & 
pound, 2009). A review of 33 studies on the 
impacts of Fairtrade certification concluded that, 
in almost all cases, there was some positive eco-
nomic benefit, most commonly through higher 
prices and improved economic stability (nelson 
& pound, 2009). In another study, guaranteed 
minimum prices for Fairtrade-certified farmers 
producing Rooibos tea in South Africa were an 
important buffer against f luctuations in world 
prices for tea, especially during the sharp declines 
of 2006 and 2007 (Raynolds & ngcwangu, 2010). 
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The switch to Fairtrade markets for Rooibos tea 
tripled earnings for these producers. 

Blackman and Rivera reviewed three studies of 
Fairtrade-certified bananas in peru, Costa Rica, 
and Ghana, respectively. In each case, the authors 
had developed credible counterfactuals by match-
ing certified and noncertified farming households 
on multiple characteristics (Blackman & Rivera, 
2010). Three divergent outcomes were observed. 
The study in peru found that Fairtrade farmers 
had higher net incomes than a control group with 
organic certification. But the higher incomes were 
due to higher productivity, not higher prices. In 
comparison to farms without organic or Fairtrade 
certification, the Fairtrade-certified farms had 
higher incomes that could be attributed to higher 
prices. The study in Costa Rica found no dif-
ference in profits between households growing 
certified and noncertified bananas, while the study 
in Ghana found that households participating in 
certified cooperatives received lower salaries, but 
also worked fewer hours. 

Blackman and Rivera also reviewed five studies of 
Fairtrade-certified coffee that had credible coun-
terfactuals and dealt with economic indicators. 
of them, only two found significant economic 
benefits (Blackman & Rivera, 2010). one was 
a study of Fairtrade cooperatives in nicaragua, 
peru, and Guatemala; it found clear evidence that 
certification generated a price premium (Arnould, 
plastina, & Ball, 2009). 

Several studies illustrate the tradeoffs that may 
result from certification. one, for example, com-
pared the impacts of Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, 
and C.A.F.E. practices (Starbucks) certifications 
on 315 smallholder coffee producers in nicaragua 
(Ruben & Zuniga, 2011). It found that although 
Fairtrade provided better prices, farmers grow-
ing under the other two labels had higher yields 
and better-quality products. Another study that 
randomly sampled conventional, organic, and 
organic/Fairtrade-certified cooperatives, also in 
nicaragua, found that higher prices did not clearly 
translate into higher profitability, and that organic 
and organic/Fairtrade farmers had become 

relatively poorer than conventional producers over 
the last decade (Beuchelt & Zeller, 2011).

price premiums for certified organic products 
are frequently reported in the literature. In some 
cases, price premiums might also be attributable 
to superior product quality. overall, the effects of 
organic standards on quality and yield are vari-
able and difficult to attribute to the standard per 
se, since most study designs are confounded 
by possible differences in preexisting conditions 
(International Trade Centre, 2011b). 

Although engagement in fair trade or organic 
production may raise farmer incomes relative 
to conventional systems, the low volumes of 
coffee produced in low-intensity systems means 
that, for most marginalized farmers, any gains 
are insufficient to escape poverty (Valkila, 2009). 
In relative terms, farmers may receive a smaller 
fraction of the retail price for fair trade coffee than 
those who grow conventional product, though in 
absolute terms, this is still usually greater (Valkila, 
haaparanta, & niemi, 2010). In certification sys-
tems, costs for distributors and retailers—for 
example, for logistics—may be higher because of 
marketing costs and lower volumes (International 
Trade Centre, 2011b). 

In the forestry sector, the impact of forest certi-
fication on the profitability of forestry operations 
has received little attention. But one recent study 
attempted to assess the impacts of forest certifi-
cation on the short-term and long-term financial 
performance of Canadian and u.S. firms (Bouslah, 
m’Zali, Turcotte, & Kooli, 2010). In the short term, 
forest certification had no significant impact. In the 
long term, however, the study found evidence that 
financial performance depended on the certifier: 
with non-FSC schemes, financial performance 
was worse than for uncertified firms, whereas 
with FSC certification there was no “penalty” of 
certification.

In a study of the Rio platano Biosphere forestry 
cooperative in honduras, researchers measured 
a variety of socio-economic indicators before 
and after technical assistance by the Rainforest 
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Alliance (Fortín, Butterfield, & hodgdon, 2010). 
They found that:

▪ with only a 33 percent increase in volume, the 
cooperative obtained a 128 percent increase in 
income.

▪ Sawmill performance improved by 12 percent, 
from 170 board feet/m³ in 2005 to 190 board 
feet/m³ in 2008. 

▪ Rejects decreased from 83 percent in 2005 
to 49 percent in 2008, while medium-quality 
output increased from 2 percent to 36 percent 
over the same period and high-quality output 
increased to 15 percent. 

In aquaculture, the costs of certification usually 
fall on the farmer, and there are small or no price 
premiums. The main economic benefit, if any, 
appears to be access to market channels (see 
Appendix D). In wild fisheries certification, the 
costs are borne by the organization that repre-
sents the users of the fishery—which may even 
be a government agency. Few studies have looked 
at the impacts of fisheries certification on profit-
ability. Certified wild-caught fish have occasionally 
commanded a price premium (ponte, 2008). 

many certification systems require environmental 
management techniques that sometimes reduce 
yield. In some cases, the cost savings and any pre-
mium earned (even through guaranteed-premium 
systems like Fairtrade) might not make up for 
that loss in yield. overall, the effects of standards 
on yield and quality are variable and difficult to 
attribute to the standard per se, since most study 
designs are confounded by possible differences in 
preexisting conditions.

Business Opportunities

often the primary economic benefit to produc-
ers of joining certification systems is stable and 
secure market access (Asfaw, mithofer, & waibel, 
2010; International Trade Centre, 2011a; nelson & 
pound, 2009). The extent to which this holds true 
in coffee chains varies with buyers (that is, roast-
ing firms), as some establish durable relationships 
with producers, whereas others are much more 
market-oriented, switching back and forth and 

only making short-term contracts (Raynolds, 
2009). 

Joining a certification scheme may enhance busi-
ness opportunities in other ways as well. one 
study of fair trade coffee in peru suggests that 
farmers in the certification scheme were more 
satisfied with technical assistance and trade man-
agement practices compared to those in a control 
group (Fort & Ruben, 2008a). After adjusting for 
confounding variables using statistical match-
ing techniques, significant effects on business 
organization and risk attitudes were also found 
(Ruben & Fort, 2011). Several other studies have 
identified technical assistance, credit access, and 
opportunities to diversify income sources as other 
economic benefits (nelson & pound, 2009). In 
the peru case, changes in land and labor use over 
time resulted in greater specialization in fair trade 
coffee and reduced off-farm employment (Ruben 
& Fort, 2011). 

As an example of the various benefits that may 
accrue, a 2009 case study examined the opinions 
of 11 nicaraguan coffee farmers and their families 
who had been Rainforest Alliance-certified since 
2004 (Znajda, 2009). Farmers noted the following 
differences since becoming certified:

▪ Improved quality of coffee and higher yield

▪ Better ability to get loans, and to use loans to 
expand their farms with small parcels 

▪ Ability to reinvest money into the farm

▪ Construction of a permanent coffee-processing 
apparatus (with the help of loans and support 
from the cooperative) 

Another positive economic impact of fair trade 
schemes is access to credit (nelson & pound, 
2009). under Flo standards, for example, the pre-
financing of production by buyers is an important 
potential benefit for small producers. In practice 
it is not always available, however, especially in 
market-driven buyer relationships and for com-
modities apart from coffee (Raynolds, 2009). 

In the aquaculture sector, requirements for 
traceability are believed to be one of the main 
impediments to small-scale producers joining 
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certification schemes and markets, although there 
are few clear studies of these impacts (Belton, 
haque, little, & Sinh, 2011; also see Appendix D). 
In fisheries, the relative costs of certification, data, 
and human resource requirements for assess-
ment have the potential to discriminate against 
small producers—in particular, those in develop-
ing countries (ponte, 2008; Standing, 2009). Full 
certification of fisheries can be time and resource 
intensive (Gulbrandsen, 2009). As a consequence, 
comparatively fewer fisheries in developing coun-
tries have been certified.

Summary

A common economic benefit of standards and 
certification systems is better access to market 
channels as well as other related business oppor-
tunities. price premiums are rarer, being most 
consistently available for high-profile consumer 
goods such as certified coffee and tea and for 
agricultural products grown under fair trade 
schemes. Though not strictly speaking an impact 
of certification, the challenges faced by small 
producers in meeting certification standards is 
important to note, as it prevents access to some 
markets and points to a challenge in scaling up.

SOCIAL IMPACTS
The social impacts of standards and certifica-
tion schemes have been studied much less than 
either ecological or economic impacts. here the 
evidence is organized into three broad categories: 
working and living conditions; rights and benefits; 
and relationships with the wider community. 

Working and Living Conditions 

Evidence of the positive impacts of certification 
and standards on living and working conditions 
comes primarily from the study of fair trade 
and ethical trade systems. These systems were 
designed, in part, with the objective of improving 
the welfare of farmers in developing countries. A 
few studies of these systems have sound research 
designs that enable clear attribution, and these 
reveal mixed evidence. 

The study of Fairtrade-certified bananas in 
Ghana reviewed by Blackman and Rivera, which 

had matched controls, found no difference in 
self-reported levels of job safety, satisfaction, or 
fairness (Blackman & Rivera, 2010). however, 
Arnould and colleagues’ study of small producers 
in Fairtrade cooperatives with matched controls 
in nicaragua, peru, and Guatemala documented 
significant positive impacts of certification on 
education and health (Arnould, et al., 2009). That 
study also showed that participation increased 
the likelihood that children would be in school. 
Associations for health were complex and related 
to other factors like wealth, but long-term partici-
pants in the Fairtrade system had higher health 
indices and were more likely to receive treatment 
when ill (Arnould, et al., 2009). Another study of 
fair trade coffee in peru found that cooperatives 
invested some of the premiums in scholarships 
for students as well as roads and loans, but less 
than a quarter of farmers claimed to have received 
any benefits from the premiums (Ruben & Fort, 
2011). overall, the impact on welfare measures at 
the household level were limited and consistent 
with a lack of differences in household income. 

In Kenya, a study of EurepG.A.p. (a voluntary 
standard for food safety and farm management 
practices, now called GlobalG.A.p.) noted that, 
apart from financial benefits, adopters also ben-
efited from improved hygiene and safety on the 
farm (Asfaw, et al., 2010). Although GlobalG.A.p. 
in general appears to help improve health and 
safety on farms, questions have been raised about 
the effectiveness of other certification programs 
in achieving this objective, especially for women 
and temporary workers (Bain, 2010). 

As most studies of forest certification have 
adopted a case study approach, with their own 
sets of measures, generalization about social 
impacts is difficult (see Appendix F). nevertheless, 
by tracing historical processes across multiple 
studies, some consistent patterns emerge. These 
patterns suggest, for instance, that certification 
has empowered previously marginalized indig-
enous groups and farmers. For example, studies 
in Brazil, Bolivia, and mexico suggest that CARs 
in developing countries more frequently address 
workers’ rights (Auld, Gulbrandsen, et al., 2008). 
Also, forest certification has been shown to 
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improve worker health and safety in the field (see 
Appendix F). 

Very little research has been done on the social 
impacts of fisheries and aquaculture certifica-
tion (see Appendices D and E). In the case of 
fisheries certification this is not surprising, as the 
mSC does not make any claims related to social 
impacts.

Rights and Benefits

Standards differ in the extent to which they 
address benefits and rights issues, and the details 
of how they do so. Claims that standards and 
certification empower, expand benefits, or secure 
rights are widespread, but evidence is limited and 
of modest quality. 

The social benefits of standards cannot be 
assumed to be equally distributed between men 
and women (Tallontire, et al., 2012). Distribution 
may sometimes be improved by engagement in 
fair trade compared to conventional coffee net-
works, but not invariably (Bacon, 2010; Ruben 
& Zuniga, 2011). A set of case studies of flowers 
in Kenya, fruit in South Africa, and flowers and 
vegetables in Zambia suggest that various codes 
of conduct (including EurepG.A.p. and the Ethical 
Trading Initiative) did not necessarily lead to 
better outcomes for women or informal workers 
(Tallontire, Dolan, Smith, & Barrientos, 2005). 
women’s access to labor rights, for example, can 
be constrained because of their “casual” status 
and the use of third-party labor contractors 
(Barrientos & Smith, 2007). 

A comparative study of FSC certification in 
Ecuador and Bolivia concluded that certification 
is more likely to be successful (in the sense of 
compliance to standards) when government 
provides land tenure security (Ebeling, 2009). 
Similar suggestions have been made with respect 
to oil palm (lee, Rist, obidzinski, Ghazoul, & Koh, 
2011). Standards and certification systems may 
make land tenure more secure. In one study, for 
example, certified organic and Fairtrade coffee 
farmers in nicaragua believed that their land 
tenure was more secure (Bacon, 2005). A key 
incentive for actors in the Baja California red rock 

lobster fishery in mexico to certify was to improve 
their chances of maintaining exclusive access 
(perez-Ramirez & lluch-Cota, 2010). Studies in 
a South African fishery also pointed to a set of 
motivations and consequences of certification 
relating to the control of key aspects of the fishery 
(ponte, 2008). 

Community and Development

Some voluntary standards aim to have positive 
impacts at the local community level (International 
Trade Centre, 2011b). under fair trade schemes, 
for example, some funds are directly assigned 
to local communities. producer groups growing 
Rooibos tea in South Africa receive a “social pre-
mium” per kilo, which differs depending on their 
size: small farmer cooperatives receive a $uS 
0.66 premium per kilo, whereas on estates using 
hired labor the premium is $uS 1.57 per kilo, to 
reflect different production costs and ensure that 
benefits go to workers (Raynolds & ngcwangu, 
2010). Social premiums are used to fund pro-
cessing improvements, local schools, and other 
community projects (Blowfield & Dolan, 2010). 

A key issue for empowerment is whether growers 
or local residents have a say in how the social pre-
miums from fair trade schemes are spent. here 
the findings are mixed (Bacon, 2010; International 
Trade Centre, 2011b). one study of Fairtrade tea in 
Kenya characterized the allocation of premiums to 
development as largely “by patronage and exclu-
sion” (Dolan, 2010). Decisions on how benefits 
would be shared were made by a Social premium 
Committee—the composition of which was criti-
cal. Tea farmers themselves would rather receive 
higher prices and resented that benefits went to 
others living in the community who did not grow 
tea (Blowfield & Dolan, 2010). 

moberg (2005) describes how social premiums 
from the sale of certified bananas were returned 
to windward Island communities and contributed 
to development projects. The funds were spent 
on weeding machinery to replace herbicides as 
well as to build schools, improve roads, provide 
training programs for youth, support travel to 
school from remote areas, and provide health 
insurance. At the same time, farmers in this 
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study noted that the higher prices received for 
certified bananas were, at the individual level, 
largely offset by higher labor costs and in some 
cases lower yields. less-tangible social benefits 
included opportunities to be part of democratic 
community organizations. 

Studies of forestry certification suggest that 
CARs are more likely to address communica-
tion and conflict resolution with stakeholders 
and communities in developing than developed 
countries. The majority of plantation firms in 
Argentina and Chile, for instance, responded to 
CARs with changes in social practices, including 
having stakeholder meetings, carrying out social 
impact studies, and releasing management plans 
(Cubbage, et al., 2010). Studies of private planta-
tions in Australia also have documented positive 
impacts of certification on levels of community 
engagement by plantation firms (Dare, Schirmer, 
& Vanclay, 2011).

Summary

The social impacts of standards and certification 
systems have been more comprehensively studied 
for those systems, such as fair and ethical trade 
initiatives, that target the social welfare of small 
producers. There is some evidence of improve-
ment in working and living conditions, but the 
impacts are highly system- and place-specific, 
making generalizations difficult. 

Looking Forward
Standards and certification systems are complex 
and dynamic. many systems are relatively new, and 
studies of them are in short supply. For the most 
part these systems were designed to influence 
the practices of producers, not to affect impacts 
directly. Impacts are hard to compare, as studies 
use different indicators and make measurements 
at different scales (Tallontire, et al., 2012). It is 
therefore not surprising that only very modest 
evidence exists in the literature of significant 
impacts on the ground—that is, improvements 
in the ecological, economic, or social dimensions 
of sustainability. 

An issue about which very little is known is the 
durability of impacts, or whether positive changes 
are maintained and likely to be secure over time or 
whether they can be easily lost. This can be con-
sidered at the level of a whole standards system, 
if it depends on donor support, or at the level 
of an individual enterprise, if market demand is 
variable. 

Another issue is the need for a common under-
standing of how to measure success. while most 
research focuses on the extent of positive change, 
benefits are also derived where certification slows 
or impedes harm, particularly in those cases 
where a resource is very much under assault. 
under these conditions, certification may not fix 
the problem, but it does buy time and, in combi-
nation with other interventions, may eventually 
lead to positive change. 

In addition, impact measurement challenges are 
not unique to voluntary standards and certifica-
tion. Independent and peer-reviewed evaluation 
of the long-term, large-scale impacts of public and 
private policy instruments being deployed in pur-
suit of sustainability are also scarce. measuring 
success also is driven by expectations for a dem-
onstration of impact. while better data collection 
is essential for voluntary standards systems, care 
should be taken not to disproportionately make 
demands of these systems relative to public, gov-
ernmental interventions or programs.

overall, there is reasonable evidence in the 
literature for positive changes in management 
systems and the practices of individual produc-
ers. however, the evidence for direct impacts 
from those changes is much smaller. In many 
cases it is possible to argue that these changes 
are likely to lead to particular ecological, social, 
and economic impacts, but that is not the same 
thing as demonstrating that it is in fact the case. 
Difficulties in identifying appropriate counterfac-
tuals imply that questions about attribution and 
relative performance will often remain. moreover, 
studies with more rigorous designs do not always 
find the impacts expected. This state of affairs 
is not unique to standards and certification sys-
tems but pertains to many public and private  
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policy instruments being deployed in the pursuit 
of sustainability. There is clearly scope for more 
research on impacts. 

Despite limitations in the current state of knowl-
edge, existing research does provide some useful 
insights for thinking about the future of standards 
and certification systems. 

First, it is unlikely that major gaps in understanding 
will disappear before new certification schemes 
are proposed or old ones modified. The chal-
lenge of incomplete knowledge can be expected 
to persist, even as some critical gaps may be 
closed with targeted investments in research and 
assessment (as discussed in Chapter 6). In these 
circumstances it is important to acknowledge the 
role of learning and adaptive policy in improving 
evolving certification and standard systems. For 
this process to even begin, it is important that 
systems document what they do and evaluate 
their own performance.

So far this seems to have been rare, with most 
systems having gathered very little systematic 
evidence about their own outcomes and impacts. 
however, this is changing with the introduction of 
ISEAl’s Code of Good practice for Assessing the 
Impacts of Social and Environmental Standards2 
and a related program aimed at supporting its 
members to implement monitoring and evaluation 
programs. The Impacts Code offers a framework 
for standards systems to provide evidence of 
their contributions to social and environmental 
impacts while learning about and improving the 
effectiveness of their system. Compliance with the 
Code is an ISEAl membership requirement.

Second, impact analyses of voluntary standards 
are still insufficient and incomplete, and some 
impact indicators have been studied much less 
than others. It seems that the extent of impacts 
differs considerably from case to case. Therefore, 
studies that identify the key factors driving suc-
cess would be helpful. Studies must involve more 
cases to ensure statistically relevant data for a 
whole sector or area. In addition, a longitudinal 

2 www.isealalliance.org/our-work/codes-of-good-practice/
impacts-code

dimension and adequate control groups are 
important. Finally, a common systematic meth-
odology is needed to avoid methodological biases 
and to be able to better compare results.

Third, the impacts of certification are not indepen-
dent from government regulations, stakeholder 
support, or market development (Bartley, 2010; 
2011b). The design and reform of certification 
systems cannot be effectively undertaken without 
proper appreciation of interactions and pathways 
of change (as discussed in Chapter 4). Standards 
and certification systems arise out of interactions 
among stakeholders in complex power relations 
that shift across diverse local conditions and 
politics. For example, certification arose in aqua-
culture as a response to criticisms of the industry 
by other stakeholders. But private voluntary stan-
dards also impact government regulations, the 
work of extension agents, and the development 
of markets. Attention to the governance issues 
of transparency, accountability, and legitimacy 
remains critical for efforts aimed at improving the 
impacts of standards and certification systems.

Fourth and finally, a shift toward measuring 
performance rather than practices and activities 
would make evaluating the contributions of stan-
dards and certification systems to sustainability 
less ambiguous. while standards and certification 
systems will continue to have a mix of perfor-
mance goals that allow relatively more flexibility 
in how producers address problems and more 
narrowly prescribed practices, impact monitor-
ing data should focus on impacts on the ground 
relevant to sustainability.



Chapter 4
Pathways to Impact:  
Synergies with Other Approaches
Certification systems do not work in isolation. Such systems influence, and are influenced 
by, the policies and strategy decisions of governments, nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), and businesses, as well as the workings of global supply chains. 

In this Assessment, the Steering Committee 
reviewed case examples of these mutual influences 
from the sector reviews (on agriculture, forestry, 
fisheries, and aquaculture—see Appendices 
D–G) as well as in the literature documenting 
the evolution and interactions of standards and 
certification systems in other sectors. In examin-
ing the interactions of voluntary standards and 
certification systems with other kinds of regula-
tion and governance—for products as diverse as 
building materials, food, personal care products, 
and appliances—Steering Committee members 
sought to understand certification’s role in the 
“toolbox” of approaches that can be used to 
enhance sustainability performance. Members 
also sought to explore how certification systems 
have been, or could be, designed to interact with 
other governance systems to improve sustain-
ability practices and performance in ways that 
could not be achieved by a certification system (or 
another system) alone.

While research is beginning to address these 
issues, it is more nascent than the study of certifica-
tion’s direct impacts, which were the emphasis of 
the preceding chapter. Some examples of indirect 
impacts noted in the literature include spurring 
managers to improve practices, supporting alter-
native production models, influencing dispersed 
investment or land use decisions, reconfiguring 
supply chains, shaping government regulations, 
and providing points of leverage for challengers. 
Many of these types of impacts involve complex 
interactions resulting in innovation, learning and 

demonstration, proof of concept, and policy and 
market adaptation (see Appendix C). 

To those looking to evaluate the effects of certi-
fication systems, these indirect impacts can be 
much less obvious than direct impacts. They can, 
however, be quite significant. While they can arise 
in a variety of ways, they are often the result of 
interactions between certification systems and 
other existing governance regimes. These other 
regimes can include traditional governmental 
public policy and regulation, as well as industry- 
or firm-level governance.

This chapter looks in depth at five case examples 
that illustrate how standards and certification sys-
tems can affect sustainability indirectly through 
interactions with other governance systems. 
In two of the cases, certification and voluntary 
standards have become embedded in or admin-
istered by public regulatory agencies. In another 
two cases, certification systems were designed 
as part of, or to reinforce, existing public policies. 
And in the final case, leaders at a multinational 
corporation interacted with a leading certifier 
to put policies in place for its own value chain. 
These cases support a finding that certification 
and voluntary standards, in combination with 
other tools, have additional impacts compared 
to either certification or the other approaches 
operating alone. 

What are some of the mechanisms that lead to 
these improvements in impacts? In some cases 
the certification or standard provides proof of 
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concept. This has involved demonstrating that 
technology exists or can be developed to improve 
performance to a degree sufficient to meet an 
ambitious standard; demonstrating the business 
case for enhanced sustainability performance by 
generating ancillary benefits such as reductions 
in energy, packaging, or transportation costs, or 
enhanced supply chain security and brand value; 
and demonstrating that market demand exists or 
can be created for the certified product. In some 
cases, management and production practices 
that were originally developed and disseminated 
for the purpose of complying with standards have 

been adopted even by those not seeking certifica-
tion, based on observed benefits of the practices. 
Directly or indirectly, certification and standards 
systems have enabled large private and public 
institutions to implement “green” purchasing pro-
grams and “greener” buildings. These systems 
have also fostered the growth of infrastructure 
that supports “greening,” including designers, 
suppliers, accreditors, auditors, and watchdogs, 
among others. 

There is also evidence that certification has been 
a force in the governance of corporate supply 
chains, facilitating a transformation to “value 
chains” and a shift from more direct control by 
buyers over producers, to hands-off control, in 
which the third-party certifier enforces standards 
that may be set inside or outside the company. 
perhaps most important, by mobilizing coalitions 
of producers, wholesalers, retailers, scientists, 
and sustainability advocates, certification systems 
have helped to create space for collaboration and 
negotiations that identify feasible and beneficial 
steps to take. There are also examples of certifica-
tion and standards systems that have failed to 
foster sustainability, where performance does not 
improve, or where competing values and interests 
in the public and private arenas result in certifi-
cation that recognizes one aspect of improved 
performance, such as the elimination of synthetic 
pesticides and fertilizers in organic food, while 
overlooking others, such as unsustainable prac-
tices like monocropping or aquifer overdrafts. 
by examining the interplay among certification, 
private governance within firms and their value 
chains, and public regulation and incentives, this 
chapter aims to shed light on certification’s role 
in the “toolbox” of public and private instruments 
applied to promote more-sustainable production 
and consumption. 

Although real-world cases do not always fit neatly 
into a typology, categorization is useful to identify 
key questions and strategies, and so this chap-
ter begins with the typology in figure 4.1. each 
case that follows describes certification systems’ 
interactions with other kinds of standards and 
regulation and discusses strategic implications for 
practitioners. The chapter concludes with lessons 

Figure 4.1: A Typology of Interactions 

Certification
body

Certification
body

In some cases, another governance entity takes over, or supersedes, the 
certif ication system. The system itself might persist—for example if 
regulators require or create incentives for firms to adhere to practices 
established by the certification system. Or the government itself might 
become the owner of the standard and the certification system. The cases 
in this chapter suggest two potential causes worthy of further scrutiny: 
policy learning and norm generation. Symbiotic interaction occurs when 
a certification system interacts with another entity, with both maintaining 
independence and autonomy, to address a policy problem in which the 
actions of each entity reinforce the legitimacy and authority of the other. 
This can occur when certification programs fill gaps in an existing policy 
arena. This is important because the earliest scholarship treated certifica-
tion as attempting to bypass governmental arenas considered to be slow, 
cumbersome, or not open to establishing sustainability standards. But 
these cases imply that certification can interact with government in mutu-
ally reinforcing ways. Hybrid interaction is characterized by an explicit or 
implicit division and sharing of functions with another governance entity, 
as when a certification program ensures compliance to government poli-
cies. Given the complex array of policy ends and means, overall goals, and 
preferences for different types of instruments, the possible interactions of 
this type are almost limitless.

SuPerSedIng SymbIOTIc HybrId
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from the cases about the types of strategies most 
likely to foster interactions and positive indirect 
impacts, and strategies and conditions that fail 
to ameliorate the problem at hand, or end up 
crowding out other approaches that might have 
been more effective. 

empirical examples: real-
World Pathways of Interaction 
The cases presented here represent but a handful 
of instances in which certification and voluntary 
standards systems have interacted with govern-
ment, business associations, and individual 
firms. one study found more than 70 examples 
of governmental use of voluntary standards, 
including cases in which governments adopted 
standards as part of their regulatory codes (Carey 
& Guttenstein, 2008). figure 4.2 provides a snap-
shot of the case examples to follow.

Leed cerTIFIcATIOn 
The leadership in energy and environmental 
Design (leeD) building certification program, 
developed by the u.S. Green building Council 
(uSGbC), has grown dramatically since its intro-
duction in 1993, with more than 4,000 projects 
certified and another 23,000 registered. leeD 
certification verifies that a building, home, or 
community was designed and built using strate-
gies aimed at achieving high performance in key 
areas of human and environmental health, includ-
ing sustainable site development, water savings, 
energy efficiency, materials selection, and indoor 
environmental quality. The leeD standard, which 
mandates elements of building and sustainability 
technology, is continuously updated by a group 
of more than 2,000 volunteers who are experts in 
green building technologies and practices.1

1 www.usgbc.org/Displaypage.aspx?CategoryID=19  

Figure 4.2: case examples

case example Type of Interaction Outcomes

leadership in energy and 
environmental Design 
green building certification

Superseding
has demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of improved 
practices, and has resulted in green building standards 
being incorporated into building codes.

energy Star
hybrid (government as 
certifying body )

has effectively signaled to consumers the economic returns 
on investment in energy efficiency.

Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM) Gold 
Standard

Symbiotic

has “raised the bar” on environmental criteria for projects 
qualifying for CDM emissions-reductions credits by 
providing an additional certification that reduces risk and 
adds economic value to the credits.

forest product legality 
verification

hybrid (government and 
third-party certifier)

has enabled certifiers to fill the verification/assurance role 
for compliance with developing countries’ own standards, 
in the process building alliances that strengthen global 
capacity for supply-chain tracking.

unilever/rainforest Alliance 
tea certification

hybrid (corporate 
governance and third-party 
certifier)

for a major player in the global supply chain, has provided 
credibility and capacity for the implementation and 
verification of sustainability standards and practices and 
has assisted in maintaining differentiation of products in a 
market that is becoming more commoditized.  
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leeD has garnered significant attention, although 
the number of leeD-certified projects still repre-
sents a small fraction of construction each year. 
As more leeD-certified buildings have demon-
strated economic, environmental, and health 
value, jurisdictions that regulate building codes 
and standards have taken note, enacting or con-
sidering mandates and incentives for meeting 
leeD or other green building standards, thereby 
changing the underlying paradigm of government 
building regulations.

In the united States, municipal building codes 
vary considerably. until very recently, most codes 
focused on reducing risks from infractions such 
as the use of substandard or dangerous materials, 
or mandating technologies appropriate for the 
risks of a particular area (such as earthquakes in 
California or hurricane-force winds along the u.S. 
east and Gulf Coasts). leeD has contributed to a 
changing view of building standards, in that the 
environmental and health impacts of construc-
tion and building use are increasingly considered 
to be legitimate elements of building codes. 

Different municipalities have incorporated leeD 
or leeD-like green building practices in differ-
ent ways. In some locales, building codes now 
require that new buildings (and in some cases, 
major renovations) obtain leeD certification. A 
less-direct integration has occurred in places that 
require adherence to leeD building codes (which 
can be verified during inspections), without 
actual third-party certification. Another popular 
approach is to provide incentives, such as lower 
fees or tax credits, for meeting leeD standards. In 
other cases, building codes have been amended 
to contain many of the concepts and practices in 
leeD, but without reference to the standard itself.

To date, the policy goals and standards developed 
by leeD have been incorporated, in various ways, 
into the policies of 414 jurisdictions.2 for example:

2 www.usgbc.org/publicpolicy/Searchpublicpolicies.
aspx?pageID=1776. Jurisdictions include universities, 
school districts, towns/villages, cities, counties, states, 
and federal agencies, etc.

1. San francisco’s 2008 Green building ordinance 
requires all new residential and commercial 
construction to use green building practices, 
documented either through “Green points 
rated” (for smaller projects) or leeD certifi-
cation (for larger residential and commercial 
projects). The ordinance also applies to interi-
ors and major alterations and is more stringent 
than the newly enacted, state-level CAlGreen 
Standard.

2. In florida, the construction and renovation 
of state buildings must now follow guidelines 
from leeD or systems such as Green Globes 
or the florida Green building Coalition. 

Strategic Implications

These approaches have differing implications, 
especially in terms of tradeoffs regarding which 
institutions retain authority over the functions 
involved in setting building code policies. The 
more authority a municipality grants to the leeD 
system, the less control that municipality has over 
the content of its regulations and the changes to 
that content over time as the leeD standard is 
updated. on the other hand, leeD has a network 
of trained inspectors and consultants that can 
supplement the capacity of local governments, 
which may lack the expertise to develop or imple-
ment green building codes on their own. And, if a 
municipality disagrees with changes in the leeD 
standards, they can always revoke their decision 
to align with it. The use of leeD standards in 
building codes also raises questions for leeD 
itself. for instance, if leeD is formally adopted on  
a wide scale, will leeD auditors have the capacity 
to keep up with short-term spikes in demand?  
or, if leeD concepts and practices are increas-
ingly incorporated into local codes but without 
naming leeD or requiring certification, will this 
diminish the market demand for formal leeD 
certifications?

leeD has also influenced policy by providing a 
venue for learning and enhancing regulatory capac-
ity. The leeD program has demonstrated many 
of the technologies required for green building, 
making it easier for governments to incorporate 
the concepts into their regulatory structures. It 
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has also verified the value of green buildings to 
communities, users, owners, and investors, and 
stimulated a growing market of individuals and 
firms that can provide the goods and services 
required. A 2009 study by booz Allen hamilton 
calculated that the green building sector as a 
whole was directly responsible for 1.04 million 
jobs and $57 billion in GDp from 2000 to 2008, 
and that leeD was directly responsible for 6,600 
of those jobs and $153 million in GDp. The study 
also estimated growth in the sector to reach 3.3 
million jobs (102,000 leeD) and $181 billion ($2.2 
billion leeD) from 2009 to 2013. This does not 
even take into account indirect and induced jobs 
and GDp growth, both of which would be multiple 
times larger than directly attributable GDp and 
jobs (booz Allen hamilton, 2009).

As noted above, adoption of the leeD stan-
dard as a requirement provides an option for 
municipalities and other jurisdictions that do not 
have internal capacity to set or enforce their own 
green building codes. but this comes with a risk: 
Some aspects of the leeD standard may be inap-
propriate for particular local conditions, or may 
disadvantage certain groups, such as those with 
less ability to access the required technical exper-
tise, within the regulatory context. recognition of 
some of the limitations of leeD is spurring new 
efforts to further expand the paradigm to include 
more of the social elements of sustainability.3

energy STAr 
In the case of the energy Star program, the 
regulator and the certification program reside in 
the same government institutions. energy Star 
was launched in 1992 by the u.S. environmental 
protection Agency (epA); since 1996, the u.S. 
Department of energy (Doe) has been a partner 
in the program. 

energy Star certifies that labeled products per-
form better than market standards on specified 
dimensions of sustainability (e.g., energy con-
sumption, water consumption). Together, the epA 

3 for example SeeD (Social, economic, & environmental 
Design). See http://socialeconomicenvironmentaldesign.
com/.

and Doe set energy-efficiency criteria for various 
categories of durable goods, including appliances, 
electronics, lighting fixtures, and new homes, 
among others. They then confer the energy Star 
label on product models that meet or exceed 
the criteria. In some cases, energy Star-labeled 
products may be accompanied by other con-
sumer incentives, such as tax credits or rebates. 
Many of the certified products are also subject to 
minimum efficiency standards that affect all such 
products (certified or not). 

The epA’s 2006 annual report estimated that, 
by 2016, the program will have saved consum-
ers $202 billion (in 2006 u.S. dollars) in energy 
bills and prevented the emission of 491 million 
metric tons of carbon dioxide. Consumer surveys 
show that among those who knowingly bought 
energy Star-labeled products, 75 percent said the 
label was an important factor in their choice (u.S. 
environmental protection Agency, 2007). 

Most experts agree that the energy Star pro-
gram has improved energy savings, increased 
consumer awareness of energy efficiency, and 
provided some impetus for manufacturers and 
property owners to improve energy efficiency. 
The program’s standards and processes have also 
come under fire, however, for being insufficiently  
rigorous. There is also a question of whether 
energy Star is “crowding out” more effective 
enforcement overall. 

Audits in 2009 and 2010 by the epA and Doe them-
selves, as well as the Government Accountability 
office (GAo), highlighted these concerns (u.S. 
Department of energy, 2009). Most energy 
Star-labeled products did, in fact, meet the pro-
gram’s standards, but so also did the majority 
of noncertified products on the market, and the 
calculated energy savings could not be verified. 
The GAo found the program highly vulnerable 
to fraud, citing evidence of the certification of 
bogus products and lack of controls to prevent 
labels issued for one product from being also 
applied to others. responding to these issues, the 
program instituted third-party certification based  
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on testing in an epA-recognized lab, and required 
energy Star manufacturing partners to participate 
in verification testing programs run by recognized 
certification bodies. The new requirements went 
into effect January 1, 2011, so it is too early to 
assess their impact. 

Strategic Implications

energy Star is a popular program that clearly signals 
to consumers the economic return on investment 
in energy efficiency. The lack of real difference 
between labeled and unlabeled products raises a 
question as to whether energy Star has upgraded 
its standards quickly enough to keep pace with 
technology or even de facto market norms. Its 
successful brand, official status, and public fund-
ing combine to form significant obstacles for new, 
competing standards. This case thus highlights 
the tensions between a positive effort to shift the 
market’s expectations regarding energy efficiency, 
and the potential downsides if a relatively low bar 
is set for continuous improvement in product 
differentiation. 

In terms of program structure, energy Star began 
as a purely government program and has become 
more of a hybrid, with certain functions, including 
verification, being handed over to independent, 
third-party certifiers. The epA and Doe are thus 
ceding some of their authority in order to enhance 
the credibility and the impact of the program, 
although government is still by far the most pow-
erful player in the system. There are challenges 
with third-party certifiers, who have an incentive, 
due to their fee-for-service model, to give positive 
results. but the founding agencies still determine 
both the minimum legal standards for energy 
efficiency and the enhancements that qualify a 
product for the label. They are thus responsible 
for setting the balance between standards that 
maximize the number of products labeled, and 
those that would drive more rapid improvements 
in energy efficiency. 

THe cLeAn deveLOPmenT 
mecHAnISm gOLd STAndArd4 
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Gold 
Standard uses private certification to enhance, or 
fill gaps in, an intergovernmental agreement. 

The CDM itself was created as part of the Kyoto 
protocol, to enable developed countries to meet 
their emissions-reduction targets by investing in 
“clean development” in less-developed nations. 
Such projects provide developed nations with a 
cheaper alternative to reducing carbon emissions 
in their own countries, with the additional benefit 
of improving conditions in developing countries. 
While well intended, the CDM was criticized 
for multiple shortcomings, including an eligibil-
ity formula that included (and even preferred) 
large-scale hydroelectric power and monocrop 
agriculture and forestry systems, with few ben-
efits and even adverse impacts to biodiversity and 
other environmental resources. The controversy 
damaged confidence in the integrity of the pro-
gram, undermining investor tolerance for political 
and reputational risks, as well as the price of the 
CDM credits (levin, Cashore, & Koppell, 2009). 

rather than attempting to reopen CDM nego-
tiations to engineer a solution, which could have 
risked derailing already fragile support, the World 
Wide fund for nature (WWf) in 2002 initiated 
the CDM Gold Standard to address these con-
cerns. The CDM Gold Standard aims to certify 
CDM emission-reduction projects that adequately 
address non-climate environmental and sustain-
able-development concerns (levin, et al., 2009). 

The Gold Standard eventually became an inde-
pendent organization governed by an advisory 
board and a steering committee. To qualify for 
Gold Standard certification, projects must gener-
ate emission reductions recognized by the CDM 
governing body, and then go beyond these to 
meet the Gold Standard’s additional criteria. Gold 
Standard projects must, among other criteria, 
result in emission reductions that otherwise  

4 for more detail on the CDM, please see levin, Cashore, 
and Koppell (2009).
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would not have occurred, avoid negative social 
and environmental impacts, and, where possible, 
promote environmental and social benefits. As 
of 2008, the Gold Standard had certified 200 
projects, representing a reduction of 15 million 
metric tons of carbon-dioxide equivalent emis-
sions (levin, et al., 2009). 

behind the Gold Standard experiment was the 
idea that an existing governmental policy instru-
ment—a hard-fought yet fragile intergovernmental 
agreement—might be improved. The WWf drew 
on certification as a way to “fill in the gaps” of 
the agreement, somewhat ironically reinforcing, 
rather than detracting from, the legitimacy of the 
governmental efforts, even though those efforts 
had failed to yield the desired results. Without 
the CDM, an independent certification would 
have a difficult time recruiting investors to a 
purely voluntary credit system (bozzi, Cashore, 
levin, & McDermott, 2012). In other words, as 
the CDM was made more attractive to investors, 
the impacts of the Gold Standard also increased 
(levin, et al., 2009). Similarly, the Gold Standard 
has made the CDM more attractive overall by 
addressing its perceived gaps. 

Strategic Implications 

In this symbiotic relationship, each program 
benefits from the existence of the other. If the 
CDM or a similar mechanism continues, then 
the Gold Standard or similar third-party standard 
would likely also continue, with the possibility of 
a “virtuous cycle” of uptake and a broadening of 
the impacts of the original CDM.5 If successful, 
the Gold Standard certification system addresses 
weaknesses in the original policy instrument, 
which resulted from the compromises required 
to come to an agreement. It also provides the 
possibility of building a more dynamic, contin-
uous-improvement paradigm into policies that 
might otherwise be static.

5 This also means that if the CDM were to disappear or be 
replaced in a post-2012 climate regime, the Gold Standard 
would either need to significantly change its orientation 
or cease to have any purpose.

The Gold Standard also illustrates some of the 
potential tradeoffs that occur when a formal insti-
tution (governmental or intergovernmental) and 
a third-party certification system work in tandem. 
The Gold Standard is setting sustainability goals 
and verification requirements that go beyond 
those negotiated by the parties to the original 
agreement, assuming functions, authority, and 
responsibility that otherwise would be the sole 
purview of those parties. While it is still possible 
to have a program CDM-certified without meeting 
the Gold Standard’s additional requirements, the 
Gold Standard became the de facto requirement 
for many projects during the 2000s. At the same 
time, the certification program accepts the author-
ity of the CDM as a public policy mechanism 
(Cashore, 2002). In doing so, the certification 
program avoided the need to establish legitimacy 
“from scratch.”

Whether the Gold Standard can be credited with 
“on the ground” environmental or social improve-
ments is still an open issue and is in need of 
research and analysis. however, a strong case can 
be made that it has improved the existing system 
and provided learning among stakeholders about 
how to link sustainable development with reduc-
tions of greenhouse gas emissions. 

FOreST PrOducTS  
LegALITy verIFIcATIOn6

“legality verification” is becoming an important 
policy instrument to combat illegal logging, espe-
cially in countries exporting to the united States 
and europe (Gulbrandsen & humphreys, 2006). 
Third-party certification systems are claiming a 
central role, because they have the credibility to 
assure that wood products are legally compliant. 

In the united States, the lacey Act, which 
regulates traffic in illegally hunted animals, was 
amended in 2008 to include illegally harvested 
plants. The law requires importers to show “due 
care” to ensure that wood products were har-
vested in compliance with laws and regulations 
in their originating jurisdiction. failure to do so 
can result in fines and, potentially, the seizure 

6 As cited in Cashore and Stone (2012).
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and forfeiture of shipments. The european union 
has legislated similar requirements. The e.u.’s 
forest law enforcement, Governance, and Trade 
(fleGT) initiative also offers enhanced access 
to e.u. markets to those countries with “good 
forest governance,” as well as those that enter 
into voluntary partnership agreements (VpAs) 
spelling out the terms of compliance (european 
union, 2005). 

In response, auditors of compliance with forest 
certification standards are creating departments 
to provide legality assurance. The rainforest 
Alliance’s SmartWood program, for example, 
which audits compliance to the standards of the 
forest Stewardship Council (fSC), has launched 
Verification of legal origin (Vlo) and Verification 
of legal Compliance (VlC) standards. VlC incor-
porates SmartWood’s social and environmental 
expectations, while the more basic Vlo audits 
only the payment of fees, legal right to harvest, and 
chain of custody (Donovan, 2010). The fSC is also 
modifying its standards and auditing processes 
to reflect the language of the fleGT initiative and 
the lacey Act (Cashore & Stone, 2012). 

This application of third-party certification as an 
instrument for meeting “due care” obligations 
illustrates an interesting interaction between the 
infrastructure of voluntary standards and certifi-
cation with standards established by government 
policies, including domestic forest policy in 
developing countries as well as regulations in 
importing countries. The goals and content of 
the policies are established by sovereign govern-
ments, or in the case of the VpAs, through bilateral 
negotiations. The general mechanisms for supply 
chain tracking are also set by government policy. 
however, the certification institutions fill certain 
policy enforcement roles, namely compliance 
auditing and the application of tracking methods. 

Strategic Implications

In the case of legality verification, certification 
systems fill the role of verifying performance. 
Their authority to do so derives from their global 
legitimacy and from performance records indi-
cating that they can provide assurance, which 
government officials, who lack capacity or may 

be undermined by corruption, cannot. The 
acknowledgement that other policy roles, such 
as standards development, remain the purview of 
governments, avoids a conflict over policy func-
tions, which might unravel the entire enterprise. 
That is, if the certifying organizations were to 
also demand a role in improving the country’s 
standards for legal harvest, it might result in a 
less-effective hybrid mechanism, because conflict 
could lead to less support in the exporting coun-
tries and hence reduce market relevance.

The case of legality verification highlights the risks 
as well as benefits of hybrid models. Certification 
systems might end up providing assurances that 
relatively modest standards were met, while creat-
ing a perception that environmental and social 
problems had been addressed when in fact they 
had not been. As Cashore and Stone note, how-
ever, even relatively modest standards for legality 
verification may provide prerequisites to improve 
the uptake and market share of products certified 
to more comprehensive environmental and social 
standards. They argue that the modest standards 
required for legality verification should engender 
greater support from firms and managers, and 
thus a stronger coalition working to build global 
supply chain tracking systems, since firms oper-
ating legally will benefit from weeding out the 
worst (illegal) practices from global markets. This 
in turn could reinvigorate third-party certifica-
tion systems, because the difficulty of building 
global tracking systems is one of the key barriers 
to forest certification more generally (Cashore & 
Stone, 2012).

rAInFOreST ALLIAnce/
SuSTAInAbLe AgrIcuLTure 
neTWOrk cerTIFIcATIOn OF 
TeA, In reSPOnSe TO unILever 
cOmmITmenT7

Individual firms are a key element in the develop-
ment and adoption of standards and certification 
systems. As discussed in the business section 
of Chapter 2, a variety of motivations underpin 
their involvement. firm-level decisions regarding 

7 Adapted from Jay (2008).
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certification are an important determinant of 
uptake and eventual impacts. but firms’ deci-
sions to engage with standards and certification 
systems take place in the context of their overall, 
internal systems of “private governance.” Systems 
of private governance or regulation are consid-
ered to be an increasingly important element 
of environmental governance. for this reason, 
it is important to consider how standards and 
certifications interact with governance decisions 
made by nongovernment actors outside of the 
traditional public sphere. 

The work of unilever and the rainforest Alliance 
(rA) provides an illustration of the interaction 
between certification development and imple-
mentation and company self-regulation. In 2006, 
unilever approached the rA for assistance with 
the certification of tea. unilever had been con-
cerned about the growing commoditization of tea, 
driven by cheap tea from China and other regions, 
as well as the low growth rate of its lipton’s and 
pG Tips brands (which represent 12 percent of 
the black tea market). Their stated motivation 
for pursuing certification by a major agricultural 
products accreditor was to distinguish their tea 
from competitors’, build the market for sustain-
ably produced tea, and potentially push up prices 
and improve environmental and labor standards 
throughout the industry.

unilever has asserted that lack of internal tech-
nical expertise was not a major driver in their 
decision to engage with a certification program 
(Jay, 2008). The company had been working 
on sustainable agriculture initiatives in differ-
ent parts of its supply chain, including tea, for 
a decade. They considered the issue to be the 
need for credibility in their operations. This cred-
ibility could, for example, prevent allegations of 
“greenwashing,” which have sometimes occurred 
when firms have relied on internal sustainability 
standards systems.8 Given that unilever already 

8 one example is the recent controversy around S.C. 
Johnson’s Greenlist, which was discussed in Chapter 2, 
Section C. While this internal program has won awards, 
including the presidential Green Chemistry Challenge 
award, S.C. Johnson recently settled a lawsuit that 
charged that by labeling their products with the Greenlist 
logo, they had misled customers (bardelline, 2011). 

had an extensive set of internal standards around 
sustainability issues, the alignment of their inter-
nal governance policies with any potential tea 
certification program was a key constraint on their 
choice of systems.

The eventual choice of the rA over other 
established standards (including uTZ Certified 
and fairtrade) was based on the fact that its 
Sustainable Agriculture network (SAn) standards 
were consistent with unilever’s sustainable agri-
culture standards, and because SAn incorporated 
indicators applicable to both small farms and 
large estates—important because unilever buys 
half its tea from external suppliers, which include 
both small farmers as well as large plantations. 
Also, any premium paid for rA-certified prod-
ucts is optional. because of unilever’s concern 
about commoditization, its managers were wary 
of certifications that set a fixed premium, which 
they felt could drive too many suppliers to certify, 
with oversupply further driving down prices (Jay, 
2008). 

The rA-SAn standard-setting process begins with 
a generic standard (applicable to any crop) for 
about 80 percent of the requirements, and then 
involves developing requirements for a particular 
crop through a stakeholder engagement process 
recommended by the ISeAl Alliance and ISo 65, 
followed by additional consultations to produce 
guidance specific to each crop/country combina-
tion. rA-SAn experts worked with unilever, the 
ethical Tea partnership, producer groups, nGos, 
and others to develop the additional guidance for 
tea, which was issued in 2007. The organization 
then developed country-specific tea guidance, 
which is necessary because of variations in how 
tea is produced in different continents, climates, 
and elevations. unilever was involved with the 
development process, but once they had made 
the decision to support its development, the pro-
cess was the same multi-stakeholder one that has 
been used for other rA-SAn standards. 

unilever leveraged its internal experience with 
sustainable agriculture to quickly certify a few of 
its own large tea estates to this new standard. 
Work has also progressed with the certification 
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of small producers. In Kenya, a tea producers’ 
group with 500,000 members has had more than 
40,000 small producers certified to date. Work 
continues to certify the rest over the next few 
years. The rA-SAn tea certification system is 
expanding quickly within a large, global supply 
chain involving about 2 million people. This rapid 
expansion presents both an opportunity and a 
challenge for the certifying organization, which 
is committed to maintaining high standards and 
quality staff as it grows.

Strategic Implications

This case is an example of the potential for align-
ment between a firms’ internal governance system 
and needs and the development and implementa-
tion of a standard and certification system. The 
commitment of firms that control large sections 
of the value chain, as unilever does for tea, can 
be an important driver behind the creation of 
certification systems for commodities that do not 
have specific ones in place, and also in the speed 
of their uptake.

The unilever example illustrates some of the 
tradeoffs that occur when a single firm is the 
initial impetus for the development a new system 
that may (or may not) drive the bar beyond the 
firm’s own internal standards. This is a somewhat 
different dynamic from that in which many differ-
ent parties, including nGos, come together to 
develop a standard, such as was the case for the 
fSC, or when development is driven by particular 
industry groups, as with the programme for the 
endorsement of forest Certification. unilever 
could have used other private governance mecha-
nisms, such as contracting, to make sure that its 
suppliers complied with its standards. however, 
to gain credibility and have a chance to achieve its 
market goals, the firm decided to cede authority 
over standard setting to a third party. unilever did 
this once it found a partner with whom its goals 
and market strategy were aligned. 

one possible risk with this strategy is the potential 
for capture (or perceived capture) of the system 
by corporate interests, which in turn can result 
in allegations of greenwashing. Such allegations 
would undermine the credibility that was an 

important incentive for participation in the first 
place. unilever’s response to this potential threat 
was to work with an existing, respected stan-
dards organization, and to adhere to best practice 
development standards (ISo and ISeAl). The rA 
attempted to avoid the risks to its own reputation 
by adhering to its existing technical standards 
and the ISo and ISeAl processes, including the 
addition of other major stakeholders, in the final 
development of the tea certification program. 
While unilever was the driver behind the initial 
expansion into tea, it ceded power to the process 
as it progressed, which helped to protect both its 
own credibility and that of the standard. 

There is a second potential challenge to the 
credibility of a standard that develops along this 
model. The rA faced the challenge of building the 
capacity to develop and deploy a new standard 
in a very short time. If the standard were poorly 
received, or if capacity proved unable to reliably 
meet demand, the rA’s credibility would suffer 
(as would unilever’s). 

While there are risks for both parties, this model, 
if successful, has the potential for substantial 
sustainability benefits, given the size and scope 
of unilever’s demand for certified tea.9 uptake, 
which has benefits in terms of both sustainability 
and the financial viability of the certification pro-
gram itself, is faster when it is being supported 
by a major market actor (as opposed to relying 
on many smaller actors in the tea market to join 
the system). The commitment by a major brand 
can also put pressure on other large tea suppliers 
to seek certification.10 The danger, however, is 
that certification and the end of market com-
moditization could crowd out smaller producers 

9   It remains unclear if the benefits are greater than they 
would have been if unilever had elected a different route 
(i.e., contracts plus extension work), or chosen a differ-
ent standard and certification provider.

10   This dynamic has been present in the chocolate industry, 
where several of the largest firms (including nestlé and 
Mars) have made commitments to certify their supplies 
(potts, van der Meer, & Daitchman, 2010, and www.
marsdrinks.com/mars-drinks/en/Sustainability/news/
flAVIA-rainforest-Alliance-Certified-coffee.htm). 
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that are unable to afford the costs of compliance 
or certification.

An important final note is that this particular 
model is most applicable for those products for 
which there are actors with significant market 
power, as opposed to those that consist almost 
entirely of small actors who require coordina-
tion to reach a critical mass of the market. but it 
highlights both the risks and opportunities that 
occur when firms, especially major players in 
global supply chains, consider the certification of 
major inputs or products. In value chains with sig-
nificantly large actors, the ability to find synergies 
between internal corporate governance systems 
and the certification systems’ elements can lead 
to the potential for important positive feedbacks 
between the two.

Overview: Interactions and 
Indirect Impacts
The cases suggest that when certification interacts 
with other forms of governance, the outcome is 
often magnified beyond what either system could 

accomplish on its own. This takes place through 
the following mechanisms. (See also figure 4.3.)

1. Learning and demonstration: leeD and energy 
Star provide venues through which firms are 
exposed to best practices. Certified firms 
that have invested in greener technologies or 
management programs can provide examples 
of success—or at least of basic technical and 
economic feasibility—that others can emulate. 
Certified firms can also demonstrate the value 
for participation.

2. Capacity development: Another impact relates 
to the capacity of certifiers themselves, as 
with leeD. Capacity development may also 
spill over into other governance mechanisms, 
such as regulation or industry decision making. 
Some of the actual certification capacity can 
be used by governments who may lack this on 
their own. This effect can be seen in legality 
verification. 

3. Credibility: Interactions can increase the cred-
ibility of systems and/or their participants. for 
example, the CDM Gold Standard has improved 

Figure 4.3: mechanisms of Interaction and Indirect Impacts
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the credibility, and thus the attractiveness, of 
the original CDM program. 

4. Support/coalition building: Certification pro-
vides a venue through which actors can build 
support and coalitions for action that can lead 
to even more formal regulatory processes. for 
example, when regulators combined a voluntary 
standard such as energy Star with less-strict 
(but continuously improving) minimum stan-
dards (regulations), the regulatory action was 
less contentious than it might have been if 
the stricter product standards were manda-
tory. by allowing firms to participate voluntarily, 
eventually a de facto industry minimum will 
be set by market expectations. Governments 
could face less resistance to regulation in cases 
where involvement with certification can create 
a coalition of supporters. 

5. Infrastructure development: Interactions 
between certification systems and other gov-
ernance mechanisms can create the political 
and technical infrastructure to support future 

certification. This could be an important out-
come of legality verification, where the tracking 
capabilities required to enforce legality, if devel-
oped, will make certification much easier in the 
future. It also demonstrates to government and 
industry that this infrastructure is possible, and 
potentially can be created without large costs.

These cases also show that end consumers (indi-
viduals or firms) do not always drive the market 
penetration of a standard or its core practices. 
Governments may adopt components of certifica-
tion systems in regulatory approaches, to the 
extent that certified products come to dominate 
the market (as with energy Star). or, voluntary 
standards may establish a “gold standard” for 
best performance while regulators set minimum 
standards or barriers to entry to weed out the 
worst. (See figure 4.4.)

The cases here are certainly not the only examples 
of significant impacts that result from different 
interactions. for example, the fisheries sector 
offers an interesting example of how intersecting 
public and private policies, standards, and initia-
tives can interact in ways, that, over time, end up 
reinforcing sustainability goals. (See Appendix e.) 
Most of the initial fisheries certified by the Marine 
Stewardship Council (MSC) were located within 
jurisdictions that exercised relatively strong man-
agement policies and were already well managed. 
They therefore required few changes to meet the 
standard. The MSC has acknowledged the rela-
tive importance of drawing problematic fisheries 
(which would require more substantial improve-
ments) into certification, noting that this is where 
the system will deliver its greatest contributions to 
environmental sustainability. 

The driver of this is not so much the MSC itself, 
but rather new, market-based infrastructure to 
support fisheries in their transition toward sus-
tainability, using the MSC as both an end goal 
and a framework for improvement. Sometimes 
called “fishery improvement partnerships,” or 
fIps, these efforts typically involve marshaling 
major actors in the seafood supply chain to apply 
pressure to commit to the improvement of a par-
ticular fishery or set of fisheries. The WWf and 
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Figure 4.4: roles for Public and Private governance
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the Sustainable fisheries partnership (Sfp) have 
aggressively expanded the fIp approach over the 
last five years. At the same time, industry leaders 
engage with certification and advance plans to 
assure long-term supply and gain other benefits 
from improving sustainability, and regulators 
come under pressure to enforce and raise bar-
riers to market entry by those whose practices 
are farthest from the standard. This combination 
of forces, pushing up from the bottom and pull-
ing up the top, has the potential to improve the 
sustainability of all fisheries exploited for the inter-
national and developed country markets, which 
account for 40 percent of global fisheries.

In the past, market penetration has been seen the 
indicator for success for a certification system, 
because it suggested that high demand for certifi-
cation led to high impacts. As this fishery example 
illustrates, however, such a view does not take 
into account those working toward the standard, 
those practicing in accordance with the standard 
without seeking certification, the strength of the 
standard, and the important interacting effects 
that may result in benefits for sustainability even 
if “uptake” remains relatively low.

Lessons from the cases
Voluntary standards and certification systems can 
interact with other governance arenas to produce 
results in many ways. This chapter has offered 
a framework to guide those designing or adapt-
ing certification systems to consider interactions 
and indirect effects as part of system design, to 
maximize sustainability benefits. 

deSIgnIng FOr gOvernmenT  
TO TAke Over
As shown in this chapter, standard systems may 
serve as a learning laboratory to test standards, 
verification systems, technologies, results, and 
other aspects at a reasonable scale, before broad 
mandatory application. by observing how the 
voluntary standards work to solve a given prob-
lem, and how innovation, new technology, and 
infrastructure develop or need to be developed, 
regulators and other stakeholder groups can test 

and adapt their approaches to achieve their goals. 
by demonstrating feasible solutions, a certifica-
tion system can also offer proof of concept for new 
norms. (of course, these are not, on their own, 
positive or negative outcomes. The test is whether 
new norms and standards are sufficient to achieve 
sustainability goals.) Certification programs can 
also build consensus among stakeholders and 
help to identify key areas for improvement. This 
gives the government a focused starting point 
for its own regulatory actions, which will then 
presumably be supported by key stakeholders. 
finally, government can provide a harmoniz-
ing function when there are a proliferation of 
competing and potentially confusing standards. 
This occurred in the development of the u.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s organic standard in 
the united States, as discussed in Chapter 1.

Another key advantage is that the development 
of standards and certification systems can allow 
stakeholders to coalesce around a limited number 
of key issues. for government actors, this pro-
vides a key function of defining the scope of the 
problem and also a subset of potential actions 
that already enjoys support from key actors. This 
dynamic can make the policy-making process 
easier from technical and political standpoints.

deSIgnIng FOr Synergy And 
muTuAL reInFOrcemenT
The cases illustrate the importance of understand-
ing how to nurture the legitimacy and authority 
of certification systems and other governance 
mechanisms, and what types of policy gaps 
are best addressed by this strategy. Synergistic 
relationships can be especially beneficial when 
opening or reopening a public policy debate 
is either politically impossible or too risky (i.e., 
because existing standards might be watered 
down). If a certification system addresses policy 
problems that governments have already agreed 
are important, and develops a limited range of 
additional standards that complement rather than 
compete with what has been established, the 
system may gain strong support from govern-
ment officials whose programs gain legitimacy 
and support. The challenge is to analyze the 
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needed and potential impact on the problem in 
question, and focus on the most critical gaps. 

deSIgnIng HybrId APPrOAcHeS
The key to hybrid approaches is to understand 
what functions are best served by each entity, 
and how to share and administer them. Conflict 
over authority can undermine support for hybrid 
mechanisms between government and the private 
sector. Certification systems can provide assur-
ance of compliance to policy measures (such as 
established regulations) or can support policy 
ends or goals by addressing gaps in the over-
all system’s functional capacity—for example, 
for enforcement, management, or monitoring. 
Certification can also be used to develop the 
infrastructure useful for other regulatory actions.

Greenwashing is a legitimate concern in hybrid 
governance, if certification programs verify com-
pliance but the actual standards are insufficient to 
achieve sustainability objectives. The numerous 
possibilities for hybrids means that strategists 
must ask the right questions and ensure that the 
“bar” is not set too low.

TrAdeOFFS And TenSIOnS
Impacts, and their scale and scope, are at least 
partially determined by the division of responsibil-
ity for policy functions, and which actors in the 
system gain or cede authority. Tradeoffs often 
involve functional elements on one side, and 
aspects of authority on the other. for legality 

verification, for example, governments give up, at 
least temporarily, some of their sovereign power 
in order to gain improvements in enforcement 
capacity. legality verification has been embraced 
more easily in cases where those involved 
understand this tradeoff and are careful to limit 
the degree of authority that states are asked to 
sacrifice, or which balance the sacrifices with 
functional improvements that make the overall 
tradeoff beneficial.

of course, certification systems themselves, in 
addition to governments and firms, face trad-
eoffs. for example, when governments regulate 
or adopt a standard, the increase in uptake may 
be offset by a loss of independence or loss of 
voice on the part of certain stakeholder groups 
involved in the certification system. Also, tensions 
may arise between different functions. figure 4.5 
highlights some elements that have been “traded 
off” when certification interacts with other forms 
of governance.

Most certification systems were not designed 
to interact with other governance mechanisms. 
(energy Star, legality verification, and the CDM 
Gold Standard are exceptions.) The next genera-
tion of certification systems may well be designed 
differently in order to take advantage of the 
strengths of different actors to perform different 
functions. The strengths of private certification 
systems (as opposed to ones that are wholly or 
largely under government control) are credibility, 
the engagement of a cross-section of experts 
and stakeholders, and flexibility—i.e., the ability 
for continuous improvement and responsiveness 
to changing external conditions. Voluntary sys-
tems may also be more effective in arenas where 
traditional regulation can be difficult (as with 
transboundary and global environmental issues). 
Governments, on the other hand, have author-
ity and resources that may not be available to 
other actors. They can compel adherence, have 
a range of enforcement mechanisms, and often 
have access to resources that are unavailable to 
private certification. 

Functional Authority

• efficiency 

• responsiveness 

• Capacity 

• Credibility

• uptake

• Sovereignty

• Independence

Figure 4.5: Tradeoffs
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cOmbInATIOnS OF  
TOOLS And APPrOAcHeS
The case examples offer clues but do not answer 
entirely the question of which combinations, 
under which circumstances, are most or least 
effective. The contributions of standards and 
certification in a system combining several tools 
or approaches can be examined by asking first 
whether, and how, sustainability outcomes would 
change if the of standards and certification had 
never existed, and second, whether, and how, 
sustainability outcomes would change if they were 
taken away. 

Data from various epA and other studies show 
that energy Star helped to drive energy efficiency. 
This could have been accomplished via a change 
in minimum product standards. but it is not 
clear how much of a change in these standards 
would have been realistically feasible, since at the 
time energy Star was developed, environmental 
regulations were highly contentious and difficult 
to implement. In this context, the epA and Doe 
made a decision to pursue a lower minimum 
regulatory standard and to drive the top of the 
market by pairing it with a voluntary aspirational 
standard. The evidence indicates that energy 
Star played a key role in catalyzing widespread 
improvements in energy efficiency for consumer 
goods, including changing the expectations of 
consumers. And it is not clear that without energy 
Star, this change would have occurred (at least in 
the absence of other actions). 

Addressing the second question, almost all prod-
ucts on the market, certified or not, now meet the 
energy Star requirements. So if the program were 
to suddenly disappear, it would not be expected to 
significantly impact the status quo. This indicates 
a need for different approaches going forward. 
one would be to update energy Star so that it 
continues to move the market—for instance, by 
benchmarking energy Star minimums at the top 
20 percent of industry performers. A second route 
would be to leave energy Star unchanged, but to 
implement a more stringent minimum efficiency 
standard. A third option would be to develop a 
new standard aimed at incentivizing the top of 
the market. 

This example shows the importance of the 
dynamic impacts of a standard, and the need  
to be clear about the roles of different forms of 
governance. for example, are local regulations 
incorporating leeD standards being used to pro-
vide incentives for the best performers (such as 
tax credits in Maryland)? or are they being used to 
set minimum standards for anyone involved with 
building projects? The answers to these questions 
have very different implications for leeD, and 
for regulators, about how the regulations will be 
formulated, how the certification will evolve in the 
future, and the nature of the relationship between 
the two.

LOck-In vS. PrOgreSSIOn
The evidence of these cases neither confirms nor 
refutes the proposition that certification poses 
a risk of “locking in” suboptimal outcomes. The 
CDM Gold Standard is an example of certification 
keeping governance programs from getting stuck 
in configurations that under-deliver. leeD is a 
good experiment in making a regulatory program 
less vulnerable to lock-in. If governments simply 
copy leeD at a given time, and never update, 
they might lock in technologies that are no longer 
best practice in 10 or 20 years. but a government 
regulation can also be indexed to leeD in such 
a way that it incorporates leeD’s changes and 
updates. While there are many contextual fac-
tors to consider, the risk of getting stuck in an 
underperforming or stagnant system appears to 
be higher in cases in which certification replaces 
regulation, or where certification reduces the 
necessity to regulate, such as was seen with 
energy Star and the fact that the success of the 
certification program appears to have replaced 
improvements in the government’s minimum 
standards. The risk is higher if the certification 
does not update or improve at a pace at least as 
rapid as what would be achieved by market forces. 
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conclusions
These cases, along with others presented 
throughout this report, provide enough insight to 
construct a set of key strategic questions that could  
be used by promoters and supporters of certifica-
tion, as well as those considering whether to get 
involved with a particular program (see box 4.1). 

Answering these questions will help decision 
makers understand their own goals, the kinds 
of impacts and challenges they should be look-
ing for, and whether or not there are leverage or 
influence points that could make the certification 
program more (or less) successful, as well as 
appropriate for their needs.

The cases in this chapter demonstrate how the 
impacts of certification can extend beyond the 
direct environmental and social benefits of better 
practices. earlier chapters demonstrated how the 
different internal factors, including design, and 
the range of actors involved, can influence effec-
tiveness. but external context is also important. 
Certification systems interact with other policies 
and regulatory regimes and are inf luenced by 
them. This has implications at a number of levels, 
including how one thinks about, and measures, 
the impacts of certification, the goals appropriate 
for certification in different areas, and even the 
strategies taken by different stakeholders when 

they choose to engage (or not) with certification 
programs.

These cases present examples of how the impacts 
of certification can be broader than the simple 
calculation of the expected environmental and/
or social benefit per certified good, multiplied 
by their market uptake. In many of the examples, 
certification has acted as a kind of laboratory 
for learning about, and demonstrating, differ-
ent kinds of best practices. It has also helped to 
build capacity, provided venues for dialogue, and 
altered problem definitions. This, in turn, has led 
to situations in which government bodies have 
implemented elements of certification into their 
regulatory regimes, or have even chosen to take 
the lead in developing third-party certification pro-
grams as part of their larger regulatory strategies. 

This kind of regulatory “pick-up” can increase 
a certification program’s impacts well beyond 
its market share, especially when government 
includes elements of the standard in non-voluntary 
programs. part of this process may also involve 
changes in expectations and behavior, such as 
when energy Star led consumers to pay more 
attention to the energy consumption of appli-
ances, with an accompanying shift in the overall 
efficiency of products on the market. In certain 
cases, the adoption of a certification system, or its 
underlying practices, by public or private regula-
tory programs can release such a system from the 
problem of the need to increase uptake, and the 
need for stringency. In fact, government pick-up 
may even allow a certification system to increase 
the speed or amount that it “ratchets up,” to align 
with the “ratcheting up” of minimum standards 
on the part of the government.

Interactions between regulatory systems and 
certification schemes can also improve regulatory 
systems that are fractured, missing, or unable 
to meet their goals in their current forms. This 
appears to be a problem especially in international 
contexts, where products move across borders, 
and there is no clear authority. Certification may 
also contribute to the creation of critical informa-
tion infrastructure within a supply chain. 

 

BOx 4.1 

Strategic Questions for decision makers

1. What kinds of interactive pathways are present, or can we 
anticipate developing, in this case?

2. What kinds of impacts are desired from certification? 

3. Will the current trajectory support those impacts? 

4. Is there a way that changing the trajectory or types of 
interactions would change those impacts for better or worse, 
and what might cause those changes?

5. What tradeoffs are present in the current interactions 
between the certification system and other regulatory 
mechanisms?

6. how will those tradeoffs influence the ability of certification to 
deliver the hoped-for sustainability impacts?
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An important note is that, in these cases, certifica-
tion is not replacing other regulatory programs. 
The different systems combine to result in better 
outcomes than either might have been able to 
achieve on its own. Certification always exists in a  
regulatory context of some sort, even where those 
regulations and their enforcement might be weak. 
That context is very important to understanding 
what kinds of additional, indirect impacts certifi-
cation could have.

Different impacts can be expected in different 
situations. for example, certification’s role in 
fostering learning and demonstration are more 
in evidence when governments pick up certifi-
cation as part of their own strategy—either by 
developing their own programs or by implement-
ing practices through other regulatory avenues. 
Improvements in regulation and enforcement 
seem to occur when certification and regulatory 
programs coexist, but remain largely independent 
from each other.

There is evidence that while it may be difficult in 
many contexts for certification to achieve trans-
formative change on its own, it may very well be 
an important element in a long-term dynamic 
strategy of interacting governance tools. This can 
be an important way to meet the goals of different 
stakeholders that go beyond levels of uptake of 
particular practices or particular products, and 
address the need for broader, or even transforma-
tive change.

however, it is also important to note that the 
cases provided here are examples of positive 
synergies, which are by no means guaranteed. As 
mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, it is 
also possible for certification to lead to much less 
positive outcomes, such as greenwashing or the 
use of certification to deflect or replace stricter 
regulation. The goals and value of a certification 
system may differ from those of the governments 
with which they are evolved, which can lead to 
conflicts. It also means that elements beyond 
just a certification’s “business plan” could be 
crucial to its effectiveness. Changes to regula-
tions can make certification systems redundant. 
on the other hand, if certification threatens 

the sovereign authority of governments, one 
response could be the development of compet-
ing, government-determined (and/or -mandated) 
standards. Certain kinds of interactions can also 
present challenges to the legitimacy and even the 
functional capacity of certification. understanding 
the external context is important for certification 
systems, not just to identify leverage points for 
greater impacts, but also to understand potential 
vulnerabilities and the kinds of interactions, and 
changes in these interactions, that could chal-
lenge their viability and impact in the future. 

Moving forward, there is a need for further research 
to better understand how different contextual 
factors—including the sustainability problems, 
the nature of the supply chain, the governments 
in question, the economics, the social issues, and 
the history of the certification systems—can be 
used to better anticipate some of the complex 
of outcomes that result from dynamic interac-
tions. In particular, many of these cases are largely 
drawn from examples in which the markets, and 
often the governance institutions involved, were 
in wealthier, more developed countries. More 
research is needed on interactions that occur 
in areas where governance actors involved are 
weaker and the consumers involved are poorer. 



Chapter 5
Trends
This chapter on trends is intended to shift the focus of this report from a review of the 
state of knowledge and the Steering Committee’s analysis of the evidence base to offering 
recommendations (in the next chapter) for how to build upon this knowledge. As such, the 
Steering Committee did not approach this chapter as it did the preceding ones.

While the Committee considered undertaking 
a more in-depth scenario-building effort, mem-
bers decided, given limited time and resources, 
to draw upon what already is available (e.g., the 
Millennium Report (United Nations 2000)) and 
to identify or “spot” trends that Committee mem-
bers themselves are experiencing, have observed, 
or have been told by others are already beginning 
to take place and may ultimately affect standards 
and certification.

All standards and certification programs operate 
in a complex global context and are influenced by 
a variety of economic, environmental, and social 
trends. This chapter identifies a number of poten-
tial future trends that, if they come to pass, could 
affect certification directly by 2020 and beyond.

Many of the trends discussed in this chapter are 
far from certain, and they may reflect the perspec-
tives of only one or a few Steering Committee 
members. The Committee does not intend to 
propose these trends or observations as absolute, 
but rather to identify the types of trends that, if 
they come to pass, will have significant implica-
tions for standards and certification systems. In 
addition, the Committee has not tried to prioritize 
the trends identified in this chapter. And, the list 
is meant to be indicative rather than compre-
hensive. The purpose of contemplating possible 
trends was to consider the information gathered 
in reviewing the history and progression of the 
certification movement and to consider how the 
role of standards and certification may change in 
the future.

The chapter identifies three types of trends that 
could affect certification or the context within 
which certification programs operate: (1) shorter-
term trends regarding the development of 
standards and certification systems themselves, 
or that may affect such systems directly, (2) 
shorter-term but more general global trends that 
could affect the context within which certification 
programs operate, and (3) longer-term global 
trends. Key trends in each category are identified 
in the tables below and then discussed in more 
detail. The three types are split into two tables 
according to the likelihood of their taking place, 
with Figure 5.1 showing those trends that are 
somewhat likely to occur, and Figure 5.2 show-
ing those the Committee sees as less likely but 
potentially impactful. 

Certification Trends—by 2020 
One overarching trend likely to affect certifica-
tion systems is the increasing awareness that the 
Earth’s resources are finite. This, as much as any-
thing, will likely be the primary driver of interest 
in sustainable production and use of resources, 
and in turn of the role certification could play in 
verifying sustainability.

Given that the private sector buys and sells 
resources daily, they will likely recognize the sig-
nificance of finite resources more quickly than 
government. Lack of access to resources, as well 
as increasing prices, could threaten companies’ 
existence or at the very least change their business 
models. For such companies, the increased prices 
that result from scarcity may be less important 
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Certification Trends—by 2020 Global Trends—by 2020 Global Trends—by 2050

Concerns are increasingly raised 
regarding the proliferation of 
certification programs.

Concerns are raised that 
certification does not guarantee 
measurable reductions in 
negative impacts; the private 
sector seeks stronger verification 
of sustainable performance.

Focus continues to shift from 
practices to performance. 

Certification is increasingly used 
to address supply chain security 
and transparency issues.

Increased efficiency and proven 
business cases are pivotal for the 
expansion of certification globally.

harmonization begins across 
some standards.

Standards are routinely revisited 
every 3 to 5 years to reflect 
learning, new issues, and science. 

Governments become more 
involved in certification (e.g., 
through purchasing, helping 
producers become certified, 
and addressing the lowest 
performers). 

More programs move from niche 
to mainstream.

population, economic growth, 
income, and consumption 
increase, especially in the global 
South.

prices for food and energy 
increase and, as a result, global 
awareness of resource scarcity 
increases.

The private sector realizes that 
resource scarcity is an issue and 
adopts supply chain management 
strategies that better assure 
access to raw materials.

The sector shifts from spot-
market purchases of commodities 
to longer-term contracts.

Shifts are made toward more 
transparency, traceability, and 
information availability generally.

Consumers in the global South 
become more concerned 
about health and safety issues 
associated with the food they eat.

Companies see sustainability 
as “precompetitive”1 and work 
together more extensively on 
issues such as illegal products 
in the supply chain, disease, and 
productivity.

Growth slows in Europe and  
the U.S. 

population increases.

per capita income increases.

Consumption increases, and the 
consumption of animal protein 
increases even more quickly.

Climate change has a significant 
impact on what can be grown and 
where it is grown.

International trade in food and 
commodities more generally 
increases.

South-to-South trade increases.

China once again is the world’s 
largest economy.

There are increased concerns 
about food security, while at the 
same time pressure increases to 
divert food to other uses (e.g., 
animal feed, biofuels, bioplastics).

Information technology is in 
every village globally and provides 
communications as well as health 
and market data and information 
on better management practices. 

1 Many companies are beginning to see sustainability, particularly within the procurement of raw material supplies, as being a precompetitive 
issue—one on which they need to cooperate together and work as groups of companies or even entire industries if they are to address it 
satisfactorily. For such companies, the products they make, how they position those products and advertise them, as well as their brands 
and brand reputations, are still competitive issues. however, whether raw materials are available for any/all companies is a precompetitive 
issue. Some reputational risk issues can also be seen as precompetitive too, as they need to be addressed at an industry level (e.g., child la-
bor in cocoa production). The same is true for disease issues that no single company is big enough to solve on its own (e.g., citrus greening 
disease in the orange juice industry). As procurement becomes more global and the finite nature of the planet becomes better understood, 
several other supply chain management issues that have previously been seen as competitive issues are likely to be addressed as precom-
petitive issues by the companies affected.

Figure 5.1 Trends the Committee Sees as Somewhat Likely to Occur within the Timeframe Indicated
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Certification Trends—by 2020 Global Trends—by 2020 Global Trends—by 2050

Companies develop their own 
certification programs, reducing 
the influence of third-party 
systems. 

China develops its own 
certification standards. 

1 percent of food globally is 
certified.

Governments use certification 
programs to address health and 
safety issues. 

Certification programs begin 
to address larger-scale, landscape-
level issues (e.g., water, climate).

The development of meta-
standards is a likely outcome of 
processes aimed at harmonizing 
across standards or creating 
standards for other globally 
significant commodities. 

productivity and nutrition are 
included in standards.

Companies begin to work 
together on sustainability.

Climate change is taken seriously, 
and carbon emissions-reduction 
programs proliferate. 

Global information access and 
awareness of reputational risks 
increase.

5 to 7 countries produce most of 
the food surplus for export each 
year.

The use of open-source data 
systems increases as companies 
attempt to manage “common” 
resources.

The business case for 
rehabilitating degraded, 
underperforming, or abandoned 
land is proved.

programs are tested to reduce 
waste and increase efficiency, 
as ways to reduce the need to 
produce more food or produce 
more with less.

Countries open up politically and 
economically (e.g., China).

Increased political instability 
reduces the ability of countries to 
act decisively on economic issues 
(e.g., India).

Currency woes and financial 
instability occur.

Food shortages unleash political 
upheaval and pushback on 
non-food uses of food as well as 
sustainability more generally.

The World Trade Organization 
rules on the issue of voluntary 
standards as a trade barrier.

Climate change and climate 
variability result in shifts in where 
key commodities are produced.

10 crops account for more than 
70 percent of calories globally.

Global efforts take place 
to rehabilitate degraded, 
underperforming, or abandoned 
land.

Codex planetarius is created.2

2 The proliferation of third-party ecolabels, standards, and certification programs, as well as the independent development of corporate and 
industry-wide standards and government sustainability requirements, has led some observers to question whether society is at a point in 
time similar to 60 years ago when the proliferation of food-related health and safety standards by companies, industries, and various levels 
of government resulted in the creation of a single set of such standards—the Codex Alimentarius. Clearly, if we are to successfully manage 
the planet for 9–10 billion people and still have biodiversity and basic ecosystem services, then one way to achieve that would be to develop  
a set of minimum standards—a Codex Planetarius—that is used to evaluate the production of food and fiber and other renewable products.

Figure 5.2 Trends the Committee Sees as Less Certain but that Could Have Considerable Impact
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than an overall lack of resources globally. This 
lack can result from a decline in either renewable 
resources (i.e., those that are no longer being 
produced sustainably and thus are becoming 
more scarce) or nonrenewable resources. Also, 
state-owned enterprises may have a significant 
advantage in a resource-constrained world.

Companies are already responding to increases in 
global consumption and demand for renewable 
raw materials by shifting from one-off, spot-mar-
ket purchases and toward longer-term contracts 
with specific producers (Jason Clay, personal 
communication). This issue was brought home 
in the period from 2005 to 2008 when many 
companies (e.g., large players like Kraft and Sara 
Lee as well as much smaller bakers and candy 
makers) were unable to buy sugar and some other 
key commodities (or where high prices reduced 
their overall profitability by 10–20 percent) and 
had to shut down production facilities in markets 
as diverse as the United States and pakistan (Sun 
Journal, 2005; Schmeltzer, 2005). Today, compa-
nies want to know where their raw materials and 
other supplies are coming from, and increasingly 
they are working closely with producers to ensure 
the long-term viability or sustainability of those 
supplies. The transactional costs of spot-market 
purchases and the risks from not having raw 
materials in a timely way are simply too high on a 
planet where increased population and consump-
tion are beginning to outstrip the ability of the 
environment, much less producers, to produce 
products sustainably over time.

Forward-looking companies want to use their 
purchases not only to ensure access to raw 
materials in the short term, but also to help line 
up sustainable supplies in the medium to long 
term. For such companies, the implicit promise 
of certification is that it will help them do just 
this—i.e., certification will ensure that producers 
are more sustainable than they might have been 
otherwise or, at the very least, that they are more 
sustainable than their noncertified competitors. 
however, if these companies are going to invest 
more in certification programs—or even go “all 
in” in terms of sourcing mostly or only certified 
raw materials—they will most likely require some 

proof that the certification programs are mea-
surably reducing key environmental, economic, 
and/or social issues on the ground and making 
producers more efficient. 

This trend has three key implications: first, that 
producers of certified products must measurably 
reduce the negative impacts of production rela-
tive to a credible baseline; second, that certified 
producers must be more efficient and productive 
than their noncertified counterparts; and third, 
that certified producers should be more profitable 
as a result of increased productivity, increased 
efficiency of resource use, and/or the adoption 
of better practices to reduce impacts. To date, 
no certification program addresses these issues 
directly through their standards, nor monitors 
these impacts separately. 

Governments are also beginning to look at their 
roles vis-à-vis certification. Initially, many gov-
ernments were skeptical or even hostile toward 
certification programs, as they feared such 
programs would usurp the role of the state in 
maintaining renewable resources. Indeed, some 
certification programs (the Marine Stewardship 
Council (MSC) in particular) explicitly judged 
the effectiveness (or not) of government-run 
programs to manage common resources. More 
recently, however, governments have come to real-
ize that certification programs can complement 
and even encourage more sustainable behavior 
on the part of producers than government alone 
(as reported by the Steering Committee through 
various personal communications). In some parts 
of the world, certification programs have become 
de facto extension agents, working directly with 
producers to improve their performance. As virtu-
ally every government in the world has reduced 
its extension services, and this situation is likely 
to deteriorate further, successful certification pro-
grams may be able to help fill this void. 

Governments are becoming more directly 
engaged with certification in several ways. In some 
cases, they support certified products through 
government procurement programs that target 
them—for example, through the purchase of 
paper certified by the Forest Stewardship Council 
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or coffee certified to Fairtrade or organic stan-
dards. Governments are also exploring whether 
they can use regulations to support certification 
systems. In India, for example, nongovernmental 
organizations and the private sector are pushing 
government to reduce by half (to about 4 percent) 
the import tariff on palm oil certified according to 
the standards of the Roundtable on Sustainable 
palm Oil (RSpO), relative to noncertified palm oil. 
Vietnam has recently stepped in to assure global 
markets that 50 percent of exported pangasius 
will be certified against Aquaculture Stewardship 
Council (ASC) standards by 2015 and 75 percent by 
2020. The government is now exploring whether 
it should take the same approach with shrimp 
and other products destined for lucrative export 
markets. The U.S., brazil, and Mozambique have 
reached out to the World Wildlife Fund to ensure 
that aquaculture regulations in those countries are 
harmonized with the ASC standards, so that pro-
ducers can begin a stepwise approach to ensure 
improvement, gain access to markets, and even-
tually become certified (Jose Villalon, personal 
communication). This trend is likely to expand to 
other countries and across multiple commodities. 

Another key certification trend is the proliferation 
of standards and certification programs, which is 
becoming an increasing problem in both producer 
and consumer countries. In producer countries, 
the existence of multiple programs often increases 
the costs of compliance due to multiple moni-
toring and reporting requirements. And, such 
programs appear to be more about access to 
markets than sustainability. For example, banana 
producers in Central America need to be certified 
against eight standards in order to sell into differ-
ent markets globally (david McLaughlin, personal 
communication). In consumer countries, the 
number of competing programs has increased 
at such a rapid pace that there is confusion in 
the marketplace. Retailers in Europe have even 
considered putting charts on the wall to identify 
and explain each of the different food certification 
programs (Jason Clay, personal communication). 
To the extent that government or other actors 
want to independently verify certification claims in 
order to protect consumers against, among other 

things, product health and safety issues or fraud, 
then the proliferation of systems will also make 
independent verification more expensive. One 
trend, then, might be that government will step in 
to the field to take over and harmonize competing 
(and sometimes conflicting) standards, as the 
U.S. government did with the creation of a single 
organic agriculture certification program. It is also 
likely that governments will begin to take a harder 
look at health and safety and truth-in-advertising 
issues related to certification programs. 

The largest increases in consumption globally, 
beginning now and over the next 40 years, will 
be in the global South. It is not clear that the 
certification programs that dominate today will be 
relevant to consumers in the South. To date, con-
sumers in the South have not been as concerned 
about environmental issues as those in the North. 
Consumers in China are beginning to be more 
concerned about health and safety, but so far 
these issues are not addressed in most standards. 
It is possible, perhaps even likely, that certification 
in the global South might be dominated by a mix 
of private and public labeling and certification 
systems (Marimon, Casadesús, & heras, 2010). 
China appears to be taking a lead on this issue so 
far. It would be insightful to track market growth 
for certified products not only in China but in 
countries such as brazil, Chile, India, Indonesia, 
and Russia. 

To date, no government is known to be collect-
ing data about the percentage of products that 
are certified (i.e., certified products produced 
for domestic markets, those for export, or those 
imported). China has said that it intends to do 
this in 2012, and officials in the Netherlands have 
expressed interest in undertaking a similar survey 
(Jason Clay, personal communication). Given that 
“we manage what we measure,” it is possible that 
the mere documentation of trends in certification 
will create not only a baseline of information about 
certified products but also general awareness of 
the importance of certification. 

Another trend of note is the increasing impor-
tance of global trade—in commodities in general 
and food in particular. Global trade of foodstuffs 
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has doubled in recent years from 6 percent of 
global production in 2002 to 12 percent (Food 
and Agriculture Organization, 2007). As interna-
tional trade has increased, the amount of product 
originating in developing countries and being sold 
through South-to-South trade has also increased 
(Ahmad, 2011; Canuto, 2011; Lynn, 2009; 
Mohindra, 2011). This trade is being stimulated 
by economic growth in China, but India is also 
playing a role and is the largest importer of palm 
oil and gold globally. by 2011, nearly three dozen 
economies had Gdp growth rates of 7 percent or 
more per year, and none of these economies were 
in North America or Europe (World bank, 2012). 
To a lesser extent, there has also been an increase 
in the quantity and value of certified products 
that are produced in developing countries and 
destined for developed country markets. It is logi-
cal to expect these trends to continue.

historically, certification programs have focused 
on rewarding the best producers. however, most 
of the issues that certification programs were 
established to eliminate or reduce do not result 
from the actions of the better producers but 

rather from the worst ones. As governments see 
that certified producers can be more efficient 
and actually reduce their costs and increase their 
efficiency, government agencies may begin to 
explore ways to “move the bottom” through regu-
lations, permits, and licenses. Governments may 
not require performance levels that are equal to 
certification programs (or there would be no need 
for certification), but they can start a stepwise 
approach “upward” and at the very least take 
illegal products off the market by focusing regula-
tions on reducing the same impacts as those 
targeted by private voluntary programs. This trend 
would allow the entire performance curve to be 
shifted toward more sustainable production (see 
Figure 5.3).

The nature and scope of certification systems 
themselves may also change going forward. Some 
Steering Committee members report “fatigue” 
regarding the development and implementation 
of additional standards for agriculture and food 
products, in particular. Large, science-based, 
multi-stakeholder standards-setting processes 
take years, cost a million dollars or more, and 
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involve tough, prolonged negotiations. There is 
thus a growing perception that the lessons learned 
across the different standards-setting processes 
to date should be combined into some sort of 
“meta-standards.” Meta-standards would focus 
on the common impacts that have been identi-
fied through multiple credible processes. Those 
interested in applying certification to additional 
commodities would then have to identify relevant 
performance-based standards against those key 
impacts, as well as perhaps one or two more that 
might be unique to the commodity. 

Finally, three other significant trends regarding 
certification programs are worth noting. The first 
relates to the impacts of certification systems. 
Some Steering Committee members perceive an 
increasing desire on the part of many parties to 
demonstrate the impact of improved producer 
performance beyond the level of the individual 
property. This means shifting the focus to include 
cumulative impacts at the watershed or landscape 
level. The MSC already focuses on cumulative 
impacts rather than individual producer-level 
impacts, but land-based certification programs 
have focused on the farmer or individual land-
owner rather than on watershed-level impacts. As 
a result, such programs could not measure the 
impact of their standards beyond the individual 
properties even if they wanted to. 

The second issue is that, on a finite planet, it 
is increasingly important to produce more with 
less: higher-quality, more-nutritious food using 
less water, less land, and fewer inputs such as 
fertilizers and pesticides. None of the certifica-
tion programs to date actually have standards for 
productivity, and none address nutritional quality 
directly either. Increases in productivity are impor-
tant from an environmental perspective, as they 
are an indication of efficiency. productivity is also 
related to producer income, well-being, and even 
poverty alleviation. (While increased productivity 
does not guarantee increased income, it is one 
indicator. At the least, flat or declining productiv-
ity suggest that producers may not be improving 
their overall viability.) And, quantity is not the only 
measure of a productive sustainable agricultural 
system. Certainly, the nutritional quality of crops 

must be maintained or increased in order to meet 
the nutritional needs of a growing population.

The third issue is that the Earth will not be able 
to “subsidize” production indefinitely. What have 
to date been seen as environmental externalities 
(e.g., habitat and biodiversity loss, soil erosion, 
by-catch, greenhouse gas emissions, water take, 
pollution, etc.) cannot simply be passed on to 
nature (or future generations); they will need to 
be incorporated into pricing. At this time, none 
of the certification programs bundle these costs 
into the price of the product being produced, 
although Fairtrade does attempt to include the 
costs of sustainable production into its minimum 
Fairtrade price calculations, including require-
ments that might raise costs, such as switching 
to more expensive but less dangerous chemicals 
(Fairtrade International, 2012). Few programs 
measure water use, greenhouse gas emissions, or 
water or air pollution, either in absolute terms or 
per unit of production. Some Steering Committee 
members expect this will have to change. 

Global Trends— 
by 2020 and 2050
In addition to the certification-specific trends 
outlined above, certain global trends could shift 
the political and economic context in which 
certified products and certification systems oper-
ate. perhaps the most significant such trends 
are increased population, increased per capita 
income, and increased per capita consumption. 
population could reach 9+ billion by 2050 and 10 
billion or more by 2100 (Kaiser, 2011). per capita 
income is expected to increase 2.9 times globally 
by 2050, but in many developing countries the 
per capita increases in income are expected to be 
more than five times what they are today. In the 
meantime, individual consumption is expected to 
double by 2050 and continue to increase until the 
end of this century (Clay, 2010). 

population increases will not be spread evenly 
either. population growth and consumption 
increases are expected to be most pronounced 
in Africa and the Asian subcontinent, as those 
populations are also generally younger. China will  
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once again be the world’s largest economy (it has 
been for all but 200 to 300 years of the last 2,500). 
India’s population and consumption should also 
grow considerably. brazil, Indonesia, and Russia 
will produce considerably more exports. In all, only 
a few countries—e.g., Australia, brazil, Canada, 
New Zealand, Russia, Thailand, and the United 
States—are expected produce sufficient food in 
excess of domestic consumption to consistently 
meet variable food production and deficits in 
other countries each year (Clay, 2010). Added 
to this issue, and in spite of global food security 
issues, there will likely be some pressure to divert 
food to other uses (e.g., animal feed, biofuels, 
bioplastics, etc.).

In terms of food consumption, some 15 differ-
ent foods currently represent 70 to 80 percent 
of global calories each year. All are plants. That 
is unlikely to change (Clay, 2011). In fact, it is 
possible that the number of crops that provide 
most calories globally may decline. In addition, 
while animal protein is likely to increase as a per-
centage of calories consumed, it is unlikely to 
exceed 15 percent by 2050 (Kruse, 2010). beef 
production (not including grains grown for feed) 
represents about 60 percent of all land used by 
humans to produce food, and yet beef is less 
than 2 percent of global calories (Clay, 2010; Food 
and Agriculture Organization, 2007; Kruse, 2010). 
While fish consumption is likely to increase its 
share of total calories, projections suggest that 
it will move from 0.9 percent of calories in the 
diet to 1.0 percent (Kruse, 2010), though in some 
regions seafood accounts for a larger proportion 
of calories and certainly a larger portion of pro-
tein. Globally, fish protein represents less than 15 
percent of all animal protein and has been declin-
ing. As of 2011, about half of seafood consumed 
by humans was produced from aquaculture, not 
wild-caught fisheries (Clay, 2010; Simpson, 2011). 
Also, 80 percent of all seafood is consumed in 
developed countries, and 50 percent is exported 
from developing countries, with that percentage 
rising. Thus far, consumers in developed coun-
tries have more disposable income to pay more 
for the food, particularly the protein sources, they 
want to eat. This will not change any time soon. 

As food prices increase—and a number of ana-
lysts believe that the rise in commodity, food, and 
energy prices is not a bubble, but rather a perma-
nent response to resource scarcity (Grantham, 
2011a; 2011b)—it will be more feasible to bring 
degraded or abandoned land back into produc-
tion. This could probably happen on a large scale 
and with relatively low investments in Eastern 
Europe and Russia, where, after the collapse of the 
USSR, much farmland was abandoned as individ-
uals chose to move to cities and pursue different 
careers. In many countries, it will also likely be 
cost effective to rehabilitate degraded, underper-
forming, or abandoned lands. Tens of millions of 
hectares have already been rehabilitated in brazil, 
China, Ethiopia, Indonesia, and South Africa and 
historically in Australia, the Netherlands, and 
the United States as well (Food and Agriculture 
Organization, 2005; New Agriculturalist, 2008).

The increasing transparency of supply chains is 
another large-scale trend. Three factors will likely 
contribute to this trend: the integration of com-
modity production and trade into the information 
age, the scarcity of global resources, and increas-
ing concerns about health and safety. The impetus 
for increased transparency will likely come from 
the private sector. It is the private sector that, for 
example, defined specifications for each com-
modity (such as the exact color of yellow corn and 
white cotton) 50 to 100 years before governments 
began to regulate them. There is no reason to 
assume that the private sector will not step into 
global trade issues, anticipating and shaping sub-
sequent government actions. While the precise 
types of data to be collected about supply chains 
and the availability of that data (e.g., open source 
and public vs. rigidly controlled and private) are 
still to be determined, it will probably include 
information such as the location and volume of 
production, inputs used, costs of production, 
key impacts, nutritional information, health and 
safety factors, productivity and efficiency per 
unit of inputs, and so forth. The shift toward 
more transparency and information availability 
will require some fundamental rethinking, not 
only about the role of certification systems and 
the information generated in those systems, but  
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also about the role and transparency of traders 
in company supply chains. In fact, the biggest 
changes in business models for a more sustain-
able future will most likely need to be with traders, 
as they have traditionally made money by trading 
homogeneous commodities and taking positions 
in markets that are, simply put, not transparent. 

It’s also likely that climate change will increasingly 
dominate our world and our thinking. Climate 
change may affect where and when commodi-
ties are planted, how much it costs to produce 
them, and how much is produced. Growers today 
may not be growers tomorrow. Even countries 
that dominate the production of some com-
modities today will probably not dominate those 
same commodities by 2050. Studies have already 
shown shifts in wild populations of plants and 
animals in response to climate change (Chen, hill, 
Ohlemuller, Roy, & Thomas, 2011; Rosenzweig, et 
al., 2007). In coffee production, climate change is 
already affecting land values, in that the value of 
higher-elevation land is increasing faster than the 
value of what used to be prime land. Such trends 
could require adaptation, along with increased 
food prices. Also important are weather variability 
and the extremes that may accompany climate 
change—e.g., too wet one year, too dry the next—
and the associated instability of crop production.

Climate change may also force us to address carbon 
emission and sequestration issues. Some certifi-
cation programs do this (e.g., the RSpO is now 
beginning to measure greenhouse gases (GhGs) 
in both production and processing facilities, and 
bonsucro is beginning to develop GhG measures 
as well), but the majority of standards still do 
not. The UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change system has only recently embraced for-
estry through REdd (Reducing Emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation), and has 
decided to define the parameters for how it 
will work on agricultural carbon by 2012. Those 
certification programs that already address the 
issue of carbon and greenhouse gas emissions 
use different carbon calculators with different 
methodologies and boundaries. These issues will 
need to be clarified and addressed.

A bigger issue may be the development of 
carbon taxes and full carbon accounting, which 
may undermine markets for products that might 
heretofore have been thought of as sustainable. 
For example, the MSC does not currently include 
carbon as a sustainability criterion. yet there may 
be considerable carbon emissions associated 
with catching, processing, and refrigerating many 
kinds of seafood. (And this would most likely be 
an issue with all sources of animal protein, not 
just seafood.) In short, certification programs that 
ignore carbon footprints or push people in the 
direction of sustainability only if climate is ignored 
will likely be disfavored over those systems and 
products that acknowledge and incorporate 
carbon as a criterion. 

As 2050 draws closer, a number of other trends 
and uncertainties could well affect certification 
systems. And while these are harder to predict, 
their impact could be as significant as anything 
else raised in this chapter. Such trends could 
include, for instance, global trade contractions, 
particularly in the North where developed coun-
try consumers have shown a modest willingness 
to pay for certified products. If the dynamism 
and growth in global trade shifts more to South-
to-South trade, then the ability of Northern 
consumers to drive the uptake of certification 
programs sufficiently for them to become more 
global in nature is likely to decrease. This is already 
taking place with palm oil, wherein the E.U. and 
U.S. combined represent only 13 percent of global 
production. This potential erosion of the influ-
ence of markets in developed countries to drive 
certification and standards could be lessened, 
however, if Northern-based multinationals see a 
business-to-business advantage in using certifica-
tion to gain access to more sustainable products 
as well as financially viable long-term producer 
partners, or if they see certification as a way to 
differentiate their brands in the rapidly expanding 
markets of the global South. 

Another possible trend that could affect certifica-
tion is that global awareness of a single issue 
will overshadow others. In short, one issue may 
so overshadow public opinion that there will be 
an attempt to maximize one issue rather than 
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optimize several. Climate change is but one 
example. As the risks from the impacts of climate 
change become more apparent, GhG emissions 
may trump all other issues, and labeling systems 
will have to respond to demands from consumers, 
brands, and governments. 

Financial instability could also have a range of 
impacts on global trade and certification pro-
grams. Such instability might reduce the demand 
for higher-end products. It could also lead to cur-
rency value fluctuations, which could raise costs 
in some producer countries, while consuming 
countries find that their money purchases less 
than it did in the past. As mentioned previously, 
economies in the global South are heating up. 
China has posted around 10 percent growth 
rates for a decade (World bank, 2012). This type 
of growth will eventually be accompanied by 
increased currency values relative to other global 
currencies like the dollar. Similarly, the U.S. dollar 
could lose value due to the country’s inability to 
address its debt issues and credit rating. A weaker 
U.S. dollar would make imports more expensive. 
Since the U.S. is the single-largest consumer of 
certified products, this could dampen overall 
demand.

political instability is another uncertainty that is 
very hard to respond to in a timely way, much 
less anticipate or predict with any accuracy. Given 
finite resources such as arable land and freshwa-
ter, combined with more people and increased 
consumption, food security could very likely 
become a key issue that could topple govern-
ments. For example, rising food prices caused 
by drought and the closing of wheat exports 
from Russia (along with inflation and other griev-
ances) were thought to be one important trigger 
of the political upheaval in Tunisia, which then 
spread across the Middle East in 2011 as the 
Arab Spring (International Food policy Research 
Institute, 2011; 2012). developing country govern-
ments could come under increasing criticism for 
allowing the export of luxury foods and flowers if 
their own citizens are without food. It is likely that 
increasing incomes in the South will generally 
offset these issues. however, sudden shifts in 
food availability due to drought or the reduction 

of exports from major exporters could result in 
more violent reactions and political unrest. This 
issue could be accentuated by the fact that most 
projections suggest that at least 70 percent of the 
global population in 2050 will be living in cities, 
where only a week or two of stored food supplies 
often exist.

Conclusion 
The only certainty is that things will change. While 
no one can predict what changes are likely in the 
next 10 years, much less the next 40, anticipating 
change and reacting to it more effectively are 
important. The goal of this chapter is to help 
identify the types of issues that are likely to affect 
certification and standards systems directly, as 
well as those that are likely to affect the overall 
political, social, economic, and environmental 
context in which certification systems operate. 
The intent of this discussion is to help readers 
understand how to think about certification and 
the factors that will likely affect it going forward, 
rather than what to think about them. 

The key trends that will have the most indirect 
impacts on certification programs are likely to be 
population growth, economic growth, increases 
in income, and concomitant increases in con-
sumption. And, climate change has the potential 
to rewrite the ground rules for most certification 
systems. however, if per capita consumption 
doubles globally as many analysts predict (Clay, 
2010), and production does not expand accord-
ingly around the world, then production per 
unit of input will need to be intensified. Thus 
productivity will be a key indicator of sustain-
ability. And as yet no certification program has 
productivity as a criterion. In the near term, to be 
more sustainable and to protect natural habitat, 
we will have to produce more with less. This is the 
challenge not only for certification programs but 
for all production. 



Chapter 6
Recommendations
This final chapter of the Assessment report begins by articulating the Steering Committee’s 
observations about how standards and certification systems can and do drive change. It 
then sets forth recommended actions that actors can take to improve the performance of 
standards and certification systems directly, as well as to improve the environment or context 
in which these systems operate. Finally, the chapter concludes with recommendations on 
priority areas for future research. 

All of these recommendations build on Chapters 
1–4 of this report, which highlighted the Steering 
Committee’s findings, and Chapter 5, which 
shifted the focus from a historical review toward 
expected future trends.

Many of the proposed recommendations regard-
ing standards and certification systems are 
incremental in nature. This reflects the fact that 
no single or simple answer exists to the ques-
tion of when and how certification systems can 
be deployed most effectively, given the complex 
context in which such systems operate. Also, the 
Steering Committee does not believe that such 
systems are in need of major overhaul, but rather 
that they can benefit from continued innovation 
and incremental improvements. 

The recommendations regarding research needs 
are broader in scope, reflecting the major gaps in 
knowledge that exist about the direct and indirect 
impacts of certification and the conditions under 
which standards and certification can be effective. 
The lack of solid, quantitative evidence speaks to 
the importance of collecting impacts data more 
systematically. 

Of course, it is unlikely that the gaps in under-
standing will disappear before new certification 
schemes are proposed or old ones modified. 
The challenge of incomplete knowledge can be 
expected to persist, even as some critical gaps 
may be closed with the targeted investments in 

research and assessment proposed in this chap-
ter. It is thus important to acknowledge the role 
of learning and adaptive policy in improving stan-
dards and certification systems, and to promote 
the dissemination of findings for evaluation and 
integration.

How Standards and 
Certification Systems  
Create Change
As discussed in Chapter 1, voluntary standards 
first appeared in the early 20th century but began 
to proliferate about 20 years ago. At that time, 
coalitions of civil society groups and businesses 
set out to use standards and certification to 
address unmet public demand for the governance 
of natural resources and social concerns. Issues 
ranging from protecting old growth forests to pro-
moting safer working conditions to stopping the 
decline of fish stocks spurred the establishment 
of these systems. By participating in such sys-
tems, enterprises seeking certification expected 
to receive a benefit, such as a price premium or 
increased market share, or at least to prevent a 
negative effect or competitive disadvantage. 

As participating companies realized these types 
of benefits, it was expected that more businesses 
would be encouraged to join in these systems. 
In the best-case scenario, increased consumer 
demand for certified products would entice more 
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and more companies to join, followed by an asso-
ciated increase in the supply and overall market 
share of certified products. The increasing market 
share would result concurrently in improvements 
in the social or environmental conditions tar-
geted by the standard—for example, increased 
fish stocks, more hectares of old growth forests 
protected, or a reduction in child labor. The con-
tinued “scaling up” of participating enterprises 
and market share would lead eventually to a tip-
ping point, after which products and services 
derived from businesses not compliant with the 
standard would be at a competitive disadvantage 
in the marketplace. for this dynamic to occur, 
certified products had to be differentiated and 
recognizable in the marketplace. Thus, standards 
and certification systems spent extensive time 
and resources distinguishing certified products, 
primarily through on-product claims and labels.

In recent years, many experts and practitioners 
have come to understand that the context in which 
standards and certification operate is in fact much 
more complex than that scenario would suggest. 
In fact, findings from the Steering Committee’s 
investigation indicate that changes resulting from 
standards and certification are far more dynamic 
and diffuse than anticipated even at the beginning 
of this study, and involve the interaction of these 
systems with the policies and strategy decisions 
of governments, nongovernmental organizations 
(nGOs), and businesses, as well as the work-
ings of global supply chains. Innovative nGOs 
and businesses are already leveraging the indirect 
impacts of certification, such as using it in combi-
nation with government standards to improve the 
practices of both market leaders and the lowest 
performers.

Based on their analysis of the evidence base, 
Steering Committee members hypothesize that 
innovation by practitioners has outstripped the 
understanding of how standards and certifica-
tion systems create change, and that an updated 
theory of change reflecting the current state of 
knowledge has not yet been articulated. The 
Steering Committee believes that a new theory 
of change is critical for guiding future action,  

and thus offers the following observations about 
how standards and certification systems can 
and do create change on the ground and in the 
marketplace:

▪ evidence of the direct impacts of standards 
and certification systems suggests significant 
though not universal positive changes in 
near-term social and economic well-being and 
environmental practices. 

▪ The evidence also suggests that indirect 
impacts are substantial and probably greater 
than the direct impacts. Sustainability 
standards have been adopted broadly through 
integration into company supply chain 
requirements and government regulations. 

▪ The evidence reveals cases of direct financial 
benefits for businesses engaging in standards 
and certification through market share or cost 
savings attributable to increased supply chain 
efficiencies. Businesses are also increasingly 
cooperating to address supply chain risk and 
assurance of supply.

▪ To scale up the positive impacts of standards 
and certification, enterprises must have the 
capacity to meet the standards and strong 
incentives to do so. Scaling up also requires 
exploiting interactions or synergies with 
complementary market and regulatory tools.

▪ Certification together with on-product labels 
continues to communicate the benefits of a 
standards system to consumers. however, 
on-product labels and price premiums 
are neither as essential nor as universal 
as previously assumed. new models of 
certification are emerging that do not rely on 
consumer-facing labels or marketing. 

▪ A more appropriate measure of the scale of 
impact may be the level of adoption of better 
management practices (whether certified or 
not), rather than the market share of certified 
products or the number of participating 
companies. however, even this is just a proxy 
for impact that may eventually be replaced 
by concrete data showing on-the-ground 
sustainability outcomes.
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These observations helped to inform the Steering 
Committee’s recommendations for action and 
future research, which are discussed in the 
remainder of this chapter. Generally, these recom-
mendations focus on improving the performance 
of standards systems through increased effi-
ciency, innovation, and continuous improvement 
and expanding knowledge about impacts and the 
conditions under which standards are more or 
less successful. 

Recommendations for 
Improving the Performance 
of Standards and Certification 
Systems
This first set of recommendations is directed 
toward specific actors, including standards and 
certification systems themselves, businesses, 
nGOs, foundations, and governments. The rec-
ommendations focus on actions these actors 
can take to improve the internal operation of, and 
external enabling conditions for, standards and 
certification systems, and thereby improve the 
performance of such systems. 

ReCommendatIonS  
foR StandaRdS and 
CeRtIfICatIon SyStemS
1. Standards and certification systems can most 

effectively contribute to positive outcomes 
if they include the following components or 
design principles: 

▪ A clear standard that spurs better manage-
ment practices and incorporates measurable 
outcomes

▪ Certification processes that provide the 
appropriate level of assurance while helping 
to build capacity for achieving better 
practices and outcomes

▪ Governance and stakeholder engagement 
structures that foster buy-in, while enabling 
the efficient operation of the standards and 
certification system

▪ A sustainable financial model

▪ An ability to reach and engage small and 
medium-sized enterprises as well as large 
ones

▪ Transparency in decision making, implemen-
tation, and evaluation, and mechanisms for 
preventing or addressing conflicts of interest

▪ A strong monitoring and evaluation system 
that contributes data to measure impacts 
and that feeds learning and continuous 
improvement

▪ Clear policies on claims and labeling that 
ensure the accuracy of claims being made

 Standards and certification systems should 
take account of these design principles when 
developing and improving their operations 
and should incorporate new principles as best 
practice evolves over time. 

2. Certification systems should make a more 
concerted effort to collect information on their 
results. This information should include data 
regarding impacts on the ground that could 
then be evaluated by external parties (see next 
recommendation). Open-source (but anony-
mous) data-gathering and reporting systems 
should be created to facilitate the availability of 
the necessary data. Also, a shift toward measur-
ing performance rather than practices would 
enable an easier evaluation of the contributions 
of standards and certification systems toward 
their sustainability objectives. while standards 
and certification systems will continue to have 
a mix of performance goals and more narrowly 
prescribed practices, the monitoring of perfor-
mance should focus on actual impacts relevant 
to sustainability. 

3. To be most credible, and to avoid conflicts of 
interest, evaluations of standards and certifica-
tion systems should be conducted by parties 
external to the system. however, this should 
not discourage standards systems from mea-
suring and analyzing their own progress, as 
this is critical for continuous improvement. 
Both internal and external evaluators should 
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follow protocols similar to those suggested for 
researchers (below), including establishing an 
appropriate comparator (i.e., a best alterna-
tive, as opposed to a perfect scenario) and 
measuring meaningful indicators or metrics. 
The resulting data and information should be 
used to improve the system. Of course, a key 
challenge will be balancing the need for an 
assessment of impacts with the need to keep 
the costs of the assessment reasonable.

4. Standards systems should also explore oppor-
tunities for coordination with each other, to 
encourage broader benefits—such as shared 
auditor registration—which starts to get at the 
efficiencies that scale can bring. Also, opportu-
nities should be expanded for learning across 
the different sectors in which standards and 
certification systems are active. experience 
regarding information management, multi-
stakeholder processes, and other institutional 
design issues would be valuable to share across 
domains.

5. In some cases it may be appropriate to develop 
systems that move supply chain actors in an 
incremental (or stepwise) fashion toward 
higher standards and certification. In these 
situations, it may make sense for companies 
to focus on capacity building, so that they can 
improve their operations with a goal of getting 
closer to higher standards at a steady pace. It 
is critical, however, that incremental or step-
wise approaches integrate strong incentives or 
requirements for participants to continue to 
pursue the higher standards—otherwise, these 
systems may fail to meet their sustainability 
goals and may even mask “greenwashing” by 
firms. 

6. The next generation of standards and certifi-
cation systems should be designed from the 
outset to interact with government bodies as 
appropriate, as well as with other sustainabil-
ity tools, to take advantage of the strengths 
of these actors and tools to stimulate greater 
impact and thereby achieve transformative 
change. 

ReCommendatIonS foR BuSIneSS
1. Companies are key drivers for scaling up stan-

dards and certification systems. As such, they 
are in an influential position to drive innovation 
and continuous improvement in standards. 
Also, companies are interested in efficiencies 
both within and between standards systems. 
They should use this position of influence to 
encourage efficiency gains through greater 
cooperation and harmonization among stan-
dards systems. Companies can also productively 
shape, influence, and inform standards and 
certification systems by engaging directly in 
their development.

2. In considering whether or not to take part in a 
certification system, companies should evalu-
ate the full range of benefits comprising the 
overall value proposition, including capacity 
building, risk management, increased efficien-
cies, and brand distinction in the marketplace, 
among others. Should they choose to take part 
in such systems, companies should also seek 
innovative ways to maximize this full range of 
benefits.

3. retailers and brand companies should be clear 
about the structure of their value chains and 
where standards and certification systems need 
to be applied to improve social and environmen-
tal performance. They should also understand 
who the participants are in their value chains 
and what their capacity and willingness is to 
engage with standards and certification. This 
will ensure that the right standards and certifi-
cation systems are selected and implemented 
and that social, environmental, and economic 
benefits are maximized. 

4. Traders and other enterprises in the “middle” 
of supply chains play a key role in those supply 
chains, as they typically have much more direct 
access to farmers, fishers, loggers, and other 
producers than retailers. Knowledge drawn 
from the evidence base is limited concerning 
the interests of traders and other “middlemen”  
and needs to be better developed. Companies 
engaged with certification systems should  
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 look for incentives and opportunities for 
encouraging traders to consider using certifica-
tion as a means of supply chain verification. 

ReCommendatIonS  
foR nGoS
1. nGOs play an array of key roles relating to 

standards and certification systems. To 
improve the performance of such systems, a 
critical role for nGOs is to help ensure the 
robustness of individual certification audits and 
improve the quality and effectiveness of the 
standards and certification systems through 
direct engagement in their development and 
implementation.

2. nGOs should identify where their strategies 
for social and environmental change may be 
consistent with the goals of standards and 
certification systems and should engage 
with these systems where there are overlaps. 
where nGOs engage with the private sector 
to improve companies’ practices, they should 
seek opportunities to encourage companies to 
adopt credible standards.

3. nGOs should be careful not to simply encour-
age the raising of standards on the highest 
performers, as this carries the risk of punishing, 
rather than rewarding, those top producers. 
Instead, nGOs can provide market benefits 
and recognition to these higher performers so 
as to signal to lower performers the benefits of 
improved sustainability practices. 

ReCommendatIonS  
foR foundatIonS 
1. foundations played a key role in the establish-

ment of standards and certification systems, 
and they have continued to play essential roles 
in support of the evolution of these systems. 
Going forward, foundations should focus on:

▪ helping systems to develop innovative 
and effective financial models so they can 
become self-sustaining;

▪ helping to clarify the “business case” for 
sustainability standards and more-sustain-
able practices; 

▪ managing the impacts of market transitions 
(i.e., when improving practices for the long 
term causes short-term displacements); 

▪ supporting the development of systems 
for measuring the impacts of standards, 
to encourage innovation and continuous 
improvement in standards and certification 
systems;

▪ identifying and mitigating constraints to the 
scaling up of standards and certification 
systems and the adoption of better manage-
ment practices; and/or

▪ supporting the research priorities identified 
later in this chapter.

2. In developing countries and the BrIC1 countries, 
where governments and civil society may be 
skeptical of certification systems, foundations 
should provide greater support to producers 
and certification systems to communicate the 
benefits of such systems. 

ReCommendatIonS  
foR GoveRnmentS
1. Government agencies should look to cer-

tification programs for demonstrations of 
technologies, practices, and approaches that 
could be used in the government’s own regula-
tory programs. 

2. Governments should recognize and leverage 
the fact that standards and certification sys-
tems create coalitions of support around areas 
of policy and regulation that can make it easier 
for governments to regulate areas that may 
have been more contentious previously.

3. Standards systems that focus on better 
practices often do not reach the lower per-
formers. Governments can work to fill this 
gap by developing public policies that regulate 
those lower performers, and they should thus 
be aware of when and how to play this role. 
legality verification mechanisms can enhance 
government capacity to implement regulations 
with assistance from “baseline” certification 

1 Brazil, russia, India, China
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systems. noncertification activities, such as 
direct capacity-building efforts, may also assist 
governments in improving the performance of 
these actors. 

4. If governments want to play a significant role in 
promoting standards and certification systems, 
they should use their substantial purchasing 
power to buy goods that have been certified 
through reputable systems. This will increase 
demand for effective certification and increase 
the positive impacts of the given certification 
program.

5. Governments should recognize when com-
petition among standards is productive and 
should ensure that consumers and purchasers 
have access to transparent and clear informa-
tion about each system. If competition and 
proliferation contributes to confusion in the 
marketplace and/or greenwashing, it may be 
appropriate for governments to encourage har-
monization among differing standards or even 
to develop government-sponsored standards. 

future Research
Given the current state of the knowledge base 
regarding the impacts of voluntary standards 
and certification (described in Chapter 3), the 
questions now are: where are the most critical 
knowledge gaps? what do we most need to know? 
what research is essential to advance our col-
lective understanding of when and how to best 
use voluntary standards and certification systems 
strategically to improve sustainability? 

As noted above, developing methodologies and 
processes for the systematic collection, analy-
sis, and application of impacts data is critical. 
research is key and could provide rich insights 
into the impacts and performance of certification 
systems and into their role in promoting sus-
tainability as compared with other interventions. 
This section describes the Steering Committee’s 
recommendations for future research. 

To begin, the Steering Committee offers the fol-
lowing overarching recommendations regarding 
research:

1. The research community collectively and col-
laboratively should conduct the series of critical 
studies identified below and share their find-
ings with colleagues, practitioners, and others 
interested in learning more about when and 
how voluntary standards and certification sys-
tems can best contribute to sustainability.

2. A consortium should be established to provide 
an open source of data gathered from the stud-
ies called for in this section as well as other 
relevant work that will provide new insights 
and, in turn, improvements to performance 
and an increase in positive impacts.

3. A collaborative effort among researchers and 
practitioners, with support from leading com-
panies and foundations, should be established 
to develop systematic, low-cost impact-moni-
toring methodologies to generate the data to 
be shared in the open-source database.

furthermore, the Steering Committee recom-
mends the following general considerations for 
conducting research:

1. when research is conducted on the impacts 
of a standard and certification system, it is 
important to construct a counterfactual (i.e., 
a comparative scenario) if possible. The coun-
terfactual should not be relative to a perfect 
world, but to what would have happened in the 
absence of certification.

2. research needs to consider how to address the 
fact that certification systems, and the context 
in which they operate, are always evolving.

As noted in Chapter 3, more is known about the 
practices of certified enterprises than about the 
individual or aggregate impacts of those practices 
on the ground. The Steering Committee thus sug-
gests that additional research on sustainability 
impacts be a key priority. Specifically, the follow-
ing four categories of research on impacts are 
recommended as important:
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1. Basic Discovery. Questions of basic discovery 
should focus on assessing the current status 
of relevant socio-cultural or ecological systems 
to develop the scientific basis for monitoring, 
understanding, and predicting changes. Such 
research might seek, for example, basic agro-
nomic data on the relationship between crop 
yields and prescribed management practices. 
A good deal of research of this type is already 
being conducted, so work needs to be done to 
determine where specific gaps remain.

2. Better Management Practices (BMPs). A great 
deal of research on BMPs has been and con-
tinues to be conducted and disseminated. 
however, this information is not well integrated 
into research on standards and certification 
systems, as there is no well-established or 
formal route for doing so. There is thus a need 
to identify and synthesize this research and 
make it available to researchers focused on 
certification and to standards and certification 
systems themselves. Specific recommenda-
tions on this point include:

▪ establish mechanisms to feed the results 
of existing BMP research into standards 
development or revision processes. 

▪ focus further BMP research on studies that 
examine the impacts of BMPs in tropical 
ecosystems, that are longer than one year in 
duration, and that tackle complex biological 
variables such as viability and fitness. These 
types of research have been underrepresented.

▪ Create a systematic catalog of BMPs from the 
standards of all relevant certification programs 
to use as the basis for expanding this meth-
odology to additional BMPs. Multi-program 
consensus on the core or priority BMPs would  
be a worthwhile result in and of itself.

3. Cumulative, Interactive, and Indirect Impacts. 
This research should include a focus on impacts 
beyond the certified enterprise, to determine 
whether there are trade-offs between different 
types of impacts, and what the indirect sustain-
ability effects of certification are. Questions 
could include the following:

▪ Are there important sustainability tradeoffs that  
result from the implementation of ecological, 
economic, and social standards or BMPs?

▪ Are standards systems contributing to the 
maintenance and delivery of key ecosystem 
services and, if so, how? And, what 
institutional arrangements are required 
to incentivize payment for environmental 
services at a scale that is viable?

▪ what are the tradeoffs between further 
improving the performance of individual 
top producers versus including many more 
producers in a less-stringent system?

▪ what are the main causal pathways to 
impact? how are these influenced by 
changes within systems and competition 
with other schemes? 

4. Methodological and Process Questions. Because 
of the methodological challenges inherent in 
researching the impacts of standards and 
certification systems (and other policy inter-
ventions), investigations of methodological 
questions themselves are needed. Issues that 
need to be investigated include self-selection 
bias, the ethical establishment of credible 
counterfactuals, longitudinal analysis, mea-
surement error, the use of spatial analysis and 
dynamic modeling tools, the standardization 
of methods for measuring core socioeconomic 
parameters at the production unit level, and 
how to accommodate “independent variables” 
like sustainability standards that regularly 
evolve in unpredictable but important ways. In 
addition, questions about processes that need 
to be improved include the following:

▪ how should emerging science on climate, 
agronomy, fisheries, habitat restoration, and 
so forth be embedded into standard-setting 
processes? 

▪ what are the key challenges to consistent, 
systematic data collection, and how can the 
efficiency and quality of data be improved to 
allow more real-time analyses of important 
variables along a supply chain to address 
defined sourcing challenges?
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▪ what meta-data documentation is needed 
across the certification community to 
improve accuracy and options for cross-
sector and longitudinal analyses?

▪ what training guidelines are needed to 
ensure that data for core sustainability 
parameters are collected in a consistent, 
systematic, and rigorous manner?

▪ how can data collection and adaptive man-
agement strategies be better incorporated 
into production unit management practices 
for small and medium-sized enterprises?

finally, the Steering Committee recommends that 
research be conducted on the following additional 
topics relating to standards and certification 
systems.

1. Interactions with Other Systems of Governance. 
research is needed into the ways in which cer-
tification systems can best interact with other 
arenas of governance to address environmental 
and sustainability challenges. Such research 
would require working backward from the on-
the-ground problems a certification system is 
attempting to ameliorate in order to determine 
what policies and roles are needed to help 
address the problems. 

2. Contextual Factors. research is needed to 
better understand how different contextual fac-
tors—including the sustainability problems, 
the nature of the supply chain, the governments 
in question, the economics, the social issues, 
and the history of the certification systems—
can be used to better anticipate some of the 
complex outcomes that result from dynamic 
interactions. 

3. Emerging Markets. research should be con-
ducted to determine the market uptake of 
certified products in China, Brazil, Chile, India, 
Indonesia, russia, and other developing and 
emerging markets. There is also a need for 
more study on the engagement of developing 
country governments with voluntary standards 
and certification, as well as with other sustain-
ability tools.

4. Incentives and Drivers. research should be 
conducted to determine the conditions and/
or incentives that could encourage traders and 
others in the middle of supply chains to take 
part in standards and certification systems. 
Information is also needed about drivers for 
improved performance among the lowest per-
formers in a sector.

5. Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises. research 
is needed into how standards and certifica-
tion systems can best reach out to small and 
medium-sized enterprises and make certifica-
tion processes more accessible. 

Conclusion
Standards and certification systems have intro-
duced a new form of partnership between civil 
society organizations and businesses, shifting 
the landscape of sustainable production and con-
sumption in important ways. They have opened 
avenues for public and stakeholder interests to 
participate in defining standards that become 
societal and even regulatory norms. They have 
created mechanisms for standards to adapt as 
science and technology offer new insights and 
possibilities, and to respond to unanticipated out-
comes. They have offered regulators the ability to 
peg requirements to voluntary standards that are 
regularly updated. They have defined and tested 
“gold standards,” resulting in proof that raising the 
bar of existing norms is technically and practically 
possible. They have raised public awareness of 
and demand for more sustainable products. And, 
they have put the missing pieces of a sustainable 
supply chain in place, from technical assistance 
and extension to supply chain tracking systems. 

Globalization and other forces are changing mar-
kets at a rapid pace. Business decisions rely on 
best-available knowledge. The movement that 
coalesced behind voluntary standards and cer-
tification has much to gain by working together 
to fill gaps in that knowledge, especially about 
how to improve the effectiveness of standards 
and certification as one tool to achieve desired 
sustainability outcomes.
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APPENDIX A
Introduction to the Appendices1

Between July 2009 and December 2011, the Assessment funders and Steering Committee commissioned signifi cant research 

to assist in scoping and gathering information on the Assessment’s core questions:

1. What is known about the impacts and performance of voluntary standards and certifi cation systems; and

2. How is it known?

This research provided an important baseline for Steering Committee deliberations and content for the fi nal report. This 

introduction to the appendices provides background information on the purpose and content of each of the research papers, 

which can be found in Appendices B–L. This introduction also describes briefl y the content of Appendices M–Q. 

Please note that Steering Committee members did not seek consensus agreement on the content of these Appendices. While all 

materials were prepared at the request of the Steering Committee or the funders, each appendix should be understood as refl ect-

ing the views of the author(s) and not necessarily the views of the full Steering Committee, even where the author is a Steering 

Committee member, a funder, or the Secretariat.

Papers Commissioned for the Assessment Convening
In preparation for the September 2009 Assessment convening meeting, the Assessment funders prepared a white paper and 

also commissioned two papers to provoke and support meeting discussions. 

• Appendix B: Toward More Sustainable Production and Consumption, Kai Lee (David and Lucile Packard 
Foundation) and Ruth Norris (Resources Legacy Fund). This paper proposed an assessment of scientifi c and 

institutional knowledge about environmental standards and certifi cation systems and related approaches to 

more sustainable production and consumption systems. Its purpose was to help frame and explore the current 

state of knowledge and the objectives, feasibility, and design of the proposed study.

• Appendix C: How Certifi cation Matters: Examining Mechanisms of Infl uence, Tim Bartley (Indiana University). 
This paper was commissioned by the Resources Legacy Fund and the David and Lucile Packard Foundation 

to explore various processes through which certifi cation might impact conditions at the point of production. 

Through a synthesis of previous literature, the author identifi es six mechanisms of infl uence and suggests 

research strategies to further discover the power and limits of these mechanisms.

• Eff ective Eco-labeling: Lessons from the Past and Questions for the Future in Fisheries, Amy Mathews Amos 
(Turnstone Consulting). This paper was commissioned by the Resources Legacy Fund and the David and Lucile 

Packard Foundation to survey fi ndings published in the peer-reviewed and gray literature on the performance, 

impacts, and potential of eco-labeled products from certifi ed fi sheries, with the purpose of proposing themes for 

future inquiry. This paper is not included as an appendix, as its content was covered and expanded upon by later 

commissioned research, described below.

Sector Reviews
The Steering Committee’s charge was to produce an assessment of knowledge summarizing what is known and how it is 

known regarding standards and certifi cation systems that focus on achieving greater sustainability in production and consump-

tion. The Steering Committee recognized that the task of conducting this Assessment would require a scope broad enough 

1  This Appendix, as well as Appendices M–Q, were prepared by RESOLVE, the Secretariat for the Steering Committee. 
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to capture a signifi cant and substantial foundation of information, but with suffi cient focus and depth to allow for meaningful 

analysis. Furthermore, the scope needed to refl ect the available time and resources—namely, 18–24 months of the Steering 

Committee’s time, and limited fi nancial resources.

The Steering Committee thus decided to commission state-of-knowledge reviews of four sectors. To choose among the many 

possible sectors of interest—ranging from energy and carbon to food systems—the Steering Committee established a set of 

criteria for narrowing their options:

• Chosen sectors must have a meaningful set of existing knowledge and literature from which reviewers could 

draw.

• Chosen sectors must have additional, nonpublished or nonpublic sources of knowledge that funders, Steering 

Committee members, or review authors could potentially access.

• Knowledge gathered on chosen sectors must allow for some comparison across sectors, and should apply to 

sectors not chosen for a review.

• Chosen sectors should have some natural resource component.

• As a package of reviews, the chosen sectors should represent a cross-section of standards and certifi cation 

systems with the following characteristics:

• Coverage of a range of environmental, social, and economic factors; 

• Examples of sectors with a single, dominant system and others with multiple, competing systems; and

• Sectors at different stages of development and operation.

As discussed in more detail in the report Introduction, the Steering Committee ultimately chose four sectors: agriculture 

production and farming systems, forest products, wild-caught fi sheries, and aquaculture. This decision took into account the 

Assessment funders’ common interest in systems related to wild-caught fi sheries, as well as other systems that met the above 

criteria and that the Steering Committee agreed would allow for a rich exploration of existing literature and other information 

resources.

Designing and Conducting the Sector Reviews

The Steering Committee formed subcommittees to determine how best to organize and commission research within a limited 

budget and timeline and coordinated across the reviews so that the results would be somewhat comparable. Each review used 

the following outline as a starting point for the scope of work:

1. What is known about the market demand for certifi ed products in this sector (e.g., the role of retailers, consum-

ers, infl uencers of their behavior, market shares)?

2. What is known about the market supply of certifi ed products in this sector (e.g., drivers of corporate decisions to 

become part of sustainability certifi cation, the business case for sustainability performance improvements)?

3. What indicators have been used to assess environmental, social, and economic impacts (e.g., physical, biologi-

cal, or social measures; predictive models assessing the likely impact of practices if adopted)?

4. What is known about the interactions between voluntary certifi cation and standards, and regulatory standards, 

in this sector (e.g., the infl uence of prospective regulation in the uptake of voluntary standards, the infl uence of 

voluntary standards on regulatory practice, synergies or confl icts, etc.)?

5. What is known about the interactions between voluntary certifi cation and standards and other voluntary 

approaches to increasing sustainability in this sector (e.g., infl uence on encouraging fi sheries improvement 

partnerships)?
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6. What factors have enabled or constrained the certifi cation and standards systems in this sector (e.g., the role 

of civil society organizations and campaigns, producer capacity to meet standards, integrated vs. fragmented 

supply chains, proliferation of labels and standards, industry leadership, nature of the product or resource, etc.)?

Each subcommittee jointly chose a reviewer (or team of reviewers), and then worked with the author(s) to refi ne the scope 

and questions to be answered, review and comment on multiple drafts, and eventually fi nalize the review in consultation 

with the full Steering Committee. Reviewers were asked to draw from information from different disciplines (political science, 

economics, natural resources, sociology, etc.), as well as to consider gray literature and interviews, where possible, in addition 

to peer-reviewed literature. In addition to review by the Steering Committee, all but the agriculture review were made available 

to the peer reviewers for comment.

The four fi nal sector reviews that resulted from this work are included as the following appendices:

• Appendix D: An Early Assessment of the Eff ectiveness of Aquaculture Certifi cation and Standards, Claude E. Boyd 
(Auburn University) and Aaron A. McNevin (Mansfi eld University).

• Appendix E: A Literature and State of Knowledge Review of Fisheries Certifi cation and Standards, California 
Environmental Associates.

• Appendix F: Forestry Review, Ben Cashore (Yale University) and Graeme Auld (Carlton University).

• Appendix G: Agricultural Standards and Certifi cation Systems, Louis Lebel (Chiang Mai University).

It should be noted that the agriculture review took the longest to develop as a part of this process, for many reasons. It is the 

sector with the most longstanding and wide-ranging standards and certifi cation systems, and it refl ects some of the more 

contested debates about different approaches to food production. It also has by far the greatest number and diversity of stud-

ies of all the sectors reviewed by the Steering Committee. Of particular concern, and as discussed in Chapter 3, the diversity 

of methods used in the studies creates diffi culties in directly attributing impacts to certifi cation. These factors combined to 

increase the challenge of fi nalizing a concise review of the literature. 

Given the challenges associated with the agriculture review, and to bring it more in line with the other sector reviews in length 

and orientation with the terms of reference, the Steering Committee asked Dr. Louis Lebel to review two commissioned 

papers and additional literature and to provide a succinct overview. Therefore, the report in Appendix G is partially supported 

by additional commissioned research conducted by Anne Tallontire, Valerie Nelson, Jami Dixon, and Tim G. Benton of the 

University of Leeds, as well as Urs Niggli, Julia Jawtusch, and Bernadette Oehen of FiBL, the Research Institute of Organic 

Agriculture. Dr. Lebel supplemented this research with an additional literature review, and other members of the Steering 

Committee provided other studies and data for consideration. The resulting summary review was not subject to the same 

peer review as the other sector reviews, due to time constraints. 
In drafting the fi nal Assessment report, the sector reviews were particularly relevant inputs for Chapter 3 on Impacts and 

Chapter 4 on Pathways.

Research Needs and Better Management Practices Review
Upon discussing the sector reviews, and with the goal of transitioning from sector reviews to a fi nal report, the Steering 

Committee identifi ed a need for more information on the methodologies used to measure the impacts of compliance with 

standards and certifi cation systems. They thus commissioned further papers to explore what is known about the impacts of 

certifi cation-related “better management practices” (BMPs) and to highlight areas in critical need of research. These papers 

are included as appendices to this report.

• Appendix H: Testing a BMP-Based Approach for Assessing Gaps in Certifi cation Impacts Research, Deanna 
Newsom (Rainforest Alliance), Elizabeth Kennedy (Rainforest Alliance), Joshua Miller (Wright State 
University), Volker Bahn (Wright State University), and Shishir Adhikari (Wright State University). In this 

appendix, the authors broaden the base of literature that is available to inform the certifi cation impacts 
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discussion by unbundling sustainability certifi cation standards into their constituent BMPs and examining 

studies that test whether such BMPs reduce biological impacts on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The 

BMP-based approach was successful in that the authors were able to quantify the relationships (and their 

directionality) between each BMP and various measures of impact. Interesting trends regarding BMP research 

location, methodology, and duration were also identifi ed. 

• Appendix I: Recommendations for Improving Research on Certifi cation Impacts, William Crosse, Deanna 
Newsom, and Elizabeth Kennedy (Rainforest Alliance). In this appendix, the authors outline some typical 

challenges and issues associated with assessing the impacts of certifi cation standard systems. Basic principles 

for research design and a short sampling of priority research questions are provided.

Cross-Cutting and Business Drivers Review
In addition to the four sector reviews, the Steering Committee chose to commission a cross-cutting review to explore a typol-

ogy of interventions that promote more sustainable production and consumption systems. Also, the Steering Committee 

sought to learn about the incentives of key actors—starting with the private sector, and later including government, funders, 

citizen/consumers, and civil society groups. The following papers resulted and are included in the appendices to this report:

• Appendix J: Addendum to the Business Section: The Drivers and Barriers that Shape Business Engagement in 
Certifi cation. This appendix contains a fuller explication of the drivers and barriers mentioned in the business 

section of Chapter 2. The drivers and barriers discussed were drawn from academic literature (Appendix K), 

expert opinion of the Steering Committee, and input from business representatives through interviews and an 

October 2010 meeting. The text in this appendix was originally drafted by freelance writer Oliver Balch, with edits 

and alterations made by Steering Committee members and RESOLVE. As with the other Appendices, however, 

the Steering Committee did not seek consensus on the fi nal language.

• Appendix K: Why Do Firms Voluntarily Comply with Sustainability Standards? The Drivers and Enabling 
Conditions of Voluntary Certifi cation, Bogdan Prokopovych (University of Rhode Island), September 2010. 
This paper presents a review of existing knowledge on why private fi rms voluntarily engage in certifi cation, both 

in helping to set up and in adopting these systems. The author presents a list of the main drivers and enabling 

conditions for fi rms to engage in certifi cation systems, a discussion of the key challenges that certifi cation 

programs face, lessons learned from other sectors, and current gaps in the literature.

• Appendix L: Innovations in Governance: A Functional Typology of Private Governance Institutions, Tracey M. 
Roberts. This paper highlights the range of private governance approaches to social and environmental issues, 

defi ning characteristics of these approaches, and available information about how these approaches interact. The 

paper also explores the role of certifi cation programs within the broader set of private governance approaches, 

and potential lessons regarding how certifi cation programs can most effectively interact with other governance 

approaches. 

The Processes and Timeline of the Assessment, and Reference Materials
An additional set of appendices sheds light on the formation of the Assessment Steering Committee, key milestones, and 

external review processes, and includes helpful reference materials:

• Appendix M: Timeline of the Assessment. This item captures the major milestones and activity of the Steering 

Committee between July 2009 and the publication of the Committee’s fi nal report.

• Appendix N: Steering Committee Selection Process, Expectations, and Biographies. This appendix describes the 

considerations and process for recruiting Steering Committee members, the expectations for member contribu-

tions, and short biographies of each member.

• Appendix O: Peer Review Process. This appendix describes the external review process of the fi nal report.
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• Appendix P: Works Cited. This appendix lists full references for all citations in the main body of the report, the 

sector reviews (Appendices D–G), and the addendum to the business section of Chapter 2 (Appendix J).

• Appendix Q: Abbreviations. Finally, this last appendix spells out all key abbreviations appearing in the main body 

of the report, for reference purposes.
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APPENDIX B
Toward More Sustainable 
Production and Consumption

Kai Lee

David and Lucile Packard Foundation

Ruth Norris

Resources Legacy Fund

September 2009

This paper introduces a proposed assessment of scientifi c and institutional knowledge about eco-labeling, certifi cation, and 

related approaches to more sustainable production and consumption systems. The views below refl ect the perspectives of 

Packard Foundation staff and the value we see in this project. We look forward to discussions with experts in the convening we 

will co-sponsor with Mars, Inc., and the Walton Family Foundation, to explore the current state of knowledge and the objectives, 

feasibility, and design of the proposed study.

Sustainable production and consumption are both essential goals for a material economy and elusive in practice. What makes 

one method of production more sustainable than another is hard to defi ne in the abstract, although there would be wide 

agreement that using less energy and fewer materials, polluting less, and providing larger economic rewards to the lowest-paid 

workers in a supply chain are all desirable directions in which to move. The attributes of a more sustainable production system 

are usually more costly to business and not directly visible to the consumer, however. This makes it hard to create and organize 

the incentives needed to bring about more sustainable production through the market alone.

Moving production toward sustainability accordingly requires a combination of actions. Some, like reducing waste of materials 

in manufacturing, may be economically rational for one or more actors along a supply chain. Others, like sustainable harvest of 

a common-property resource like wild fi sh, may require cooperation and enforcement by those with access to a commons. Still 

others, like reduction of toxic pollutants, may require government regulation or development of greener technology. Whether 

these steps will be taken is shaped by the information and incentives facing actors in the production system: those selling and 

buying within the supply chain, together with those acting on the supply chain via regulation, advocacy, and infl uence, and by 

opening up new options through research, monitoring, and investment.

Over the past 15 years, eco-labeling has emerged as an infl uential—though limited—mechanism for moving production 

toward greater sustainability. The multi-stakeholder forum—exemplifi ed by the Marine Stewardship Council—provides an 

important model for balancing the interests of economic actors and the concerns of social and environmental advocates 

seeking to reshape production. The theory underlying eco-labeling is that consumers will be willing a) to pay a premium for 

products labeled as sustainably produced, and b) to forego consumption of competing products that do not have that label. 

In several areas, including wild-caught fi sh, forest products, and coffee, labeled products have gained and maintained market 

shares, though these are all under 10 percent of the relevant markets. In addition, eco-labels have been proliferating, so that 

it is increasingly diffi cult to fi nd products in some segments that do not have labels alleging some environmental benefi ts. 

Other approaches, such as that of the U.S. Green Building Council, employ certifi cation and labeling (e.g., the LEED Gold 

certifi cation) but emphasize life-cycle impacts and costs and interact with stakeholders in different ways.
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Questions Requiring Further Analysis
What actual impact does eco-labeling have? Are some claims more substantial than others? Is there a way to hold actors 

in supply chains to account for the claims they make? Are there other institutional forms that can organize information and 

incentives more effectively? For example, is it possible to identify a set of criteria or measures that could become the norm for 

assessing sustainability, and reduce the proliferation of competing standards? What are the attributes of an incentive system 

that can move production toward sustainability at scale?

The Science Agenda
Working with partners in philanthropy and business, the Packard Foundation seeks to illuminate these key questions. Finding 

answers, and understanding the limitations of knowledge in this fi eld, would strengthen the Foundation’s grant-making and 

other activities in Conservation and Science. A credible assessment of the fi eld, addressing these questions, would also raise 

the infl uence of science among those involved in turning supply chains in more sustainable directions. At a time when market-

related tools to foster more responsible consumption and production are garnering rising interest in government, civil society, 

and business, answering questions useful to the Foundation aligns with a wider social purpose.

In the next two years, Packard intends to pursue several strands of activity:

• To convene actors in production systems, both within and acting upon supply chains, to identify knowledge gaps 

that hinder effective action and innovation.

• To focus attention on the impacts of eco-labeling and the performance of supply chains, gauging both against 

basic and generally accepted measures of sustainability, including energy, water, habitat, and pollution.

• To enlist and support the collaboration of key actors in major supply chains, including large retailers.

• To investigate the incentive structures facing actors in the production system, so as to identify changes in private 

incentives, policies, research, and investment that can improve eco-labeling and other tools, in part by clarifying 

how existing systems work and in part by exploring new models through practical experimentation.

These lines of work are aimed at organizing a fi eld of action and study that is still emergent and fragmented. In September 

2009, Packard is joining with Mars, Inc., and the Walton Family Foundation to bring together knowledgeable actors to explore 

the feasibility of an 18-24 month assessment of this evolving fi eld. That assessment would appraise the successes and limita-

tions of certifi cation as practiced, and identify the key gaps in knowledge that would make production more sustainable by 

harnessing economic incentives in concert with business and public policy. We hope, in particular, that the assessment would 

identify and develop appropriate strategies for:

• Transitions toward more sustainable production that reduce costs and improve profi tability, that can be sup-

ported as a business case or through consensus-based regulation.

• Transitions toward more sustainable production that are cost neutral, and might be accelerated through policy or 

consumer-based economic incentives.

• Sustainability transitions that generate social/environmental benefi t at increased cost to producers, which 

may require public or philanthropic subsidy, or interventions to “level the playing fi eld” and eliminate fi nancial 

benefi ts of noncompliance.

Some of these transitions will already be underway, others will be constrained in various ways, or not yet launched. We or our 

partners may consider supporting steps to overcome selected constraints or to initiate transitions.

For the Foundation, this work is expected to yield insights directly applicable to our grant-making in Science, Fisheries, 

Agriculture, and Climate. We expect grantees to learn and to build their capabilities so as to improve their own performance 

and to enlarge their leverage over the wider fi eld of sustainable production. We intend to explore cooperation with major 
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business actors so as to refi ne our own understanding of how NGOs and philanthropic donors can interact effectively in the 

long-term process of innovation, debate, competition, and adoption that will be essential if production is to move continually 

toward sustainability. We and our partners intend to monitor policy developments in the U.S. and internationally, so that our 

analyses may be timely and useful in the public sphere.

Framework for an Assessment of Sustainability Standards, Certifi cation, and Labels
This outline represents the current state of thinking among Packard staff. We anticipate that a full assessment would be 

designed at and following the September convening, and hope this document may provide a useful starting point.

I. Scope

This assessment assembles the evidence available to test claims about the ability of standards and mechanisms to 

induce more sustainable production and consumption. The evidence is incomplete, so the aim of this assessment is 

to articulate the state of knowledge, to identify what is not known but important to know, and to make recommenda-

tions, accordingly, for action and further research. This assessment seeks to gain knowledge by comparing experience 

across sectors and by exploring the systemic characteristics of supply chains. It will be conducted through meetings 

and conversation among researchers, practitioners, and decision makers; commissioned synthesis papers and impact 

research; and ongoing peer review.

II. Performance assessment of standards and certifi cation in selected production sectors (e.g., timber, coffee, fi sh, 

organic food, personal care products, green buildings)

Each subsection provides historical background, a description of how the certifi cation processes, measures, or 

standards operate, and discussion of stakeholders, how they participate or fail to do so, and the measures, tools, and 

mechanisms applied. The assessment seeks to refi ne/answer these questions:

a. Performance. How is it measured? Is there emerging consensus on indicators for measuring performance in the 

sector? What constrains the identifi cation and application of consistent measures? Are performance measures 

applicable to and practical for other sectors?

b. Impacts. What has worked, what has failed? What impacts have there been in harvest and along the supply chain, 

both to those directly affected and more widely (e.g., in communities affected by the economic transactions of 

production)? What indicators are there of impact or the relative success of the approach? 

c. Effectiveness. What is the potential for scale-up? Are there competing or complementary models of change in 

production or consumption? What are the indicators of potential?

d. Institutional trajectory. Who has gained and lost? Have laws, policies, and informal institutions changed? Has 

activism shifted conceptions of the goals and “bottom line” of various actors? Is different knowledge now 

regarded as salient or legitimate? By whom, and to what effect? Are there changes in how information is evaluated 

as credible? More generally, how do markets, government, and NGOs interact in responding to the call for more 

sustainable production and consumption?

III. Performance assessment of cross-sectoral approaches and tools 

Each subsection answers questions above, to the extent applicable.

Background: Cross-sectoral forces. Awareness among consumers and mass media; reaction to globalization, uncer-

tainties about food safety, social impacts; sustainability as a marketing tool and competitive response; self-policing 

and protecting quality; co-evolution of ISEAL; benefi ts of learning.
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a. Regulatory agency standards (e.g., USDA Organic)

b. Government and institutional buying preferences (e.g., Healthcare without Harm, EPA, others)

c. Greenhouse gas trading, including REDD

d. Life-cycle analysis: How does it relate to market transformation? – strengths, limitations, costs

e. Design for Environment

IV. Syntheses

Alternative views of the coupled human and natural system within which consumption and production are organized, 

and changed, by certifi cation and related market-oriented approaches.

a. ISEAL experience, a network perspective. Sustainable production and consumption systems operate by providing 

reliable information (on production) via narrow channels (e.g., purchasing agreements, standards, inspection 

arrangements) or extremely narrow channels (e.g., labels). That information is potentially complex but, if it is to 

infl uence choices, it must be salient, credible, and legitimate (able to infl uence decisions made “in 5 seconds at 

5 feet”). Moreover, a production system moving toward sustainability is a network phenomenon, held together 

by perceptions of mutual interest. How is this network maintained? What are the incentives shaping members’ 

participation (and non-participation)?

b. Non-state market-driven approaches—a political economy approach 

c. Certifi cation as part of corporate strategies

d. Sustainable production-consumption systems (building on Lebel & Lorek 2008).

V. Findings and recommendations

What do we know about the following areas? What gaps in understanding are of highest priority to practitioners to 

illuminate? What are the high-priority opportunities for action? For research?

a. Performance

i. What are the best emerging practices for performance measurement? What is replicable/scalable? 

ii. Is certifi cation limited to niche markets?

iii. Are there good ways to cull from the bottom and raise the fl oor? Are these approaches substitutes for or 

complements to certifi cation?

iv. Problems of equity, opportunities via community-based resource management

v. Is there evidence of continuing improvement and what drives it?

b. Impacts

i. What evidence is there about the performance of sustainability standards and labeling?

ii. How is it used?

iii. Is there an emerging consensus around a short list of measurable impacts?
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c. Context/enabling conditions

i. Frailties of the systems that currently exist, including institutional sustainability of certifi cation (problem of 

creating a “parallel universe” to a market that is unregulated with respect to sustainability), “green noise” 

(proliferation of labels and claims), professional networks, and other aspects of a production-consumption 

system moving toward sustainability

ii. Is there “conventional wisdom” especially related to barriers and impacts that needs to be challenged or 

explored further?

d. Most promising innovations

i. Institutional means of stimulating market transformation, e.g., “DARPA for production/consumption 

systems”

Organization of an Assessment
An assessment like the climate assessments done by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change or the Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment is a gathering of scientifi c knowledge to inform the choices of major institutions and governments. 

An assessment succeeds, then, only when the knowledge it provides is responsive to its users’ needs: It must be timely and 

relevant; it must be done in a way that is legitimate, taking into account the interests germane to the decisions that are being 

considered; and it must be credible to the scientifi c community and understandable to users. These are challenging conditions, 

although a growing body of knowledge (Clark et al. 2006) provides important guidelines for structuring assessments so that 

they can be useful and infl uential.

An assessment should be requested by users in a position to employ its results. Our core funding partners constitute such a 

set, but we are also reaching out to government, NGOs, and business to assure that there is a robust set of potential users who 

consider an assessment of certifi cation an important and timely project. After the September convening, we intend organize 

a formal request if an assessment proceeds.
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An assessment should be funded in a way that assures independence of the fi nal assessment report and other products. The 

core funding partners are all committed to this principle, and we anticipate that other funding partners would need to make 

such a commitment as well.

An assessment process needs to be managed by a secretariat with signifi cant experience and skills in facilitation and organiza-

tion of complex processes involving parties with partly confl icting goals. The core funding partners are now engaging potential 

fi rms with this set of capabilities to assist with the September convening.

An assessment needs to be guided substantively by a steering committee with the experience, expertise, independence, 

and analytical capacity to meet the goals of the assessment, including the goals of providing salient, legitimate, and credible 

knowledge to the users requesting it. The September convening is designed to assemble the nucleus of a steering committee, 

and we are exploring their interest in an assessment.

Finally, an assessment must be written by authors with the expert knowledge and judgment to arrive at useful, solidly docu-

mented, infl uential statements of the state of knowledge and practice and the leading research questions needed to advance 

practice. The steering committee would be responsible for assembling and leading panels of authors, and the secretariat 

would take responsibility for dialogues to examine confl icts and to determine areas of consensus. From those dialogues, a 

solidly documented written record would emerge. These fi ndings and recommendations would then be put through a rigorous 

external review before being released.

We anticipate that additional studies would be needed, in support of an assessment, to draw together the often scattered 

knowledge of current practice, to describe that practice, and to analyze the patterns and possibilities for improvement. These 

may be supported by donors in parallel with the assessment, as well as directly via the steering committee.

For an assessment to make a difference, organizations both public and private will have to alter their behavior and practices. 

Our intent in September is to reach a shared judgment on whether and how knowledge is the limiting factor in the transitions 

toward sustainability that are underway or in prospect. If it is, and a steering committee that is broadly representative of the 

interests involved can be formed, we would intend to support an assessment. 

In sum, we are exploring an assessment of existing research and science evaluating the performance of certifi cation, eco-

labeling, and related market tools. The assessment would identify crucial knowledge gaps and priorities for support of new and 

ongoing research. We expect the steering committee and the fi eld of practitioners, analysts, and donors to provide continuing 

leadership to develop a body of knowledge to inform decisions by users, including those requesting the assessment as well as 

consumers, manufacturers, retailers, regulators, and others in and affected by more sustainable production. 
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Selected Publications Reviewed
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Abstract
Efforts to understand if and when certifi cation contributes to sustainability and social justice can be strengthened by paying 

greater attention to how certifi cation might matter. The various processes through which certifi cation might impact condi-

tions at the point of production are often confl ated or glossed over. Synthesizing previous research, I identify six analytically 

distinct but empirically overlapping mechanisms of infl uence. Certifi cation may matter by (1) spurring managers to improve 

their practices, (2) supporting alternative production models, (3) infl uencing dispersed investment or land use decisions, (4) 

reconfi guring supply chains, (5) shaping state regulation, and (6) providing points of leverage for challengers. Existing research 

sheds some light on each of these, as well as revealing their limitations and the methodological challenges of assessing 

them. All of these mechanisms operate to some extent, though often less consistently and powerfully than one might expect. 

Mechanism (3) is important but rare and (5) raises some complex and potentially contradictory effects of certifi cation. Several 

research strategies are suggested to further discover the power and limits of these mechanisms.
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Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed the formation of a range of initiatives to certify conditions in global supply chains, 

typically addressing environmental sustainability, labor conditions, and human rights, or some combination of the three. They 

include early and infl uential programs like organic, Fair Trade, and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certifi cation, second 

wave programs like the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), Social Accountability International (SAI), and Marine Aquarium 

Council (MAC), and a seemingly endless array of newly emerging initiatives, focused on shrimp farming, cocoa production, 

eco-tourism, palm oil, and many others.

A decade ago, scholars had just begun to grapple with the character of these initiatives and account for the rise of a new 

“NGO-Industrial Complex” (Gereffi , Garcia-Johnson, and Sasser 2001). Framed by theories of transnational governance, private 

authority, and corporate social responsibility (CSR), a great deal of research has since been published on the emergence, design, 

and evolution of certifi cation systems.1 Researchers have shown, for instance, how NGO-sponsored certifi cation initiatives have 

1 See, for instance, Bartley (2007a, 2007b), Cashore, Auld, and Newsom (2004), Bernstein and Cashore (2004), Constance and Bonanno (2000), 

Dingwerth and Pattberg (2009), Gulbrandsen (2006), Haufl er (2003), Overdevest (2005), Pattberg (2005), Prakash and Potoski (2006), Taylor (2005), 

and Vogel (2005). For a range of theoretical accounts of transnational governance and private authority, see Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson (2006), Lip-

schutz (2005), Sabel, O’Rourke, and Fung (2000), Hall and Biersteker (2002), Cutler, Haufl er, and Porter (1999), and Potoski and Prakash (2009).
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managed in some settings to gain legitimacy and support from retailers and manufacturers (Auld 2006; Cashore, Auld, and 

Newsom 2004). They have examined the content of standards (Gulbrandsen 2004; O’Rourke 2003) and the role of governments 

in creating or endorsing private governance (Bartley 2007b; Meidinger 2006). They have found that voluntary standards without 

external monitoring are open to evasion and shirking (King and Lenox 2000), but that external auditing of voluntary standards 

can improve compliance (Prakash and Potoski 2006). And they have found that although majorities of American and European 

consumers say they will pay more for sustainable or socially responsible products, experimental and observational evidence reveal 

smaller, more fragile pockets of consumer demand (Anderson and Hansen 2004; Hiscox and Smyth 2007; Vogel 2005).

Still, serious questions remain about how even well-designed, well-supported certifi cation initiatives might matter “on the 

ground,” especially in developing countries. To be sure, research on this topic is not wholly absent in the scholarship, but 

it is scattered across many disciplines and substantive fi elds of interest. Furthermore, scholars conceptualize the effects of 

certifi cation in a variety of ways, and often these are left unspecifi ed. My goal in this paper is to collect and process some of 

the existing research on the impacts of certifi cation in a way that allows one to assess evidence across a range of industries 

and issues.2 Specifi cally, I address the following questions: 

1. What do we know about how private regulatory systems—and certifi cation in particular—impact the ecological 

and social conditions of production? 

2. How might we improve our knowledge of these systems’ performance and impact? 

3. What cases and processes deserve especially careful attention?

While it is clear that sustainability involves addressing a system of production and consumption (Lebel and Lorek 2008), I 

focus mainly on the production piece of this puzzle. I emphasize potential impacts of certifi cation at and around the point 

of production, including the political, social, and ecological contexts in which production is embedded. The reason for this 

is twofold. First is the simple need to set some boundaries for the phenomena to be examined. I bracket questions about 

the consequences of certifi cation for consumers, retailers, brands, and global governance more generally. Second, and more 

important, even if we had well-informed, thoughtful consumers, credible certifi cation programs, and a healthy level of demand 

from retailers and brands (whether driven by consumers, investors, or activist pressure), it is not entirely clear what the specifi c 

impact of this would be. We often tend to fall back on vague notions of “improving sustainability,” rather than grappling with 

specifi c dynamics of change, with all their attendant complexities and contradictions. 

This paper seeks to unpack the impacts of certifi cation through a focus on “how” questions. I focus on the mechanisms 

through which certifi cation might produce results. Considering how certifi cation initiatives could matter is a necessary 

precondition to determining if or when certifi cation matters.3 To the extent possible, I draw evidence from peer-reviewed journal 

publications or books published by respected academic presses, though various reports from certifi cation organizations and their 

supporters and critics also prove useful at times. My approach is also informed by a view of certifi cation as embedded in a variety of 

social and political contexts—many of which are characterized by weak or corrupt governance, massive inequalities, and ambiguous 

claims to rights. As Ponte (2008) puts it, “ecolabels are not simply neutral and scientifi c tools that operate in a de-politicized 

level playing fi eld” (p.168) (see also Linton 2008; Seidman 2007).4 This makes their consequences both more complicated and 

more varied than is often imagined.

2 For other attempts at integration, see Vogel (2008), Auld et al. (2008), and Potoski and Prakash (2009).

3 Social scientists are increasingly using the concept of social “mechanisms” to draw attention to causal processes, though they mean a variety of things 

when they use this term (see Gross 2009). In this paper, I use the term “mechanism” to refer to an observable process that may potentially occur as a 

result of certifi cation initiatives in a variety of settings.

4 Linton (2008), quoting Bray et al. (2002), provides a reminder of how a confl uence of historical forces may be necessary to generate the seemingly 

simple “adoption” of certifi cation: “Smallholder coffee farmers in Mexico converted to organic production not only because of the emergence of the 

certifi cation or the growing market for organic food, but also from ‘over a decade of populist agrarian organizing and accompanying organizational 

innovations. . . . [It] depended on the substantial amount of preexisting ‘social capital accumulation’ in the Mexican countryside, a process of self-

organization and institutional learning, and the existence of signifi cant subsidies’ (Bray et al. 2002:431). Without these features in place, it is unlikely 

that projects aiming to substantially change farmers’ practices will succeed.” (p.239).
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Certifi cation and Six Mechanisms of Infl uence
Certifi cation systems potentially matter through at least six analytically distinct, though empirically intersecting, processes—or 

what I call “mechanisms of infl uence.” These processes do not necessarily occur in all cases. Indeed, examining these 

processes reveals some important complications and limitations of certifi cation. Nor do all of these processes necessarily 

generate signifi cant improvements; some effects are ambiguous or even run counter to the stated purposes of a certifi cation 

initiative. The processes themselves are fairly simple, but to my knowledge, no research to date has tried to spell them out 

theoretically and compile the relevant evidence about their operation. The six types of processes discussed in this paper are:

1. Spurring managerial improvement of production practices

2. Support/reward for “above the bar” or alternative production models

3. Shaping investment or land use decisions

4. Shaping supply chain structures and relationships

5. Shaping governmental action and public regulation

6. Leveraging by challengers

Much of the work on certifi cation, private regulation, and CSR focuses on only the fi rst of these. By broadening our conception 

of impacts, I hope to highlight the varied consequences of private regulation and unpack the operation of several of the leading 

certifi cation initiatives. Of course, this list is not exhaustive of the possible impacts of certifi cation at the point of produc-

tion—and an even broader list would be necessary to consider the impacts of certifi cation at the point of consumption or on 

global governance more generally. It nevertheless provides a starting point that could be revised, extended, and operationalized 

in future work.

1. Spurring Managerial Improvement of Production Practices

When analysts talk about how voluntary programs “induce members to improve their performance” (Potoski and Prakash 

2009), they are implicitly invoking this mechanism of infl uence. Simply put, in order to gain or retain certifi cation from a 

credible external body, an organization typically must introduce some new practices and alter or eliminate some older ones. 

The kinds of changes can vary tremendously—from adopting a new policy or posting a sign to changing core production and 

employment practices.

Existing research provides some insight into the changes that are required by certifi cation systems, but it is far from compre-

hensive. Because longitudinal studies on the topic are few and far between, it is diffi cult to know the extent to which fi rms 

make changes in order to get certifi ed or get certifi ed because they already meet many of the relevant standards (Hiscox, 

Schwartz, and Toffel 2009). Furthermore, the process of preparing for and becoming certifi ed can stretch on for years (often 

with the help of consultants working on a confi dential basis), making the timing and cause of changes diffi cult to track. Existing 

studies have too often focused on simple comparisons of certifi ed and uncertifi ed operations at one point in time (Lima et 

al. 2009; Sharma, Sharma, and Raj 2000). Comparisons of this sort are obviously important starting points, but they require 

more careful analysis than they typically receive.

Evidence of Impacts: Corrective Action Requests 

Analysis of Corrective Action Requests (CARs) that are issued in certifi cation audits is the most common way of assessing 

what changes managers are forced to make in order to become (or remain) certifi ed. These are issued in audits for the FSC, 

PEFC, MSC, SAI, and Fair Trade, as well as in ISO certifi cation, though only a few initiatives make the information publicly available.5  

5 The FSC’s requirements for public audit summaries has made CAR analysis an important method of research on forest certifi cation. Unfortunately, 

other initiatives have not followed suit. If an umbrella organization like ISEAL were to require that members publicly disclose audit reports, this could 

facilitate both social scientifi c research on certifi cation and greater transparency for interested publics.
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Most studies of CARs have focused on forest certifi cation through the FSC (Gullison 2003; Klooster 2006; Newsom, Bahn, 

and Cashore 2006; Newsom and Hewitt 2005; WWF European Forest Programme 2005). They generally show that FSC 

certifi cation requires a variety of changes, “sometimes minor, but sometimes involving radical departures from the previous 

management style in a region” (Nussbaum and Simula 2004:19). For example, Newsom and Hewitt’s (2005) study of forest 

certifi cations in 21 different countries found that changes were required on a variety of dimensions, most commonly involving 

management plans, relations with stakeholders, worker training, chain of custody, aquatic and riparian areas, high conserva-

tion value forests, threatened/endangered species, logging roads/trails, and worker safety.6 Klooster (2006) found that the 

environmental impacts of logging roads/trails were especially salient in audits of community forests in Mexico.

CAR studies demonstrate that fi rms are not simply given a “pass” by FSC-accredited auditors, and that managers are indeed 

required to introduce new or altered practices in the process of getting certifi ed. Yet there are some important caveats that 

cast doubt on whether these changes are always substantial or durable. First, the changes required through CARs often deal 

with management processes rather than outcomes and performance (Nussbaum and Simula 2004:19). Auditors can easily 

(and often do) require a fi rm to adopt a sound management plan, for instance, but whether this plan is implemented and 

monitored is a separate issue. 

Second, the existence of a CAR does not necessarily mean that an effective and durable change was made. A close look at audit 

reports over time suggests that requested improvements are often not made, and CARs must be repeated or revised. Take, for 

instance, WWF’s study of FSC certifi cations in Russia (WWF European Forest Programme 2005), which revealed that around 

17% of all re-audited CARs were not met by their deadlines. Most of these were traceable to one company, which eventually 

had its certifi cation suspended. Importantly, though, CAR studies would have counted these as evidence of improvement, 

when they actually indicate quite the opposite. Even in a case like Estonia, where there were relatively few CARs, all minor, 

eight of 19 (42%) were not met in the allotted time. My own initial analysis of audit reports for Indonesia reveals a similar 

pattern. Indonesian fi rms certifi ed under the FSC often failed to resolve CARs (especially minor ones) in the allotted time. 

According to FSC policy, unmet minor CARs get upgraded to major CARs, while unmet major CARs result in the suspension 

of the certifi cation. In the past, several Indonesian forest companies have had their certifi cations suspended (Donovan 2001), 

including two of the nine currently certifi ed forest management units in Indonesia. However, when minor CARs are not fully 

met, certifi ers have occasionally issued new minor CARs on similar issues, rather than upgrading to a major CAR.7 

Research on CARs under the MSC illustrates a fairly low rate of performance improvement there (Agnew et al. 2006). Of 97 

initially problematic issues studied across ten different fi sheries, only 8% saw no change whatsoever, but only 16% saw what 

the researchers could categorize as “real ‘on the water’ outcomes,” (e.g., compliance with Total Allowable Catch, elimination 

of “ghost fi shing” by abandoned gear), and more than a third of these were judged not to have resulted from certifi cation.8

Limits to Managerial Improvement

In general, existing research shows that fi rms do make changes in their environmental, labor, and management practices in 

order to get certifi ed, though not as consistently or fully as one might hope. However, the research also highlights several 

factors that complicate or limit managerial implementation of new practices.

First, in some circumstances, managers fi nd it more cost effective to evade or obstruct the auditing process than to imple-

ment changes. Examinations of audits of labor standards, especially in Chinese factories, have powerfully illustrated how 

auditing can become a cat and mouse game, with managers falsifying records, coaching workers to give correct answers to 

6 These changes were required in between 56% and 93% of all cases they studied, and are listed here in descending order of frequency. In less developed 

countries, audits were especially likely to call for improvement in stakeholder relations (95%) and worker safety (82%).

7 The Indonesian company PT Erna Djuliawati, for instance, received a series of separate but similar minor CARs related to Reduced Impact Logging, 

even as the previous conditions were not fully met.

8 For 58% of all issues, there were changes to management systems or research that could improve conditions in the future (dubbed “institutional” and 

“research” gains in this study), and for 18% of the cases, there were changes in practice that are expected to produce future environmental improve-

ment (“operational—action” gains). 
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auditors, bribing auditors, and keeping two sets of records—one being a façade for the auditors (Business Week 2006; Foster 

and Harney 2005; Sum and Pun 2005). Even in unannounced audits, critics note that “by the time a monitoring team [from 

Rugmark] has parked its jeep in the village and walked fi fty or sixty meters into a weaving shed, any children working on the 

loom will have vanished” (Seidman 2007:92). While research has yet to estimate just how common this sort of evasion is in 

different settings, we do know that organizations in many contexts typically engage in “symbolic compliance” when initially 

faced with external scrutiny (Edelman 1992).

A related complication is that auditors may have a business interest in granting or continuing a certifi cation and may therefore 

not be as vigilant as necessary. In most certifi cation systems, auditors charge fi rms directly for their services—not only the 

initial audit, but also the periodic follow-up audits that are required to maintain or renew the certifi cate. They may therefore be 

reluctant to walk away from underperforming or even recalcitrant actors. Ideally, this is counterbalanced by the professionalism 

of individual auditors, oversight by accreditation bodies, and reputational incentives (see Klein (1997) and Milgrom et al. (1990) 

on reputation as control). Reliance on reputation as a bulwark against cheating can be precarious, however, and often fails as 

a way to ensure credible fi ndings by private auditors and raters (Espeland and Sauder 2006; Suddaby, Cooper, and Greenwood 

2007). The actions of credit rating bureaus leading up to the current fi nancial crisis is perhaps the most recent reminder of 

this (Eichengreen 2008; Partnoy 1999). Scholars of certifi cation have yet to examine how effective reputational controls and 

oversight through accreditation are specifi cally in the case of environmental and social certifi cation.

These concerns about evasion and credibility are important because there are clearly some changes that fi rms often resist 

making. Costly changes, like abandoning a profi table but environmentally destructive harvesting method, test the limits of 

certifi cation’s infl uence. Some other changes—like bargaining in good faith with trade unions or local communities—may also 

require fi rms to relinquish some small degree of autonomy, which fi rms typically seek to maintain. The literature on voluntary 

labor standards and codes of conduct demonstrates that even as fi rms improve workplace conditions, they often fi ercely resist 

recognizing unions or otherwise empowering the workforce (Armbruster-Sandoval 2005; Bartley forthcoming; Frenkel 2001; 

Rodríguez-Garavito 2005; Sum and Pun 2005).

In sum, though certifi cation certainly induces change by management, the research literature is ambiguous about how far 

this infl uence goes. To strengthen our understanding of this topic, researchers ought to follow fi rms over time, preferably 

both before and after a decision to certify. Two approaches are worth exploring: (1) Analyze CARs assigned by auditors, as 

previous studies have done, but trace them carefully over time to understand what types of CARs get rectifi ed and what types 

remain troublesome. (2) Develop alternative ways (independent of the judgments of auditors) of following companies over 

time, whether through well-chosen case studies or a medium-sized sample of companies. (Trying to follow a large sample 

would likely mean sacrifi cing the kind of detailed, probing inquiry that would be necessary for understanding both adoption 

and implementation of new practices.)

2. Supporting “Above the Bar” or Alternative Production Models

Apart from any changes that are induced, certifi cation initiatives may have an impact by supporting operations that already 

embody an alternative set of production practices that are more just or sustainable. Indeed, this was the motivation behind 

the creation of two of the most infl uential certifi cation programs—organic certifi cation in the early 1970s, which set a bar 

that would reward and recognize those already engaged in the organic agriculture movement (Chevriot 1972; Guthman 2004) 

and Fair Trade certifi cation in the late 1980s, created to support alliances between activists in the U.S. and Europe and coffee 

cooperatives in Central America (Jaffee 2007; Mace 1998; Rice and McLean 1999). Early developers of the FSC also saw it in 

part as a way to support community forests that were already implementing sustainable production methods (Donovan 1990; 

Simeone, Pariona, and Lazaro 1993). Although the emphasis here is on organizations that already embody alternative models, 

in practice, essentially all certifi ed units have to make some changes. Klooster (2006) notes that even the “easily certifi able” 

community forest operations in Mexico, for instance, had to make changes to get certifi ed. Nevertheless, the impact of 

certifi cation may have as much to do with supporting these certifi ed operations as with spurring improvements among more 

conventional fi rms.
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What could supporting alternative production models or other “above the bar” practices actually accomplish? Existing research, 

which focuses mainly on forests, coffee, and other agricultural products, highlights two consequential accomplishments: (1) 

stabilizing and sweetening the market for producers committed to more just or sustainable systems of production, and (2) 

providing demonstration effects in support of alternative practices. (Such support might also help prevent backsliding by high 

performers, though researchers have not to date examined that aspect of certifi cation.)

Evidence of Impacts: Market Rewards to Producers

Cooperatives certifi ed under Fair Trade systems provide participating farmers with opportunities to sell their products at a 

guaranteed minimum price, intended as an antidote to the vicissitudes of the coffee market. Similar premiums may exist for 

organic or FSC certifi ed producers, though here they are not required. 

Studies of Fair Trade and organic coffee routinely document material and non-material benefi ts that accrue to individual 

farmers, although estimating the size or importance of this premium proves diffi cult. Jaffee (2007) reports coffee prices 

that are three times higher for producers with both organic and Fair Trade certifi cation compared to conventional producers, 

and two times higher for Fair Trade producers who are in the process of shifting toward organic. Bacon’s (2005) study of 

Nicaraguan coffee farmers fi nds that coffee sold through conventional channels sold for $.37 to $.41 per pound, compared to 

$.63 for organic and $.84 for Fair Trade. On the other hand, organic coffee farmers often have to spend more on hired labor 

(Jaffee 2007), and certifi cation has imposed quality demands that often carry high costs for small producers (Mutersbaugh 

2005; Raynolds 2004; Wilson 2010), so the net premium is less clear. Furthermore, these baseline price comparisons rarely 

take account of possible differences in coffee quality between certifi ed and conventional producers9 or the possible effects 

of self-selection by high productivity farmers into certifi ed distribution channels. In their study of farmers in Kenya, Becchetti 

and Costantino (2008) try to overcome some of these limitations by statistically adjusting for the possibility of self-selection 

and controlling for household characteristics and land under cultivation. They conclude that Fair Trade-affi liated farmers, 

especially those that also hold organic certifi cation, fare better than others in terms of income satisfaction, crop diversifi cation, 

and technical assistance—and that being connected to Fair Trade seems to have a causal impact on household nutrition and 

satisfaction with living conditions. 

The benefi ts provided through certifi cation may come in forms other than price. Bacon (2005) fi nds that Fair Trade farmers 

feel less vulnerable to losing their land if coffee prices decrease, though recent evidence shows that Nicaraguan Fair Trade 

coffee farmers remain in debt and have struggled to meet increased production and quality costs (Wilson 2010). In a study 

of forest certifi cation in Bolivia, Nebel et al. (2005) fi nd at least one case where certifi cation facilitated fi nancing that would 

have been harder to get otherwise.

Evidence of Impacts: Demonstration Effects

The signifi cance of the above-mentioned rewards depends in part on the extent to which “above the bar” and alternative 

methods diffuse more broadly. Researchers have found several instances of demonstration effects. This includes the legitima-

tion of cooperatives as an organizational form, which has occurred in some settings more than others (e.g., Nicaragua but 

not Tanzania) (LeMare 2008). More strikingly, specifi c production practices have sometimes spilled over from certifi ed to 

conventional producers. In the Mexican coffee farms he studied, Jaffe (2007) found that 

conventional producers are now also widely adopting several of the practices that were introduced to the region 

by Michiza [the organic and fair trade certifi ed cooperative], in a kind of organic “demonstration effect.” . . . Three 

techniques in particular—producing compost and applying it to coffee plots, establishing live-plant barriers, 

and building terraces—have been adopted by almost half of the conventional farmers, even though they are not 

required to do so and have no immediate prospects for organic certifi cation. (p.155).

9 As a rough proxy for quality, Bacon (2005) examines the altitude of the coffee farm and fi nds that certifi cation still has a positive effect on price.
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An even greater proportion of the conventional producers have begun using coffee pulp as a fertilizer (an organic practice), 

and some techniques of organic coffee farming have been taken up in farmers’ own subsistence agriculture plots (Jaffee 2007). 

Similarly, Bassett (2010) fi nds a demonstration effect for sustainable farming practices, with the use of composting and organic 

pest management techniques diffusing from organic cotton farmers to conventional farms in Mali and Burkina Faso.

Yet not all initiatives have had this sort of demonstration effect. Sharma (2003) fi nds no evidence of it in the domain of 

no-child-labor labeling initiatives in India (e.g., Rugmark). Labeling has not led to a clear decline in overall child labor—just a 

shift from hired to family labor—and villages where labeling occurs were found to be no better than others in their overall use 

of child labor.10 Spillovers to non-certifi ed producers may also be diffi cult to isolate, since the demonstration that alternative 

practices are viable may lead new producers to seek certifi cation (see mechanism #1).

To summarize, in this section I have proposed that certifi cation systems are consequential to the extent that they support 

“above the bar” or alternative production models. Specifi cally, certifi cation may reward producers with market benefi ts. More 

indirectly, production methods approved for certifi ed goods may prove to be such good practices that others—even those 

outside of the certifi cation system—may choose to copy them.

Limits to Supporting Alternative Production Models

The effects of supporting “above the bar” or alternative production practices may be complicated by several factors. First, 

no model is perfect on all dimensions of social justice and environmental sustainability. The FSC, for instance, has both 

environmental and social standards, but some observers have charged that the social goals sometimes get neglected in order 

to pursue the environmental goals (e.g., Colchester 2006). Early supporters of organic agriculture now question whether its 

standards have been extended to the point of futility, and some observers have questioned the environmental credentials of 

Fair Trade certifi cation. An examination of biodiversity in Mexican coffee farms fi nds that organic and Fair Trade farmers are 

not signifi cantly different from uncertifi ed farms when it comes to shade management and diversity of ant and bird species 

(Philpott et al. 2007). This does not mean that alternative models are worthless—only that no single model effectively satisfi es 

all possible criteria of sustainability. Judging which models hold the greatest potential remains an important task.

Using certifi cation to support existing producers also raises questions about barriers to entry.11 If “fi rst movers” occupy a niche 

with a market premium, they may be less interested in expanding the program into a truly global set of standards applicable 

to a wide range of fi rms (Auld 2008). The impact might therefore be limited, though not necessarily insubstantial, especially 

given the demonstration effects discussed above. On the other hand, a major trend in recent years has been the expansion of 

markets for certifi ed products and the “mainstreaming” of organics and Fair Trade, which many fear has ended up endorsing 

practices that are not so different from conventional ones (Guthman 2004; Raynolds 2009). In either instance, it is clear that 

certifi cation is beset by a tension between niche-building and market expansion.

To better understand the ways in which certifi cation supports alternative production models, researchers might follow two paths: 

(1) Like existing studies, use comparisons of certifi ed and non-certifi ed producers to identify the extent of this support in various 

markets and countries. But do not stop with this fi rst-order comparison. Either pair the comparisons carefully (so that producers 

are similar on all other criteria) or use statistical controls to estimate the net effect of certifi cation. Longitudinal data will help 

researchers consider possible selection effects, but a variety of statistical methods allow adjustment for selection processes to 

be used even with cross-sectional data. (2) Demonstration effects are important for diffusing alternative production practices 

and overcoming the limitations of barriers to entry. It would help for researchers to look for evidence of demonstration effects in 

other domains (like forestry or fi sheries). This would most likely involve close observation of a few key sites, but researchers might 

also look for ways to build longitudinal datasets that can track the diffusion of practices that were initially linked to certifi cation.

10 A more recent study (Chakrabarty and Grote 2009) of Rugmark’s infl uence on households engaged in carpet weaving in India and Nepal found that 

connection to the label was associated with a lower likelihood of child labor, but only in households that had already passed a basic level of subsistence. 

In those below the subsistence level (defi ned by calorie intake), certifi cation seems unable to disrupt the dynamics fueling child labor.

11 Some analysts frame the issue in terms of “rents” that accrue through certifi cation, although those using this language vary with regard to whether they 

see these rents as just or not (see Mutersbaugh 2005; Guthman 2007).
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3. Shaping Investment or Land Use Decisions

Whereas the discussion so far has focused on fi rms that are either certifi ed or in the process of getting certifi ed, the focus here 

is on a much more dispersed set of actors, especially investors and potentially government land use planners. If certifi cation 

is to signifi cantly stem the tide of deforestation, the loss of marine species, or other destructive trends, then it would need to 

affect the forward-looking decisions of at least some actors that are not already directly linked to markets for certifi ed products.

How might this occur? If certifi cation premiums exist, or market niches are attractive enough, this may generate an incentive 

to invest in industries and products where certifi cation opportunities exist, even if getting certifi ed is not planned for the 

immediate future. Such incentives could also shape land- (or sea-) use decisions where applicable. In forestry, for instance, 

if the benefi ts of certifi cation were high enough, landowners or users might choose to manage forest land rather than clear 

it for conversion to agriculture. Indeed, one of the original rationales for FSC certifi cation (and its supposed advantage over 

boycotts) was to fi ght deforestation by adding value to forests and thus slow their conversion into cattle grazing and other 

unsustainable land uses (Johnson and Cabarle 1993). It is this sort of process that this third mechanism of infl uence highlights.

Evidence: Certifi cation’s Limited Impact on Investment and Land Use Decisions

Some evidence suggests that this process does occasionally occur. Based on studies of coffee farming in Mexico, Blackman 

et al. (2005) argue that certifi cation that provides a price fl oor can ease the (otherwise intense) pressure for deforestation. 

Pointing to a possible indirect effect of Fair Trade, they fi nd that members of cooperatives were less likely than others to clear 

forest land in the midst of the coffee crisis (i.e., dramatically falling prices) of the 1990s. Taking a complementary approach 

to deforestation, some have suggested that creating markets for certifi ed non-timber forest products (like rubber) will make 

those activities more economically viable and thus conserve forests (Gouyon 2003).

However, most evidence suggests that, to date, certifi cation has not altered investment or land/sea use decisions in ways 

that promoted conservation. At the most general level, despite the growth of the MSC, global fi shing yields have declined, 

regional ecosystems have lost biodiversity, and the rate of fi sheries collapses has increased (Worm et al. 2006). Deforestation 

and forest degradation have increased, at alarming rates in some regions, at the same time that forest certifi cation has grown 

(Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 2006).12 More specifi cally, Gullison (2003) shows that FSC certifi cation has failed 

to develop a presence in settings where the loss of forest cover has been greatest and therefore has not been able to shape 

land use patterns there. The FSC has more recently started to grow in some of those places—like Bolivia and Guatemala (Auld, 

Gulbrandsen, and McDermott 2008), though Nebel et al. (2005) fi nd that the growth of certifi cation in Bolivia has occurred 

along with the continuation of deforestation and clearing for agriculture there. 

The reason for this lack of effect is presumably that the profi t potentials for intensive agriculture remain much higher (at 

least in the short term) than they are for even the sweetest niche in the certifi ed forest products market (Gullison 2003). As 

Gullison puts it, there is “clear evidence that certifi cation produces biodiversity benefi ts by improving management of existing 

timber production forests during the auditing produces [emphasis added]. In contrast, the incentives offered by certifi cation are 

insuffi cient to prevent deforestation” (p.162). Richards (2004) notes that even though the “demand for sustainably harvested 

timber exceeds supply,” premiums have not been enough to attract investment in forests (p.26).

One might also frame this issue slightly differently: Does the existence of a sizable market for certifi ed forest products lower 

the profi t potential of more destructive activities—like illegal logging—and perhaps channel investment in different directions? 

Here too, the FSC has yet to have a major impact. However, the growth of forest certifi cation indirectly contributed to the 

recent passage of import-based policies banning illegally logged forest products, such as the FLEGT (Forest Law Enforcement, 

Governance, and Trade) program in Europe and the Lacey Act in the U.S., which could potentially reduce the profi tability of 

illegal logging in the future.

12 From 2000 to 2005, worldwide deforestation increased, but at a slightly slower rate than in the 1990-2000 period. In some countries, the change in pri-

mary forest cover from 1990 to 2005 is especially striking—from 70.4 million to 48.7 million hectares in Indonesia, from 460.5 million to 415.9 hectares 

in Brazil, and from 385,000 hectares to only 85,000 hectares in Vietnam (FAO 2006).
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Research has not yet explored how large the incentives or premiums for certifi cation would need to be in order to signifi cantly 

alter various types of investment or land/sea use decisions—or even whether incentives of this sort could feasibly operate on a 

large scale. To do so, it would be useful to gather data on the return on investment in various industries and begin to estimate 

the effects of various changes in relative prices. It would be especially helpful to trace this for fi rms or investors that have 

moved from one product to another—from forest products to cattle grazing, for instance. Though getting accurate data could 

be a serious challenge, such a task could help to determine whether it is worthwhile or a blind alley to think that certifi cation 

can shape dispersed and forward-looking decisions about investment.

4. Shaping Supply Chain Structures and Relationships

Rather than merely being layered over existing supply chain structures, certifi cation might in some circumstances reconfi gure 

relationships and patterns of exchange in supply chains, whether in intended or unintended ways. Government regulation has 

often shaped industry structures and patterns of concentration (see, for instance, Campbell and Lindberg 1990; Hollingsworth 

1991), so it is worth inquiring into whether private regulation through certifi cation might do the same. This mechanism is 

distinct in that it focuses not just on certifi ed producers, but on the broader character of the supply chains and industries in 

which they operate.

On one hand, certifi cation may over time infl uence the structure of industries, for instance, by advantaging large fi rms over 

small ones (or vice versa), or fostering concentration through benefi ts to scale in the certifi cation process. 

In addition, there are reasons to think that certifi cation might sometimes reconfi gure relationships in supply chains, perhaps 

helping to turn “captive” supply chains into “relational” ones (Gereffi , Humphrey and Sturgeon 2005). Certifi cation systems 

may help supply chains become relational (1) by explicitly calling for longer term, more stable ties between producers and 

buyers (as does Fair Trade),13 (2) by generating more frequent and direct interaction between producers and buyers, and (3) 

by involving representatives of producers, buyers, and auditors in joint problem-solving and deliberation (Locke, Amengual, 

and Mangla 2009; Sabel 2007).14 But certifi cation and relationships are connected in complex ways and may occasionally serve 

as functional substitutes for one other. For instance, buyers may see external certifi cation as necessary only when they have 

weak, arms-length relationships with producers. When relationships are closer, buyers may prefer to do their own monitoring 

of production conditions and forego certifi cation.15

Evidence of Impacts: Industry Structure and Concentration

Evidence here is far from comprehensive, but scholars often portray certifi cation as advantaging large producers. Ponte (2008) 

argues that a few large fi sheries in South Africa have appropriated the MSC in claiming that consolidation is good for sustain-

ability, excluding challengers and defl ecting government initiatives to reallocate fi shing quotas. Notably, this competition 

among fi rms is also intertwined with legacies of racial inequality in South Africa:

MSC certifi cation was expected [by some fi rms] to provide a guarantee against the possibility of a further re-

allocation of quotas away from the main (white-owned) fi shing companies. Very few players held hake rights up 

to the 1990s. But following the end of apartheid, the number of rights holders increased to 40–50. The overall 

argument constructed by large trawling companies is that it is easier to manage the resource and police catch 

levels when there are few players in the industry. This argument was developed and put forward at a key moment 

13 Fair Trade calls for “trade partnerships between producers and their buyers, which enable producers to have long-term access to markets under viable 

conditions” and requires “sourcing plans” in order to promote this (FLO 2009).

14 Locke et al.’s (2009) “commitment approach” to labor standards (as an alternative to a “compliance approach”) depends on “the frequent presence of 

auditors in the factories to engage in a process of root-cause analysis, joint problem solving, information sharing, and the diffusion of best practices 

that is in the mutual self-interest of the suppliers, the auditors, and the global corporations for which they work” (p.321).

15 Some small “eco-exotic” furniture manufacturers in Indonesia, for instance, report that their buyers (e.g., upscale fi rms belonging to the Sustainable 

Furnishings Council) know enough about their production practices that they are not especially interested in certifi cation. In contrast, fi rms like IKEA, 

Pottery Barn, and Pier 1 may need certifi cation to keep track of conditions in their massive networks of suppliers.
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in time, when the regulatory agency in charge of managing quotas (MCM) was thoroughly revising its system of 

allocation. (Ponte 2008:166)

In a variety of settings, researchers have noted that certifi cation often provides advantages to large producers but marginalizes 

small, community-based operations, whether in fi sheries (Ponte 2008), forestry (Klooster 2006), or aquaculture (Vandergeest 

2007). This is based in part on the fi xed costs associated with certifi cation (i.e., paying consultants and auditors), and some 

certifi cation associations have begun to promote group certifi cation of small operations as a way to lower these costs (Richards 

2004). But researchers also note that small producers are often not in a position to meet the demands for speed, volume, and 

price coming from large retailers, who control much of the market for certifi ed products.

Evidence of Impacts: Reconfi guring Relationships

Most of what we know about certifi cation and supply chain relationships comes from studies of Fair Trade. Here, relationships 

between buyers in affl uent countries and producers in developing countries are taken to be a goal in themselves, since they 

challenge the dominant logics of buyer-driven supply chains (Raynolds 2009). Yet researchers have found that these relation-

ships do not always run as deep as the program’s promotional materials would suggest, since an understanding of Fair Trade 

does not always fi lter down to the level of individual farmers (Lyon 2006). Yet early Fair Trade participants clearly did prioritize 

relationship-building, leading scholars to worry that the relational nature of Fair Trade is declining as it becomes mainstream. 

Raynolds’ (2009) studies of the mainstreaming of Fair Trade coffee suggest that with the entry of large retailers into Fair Trade, 

a market-driven logic of traceability has largely displaced a previous logic of partnership. But she fi nds that relationships do 

persist in some quarters of the certifi ed market: Producer cooperatives get more stable, substantial benefi ts when dealing 

with “mission-driven buyers,” who “refl exively pursue equality, transparency, and respect in their material as well as narrative 

practices. Producer groups confi rm that these buyers forge important partnerships based on shared values, organizational 

commonalities, and multifaceted ties” (p.1090).

For other types of certifi cation, talk of relationships often comes from retailers promoting their attempts to work with suppliers 

to move them toward certifi cation. Yet observers have argued that even as retailers like IKEA “partner” with core suppliers to 

achieve certifi cation, they nevertheless prioritize “commercial and industrial conventions, especially high volumes, uniform 

physical characteristics, and low prices” (Klooster 2006:559). Counter-examples also exist, where relationships do appear to be 

reconfi gured. Victoria’s Secret’s agreement to buy from a group of producers of organic cotton in Burkina Faso cuts out the 

cotton companies and traders, representing a “re-working of the commodity chain.” A Victoria’s Secret supplier in Sri Lanka 

buys cotton directly from the producer group; the cotton is then spun and woven in India (Bassett 2010). Here, certifi cation 

facilitates a cutting out of the middleman in a way that potentially empowers new actors in the supply chain.

In sum, the links between certifi cation and supply chain structures and relationships represent a growing area of research, but 

the fi ndings remain scattered and suggestive. To see if the growth of certifi cation has major effects on industry concentration, 

researchers might measure concentration ratios over time in nationally and/or functionally defi ned segments of supply chains, 

to see if these patterns map on to the growth of certifi cation initiatives. However, this may be too blunt of a tool to capture 

changes that are subtle, contingent, or only beginning to occur. A detailed comparative study of the sort that Cashore et al. 

(2004) used to explain support for certifi cation might prove useful in understanding the evolution of supply chain structures 

as well. To better understand if certifi cation fosters closer producer-buyer relationships, researchers ought to examine the 

extent to which the sort of collaborative, stable connections that Raynolds (2009) fi nds in selected pockets of Fair Trade coffee 

markets can be found in other certifi ed markets (e.g., seafood, furniture, etc.) and/or in sustainability experiments that forego 

certifi cation (e.g., “direct trade” relationships).

5. Eff ects on Government Regulation 

Despite talk of “bypassing the state,” it is clear that certifi cation systems necessarily intersect with national and sub-national 

forms of regulation and governance. In fact, some of the most profound effects of certifi cation may occur through their 

impact on state policy, regulation, and its enforcement. Perhaps because such effects tend to be subtle and “long-term and 
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slow-moving” (Auld, Gulbrandsen, and McDermott 2008), fairly little is known about the extent and direction of such effects. 

Analysts have begun to assemble cases and arguments (e.g., Segura 2004), but systematic work on this topic is rare. To gain 

traction, I consider the logic and fragments of evidence behind three ideal types of interactions between private regulatory 

initiatives and the state—rivalry, complementarity, and hybridity (see Trubek and Trubek 2007). While governments, especially 

in Europe and North America, have often played a key role in creating and supporting certifi cation initiatives (Bartley 2007b; 

Sassen 2002; Vandergeest 2007), my focus here is on the relationship between certifi cation and government regulation at or 

around the point of production, especially in developing countries.

Certifi cation does not necessarily deeply shape government action and may occasionally be orthogonal to it. For instance, 

Bassett (2010) argues that certifi ed Fair Trade cotton is “a mere sideshow to the big events taking place in the main tent,” by 

which he means negotiations over trade, subsidies, and World Trade Organization rulings. But often there are subtle ways 

in which certifi cation initiatives, like other private forms of regulation, alter the terrain for government action in one way or 

another.

Concepts and Evidence: Rivalry/Crowding Out

Many observers worry that public and private regulation will exist in a state of rivalry, such that the expansion of private regula-

tion crowds out current or future regulation by states. In the domain of labor standards, for instance, activists have charged that 

private codes of conduct are “at best diversionary and at worst a threat to the regulatory role of the state” (Status of Women 

Canada 1999) and have worried that “a rush to corporate codes of conduct [might] undermine effective labor-law enforcement 

by governmental authorities” (Compa 2001:1). Other observers have framed the issue in terms of a possible rivalry between 

hard law and soft law, particularly in reference to social policy in the European Union (Trubek and Trubek 2007).

How might private forms of regulation like certifi cation crowd out government regulation? First, companies or other support-

ers of certifi cation might use the existence of private voluntary initiatives to more effectively lobby against more stringent 

or binding regulation. Or in a more subtle fashion, the existence of certifi cation might sap or channel the energies of actors 

who might otherwise push for legislative action. In addition, to the extent that certifi ers and auditors take up roles that might 

otherwise be done by government agencies, certifi cation could contribute to a gutting of state capacities or a failure to develop 

these capacities, thus contributing to a hollowing out of the state.

The existing evidence, though quite fragmentary, suggests that these concerns ought to be taken seriously, even though a 

full-scale crowding out of the state is highly unlikely. Vandergeest (2007) suggests that effective local regulation of shrimp 

aquaculture in Thailand is being crowded out—or at least ignored by—certifi cation initiatives. While local government and 

community self-organization has helped to mitigate pollution caused by shrimp farming, these actions have not been incorpo-

rated into or supported by initiatives like the Aquaculture Certifi cation Council (ACC). On the other hand, Vandergeest argues 

that these local forms of governance and certifi cation could become complementary in the future. Seidman (2007), who is less 

sanguine, argues that Rugmark has distracted attention from the Indian state’s role in expanding and tolerating child labor and 

perhaps also from more promising strategies of reducing child labor by strengthening universal, compulsory education, and 

improving nutrition and healthcare. More broadly, Seidman argues that certifi cation and brand-based campaigning take the 

pressure off of states and limit the expansion of citizenship rights, which have previously proven essential to improving social 

and environmental justice. Similarly, Hughes (2007) argues that local social movements in Cambodia were constrained rather 

than empowered by international actors and agendas that were focused on “Better Factories” certifi cation and independent 

forest monitoring: “International organizations cultivated interlocutors who could assist in building institutions to defuse 

confl ict, rather than supporting local people in public contention against abuses of power. As such, international organizations 

cut themselves off from a constituency that, potentially, could have assisted them in promoting reform” (pp.850-1).16

16 This analysis poses a challenge for those who have suggested that certifi cation has “legitimized the position and strengthened social capital of local 

stakeholders such as community based organizations and NGOs, who traditionally have had limited access to infl uence policy developments” (Segura 

2004:7).
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Concepts and Evidence: Complementarity

Certifi cation and government regulation might also be complementary, either because they make independent but compatible 

contributions or because they strengthen each other’s work. Recent work on auditing and inspection of labor standards shows 

that private auditors and public labor inspectors in the Dominican Republic have different approaches and focus on different 

areas, but this “uncoordinated complementarity” appears to result in a net increase in inspection capacity (Amengual 2007).

Complementarity can also occur if private certifi cation facilitates an upgrading of public regulation. Certifi ed operations might 

demonstrate that improvements are feasible and cost effective and thus pave the way to broader legislation. This could also 

occur through a version of a “Baptist-bootlegger” coalition (Vogel 1995) in which fi rms engaged in certifi cation or other 

forms of voluntary regulation support a strengthening of government regulation in order to impose costs on their uncertifi ed 

competitors. One piece of evidence relevant to this claim comes from the U.S. government’s extension of the Lacey Act in 

2008 to outlaw the import of illegally harvested timber. Domestic timber fi rms in the American Forest and Paper Association 

(many certifi ed through the Sustainable Forestry Initiative) argued that imports of Chinese plywood, often made from illegally 

harvested timber, were depressing prices by between 7 and 16% (American Forest & Paper Association 2004). The AFPA and 

fi rms importing from temperate forests (but not those importing from tropical forest areas) ended up supporting the extension 

of the Lacey Act, which had been initially proposed by NGOs like Greenpeace and the Environmental Investigation Agency 

(Environmental Investigation Agency 2009).

There may also be a kind of complementary effect if the existence of private certifi cation initiatives leads governments to 

develop or reshape policies to support certifi cation, or at least take account of it. Public procurement laws in the U.K. and 

several other countries have sometimes been written to include a preference for certifi ed forest products. Closer to the point 

of production, FSC certifi cation has been, in effect, written into forestry policies in Mexico and enforcement activities in South 

Africa and Bolivia (Pattberg 2006).17 In Bolivia, the 1996 Forest Act, written with input from some FSC-supporting NGOs, 

made FSC certifi cation functionally equivalent to government auditing of forest concessions and made compliance with 

government standards highly consistent with FSC standards, thus reducing the barriers to certifi cation (Contreras-Hermosilla 

and Vargas 2002; Nebel et al. 2005). 

Concepts and Evidence: Hybridity

There are also possibilities for a more unique kind of hybrid governance. Here, public and private forms of regulation are 

reciprocally reshaped as they intertwine, “creating institutions with no close analogue in either of the original classes” (Sabel 

and Simon 2006:404) To the extent that public and private roles become tangled in this way, “failure by one part of the whole 

can skew the objectives and balance of the overall hybrid regime” (Trubek, Cottrell, and Nance 2006:82).

Concretely, one might fi nd a hybrid system if there were tight connections between individuals working in private certifi cation 

systems and government agencies, which would facilitate information sharing, learning, and experimentation. Or, certifi ca-

tion assessments might more effectively mobilize or empower public offi cials who are deeply embedded in the areas where 

certifi cation is occurring, rather than relying on distant auditors.18 This appears to be what Vandergeest (2007) has in mind 

when he recommends that advocates for certifi cation “identify those impacts that have a strong local character [accepting 

that not all do] and are of interest to local people, and . . . outline how communities or local governments could be involved 

in setting both technical and social standards, as well as in monitoring and certifi cation decisions” (p.1168).

To date, there is no evidence that truly hybrid confi gurations of certifi cation and government exist, at least in ways that shape 

conditions on the ground. But as one thinks broadly about the growth of certifi cation and the transformations of governance 

that have already occurred in these past two decades, the possibilities for hybrid governance do not seem so farfetched.

17 Yet one should not assume that public support of private provision has only benefi cial consequences. As Hacker (2002) argues, health care policy in 

the U.S. has been written to incorporate but not challenge the private provision of services, which has made this system especially resistant to change.

18 On the importance of combining credible expertise with local embeddedness, see Evans (1995).
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6. Leveraging: Certifi cation as a Platform for Challengers

A fi nal mechanism is typically overlooked in studies of certifi cation, though it is common in research on other types of trans-

national standards (Evans and Kay 2008; Haarstad and Fløysand 2007; Keck and Sikkink 1998). Certifi cation may matter by 

providing a platform for various kinds of challenges to corporations from entities external to the organization—notably, other 

fi rms or activist groups. This draws attention to ways in which certifi cation may be mobilized to force changes (departing from 

more voluntaristic accounts of its infl uence). This focus on coercion and confl ict makes this an analytically distinct process, 

though it may also feed into one or more of the processes described above.

The theoretical basis of this argument is the recognition that markets are fi lled with debate, confl ict, and strategic maneuvering, 

making them more akin to politics than to mere exchange (Fligstein 2001). In this setting, certifi cation “can be appropriated, 

used, and justifi ed in a variety of political and politico-economic fi elds” (Ponte 2008:168). Certifi cation initiatives provide a 

possible platform for two types of “challengers.” First, there are fi rms that seek to unseat the dominant position of (usually 

large, well-established) incumbent fi rms (Fligstein 2001). Challenger fi rms may seek to leverage certifi cation to increase their 

visibility or market share. Second, there are challengers activated by social movements (King and Soule 2007). The existence of 

operations certifi ed as sustainable, fair, or otherwise exemplary may provide additional opportunities for activists to highlight 

contradictions between discourse and conditions on the ground, whether through public campaigns or complaints lodged 

with certifi cation bodies.

At present, we know very little about how often certifi cation gets used as leverage in these ways and to what effect. Other 

transnational standards, like industry and company codes of conduct, have certainly been leveraged in this way, especially in 

international labor rights and environmental justice campaigns, turning these standards into new sites of struggle (Rodríguez-

Garavito 2005). Given the more limited scope of certifi cation standards—which cover only those operations that have gone 

through the certifi cation process—the dynamics of leveraging may be less salient. Yet there are documented cases of activists 

focusing on controversial certifi cations to highlight the existing problems on the ground, including repression of a union in the 

SA8000-certifi ed PT Kasrie factory in Indonesia (Ascoly and Zeldenrust 2003) and ecosystem destruction by the FSC-certifi ed 

Veracel plantation in Brazil (World Rainforest Movement 2008). But we lack research that explores in fi ner detail the prevalence 

of leveraging certifi cation and the impacts of doing so. Regardless, it remains a potentially important mechanism through 

which certifi cation initiatives have (perhaps unexpected) consequences. 

Conclusions
The consequences of certifi cation for the social and environmental conditions of production are far more varied than is 

conveyed by most discussions of impacts and assessment. Synthesizing existing research, I have highlighted six mechanisms of 

infl uence, each grounded in a middle-range theory of change and each operative in at least some instances. Precise estimates 

of the frequency and salience of each mechanism are not possible, but this review of existing evidence does allow for some 

general fi ndings:

1. Perhaps most clearly, certifi cation has not signifi cantly altered dispersed decision-making about investment 

or land use in ways that would promote conservation. Partly for this reason, environmental degradation has 

continued, and in some cases even worsened, at the same time that certifi cation initiatives have grown.

2. When standards are high and auditing is credible, fi rms are clearly required to make changes in order to get 

certifi ed. For these fi rms, getting certifi ed does mean improving practices. Yet the most common changes are 

process- rather than performance-based, and many important problems identifi ed through auditing are not fully 

resolved.

3. Support for alternative production models has remained a signifi cant feature of some certifi cation systems, even 

as this effect has been threatened by the expansion and mainstreaming of certifi cation. These alternative models 

have had some interesting demonstration effects with wider consequences.
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4. The effects of certifi cation on the state are multifaceted but not currently very clear. Certifi cation is unlikely 

to fully crowd out government regulation, but evidence of partial effects of this sort requires that we consider 

whether certifi cation initiatives might sometimes indirectly work against their stated goals.

Beyond these initial conclusions, this review has sought to provide a more orderly template for conceptualizing effects and 

to suggest new research tasks and strategies. As detailed in the sections above, most of these involve collecting longitudinal 

data and choosing comparisons carefully, guided by a middle-range theory of the mechanism at hand.

The Limits of Certifi cation

Incentives for recalcitrance and evasion, compounded by the inertia of prior practices, may be signifi cant enough to blunt the 

effects of certifi cation, even for fi rms whose markets demand it. Practices that have high costs, have high switching costs, or 

involve the loss of managerial autonomy will be especially likely to be resisted. This may help explain why studies of voluntary 

labor standards fi nd signifi cant changes in workplace conditions but very little movement on issues like freedom of association 

(Barrientos and Smith 2007).

Going further, many of the problems that certifi cation initiatives were designed to address are in fact rooted in fundamental 

failures of governance and entrenched patterns of power and patronage. As currently constituted, certifi cation has little power 

to alter these patterns. Even a stronger set of certifi cation programs with greater market power would be hard pressed to alter 

basic features of governance like land tenure and citizenship rights. Yet these features of governance are often problematic 

in the very places that certifi cation is expected to have the greatest impact—developing countries with recent or ongoing 

civil wars (e.g., Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, Colombia), authoritarian and post-authoritarian political environments (e.g., China, 

Vietnam, Indonesia), and other volatile socio-legal environments (McCarthy 2004). Researchers should be on the lookout for 

any evidence that certifi cation can penetrate societies enough to upgrade basic features of governance and citizenship. But 

advocates for certifi cation should also limit their expectations and temper their claims about how deep certifi cation’s infl uence 

can go.

Comparisons to Other Approaches

My approach does not exhaust the ways of thinking about certifi cation’s signifi cance. It brackets questions about how certi-

fi cation initiatives shape the experience of consumption (see, for instance, Dolan 2007), what engagement with certifi cation 

does for the internal culture or external relations of corporations, or how changes at the point of production ultimately affect 

regional or landscape-level patterns of biodiversity, poverty, or justice. But my approach does provide a distinctive lens for 

conceptualizing the signifi cance of certifi cation, labeling, and private regulation. Here, I briefl y compare it with two other 

synthetic accounts of certifi cation, a systems approach from Lebel and Lorek (2008) and a rational choice, “club theory” 

approach from Potoski and Prakash (2009).

Lebel and Lorek’s account of “sustainable production-consumption systems” covers a great deal of useful territory, including 

the technological innovations that enable us to produce more effi ciently and address the full life cycle of products. Their 

scope is impressively broad, and they seek to identify processes that can contribute to the functioning of a system that “links 

environmental goods and services, individuals, households, organizations, and states through linkages in which energy and 

materials are transformed, utility is derived, and relationships . . . take place” (p.243). Their approach assumes a tightly coupled 

system, in which the actions of consumers, retailers, producers, and others potentially work in tandem to promote sustain-

ability. In contrast, my approach assumes that the linkages between different pieces of this bigger picture are often loose, such 

that improvements on one dimension (e.g., energy reduction) do not necessarily generate improvements on another (e.g., 

biodiversity, social justice, etc.).19 Changes in one part of the supply chain (e.g., ethical consumerism) may also be only loosely 

19 To take a concrete example of a tension between two aspects of “sustainability,” the growing market for biofuels as a substitute for unsustainable fossil 

fuels has made oil palm a valuable crop. Investors and governments have thus cleared huge amounts of ecologically and socially valuable forest land 

for oil palm plantations. And subsequent attempts to certify “sustainable” palm oil have illustrated the contradictions of expanding certifi cation into 

more and more fi elds.
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coupled with changes on the ground in tropical forests, shrimp farms, marine fi sheries, or cocoa plantations. In part, this is 

because the links between these locations and actors are not part of a single integrated system, but are multiply embedded in 

local, national, and transnational ecological, political, and social contexts, each with different contours and boundaries. Lebel 

and Lorek’s work makes a powerful case for an integrated approach to sustainable production and consumption, while my 

work suggests that there may also be some benefi ts to disaggregating our analysis.

Potoski and Prakash focus on the principles of design that can make voluntary programs—like certifi cation initiatives—effec-

tive. They develop a typology of voluntary “clubs” based on two dimensions—the stringency of standards and the strength 

of monitoring/enforcement rules. While programs that are weak on both dimensions (“sham” clubs) have few effects, those 

that are strong on only one of these dimensions (“bootcamps” and “country clubs”) might be worth taking seriously in some 

settings. For Potoski and Prakash, the choice and effects of clubs depends in large part on how competition and non-market 

pressure shape collective action dilemmas and incentives for shirking by fi rms. This is an important approach, valuable 

especially for its rigor and clarity. However, this review highlights several potential dynamics of certifi cation that are overlooked 

by Potoski and Prakash’s approach—particularly the role of alternative production models (and their demonstration effects), 

relationship-building in supply chains, and subtle infl uences of private governance on the state. More importantly, Potoski and 

Prakash tend to assume that the consequences of certifi cation programs fl ow fairly directly from their design principles, while 

I assume that a tangled web of other factors typically frustrate the formal structures and mandates of regulatory, standard-

setting, and certifi cation initiatives. 
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Abstract
Many countries have environmental regulations for aquaculture, but environmentalists doubt that these regulations are 

suffi cient to avoid negative impacts. Thus, best management practice (BMP) programs, buyer purchasing standards, and 

eco-label certifi cation systems have been developed. 

A large but unknown number of voluntary BMP programs exist; these typically do not involve any kind of verifi cation. Some 

buyers have developed purchasing standards; these usually specify environmental conditions at the farm level, often with 

inspection for compliance. And about 35 aquaculture certifi cation programs exist; these require verifi cation of compliance via 

third-party inspection. The quantity of certifi ed product at the farm level reported by these latter programs is 1,339,000 metric 

tons per year, or 2.58 percent of total aquaculture production. The percentage of certifi ed product is greater for internationally 

traded aquaculture in general and particularly for certain species—for example, marine shrimp.

Practices and standards in all types of responsible aquaculture programs vary in their specifi c details, but all programs appear 

to focus on the same suite of major impacts. Few studies demonstrate that the adoption of better practice or certifi cation pro-

grams reduces the negative environmental impact of participating farms, compared to nonparticipating farms. Nevertheless, 

practices and standards generally are based on sound scientifi c principles, and compliance is likely to reduce impacts and 

waste production to specifi ed limits at the farm level. That is, participating farms are more effi cient and produce less wastes 

than nonparticipating ones. However, there is no guarantee that compliance with practices and standards will avoid off-site 

impacts—especially where several farms operate in the same area. Practices and standards focus on aquaculture’s direct 

impacts and do not consider the kinds of indirect impacts that would be included in a complete life cycle assessment (LCA). 

However, LCAs are generally not technically or economically feasible.

Although the use of better practices will likely make producers more effi cient and lessen their negative impacts, the cost of 

using those practices in a certifi cation program falls on the farmer. In aquaculture, certifi cation may open up access to markets, 

but certifi ed product generally does not command a price premium. Moreover, certifi cation schemes are businesses that 

require a minimum number of participants in order to be economically viable. It is doubtful that aquaculture certifi cation will 

become fully viable unless one or both of the following occur: (1) clear evidence is developed revealing that better practices 

and certifi cation enhance effi ciency enough to offset the added costs of participating in these programs, and/or (2) more 

consumers become willing to pay a premium for “environmentally friendly” products, and a fair portion of the higher price 

fi lters down to farmers. 
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Thus far, little effort has been made to evaluate the net effect on farm profi tability of adopting better practices and participating 

in certifi cation programs. Many European consumers apparently will pay more for an “environmentally friendly” product, but 

many fewer consumers in the U.S. and Japan will do so. Also, a higher consumer price for a product does not assure greater 

farm-gate value. The long-term prospects of certifi cation may thus depend mainly upon a fair distribution of the costs of 

farm-level participation in these programs among all parties involved.

Introduction
The world’s human population currently stands at 7 billion and is expected to increase to more than 9 billion by 2050. The 

demand for goods and services by this growing population has exceeded the world’s capacity to supply resources sustainably 

and render wastes innocuous. Society must ascertain how to sustainably supply these needs in order to avoid famine, water 

shortages, economic collapse, political instability, and chaos. Obviously, food is one of the most important human needs, 

and fi sheries products are a major component of the world’s food supply; around 15 percent of the world supply of animal 

protein is from fi sheries products.

Wild-capture fi sheries have not increased for two decades (Fig. 1) and have reached or possibly exceeded their sustainable 

limits. Aquaculture production has been increasing at about 8 percent per annum (Fig. 2). The entire increase in future demand 

for fi sheries products must come from aquaculture. Many environmentalists question the sustainability of aquaculture in 

general and especially that of salmon and shrimp culture (Naylor et al. 1998, 2000). As a result of environmental and social 

advocacy, efforts have been made to improve the social and environmental performance of aquaculture (MacMillan et al. 2003; 

Boyd, Jory et al. 2006; Boyd 2008; Clay 2008; Borja et al. 2009; Bush et al. 2010), but as illustrated in articles by Buschman et 

al. (2009) and Páez-Osuna et al. (2003), much remains to be done before aquaculture can be considered sustainable. 

Fig. 1. Rate of growth as percentage change in product volume for the aquaculture and capture fi sheries industries, respectively. 

Source: FAO (2010).

An important component of efforts to improve the sustainability of aquaculture has been the development of best manage-

ment practice (BMP) programs, buyer purchasing policies or standards, and standards for certifi ed, eco-labeled products. 

Some aquaculture associations, such as the Irish Salmon Growers Association, have promoted BMPs for at least two decades 

(Irish Salmon Growers Association 1991). The Australian Prawn Farmers Association also was advocating BMPs for shrimp 

farming as early as 1997 (Donovan 1997). In 1999, a group of large-scale shrimp producers, shrimp processors, shrimp feed 

manufacturers, shrimp buyers, and restaurant chains founded the Global Aquaculture Alliance (GAA), in response to criticism 

of aquaculture by environmental groups. One of the fi rst tasks undertaken by the GAA was to design BMPs for marine shrimp 
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farming (Boyd 1999). But rather quickly, the focus shifted to eco-label certifi cation. The GAA was formed by the aquaculture 

industry, and it was viewed skeptically by environmental NGOs. The GAA eco-label certifi cation program is no doubt stricter 

than it would have been without the necessity to respond to criticism from the NGOs.

Almost immediately after the GAA’s entrance into eco-label certifi cation, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), Environmental 

Defense Fund (EDF), EurepG.A.P., several seafood buyers, the government of Thailand, and several other organizations 

became interested in aquaculture certifi cation. Jason Clay of WWF-US included aquaculture in the market-based incentive 

program of that organization. WWF-US has created certifi cation standards for several species and is developing the means for 

certifying production facilities that comply with the standards. GlobalG.A.P.—formerly EurepG.A.P.—has expanded its food 

production certifi cation business to include aquaculture products. A number of wholesalers and retailers have also developed 

purchasing standards for aquaculture products. The Thailand Department of Fisheries developed a code of conduct program 

for shrimp farming, and they certify farms that participate in the program.

There is much hope for aquaculture eco-label certifi cation; the Marine Aquaculture Task Force (2007) stated that “eco-labeling 

and certifi cation have the potential to signifi cantly improve the sustainability of aquaculture production practices.” Thus, 

despite aquaculture certifi cation being in its formative stage, there is a need to monitor its progress. 

The Steering Committee of the State-of-Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certifi cation requested this review of 

aquaculture certifi cation and provided discussion questions (which are used as subheadings in this paper) to serve as a 

framework, for an assessment of standards must focus largely on how well the different programs focus on the key impacts 

and use conventional, scientifi c logic for preventing these impacts.

Overview of Aquaculture
The purpose of this overview is to provide insight about aquaculture production and show why concerns exist about the sus-

tainability of aquaculture and thus opportunities exist for certifi cation programs. A summary of world fi sheries production for 

2009 reveals that aquaculture accounts for 38 percent of total production (Table 1). However, if fi sh meal fi sheries and aquatic 

plants are excluded from capture fi sheries, then aquaculture contributes nearly 50 percent—that is, aquaculture accounts for 

50 percent of fi sheries products for direct human consumption. Moreover, the majority of aquaculture production is in Asia 

and for domestic markets. 

Fig. 2. Global shares of aquaculture and wild fi sheries production. Source: FAO (2010)
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Table 1. Summary of world fi sheries production. Source: FAO (2010). 

Component Production (million tonnes) % Total Fisheries

Inland fi sheries

Capture 10.1 7

Aquaculture 31.6 22

Marine fi sheries

Capture1 81.9 57

Aquaculture 20.1 14

Total fi sheries 143.7 100

1 Includes fi sh meal fi sheries. If only fi sheries products for direct human consumption are considered, aquaculture production approximately equal 

capture fi sheries production.

The top 10 aquaculture and wild-caught species or species groups and their share of global aquaculture are provided in Table 2. 

The Peruvian and Japanese anchovy referred to in Table 2 are used for fi sh meal production; the kelp and other aquatic plants 

also are not for direct human consumption. 

Table 2. Top 10 aquaculture and wild-caught species or species groups. Source: FAO (2010). 

Species Volume (tonnes) Share of Global Seafood (%) Production Method

Marine fi shes 9,442,688 6.1 Wild Capture

Peruvian anchovy 7,611,129 4.9 Wild Capture*

Freshwater fi shes 5,666,932 3.6 Wild Capture

Japanese kelp 4,765,076 3.1 Aquaculture

Silver carp 3,782,281 2.4 Aquaculture

Grass carp 3,775,267 2.4 Aquaculture

Cupped oysters 3,385,382 2.2 Aquaculture

Japanese carpet shell 3,141,851 2.0 Aquaculture

Common carp 2,987,433 1.9 Aquaculture

Alaska pollock 2,908,577 1.9 Wild Capture*

Aquatic plants 2,472,168 1.6 Aquaculture

Skipjack tuna 2,368,392 1.5 Wild Capture

Atlantic herring 2,367,242 1.5 Wild Capture*

Nile tilapia 2,334,432 1.5 Aquaculture

Bighead carp 2,321,513 1.5 Aquaculture

Catla 2,281,838 1.5 Aquaculture

Chilean jack mackerel 1,778,561 1.1 Wild Capture*

Chub mackerel 1,714,632 1.1 Wild Capture*

Blue whiting 1,679,456 1.1 Wild Capture*

Japanese anchovy 1,389,036 0.9 Wild Capture*
* Utilized partially or entirely as a fi sh meal or fi sh oil source.
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Nine of the top 10 aquaculture countries are in Asia (Fig. 3), and China has more aquaculture than the other nine countries 

combined. 

Fig. 3. Countries producing the largest volumes of aquaculture products. Source: FAO (2010).

The major seafood-importing countries include several countries (China, Japan, and Korea) that also are leading producer 

countries (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. Countries importing the largest volumes of seafood product. Source: FAO (2010).

Seafood supply, domestic supply, and consumption per capita for several countries (Fig. 5) reveal that total seafood consump-

tion per capita has remained constant since 1997, while the combined population of the selected countries has increased 

by about 12 percent. Capture fi sheries have stagnated. Assuming that the trend depicted in Fig. 5 continues, aquaculture 

production must increase. Thus, the challenge is to develop sustainable aquaculture practices that will allow fi sheries products 

to continue to be produced in proportion to world population growth.
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Fig. 5. Total population of Japan, USA, EU, Brazil, China, India, and Indonesia, 

and seafood consumption rates for respective countries.

Freshwater aquaculture production is dominated by fi sh production and especially carp production, while marine aquaculture 

is mainly devoted to bivalve mollusk and seaweed production (Table 3). Freshwater aquaculture accounts for more than 50 

percent of aquaculture production. Marine aquaculture accounts for approximately 25 percent of total aquaculture production, 

and a mixture of brackish water and naturally migrating species (anadromous and catadromous) make up the remaining 25 

percent. 

From a very broad perspective, it is interesting to note that the farm-gate unit value of the freshwater, brackish/migratory, and 

marine groupings is roughly $US4-5/kg; however, certain species groupings offer a much higher farm-gate value. For example, 

shrimp and salmon combined will produce the same value as that of all carps and cyprinids, but at roughly a quarter of the 

production amount. Of course, the local context and the nature of the economies in developing countries mask the consumer 

market value, which is considerably higher for non-freshwater species. 
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Table 3. World aquaculture production – 2008. Source: FAO (2010). 

Species Grouping Quantity 
(mt)

Farm-gate value  
(USD)

Farm-gate 
unit price (USD/kg)

Freshwater

Carps, barbels and other cyprinids 20,593,403 26,694,905,000 1.30

Other freshwater fi sh and organisms 6,882,387 17,604,302,800 2.56

Tilapias and other cichlids 2,797,819 4,021,164,200 1.44

Turtles and amphibians 313,833 1,625,240,000 5.18

Sturgeons, paddlefi shes 25,683 105,339,000 4.10

Subtotal 30,613,125 50,050,951,000 

Marine/Freshwater/Brackish Water

Shrimps, prawns 3,399,105 14,291,650,600 4.65

Salmons, trouts, smelts 2,295,523 10,669,957,500 4.64

River eels 265,488 1,232,775,900 1.54

Miscellaneous diadromous fi shes 721,193 1,108,401,100 6.48

Shads 397 2,574,300 4.09

Subtotal 6,681,706 27,305,359,400 

Marine

Bivalve mollusks 12,601,261 12,465,690,900 3.70

Seaweeds and aquatic plants 16,140,591 8,044,513,200 2.76

Marine fi sh 1,756,581 6,492,631,500 1.72

Lobsters, crabs, and other crustaceans

(not including shrimp) 
546,723 1,507,155,500 13.79

Abalones, winkles, conchs 359,432 618,584,000 8.48

Tunas, bonitos, billfi shes 8,926 123,094,000 0.93

Squids, cuttlefi shes, octopuses 30 254,300 1.55

Subtotal 31,413,544 29,251,923,400 

The contribution of aquaculture to some common, internationally traded species or species groups (Table 4) reveals the 

importance of aquaculture in international trade. These species and species groups also represent a rather large contribution 

to total aquaculture production (Fig. 6).
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Table 4. Contribution of aquaculture to the production of 11 important aquatic species/species groups. From FAO (2010).

 Production (tonnes/yr.) Percentage

Species/Species Group  Total  Aquaculture from aquaculture

Shrimp 6,519,671 3,403,195 52.2

Salmon 2,326,355 1,573,285 67.6

Channel catfi sh 466,630 466,630 100

Rainbow trout 655,530 655,530 100

Tilapias 3,553,181 2,825,665 79.5

Pangasius 1,396,146 1,388,546 99.5

Oysters 4,291,452 4,147,634 96.6

Clams 5,172,298 4,364,973 84.4

Mussels 1,711,351 1,587,737 92.8

Scallops 2,174,345 1,410,923 64.9

Abalone 491,908 359,418 73.1

Seaweed 13,873,557 13,346,264 96.2

Fig. 6. Main species groups produced through aquaculture and representative proportions. Source: FAO (2010).
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Most aquaculture of freshwater fi sh, marine shrimp, and milkfi sh is done in ponds. Globally, there are an estimated 8,750,000 

hectares (ha) of freshwater fi sh ponds and 2,330,000 ha of brackish water aquaculture ponds (Verdegem and Bosma 2009). 

However, cage culture also is important for the production of tilapia and some other species of fi sh, and coldwater fi sh often 

are produced in long, narrow channels called raceways through which water continuously fl ows.

Pond aquaculture is classifi ed as extensive, semi-intensive, intensive, and super-intensive, but widely accepted defi nitions of 

these production-intensity categories have not been adopted. The following is the authors’ idea of intensity categories and the 

major practices used to attain the production levels:

Level Production (kg/ha/
crop)

Fertilization Feeding Aeration Water Exchange

Extensive < 1,000 Yes No No Yes or No

Semi-intensive 1,000-2,500 Yes or No Yes or No Yes or No Yes or No

Intensive 2,500-10,000 Yes or No Yes Yes Yes or No

Super-intensive > 10,000 No Yes Yes Yes or No

According to Verdegem and Bosma (2009), the average global production level is 2,890 kg/ha in freshwater ponds and 1,419 

kg/ha in brackish-water ponds. Thus, most aquaculture is conducted in semi-intensive or intensive systems.

Experts on aquaculture seem divided into two camps. One camp favors traditional systems that use organic fertilizers—mostly 

animal manures—to enhance production; the other camp promotes intensive, feed-based aquaculture. The former group is 

involved in research and development related to artisanal aquaculture for poor, rural farmers in Africa and Asia—a noble 

objective that encompasses a large amount of the world’s aquaculture production. However, this type of aquaculture presently 

contributes a relatively small percentage of the aquaculture products imported by those developed countries that are the main 

markets for certifi ed aquaculture products.

It will be diffi cult to organize artisanal aquaculture into certifi able clusters of farms capable of supplying the international 

aquaculture market (Boyd 2003a). This is not to say that small-scale aquaculture is not an important contributor to international 

fi sheries trade. Much of the shrimp culture in Thailand and several other Asian countries, for example, is on small farms, but 

these farms often employ feeding, mechanical aeration, and other procedures necessary for intensive production. The GAA 

held a stakeholder conference on issues related to the certifi cation of small-scale shrimp farms (Boyd, Limsuwan et al. 2006) 

and devised plans for certifying clusters of small farms. 

Those who promote artisanal aquaculture are generally highly critical of eco-label certifi cation, claiming that it favors wealthy 

farmers and thereby marginalizes poor ones (New 2003; Béné 2005; Bolton et al. 2010). It also is contended that modern, 

intensive aquaculture is more wasteful of resources and produces more negative impacts than does artisanal aquaculture 

(Bolton et al. 2010). Although aquaculture certifi cation could possibly marginalize artisanal aquaculture producers by denying 

them access to the export market, there is no clear evidence that artisanal aquaculture is more environmentally friendly than 

more-intensive aquaculture. On the contrary, many experts feel that intensive aquaculture can be more environmentally friendly 

than artisanal aquaculture.

We believe that aquaculture is intensifying worldwide, and this is especially true for internationally traded species. Intensifi cation 

reduces the amount of land and water needed for the siting and operation of production facilities (Boyd et al. 2007). However, 

intensive aquaculture requires more land and water to produce animal and plant meal for feeds, while in artisanal aquacul-

ture, food for the cultured species is produced naturally within ponds. Natural productivity in artisanal aquaculture often is 

stimulated by the application of fertilizer. Waste production per unit area (or volume) is greater in intensive culture, and the 

proportion of wastes assimilated in ponds by natural processes—e.g., microbial degradation of organic matter, nitrifi cation, 

denitrifi cation, ammonia volatilization, and phosphorus adsorption by sediment—is likely less than in extensive aquaculture. 

Thus, more of the waste load of intensive ponds is externalized, and space outside of the ponds is required for the purifi cation 

of these wastes through natural processes (Boyd et al. 2007). For example, concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus are 
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typically greater in the effl uent of intensive aquaculture facilities than in waters receiving the effl uent (Funge-Smith and Briggs 

1998; Tucker et al. 2008), while extensive shrimp farms in Bangladesh often discharge effl uent that is of better quality then the 

receiving waters (Wahab et al. 2003). 

When all factors and ecological services are considered, there may be little difference in total land and water use between 

artisanal and intensive aquaculture. The great advantage of intensifi cation is in improving the ability to manage production. 

The cultured organisms are concentrated, to allow for the more effi cient application of management techniques, greater worker 

output, better monitoring of culture conditions and recordkeeping, and easier harvesting. The implementation of practices 

required for compliance with eco-label certifi cation programs is facilitated by intensifi cation. Still, there is no reason that 

small-scale aquaculture cannot participate in eco-label certifi cation (Boyd, Limsuwan et al. 2006). 

There is, however, a caveat regarding the certifi cation of small-scale farms. Food safety and consumer opinion are major issues 

in the market for aquaculture products. In artisanal aquaculture, animal manures—even human wastes—may be used to 

fertilize ponds (Edwards 1980; Boyd and Tucker 1998). Also, sanitary conditions around artisanal ponds often are substandard, 

because farmers may live beside ponds and dispose of household waste in them. We believe that the introduction of animal 

manures and human wastes into ponds presents a major food safety issue and would no doubt alarm consumers in most 

developed nations.

The major effort in aquaculture eco-label certifi cation is the sustainable and responsible production of aquatic organisms. 

The organic certifi cation of aquaculture products also is concerned with reducing negative environment and social impacts 

and assuring food safety; but, its main goal is to provide a product certifi ed to have been produced by “organic” standards. 

Organic certifi cation is a niche market in aquaculture and does not represent enough production to be relevant to improving 

aquaculture sustainability on a global or even regional basis.

The role of governmentally imposed social and environmental regulations for aquaculture sustainability is interesting. If 

properly enforced, these regulations would extend across all types of aquaculture. And if effective government regulations 

covered all of the signifi cant impacts of aquaculture production, aquaculture eco-label certifi cation programs would not be 

needed. However, government regulations usually apply mainly to siting (e.g., outside of mangrove areas and other wetlands) 

and effl uent quality. Moreover, government regulations often are not effectively enforced, even in developed countries.

What Is Known about Market Demand for Sustainable and Certifi ed Aquaculture Products?
Aquaculture production has been growing at an average rate of 7 percent over the past three decades. It is the fastest-growing 

food production system globally, and it is a relatively new industry. Furthermore, aquaculture gets considerable attention 

because it utilizes aquatic (especially marine) environments as a culture medium. The uniqueness of the industry and its rapid 

growth has fostered considerable criticisms—some based on reality and some on perception. The public has little understand-

ing of aquaculture production because it is a new source of seafood. Thus, many consumers desire greater assurance of 

sustainable environmental and social outcomes of aquaculture activities. Aquaculture certifi cation has provided varying levels 

of assurance, but like the aquaculture industry, these certifi cations are growing in number. 

The initial motive for developing aquaculture certifi cation schemes was to respond to concerns about negative impacts of the 

industry on the environment. However, certifi cation also became a tool that producers could use to differentiate their product 

in the marketplace. Furthermore, retailers, who were being criticized for selling certain aquaculture products, sought some 

means to reduce this pressure, and certifi cation was one obvious mechanism. In addition, competition in the marketplace for 

differentiation likely led to new and better certifi cation schemes. Lastly, aquaculture certifi cation schemes are businesses, and 

economic viability and profi tability are key components to the longevity of a particular scheme; thus these efforts can also be 

understood to have a capitalistic interest. Functionally, the higher the number of certifi cates awarded, the greater the revenue 

generated by a particular certifi cation scheme.

The most commonly used arguments to support product eco-labeling schemes are summarized by Morris (1997): labels can 

improve the image and/or sales of a company; labeling can encourage fi rms to account for the environmental impact of their 
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production; labels can make consumers more aware of environmental issues and problems; and labeling programs might help 

to protect the environment. Morris also posits that, since consumers spend little time investigating the environmental impact 

of products, it is better to have one recognized label they can trust.

While the motives for the development and adoption of certain aquaculture certifi cation schemes are fairly logical, there is 

evidence to suggest that consumer attitudes have varying infl uence in driving these processes. Further, and more importantly, 

consumer attitudes alone are often a poor predictor of marketplace behavior (Vermeir and Verbeke 2006; Kraus 1995; Ajzen 

2001). 

A recent survey (Ocean Project 2009) asked U.S. consumers how strongly they felt that their purchasing habits affected the 

health of the oceans. In general, responders believed their individual seafood procurement choices did have an effect on the 

oceans. Broader surveys of consumers globally also found that consumers believed their purchasing decisions play a role in 

certain environmental or social outcomes (Peattie 1995; Smith 1990; Robins and Roberts 1997). 

The costs of aquaculture certifi cation implementation at the farm level are typically passed on to the consumer. These costs of 

aquaculture certifi cation schemes are not well-documented in the literature, but there is evidence that consumers are willing to 

pay for these improvements if they believe and have trust in the particular certifi cation scheme. Donath et al. (2000) conducted 

a study to determine the willingness of consumers to pay a price premium for certifi ed salmon. At a zero price premium, 96 

percent of U.S. respondents indicated they would opt for certifi ed salmon, while 67 percent of Norwegian respondents would 

do the same. As the premium increased, the percentage who said they would select certifi ed product decreased. Of course, 

it should be noted that consumer perception and desires do not necessarily direct the differentiation in purchasing. In many 

cases, the desire to purchase a product that is depicted as “better” is outweighed by the fi nancial realities at the moment of 

purchase, which can be contrary to the desired intention.

A survey of 1,640 U.S. residents found that 70 percent said they would prefer to purchase seafood labeled to indicate that it 

was from sustainable sources (Wessells, Donath et al. 1999). European consumers often show a higher willingness to pay for 

sustainably grown or certifi ed fi sh. The European Commission (2010) estimated that there were 123 organic standards in the 

marketplace and noted that organic salmon retails at a price some 50 percent higher than that for conventional farmed salmon. 

A study in Germany revealed that 75 percent of people were willing to buy environmental friendly production at a higher price 

(Robins and Roberts 1997). In Belgium, a sample of 381 people revealed that sustainability and ethics with respect to fi sh were 

indicated by consumers as being quite important (Verbeke et al. 2007).

Although this evidence suggests that consumers are willing to pay more for a certifi ed aquaculture product, Wessells, Johnston 

et al. (1999) found few statistically signifi cant variables to explain consumption patterns for eco-labeled seafood. Their study 

did reveal that the most important variable that infl uenced the choice of a certifi ed product was if the purchaser belonged to 

an environmental organization. They also found that consumers who generally purchase frozen (as opposed to fresh) seafood 

are less likely to choose an eco-labeled product—either a frozen or fresh one. Since frozen aquaculture products often cost 

less, the fi nding suggests that many consumers are cost conscious when it comes to seafood purchases. Such consumers 

probably have little interest in spending more to support an aquaculture certifi cation scheme.

In Asia, seafood is typically sold in local markets near where the seafood is caught or farmed. Asia consumes more than 

two-thirds of the world’s seafood (Food and Agriculture Organization 1999), but few Asian consumers discriminate between 

products based on environmental considerations. Therefore, these consumers have not been targeted by most certifi cation 

schemes (Phillips et al. 2003). 

Summary

Aquaculture is the fastest-growing form of protein production in the world. It is carried out in a unique environment that is 

very different from that of terrestrial farming, and it has drawn considerable attention for both these reasons. Aquaculture 

certifi cation has been developing rapidly over the past 15 years to address criticisms of the industry. Europe, which has the 

most such certifi cation schemes represented in the marketplace, appears to also have the highest level of consumer awareness 
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about these schemes, and consumers there have a general willingness to show preference for better products. Asia, however, 

which consumes the most seafood, consumes the least amount of certifi ed aquaculture product.

What Is Known about the Market Supply of Sustainable and Certifi ed Aquaculture Products?
Thirty-six aquaculture certifi cation programs are currently in operation; these certify slightly more than 1.3 million tonnes of 

product. However, only three schemes—Best Aquaculture Practices (BAP), Friend of the Sea, and GlobalG.A.P.—have vol-

umes greater than 10,000 tonnes each (Table 5). The quantity of certifi ed product is equal to 2.58 percent of total aquaculture 

production, but the percentage is greater for internationally traded products and especially for certain species, such as marine 

shrimp.

A fourth scheme, the Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) is expected to begin offering labeled product in the latter half 

of 2011. The ASC will likely draw considerable attention, as it will be implementing the long-awaited WWF standards being 

developed by the various species-specifi c and species-group-specifi c Aquaculture Dialogues. It is not clear what volume 

of production will be certifi ed by the ASC, because the standards have not all been completed. Nevertheless, a few have 

been completed (for abalone, bivalves, pangasius, and tilapia), one of which has been offered as an add-on module to the 

GlobalG.A.P. program. A recent report commissioned by the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership (SFP) found that between the 

ASC, GlobalG.A.P., and BAP standards for tilapia, the ASC’s would be the most diffi cult to achieve (SFP, in press). According to 

the WWF, the Aquaculture Dialogues have sought to develop standards that roughly 10–20 percent of the aquaculture industry 

could achieve, at present. 

Table 5. Aquaculture certifi cation schemes, with the volume of farm-gate product certifi ed, species or species groups standards 

they are applicable to, and the marketed focal issues they address. Information regarding the organic and “other” categories 

are estimates from the author’s knowledge of production statistics and correspondence with organic certifi cation programs. 

Information for the specifi c schemes was derived from personal communications with respective certifi cation program staff. 

Name Volume (tonnes) Species Focal Issues

Aquaculture Stewardship 

Council1
0 abalone, clams, cobia, freshwater 

trout, mussels, oysters, panga-

sius, salmon, seriloa, shrimp, 

tilapia

environmental and social

Best Aquaculture 

Practice (farm-level)2
304,798 channel catfi sh, pangasius, 

shrimp, tilapia

environmental, social, animal 

welfare, and food safety

Friend of the Sea3 500,000 caviar, cod, drum, freshwater 

trout, halibut, meagre, pangasius, 

pike, perch, pompano, salmon, 

scallops, seabass, seabream, 

shrimp, striped bass, sturgeon, 

tilapia, turbot

environmental, social, animal 

welfare, and food safety

GlobalG.A.P.4 500,000 pangasius, salmon, shrimp, tilapia environmental, social, animal 

welfare, and food safety

Organic (21 schemes) ~30,000 various various

Others (11 schemes) ~5,000 various food quality, fair trade, animal 

welfare, food safety

Total (36 schemes) 1,339,000

Personal communications: Jose R. Villalon1; William More2; Paolo Bray3; Valeska Weymann4
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The literature contains no references indicating the amount of aquaculture production in compliance with buyer- or retailer-

specifi c procurement standards, but it is suspected that, as eco-labeling propagates, individual purchasing screens may 

become less important as an assurance measure. Nevertheless, some consumers trust a particular retailer or branded product 

because they have had positive experiences with them. These experiences are refl ections of what the consumer “thinks” is 

being achieved by a retailer or brand, though with regard to aquaculture products it is unrealistic to think that consumers 

have a clear indication of how they are produced. This often is a result of lack of knowledge, but in some cases can also result 

from deceptive marketing. A gap does exist between consumer belief and reality, and many of the marketing campaigns seek 

to capitalize on this gap and play on the emotions of consumers to choose certain types of seafood products (Verbeke et al. 

2007; Frewer et al. 2005).

From a business perspective, companies are induced to use environmentally and socially preferred production, distinguished 

by an eco-label, with the expectations of gaining a greater market share, price mark-ups, and higher profi ts (Phillips et al. 2003). 

Recent trends in aquaculture certifi cation scheme adoption in the U.S., European, and Japanese markets are outlined in Table 6.

Table 6. Aquaculture certifi cation commitments by top retailers (by sales) in Europe, the U.S., and Japan

Region Rank Retail Chain Aquaculture Certifi cation Commitment

Europe

1 Carrefour  ---

2 Tesco Plc GlobalG.A.P.

3 Schwarz Group  ---

4 Rewe GlobalG.A.P. 

5 Edeka Group GlobalG.A.P.

6 Metro Group GlobalG.A.P.

7 Auchan GlobalG.A.P.

8 Aldi GlobalG.A.P.

9 E Leclerc BAP and GlobalG.A.P.

10 Intermarché/ITM Enterprises  ---

U.S.

1  Walmart BAP

2  Kroger BAP

3  Costco Aquaculture Dialogues

4  Safeway ---

5  SUPERVALU BAP

6  Publix ---

7  Ahold USA BAP

8  McDonald’s ---

9  Delhaize America ---

10  YUM! Brands ---
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Japan

1 Seven & I Holdings Company, Ltd.  ---

2 Aeon Company, Ltd.  ---

3 UNY Company Ltd.  ---

4 The Dalei, Inc.  ---

5 H2O Retailing Corp.  ---

6 Don Quijote Company Ltd.  ---

7 Life Corp.  ---

8 East Japan Railway Company  ---

9 Helwado Company, Ltd.  ---

10 Izumiya Company Ltd.  ---

Summary

There are approximately 35 certifi cation programs currently in the marketplace representing 1.3 million tonnes of product from 

certifi ed farms. The greatest share of this market is made up of non-organic, sustainability-driven certifi cation programs—

notably GlobalG.A.P., Friend of the Sea, and BAP. The ASC has not entered the market, thus no production data are available. 

GlobalG.A.P. appears to have gained the greatest market penetration in Europe, with commitments from the main retailers 

there, while BAP is more common in the U.S. In Japan, aquaculture certifi cation schemes have gained relatively little traction. 

Organic certifi cation for aquaculture is a specialized market and not considered viable for most products; rather, it will continue 

to be of growing importance as a niche component of most retailers.

What Are the Key Indicators that Have Been Used to Assess Environmental, Social, and 
Economic Impacts?

Key Impacts

It is diffi cult to reconcile impacts claimed to be attributed to certifi cation, and those actually attributable. This challenge is 

largely a result of practice-based standards that can only be verifi ed at the time of inspection, and from an inability to easily 

attribute macro-level environmental and social outcomes directly to certifi ed aquaculture operations.

The ASC standards include principles that indicate the particular classes of impacts being addressed. The impacts or criteria 

for 10 major species or species groups, as given by Boyd et al. (2005), are listed in Table 7. In developing the ASC standards, 

stakeholders in the Aquaculture Dialogues worked with these (or modifi cations of these) criteria to develop indicators. The indi-

cators are the variables that must be measured in evaluating each criterion. Standards were then prepared for each indicator. 

The standards in the ASC certifi cation plans are either qualitative or quantitative. For example, a standard may require a yes or 

no response (qualitative), or it may require measured evidence that a variable falls within a particular range (quantitative). This 

is a systematic and well-organized way of presenting certifi cation requirements to producers. The program does not eliminate 

the use of BMPs – to the contrary, the application of BMPs is required in order to comply with the standards. However, the 

ASC program does not prescribe BMPs, and the producer must be innovative and ascertain how to modify existing practices 

in order to comply with the standards. Of course, the ASC program does have a prescriptive element too, because certain 

practices are forbidden. 
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Table 7. Relative importance of issues that should be considered by stakeholders in discussions of certifi cation of certain 

aquaculture species or species groups (L = low; M = medium; H = high; N/A = not applicable). Source: Modifi ed from Boyd 

et al. (2005).

Species/Species Groups

Criteria Shrimp Salmon Trout Catfi sh Tilapia Abalone Scallops Oysters Clams Mussels

Antibiotic use H H H M M M L L L L

Benthic 

biodiversity

L H M L M L M M M M

Chemical use H H H H L M L M M L

Disease transfer H H L L L M L H L L

Escapees and 

invasive species

H H L L H M L H L L

Genetic 

improvement

M H H H H L M H L M

Land and water 

use

H L H H H M M M M M

Wetland 

destruction

H L L M L L L L L L

Mortality 

removal

L M M H H L L L L L

Use of fi sh meal H H H L L L N/A N/A N/A N/A

Energy use H L M M M L L L L L

Carbon 

emissions

H L M M M L L L L L

Nutrient 

enrichment

H H H M H L L L L L

Predator control H H H H H H H H H H

User confl icts H H L L M L M M M M

Sanitation H L L L N/A H H H H H

The BAP certifi cation program prepared by the GAA has a much different format than the ASC program. The standards in the 

BAP certifi cation are written as general statements of what practices are expected. There is a list of scored items related to 

each standard with which the producer must comply. As in the ASC program, however, some of the items require a qualitative 

response while others require a quantitative response. Also like the ASC program, the BAP scheme allows the producer to 

use ingenuity to develop practices that will allow compliance with standards. The BAP program also has some prescriptive 

aspects related to prohibited practices.

The GlobalG.A.P. system consists of a large number of control points with which the producer must comply. Responses to 

the control points also may be qualitative or quantitative. The GlobalG.A.P. program is much more prescriptive than either the 

ASC or BAP programs, though the producer still must apply some degree of ingenuity in order to reach compliance.

The ISO certifi cation program is basically a procedure in which the producer states what will be done and then proves that 

the stated goals have been achieved. Thus, the program does not require that a group of stakeholders convene and deliberate 

until mutually acceptable standards are agreed upon. In fact, the ISO program could be used to implement other certifi cation 

programs.

The Thailand Department of Fisheries Code of Conduct program is basically a BMP program. It is highly prescriptive, and 

the producers mainly implement practices outlined by the code. In addition, however, the program includes a recordkeeping 

aspect that provides some evidence that the practices have been implemented.
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Most of the buyer programs require the producer to provide a product that is produced according to the buyer’s specifi cations. 

These are basically BMP programs, but some do have standards for which qualitative or quantitative responses are necessary.

The buyer procurement, BMP, and certifi cation programs cover many of the same types of impacts. This is not surprising, since 

the negative impacts of aquaculture have been widely publicized and discussed in scientifi c and industry meetings, scientifi c 

and popular articles, and even television and radio programs. Therefore, almost anyone involved with aquaculture at any level 

of the production and distribution chains would have heard about these impacts. Despite addressing similar kinds of impacts, 

however, differences do exist among programs—even for the same species—depending on the make-up of stakeholder 

committees and the preferences of buyers. With tilapia, for example, the effects of tilapia introductions on biodiversity would 

be of particular concern to environmentalists, while a seafood buyer might be much more concerned about use of methyl 

testosterone for sex-reversal or the use of medicated feed. Therefore, tilapia BMPs or standards produced by a stakeholder 

group containing several environmentalists would no doubt be considerably different from those developed by a buyer.

The complete list of impacts for aquaculture should be considered in developing BMPs or standards for any species. As was 

shown in Table 7, however, some impacts are more important with one species or species groups than with another.

Domestic versus International Markets

In the aquaculture industry, three scenarios exist with respect to domestic markets: (1) in the poorest, developing countries, 

farms either produce strictly for the export market or exclusively for the domestic market; (2) in developing countries with 

improving economies (e.g., Mexico, Brazil, and China), some farms sell their products in both domestic and international 

markets; and (3) in developed countries, farms may produce almost exclusively for the domestic market (as with channel 

catfi sh production in the U.S.) or for both domestic and international markets (as with salmon production in Norway). With 

respect to exports, two main scenarios exist: (1) some aquaculture products are exported to developing countries where there 

is little concern about the culture methods used and little or no market for certifi ed products, while (2) other products are 

exported to developed countries where demand for certifi ed products exists. It should be noted that, as the economic status 

of developing countries improves, the demand for better-quality products will increase.

Because of the complexities mentioned in the paragraph above, the BMPs and standards for responsible, domestic aquaculture 

should be the same as those for internationally traded aquaculture. Table 7 showed how the importance of the various criteria 

differ among different species and species groups, and indicators and standards are thus more critical for some criteria than 

others. The same situation applies to domestic aquaculture in developing countries, where production techniques tend to 

be less intensive and fertilizers rather than feeds are used to increase productivity in ponds. The choice of indicators and 

standards would depend upon the opinions of stakeholders developing a certifi cation program, but they probably would be 

similar to those used in programs for internationally traded species and species groups.

Reduction in Impacts

The purpose of better practices and certifi cation is to reduce the cumulative impacts of aquaculture to predictable levels. One 

obstacle to ascertaining if this goal is achieved is that practices are applied and compliance with standards is evaluated mainly 

at the farm level, while some impacts are expressed externally to the farm. For example, assume several certifi ed farms in an 

area are, individually, in compliance with effl uent standards. If these farms are discharging into the same water body, however, 

their combined waste loads may lead to eutrophication. Some certifi cation programs (e.g., the ASC) try to address this issue, 

but the effort necessary to ascertain the assimilation capacity of receiving waters is too great to impose upon participants in 

a certifi cation program (Boyd et al. 2007). Better practices and certifi cation can result in farms performing at a predictable 

level, but there is no way to confi rm that they will entirely prevent external impacts. 

It is logical to expect certifi ed farms to operate more effi ciently and cause fewer negative environmental impacts than most 

non-certifi ed farms, because the practices required by certifi cation programs are superior to practices used on the “average” 

non-certifi ed farm. Some environmental benefi ts are expressed quickly—for example, conforming with a requirement of no 

lethal control of birds will immediately stop the shooting of birds on a farm. Other benefi ts take longer to manifest themselves. 
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If cage farms that were causing eutrophication of a water body are certifi ed, it would take some time for the resulting reduction 

in nutrient discharge to be refl ected in a reduction in phytoplankton abundance. It will require careful study to link aquaculture 

certifi cation to specifi c benefi ts to society, and it is too early to embark upon such an effort.

The impacts of aquaculture also occur at the hatchery, feed mill, and processing plant level. The BAP program offers certifi ca-

tion at these levels. The other programs appear to focus mainly on farm-level issues.

Better practices and eco-label certifi cation should have positive effects on the environmental and social responsibility of 

producers as well as increasing prospects for sustainability. However, we could fi nd no documented studies comparing 

certifi ed and non-certifi ed aquaculture facilities. The GAA has contracted with the New England Aquarium to compare the 

environmental performance of BAP-certifi ed farms, apparently by comparing them with non-certifi ed farms. We do not know 

when this project is expected to be completed. 

There is evidence, however, that aquaculture BMPs and standards can have benefi ts. One of the key issues in certifi cation is 

the improvement in feed use effi ciency, which lowers the feed conversion ratio (FCR)—i.e., the amount of feed used divided 

by the amount of fi sh produced. Conservative feeding is recommended in BMPs used to comply with standards requiring a 

reduction in FCR. In channel catfi sh farming, an FCR of about 1.5 to 1.7 can be obtained in research ponds where fi sh are fed 

carefully to avoid applying more feed than they will eat (Boyd and Tucker 1998). However, the average FCR for the U.S. catfi sh 

industry between 2005 and 2010 was 2.67 (estimated from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Agricultural 

Statistic Service’s data on amount of grow-out feed sold versus live fi sh processed). This higher average FCR results from 

overfeeding by farmers and use of inadequate mechanical aeration (Boyd and Hanson 2010). Use of adequate mechanical 

aeration is another practice recommended in eco-label certifi cation programs. Mechanical aeration enhances the supply of 

dissolved oxygen, which helps to prevent fi sh stress and mortality and to oxidize waste from feeding.

Water conservation and effl uent reduction are also advocated in eco-label standards. The practice of maintaining water levels 

15 to 20 cm below the intakes of overfl ow structures in ponds allows storage volume for rain falling into ponds. If water is 

added to ponds (to replace that lost from evaporation and seepage) so frequently that the water level is constantly near the 

elevation of overfl ow structures after each rainfall event, a volume of water approximately equal to the volume of the rainfall 

will overfl ow from the ponds (Boyd 1982). The practice of maintaining 15 to 20 cm of storage depth in ponds is often called 

the “drop-fi ll” method, and it can conserve water and reduce effl uent volume, as demonstrated by Cathcart et al. (1999).

Tucker and Hargreaves (2006) tested four BMPs—the use of reduced-protein-content feed (28 percent versus 32 percent), 

limiting daily feed input (maximum of 110 kg/ha), a moderate stocking rate (18,500 fi sh/ha), and “drop-fi ll” water manage-

ment—against standard management practices in channel catfi sh ponds (three replications of each BMP ponds and non-BMP 

ponds). Fish production was 6,425 kg/ha in BMP ponds versus 6,250 kg/ha in non-BMP ponds—no difference. However, 

the BMP ponds had 50 percent less overfl ow of effl uent and used 60 percent less refi ll water than did the non-BMP ponds. 

Moreover, phosphorus discharge in the effl uent from the BMP ponds was only 30 percent of that from the non-BMP ponds.

Eco-label programs also stress the prevention of erosion of farm earthwork to avoid elevated concentrations of total suspended 

solids in effl uent. There is much practical experience to demonstrate that lining erosion-prone areas of earthwork with vegeta-

tion, stones, or geofabric can reduce erosion (Yoo and Boyd 1994).

We could continue with examples for most of the other BMPs and standards that are included in certifi cation programs. 

However, it seems suffi cient to state that the practices used in voluntary BMP programs and for achieving compliance with eco-

label certifi cation standards are based on acceptable scientifi c principles. Of course, the best way to assure effective practices, 

like effective standards, is to have stakeholder input from a wide range of qualifi ed professionals. Moreover, practices and 

standards should be reviewed frequently and modifi ed as necessary to conform to recent advances in science and technology.

Inevitability of Impacts

It is inevitable that aquaculture will have negative environmental impacts if the criterion for defi ning environmental impacts is 

“any change in the environment.” The bigger concern is whether or not the impacts of aquaculture are socially acceptable. At 
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the farm level, the adoption of better practices can reduce impacts to levels considered acceptable by the stakeholder group 

developing the practices or standards. Of course, some may not agree with the decisions of the stakeholder group. Moreover, 

as already discussed, compliance with responsible aquaculture programs at the farm level does not preclude external impacts. 

Some impacts of aquaculture obviously can be eliminated through the use of better practices. A good example is the killing 

of birds that eat fi sh. This practice can be prohibited in a certifi cation program, and if the participant is honest, no more birds 

will be destroyed. At the same time, some impacts of aquaculture likely are irreversible. If natural ecosystems are destroyed 

during the construction of farms or as the result of salinization, these impacts probably cannot be reversed. In places where 

government regulations exist and are enforced, such irreversible impacts can be avoided in the future. Moreover, the wide 

acceptance of certifi cation programs would prevent the siting of farms or the expansion of existing farms in areas where 

irreversible effects would be likely.

Channel catfi sh farming in the fl ood plain of the Mississippi River illustrates how former aquaculture ponds can be renovated 

for other land use. There has recently been a decline in the profi tability of channel catfi sh farming because of competition 

with imported catfi sh, a weak U.S. economy, and a rise in tilapia consumption. Concurrently, more corn has been produced 

for ethanol manufacturing. Several farmers in the region thus converted their ponds to corn fi elds to take advantage of higher 

corn prices.

Life Cycle Impacts

Life cycle assessment (LCA) involves an assessment of the environmental aspects and potential environmental impacts 

throughout a product’s life cycle, including raw materials acquisition, production, use, recycling, and disposal. LCA is often 

referred to as a “cradle-to-grave” evaluation (International Organization for Standardization 2006). The complexity of conduct-

ing an LCA can be illustrated by the effort underway at Auburn University to make a “carbon footprint” for channel catfi sh. It 

was relatively simple to obtain all of the direct fuel use (and associated carbon emissions) data for pond construction, fi ngerling 

production, delivery of feed ingredients to feed mills, feed manufacturing, feed delivery, farm operations, harvesting, process-

ing, disposal of processing wastes, and delivery of the harvested product to major distribution centers—i.e., the direct carbon 

emissions (Boyd et al. 2010). However, when this information was presented at the International Symposium on Energy Use 

in Fisheries (sponsored by the U.S. National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration), an environmentalist severely 

criticized the failure to account for carbon emissions related to the production of feed ingredients. It was possible to correct 

this defi ciency, as the carbon emissions for the production of many feedstuffs are available in the literature. The carbon emis-

sions related to feedstuff production were approximately equal to all the direct emissions associated with catfi sh production. 

However, no actors in the catfi sh production industry have any control over carbon emissions in the production of feedstuffs.

Even then, the LCA for catfi sh was not complete. Many other tasks would need to be included, e.g., carbon emissions stem-

ming from the production of fuels, the production of all buildings and equipment used, the distribution of product beyond 

major centers (e.g., to supermarkets and restaurants), the holding of product until purchased by customers, and the transport 

and use of the product by consumers. Moreover, carbon emissions are associated with research and extension activities to 

assist producers, and in the case of certifi cation, with developing standards and evaluating compliance.

It does not seem possible to expect certifi ed producers to address all possible negative impacts caused directly or indirectly by 

aquaculture, because they have no way to reduce the indirect impacts associated with receiving goods and services produced 

externally to their farms. Mungkung et al. (2006) identified abiotic depletion and global warming impacts due to energy use, 

and eutrophication caused by wastewater discharge, as the environmental hot spots in shrimp aquaculture that could be 

quantified against relevant eco-labeling criteria. The depletion of broodstock, impacts of trawling on biodiversity, and choice 

of appropriate culture sites were also described as potential qualitative criteria, but there were challenges in obtaining the 

appropriate data and in empowering producers to have leverage to obtain such data. Nevertheless, a certifi ed farm should be 

more resource effi cient and produce less waste than a non-certifi ed one, and this would lessen some of the external impacts. 

Stakeholders and others involved in developing practices and standards have not considered the LCA approach, or if they have, felt 

that it was inappropriate, because none of the BMP, certifi cation, or buyer purchasing standards have included this approach.
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That said, we believe that most certifi cation standards themselves are also too comprehensive. The stakeholders who devel-

oped these standards have tried to address all impacts. Comprehensiveness in certifi cation schemes (typically achieved by 

multiplying the number and complexity of criteria) is not in itself a positive development if it begins to exceed the capacity 

of farmers to implement the standards in practice or if there are no incentives to do so because buyers are unclear of the 

advantages (Lebel et al. 2010). 

A more effective approach might be to focus on six or eight key impacts. This was the intent of the ASC certifi cation effort—to 

show that if one were to address these key issues, the other less-impactful issues would also be addressed. In other words, 

they sought to fi nd “indicators” of better performers. 

In some cases, the balance of stakeholder views or participation in a multi-stakeholder processes can be upset, which affects 

the outcomes of the standard. This appears to be the case in the Shrimp Aquaculture Dialogue, where the key impacts 

approach was discarded for the comprehensive approach—in effect, describing how a farmer should grow shrimp. It is likely 

that individuals who prefer the comprehensive approach are less confi dent in their ability to identify the key impacts, and so by 

addressing all impacts they will appear to have been thorough in the development of standards. Multi-stakeholder processes 

are important, but the outcomes remain a product of the participants and the capabilities of the collective group. 

Certifi cation versus Market Competition

Certifi cation is driven by the idea that there is a market for products of responsible aquaculture. As the market demands more 

products from responsible aquaculture, producers will be forced to use better practices to assure their place in the market. 

Certifi cation is merely a way for a producer to provide evidence of responsible production. Certifi cation cannot succeed without 

a market, and if the market demand for sustainable products becomes large enough, producers will be forced to use better 

practices anyway. Nevertheless, certifi cation is a convenient way for producers to showcase their products in the marketplace. 

We could fi nd no studies that considered how market forces were causing the use of better practices, but we believe that 

they are. One author of this paper (CEB) recently talked with shrimp producers in Ecuador about an off-fl avor problem. He 

suggested that the common way to control blue-green algae—the organisms responsible for off-fl avor—was to treat ponds 

with low doses of copper sulfate. The producers did not operate certifi ed farms, but they immediately replied that they would 

be afraid to use any chemical in the ponds for fear of problems with selling the shrimp.

As mentioned previously, channel catfi sh farming in the U.S. has been declining in profi tability, and some producers are ceas-

ing operations. The number of farms and water acreage in production declined by 21.7 percent and 39.6 percent, respectively 

between 2005 and 2010 (Table 8). At the same time, however, overall production has increased markedly, and there has been 

a decline in FCR. The improved FCR suggests that the less-effi cient producers are exiting. Moreover, the number of acres 

has decreased more than the number of farms; this possibly indicates that less-productive ponds are being closed or that 

less-effi cient farmers were using lower-intensive culture methods.

Table 8. Changes in channel catfi sh production in Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi between 2005 and 2010. 

Source: NASS (2005–2010). 

Year Production 
(kg/ha)

FCR Number 
Farms

Production Area 
(ha)

2005 4,268 2.42 766 63,780

2006 4,071 2.32 753 63,132

2007 3,677 3.29 713 62,485

2008 4,301 2.70 638 53,622

2009 4,651 2.45 613 45,407

2010 5,541 2.11 ≈ 600 38,527
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Summary

A challenge in comparing the effectiveness of certifi cation programs is the lack of results or outcomes attributable to those 

programs. Without some measure of greater macro-level impacts attributed to certifi ed farms, it will remain diffi cult to 

determine the results of implementing a certifi cation scheme.

The key criteria used in standards for aquaculture eco-label certifi cation are land use changes, use of fi sh meal and other 

resources, water pollution, biodiversity impacts, predator control, food safety, and social issues. However, the indicators and 

standards under these criteria differ among programs. As a general observation, the certifi cation programs all tend to cover 

the same criteria, but the programs differ in their main focal points. For example, ASC standards are heavily oriented toward 

environment and social issues, while the BAP program has less emphasis on social issues but more on preventing negative 

environmental and food safety impacts. 

What Is Known about the Interactions of Voluntary Certifi cation and Standards and Regulatory 
Standards for Aquaculture?

The Infl uence of Practices and Standards on Government Regulations

The history of governmental regulations for aquaculture in the U.S. is quite interesting. In the 1970s, the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) made a study of aquaculture (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1974) and subsequently decided 

against promulgating a national aquaculture effl uent rule. States with strong environmental lobbies—e.g., Texas, California, 

Florida, Michigan, and a few others—instead developed state-level effl uent regulations for aquaculture. However, the major 

aquaculture states did not make regulations, and the EPA had no interest in regulating aquaculture effl uents at the federal level. 

In the 1990s, some environmental NGOs began to draw attention to the negative environmental impacts of net-pen salmon 

culture and marine shrimp farming. Although the focus was not on farms in the U.S., the effort apparently stimulated the EDF 

to prepare a document on the topic (Goldburg and Triplett 1997). Concurrently, some environmental NGOs sued the EPA for 

not developing aquaculture effl uent rules fast enough. (The EPA develops effl uent rules on an industry-by-industry basis.) The 

NGOs won a consent decree in which the court ordered the EPA to increase the number of industries for which effl uent rules 

would be completed by a specifi ed date. Aquaculture was not one of the new industries chosen by the EPA in response to the 

court decision. However, the EDF and some other NGOs used the information from the EDF report in a successful attempt 

to persuade the EPA to put aquaculture on the list of industries for accelerated effl uent rulemaking (Tucker and Hargreaves 

2008a).

Initially, the EPA appeared to be planning to develop effl uent limitation guidelines (ELGs) for aquaculture and require sedimen-

tation basins for facilities qualifying for concentrated aquatic animal production (CAAP) status (Table 9). However, Dr. Gary 

Jensen, National Program Leader for Aquaculture at the USDA Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service, 

organized the Aquaculture Effl uents Task Force to provide data on U.S. aquaculture to the EPA. And, the EPA contracted 

with a consulting company (Tetra Tech of Fairfax, Virginia) to make a study of effl uents from U.S. aquaculture. From these 

efforts it was concluded that aquaculture was not a major contributor of pollutants to the surface waters of the U.S., and that 

aquaculture effl uent treatment by standard technology would not be cost effective.

Several studies agree with the EPA conclusion that aquaculture is a polluter, but not a major polluter, of surface waters (Boyd 

et al. 2000; Bosma et al. 2009; Anh et al. 2010; De Silva et al. 2010). For example, Anh et al. (2010) estimated that pangasius 

culture of more than 1 million tonnes per year contributes less than 1 percent of the total dissolved solids, nitrogen, and 

phosphorus loads in the Mekong River delta of Vietnam.

The result of the investigations into aquaculture effl uents in the U.S. led the EPA to drop the idea of ELGs for most aquaculture 

operations and to abandon the sedimentation basin idea. The basic outcome was that CAAP facilities (Table 9) need to obtain 

a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, but generally without ELGs; the implementation of BMPs 

was also recommended (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2004). 
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The promotion of BMPs in aquaculture was already underway when the EPA began their rulemaking procedure, and several 

members of the Aquaculture Effl uents Task Force were in favor of BMPs as an alternative to traditional ELGs. We believe that 

the EPA decision to rely heavily on BMPs was infl uenced by the popularity of this approach among the stakeholders.

Enforcement of the EPA aquaculture effl uent rule was delegated to the states, and the states can be stricter than the federal 

rule if so desired. Alabama is a major aquaculture state, and its approach to the EPA aquaculture effl uent rule is probably 

typical of what other states with major aquaculture industries will do. A working group directed by researchers at Auburn 

University and including the Alabama Catfi sh Producers, the Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM), 

and the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) developed BMPs for Alabama aquaculture (Boyd et al. 2003, 

2004) and defi ned excess runoff (Boyd et al. 2008), a term that was not defi ned by the EPA (Table 9). The aquaculture BMPs 

are posted on the NRCS Alabama website (http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/references/public/AL/INDEX.pdf). At some point, ADEM 

plans to make an effl uent rule for Alabama CAAP facilities that will involve the adoption of the BMPs (Boyd and Hulcher 2001).

Table 9. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency defi nitions of warmwater and coldwater concentrated aquatic animal produc-

tion (CAAP) facilities.

Warmwater CAAP Facilities

Includes ponds, raceways, and other similar structures that discharge at least 30 days per year, but does not include:

Closed ponds that discharge only during periods of excess runoff

Facilities that produce less than 45,454 harvest weight kilograms per year (about 100,000 lbs./year)

Coldwater CAAP Facilities

Includes ponds, raceways, and other similar structures that discharge at least 30 days per year, but does not include:

Facilities that produce less than 9,090 harvest weight kilograms per year (about 20,000 lbs./year)

Facilities that feed less than 2,272 (about 5,000 lbs.) during month of maximum feeding

Members of the Aquaculture Effl uents Task Force and a few other selected scientists collaborated to develop a book on 

aquaculture BMPs that includes BMPs for all major types of aquaculture in the U.S. (Tucker and Hargreaves 2008b). This book 

is a tremendous source of information on negative environmental impacts of aquaculture and the practices considered to be 

effective in preventing or mitigating these impacts.

The USDA Food Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) is responsible for food safety issues related to fi sheries products, and they 

currently are focusing on catfi sh. The FSIS has authority to mandate conditions under which aquaculture species are produced, 

and they appear to be developing BMPs for catfi sh production (www.fsis.usda/gov). It seems likely that the decision of the 

FSIS to use BMPs derived from the application of environmental BMPs and certifi cation standards.

Several other nations have performed exercises similar to those described above for the U.S. For example, the authors have 

seen several manuals on BMPs for different species in Australia, but have a reference (Donovan 1997) only for the shrimp 

BMPs. The government in Australia has also made effl uent regulations, and there is still active dialogue between producers 

and government environmental agencies regarding the fi nal form of the regulations. One of the authors of this paper (CEB) 

participated in a conference in which Queensland shrimp producers presented their ideas about some proposed changes in 

effl uent regulations to the Queensland EPA and some environmental NGOs.

Most major aquaculture countries have developed aquaculture regulations (Table 10), and regulations in these countries 

apparently are strictly enforced. The rigor of enforcement varies in developing countries, where environmental agencies tend to 

be understaffed and underfunded. Nevertheless, countries such as Brazil, Costa Rica, Belize, and Thailand apparently require 

aquaculture producers, especially shrimp farmers, to comply with regulations.
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Table 10. Countries for which aquaculture regulations have been posted on the FAO website.

Algeria Ecuador Malaysia Seychelles

Australia Egypt Mexico Solomon Islands

Bangladesh France Myanmar Spain

Brazil Germany Namibia Sri Lanka

Cambodia Guyana Netherlands Thailand

Canada India New Zealand Tonga

Chile Indonesia Nigeria Ukraine

China Iran Norway United Kingdom

Colombia Ireland Peru United States

Costa Rica Italy Philippines Venezuela

Cuba Japan Republic of Korea Zambia

Denmark Lao People’s Dem. Rep. Russian Federation

Responsible Aquaculture Programs, Certifi cation, and Regulations

The environmental NGOs that mounted awareness campaigns about the negative impacts of aquaculture, promoted BMP 

programs by aquaculture associations, and helped to develop certifi cation standards have without a doubt stimulated govern-

ments to increase their efforts to develop aquaculture regulations. The Pure Salmon Campaign, for example, initiated by the 

National Environmental Trust, was an effort to raise awareness around the negative effects of farmed salmon. Pure Salmon 

brought considerable attention to the effects of chemical usage, escapes, and sea lice (parasite) outbreaks. Greenpeace’s 

scoring of seafood has pushed retailers into positions where they must consider seafood sustainability policies or face in-store 

protests and viral internet videos that harass them and tarnish their reputations. Seafood Watch, a public campaign to raise 

awareness of better and worse seafood, is an arm of the Monterey Bay Aquarium. Seafood Watch is most noted for their pocket 

guide publications that split seafood into “avoid” (red), “good alternative” (yellow), and “best choice” (green) categories. 

It also is obvious that information about BMPs has persuaded governments to make reasonable aquaculture regulations based 

on the characteristics of aquaculture facilities, rather than simply applying standard regulations imposed on municipalities 

and conventional industries, which have much more concentrated effl uents and produce more serious impacts than do 

aquaculture facilities. It is especially noteworthy that governments realized that many effl uent treatment techniques used in 

conventional wastewater treatment were inappropriate and too expensive for application in aquaculture (U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency 2002a, b, c). 

Thailand’s Department of Fisheries has manipulated BMPs into a mandatory code of conduct for shrimp farming that 

addresses many of the disease reduction, traceability, and effl uent practices developed over the years. Recently, the Vietnamese 

government has committed to have a portion of its pangasius farming industry to achieve ASC certifi cation as a tool to quanti-

tatively implement better practices. The Indonesian government has been involved in several BMP manual efforts with regard 

to reef fi sh and shrimp aquaculture, and it appears the government will go the route of Thailand to develop similar codes. 

It should be noted that the adoption of BMPs at a policy level will only result in implementation at the farm level if enforcement 

of these practices is viable. Many countries do not have the institutional capabilities to carry out this type of enforcement, and 

that, as previously mentioned, has fostered the development of many of the third-party certifi cation systems. Successful alter-

natives to actively engage government in certifi cation are not available in the literature, but that may be a potential approach to 

addressing the more cumulative impacts. Vandergeest (2007) offered that community-based mapping or zoning, community-

based resource management, and participatory integrated coastal zone management are important approaches in this broader 

repertoire, and could be drawn on by certifi cation programs that work with either local NGOs or local governments. 
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Summary

No defi nitive information is available about how voluntary certifi cation and standards have infl uenced government regulations 

for aquaculture. Environmental advocacy leading to the development of voluntary BMP programs and certifi cation schemes 

appears to have stimulated governments to be more concerned about aquaculture regulations. This is particularly evident in 

the U.S., where the federal rulemaking procedure for aquaculture effl uents was initiated because of lobbying efforts by envi-

ronmental NGOs. Moreover, at least in the U.S., the crossover of stakeholder involvement in the development of government 

regulations and the design of voluntary BMP programs and certifi cation standards infl uenced the nature of federal aquaculture 

effl uent regulations. The emphasis changed from an initial desire by the EPA to apply standard wastewater treatment tech-

niques to aquaculture facilities to the development of BMP-based regulations.

Well-designed government regulations could eventually be the most effective way to prevent aquaculture’s negative impacts. 

However, government regulations in many countries are either inadequate or inconsistently enforced at present. Thus, 

voluntary programs for improving the sustainability of aquaculture are important, and the practices and standards in these 

programs can serve as a model for formulating effective government regulations.

What Is Known about the Interactions of Voluntary Certifi cation and Standards on Other 
Voluntary Approaches to Increasing Sustainability of Aquaculture?
Certifi cation programs require third-party verifi cation of compliance with standards. Buyer or brand programs also require 

producers to satisfy specifi c requests related to production methodology, and in those cases the buyer conducts audits to 

confi rm compliance. Although participation in certifi cation and buyer programs is strictly voluntary, initial acceptance and 

continued good standing in the programs mandate that the participant comply with program requirements. 

Other types of aquaculture programs may strive to induce producers to use better practices to lessen negative impacts by 

convincing them that “it is the responsible thing to do” or to adopt more effi cient practices to improve their profi ts. These 

programs, often referred to as Aquaculture Improvement Projects (AIPs), can take many forms but generally require no specifi c 

commitment from the producer. The producer can adopt the program’s practices and standards partially or totally, and there 

is no inspection to ascertain progress or compliance.

AIPs tend to be more fi nite in scope than Fishery Improvement Projects (FIPs). FIPs are broader ecosystem management 

approaches that aim to maintain or increase the viability of a particular fi sh stock in a specifi c region. In this regard, FIPs take 

on a more holistic approach to addressing the environmental impacts of a particular extraction-based industry. AIPs typically 

focus at a farm level and allow for a more sporadic means to address widespread impact in a particular aquaculture sector. 

Although the term AIP is relatively new, numerous efforts exist that seek to improve farm practices and require varying levels of 

commitment. We believe the term AIP is being used by a specifi c segment of the NGO community that would like AIPs to act 

as a springboard to certifi cation. AIPs in this regard are seen as a precursor to certifi cation and a means by which stakeholders 

can assist producers in addressing the impacts identifi ed in a certifi cation program, such that certifi cation becomes a more 

achievable goal.

One of the most common forms of AIPs (although not historically identifi ed using this term) is the effort to group smaller-scale 

producers into a single unit or collective and then encourage them to adopt a management regime such that certifi cation 

can be achieved. The most widespread effort of this type was in Thailand, where the GAA worked to cluster shrimp farmers 

into a group to be certifi ed against the BAP standards. The WWF is currently carrying out similar programs in Vietnam (with 

pangasius) and Indonesia (with tilapia), whereby they are grouping producers and then training them to achieve performance 

targets. The WWF effort is structured such that producer groups will seek to comply with the respective Aquaculture Dialogue 

standards for their species and then ultimately be certifi ed by the ASC. 

Intergovernmental agencies and research bodies—such as the Network of Aquaculture Centres in Asia-Pacifi c (NACA), the 

WorldFish Centre, and the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center—concentrate their efforts on the economic and live-

lihood aspects of aquaculture development. Although these agencies will consider and promote some forms of environmental 
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sustainability, their efforts appear to seek to protect and enable small-scale fi sh farming as a viable livelihood. These organiza-

tions have not made unequivocal statements either for or against certifi cation, perhaps because the economic implications of 

certifi cation on producers are negative or unknown. It remains to be seen whether certifi cation at the small scale will provide 

a benefi t to these communities. For the systems in operation today, the costs of certifi cation can still outweigh the immediate 

revenue that can be generated. 

It is likely that some producers who adopt purely voluntary programs (sans certifi cation) do so because they are truly concerned 

about the environment. If the proportion of such individuals could be greatly increased, government regulations and certifi ca-

tion programs might not be needed. In the long run, the best way to improve resource use effi ciency and environmental 

responsibility is to educate producers about environmental impacts However, this approach will take a long time, and it may 

never work in poor countries where obtaining one’s daily food is an all-consuming task. 

The GAA experience with voluntary BMPs illustrates what we believe is the normal immediate response to aquaculture “self-

improvement” programs. The GAA developed BMPs for shrimp aquaculture (Boyd 1999) and asked producers to evaluate 

their own compliance with the BMPs. The participating farms all gave themselves high scores (above 95 percent). This exercise 

led the GAA to embark on a certifi cation program, because it was obvious that self-evaluation could not be used as a way to 

accurately assess the adoption of better practices.

Further evidence of the problem with voluntary compliance comes from an exercise that one author of this paper (CEB) 

conducted for NACA related to the Thailand Department of Fisheries’ BMP-based code of conduct program for shrimp culture. 

He was asked to visit farms that had ponds in the code of conduct program and ponds not in the program. The conclusion 

of the evaluation was that, had there not been signs installed to identify the code of conduct ponds, he could not have told 

the difference between them.

We also suspect that recordkeeping in self-evaluation programs is often fl awed. In an assessment of management practices 

of Alabama catfi sh farms, farmers were asked if they used medicated feeds (Boyd et al. 2000). The answer was invariably no, 

but at several farms, bags of medicated feed were observed. An inland shrimp farmer in Alabama was required by a purchaser 

to make estimates of the percentage of farm water that was discharged during harvest (as low discharge was requested by 

the buyer). The farmer reported that he only discharged a small amount of water. But measurements made the same year as 

part of a research project conducted by an Auburn University graduate student revealed that the producer discharged about 

50 percent of the water in the ponds during harvest.

Summary

It is too early to ascertain if voluntary approaches to environmental and social stewardship have improved the sustainability 

of aquaculture. AIPs, in the sense of a being a precursor for certifi cation, are relatively new. Some certifi cation programs have 

attempted to carry out AIPs in this regard, without acknowledging that they are precursors to certifi cation. Existing programs 

tend to focus heavily on the impacts that occur on farms. Less emphasis is given to those that occur externally to farms but as 

a result of farm operations, e.g., carbon emissions, and the effects of effl uents on receiving waters. Activities done to support 

aquaculture production also can have negative impacts and should be addressed by voluntary BMP programs and certifi cation 

schemes. At present, only the BAP program considers the impacts of hatcheries, feed mills, and processing plants.  

The BMPs and standards that have been introduced in voluntary programs have a sound scientifi c footing, and there is some 

research to show that BMPs produce their desired effects. Nevertheless, a greater effort should be made to assess the degree 

to which the adoption of BMPs and compliance with certifi cation standards lessen the impacts of individual farms or groups 

of farms on the surrounding environment and nearby communities.
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What Factors Have Enabled or Constrained the Certifi cation and Standards Systems that Exist 
for Aquaculture or their Adoption by Producers?

Economic Issues in Responsible Aquaculture

The economics of environmental management in aquaculture are complex. According to Engle and Valderrama (2002), pol-

lution and other negative environmental impacts are an externality of aquaculture production, and the prevention of these 

impacts through BMPs, certifi cation, and government regulations requires producers to internalize the cost of environmental 

protection. A complete economic assessment of environmental management in aquaculture would consider the costs of 

avoiding negative impacts and compare them to the present and future costs to society of these impacts (Stanley 2000; Engle 

and Valderrama 2003).

Most of the negative impacts of aquaculture occur at the farm level (Boyd 2003b; Boyd et al. 2007); thus, most of the costs of 

preventing negative impacts fall upon the producer. The actual cost/benefi t ratio of installing BMPs and complying with cer-

tifi cation programs is unclear. Some BMPs are expensive to implement but do not increase farm production levels. Examples 

include the installation of sedimentation basins to remove suspended solids from farm effl uents before fi nal discharge into 

natural waters (Boyd and Queiroz 2001; Engle and Valderrama 2003), effl uent quality analyses or other analyses necessary to 

prove compliance with standards (www.gaalliance.org), and secondary containment around fuel storage tanks to contain pos-

sible spills (Boyd et al. 2003). Also in this category are the costs of recordkeeping and fees paid for participating in certifi cation 

programs and for third-party inspections. 

Increasing mechanical aeration (discussed previously) also raises producers’ costs (for the equipment and its operation). If 

used properly, however, aeration will lead to greater production, which will more than offset these costs (Boyd and Hanson 

2010). Other practices actually reduce costs for producers while having no effect on farm production. Examples include 

reducing water exchange (Stanley 2000), conservative feeding to prevent wasted feed (Torrans 2005, 2008), and maintaining 

storage volume in ponds to capture rainfall (Tucker and Hargreaves 2006).

There are no studies or experiences that provide clear evidence of the net effects of better practices or certifi cation on farm 

profi ts. Many claim that better practices and certifi cation will result in greater profi ts, but we want to strongly emphasize 

that there is no way to support this notion with reliable data. It is certain, however, that better practices and certifi cation will 

generate upfront and continuing costs for producers.

Funding

Many perceive that the costs of aquaculture certifi cation are passed on to the consumer. However, this is not the case for 

the bulk of the mainstream aquaculture certifi cation schemes. The costs that producers are expected to pay are considerable: 

audits range from $1,000 to $5,000 (plus auditor travel expenses); certifi cation fees can be levied on total volume of product; 

the analytical testing required is expensive; and the costs of changing or enhancing the production system to comply with the 

standards can be signifi cant. 

The WWF contends that focused standards that minimize key environmental and social impacts and are metrics-based will, in 

the long-term, offset the costs of certifi cation. However, many of the current certifi cation schemes rely on multi-stakeholder 

consultation. In an effort to satisfy, or appear to satisfy, all stakeholders, no suite of standards will be based on key impacts 

—instead they will likely cover a broad range of issues. Because of this stakeholder “amplifi cation” effect, most standards 

have become more complex than the authors fi nd reasonable. The persons engaged in the standards-setting process are not 

convinced that focusing on key impacts and indicators is suffi cient to satisfy desired environmental and social outcomes. To 

put it bluntly, some of the stakeholders are not knowledgeable enough to be proposing standards. And in the end, this will 

end up increasing the cost burdens on producers.

In an effort to offset the costs of certifi cation that retailers are not willing to absorb through price premiums, other components 

in the market chain have attempted to assist, in order to have compliant product to sell. In Thailand, some of the major process-

ing plants are covering the costs of BAP shrimp farm certifi cation, because farmers are not willing to pay these fees. Of course, 
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the processing facilities are likely adjusting their prices to compensate for this expenditure. Further evidence (Leepaisomboon 

et al. 2011) supports this cost challenge with regard to the GlobalG.A.P. shrimp certifi cation program in Thailand as well. It 

is commonplace for farmers to lack the necessary capital and/or to simply be unwilling to adopt and embrace certifi cation. 

Moreover, few lending institutions are active in aquaculture fi nancing—much less in aquaculture fi nancing that is contingent 

upon meeting certifi cation standards.

Fundamentally, few producers see the value of adopting certifi cation programs that will not increase profi ts or that simply seek 

to offset the cost burdens placed on them. Of course, this situation could be changed if it could be clearly demonstrated that 

use of better practices and compliance with standards resulted in greater effi ciency leading to greater profi tability.

Markets

According to a 2007 Nielson survey, good value is the most important factor in determining where consumers grocery shop; 60 

percent of consumers in the U.S. (and 85 percent globally) rank “good value for money” as the most important consideration 

when choosing a grocery store (Nielsen Company 2007). This is the challenge faced by the mainstream certifi cation programs. 

Until consumers value sustainability more highly, they will not purchase products that claim to reduce environmental burdens.

For several decades, European markets have used labeling programs to inform consumers and increase demand for sustain-

ably sourced goods. The emotional connection Europeans associate with food has allowed the labeling of products to fl ourish. 

In fact, organic aquaculture is prevalent in Europe. In 2008, an estimated 123 certifi ed organic aquaculture farms were in 

operation in Europe, out of a total of 225 such farms worldwide. These European farms accounted for almost half of the world’s 

organic aquaculture production of 50,000 tonnes (European Commission 2010).

While Europeans may have a preference for organic products, it should be noted that the widespread implementation of 

organic aquaculture would greatly increase the amount of land and water required by the industry. Naturland standards for 

organic aquaculture (Naturland 2010) state that pond aquaculture productivity must not be more than twice that of natural 

productivity. In channel catfi sh farming in ponds at Auburn University, natural productivity was measured to be 54 kg/ha 

(Swingle et al. 1963); to be certifi ed by Naturland as organic, then, productivity must not exceed approximately 100 kg/ha—

which is about 50 times lower than typical aquaculture production in ponds with feeding. Garson et al. (1986) reported natural 

productivity of shrimp ponds in Panama to be 160 kg/ha—roughly 30 times less than typically achieved in ponds with feeding 

and aeration. The U.S. catfi sh industry used 38,527 ha of water surface area in 2010; if it converted entirely to certifi ed organic 

production, nearly 2 million ha of water surface area would be necessary. The U.S. imported about 500 million kg of shrimp 

in 2010. To produce this much shrimp by certifi ed organic methods would likely require about 3,125,000 ha as compared to 

about 52,000 ha of intensive aquaculture ponds producing two crops per year.

The U.S. has essentially no market for sustainably produced aquaculture products. This could result from consumers not 

having a clear understanding of aquaculture production, its possible negative environmental impacts, and the role of certifi ed 

products in lessening these impacts. A mistrust of brands and retailers could be another possible reason that consumers do 

not pay much attention to eco-labeling. According to a 2007 study conducted by IBM, consumers feel widespread dissatisfac-

tion with their primary grocer; 73 percent of U.S. consumers said they feel either antagonistic toward or have no loyalty to 

their supermarket, and only 27 percent of grocery customers act as “advocates” of their primary source of groceries (Badgett 

et al. 2007). Arquitt & Cornwell (2007) found that indirectly linking the health aspects of certain products with environmental 

issues may be a viable means to gain consumer traction for a particular label. This could be considered disingenuousness and 

deceptive, however, and may cause more confusion than consensus. 

Jacquet and Pauly (2007) suggest that the main problems faced by seafood social marketing are the characteristics of the 

market itself, in terms of both consumers and producers. Without consumer demand for certifi cation, these schemes are left 

to lobby businesses and retailers to adopt such programs. Corporate social responsibility, or the perception of it, has been the 

major driver for the adoption of certifi cation in the U.S. There is little need to address consumer education, as only a small 

percentage of consumers consider sustainability an important aspect of shopping. In North America, it was found that the 

effect of eco-labels varies signifi cantly between individuals with different levels of education or environmental involvement 
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(Teisl et al. 1999). Without consumers playing an active role in requesting and probing for information regarding the means by 

which their food is produced, retailers are left to make decisions for consumers. And, the fi nancial incentives associated with 

marketing a product as “eco-friendly” have the unforeseen effect of inspiring fi shers and seafood companies to misrepresent 

their products (Jacquet and Pauly 2007).

Status and Interactions of the Major Programs

Thus far, the standards and claims of the mainstream aquaculture certifi cation programs (i.e., BAP, GlobalG.A.P., and Friend of 

the Sea) are similar. The ASC appears to be setting the stage for stricter standards than the others, likely due to the consultative, 

multi-stakeholder process carried out in the Aquaculture Dialogues. 

The Friend of the Sea program has been the subject of signifi cant criticism from NGOs, but the authors do not believe the 

program’s standards deviate much from those of the other certifi cation programs. Indeed, the level of rigor is likely similar to 

that of the BAP and GlobalG.A.P. One of the reasons for the criticism, the authors believe, is its competition in the marketplace 

with the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). Many of the NGOs, particularly the WWF, are vehemently opposed to Friend of 

the Sea for this reason. The WWF (2007) evaluated Friend of the Sea alongside the other major certifi cation programs, and 

while it scored higher than the BAP program, the latter has not received the same level of criticism. This leads the authors to 

believe that there is more to this critique than simply the rigor of the standards. 

The GlobalG.A.P. and Friend of the Sea certifi cations have been focused on European markets thus far; however, their efforts 

have shifted towards the U.S. in recent years. The BAP program has had the most traction in the U.S., with some commitments 

in Europe. This is likely because the BAP program’s leadership originated in the seafood industry in the U.S. ,and those ties still 

appear quite strong. In Europe, GlobalG.A.P. remains a trusted name in the retail world, as European retailers were founders 

of the program. Friend of the Sea has made inroads in the mainstream certifi cation market because of their consumer-facing 

label, whereas GlobalG.A.P. is a business-to-business certifi cation scheme, and consumers are not aware of which products 

are certifi ed. 

Organic aquaculture certifi cation appears to be a growing market in both Europe and the U.S., but the volume of certifi ed 

product will likely not cause a shift among the mainstream aquaculture producers. Organic aquaculture remains a small frac-

tion of the total aquaculture market. 

Diffi  culty in Proving Impacts

As previously noted, aquaculture certifi cation began as an effort to respond to criticisms of the industry. Today, the prolifera-

tion of new aquaculture certifi cation schemes may stem more from dissatisfaction with current certifi cation schemes—in 

particular, the inability of these schemes to accurately or confi dently show positive results. Fundamentally, it is unclear whether 

these programs are driving signifi cant improvement on the water (Gardiner and Viswanathan 2004; Kaiser and Edwards-Jones 

2006; Ward 2008a; Jacquet et al. 2009). Limited comprehensive data have been tabulated and analyzed (Ward 2008b), and in 

the absence of agreed-upon data, a level of uncertainty and mistrust has developed the certifi cation programs. 

This distrust has led, in part, to an attempt to address all potential environmental and social impacts related to aquaculture 

in the newest programs. This is diluting the importance of the key impacts. 

The WWF (2007), Det Norske Veritas (2010), Sustainable Fisheries Partnership (SFP) (2011), and others have all sought to 

compare certifi cation programs and identify gaps and shortcomings, in order to defend their own programs. This effort to 

build support for just one certifi cation program provides more fodder for including more elements in a standard in order to 

make it more “robust.”

In order for certifi cation to better address key impacts, consumer demand for certifi ed products must increase. However, 

the process of educating consumers appears incredibly challenging, and in the end, potentially impossible. The Monterey 

Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Program is a good example. After distributing more than 1 million seafood wallet cards, the 

Aquarium conducted a self-study that revealed no overall change in the market of species according to their rank on the card 
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(Quadra Planning Consultants 2004). Jacquet and Pauly (2007) also concluded that seafood wallet cards and other related 

tools have been ineffective in fulfi lling their aims. 

There appears to be a need for new thinking about how certifi cation and sustainability standards can be used to effectively 

show farm-level results and convey this evidence in a meaningful way. To date, the current programs have been ineffective in 

providing evidence that backs up their claims. Of course, it may be impossible to provide a level of assurance that a program 

is assisting in the development or maintenance of more sustainable aquaculture activities, simply because the outcomes of 

certifi cation are dependent on much more than what occurs at the farm level, feed and hatchery level (feed and seed), and 

processing facilities. Environmental and social outcomes attributable to aquaculture certifi cation are hard to verify, especially 

where aquaculture occurs near other major activities. A good example is the diffi culty in identifying positive effects of certifi ca-

tion on water quality in a water body into which other resource users also discharge pollutants.

Supply Chain and Organization 

Certifi cation is biased toward larger, more integrated facilities; small-scale producers do not often get certifi ed. Nonetheless, 

it’s not the certifi cation programs themselves that create this bias; we believe the issue is the need for traceability of products. 

Traceability is also what’s driving the trends toward supply chain integration. Integrated facilities have a competitive advantage 

in leveraging their feed and seed suppliers to provide information or comply with provisions in certifi cation programs. 

One of the authors of this paper (AM)—in a WWF project to assist small-scale tilapia producers to achieve the Tilapia 

Aquaculture Dialogue standards—observed feed companies’ reluctance to provide data to the small-scale producers on 

the origins of the fi sheries products used in the feeds. The same feed companies, however, provided the requested data to 

a large farm in the same watershed. It is likely that hatcheries also will balk at supplying information on post-larval shrimp 

and fi ngerling fi sh to certifi ed farms—especially small ones. Consequently, many of the mainstream certifi cation programs 

(including BAP and GlobalG.A.P.) have developed certifi cation components for hatcheries, feed manufacturers, and processing 

facilities. Undoubtedly these additional certifi cations will increase costs in an atmosphere where it is already a struggle to 

convince aquaculture producers to comply with certifi cation.

The supply chain impacts of certifi cation will likely fuel further integration and consolidation in the aquaculture industry. In the 

sense of accountability required in certifi cation programs, this is likely a positive trend. However, the supply chain impacts may 

tend to favor larger farms for certifi cation. The impacts of the supply chain need further study, and efforts should be made to 

avoid excluding small-scale producers from certifi cation programs.

Summary

The main factor that has constrained the adoption of certifi cation and standards by producers has been cost—both the cost 

of administering the certifi cation program and the cost of implementing and maintaining compliance with the standards. In 

addition, the lack of consumer acceptance of certifi cation has led to a top-down approach that reduces interaction with the 

consumer; consumers do not know what the key impacts of aquaculture production are or, more importantly, how they are 

being addressed by the various programs. 

The largest certifi cation programs (by market share) are GlobalG.A.P., Friend of the Sea, and the BAP. Considerable attention 

is being paid to the ASC, but it was not operational at the time this report was written. It is expected that the ASC will have 

strong market penetration in the coming years.

It is likely that the further adoption of aquaculture certifi cation will cause more consolidation in the supply chain, in order to 

ascertain a higher level of control and accountability over the management of various certifi cation schemes. 

Appropriateness of Standards
The standards in all of the major aquaculture certifi cation programs seem to be directed at the major impacts that have been 

identifi ed by various experts. However, the experts do not always agree which impacts are most important, and the indicators 
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and standards vary among certifi cation programs. Some impacts do not seem to be given suffi cient priority—notably, energy 

use, carbon emissions, and the closure of abandoned facilities. Nevertheless, the programs seem to be of similar rigor when 

considered in entirety. For example, one program may focus more on a particular suite of impacts and less on others, while 

a second program may have the opposite emphasis with respect to impacts. 

The Environmental Law Institute (ELI) and the Ocean Foundation developed a “gold standard” or new paradigm for eco-

labeling in which “sustainability” rather than “feasibility” is the basis for certifi cation (Environmental Law Institute 2008). This 

document deals with the process for making standards and operating aquaculture certifi cation programs; it does not present 

standards per se. The guidelines in the paper are similar to those developed through a prolonged expert consultation effort 

of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) (www.enaca.org/certifi cation). Both the ELI and FAO provide useful advice 

to those seeking to develop certifi cation standards and programs. The problem is that stakeholder committees selected by 

different entities seeking to make certifi cation standards will develop somewhat different standards, despite following the 

same procedures for standard-setting.

Compliance and Innovation

Certifi cation programs require compliance with standards. For many of the standards, however, certifi ed producers are only 

required to use, or not use, specifi c practices—this does not require innovation. In some other standards, the certifi ed 

producer must achieve certain metrics. In these cases, practices seldom are prescribed, and the producer must be innovative 

in order to comply with the standards. In our opinion, the standards that require innovation should be the crux of certifi cation. 

Farms should be using good practices in order to even be considered for certifi cation; then the certifi cation programs should 

be based primarily on compliance with metric-based standards.

Continuous Improvement

All of the aquaculture certifi cation programs mention the need for continuous improvement. The GAA program, for example, 

has less-rigorous requirements for initial compliance with some standards than for continued compliance after fi ve years. 

With practices, continuous improvement could mean that producers should incorporate new practices or modify existing 

ones as the science of environmental protection advances. Continuously improving standards based on metrics are more of a 

challenge, however, because a facility probably cannot reduce their numbers below a certain level. For example, if a facility is 

required to have a feed conversion ratio of 1.7, it may be possible over time to lessen the FCR to 1.4 or 1.5, but further reduction 

may not be possible. The certifi cation programs should provide guidelines on what is expected with regard to continuous 

improvement, because at present, a simple statement about “expecting continuous improvement” is of little use.

Summary

There appears to be a market demand for certifi ed aquaculture products, and this demand likely will increase. The adoption 

of certifi cation programs is facilitated by a high degree of industry organization, including cooperation among producers, 

processors, and buyers. Media campaigns certainly have a positive effect on the promotion of certifi cation. 

One of the major constraints to certifi cation (and BMP programs) is that little, if any, price premium has accrued to the 

producer for participating. A critical factor is missing in the effort to promote BMP and certifi cation programs: Evidence is 

needed to show that increases in production effi ciency resulting from these programs would offset the cost of their adoption.

Voluntary programs for responsible aquaculture appear to address issues related to sustainability, and compliance with 

certifi cation programs encourages producers to be innovative and seek ways to improve their operations. Nevertheless, the 

expectations for “continuous improvement,” which are a component of all certifi cation programs, are poorly defi ned.

Conclusion
Aquaculture certifi cation and sustainability efforts have increased dramatically over the past two decades, largely as a result 

of attention to the negative impacts associated with aquaculture. A considerable gap still remains between the real versus the 
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perceived impacts of aquaculture. Attempts to address these impacts have resulted in a proliferation of standards and certifi ca-

tion systems. Further, a lack of trust in labeling schemes, brands, and retailers has led to attempts to address all impacts of 

production, rather than just prioritizing the critical needs.

Aquaculture certifi cation garners much support as a means of reducing the impacts that are seen as ineffectively regulated 

by governments. Even where regulations and enforcement are weak or nonexistent, the environmental and social outcomes 

of a particular practice or standard at a landscape level remain unknown. The greatest potential benefi t that standards and 

certifi cation may have on reducing negative impacts is the ability to apply norms and targets across various levels and types 

of production to compare producer performance. Unfortunately, few standards currently used in the international seafood 

market allow for such critical comparisons to be made. 

It should also be recognized that, at the macro environmental and social levels, a host of interdependencies and interactions 

infl uence outcome. It is not possible at this time to attribute ecosystem improvements to the practices of an aquaculture facil-

ity, except in rare circumstances where farms operate in extremely remote regions of the world and other resource users are 

scarce or absent. Lastly, it is critical to remember that certifi cation programs are businesses and, once in operation, they desire 

to remain viable. If certifi cation programs lead to added costs in the supply chain and a higher retail price than consumers are 

willing to accept, they will not survive for long. 
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This work was supported by the State-of-Knowledge Assessment of Standards and Certifi cation, with funding from the David and 

Lucile Packard Foundation, the Walton Family Foundation, the Resources Legacy Fund, and Mars, Inc. The views in this work 

belong to the authors and may not refl ect the funders’ views.1

Introduction
The Assessment Steering Committee and its Fisheries working group analyzed the state of knowledge about fi sheries certifi ca-

tion and sustainability standards in a stepwise process designed to take advantage of and compile information from, but not 

duplicate, investigations and evaluations already underway—some funded by the sponsors of the Assessment, others not. 

Work began in early 2010 with a literature review (including pub-

lished papers and gray literature) focused specifi cally on the Marine 

Stewardship Council (MSC). That report, from California Environmental 

Associates (CEA), was updated in 2011 and is published here as an 

executive summary supported by a detailed PowerPoint presenta-

tion. Like the other sector reviews (agriculture and forestry), the full 

review sought to document what is known about market supply and 

demand for sustainable and certifi ed fi sheries products; indicators 

used to measure environmental, social, and economic impacts; inter-

actions between voluntary certifi cation and standards and regulatory 

standards and other voluntary approaches; and factors enabling or 

constraining certifi cation and standards systems. 

Expecting that the available literature might not be rich, the Steering 

Committee decided to approach the fi sheries sector by compiling this 

initial review with its clear focus on the MSC, and then convene a group 

of practitioners and experts (see box on the next page) to react to it 

and share their knowledge about other approaches to making fi sheries 

more sustainable. This group was to be available for consultation as 

the Steering Committee deliberated during the following year, and as 

new knowledge products became available to enrich their discussions. 

1  The Steering Committee notes that an independent study on the impacts of the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certifi cation program, commis-

sioned by the MSC and performed by Marine Resources Assessment Group, Poseidon, and Meridian Prime, was released in November 2011, after 

this document’s submission. Interested readers seeking updated information may wish to consult that report, which is available on the MSC’s website 

at: http://www.msc.org/documents/environmental-benefi ts/measuring-environmental-impacts-report-2011/environmental-impacts-of-the-msc-

programme-full-report. A second study (Froese & Proelss 2012) assessing the status of MSC and Friend of the Sea certifi ed fi shing stocks and legal 

defi nitions of “overfi shing” was published in March 2012. 

The fi sheries review was structured to address the 

following questions:

• What is known about market demand for 

sustainable and certifi ed fi sheries products? 

• What is known about market supply of 

sustainable and certifi ed fi sheries products? 

• What indicators have been used to assess 

environmental, social, and economic 

impacts?

• What is known about the interactions 

between voluntary certifi cation and stan-

dards, and regulatory standards for fi sheries? 

• What is known about the interactions 

between voluntary certifi cation and 

standards, and other voluntary approaches 

to increasing sustainability of fi sheries? 

• What other factors have enabled or con-

strained certifi cation and standards systems?
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This group complemented the fi ndings of the CEA’s report with 

information and leads to publications documenting competing 

and complementary approaches to sustainable fi sheries and the 

interactions of these approaches with the MSC. In particular, the 

discussion highlighted the importance of Fishery Improvement 

Projects (FIPs) as a complementary tool, the need to understand 

more about how to achieve sustainability in fi sheries exploited 

primarily for local consumption in the developing world, the impor-

tance of certifi cation as a tool to demonstrate the traceability and 

legality of product, the importance of commitments of a few large 

retailers to source sustainably as a driver of demand, and the lack of 

data to determine what volume of global fi sheries could ultimately 

be certifi ed as sustainable. 

Beyond the information generated in the CEA review of the MSC 

and the discussions of the expert panel, the Steering Committee 

drew on other publications and reports issued prior to and during 

the Assessment timeframe. These included:

• Several reports by the Marine Resources Assessment 

Group (MRAG), including an October 2009 assessment 

of labeling in fi sheries, addressing the MSC as well as four 

other certifi cation programs and two national standards; 

and an evaluation, completed in 2011, of the environmental impact of the MSC. (See http://www.mrag.co.uk/

Recent_Publications.htm and http://afs.confex.com/afs/2011/webprogram/Paper6234.html.)

• The Design for Sustainable Fishing report commissioned by fi ve donor foundations, with research led by the 

CEA.

• Case studies prepared by McKinsey and Company on pressures affecting recovery of various fi sh species.

• A critical assessment of the MSC by Jennifer Jacquet, Daniel Pauly, and colleagues, published in the journal 

Nature in September 2010, concluding that neither the MSC’s standards nor its interpretation of rules are suf-

fi cient to assure that the fi sheries it certifi es are in fact sustainable. (See http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/

v467/n7311/full/467028a.html.) 

Finally, the Steering Committee commissioned additional studies, documented elsewhere in this volume, of current trends 

affecting seafood markets and approaches to promote sustainability, and of aquaculture.

Thus, the body of knowledge drawn on by the Steering Committee in coming to the conclusions outlined in Chapter 2 of the 

Assessment report and elsewhere is considerably broader than the contents of this appendix. Interested readers are invited 

to pursue these additional resources (citations provided in the Assessment bibliography) for a fuller view of the science and 

knowledge informing the Committee’s fi ndings, conclusions, and recommendations. 

Executive Summary of CEA Analysis
This document summarizes the available information on fi sheries certifi cation and related systems, with an emphasis on MSC 

certifi cation and to a lesser extent on emerging certifi cations (such as Global Trust and Friend of the Sea), Fishery Improvement 

Projects, and NGO/retailer efforts such as those involving World Wildlife Fund, the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership, 

FishWise, and the Monterey Bay Aquarium. The review covers two basic categories: the current supply and demand for certifi ed 

seafood products, and the effects of fi sheries certifi cation and related voluntary systems to date.

Experts Convened in August 2010

• Scott Burns, Walton Family Foundation

• T. Cambridge, Marine Resources and Fisheries 

Consultants, Ltd.

• Jason Clay, World Wildlife Fund U.S.*

• Kerry Coughlin, Marine Stewardship Council

• Howard Johnson, Sustainable Fish

• Meredith Lopuch, World Wildlife Fund U.S.

• Kai Lee, David and Lucile Packard Foundation

• Patrick Mallett, ISEAL Alliance*

• Lisa Monzón, David and Lucile Packard 

Foundation

• Katrina Nakamura, Sustainable Fish

• Ruth Norris, consultant

• Edwin Ou, Skoll Foundation

• Sheree Speakman, Walton Family Foundation

* Assessment Steering Committee members
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Supply and Demand for Certifi ed Wild-Caught Seafood

Demand

In many parts of the world, consumers are increasingly interested in what is known as “lifestyles of health and sustainability.” 

About 20 percent of Americans self-identify as strongly interested in sustainability, and they refl ect that commitment in their 

purchasing choices. For example, the organic and naturals industry has been growing steadily over the past decade, with cur-

rent organic sales around $30 billion in the U.S. According to The Hartman Group (2009), roughly 40 percent of consumers 

indicate that certifi cation is very or somewhat important to their purchasing decisions (Figure 1). These trends are similar or 

stronger in Europe, depending on the country.

Figure 1. How important is certifi cation to U.S. consumers?

With respect to seafood, about a third of U.S. consumers indicate that they would be willing to pay a 20 percent premium 

for sustainable seafood. That said, there is often a disconnect between wanting sustainable product and purchasing certifi ed 

product. Currently, consumer awareness of certifi ed seafood is modest, but it appears to be growing rapidly. An AMR Research 

study (2010) commissioned by the MSC indicates that 23 percent of U.S. consumers recognize the MSC eco-label, up from 

just 7 percent in 2008. Similarly, 36 percent of German consumers and 18 percent of British consumers recognize the label, 

up from 10 percent and 11 percent, respectively (Figure 2).

As certifi ed seafood increases its presence in the market, there is little information thus far that indicates consumers are paying 

a signifi cant premium for eco-labeled seafood. Despite what consumers say, sustainability is often secondary to quality, fresh-

ness, and safety, and is instead used as a tiebreaker in purchasing decisions. The MSC reports limited price premiums for its 

products, and those premiums are mostly associated with improved market access for small-scale, artisanal fi sheries using the 

brand to sell to high-end restaurants and retailers. In certain instances, MSC-certifi ed products can command a price premium 

relative to an identical, uncertifi ed product. For example, Roheim et al. (2011) documented this effect with certifi ed pollock in 

the London market. As a general rule of thumb, however, MSC certifi cation does not yet clearly command a price premium in 

the same way that organic or fair-trade certifi cation does. Fortunately, MSC-certifi ed seafood is available over a wide range of 

different price levels, and the number and volume of products is growing quickly (Figure 3) (MSC internal data, 2010).

While consumer interest is growing, much of the drive behind the growth in certifi ed seafood has come directly from the 

private sector. A summary review by the CEA (2010) reported on how a handful of retailers in particular have driven the market 

for sustainable seafood in the U.S. and in Europe. In the U.S., strong commitments from retailers—from Walmart to Whole 
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Foods—have dramatically increased the perceived market value of seafood certifi cation. In Europe, retailers from Edeka to 

Marks and Spencer have made similarly compelling commitments. As a result, participating in sustainable seafood commit-

ments and partnerships and obtaining certifi cation can now improve market access for fi sheries.

Figure 2. Recognition of the MSC label, by country (2010 v. 2008) 

Figure 3. Seafood volume of MSC-labeled products (in million tonnes)
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Retailer commitments have, in turn, been stimulated by a number of factors. Several leaders in the industry (e.g., Walmart, 

Whole Foods, Marks and Spencer) have made commitments as part of a broader corporate sustainability policy, recognizing 

that sustainable fi sheries are a valuable business proposition in the long term. A second tier of retailers (e.g., Costco, Aldi, 

Trader Joe’s) have made commitments to sustainable seafood from a more defensive position. Advocacy pressure and dem-

onstrations from NGOs such as Greenpeace have put a spotlight on the procurement practices of the industry, essentially 

pitting retail chains against one other. This competitive dynamic—and the threat of having corporate brands tarnished—has 

driven many retailers and foodservice providers to adopt sustainable seafood procurement policies. Currently, the majority of 

the U.S. retail and foodservice industry has made a commitment to sustainable seafood. The same situation exists in Germany, 

the U.K., and other northern European markets (CEA 2010). 

In addition to demand from consumers and retailers, certifi cation has become an increasingly valuable tool to demonstrate 

the traceability and legality of product. Global fi sheries suffer from both illegally landed product (e.g., some Chilean sea bass 

and Atlantic cod) and fraudulently labeled product (e.g., selling farmed salmon as wild salmon) (Zabarenko 2011). Certifi cation 

provides a chain-of-custody assurance that is valuable for private companies looking to safeguard their seafood supplies from 

illegal product. McDonald’s, for example, has been a leader in procuring MSC-certifi ed whitefi sh for its Filet-O-Fish products, 

despite not using the MSC label.

MSC certifi cation is now fi rmly established as a tool for fi sheries in the developed world to differentiate themselves on a 

sustainability basis. The market for MSC products is moderate to strong, but growing quickly, in Northern Europe and North 

America. In terms of current demand, Germany is the leading market for MSC-certifi ed products, followed by the U.S., the 

U.K., France, and Sweden. Southern Europe (e.g., Spain, Portugal, Italy) and Japan have not been major markets for the MSC 

to date, but the organization is looking to expand (MSC internal data, 2010). However, the MSC has had far less penetration 

across Asia and most of the developing world, and anticipates substantial challenges building market demand in those regions. 

After its inception in 1999, the MSC enjoyed several years without competing labels. Issue-specifi c labels such as “dolphin-safe 

tuna” existed, as did some country-specifi c labeling programs (e.g., the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute, or ASMI), but no 

other comprehensive seafood certifi cation programs were in place. In the past several years, a number of new eco-labels have 

emerged. These include Friend of the Sea certifi cation, the Global Trust’s Responsible Fisheries Management Certifi cation, 

and the International Fishmeal and Fish Oil Organization’s Global Standard and Certifi cation Programme for the Responsible 

Supply of Fishmeal and Fish Oil (IFFO RS). 

Friend of the Sea is an eco-label that assesses the sustainability of both farmed and wild seafood. It applies a different meth-

odology, set of criteria, and standards from the MSC. At this point, more than 30 fi sheries catching more than 60 species are 

in the Friend of the Sea program (Friend of the Sea 2011). From a business perspective, factors in Friend of the Sea’s favor 

include lower costs, simpler standards, and an aquaculture option. Growth in Friend of the Sea appears to be mostly associated 

with fi sheries looking to distinguish themselves from their competitors, rather than any particular demand pull.

The Global Trust’s certifi cation system is an emerging competitor in the eco-label space. Unlike the MSC, Global Trust is a 

certifying body (CB) rather than a pure standard developer. In its function as a CB, Global Trust certifi es fi sheries to a variety 

of standards, including the MSC. Recently, however, “due to international market request, Global Trust has facilitated the 

development of a high integrity ISO Model for Certifi cation of Responsible Fisheries Management” (Global Trust 2011). Global 

Trust is certifying that the management of specifi c fi sheries is in compliance with the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible 

Fisheries, and is not providing an eco-label. Interest in this new certifi cation was driven largely by Iceland and Alaska. As of 

May 2011, the Icelandic cod fi shery and the Alaskan salmon fi shery have been certifi ed, and four other Alaskan fi sheries are in 

assessment (Global Trust 2011). While the Global Trust certifi cation option is still developing, it may allow fi shing countries to 

use a third party other than the MSC to vouch for the sustainability of their fi sheries management. Global Trust is likely to be 

a lower-cost option, as it does not come with a logo licensing fee. As ASMI’s technical program director confi rmed, “We were 

looking for a cost-effective way to provide that third-party assurance so that all the users in Alaska, including the little ones as 

well, would benefi t” (Duchene 2011).
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Like Global Trust, the International 

Fishmeal and Fish Oil Organization has 

developed its own system for certifying 

fi shmeal and fi sh oil, also based on the 

FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible 

Fisheries. The IFFO RS has its own assur-

ance mark (label) and covers more than 

just fi shing (e.g., processing, traceability, 

trade, etc.). In terms of the fi shery, IFFO 

simply requires that stocks meet the FAO 

Code of Conduct. 

At this point in time, it is unclear to 

what extent these alternative labels and 

systems will impact the seafood market. 

It is also unclear whether an increasing 

number of labels will promote greater 

change on the water or create a roadblock 

to further improvements. Anecdotally, 

much of the interest in alternative labels 

appears to be coming from the supply 

side, rather than in response to consumer 

or retail demand. In particular, Global 

Trust’s efforts appear to have emerged 

out of Alaska and Iceland’s concerns over 

the costs and implications of an MSC 

monopoly in certifi cation. Interestingly, 

neither Global Trust nor IFFO RS are 

consumer-facing labels. They are aimed 

at assuring a product’s attributes to 

commercial buyers, rather than end con-

sumers. Instead, both Alaska and Iceland 

have developed their own consumer-

facing marketing labels.

Supply

There are more than 10,000 products bearing the MSC logo, with a retail value of $2.2 billion, and the number is growing 

briskly (300 products per month). Over the last 8 years, the market value of MSC-labeled product has had a compound annual 

growth rate of 67 percent (MSC internal data, 2010). 

The volume of certifi ed fi sheries is even more impressive. Certifi ed fi sheries comprise more than 4 million tons, or more than 

7 percent of global wild landings of fi sh caught for human consumption; if fi sheries under MSC assessment are included, the 

252 fi sheries in the program represent 12 percent of global foodfi sh fi sheries, and the percentage is growing quickly (Figure 4) 

(MSC 2011). The MSC’s current 7 percent represents a greater market share than any comparable certifi cation scheme (e.g., 

the Forest Stewardship program for forest products, or organic schemes in agriculture). In specifi c regions, that percentage 

is even higher. In the U.S. and Canada, for example, the MSC has either certifi ed or is in the process of assessing 60 percent 

and 32 percent of fi shery landings, respectively (MSC internal data, 2010). Wild fi shery certifi cation differs from most other 

certifi cations in that it has been easier to scale; it is the management unit that is being certifi ed, not the individual operation. 

Where in the Supply Chain Do Companies Engage with Sustainability 
and MSC Certifi cation?

Publicly held companies (listed on stock exchanges or state owned) and coop-

eratives are most likely to have a corporate social responsibility (CSR) policy. 

In the seafood industry, the most involved with CSR are large consumer-facing 

businesses (e.g., Ahold, Walmart, Darden, McDonald’s, Sodexo). Least involved 

are seafood processors and distributors.

Hypothesis: The main lever for engaging with sustainability and/or MSC certi-

fi cation is the competitive dynamic. The threat of having a brand tarnished or 

losing market share around sustainability is driving retailers to adopt positions 

on the issue. The MSC is an important component of those commitments. In 

addition, it provides better traceability for companies in the middle of the supply 

chain. Factors supporting this hypothesis include the following:

• Certifi cation as a mechanism for retailers (e.g., Walmart) to 

outsource complex decisions around sustainability

• Consumer interest in sustainable seafood 

• Long-term security and continuity of supply 

• Staff interest/investor interest/ethical rationale

• Regulatory compliance 

• Interest by fi sheries in certifi cation to brand their products and 

access better markets, in some cases receiving a better price for 

doing so (the middle of the supply chain seeks chain-of-custody 

certifi cation for continued or improved market access) 

• Considerable growth in media attention to sustainability generally 

and fi sheries in particular (use of the term “sustainable seafood” in 

a variety of types of publications tripled from 2006 to 2007; in the 

peak year of 2007, more than 200 articles used “sustainable” and 

“seafood” in headline or lead)

Data Gap: New survey of buyer perceptions and case studies of engaged buyers
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This has allowed certifi cation to outpace consumer demand. As a rough estimate, only 10 percent of certifi ed product is 

currently labeled with the MSC logo. By country, the overall market penetration of labeled product (and consumer familiarity 

with the label) varies substantially (Figure 5) (AMR Research 2010).

Figure 4. MSC-certifi ed fi sheries volume, overall and as a share of fi sh caught for human consumption globally2

Figure 5. MSC awareness and estimated market penetration of MSC-labeled seafood, by country

What drives fi sheries into certifi cation varies by fi shery. A potential price premium is attractive to fi shermen, as is the market 

access associated with retailers such as Walmart or Whole Foods. Certifi cation also allows fi sheries to differentiate themselves 

from their competitive peers (e.g., Alaskan pollock vs. Russian pollock). 

2 TAC stands for Total Allowable Catch.
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In the long term, it’s not clear what volume of global fi sheries could ultimately be certifi ed as sustainable. There have not been 

any formal reviews to that end. Of assessed fi sheries, Worm et al. (2009) reported that 60 percent of global stocks are in need 

of rebuilding; a study by the CEA indicated that unassessed fi sheries are in substantially worse condition. Congruently, the 

overall market for sustainable seafood is currently limited to buyers in North America, Europe, Oceania, and Japan; collectively, 

this market either catches or imports about 40 percent of all wild seafood. If we further limit the market to the one-fi fth of 

consumers in these countries that care about sustainability, then the upper boundary of those willing to pay substantially more 

for eco-labeled product might be about 8 percent.

In reviewing the current supply and demand for certifi ed seafood, several data gaps persist. Critical questions remain, including 

the following:

• What are the main drivers for companies throughout the supply chain (retailers, distributors, processors, 

foodservice, fi shermen) to become certifi ed? What role does consumer pressure play relative to market access 

or traceability? How strong is corporate interest in seafood certifi cation or related voluntary partnerships and 

systems to date?

• How strong is willingness to pay for labeled seafood across different sectors of the supply chain (processors, 

distributors, wholesalers, retailers, foodservice, consumers) and across markets?

• What are the main categories of seafood where there is unmet demand for certifi ed product (e.g., shrimp, tuna)?

• Does certifi cation have the potential to become a de facto condition of entry for seafood sold in the Northern 

European and U.S. market?

Eff ects of Wild-Caught Seafood Certifi cation
While a decent amount of information is available to characterize the supply and demand for certifi ed products, it is more 

challenging to catalog the effects of seafood certifi cation to date. 

The MSC and efforts such as Fishery Improvement Projects were created to transform the world’s seafood markets and 

promote sustainable fi shing practices. Given that most fi sheries in the program have only entered into certifi cation and other 

voluntary partnerships in the last few years, it is too early to gauge the long-term effects of certifi cation on those fi sheries. 

Similarly, it has proven even more diffi cult to assess the indirect benefi ts and drawbacks of the certifi cation system in the 

larger fi sheries context. A handful of systematic public reviews of the fi sheries certifi cation systems have been conducted over 

the last few years. Most reviews have concentrated on the MSC’s process and governance—i.e., how they have applied their 

standards to fi sheries. Few reviews have tried to assess the tangible impacts of certifi cation. Those that have looked at the 

effects of certifi cation have concentrated on the environmental impacts of certifi cation, with no systematic work having yet 

investigated economic or social impacts. 

Theory of Change

The MSC recently published an offi cial “theory of change” document to summarize its intended contribution in the world 

(2011). The MSC’s core mission is to use its certifi cation and eco-label program “to contribute to the health of the world’s 

oceans by recognizing and rewarding sustainable fi shing practices, infl uencing the choices people make when buying seafood 

and working with our partners to transform the seafood market to a sustainable basis.” 

By creating a system to channel the purchasing preference for sustainable seafood, the MSC intends to provide incentives for 

fi sheries to improve both inside and outside of the MSC program. Within the program, the MSC assessment process reviews 

31 specifi c “performance indicators” (PIs) covering the three principles that the MSC is based on, scoring each indicator on 

a 1–100 scale. A minimum score of 60 is required on each of the 31 PIs and an average score of 80 for each one of the three 

principles. Any PI that scores below 80 must be improved to the 80 level over the course of the certifi cation. As the document 

notes: “The MSC program very consciously allows fi sheries to qualify for MSC certifi cation without meeting the 80 level on 
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all indicators. MSC believes the movement of fi sheries from the 60 to 80 levels is a positive outcome for the world’s fi sheries 

and directly in line with the MSC’s vision. This is one of the tenets of MSC’s theory of change.” The MSC program does not 

require that fi sheries continue toward or reach the 100 level. The MSC is monitoring the scoring of PIs within fi sheries in the 

program, and is in the process of analyzing the rate of change in these PIs through a new study by MRAG due to be completed 

in October 2011.

Outside the program, the MSC can produce an effect by encouraging change in fi sheries prior to certifi cation. As the MSC’s 

theory of change document makes explicit: 

Many of the fi sheries initially undertaking assessment against the MSC Standard were well operated and 

had to make few changes to meet the standard. These pioneers provided the foundation for MSC to 

become established, and the market’s recognition of these fi sheries has provided the necessary incentives 

for other fi sheries to follow. Many fi sheries achieving certifi cation recently have made more substantial 

changes to improve their environmental performance prior to entering the assessment process to attain 

the MSC standard. This is where the MSC will deliver its greatest contributions to environmental sustain-

ability, and this is becoming clearer as the program matures.

In order to validate this theory of change, data is needed on the performance of fi sheries globally, the change in fi sheries 

prior to entering into the MSC process (e.g., pre-assessment), the change between pre-assessment and assessment, and the 

changes in fi sheries certifi ed by the MSC. At present, there is only limited evidence to weigh these claims. As the following sec-

tion on benefi ts discusses, the MSC is in the process of developing an assessment program to better measure environmental 

performance in fi sheries that enter into pre-assessment, full assessment, and certifi cation.

Direct Benefi ts

To date, few studies have documented the direct benefi ts of the MSC on the water. At least in part, this is due to the fact that 

the MSC is young, and early entrants into certifi cation were relatively well-managed fi sheries. 

The most comprehensive review of the environmental effects of the MSC available today is a private study commissioned by 

the MSC in 2006 (Agnew et al. 2006). Due to the timing, the Agnew study examined just the ten earliest certifi ed fi sheries. 

The MSC has hired an independent reviewer to update and expand this study, and draft fi ndings are being produced now. 

According to the original Agnew study, MSC certifi cation resulted in several types of tangible changes to fi sheries, including 

improvements to fi shery management, information availability, and reduced environmental impacts. However, very few 

on-water impacts were measured, such as increases in target species health, nontarget species health, and habitat health. At 

this point, it is diffi cult to know whether this is an absence of effect or a problem with the available data (e.g., time-series not 

long enough to detect change, monitoring hasn’t been conducted, no baseline data, etc.). Where on-the-water benefi ts were 

observed, greater gains were seen in older fi sheries and in the most controversial fi sheries. 

Market scope and product diversifi cation are the main economic benefi ts reported, with price premiums of 10 to 15 percent 

reported for some small-scale community fi sheries (Marine Stewardship Council 2009). Social impacts include increased 

livelihood security, increased personal and community well-being, diminished confl ict, increased equity, and more access to 

opportunity.

To date, no work has used quantitative methods to examine the case for causality associated with changes in biotic trends. It 

is unclear whether there are a suffi cient number of trends for statistical review. Similarly, there have not been any reviews of 

changes or gains prior to assessment. If the MSC is successful in the long term, the greatest gains should occur in fi sheries 

prior to certifi cation—i.e., fi sheries improving in order to become certifi ed, and fi sheries reforming after the results of the 

pre-assessment. We do not currently have systematic information about changes in fi sheries prior to certifi cation, or changes 

relative to a control group of fi sheries. Lastly, we do not have an analysis of “reasonable change”—i.e., it is not yet clear what 

types of impacts we should be expecting from certifi cation and on what timelines. The MSC is hoping to address these gaps 
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with its new environmental review, a collaboration with ISEAL on monitoring and evaluation, and the development of a new 

tool to look at changes in the pre-assessment stage.

Indirect Benefi ts

In addition to the direct, fi shery-specifi c effects of certifi cation, there is a larger category of indirect or broader interactions 

with the effort to improve global fi sheries. At this stage in the MSC’s evolution, perhaps the most powerful effect of the 

certifi cation has been these broader, indirect impacts, both on voluntary and regulatory improvements of fi sheries. Very few 

of these indirect benefi ts or drawbacks are documented or easily quantifi able, and as a result there is no systematic review. 

The main indirect benefi t is that the existence of the fi sheries certifi cation is helping to build the sustainable seafood move-

ment, with the existence of a credible certifi cation system instrumental to expansion. Certifi cation contributes in several ways:

• The existence of a consumer-facing label is helping to improve consumer awareness around seafood and 

environmental issues. In addition to the increased presence of the MSC logo in the marketplace, fi sheries 

certifi cation has received a signifi cant amount of media attention. 

• The creation and implementation of a sustainable seafood label has enabled the recruiting of major buyers into 

the sustainability tent. To date, retailer commitments have been the main engine driving this market-based effort. 

While certifi cation hasn’t been featured in all buyer commitments, it has still proven to be a useful tool to some. 

The most obvious example is Walmart. At the time, Walmart approached the MSC because they wanted a clear 

defi nition and target for their sustainability commitments, and also to outsource that effort to certifi ers rather 

than place the burden on internal staff. Without the MSC, there might have been a vacuum in the certifi cation 

space ultimately fi lled by less-rigorous government or NGO standards, which could have sidetracked the entire 

movement.

• Certifi cation has also played a valuable role in helping to clear up chain-of-custody complexities. In the seafood 

market, there are typically layers of middlemen facing a buyer. In the absence of a unifying certifi cation system, 

retailers often lack effective chain-of-custody certifi cation.

• The MSC is facilitating efforts by others to reform fi sheries management. There are dozens of collaborative 

efforts around the globe that involve the seafood market and environmental groups coming together to help 

reform fi sheries. These Fishery Improvement Projects are a critical step in the evolution of the seafood move-

ment, because they bridge market interest in sustainability with actual change on the water. The existence of the 

MSC aids the FIP approach in at least three important ways. First, the MSC process provides clear, standardized 

principles with which one can operate and standardize an FIP. Second, the MSC creates a concrete target; the 

MSC standard is used as the goal and the MSC’s pre-assessment is a useful tool. Third, the promise of certifi ca-

tion—and potential new market access and price premiums—can be used as a carrot to cultivate new fi shery 

partners into an FIP. At a minimum, the MSC provides a reputable third-party seal that is more meaningful than 

creating an FIP based on vague standards. The MSC also maintains a list of chain-of-custody certifi ed distribu-

tors and suppliers that could provide additional market access.

Drawbacks

Over the past decade, there have been many notable critiques of the MSC (e.g., Highleyman et al. 2004; Ward 2008a; Food and 

Agriculture Organization 2008; Jacquet, Pauly et al. 2010). Most criticisms relate to the process, governance systems, and 

performance thresholds. For example, several critics have argued that the MSC’s principles and standards are insuffi cient 

(e.g., not “sustainable”). Others have focused on whether the MSC is faithfully and consistently applying its standards. Many 

of these criticisms are currently being addressed by the MSC. 

Despite the attention, few of the criticisms indicate that the MSC has caused negative consequences. However, two serious 

allegations might fall into this category. First, some critics, such as Jacquet, Pauly et al. (2010), have questioned whether the 
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opportunity cost of investing in the MSC has outweighed the benefi ts. Second, several environmental organizations have 

expressed the concern that certifi cation may forestall regulatory reform in some fi sheries.

With respect to the opportunity cost, with the amount of money that has gone into the MSC to date, the philanthropic com-

munity might have supported the sustainable seafood movement in more effective ways. Similarly, the business community 

might have directed its resources toward more productive ends. It is impossible to prove or disprove this notion: We don’t 

know the counterfactual scenario. How else would those dollars have been spent? We can’t know for sure, but presumably 

the money would have been spent on charitable purposes, possibly in the marine conservation space. A similar argument has 

been made claiming that investments by governments in certifi cation diverts resources from other uses, including fi sheries 

management. At fi rst blush, this seems like a weak contention, though no data have been collected that summarizes the 

extent of government fi nancial commitments to fi sheries certifi cation. Part of the founding rationale for a market effort was 

the substantial challenges associated with fi sheries advocacy.

The second and most common criticism directed at sustainability labeling of seafood is that some feel that the certifi ed 

fi sheries are not sustainable, and that an eco-label may reduce the prospects of future regulatory reform. A looser defi nition 

of sustainability is not a problem per se, except insofar as certifi cation provides a shield that allows certifi ed fi sheries to 

avoid additional regulations (Greenpeace 2009a). The issue has been most pronounced in the context of fi sheries that some 

advocates would like to see transition beyond effective single-species management toward a more ecosystem-based manage-

ment approach (e.g., krill, pollock, anchoveta, sardines). This is a legitimate and very serious argument, but it presumes the 

following: that certifi cation effectively prevents additional regulations, and that those regulations were likely to occur in the 

absence of certifi cation. Currently, no data are available to weigh the merits of those positions. To address this issue, the MSC 

has an ongoing effort with international experts to refi ne its fi sheries assessment methodology and to develop new standards 

for low-trophic fi sheries in particular.

In reviewing the effects of the MSC, several important questions remain, including the following:

• What have been the direct effects of certifi cation on the growing number of certifi ed fi sheries, including environ-

mental as well as social impacts?

• How well does certifi cation support fi shery reform efforts outside of certifi ed fi sheries?

• What are the costs of certifi cation to businesses?

• Does certifi cation prevent further improvement within decently managed fi sheries?

Methodologies to Measure the Eff ects of Wild-Caught Seafood Certifi cation
Little information is available on methodologies to measure the impacts of certifi cation systems. Neither Global Trust nor 

Friend of the Sea have conducted impact assessments. The MSC does not have a standardized system in place. The MSC has 

conducted two independent reviews of the environmental effects of the system to date (Agnew et al. 2006; MRAG et al. 2011), 

and also commissioned a journalistic review of the effects of the system (Marine Stewardship Council 2009). However, there 

is no real-time tracking system for the environmental, economic, or social impacts of the program. Part of the current scope 

of work of MRAG et al. (2011) is to make recommendations on how to develop that tracking system for the environmental 

attributes of the program. 

Currently, the main metrics tracked by the MSC are the number and tonnage of fi sheries in the program, along with their 

performance against the MSC’s Standard for Sustainable Fishing over time (Figure 6). The MSC’s Standard is comprised of 

three core principles: healthy fi sh stocks; the fi shery does not jeopardize the supporting ecosystem; and suffi cient management 

systems to ensure the long-term future of all resources. The assessment process reviews and scores 31 specifi c performance 

indicators covering the three main principles, providing a synthetic score that can be tracked over time. Certifi cation is valid 

for fi ve years (assuming conditions are met), and annual audits are used to establish that the fi shery continues to meet the 

MSC standard and is making adequate progress on required PI improvements. These annual audits and recertifi cation scores 
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What Has Been Studied, and What Has Not?

Impacts

Net Benefi ts report (MSC 2009): This report catalogs the benefi ts of the MSC across fi sheries, but using a 

qualitative, not rigorous analytical, approach.

MRAG report (Agnew et al. 2006): This is the only report that provides a broad neutral survey with 

quantitative synthesis, but it needs updating and does not cover changes resulting from pre-assessment. 

It created a ranking system to classify impacts based on relative certainty of producing (1) informational 

gain, (2) institutional gain, (3) research gain, (4) operational fi sheries gain, and (5) change on the water. It 

analyzed the ten certifi ed fi sheries that by late 2005 had at least one surveillance audit. Eighty-nine gains 

were reported: 18 percent were change on the water, of which 65 percent were attributed partially/mainly 

to certifi cation. Most gains related to the MSC’s Principle 2 (46 percent), versus Principle 1 (26 percent) 

and Principle 3 (37 percent).

Contextual Information

MRAG report for the Fish Sustainability Information Group (MRAG 2009): This paper compared certifi cation 

schemes and ranking/recommendation lists for fi sheries and aquaculture in Europe and North America. It 

was commissioned by an international consortium of national organizations concerned with seafood trade.

Accenture report (Accenture Development Partnership 2009): This report summarizes capture fi sheries 

eco-labels and sustainability-related programs, then undertakes quantitative, scored evaluation of seven 

capture fi sheries’ eco-labels against WWF-developed criteria for best eco-labeling practices. It sought to 

identify strengths, weaknesses, and best practices amongst schemes.

At least four other projects have reviewed the MSC process with a view toward identifying major problems 

or areas for process and governance improvement. These reviews were not synthesized here:

• Highleyman, et al. (2004)

• Bridgespan Group (2004)

• Greenpeace (2009a) 

• Mars (2010) 

No work has yet used quantitative or Before After Control Impact (BACI) methods to examine the case 

for causality associated with changes in biotic trends. It is unclear whether there are a suffi cient number 

of trends for statistical review. MRAG (Agnew et al. 2006) made a qualitative categorical assessment of 

causality (“not caused,” “partially caused,” or mainly caused”). The 2011 independent review commissioned 

by the MSC should be the most comprehensive assessment to date. 

Aspects of Impact Not Yet Reviewed

• Impacts of pre-assessment

• Systematic, quantitative examination of key indirect impacts

• Rapid assessment system with standardized metrics to track change

• Analysis of “reasonable change”—i.e., what types of impacts should be expected from 

certifi cation and on what timelines
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are the best available metrics to track change, given the idiosyncrasy of environmental issues across fi sheries. The current 

MRAG review is based mainly on changes in PI scores over time.

In the future, the MSC and other fi shery eco-labeling programs should consider other methods to track performance, including:

• Average performance scores of fi sheries in the program, including their change over time, and by cohort (early 

adopters versus recent entrants)

• Standardized performance metrics for certifi ed fi sheries, including biomass relative to target biomass (i.e., 

maximum sustainable yield)

• Price premiums for labeled products relative to unlabeled products

• Percentage of fi sheries that pass or fail the assessment over time

• Percentage of fi sheries that go through pre-assessment and are recommended, conditionally recommended, or 

fail

• Satisfaction rates of stakeholders in the program (e.g., standardized surveys of participating fi sheries and 

product developers) 

Figure 6. MSC sustainability benchmarks and scoring system

Case Examples of Certifi cation in Action
This section briefl y scans three case studies in which MSC certifi cation has helped to stimulate improved environmental 

performance in fi sheries. The three examples selected are:

1. Barents Sea cod and haddock, where substantial improvements occurred prior to assessment, with NGO 

advocacy and FIP work ultimately culminating in MSC certifi cation of the fi shery

2. South African hake, where the fi shery substantially reduced seabird bycatch and addressed overfi shing as a 

condition of certifi cation

3. British Columbia sockeye, where the certifi cation process created a multi-stakeholder forum to question and 

promote better management of a complex fi shery
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Barents Sea Cod and Haddock: FIPs and Certifi cation

In November 2010, a portion of the Barents Sea cod and haddock fi shery was MSC certifi ed. This represented the culmination 

of nearly fi ve years of work and is an excellent case study of the symbiotic relationship between FIPs and MSC certifi cation. 

In 2006, the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership (SFP) started working to improve the Barents Sea cod and haddock fi sheries. 

The fi shery faced several challenges, including substantial illegal landings (e.g., 35 percent of total landings), which made it 

very diffi cult to prevent overfi shing. The weak monitoring and control systems in place across the region allowed these illegal 

practices to persist. In addition to overfi shing, there were concerns about the habitat effects of the fi shery and bycatch. Given 

these problems, the fi shery was far from certifi able. 

To address these problems, Greenpeace and others worked to expose illegal cod laundering in the Netherlands and other 

key markets. At the same time, the SFP organized a collaboration of major buyers (e.g., Espersen, Young’s, Royal Greenland, 

Kangamiut, Birds Eye, and High Liner), which in turn took steps to improve the post-harvest tracking of landings, including 

promoting verifi ed supply contracts to ensure that fi sh was sourced only from legal catch, implementing a real-time reporting 

system to block market access for illegal fi sh, and informing regulators of the need for improved enforcement in the Barents 

Sea. Other FIP objectives included setting Total Allowable Catch limits in line with scientifi c advice, reducing the effects of 

bottom trawling, and encouraging marine protected areas (MPAs). 

In response to this coordinated market action and associated government commitment to improve the legality of the fi shery, 

illegal landings declined dramatically. With these improvements, the Barents Sea cod fi shery was able to proceed through MSC 

certifi cation, the fi nal step of the FIP process. Through certifi cation, several conditions were put in place to further improve 

the performance of the fi shery. Efforts will be made to reduce the bycatch of redfi sh and wolffi sh and to more consistently 

implement the harvest control rules. Importantly, the chain of custody associated with MSC-certifi ed fi sh provides another 

mechanism to fi ght fraud in the cod supply chain.

South African Hake: Change through Conditions

First certifi ed in 2004, and then recertifi ed in 2010, the South African hake fi shery offers one of the clearest case studies of 

environmental improvements occurring through MSC certifi cation. Substantial changes were triggered through the conditions 

attached to the certifi cation, including better understanding the structure of the stock, reductions in seabird bycatch, and 

habitat protections. Specifi cally: 

• Stock improvements: The fi rst MSC assessment identifi ed two distinct stocks of hake and required each to be 

assessed separately. The assessments determined that one of the two stocks was depleted. A condition of 

certifi cation was a recovery plan for stock rebuilding, which has resulted in reductions in fi shing effort. 

• Bycatch reduction: As a condition of certifi cation, the hake fi shery was required to investigate seabird mortality 

within a year. The resulting study estimated that nearly 20,000 birds were being killed each year. In response, the 

industry introduced new measures and practices that reduced seabird deaths to just 200 birds per year. Though 

voluntary at fi rst, these measures later became mandatory. The hake fi shery also catches a fi sh called kingklip as 

bycatch. The 2004 certifi cation required that a bycatch policy be developed and that a stock rebuilding plan be 

put in place for kingklip. That rebuilding plan has been created and involves the introduction of precautionary 

catch limits, closed areas, and “move-on” requirements for vessels exceeding specifi ed levels of bycatch. 

• Habitat protection: As part of the certifi cation process, the fi shery agreed to limit bottom trawling to historical 

trawling grounds, which means no new areas can be impacted. The hake fi shing industry initiated an indepen-

dent assessment of the potential to establish offshore MPAs that will include key elements for the environmental 

protection of habitat and vulnerable species. Certifi cation has elevated the profi le of MPAs, with four projects 

underway to determine protected area sites and industry sponsoring MPA research. 
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British Columbia Sockeye: Assessments and Public Participation

The sockeye salmon fi shery in British Columbia (BC) was one of the more contentious certifi cations in recent years. Anadromous 

fi sh, such as salmon, often have serious stock health problems, due to factors such as land use, dams, and climate change. 

BC salmon are no different: Several salmon runs are in poor health, while others are in fi ne condition. The certifi cation of the 

BC sockeye fi shery required better defi ning and parsing out of issues around non-fi shery threats and multi-species fi sheries. 

The assessment was a long and controversial process that involved substantial input from a wide range of strong environmen-

tal groups and other stakeholders. The fi shery was ultimately certifi ed in July 2010, but with 45 conditions. As a result of these 

conditions, a number of management improvements have already been made (e.g., setting biological benchmarks and better 

defi ning “conservation units” for some stocks), and more improvements are expected as conditions are fulfi lled. 

For example, one condition requires a new recovery plan for depressed chum salmon stocks and a reduction in the landings 

of chum salmon from the Nass watershed by the sockeye fi shery. After the certifi cation, fi shery managers implemented new 

fi shing boundaries and required the release of any chum salmon caught in specifi c areas. Many of the other conditions are tied 

to Canada’s Wild Salmon Policy, which the environmental community has been pushing to see implemented for years. The 

certifi cation conditions require accelerated movement by Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans in implementing the 

Wild Salmon Policy, which industry now actively supports because it is seen as essential to maintaining certifi cation. 

The MSC certifi cation process essentially served as a multi-stakeholder forum to review the environmental issues associated 

with the fi shery and to suggest new solutions.
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I. Introduction
It has been almost a generation since a range of environmental groups, businesses, and social activists came together in 

an unlikely yet innovative coalition to promote certifi cation standards as a means to address global forest degradation. Their 

reasoning was straightforward: Instead of relying on what they saw as slow intergovernmental processes, they would turn to 

global markets by rewarding, with an “eco-label,” those fi rms and forest managers that underwent successful “third-party” 

audits of their forest practices against pre-established standards. Environmental campaigners would match this “carrot” 

approach with “sticks” by shaming and boycotting nonparticipating fi rms. This relatively straightforward idea would have 

wide-ranging, dynamic, and often unpredictable effects. Initial reluctance on the part of some fi rms and managers eventu-

ally dissipated in many countries—so much so that there is now no question that forest certifi cation has made signifi cant 

strides in promoting responsible forestry practices in key regions and in specifi c forest management units around the world. 

These changing dynamics continue to play out through a competition between two separate and constantly evolving global 

certifi cation programs: that of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), which enjoys support from many of the world’s leading 

environmental groups, and that of the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certifi cation (PEFC), which offers an alterna-

tive approach championed by landowner and forest industry associations in many countries. 

Today, some 18 years after the emergence of certifi cation and the dynamic processes it unleashed, support among industrial 

forest companies is very strong in North America and Europe, although signifi cant differences remain over whether to support 

FSC and/or PEFC programs. Support in developing countries, especially in the tropics, has been slower to take hold and has 

thus far fallen far short of what many activists had hoped would be achieved. 

The purpose of this review is to take stock of what we know, and don’t know, about forest certifi cation and its potential to be 

part of a sustainable future. We proceed in the following analytical steps. Following this introduction, Section II reviews the 

origins of forest certifi cation, paying particular attention to their emergence, overall orientation, and standards development 

as they evolve and adapt. 

Section III reviews empirical data on the costs of certifi cation, supply of certifi cation, demand for certifi cation, impacts “on the 

ground,” and enabling and constraining factors in shaping these processes. We focus questions about costs on the real-world 

economic constraints confronting fi rms that are deciding whether or not to adopt certifi cation systems. We focus questions 

about demand on the role and growth of market signals that purchasers and customers are providing through complex global 

value chains. We orient our focus on supply on the number of fi rms and hectares certifi ed and the resultant emergence of certi-

fi ed products in the marketplace. We focus questions about impacts on the role of third-party certifi cation in rewarding existing 

behaviors already promoting sustainable forest management on the ground as well as creating incentives to improve existing 

behaviors. We then ask whether forest certifi cation has separated markets by recognizing existing practices, and/or whether 

it has played, or could play, a role in signifi cantly transforming current behavior. These questions are not readily answered by 

the methodologies employed in much of the existing literature assessing on-the-ground impacts. We focus attention regarding 
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enabling and constraining conditions on those factors that the empirical literature identifi es as having explanatory power in 

understanding support, or opposition, across geographic and fi rm-level scales.

Section IV briefl y highlights the role that certifi cation can have through often unanticipated “interacting” effects in infl uenc-

ing government, industry association, or even fi rm-level policies, or in the generation of new norms of appropriate behavior 

that gain their traction not from written rules, but emerging value changes. This section reinforces the importance of the 

Assessment report’s Chapter 4, on pathways and interacting effects. 

Section V highlights overall themes and conclusions that emerge from this review. 

Methods

We draw on our 13 years of collaborative research on this topic, with colleagues and students, that has produced 53 peer-

reviewed publications and 23 publications designed for textbooks and other professional settings. Our geographic scope 

includes, with collaborators, North America, Western and Eastern Europe, Latin America, South America, sub-Saharan Africa, 

and Southeast Asia. We have employed a variety of quantitative and qualitative research techniques, including surveys of fi rms, 

forest managers, and the general public, as well as conducting hundreds of in-person interviews with relevant stakeholders. 

We have also analyzed extensive archival and primary documents, in addition to developing an extensive database of second-

ary sources. The latter has led us to develop a searchable database with more than 15,000 sources, most of which address 

some aspect of environmental policy and governance in general, and regulations and standards in particular. A search of our 

database for the terms “certifi cation,” “standards,” “private,” “voluntary,” and “corporate social responsibility” yields 5,500 

sources. A comprehensive snapshot of key data trends detailed on the Assessment wiki1 is inspired by, and draws on, this 

broader research effort. The fi gures appearing at the end of this review present a select set of this data, to which we make 

direct reference in this paper. 

While a signifi cant review of the literature and our extensive empirical research informs our analysis, the approach of this 

paper is expressly not to review all relevant information and analyses, but instead to highlight general trends that appear 

most germane for understanding the conditions through which certifi cation and standards-setting systems can be part of a 

sustainable future. 

II. Origins/Overview 

Origins

The origins of forest certifi cation can be traced to frustration with an array of governmental, intergovernmental, and nongov-

ernmental initiatives, including the approach of the International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) to promoting forest 

management practices and trade in the tropics (Dauvergne 2001; Gale 1998), failed efforts to sign a global forest convention 

at the 1992 Rio Summit (UNCED) (Bernstein and Cashore 2004; Humphreys 1996), and tropical timber boycott campaigns. 

The FSC Solution 

The FSC’s solution was to develop a broad mission to improve the management of all the world’s forests (Synnott 2005), which 

would house, and simultaneously promote, the range of social and environmental objectives. As a result, the broad coalition 

supporting the FSC championed different issues, including tropical forest protection, indigenous and forest dwellers’ rights, 

and sustainable forest management generally (Rametsteiner and Simula 2003; Siry, Cubbage, and Ahmed 2005). 

The FSC soon adopted a tripartite governance model that established three evenly weighted voting chambers: one each for 

social, economic, and environmental interests. Within each chamber, votes are also weighted evenly between developing and 

1 http://assessment.resolv.wikispaces.net/Assessment+of+Standards+and+Certifi cation+Systems
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developed countries.2 The FSC mandates the establishment of national or regional initiatives, which are charged with drafting 

locally appropriate standards consistent with the FSC’s global principles and criteria. 

The FSC has a two-step process for developing policy and regulations: Abstract goals and more focused objectives are 

developed at the global level through principles and criteria, while specifi c standards, known as verifi ers and indicators, are 

developed at the national or sub-national level to facilitate a locally nuanced approach to environmental and social stewardship. 

The FSC’s fi nal ten principles and associated criteria govern legal compliance and adherence to FSC rules; long-term tenure 

and use rights; indigenous people’s rights; community relations and workers’ rights; benefi ts from the forest; environmental 

impacts; management planning; monitoring and assessment; the maintenance, conservation, and restoration of high-

conversation-value forests; and plantation management (Forest Stewardship Council 1996). 

The FSC also developed mechanisms for the bottom-up development of national and sub-national standards. Authority 

to develop draft standards (verifi ers and indicators) is delegated to national initiatives. However, the FSC requires that the 

standards be vetted by the FSC international body before receiving offi cial endorsement. If no national standards have been 

approved, the FSC permits auditing companies themselves to develop temporary “generic” standards, although these, too, 

must be approved by the FSC international offi ce. 

Chain of Custody

Owing to the need to allow and encourage purchasers of forest products to support fi rms abiding by its standards, the FSC has 

deliberated over how to develop policies that provide assurances that the wood customers purchase under the FSC label comes 

from, and/or is contributing to, the FSC’s stated policy requirements. The main tool has been to promote chain-of-custody 

(COC) tracking of FSC products along the value chain, from producer to manufacture to retailer to end consumer. Originally 

the FSC required that labeled products contain 100 percent FSC wood (Pierce and Phillips 1999), which, though seemingly 

logical, created several unanticipated challenges owing to the composite nature of many forest products. Many solid wood and 

almost all paper products contain a range of wood from a variety of different forests, making it diffi cult for a product to ever get 

certifi ed under the 100 percent requirement in the absence of the entire global supply chain being FSC certifi ed. To be sure, this 

might be an end goal of those promoting certifi cation, but making it a prerequisite was, ironically, kneecapping such efforts. 

As activists and practitioners became aware of the need to develop an approach sensitive to the “chicken-and-egg” nature 

of forest certifi cation supply and demand, the FSC released, in 1997, new rules for percentage-based claims that permitted 

labeled products to contain up to 75 percent recycled or non-wood material, as long as 70 percent of the virgin fi ber was 

certifi ed (Cashore, Auld, and Newsom 2004; Forest Stewardship Council 1999). A subsequent iteration of these rules in May 

2000 attempted to balance the need for quality assurance while allowing the market to evolve by setting different percentage 

thresholds for solid-wood products versus chip and fi ber products. The new policy required that a minimum of 17.5 percent of 

all fi ber and 30 percent of virgin fi ber come from FSC-certifi ed sources.3 A fi nal provision requires that FSC products contain 

no fi ber from controversial sources, such as wood cut illegally or from endangered forests (Forest Stewardship Council 2000). 

In 2004, the FSC made an additional decision to place its label on 100 percent post-consumer recycled products (Forest 

Stewardship Council 2004; Meidinger 2006), a change that notably affected the number of labeled products on the market 

and COC-certifi ed operations. 

Certifi cation and Accreditation

The FSC does not conduct certifi cation services, but instead accredits separate organizations to certify against either or both 

its forest management and COC standards. Accreditation began as an in-house process conducted by the FSC’s Accreditation 

Business Unit. The fi rst contracts were signed in 1996 by the unit with certifi ers such as the SmartWood program and Scientifi c 

2 Eastern European countries and Russia are included in the “developing country” category.

3 Percentages were also to be determined according to the length of time of the production process. According to the FSC, batch length is defi ned as 

“the length of time taken for a production process or a predetermined division of a continuous production process (e.g., 30 days)” (Forest Stewardship-

Council 2000). Discretion in setting batch length was left with the certifi ed company. The FSC recommended keeping them shorter than 60 days. 
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Certifi cation Services. Ten years later, in March 2006, the FSC formed Accreditation Services International as an independent 

business entity that would control the accreditation process for the program.4 More than 20 organizations are now accredited 

by the FSC, although not all of these organizations certify worldwide or against both the COC and forest management stan-

dards (Forest Stewardship Council 2009a).

The PEFC Alternative

The response of producers to the FSC can be divided into those forest companies and land managers that saw, or came to 

see, opportunities in supporting the FSC, and those that, while supporting the idea of forest certifi cation, asserted that the 

FSC had a limited understanding of forest business principles and management practices (see, e.g., Ghazali and Simula 1996) 

and that they would not get adequate representation within the economic chamber (Cashore, Auld, and Newsom 2004, p. 12; 

Ghazali and Simula 1996, annex 7.1 & 7.2).

Initially this dynamic resulted in a signifi cant number of country-level initiatives, which varied across countries and regions. 

The Malaysian Timber Certifi cation Council (MTCC) was created in 1995 following industry and government deliberations 

(Mohd Shawahid 2006). In Indonesia, interest in certifi cation was spurred partly due to the ITTO process and the 1992 

decision of the Austrian Parliament to restrict imports of tropical timber unless labeled as coming from a sustainable source 

(Bartley 2003). An Indonesian domestic program was formed at the end of 1992, and while it considered allying with the FSC, 

it chose, at least initially, to form a separate program known as LEI (Indonesian Ecolabel Institute) (Elliott 2000; Muhtaman 

and Prasetyo 2006). In Canada, the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association (now the Forest Products Association of Canada) 

worked with the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) to develop a forest certifi cation program in 1996 (Lapointe 1998). 

In the U.S., the American Forest and Paper Association expanded its Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), which was then an 

internally regulated industry code of conduct (Cashore, Auld, and Newsom 2004; Overdevest 2004; Sasser 2003), to include 

a third-party certifi cation component.

These programs formed an umbrella association in June 1999, when landowner associations in Austria, Belgium, the Czech 

Republic, France, Finland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland formed the Pan-European Forest 

Certifi cation (PEFC) program (Timber & Wood Products 1999).5 The PEFC was originally initiated as a European effort follow-

ing forest owner dissatisfaction with the FSC process and policies, such as Swedish private forest owners’ frustrations that 

the FSC was siding with environmental and/or indigenous groups over longstanding disputes. The PEFC eventually undertook 

a global orientation following the failure of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development’s International Forest 

Industry Roundtable to gain support from the FSC for their “mutual recognition” initiative. 

Industry and forest-owner associations would thus take a different approach by coalescing all of their global efforts under a 

single umbrella organization, now renamed the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certifi cation (Pan-European Forest 

Certifi cation 2002). The PEFC quickly moved to endorse programs including the Canadian CSA, the U.S. SFI, and the Malaysian 

MTCC, as well as Brazil’s CERFLOR program and Chile’s CERTFOR.6 By the end of 2005, the PEFC had endorsed schemes 

from another 17 countries, and by June 2010 PEFC-certifi ed forests comprised 225 million hectares, just over 8 percent of the 

world’s productive forests. 

Orientation and Approach to Standards Development 

The FSC and PEFC programs began at very different starting points. Cashore (2002) and Cashore, Auld, and Newsom (2004) 

found that the two systems differed in their overall approach to global authority and national sovereignty; their policy-making 

processes; the prescriptiveness of their standards; and their policy scope (Table 1). 

4 http://www.fsc.org/en/about/about_fsc/history

5 See also http://www.pefc.org/about-pefc/who-we-are/history. 

6 The LEI fi rst linked with the FSC, then in 2009 made a decision to support the PEFC, but in 2010 reversed itself, announcing it would continue its rela-

tionship with the FSC.
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Table 1: Initial Conceptions of Forest Stewardship Certifi cation

Conception 1 (FSC) Conception 2 (PEFC/industry/forest-owner initiated)

National/Global 

Dimensions 

Standards must operationalize global 

principles and criteria 

National sovereignty paramount

Politics: 

Policy Making 

Business and government infl uence 

limited

Environmental and social interests 

viewed as central 

Business/land users/owners’ interests central 

Practice: 

Rules 

Emphasis on clear, on-the-ground 

prescriptions 

Emphasis on goals, discretion, and “continual 

improvement”

Practice: 

Policy Scope

Broad 

-labor 

-indigenous rights 

-wide-ranging environmental impact

Modest 

-management

-environmental sustainability

Source: Adapted from Cashore (2002)

These differences were not only philosophical; they also resulted in varying approaches to on-the-ground forest practices, such 

as the role of plantations (the FSC forbids certifi cation of forests converted after 1993 while the PEFC does not), chemical use 

(the FSC bans specifi c chemicals while most others do not), clearcuts (the FSC tends to have the most restrictive standards), 

genetically modifi ed organisms (the FSC bans them, other programs do not), forest reserves, and riparian zones. (See Figure 

1.7)

Despite these different starting points, the FSC has adapted its standards in order to conform to business concerns, while 

the PEFC programs have continually expanded their standards in an attempt to gain increased recognition among retailers 

and procurers for their system (Cashore, Auld, and Newsom 2004; Overdevest 2004). This has led some to assert that these 

programs are now similar in their orientation. However, careful empirical research comparing specifi c standards over real-world 

on-the-ground behaviors, such as logging practices near streams, reveals that signifi cant differences within and across the 

programs remain. 

Examining North America and Europe, for example, McDermott, Noah, and Cashore (2008) found that the FSC standards, 

developed through its bottom-up regional standard-setting bodies, have generally taken a very prescriptive approach, with clear 

delineations of special management zones, while in the PEFC program in the U.S., the SFI requires conformance to existing 

best management practices and government regulations, where they exist. (See Figure 2.)

However, because the SFI requires that certifi ed companies follow government regulations, a complete review of the logical 

impact of the SFI standard requires assessing the requirements of the government standards, which further complicate and 

reveal differences within and across the SFI and FSC. (See Figures 3 and 4.)

To complicate matters further, the FSC’s nine U.S. regional standards for riparian protection vary considerably, with the FSC’s 

Southeast standards not containing mandatory “no harvest” buffer zones. While this is arguably owing to an effort to conform 

7  The Figures are included at the end of this Appendix.
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to fi rms in the U.S. Southeast that operate under a more fl exible and less prescriptive regulatory environment, the result is 

that a fi rm seeking FSC certifi cation in the Southeast faces much fewer constraints on its harvesting operations near streams 

than do fi rms seeking FSC certifi cation in the Pacifi c Northwest. In fact, owing to government regulations, a fi rm seeking SFI 

certifi cation in Oregon is regulated by stronger standards for riparian zone practices than an FSC-certifi ed fi rm in the U.S. 

Southeast. Arguably for these reasons, the FSC has harmonized some of the regional differences by making verifi ers a national 

FSC responsibility and leaving indicators to the regional working groups. 

To be sure, the sheer complexity and dynamic aspect of standards development makes comparing them highly challenging. 

And the often polarizing competition between FSC and PEFC supporters ensures that any comparison will be highly scrutinized 

and critiqued. Two trends are quite clear, however: Programs are constantly changing their standards, with the FSC tending to 

relax its policies to seek support from fi rms and managers, and the PEFC tending to strengthen its standards to seek support 

from retailers and procurers. Despite this apparent process of convergence, signifi cant differences and approaches remain, 

with deep implications for understanding costs, benefi ts, and impacts on the ground. Any study that does not take into account 

the content of standards is sure to miss one of the most important and dynamic factors for understanding the constraints and 

opportunities facing those championing the forest certifi cation model.

III. Review of Certifi cation Status
This section reviews research on the costs of certifi cation, the demand for certifi cation, the supply of forest certifi cation, and 

the impacts of programs to date. We also assess economic costs and benefi ts and other factors that enable or constrain the 

emergence and institutionalization of certifi cation systems. 

Costs

Three types of costs have been identifi ed in the literature (Bass et al. 2001; Merry and Carter 1997). First, there are direct 

costs associated with auditing fees and other charges required to obtain or maintain a program’s certifi cate. Second, there are 

indirect costs associated with preparing to undertake an audit. Third, there are costs associated with the changes an operation 

makes to comply with the certifi cation standards (see Chen, Innes, and Tikina 2010, for review), which, as we discussed above, 

have been subject to considerable change. 

Research on direct costs fi nds differences across a range of factors. The assessment of Cubbage et al. (2009; cited in Cubbage 

et al. 2010) examining operations in the U.S., Canada, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile, found that costs varied by country, certifi ca-

tion system, and ownership size, largely owing to economies of scale. 

For small tracts of less than 4,000 hectares (ha), Cubbage et al. found “median average total costs ranged from $6.45 to 

$39.31 per ha per year;” whereas larger tracts of 400,000 ha or more incurred median costs of “$0.07 to $0.49 per ha per 

year” (Cubbage et al. 2010). Bass et al. (2001) reported that, in Latin America, costs ranged from $0.26 to $4 per cubic meter 

for smaller units, while in Poland costs for large public forests were closer to $0.02 per cubic meter, and in the medium-sized 

South African certifi ed forests, costs amounted to $0.19 per cubic meter. 

Data on the indirect costs of auditing are scant, in part because the opportunity costs of staff time, the costs of changing or 

creating management procedures, and the costs of staff training are hard to monetize (Chen, Innes, and Tikina 2010). 

Research on costs from changing operational practices also reveals considerable variation (Bass et al. 2001). These vary 

depending on how much an operation needs to change to become certifi ed. As we discuss below, many of the early adopters of 

certifi cation were closest to already practicing at the level of the standards, which means, comparatively speaking, they should 

face fewer indirect costs. Changes that have been seen by all stakeholders as signifi cant cost impositions, though not quanti-

fi ed, include requirements for tree retention and set asides, as this reduces harvest volumes (Cashore, Auld, and Newsom 

2004), and the use of particular technologies, such as helicopter logging on high slopes (Chen, Innes, and Tikina 2010). 
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Demand

What is known about market demand for sustainable and certifi ed products in the global forest sector? This is an important 

question, because it sheds light on whether, when, and how fi rms might come to see countervailing opportunities to offset the 

costs associated with becoming certifi ed. We explore this question by reviewing work looking at demand from end consumers, 

institutional buyers, and business buyers. 

Research on the end consumer (i.e., customers who purchase products for their own use) indicates that awareness of 

certifi cation does exist, but varies notably across countries. Thompson et al. (2010) surveyed U.S. consumers using “intercept 

sampling” in an actual Home Depot store. Respondents’ knowledge of certifi cation had a median level of 2.74 on a scale where 

1 indicated “know nothing about” and 7 indicated “know a great deal about” certifi cation. In the Netherlands, Klooster (2005) 

cited an FSC study reporting that awareness of the label rose from 12 percent in 2001 to 63 percent in 2004. In a more recent 

2008 phone survey, only 12 percent of U.S. respondents indicated that they were “very familiar” or “somewhat familiar” with 

the FSC program; 19 percent of respondents indicated this level of awareness of the SFI program. By contrast, in Canada, the 

same survey found 17 percent, 17 percent, and 34 percent of respondents had this level of awareness of the FSC, SFI, and 

CSA programs, respectively (Feinberg et al. 2008). (See Figure 5.)

Extensive research has been conducted on end consumers’ stated “willingness to pay” (WTP) for certifi ed products. Generally 

these studies fi nd that many consumers say they will pay more for certifi ed products, although the numbers and amount of 

premium vary with product characteristics (such as price, quality, type of wood, type of product). For instance, Vlosky et al. 

(1999) in a U.S. consumer survey (of homeowners over 18 years old and with greater than $30,000 income) reported that 40 

percent of respondents indicated certifi cation was important and expressed a WTP. Ozanne and Smith (1998) surveyed U.S. 

residents of single-family owned and occupied homes, fi nding 18 percent had a greater chance of buying certifi ed products. 

The respondents in this group were more likely Democrats, female, reasonably well educated, and members of environmental 

groups. Mohamed and Ibrahim (2007) surveyed Malaysian consumers, fi nding 38 percent of respondents would pay more 

than 1 percent more for a certifi ed product. One recent study documents some change in WTP over time. Aguilar and Vlosky 

(2007) assessed changes in the U.S. over a ten-year period (1995–2005) for a set of different products and found that for 

certain products more survey respondents indicated they would pay a higher premium in 2005 than was the case in 1995. 

(See Figure 6.) Hence a key fi nding is that any analysis that bases strategic advice from research that takes preferences as fi xed 

will be signifi cantly fl awed. Such a fi nding challenges many existing methodological and research design approaches within 

the social sciences, which are generally geared toward explaining past choices and patterns. However, given that the demand 

for certifi cation changes, there is very little one can say about the relevance of consumer preferences that does not develop 

expectations about how changes might occur. 

Existing and historical research is also clear that stated willingness to pay, while important, does not often translate into actual 

purchases of certifi ed products. Consumer experiments fi nd that WTP serves as an indicator, but typically overestimates the 

extent that consumers will act on their stated preferences (Loureiro, McCluskey, and Mittelhammer 2003). The few studies 

on price premiums paid by consumers have found premiums to be unstable and available mainly for selected (niche and 

high-quality) products sold in North American and European markets. In Brazil, for instance, one study found that certifi ed 

tropical hardwoods received premiums of 20 to 50 percent, whereas commodity products such as composite boards compete 

on price and hence had no premiums (Espach 2005). In Malaysia, certifi ed logs for select markets reported receiving 2 to 56 

percent higher prices than uncertifi ed logs (Kollert and Lagan 2007). Early research in the U.S. also found premiums of 3 to 5 

percent for FSC-certifi ed products (Humphries, Vlosky, and Carter 2001; Stevens, Bass, and Ruddel 1998). Finally, in Bolivia, 

certifi ed exports have received premiums of 5 to 51 percent (Nebel et al. 2005). Little is known, however, about where these 

certifi cation costs accrue within a market supply chain—something that has been documented much better in other certifi ed 

market supply chains such as coffee (Daviron and Ponte 2005). (See Figure 7.)

Existing research tells us that, in the last 20 years, for better or worse, the individual consumer has been less central to the 

demand for certifi cation, as strategists have targeted institutional and business buyers. This does not mean that consumers 

are unimportant for certifi cation—indeed some argue that if certifi cation is to have truly transformative impacts, consumers 
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will have to play a much more active and informed role. To date, however, consumers have not been the drivers of the sup-

port we currently see. Indeed, government procurement has been, and continues to be, an important source of demand for 

certifi cation in general and often for the FSC specifi cally. As far back as 2001, a survey found that public bodies accounted for 

14 percent of the global demand for certifi ed wood (Vilhinen et al. 2001). Governments have become more active in identify-

ing what issues and policies certifi cation programs must adopt to meet their demands. These efforts, in turn, have affected 

governments’ green procurement strategies in general. Canada, for instance, now has an Offi ce of Greening Government, 

which attends to a broad range of environmental performance concerns, including specifying guidelines for the purchase of 

certifi ed and recycled wood products. As of 2010, Simula (2010) found that a total of 12 countries have central-government 

timber procurement policies: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, the U.K., China, Japan, Mexico, Norway, 

New Zealand, and Switzerland. For most of these policies, legality and sustainability are the two key considerations, although 

how these are defi ned varies, with some policies referencing certifi cation (New Zealand, France, Germany, and Switzerland) 

and others referencing internationally agreed elements of sustainable forest management or listing their own specifi c require-

ments. Certifi cation is also used for verifying timber that meets both the legality and sustainable forest management provisions 

of these policies, which most governments accept as having been met if a company is certifi ed under the FSC or PEFC (Simula 

2010). 

Business buyers have also been an integral part of the demand for certifi ed products. The FSC earned early support from large 

purchasers of wood and paper product buyers in Europe. The interest of these companies can be traced to previous interac-

tions with NGOs that were promoting more blunt “boycott” efforts designed to limit unsustainably logged wood products, as 

well as to a long history of NGO concerns over paper company pollution discharges, led by Greenpeace, the Rainforest Action 

Network, Friends of the Earth, and others (Stanbury 2000). Important early markets included the U.K., Germany, and the 

Netherlands (Hansen and Juslin 1999). This changed with a series of campaigns that occurred in the U.S. directed at different 

business buyers. The initial pressure focused on buyers of solid wood products, particularly home retailers such as Home 

Depot, but attention then shifted to offi ce supply stores and the catalog sales industry. 

Two developments have been associated with this pressure. First, individual companies in different sectors have made 

environmental commitments, which have included degrees of support for certifi cation generally or the FSC specifi cally. The 

commitments also pay attention to increasing recycled content and stopping the purchase of products derived from threat-

ened tree species or endangered forests (Auld 2006).

Second, the WWF persuaded companies to develop a Global Forest and Trade Network (GFTN), which supports and builds 

markets for certifi ed forest products. Beginning in 1991 with what was originally called the 1995 Group in the U.K., this network 

spread across Europe and beyond to include as many as 800 companies in 2002 (Auld 2009). These early efforts were clearly 

important for raising demand and the profi le of certifi cation. In 2001, GFTN members accounted for 53 percent of the global 

demand for certifi ed products (Vilhinen et al. 2001). (See Figures 8 and 9.)

Membership in the GFTN has, by design, contracted to include a smaller, more manageable set of companies, but it has 

also expanded to include both buyers and producers of forest products. As of November 2010, membership stood at 272 

companies, with 22 countries represented. Members are responsible for trade in just over 250 million cubic meters of forest 

products and have 20 million hectares of their total forest lands FSC-certifi ed. The GFTN’s new approach refl ects a broader 

WWF strategy to apply a “stepwise” approach in which the environmental performance of participating fi rms must improve 

over time. In this regard, GFTN forest companies that are not certifi ed must confi rm the legality of their operations and commit 

to plan to achieve credible certifi cation for all forest units within ten years. Manufacturers, processors, retailers, and other 

end users must commit to eliminating the use of unacceptable wood and pulp and to achieving credible chain-of-custody 

certifi cation within one to fi ve years. 

Supply

 What is known about the market supply of sustainable and certifi ed products in forestry? This is an important question, as 

we would expect to see some relationship between the costs of certifi cation and the countervailing economic and “good will” 
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benefi ts that fi rms and managers expect to achieve by becoming certifi ed. Measures of market supply are typically provided 

in areas certifi ed, number of certifi ed operators, and number of chain-of-custody operators. The FSC and PEFC also provide 

details on the kinds of products offered by certifi ed companies by species and end product, but work has not been done to 

assess what proportion of all products in specifi c markets are available in certifi ed form. 

“Area certifi ed” is the most frequently used proxy for certifi ed supply. We review data available for the two main programs—the 

FSC and PEFC—in sequence. The review highlights that initially certifi cation did have uptake in the tropics, but these advances 

were short-lived. The FSC has since made greater inroads in certifying operations in the temperate and boreal forests. The 

FSC has a greater global spread than the PEFC, although the PEFC has certifi ed more area in particular countries and has the 

highest global total. Differences also exist among regions and within countries. 

Overall Trends 

The area certifi ed by the FSC has grown to 143.08 million hectares in 81 countries, with 1,042 forest management units 

certifi ed and 20,466 operations with COC certifi cation.8 SmartWood, a Rainforest Alliance program established before the 

creation of the FSC, was the most active early on. In 1995, it had certifi ed 73 percent of the world’s certifi ed forest area. 

Scientifi c Certifi cation Systems and Société Générale de Surveillance accounted for another 13 percent each. Tropical forests 

represented more than two-thirds of the 4.2 million hectares that had been certifi ed at that time, with the Indonesian teak 

plantation, Perum Perhatuni, accounting for 67 percent of the total, or 2.8 million hectares (Upton and Bass 1996). Since these 

early inroads, however, the growth of certifi ed area has come mostly in the temperate and boreal forests. Indeed, even by 1997, 

Poland’s certifi ed area comprised 50 percent of the FSC’s total, with the Netherlands, the U.S., the U.K., the Czech Republic, 

and Sweden representing another 33 percent collectively (Forest Stewardship Council 1997). 

Area certifi ed has expanded considerably since then, so that it currently amounts to the 143 million hectares noted above. 

A handful of countries, mostly in Eastern Europe, have had more than 50 percent of their total forestlands certifi ed. Other 

countries with extensive forest areas now comprise the main locations for FSC-certifi ed forest lands. Russia, for instance, has 

29.7 million hectares certifi ed, though this only represents 3.6 percent of Russia’s forestlands. Canada’s 40.2 million hectares 

of FSC-certifi ed lands constitute about 28 percent of the FSC’s current total of certifi ed forests and 13 percent of forest lands 

in Canada. However, there is no doubt this represents a much larger percentage of commercially productive forest land. 

With respect to COC certifi cation, Europe leads with 9,974 certifi cates, followed by North America and Asia with 4,797 

and 4,093 respectively. Africa has just 134 COC certifi cates. Overall, 105 countries have at least one operation with a COC 

certifi cate.9 Despite these COC certifi cations, supply chain tracking is still fragmented, which means that much of the wood 

from certifi ed forests does not end up labeled as such. There is a scarcity of research on what percent of wood from certifi ed 

forests is identifi ed as certifi ed as it makes its way along global supply chains.

The total area of PEFC-certifi ed land constituted 232 million hectares in May 2011. Unlike the FSC, most of these certifi ed 

lands are concentrated in a smaller group of countries, which tend to have had more of their total forestlands certifi ed. There 

are also fewer tropical countries that have PEFC-certifi ed operations. Malaysia is the largest contributor, with 4.2 million 

hectares certifi ed by late 2010, or 20 percent of its forestland base. Chile and Brazil also have PEFC-endorsed programs that, 

respectively, contributed 1.9 and 1.3 million hectares to the area certifi ed by the program globally. The remaining area certifi ed 

is concentrated in Europe and North America. Canada alone has 112 million hectares of forest lands certifi ed by PEFC-endorsed 

programs—the CSA and the SFI. (See Figures 10 and 11.)

As of the end of 2010, 49 countries had at least one operation that was PEFC COC certifi ed. France, Germany, and the U.K. 

account for nearly half of all the 7,957 PEFC COC certifi cates. 

8 http://www.fsc.org/, accessed May 15, 2011

9 http://www.fsc.org/fi leadmin/web-data/public/document_center/powerpoints_graphs/facts_fi gures/2011-04-15-Global_FSC_certifi cates-EN.pdf, ac-

cessed May 15, 2011
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What can we say in general about the FSC and PEFC approach to certifi cation over time? First, there is no question that despite 

initial reluctance, the majority of industrial forest companies in the U.S. and Europe, as well as many private forest owners, 

are now certifi ed. 

Strong support for certifi cation in the North is, however, characterized by strong differences regarding which program is 

deemed most appropriate. These programs include, in addition to the FSC and SFI, others such as the American Tree Farm 

System, which were initially established to support timber regeneration and which have been adapted and expanded to offer 

another certifi cation option to small forest owners (Hansen et al. 2006). The longstanding debates about which programs 

ought to be supported in the marketplace continue, with NGOs recently succeeding in pressuring offi ce supplier Staples to not 

sell the SFI label. Strong support for certifi cation in the North, with large debates about which programs, stands in contrast 

to the rather limited uptake in the tropics, albeit with important success stories. (See Figure 12.)

What can we make of the gaps, especially in the tropics, of certifi cation in general, and chain-of-custody in particular? The 

pessimistic perspective is that these indicate the limits of certifi cation as a tool for changing forest management practices in 

the tropics. The optimistic view would recognize the signifi cant change and support that has occurred in the last 18 years and 

ponder how such support might continue to grow to reach greater potential. The ability to refl ect on this question best follows 

a review of what the research tells us about current impacts on management and practices on the ground. 

Impacts (Direct) 

Given the nature of the costs, demand, and supply that has emerged, what can we say about what is and is not known about 

the impacts of forest certifi cation for changes on the ground? Has certifi cation had the effect of improving forest management 

among those fi rms and managers that have achieved certifi cation? What is the potential impact of certifi cation if non-joiners 

eventually decide to become certifi ed? 

Answering these questions is fraught with research design and methodological challenges. The most glaring challenge, as 

highlighted by the review in the preceding pages, is that the standards of, as well as support and demand for, certifi cation 

systems are constantly evolving. This makes it very diffi cult to isolate the cause and effects of our “independent variable” (a 

given certifi cation program), since the unit we are attempting to causally assess keeps changing. For example, if a certifi cation 

program changes its standards over time, any study that looked at the effect of the certifi cation program but ignored these 

changes would be fatally fl awed in attempting to understand what the cause actually was. 

Despite these challenges, a plethora of practitioner (ISEAL 2010a) and scholarly efforts have helped shed light on these ques-

tions using an array of research designs and methodologies. One dominant approach has been to undertake case studies of 

one or more forest management units that underwent a certifi cation process. Scholars using this approach often “process 

trace,” to carefully unravel complex historical processes in ways that “large N” quantitative approaches are unable to uncover 

(Bennett 2009). One benefi t of this approach is that it permits, through inductive analysis, researchers to understand and 

assess unanticipated impacts (Büthe 2002). These studies often focus on specifi c challenges that the certifi cation was expected 

to help ameliorate, such as improving enforcement in protected areas or enhancing the management of riparian buffer zones. 

A review of these studies reveals that certifi cation processes have most certainly had important effects on forest manage-

ment activities. For instance, Hughell and Butterfi eld (2008) found that the deforestation rate of FSC-certifi ed concessions 

in the Mayan Biosphere Reserve was much lower than in the region as a whole, which they hypothesize is “likely due to the 

sustainable management practices required by FSC certifi cation” and the involvement of a number of well-resourced, nongov-

ernment organizations. Likewise, van Kreveld and Roerhorst (2010), drawing on interviews and a literature review, claim that 

“FSC-certifi ed logging offers increased assurance that the appropriate habitat for great apes will be maintained” in large part 

because “in FSC-certifi ed concessions, selective logging is combined with the prevention of undesirable side effects. Hunting 

and illegal logging are reduced by closing off roads and guarding them, and selected fruit trees are preserved.” Van Kreveld 

and Roerhorst based these claims on a review of studies of great ape habitat, which fi nd that “[v]iable great ape populations 

depend on large habitats.” From this, they infer that “[l]ogging areas, provided they are FSC-certifi ed, form the best supplement 
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to protected areas.” And, in a study conducted by Lagan et al. (2007), cited in van Kuijk, Putz, and Zagt (2010), an FSC certi-

fi cation of a “lowland dipterocarp” forest in Sabah, Malaysia, had “a positive impact” on “endangered large animals including 

orangutans and elephants” compared to elsewhere in Sabah. This fi nding, the authors explain, was owing to the auditor’s focus 

on “reduced impact logging” and identifi cation of high-conservation-value forest areas. 

Despite these fi ndings, there are two challenges with this literature. In some cases, asserted fi ndings would be better framed 

as hypotheses. For instance, van Kuijk et al. note that there was no actual evidence in the Lagan paper to corroborate its 

fi ndings. Second, there is little uniformity or systematic attention to understanding more than one impact (Forest Stewardship 

Council 2009b; Romero and Putz 2010; van Kuijk, Putz, and Zagt 2010). Most case studies are single in nature and focus on 

different types of impacts, making it diffi cult to generate conclusions beyond the single case. This challenge is often referred 

to as “internal” versus “external” validity.10 

Responses to these challenges have come in two forms. The fi rst has been to systematically and simultaneously undertake 

deep historical analysis of the effects of forest certifi cation in a number of countries. Cashore, Gale, Meidinger, and Newsom 

helped shepherd such an analysis across 16 countries in developing and emerging economies. What they found was that while 

uptake was still challenging, certifi cation appeared to have important effects in empowering previously marginalized indig-

enous groups and rural communities. Enhanced notions of multi-stakeholder participation in forestry governance occurred, 

and the types of problems forestry addressed expanded from a focus on yields and production to include worker participation 

rights. While their review is not sanguine, their deep-historical, comparative case studies permitted greater generalizations and 

systematic analyses that helped determine whether impacts were unique to a particular country, such as the role of certifi cation 

in legitimizing tree planting in South Africa in what were naturally treeless riparian zones, or whether it was more general, such 

as providing a viable enforcement mechanism for helping manage protected areas (Cashore et al. 2006). 

Another response has taken the form of generating broader conclusions through the application of a range of larger quantita-

tive studies about impacts. Some studies have taken a straightforward analysis assessing the correlations between certifi cation 

and desired outcomes relating to deforestation (Auld, Gulbrandsen, and McDermott 2008), forest degradation, employee 

retention, and so on. (See Figures 13 and 14.)

The challenge with this approach, which these studies recognize, is that it is diffi cult to gauge whether there was a relationship 

between certifi cation and the outcome, and if so, the direction of causation. In other words, if relatively responsible practices 

correlate with fi rms that were already practicing at these levels, then certifi cation would be a result, rather than a cause, of 

appropriate behavior. (And yet, if such support were a prerequisite for generating market demand to encourage fi rms practicing 

at lower levels to support certifi cation at a later time, then the notion of evaluating before-and-after impacts common in most 

evaluation research misses entirely one of the most transformative impacts of certifi cation systems.) 

One solution to this challenge has been to assess the “corrective action requests” (CARs) that the FSC requires of audited 

fi rms (Gullison 2003; Hirschberger 2005; Newsom, Bahn, and Cashore 2006; Newsom and Hewitt 2005). These CARs are 

important sources of data because they contain, in writing, behaviors that fi rms must undergo before they can receive their 

FSC certifi cate. To the extent that fi rms make these changes (and most do), this approach provides important quantitative data 

across a range of indicators about the impacts of FSC certifi cation on fi rms that undergo the auditing process. As Newsom, 

Bahn, and Cashore, as well as Newsom and Hewitt, have noted, CARs have placed a variety of requirements on fi rms relating 

to a range of environmental and social practices, from riparian zone management to endangered species protection to worker 

safety. (See Figure 15.)

10 Whether internal or external validity is most important will depend upon the nature of the question being asked. For example, if a bank robber enters a 

bank, holds up a teller, and shoots the teller, who then dies, a focus on causation for purposes of understanding guilt or innocence of the bank robber 

only requires that we carefully “process trace” the series of events that led to the murder of the teller. There is absolutely no reason why we would care 

about whether a teller in another bank also died in the absence of a bank robber. However, if we care about understanding the impacts of bank robbers 

in general on the murder rate of tellers, then we would need many more cases. Even in this case, though, we would want to employ dual techniques 

of quantitative analysis of statistically signifi cant correlations as well as careful process tracing to uncover spurious relations and/or unanticipated 

variables that affect these results. 
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Likewise, as reviewed by Karmann and Smith (Forest Stewardship Council 2009b), Gullison’s (2003) analysis of CARs “clearly 

demonstrate[s] that the process of FSC certifi cation requires companies to make a wide variety of signifi cant changes to 

management that would benefi t biodiversity” and that FSC-certifi ed forest management units “have established signifi cant 

protected set-asides within their borders.”

Four challenges confront this research drawing on CARs. First, it may skew analysis of impacts to those problems the FSC was 

successful in addressing, while removing attention from problems that were not addressed well, such as deforestation. As 

Gullison’s review of CARs asserted, as of 2003, “the incentives offered by certifi cation are insuffi cient to prevent deforestation, 

and the volume of certifi ed forest products on the market [was] too small to signifi cantly reduce logging pressure” on critical 

habitats. 

Second, it is diffi cult to know from the quantitative data alone what precisely was required of fi rms to meet the CAR request. 

Third, and as a result, we don’t know if the CAR resulted in small and/or low-cost change, or whether the CAR resulted in a 

signifi cant impact on the ground. Only through marrying this approach with more focused case study “process tracing” can 

future research shed light on these questions. Fourth, some assert that such an approach does not tell us whether the company 

would have made these changes in the absence of becoming certifi ed. According to some scholars, the only way to be sure 

certifi cation had an independent effect is comparing certifi ed and non-certifi ed companies, or companies that certifi ed with 

different programs. 

Johansson and Lidestav (2011) conducted such a review in the case of the impacts of the FSC and the PEFC on forest manage-

ment in Sweden. They shed light on overall trends within the Swedish case—where industrial owners chose the FSC system 

while small forest owners chose the PEFC system—by exploring how forest conditions correlated with support for these two 

competing programs. Overall they found that enhanced biodiversity (measured by dead wood, proportion of broadleaf trees, 

old broadleaf trees, and old forests) was not as prevalent on large industrial forests that had earned FSC certifi cation as it was 

on smaller forests certifi ed to the PEFC standard. Yet they also found in subsequent research that greater “harvesting activity 

had taken place on certifi ed small-scale forest properties,” raising questions about overall impacts on biodiversity. Yet no 

signifi cant testing was made of causality—i.e., did certifi cation change the behaviors, or were the behaviors already undertaken, 

as seems likely—and the certifi cation systems were chosen either because they were consistent with existing practices, or for 

reasons not having to do with the measures they studied. The authors acknowledge these points and conclude by asserting 

that much greater research needs to be undertaken to assess the causes and effects of achieving certifi cation. 

Blackman, Rivera, and colleagues (Blackman et al. 2010; Blackman and Rivera 2010), in a wide-ranging review of impacts 

research, argue that systematic large methodologies that control for key factors and provide for “counterfactual” analysis (i.e., 

what would have happened if there had been no certifi cation), have been quite scant. They fi nd that very few studies control 

for other factors or compare certifi ed with noncertifi ed fi rms “before and after” to permit the type of statistically signifi cant 

tests that would allow us to better understand certifi cation’s effects. They then argue that, based on this, there is currently 

limited evidence that certifi cation has the kind of effect its proponents assert.

Blackman and Rivera’s critique is important, but it may itself be critiqued for overemphasizing the primacy of “counterfactuals” 

in providing knowledge about causality. For example, they ignore the signifi cant research methods literature on the critical 

role of historical “process tracing” within cases (Bennett 2009). Process tracing is a widely practiced research technique that 

need not be applied to other cases to be effective in ascertaining causality. Just as we do not need to know what happened 

in other bank robberies to understand what happened during a specifi c bank robbery, research can be conducted about the 

impacts of certifi cation in improving worker safety training in a specifi c certifi cation (Hirschberger 2005; Renström and Rainey 

2001), without having to conduct a large N analysis of other certifi cations. Only if we seek to generalize about the impacts 

of certifi cation in improving worker health and safety, would researchers need to engage with comparative or larger N data. 

Perhaps more problematic for a dynamic fi eld such as certifi cation, in which independent and dependent variables are 

constantly changing, is Blackman and Rivera’s prioritizing as a superior research design evaluation research that studies 

before-and-after impacts of a program or intervention. This emphasis bypasses what could be the most important impact 
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certifi cation systems will have on the ground: the support they can generate in the marketplace so that non-joiners decide it 

is now economically viable to undergo certifi cation. If this is where certifi cation’s biggest future impact lies, then the most 

important outcome variable overlooked is not comparing noncertifi ed with certifi ed in the same region or country. Instead, 

it is the relationship between a fi rm that decides to certify initially because it is already practicing close to the standards, and 

the fi rm that decides to certify years later once market demand provides enough benefi ts to countervail the fi rm’s costs of 

changing forest management practices. Understanding this relationship requires careful attention to the “triggering” effect 

that early joiners had in helping institutionalize support in the marketplace so that customers and consumers could eventually 

increase incentives for compliance. As we noted above, strict regulatory government policies may explain why the initial fi rm 

joined, and why a fi rm in a less-regulated country did not. In these cases, certifi cation’s most important impact on practices 

will occur if and when market supply and demand become strong enough that the less-regulated fi rm can see economic 

reasons for certifying. 

What, then, can we say overall about what we know, and do not know, about the impact of certifi cation in shaping on-the-

ground behavior? Our review and recent reviews of the extant literature allow us to make the following observations (Forest 

Stewardship Council 2009b; van Kuijk, Putz, and Zagt 2010; Romero and Putz 2010). First, there is evidence that certifi cation 

has had positive effects in particular cases in ameliorating environmental and social challenges, such as improving ape habitat 

and worker health and safety. Second, there is very limited research looking at on-the-ground fi eld studies—most are desk 

studies of CAR reviews or of standards that auditors are supposed to audit against. This means that the discretion of auditors 

to relax requirements and/or to fi nd creative solutions, and the role of certifi cation in emphasizing some problems over others, 

is poorly understood. Third, where studies are undertaken, many conclusions are best rewritten as hypotheses, as they were 

subject neither to careful “process tracing” required of historical case study analysis nor to the controls necessary for inferring 

data from large N analyses. 

What is the way forward? Van Kuijk, Putz, and Zagt’s approach seems the most promising for problem-focused scholarship. 

They begin by identifying what behaviors certifi cation programs are asserted to infl uence. They chose behaviors that the 

literature has identifi ed as key for establishing “best practices” for biodiversity conservation: reduced-impact logging; establish-

ment of riparian buffer zones; green tree retention; establishment of corridors; protected areas within forest management 

units; and identifi cation of high-conservation-value forests. They follow with a review of the science of these approaches, the 

FSC approach to them, and the effects of such standards in shaping behaviors on the ground. While they fi nd that few studies 

undertake this approach in any systematic way, they lay the groundwork for doing so. Not only is this approach key for then 

assessing whether the proposed behavior has its asserted effect on biodiversity conservation, it also allows the authors to 

assess whether certifi cation experiences in developing standards over these problems might then “spill over” to affect govern-

ment standards, or even individual fi rm choices.

The best approach, therefore, requires both qualitative and quantitative techniques in which “process tracing” this causal 

complexity must be evaluated along with larger N data sets, allowing researchers to control for what appear to be important 

factors, and permitting future research to undertake quasi-experimental efforts that are informed by, rather than bypass, 

historical causal complexity. The combination of quantitative and qualitative research needed to address these questions could 

also create innovative ideas for strategic interventions and the ability to test such experiments more rigorously.

Factors that Enable or Constrain Certifi cation Systems

A signifi cant amount of scholarly research has been undertaken to understand key factors that either enable or debilitate 

strategic efforts to promote certifi cation that expand beyond, or provide more nuanced interpretations of, the research on 

costs and economic incentives reviewed above. Initial efforts designed to explain divergent patterns of support for the FSC 

and competing programs focused on North America and Europe. Cashore, Auld, and Newsom (2004) found a number of 

“structural” features to be important: the role of the country in the international economy (fi rms were more open to supporting 

the FSC if their forest products sector was open to international competition); transaction costs (large, vertically integrated 

forest companies will be less deterred); and domestic public policy-making processes (where forest regulations were already 
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relatively high and where businesses interests did not dominate the policy-making process, support for the FSC was more 

likely). They also hypothesized that small forest owners were not only skeptical of certifi cation for reasons of transaction costs, 

but because small owners have a greater “independence” ethic—they know best how to manage their own lands. This makes 

them less disposed to abiding by outside rules than are large industrial companies. Cashore, Egan, Auld, and Newsom’s 

(2007) research on Finland identifi ed another key factor: whether environmental groups targeted a country to improve its own 

domestic forest practices, or whether they targeted a country to recognize their existing practices in hope that this would send 

signals to less-regulated countries. Cashore, Egan, Auld, and Newsom hypothesized that if environmental groups had taken 

the latter strategy in Finland, they could have had more impacts on the ground in countries less regulated than Finland, such 

as Indonesia. However, they took the former strategy, which created increased polarization and distrust across the FSC and 

PEFC, and ultimately caused fragmentation and confusion in the marketplace.

Research since this time expanded to include developing countries (Espach 2005; Espach 2006; Cashore et al. 2006; Yasmi 

2007), and this research found that developing countries face an array of broader challenges, including baseline “good forest 

governance,” lack of capacity and resources to implement certifi cation, and “corruption” that undermined incentive structures, 

trust, and accountability.

NGO targeting campaigns have also been found to both enable and constrain support. In some cases, boycotts are useful 

for highlighting attention and gaining commitments, as evidenced by Home Depot’s commitment to sell certifi ed products 

following boycott campaigns. However, retailers’ fear that they will face increased scrutiny, even hostility, such as was JD 

Irving’s experience when it embraced FSC certifi cation, can work against FSC-certifi cation efforts (Lawson and Cashore 2001). 

It might, on the other hand, reinforce fi rm-level support for the PEFC program. Sasser, Prakash, Cashore, and Auld (2006) also 

found that internal fi rm factors, including fi rm culture, leadership, and organizational form, played key roles in understanding 

fi rm-level responsiveness to external demands for certifi cation. 

IV. Interactions (Indirect)
What has certifi cation done, and what might it do, to affect forest regulations and policies that governments, associations, or 

even fi rms end up adopting as their own? What role has certifi cation played, and what role might it play, in generating socially 

engrained practices of responsible behavior that bypass the need for formalized standards?

Certifi cation’s impacts and successes do not derive only from its ability to entice fi rms and managers to undergo the certifi ca-

tion auditing process. A plethora of research, including much of the literature reviewed above, has found that forest certifi cation 

impacts other policy-making processes, including governmental policies, fi rm-level commitments, and other modes of private 

authority such as public/private partnerships. There are several ways through which this occurs. Certifi cation can act as a 

learning process through which government is better able, owing to broader consensus, to develop authoritative policies 

(Cashore et al. 2006; Meidinger 2006). Or, governments can use certifi cation as a requirement for fi rms to achieve licenses, 

as in the case of Bolivia, where they removed costs of implementation but retained authority. Certifi cation can also generate 

new norms regarding instrument choice (Auld et al. 2007) and “problem defi nitions” (Tollefson, Gale, and Haley 2008). For 

example, the notion of high-conservation-value forestry was invented by FSC offi cials as a way to certify logging in old growth 

forests. However, this term now permeates an array of governmental and intergovernmental efforts focused at improving 

forest management (Hamzah et al. 2007). There is also little doubt that certifi cation has helped expand NGO strategies from 

rather blunt tools focused on boycotts or protected areas to understanding better the science of responsible forest manage-

ment. While the role of these indirect impacts is being subject to greater scrutiny and analytic attention (Cashore, Auld, and 

Renckens, 2011), more research needs to be done to tease out the various causal processes at play, and their relevance for 

fi rm strategies.

V. Conclusions: Strategic Implications 
Two clear conclusions emerge from this review. First, forest certifi cation is making a difference by identifying and/or improving 

environmentally and socially responsible forestry practices in an array of countries where managers and fi rms have agreed to 
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undergo, and successfully pass, the auditing process. However, more data needs to be better and more systematically collected 

within cases to understand better their impact on clearly identifi ed environmental and social problems (internal validity) as 

well as across cases to assess whether and when fi ndings can be generalized (external validity).

Second, analytical frameworks must be developed that incorporate, rather than ignore, the highly dynamic nature of certifi ca-

tion systems, including changes in standards, support, and impacts on the ground. Failure to do so will not only yield results 

that are out of date almost as soon as they are produced, but can yield backward-looking scholarly accounts of certifi cation 

that incorrectly assume fi xed preferences and/or demand. Evaluation studies that compare impacts of forest certifi cation using 

control groups and/or before-and-after studies illustrate this challenge. While such knowledge is an important part of the 

picture, strategic conclusions about whether to continue funding or supporting certifi cation based on these results is highly 

problematic because the certifi cation project rests on increasing market demand over time. 

The Evolutionary Conundrum

Such an approach must directly address the conundrum that characterizes most certifi cation systems and that explains much 

of the support and opposition to certifi cation in general and the FSC in particular: that those already closest to the standards 

will be the fi rst to join. 

Table 2: The Dilemma of High and Low Certifi cation Requirements, Time 1

Requirements of Certifi cation Systems

High Low

Level of Firm Support Low High

Impacts on Sustainability Low11 Low12

Source: Cashore, Auld et al. 2007

Recognition of this creates a challenge for traditional evaluation studies, such as the approach recommend by Blackman and 

Rivera, since we would not expect to see signifi cant changes on the part of the initial joiners. Hence evaluation research would 

need to separate out certifi ed fi rms into at least two categories: those that joined initially because they were already closest 

to the standards, and those (the worse performers) that joined much later owing to economic pressures. However, in many 

cases the second group will only emerge in a signifi cant way if market demand continues to grow. This poses a challenge for 

empirically focused evaluation research since this data does not yet exist. 

The above conundrum creates challenges not only for scholarly research, but also for strategists. This is because the very nature 

of incremental growth in demand for forest certifi cation systems means that forest certifi cation offi cials will face pressure in 

the near to medium term to relax standards to generate broader support. If they do not follow this logic, competitor programs 

are likely to emerge and compete for consumer and customer attention. 

Recognizing these dynamics is important, because it shifts the polarizing debate among FSC and PEFC supporters over “good” 

and “bad” to a focus on understanding better how to initiate the evolutionary processes through which an increasing number 

of fi rms are provided economic opportunities for supporting certifi cation that are greater than the costs of doing so. 

This focuses analysis of the competition between the FSC and PEFC on whether or not it has pushed markets in such a 

direction. The evidence thus far appears mixed. On the one hand the competition has been found to provide useful transpar-

ency and even generate learning. However, it has also created polarization and confusion to purchasers of forest products, 

and, partly as a result, may have impeded efforts to promote supply chain tracking of wood products. As a result, to date it 

11 Too few members, improvements at the top, bottom performers unaffected.

12 Status quo, exclusion of the very worst may lead some of the worst performers to improve.
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is probably accurate to say that certifi cation has led to the separation of markets (certifi ed versus noncertifi ed) but has not 

reduced the demand for noncertifi ed products—even for the worst producers. 

The Way Out?

What is the solution to this conundrum facing scholarly analysis and practitioner strategies? One idea is to develop “forward-

looking” scenarios that refl ect on the future implications of particular strategic choices.

Let us consider two options that have been given signifi cant attention.

Reward the Top

One such scenario sees certifi cation strategists focusing on “rewarding the top,” with debates between the FSC and PEFC 

about which program, and at what level, these choices are made. In such a future we expect FSC supporters to continue 

to differentiate their preferred program in the marketplace and to discourage efforts to recognize the PEFC programs as 

equivalent. One reason we would expect this is that FSC strategists fear that such recognition would lead their program to 

lose support, since, if market demand were the same, more fi rms would opt for the less-stringent PEFC program. Likewise we 

would expect the PEFC supporters to vociferously promote the legitimacy of their program and emphasize that a competition 

among programs was healthy, as it allowed fi rms to choose which program worked best for them. Such a future may continue 

to grow demand for certifi cation, but debates among programs would continue to confuse customers and consumers and 

hamper efforts to build tracking.

Weed Out the Bottom

Another strategy is to weed out the worst players. Such an approach would not emphasize “gold standard” best practices, but 

rather baseline standards accepted by all but the worst players.

Such a scenario is indeed now playing out through the rather remarkable emergence of “legality verifi cation,” which, as 

developed in the Chapter 4 of this Assessment, has come to enjoy the support of a broad global coalition, including most 

supporters of both the FSC and the PEFC programs.

Legality verifi cation is a type of “certifi cation lite,” which recognizes baseline practices developed by sovereign governments 

but turns to supply chain tracking to provide incentives for legal compliance. Although legality verifi cation is not championed 

for promoting wide-ranging sustainable forest practices, its more modest requirements may achieve relatively immediate 

impacts by weeding out some of the most egregious practices from global supply chains. Since only illegal operators are always 

opposed, there is a greater likelihood that its enforcement mechanisms—i.e., the development of global supply chain tracking 

of legally harvested wood—can be developed. Firms that are not engaging in illegal logging have a strategic self-interest 

in reducing illegal wood from global markets, because such wood defl ates prices. The promise of well-entrenched tracking 

systems is the increase of prices as supply is reduced. Likewise, environmental groups are now supporting removing illegal 

wood from global markets because of its potential for stopping some of the worst forestry practices. 

Refl ecting on this second scenario of weeding out the bottom yields important conclusions. First, it is not enough to develop 

the most appropriate policies and standards or conduct the latest round of standard comparisons—as important as these 

are. It is equally important to pay attention to the required coalitions that must support certifi cation, and to generate win-win 

incentives through which markets reward, rather than punish, participating fi rms. Recognition of this focuses analyses on the 

conditions through which “bootleggers and Baptists” coalitions might be nurtured that simultaneously appeal to the strategic 

self-interest of fi rms and NGOs, and create the conditions to nurture problem-focused “global citizenship.” 

Such an orientation may yield what appear at fi rst to be counterintuitive, but in the end highly plausible, strategies by focusing 

as much if not more attention on eliminating the bottom than rewarding the top. The strategies might yield shorter-term 

impacts, and their emphasis on a broad coalition of actors, that, by focusing on collectively building supply chain tracking 

may, ironically, create the necessary prerequisite for broader forest certifi cation systems to increase their uptake and impacts. 
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To be sure, a strategic focus on fi rst eliminating the bottom is only one of many options and scenarios available to strategists. 

We also need more research focusing on the complex causal pathways through which we can measure the ultimate impact of 

certifi cation systems. And we must pay attention to their evolutionary logic and strategic implications—however counterintui-

tive they might at fi rst seem. 

What is clear from this review is that forest certifi cation has had important and wide-ranging impacts in fostering recogni-

tion about key forestry challenges and has provided exemplary evidence of best practices. It has also fostered learning 

across disparate coalitions of fi rms, environmental groups, and socially important groups such as indigenous peoples and 

forest-dependent communities. However, polarization across certifi cation programs and challenges in building and meeting 

supply owing to tracking diffi culties are creating serious obstacles for strategists as they continue to build and improve forest 

certifi cation for current and future generations.

Decisions made by environmental groups, businesses, social activists, funders, and even governments over the next few 

years must recognize these challenges, if certifi cation systems are to continue to evolve and play an increasingly effective role 

shaping human activity in the forest sector toward a sustainable future.  
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US results 
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Figure 6: Changes in willingness to pay 
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Modified discussion from Auld et al 2008 ARER 

Figure 7: End consumer: Actual premiums reported 
in market 

 Niche and higher end products more successful in 
achieving premiums through certification 

 Examples of studies finding premiums 

 In Brazil, certified tropical hardwoods received 
premiums of 20-50%, whereas commodity 
products such as composite boards compete on 
price (Espach 2005) 

 In Malaysia, certified logs received 2-56% higher 
prices than uncertified logs (Kollert & Lagan 
2007) 

 Early research in the US found premiums of 3-
5% for FSC certified products (Humphries et al 
2001; Stevens et al 1998) 

 In Bolivia, certified exports received premiums 
of 5-51% (Nebel et al 2005)  

 Unknown whether these higher prices for forest 
products are passed on to the end-consumer 

 Studies documenting premiums along a supply 
chain have not been conducted (as they have in 
coffee by, e.g., Daviron and Ponte 2005) 
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Figure 8: Organized as “buyers” groups 
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Survey done by Vilhunen et al (2001) found 53% demand for 
certified products from GFTN member companies  
Another 14% from public bodies; the remainder non-GFTN 
companies.  



GFTN website: http://gftn.panda.org 

Figure 9: GFTN participants by country and Total 
Round Wood Equivalent (TRWE) traded 
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Auld et al (2008) ARER 

Figure 10: FSC certified area & % of forest area (Nov/07) 
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www.pefc.org; www.fao.org, compiled by Auld 

Figure 11: PEFC certified area & % of country forest area 
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Cashore, Galloway, et al, 2010 

Figure 12: Comparison of uptake for FSC and PEFC 



Gullison 2003 Oryx 

Figure 13: Relationship between FSC support and 
deforestation rates in 2000 



Auld et al 2008 ARER 

Figure 14: Relationship between FSC support and 
deforestation rates in 2007 

Countries with large 
proportion of area 
certified, have “no 
forest loss” or “net 
forest gain” 

Countries with “net forest loss” have low or no 
area certified 



Newsom and Hewitt (2005) Figure 4 and Figure 5 

Figure 15: Most frequent CARs, environmental and social 
issues, developing and developed countries 
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Introduction
The primary purpose of this review is to critically evaluate the state of knowledge about the impacts of private standards and 

certifi cation schemes on the sustainability of agri-food systems. The review is divided into three main sections. The fi rst briefl y 

describes the key features of the main private certifi cation schemes for agricultural commodities in existence and their current 

global coverage. The second and main part of the review focuses on evidence regarding the on-the-ground impacts of those 

schemes. The third discusses other infl uences of these schemes—for example, on governance systems and commodity chain 

structures. The review ends with a brief discussion of research and policy implications.

The Key Standards and Certifi cation Systems for Agriculture
The fi rst standards for agricultural commodities arose in the 1940s for organic agriculture. These standards became more 

systematic following the 1972 establishment of the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM), 

which served as a mechanism for communication among what were many separate initiatives. Since then, many other systems 

have emerged, following diverse pathways. (See Chapter 1 of this report).

Objectives and Features
The key features of the main private certifi cation schemes for agricultural commodities are summarized in Table 1. Four 

important points stand out.

First, the emphasis on environmental, social, and economic/business issues in the standards varies. Social and economic 

issues are important in Fairtrade. Economic and business issues are highlighted in the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil 

(RSPO) and the Round Table on Responsible Soy (RTRS), as well as schemes such as UTZ Certifi ed. All standards pay attention 

in varying degrees to the environment, with some focused on health and safety issues (e.g., GlobalG.A.P.) and others more 

on conservation (e.g., the Rainforest Alliance Sustainable Agriculture Network, or SAN-RA).

Second, many schemes have business-to-business models, whereas others aim to infl uence consumer purchasing through 

on-product labels. Fairtrade, UTZ, and SAN-RA create partnerships between producers and consumers. IFOAM supports 

the development of national standards consistent with a set of general principles. Revenue models also vary. Initiatives 

such as IFOAM, UTZ, SAN-RA, and Fairtrade International receive a signifi cant amount of revenue through grants, whereas 

GlobalG.A.P. depends entirely on fees for membership and services (Potts, van der Meer, & Daitchman, 2010).

*  This appendix was developed in part by drawing from a variety of original source material, as well as two literature reviews commissioned by the Assess-

ment Steering Committee. Those reviews were conducted by Anne Tallontire, Valerie Nelson, Jami Dixon, and Tim G. Benton of the University of Leeds 

(2012), and by Urs Niggli, Julia Jawtusch, and Bernadette Oehen of FiBL, the Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (2011). Also, please note that 

Chapter 3 of this report, on Impacts, includes some language directly from this Appendix, with the permission of the author.
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Third, the geographic coverage and products covered also vary among schemes. Some of the more established schemes are 

found in many countries of the world. Some schemes, such as organic (which is a whole farm standard), cover almost all 

agricultural products, whereas others are focused on a single commodity or just a few commodities.

A fourth point, which is not visible in the information provided in the table, is that standards have been driven and refi ned over 

time by different combinations of stakeholders and institutional changes. EU policies were important infl uences for organic 

schemes and GlobalG.A.P. (Tallontire, Opondo, Nelson, & Martin, 2011). Retailers have played key roles in the roundtables 

(e.g., RSPO and RTRS) as well as GlobalG.A.P. and UTZ. UTZ grew from the efforts of a single Dutch coffee company to 

become an international multi-stakeholder standard. GlobalG.A.P. remains an industry standard with decision-making limited 

to supply chain actors. Many retailing fi rms of course also set and maintain their own standards—for example, TESCO’s 

Natures’ Choice and Carrefour’s Filières Qualité. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have been important to Fairtrade, 

SAN-RA, and the commodity roundtables.

Over time, there has been a trend to separate out standard-setting and certifi cation responsibilities. For example, Fairtrade 

Labelling Organizations International (FLO) was established in 1997 and then split in 2003 into Fairtrade International—focus-

ing on setting standards and supporting producers—and FLO-CERT, an independent company that inspects and certifi es 

producer organizations and audits traders.1

Market Coverage and Business Drivers
Markets for sustainably certifi ed agricultural products continue to grow, but remain focused on a handful of commodities. The 

most important internationally traded certifi ed commodities by value include coffee, with 8 percent of global export volumes 

in 2009, and tea, with 7.7 percent (Potts, et al., 2010). Certifi ed coffee comes primarily from Latin America, whereas teas are 

from Africa. UTZ and Fairtrade together certifi ed just under half the certifi ed coffee traded in 2009.

Some companies have established their own coffee criteria: Starbuck’s C.A.F.E. Practices standard, for example, combines 

social, environmental, and quality-based standards against which producers must achieve certain scores to maintain “preferred 

buyer” status. The amount of sustainable coffee produced globally (as opposed to traded) was estimated at around 17 percent 

in 2008–9 (Potts, et al., 2010). That is, much more coffee is sustainably produced than is sold as such.

Further growth in the production of sustainably grown and certifi ed products is expected, as fi rms have made public com-

mitments to purchase them. For example, Unilever has committed to purchase all loose tea from sustainable sources by 

2020, and Lipton brand to purchase only tea certifi ed by the Rainforest Alliance by 2015.2 Kraft and Nestlé have also made 

commitments. Approximately half of certifi ed tea volumes traded in 2010 was Rainforest Alliance-certifi ed, with most of the 

rest under the Fairtrade standard.

Approximately 20 percent of world banana exports are certifi ed sustainable, with almost all coming from Latin America 

(Potts, et al., 2010). Dole and Chiquita have been key fi rms and have made commitments to expand product certifi cation. The 

Rainforest Alliance certifi ed about three-quarters of the certifi ed bananas traded in 2009.

In 2009, only about 1 percent of cocoa was certifi ed, with approximately half of that from Latin America and half from 

Africa (Potts, et al., 2010). The expectation is that this percentage will grow substantially, as relatively new UTZ Certifi ed and 

Rainforest Alliance standards and certifi cation systems for cocoa mature (Potts, et al., 2010).3 Mars, Incorporated, has com-

mitted to purchase only certifi ed cocoa by 2020.4 

1 www.fairtrade.net and www.fl o-cert.net

2  www.sustainable-living.unilever.com

3  www.icco.org

4  www.mars.com
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Market studies suggest that the supply of certifi ed palm oil exceeds demand (Laurance, et al., 2010). The demand for certifi ed 

palm oil comes mainly from the European, U.S., and Australian markets and not India or China, which are the largest buyers 

(Laurance, et al., 2010). Walmart (2010b) has committed to sustainably source all palm oil for its own private brands in the 

U.K. by 2015. 

The key business drivers of certifi cation standards have varied over time and by region, commodity, and initiative. As noted 

above, NGOs have played important initial roles in several schemes, whereas in other schemes, retailers or government policies 

were more signifi cant. Actions by lead companies have also been important, and recent commitments by major brands—for 

example with respect to cocoa—suggest these fi rms will continue to have signifi cant impact on levels of coverage of certifi ed 

products (Tallontire, Dixon, Nelson, & Benton, 2012). For some key commodities, being certifi ed is becoming a prerequisite to 

access key market channels (de Battisti, MacGregor, & Graffham, 2009; Jaffee & Masakure, 2005). Other reasons for producers 

in developing countries to comply with standards include securer market access and other organizational benefi ts.

At the same time, it is often not very clear how demand in the future will change. There are relatively few market and consumer 

studies relevant to the RSPO and the RTRS, for example, but early studies have raised concern about low interest among the 

largest consumers (Laurance, et al., 2010). For Fairtrade and organic standards, more information is available (Tallontire, et 

al., 2012).

Two things are apparent from the above selection of facts and fi gures on coverage. First, lead companies have played an 

important role in expanding market coverage for certifi ed brands. Second, regular and accurate market data are important to 

assessing the performance of sustainability standards and certifi cation systems. 
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Table 1. Selection of agri-food private standards with associated certifi cation schemes

Standard Compliance Aim Basis Criteria Coverage Products

Fairtrade International5 FLO-CERT, an 

accredited third-party 

certifi cation body 

To offer producers 

a better deal and 

improved terms of 

trade.

Partnerships between 

producers and 

consumers

• Primarily social and 

economic

• Some environmental 

• 58 producing 

countries

• 827 certifi ed pro-

ducer organizations

• 70 selling countries

• 1.2 million farmers 

and workers

Agricultural, composite, 

and manufactured 

goods, including 

bananas, cotton, coffee, 

fl owers, cocoa, fruit, 

honey, juice, rice, 

spices, sports balls, 

sugar, tea, and wine 

GlobalG.A.P.6 Multiple accredited 

third-party certifi cation 

bodies

A single standard for 

Good Agricultural 

Practice, to primarily 

manage health and 

safety risk.

Business-to-business 

standard focusing on 

the value chain 

• Primarily health and 

safety

• Some environmental 

issues

• 98 producing 

countries 

• 0.1 million producers

Fruits, vegetables, 

livestock, aquaculture, 

plant propagation mate-

rials, and compound 

feed manufacturing 

Organic (IFOAM)7 Multiple accredited 

third-party certifi cation 

bodies

To promote manage-

ment practices that rely 

on crop rotation, green 

manure, compost, 

and biological pest 

control. Growers are 

encouraged to avoid the 

use of manufactured 

nitrogen fertilizers and 

pesticides that have 

adverse health effects. 

The use of genetically 

modifi ed organisms is 

banned. 

Partnerships between 

producers and 

consumers

• Predominantly 

environmental

• Some social (e.g., 

under principles of 

fairness)

• 111 producing 

countries 

• 1.8 million producers

• 26 million hectares

Whole farm certifi ca-

tion, crop production, 

livestock, wild products, 

fi ber, and aquaculture

5 www.fairtrade.net

6 www.globalgap.org

7 www.ifoam.org
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Standard Compliance Aim Basis Criteria Coverage Products

Rainforest Alliance / 
Sustainable Agriculture 
Network8

Multiple accredited 

third-party certifi cation 

bodies

To conserve 

biodiversity and ensure 

sustainable livelihoods 

by transforming 

land-use practices, 

business practices, and 

consumer behavior.

Partnerships between 

producers and 

consumers

• Environmental

• Social

• Economic

• 43 countries 

• 1 million hectares

• 0.08 million 

producers

Agricultural products, 

including cocoa, coffee, 

bananas, fl owers, pine-

apples, tea, citrus fruits, 

avocados, grapes, 

plantains, rubber, and 

vanilla. Whole farm 

certifi cation.

UTZ Certifi ed9 Multiple accredited 

third-party certifi cation 

bodies

Sustainable agricultural 

supply chains, in which:

Farmers are profession-

als implementing good 

agricultural practices;

Industry takes responsi-

bility by demanding and 

rewarding sustainable 

production; and

Consumers can trust 

their brands and buy 

products that meet 

their expectations of 

social and environmen-

tal responsibility.

Partnerships between 

producers and 

consumers

• Social

• Economic

• Environmental

• 21 producer 

countries (coffee)

• 0.16 million 

producers

Coffee, cocoa, tea 

Roundtable on 
Sustainable Palm Oil10

Multiple accredited 

third-party certifi cation 

bodies 

To promote the growth 

and use of sustainable 

palm oil. 

Business-to-business 

standard focusing on 

the value chain

• Economic

• Social

• Environmental

• Legal

• 29 growers

• 135 palm oil mills

• 144 supply chain 

companies

• 283 supply chain 

facilities

Palm oil

8 www.sanstandards.org 

9 www.utzcertifi ed.org 

10 www.rspo.org 
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Standard Compliance Aim Basis Criteria Coverage Products

Round Table on 
Responsible Soy11

Multiple accredited 

third-party certifi cation 

bodies

To encourage the pro-

duction of soybeans in 

a responsible manner, 

to reduce social and 

environmental impacts 

while maintaining 

or improving the 

economic status of the 

producer.

Business-to-business 

standard focusing on 

the value chain 

• Economic

• Social

• Environmental

• Legal

• 11 growers

• 4 countries

Soy

11 www.responsiblesoy.org
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Direct Impacts: Sustainability on the Ground
In this analysis we divide impacts into direct, on-the-ground impacts and indirect infl uences and interactions (Figure 1). This 

section focuses on direct impacts while the next addresses the indirect infl uences and interactions. Direct, on-the-ground 

impacts of standards and certifi cation can be divided into ecological, social, and economic impacts. 

Fi gure 1: Framework for classifying impacts of standards and certifi cation system

It proved challenging to identify studies relevant to understanding the impacts of certifi cation on ecological conditions and/

or on the social well-being or economic performance of producers. Many studies, for example, have compared the impacts 

of conventional and organic farming on chemical use, soil conditions, biodiversity, and land or energy use. This work helps 

understand the impacts of particular sets of practices and thus the reasonableness of particular practice guidelines to meet 

specifi c performance goals, but it does not in itself say anything about the impact of standards and certifi cation. Other 

studies have compared certifi ed and noncertifi ed farms, without considering whether and how preexisting differences in who 

adopts standards and who does not may explain patterns post-certifi cation. Yet other studies have looked at changes over 

time, comparing practices before and after certifi cation or qualitative documentation of a single or small number of cases. To 

evaluate the impacts of certifi cation requires properly designed comparisons that construct a reasonable counterfactual for 

the situation in the absence of certifi cation (Blackman & Rivera, 2011; International Trade Centre (ITC), 2011b). 

Ecological Impacts
Very few studies testing for environmental effects have had rigorous designs. One that did used propensity score matching 

techniques to address selection bias in a sample of 2,600 coffee farms in Costa Rica to look at the impacts of organic certifi ca-

tion on the environment (Blackman & Naranjo, 2010). This allowed biases related to differences in the likelihood of being 

certifi ed to be taken into account when assessing the effects of certifi cation itself. The authors found strong evidence that 

certifi ed organic farms reduce pesticide and herbicide use and increase environmentally friendly management practices such 

as soil conservation and the use of shade trees and organic fertilizers. The standards in this case were clear and monitored. 

These fi ndings are similar to an earlier unmatched study, also in Costa Rica, by Guanca, cited in Blackman and Naranjo (2010), 

comparing 106 certifi ed farms before and after certifi cation under various schemes that found evidence of reduced use of 

herbicides but not of other agrochemicals. 
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A study in 2003 in Ecuador found that Rainforest Alliance- and Fairtrade-certifi ed banana farms adopted practices that pose 

lower environmental risks with respect to land, water, agrochemical, and waste management than noncertifi ed farms (Melo 

& Wolf, 2005). The small and large certifi ed fi rms depended on links to external actors but had different strategies: The small 

fi rms engaged alternative markets and added value to their products by mobilizing social capital, whereas the large fi rms 

upgraded their operations by drawing on the fi nancial inputs of international organizations. The small fi rms were Fairtrade 

certifi ed and the large fi rms were Rainforest Alliance certifi ed, implying some confounding of size effects by scheme. Moreover, 

the authors acknowledged diffi culties in recruiting appropriate noncertifi ed farms for comparisons and thus creating potential 

selection biases (Melo & Wolf, 2007).

It should be noted that these examples of positive evidence focus just on management practices and not true ecological 

indicators like diversity. Another study in Nicaragua comparing ten certifi ed organic and ten noncertifi ed coffee farms found 

no differences in bird diversity or abundance (Martínez-Sánchez, 2008). But this latter study made no effort to control for 

selection biases, and in any case was based on small sample sizes. 

The aim of organic agriculture is to eliminate the use of synthetic chemicals. A commonly claimed benefi t of organic certifi ca-

tion is the elimination or reduction in use of agrochemicals as fertilizers or to control pests and diseases. Many studies of 

organic farming suggest that this practice may be good for biodiversity in some landscape contexts (Gomiero, Pimentel, & 

Paoletti, 2011). A study in eight countries of Europe, for example, found that the replacement of conventional farming using 

insecticides and fungicides by organic farming was associated with increases in the diversity of beetle species, but not breed-

ing birds as might have been expected (Geiger, et al., 2010). Evidence also suggested that the use of insecticides reduced 

opportunities for biological control. Another a meta-analysis in England of some 66 studies found that organic farming often 

increases species richness, but not invariably so, as taxonomic group and landscape context also appear to be important 

(Bengtsson, Ahnstrom, & Weibull, 2005). Gabriel and colleagues’ study (2010) of certifi ed organic farming in England is one 

of the few investigations to include a carefully constructed control group—in this case from pairing across 32 environmental 

variables. They found that organic farms had better biodiversity overall, but with effects that varied across taxonomic groups. 

Another qualitative review of 76 studies also found evidence of higher species diversity across several taxa on organic compared 

to conventional farms (Hole, et al., 2005). It should be underlined, however, that studies like these do not constitute evidence 

either way about the impacts of standards and certifi cation systems.

Another way to assess ecological impact is to consider nutrient cycles. The estimated nutrient budgets of conventional and 

certifi ed organic farms growing soy and vegetables in China and citrus in Brazil suggest that certifi cation does not lead to 

major changes in soil nutrient stocks, as soil fertility management tended to be similar (Oelofse, et al., 2010).

Life-cycle assessments of cultivation following organic standards have produced divergent results, including some suggesting 

that, as a consequence of lower yields, some types of off-site negative impacts may be higher for organic production than 

conventional production (Tallontire, et al., 2012; Niggli, Jawtusch, & Oehen, 2011). Whole-farm energy use, however, appears 

to be less for organic than conventional farms per hectare and per unit product in most sectors (Gomiero, et al., 2011; Lynch, 

MacRae, & Martin, 2011). In summary, despite a high level of interest in ecological and environmental issues in agricultural 

standards, relatively few studies have measured ecological indicators, and those that have rarely have been rigorously designed 

enough to assess the effects of certifi cation.

Economic Impacts
Different schemes have different scopes for economic impact, with many standards having few or no economic criteria. Fair 

trade schemes in general (and those of Fairtrade International specifi cally) are an important exception, with their infl uences 

on income through minimum price and social premium, as well as improvements in yields or productivity and other factors 

infl uencing competitiveness (Nelson & Pound, 2009). The inclusion of minimum prices aims to ensure welfare benefi ts to 

smallholder producers in developing countries (ITC, 2011b; Nelson & Pound, 2009). Organic, Rainforest Alliance, and UTZ 

standards do not directly set premiums for producers, but sometimes such premiums are found in the marketplace. These 
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schemes also have an impact through capacity building and the effect of standards on things like yield, productivity, and so 

on (Tallontire, et al., 2012). 

At least three studies of Fairtrade-certifi ed bananas (in Peru, Costa Rica, and Ghana) developed credible counterfactuals 

by matching certifi ed and noncertifi ed households on multiple characteristics (Blackman & Rivera, 2010). Three divergent 

outcomes were observed. The study in Peru found that Fairtrade farmers had higher net incomes than a control group with 

organic certifi cation (Fort & Ruben, 2008b). Higher incomes, however, were due to higher productivity, not higher prices. In 

comparison to farms without organic or Fairtrade certifi cation, the Fairtrade-certifi ed farms had higher incomes that could be 

attributed to higher prices (Fort & Ruben, 2008b). The study of certifi ed bananas in Costa Rica found no difference in profi ts 

between certifi ed and noncertifi ed households, while the study in Ghana found that households from certifi ed cooperatives 

received lower salaries, but also worked fewer hours (Ruben & van Schendel, 2008; Zúñiga-Arias & Segura, 2008). 

Seven studies of certifi ed coffee were found that had credible counterfactuals and dealt with economic indicators. Of them, 

four found signifi cant economic benefi ts (Blackman & Rivera, 2010). One—a study of Transfair cooperatives in Nicaragua, 

Peru, and Guatemala—found clear evidence that certifi cation generated a price premium (Arnould, Plastina, & Ball, 2009). 

Another—on organic certifi cation in Uganda—found positive effects on revenue, including a 75 percent increase in coffee 

revenues and a 12 percent increase in mean household revenues (Bolwig, Gibbon, & Jones, 2009). The latter study carefully 

separated out the effects of participation in certifi cation from the application of organic farming techniques as well as corrected 

for selection biases and household endowments. It found that the increased revenue from certifi cation can be explained by 

the scheme’s encouragement to farmers to process the crop as part of the contract farming system, as much as access to 

price premiums. The third study, which looked at SAN-RA certifi ed famers and Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices verifi ed farms in 

Western El Salvador in 2007–2008, found increases in yield of 76 percent in 183 certifi ed/verifi ed farms versus 22 percent in 

60 conventional farms. This data was compared with exporter data and a similar correlation was observed. The study found 

that the farmers had $321/ha gross income increase, $87/ha in conservation and social investment costs (e.g., soil and water 

management and improved potable water supplies and housing), and $108/ha in increased labor costs. Their net increase, 

therefore, was $126/ha. The technical assistance/aid added $36/ha, but was not paid by the farmer (Martínez-Sánchez, 2008; 

Romanoff, 2008).

The Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA)—a consortium of research institutions including the International 

Institute for Sustainable Development, Harvard, CATIE, and others, guided by a scientifi c committee—developed a compre-

hensive methodology that includes 130 indicators (environmental, social, and economic) and assesses a complex interplay of 

factors. The study design required robust counterfactuals as well as the assessment of several harvest seasons. In a study of 

net income per hectare of coffee farms in Nicaragua and Guatemala in 2008–2009, COSA found that four of the fi ve certifi ed 

standards outperformed conventional coffee farms, with the increases as much as $1,000/ha (or double that of the conven-

tional farms). In an assessment of yield, the study found that all seven certifi cation standards assessed were improved on the 

conventional farms, with as much as $331 million in increased gross revenue (Committee on Sustainability Assessment, 2011). 

The three other studies failed to fi nd clear positive socio-economic benefi ts (Blackman & Rivera, 2011; Segura & Zúñiga-Arias, 

2008). One study in Costa Rica found that, on average, yields on certifi ed organic farms were lower than on conventional farms 

(Lyngbaek, Muschler, & Sinclair, 2001). Price premiums compensated for lower yields but not enough to cover the additional 

costs of certifi cation. Another study in central Peru found no differences in income or investment between organic/Fairtrade 

farmers and matched organic/non-Fairtrade farmers (Fort & Ruben, 2008a; Ruben & Fort, 2011). Those who were not organic/ 

Fairtrade farmers had lower incomes and productivity despite higher assets and investments. There was some evidence, for 

example, that Fairtrade-certifi ed farmers had accumulated more agricultural assets and had higher animal stocks. Fairtrade 

farmers also made more house improvements (Ruben & Fort, 2011). 

Another recent study of the effects of UTZ certifi cation in the Kenyan coffee industry found that participation resulted in higher 

coffee prices (Kamau, Mose, Fort, & Ruben, 2011). Other economic impacts were observed with respect to coffee incomes, 

access to credit, savings, investments on land, and income from other activities, but these varied among two regions studied. 
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Households that participated were likely to have smaller landholdings. Propensity matching techniques were used to reduce 

the problem of selection bias.

In another study, Fairtrade-certifi ed farmers in Meru, Kenya, were more satisfi ed with their income, not just because it was 

higher, but also because of other nonmonetary benefi ts such as technical assistance and lower trade risks (Becchetti & 

Constantino, 2008). Careful exploration of and correction for various biases suggested that more stable prices, price premi-

ums, a wider range of commodities, and access to trade channels were all relevant to the economic benefi ts of certifi cation.

Other studies without appropriate counterfactuals provide more ambiguous evidence about the economic impacts of 

certifi cation.

For example, a review of 33 studies on the impacts of Fairtrade certifi cation concluded that, in almost all cases, there was 

some positive economic benefi t, most commonly through higher prices and improved economic stability (Nelson & Pound, 

2009). Studies often show that the primary economic benefi t to producers of joining standards and certifi cation systems is 

stable and secure market access (Asfaw, Mithofer, & Waibel, 2010; ITC, 2011a; Nelson & Pound, 2009). The extent to which 

this holds true in coffee chains was found to vary with buyers, as some establish durable relationships with producers, whereas 

others are much more market-oriented, switching back and forth and only making short-term contracts (Raynolds, 2009). 

Guaranteed minimum prices for Fairtrade-certifi ed farmers producing Rooibos tea in South Africa, for example, were an 

important buffer against fl uctuations in world prices for tea, especially during the sharp declines of 2006 and 2007 (Raynolds 

& Ngcwangu, 2010). Several studies in Nicaragua showed that the stable prices paid to farmers’ engaged in Fairtrade markets 

reduced their vulnerability to variability in commodity prices, as would be expected (Bacon, 2005; Valkila, 2009; Valkila, 

Haaparanta, & Niemi, 2010). Those engaged in Fairtrade of organic coffee, however, had to deal with lower yields and higher 

labor efforts, resulting in small net income benefi ts (Valkila, 2009; Valkila, et al., 2010).

Several studies illustrate the tradeoffs that may result from certifi cation. One, for example, compared the impacts of the 

Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, and C.A.F.E. Practices (Starbucks) certifi cations on smallholder coffee producers in Nicaragua 

(Ruben & Zuniga, 2011). It found that although Fairtrade provided better prices, farmers growing under the other two labels 

had higher yields and better-quality performance. Another study that randomly sampled conventional, organic, and organic/

Fairtrade-certifi ed cooperatives, also in Nicaragua, found that higher prices did not clearly translate into higher profi tability, 

and that organic and organic/Fairtrade farmers had become relatively poorer than conventional producers over the last decade 

(Beuchelt & Zeller, 2011). 

A shift from no- or low-shade to medium-shade production (of at least 70 trees and 12 species per hectare), as required for 

Rainforest Alliance (SAN-RA) certifi cation in Ghana, was found to result in reductions in yield of around 30 percent; price 

premiums and training in good practices need to counteract this to match the profi tability of high-input, full-sun systems 

(Victor, Gockowski, Agyeman, & Dziwornu, 2010). Overall, the effects of standards on yield and quality are variable and diffi cult 

to attribute to the standard per se, since most study designs are confounded by possible differences in preexisting conditions 

(ITC, 2011b).

Studies of the fair trade coffee value chain between Nicaragua and Finland suggest that farmers were paid only 7 percent more, 

while consumers paid on average 55 percent more (Valkila, et al., 2010). Most of the revenue gains were at the retailer end 

of the chain. Moreover, although engagement in fair trade organic production raises farmer incomes relative to conventional 

systems, the low volumes of coffee produced in low-intensity systems means that for most marginalized farmers, the gains 

are insuffi cient to escape poverty (Valkila, 2009). In relative terms, farmers received a smaller fraction of the retail price for fair 

trade coffee than the conventional product (Valkila, et al., 2010). Costs for distributors and retailers, it should be noted, may 

be higher because of lower volumes and marketing costs (ITC, 2011b). 

Joining certifi cation schemes may enhance business opportunities in ways other than just affecting profi ts. One study of 

fair trade coffee in Peru suggests that certifi ed farmers were more satisfi ed with technical assistance and agricultural inputs 
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compared to the control group (ITC, 2011b). A second study in Peru found that Fairtrade-certifi ed coffee producers were more 

satisfi ed with prices, technical assistance, market management services, and the bargaining power of their cooperatives than 

others. (Ruben & Fort, 2011). Fairtrade also appeared to make further specialization into organic production more likely, as 

attitudes toward risk changed and farmers became more entrepreneurial.

Several other studies have identifi ed technical assistance, credit access, and opportunities to diversify income sources as other 

economic benefi ts (Nelson & Pound, 2009). Fair trade Bolivian coffee growers, for example, appear to benefi t from capacity-

building activities that improve the quality of the coffee and the farmers’ business management skills (Imhof & Lee, 2007). 

Capacity building, it should be noted, is typically not inherent to the standards themselves (Tallontire, et al., 2011). Certifi ed 

organic producers of soy and vegetables in China saw stable market and technical support from the contracting organic 

company as key benefi ts (Oelofse, et al., 2010).

Other positive economic impacts under Fairtrade schemes include access to credit (Nelson & Pound, 2009) Under FLO 

standards, the pre-fi nancing of production by buyers is an important potential benefi t for small producers. In practice it is 

not always available, especially in market-driven buyer relationships and for commodities apart from coffee (Raynolds, 2009). 

Overall, evidence of positive economic and other business-related impacts comes mostly from studies of the effects of 

Fairtrade certifi cation. There are examples within these studies, however, where expected premiums are not secured or 

otherwise do not result in measureable positive economic outcomes when yields and other costs are taken into account.

Social Impacts
Social criteria in standards tend to focus most on International Labour Organization conventions addressing health and safety 

and employment conditions (Potts, et al., 2010). Some standards also have criteria related to gender, employee benefi ts, and 

community engagement.

Evidence of the positive impacts of certifi cation and standards on living and working conditions comes primarily from the 

study of fair trade and ethical trade systems (ITC, 2011b). A few of the studies have sound research designs that enable clear 

attribution. 

Arnould and colleagues’ study of small producers in Transfair cooperatives with matched controls in Nicaragua, Peru, and 

Guatemala documented signifi cant but uneven impacts of certifi cation on education and health (Arnould, et al., 2009). That 

study showed that participation in certifi ed schemes increased the likelihood that children would be in school. Inferences in 

most other studies about social impacts are more indirect or lacked a proper control group. Rubens notes that Fairtrade farm-

ers have larger farms than non-Fairtrade-farmers, and this factor was not controlled for in making comparisons (Lebel, 2012).

Another study of Fairtrade-certifi ed bananas in Ghana compared 50 worker households from a certifi ed cooperative with 

another 50 affi liated with a noncertifi ed cooperative (Ruben & van Schendel, 2008). Matching was done based on factors such 

as household size, age, education, and land assets. No difference between certifi ed and noncertifi ed workers was found in 

self-reported levels of job safety, satisfaction, or fairness. But the Fairtrade workers worked less, received lower salaries, and 

had lower total family income. 

A study of four groups of Kenyan farmers with varying levels of engagement with fair trade for a range of products found 

evidence that certifi ed farmers were more satisfi ed with living conditions and nutrition even after adjusting statistically for 

several possible selection biases (Becchetti & Constantino, 2008). 

The COSA study of coffee certifi cation standards versus conventional in Latin America found that two of four standards 

demonstrated improvements in the number of children attending school versus conventional (6–15 percent improvement) 

while the other two standards were the same as conventional. The study also found a modest reduction in at-risk populations 

of pregnant women and children in terms of their application of agrichemicals, though it also found no difference in the 

training provided on agrichemicals between conventional and certifi ed farms (Committee on Sustainability Assessment, 2011).
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Other less-rigorous, qualitative case studies and quantitative studies without adjustment for selection bias also provide mixed 

evidence. 

For example, a study of 469 households in Mexico comparing certifi ed and noncertifi ed farms found no signifi cant differences 

for livelihood-related variables such as education and migration, even though a higher price was received for certifi ed coffee 

(Mendez, et al., 2010). In this study, farms sold small volumes of coffee, and certifi ed farmers only sold some of their product 

at certifi ed prices. Although quantitative, the study did not adjust for possible preexisting differences.

A study in Kenya on EurepG.A.P. (the precursor to GlobalG.A.P.) noted that, apart from fi nancial benefi ts, adopters also 

benefi ted from improved hygiene and safety on-farm (Asfaw, et al., 2010). Although GlobalG.A.P. in general appears to help 

improve health and safety on farms, questions have been raised about the effectiveness of certifi cation for achieving this 

objective, especially for women and temporary workers (Bain, 2010). 

A set of case studies of fl owers in Kenya, fruit in South Africa, and fl owers and vegetables in Zambia suggest that various codes 

of conduct (including those of GlobalG.A.P. and the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI)) did not necessarily lead to better outcomes 

for women or informal workers (Tallontire, Dolan, Smith, & Barrientos, 2005). Women’s access to labor rights, for example, 

can be constrained because of their “casual” status and the use of third-party labor contractors (Barrientos & Smith, 2007). 

The promotion of gender equity is a requirement under FLO standards for Fairtrade, but actual achievement has been under-

investigated (Tallontire, et al., 2012). A study of a Fairtrade coffee cooperative in Guatemala identifi ed three main areas of 

weakness: voting and democratic participation; nonagricultural income programs; and support for female coffee producers 

(Lyon, 2008). A review of studies of gender equity within fair trade/organic coffee producer organizations in Latin America 

found evidence of signifi cant positive impacts, with women’s organizations having greater access to certifi ed coffee networks, 

gaining control over farm practices, and having cash incomes (Lyon, Bezuary, & Mutersbaugh, 2010). The risk is that opportuni-

ties may reinforce traditional gender roles and increase workloads without corresponding benefi ts (Lyon, 2008).

The ETI, which is well-established in U.K. supermarkets, has developed standards focused on labor practices. Several stud-

ies of the ETI have shown that suppliers violate the codes of corporate buyers, for example by using short-term contracts, 

reducing wages, and requiring unpredictable overtime (Smith & Barrientos, 2005). Other studies of the ETI in Africa have 

critiqued auditing processes for failing to detect poor working conditions, underlining a lack of transparency and accountability 

(Blowfi eld & Dolan, 2008). Also, studies on the ETI and supermarket labor codes suggest that benefi ts may accrue for per-

manent workers, but not so clearly for casual labor (who often are women) (Barrientos & Smith, 2007; Tallontire, et al., 2005). 

In another study, certifi ed organic producers of citrus in Brazil perceived improved health outcomes as an important benefi t 

of certifi cation (Oelofse, et al., 2010). In the corresponding conventional system there was a high use of pesticides.

Several certifi cation and standards systems make reference to contributions to community development. Under fair trade 

schemes, for example, some funds are directly assigned to local communities. Small farmer cooperatives producing Rooibos 

tea in South Africa receive a $US 0.66 social premium per kilo, whereas on estates using hired labor the premium was $US 

1.57 per kilo to refl ect different production costs and ensure that benefi ts go to workers (Raynolds & Ngcwangu, 2010). Social 

premiums are used to fund processing improvements, local schools, and other community projects (Blowfi eld & Dolan, 2010). 

A key issue for empowerment is whether growers or local residents have a say in how the social premiums from fair trade 

schemes are spent. Here fi ndings are mixed (Bacon, 2010; ITC, 2011b). One study of Fairtrade tea in Kenya characterized the 

allocation of premiums to development as largely “by patronage and exclusion” (Dolan, 2010)—a far cry from the intended 

impacts. Decisions on how benefi ts would be shared were made by a Social Premium Committee—the composition of which 

was critical. Tea farmers themselves would rather receive higher prices and resented that benefi ts went to others living in the 

community who did not grow tea (Blowfi eld & Dolan, 2010). 

Moberg describes how social premiums from the sale of certifi ed bananas were returned to Windward Island communities and 

contributed to development projects (Moberg, 2005). The funds were spent on weeding machinery to replace herbicides as 
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well as to build schools, improve roads, provide training programs for youth, support travel to school from remote areas, and 

provide health insurance. At the same time, farmers in this study noted that the higher prices received for certifi ed bananas 

were, at the individual level, largely offset by higher labor costs and in some cases lower yields. Less-tangible social benefi ts 

included opportunities to be part of democratic community organizations. 

A study of Fairtrade-certifi ed bananas in Costa Rica found evidence of higher investments in education and training in Fairtrade 

households even though incomes were not different. This effect was attributed to collective decision making around the use of 

social premiums (Zúñiga-Arias & Segura, 2008). In their extensive review of Fairtrade studies, Nelson and Pound (2009) found 

many positive examples of participation in standards, but most of the studies covered did not have proper counterfactuals.

In summary, evidence of the positive impacts of certifi cation and standards on living and working conditions as well as com-

munity empowerment and development primarily come from the study of fair trade certifi cation. Not many studies, however, 

have had rigorous designs.

Indirect Impacts: Infl uences and Interactions
Agricultural standards and certifi cation systems can infl uence the behavior of actors apart from producers as well as interact 

with other rules and regulations, resulting in complex trajectories of change. These “indirect” impacts are called “infl uences 

and interactions” in this review.

Small Producers
Above it has been noted that Fairtrade, SAN-RA, and other schemes make a signifi cant effort to engage small producers. In 

some certifi cation systems, however, such as GlobalG.A.P., there is evidence that stringent standards tend to exclude small 

producers (ITC, 2011a). GlobalG.A.P. differs from other standards in being an industry standard strongly driven by the interests 

of European retailers. There are several reasons why this system tends to exclude small producers. Studies of horticultural 

exports from Kenya to the United Kingdom, for example, found that important factors included high investment costs to meet 

post-harvest processing requirements, ensure traceability, and be responsive to orders by buyers (Dolan & Humphrey, 2000, 

2004). Similarly, economic burdens for joining GlobalG.A.P. on smallholders are substantial. In Chile, annual costs for the 

certifi cation of fruit farms were estimated at $US 600, regardless of fi rm size (Bain, 2010). In addition, small-scale vegetable 

growers adopting GlobalG.A.P. standards in Kenya had larger asset holdings, were wealthier, and had higher education and 

better access to services than non-adopters (Asfaw, et al., 2010). This underlines the care needed to take into account selection 

biases, if one is to identify impacts attributable to certifi cation. 

Those with few resources and in marginal or remote areas may fi nd it hard to comply with standards. Some systems, including 

many alternative trade organizations, make specifi c efforts to assist and provide access to marginalized groups (Arnould, et 

al., 2009). Some large fi rms, like Mars, Inc., have also expressed interest in capacity building with small producers as part of 

developing systems for cocoa.

A key challenge in trying to improve coverage and have an impact is that fi rms “closest to the standards are the fi rst to join” 

(see Appendix F). High requirements pose larger barriers to participation, and this may adversely affect overall participation 

rates and thus the impact of standards. A review of agro-food standards concluded that “standards that require more profound 

changes in farm management have higher positive impacts at the farm level” (Niggli, et al., 2011). There is thus a trade-off 

between the requirements of certifi cation on the one hand, and the level of adoption by fi rms and impacts on sustainability 

on the other (Cashore, Auld, Bernstein, & McDermott, 2007). 

Consumer Awareness
In agro-foods generally, consumers tend to identify labels associated with certifi cation schemes that have simple, undifferenti-

ated messages—for example, “organic” may be perceived as equivalent to “pesticide free”(Niggli, et al., 2011). Consumers are 
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not very consistent in their interpretation of what is “organic,” but concerns about health and safety are important motivations 

(Yiridoe, Bonti-Ankomah, & Martin, 2005).

Multiple labels with similar claims and sometimes contradictory advice create uncertainty and confuse consumers, and 

ultimately reduce the credibility of certifi cation systems (Horne, 2009; Jacquet, et al., 2010; Parkes, et al., 2010; Treves & Jones, 

2010).

Changes in awareness and attitudes do not directly translate into consistent buying practices. Fair trade consumers, for 

example, differ in their motivations. The purchasing habits of “active consumers” are unaffected by economic conditions, 

whereas others buy cheaper alternatives in economic downturns (Bondy & Talwar, 2011). The literature on agro-food standards 

suggest that levels of interest in certifi cation and willingness to pay vary among social groups and countries (Niggli, et al., 2011).

A study of organic wines shows that the practice of seeking third-party certifi cation can be separated from issues of disclosure 

through labels (Delmas & Grant, forthcoming). The benefi ts from certifi cation, such as improved product quality and reputa-

tion in the industry, are what result in a price premium for organic wines; adding an eco-label, however, reduces prices, as it 

is apparently viewed negatively by consumers. 

In the United Kingdom, government procurement and endorsement has also been important to the growth of Fairtrade 

(Preuss, 2009).

Overall, understanding of the impacts of certifi cation on consumer buying practices in the agro-food sector remains limited. 

More work is needed on how attitudes translate into practices and the importance of things like habits and perceptions—for 

example, if “organic” is considered a luxury good (Hobson, 2003; Yiridoe, et al., 2005).

Supply Chain Structure and Political Economy
Private governance among and between fi rms is infl uenced by and helps to shape the structure of value chains. Standards 

may make supply chains longer or shorter, thinner or wider (Dolan & Humphrey, 2004; ITC, 2011a). The restructuring of coffee 

chains, for example, has been observed in Indonesia following certifi cation, with changes to farmer organizations, changes 

to relationships between traders and farmers, and the consolidation of exporters and international traders (Neilson, 2008).

The infl uence of private sustainability standards on conventional supply chains may be limited (ITC, 2011a). The converse, 

however, is not the case: As fair trade coffee has been mainstreamed, some of the original tenets appear to be sacrifi ced, and 

small growers are put under increasing pressure (Raynolds, 2009). In the case of GlobalG.A.P., the standards system arose 

within the conventional chain, but it is not entirely clear whether this has resulted in changes in structure (de Battisti, et al., 

2009). The emergence and evolution of private voluntary standards and certifi cation in agro-foods refl ects elements of a com-

plex struggle over how food is produced and traded. The cases of GlobalG.A.P. and RSPO illustrate some of the key tensions.

GlobalG.A.P. is a business-to-business certifi cation scheme driven by retailers concerned, in particular, with managing food 

safety issues (Bain, 2010; see also Appendix D). Compliance is critical to gaining access to European markets for a range of 

product categories, particularly fresh fruit and vegetables (Bain, 2010; Jaffee & Masakure, 2005). Standards and certifi cation 

schemes enable food companies and retailers to engage in “hands-off” quality management (Dolan & Humphrey, 2004; 

Ouma, 2010; Ponte & Gibbon, 2005; Raynolds, 2004). 

Oil-palm agriculture is a signifi cant, immediate threat to biodiversity in Southeast Asia and Latin America (Butler & Laurance, 

2009; Wilcove & Koh, 2010). The RSPO, established in 2004, has addressed some of these concerns. The RSPO’s governance 

structures are dominated by industry, and this has hampered the introduction of more biodiversity-friendly conditions, such 

as banning expansion onto peat lands. Issues of noncompliance have arisen in terms of plantings expanding into recently 

deforested lands, raising questions about whether the RSPO is able to adequately monitor its members. These institutional 

problems are not insurmountable, but must be addressed or the RSPO risks being seen as “greenwashing ” (Laurance, et al., 

2010; Yaap, Struebig, Paoli, & Koh, 2010).
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The impacts of certifi cation are not independent of state regulations, stakeholder support, or market development (Bartley, 

2010, 2011). Their design and reform cannot be effectively undertaken without proper appreciation of interactions and pathways 

of change. The SAN-RA certifi cation for tea, for example, came about in response to Unilever commitments to sustainability. 

The SAN standards were found most compatible to Unilever’s sustainable agriculture standards. In the U.S., the government 

stepped in to harmonize a diverse and unregulated market where “organic” was being used in too many ways. (See Chapter 

4 in this report for more on these types of pathways and interactions.) 

Signifi cance and Conclusions
The evidence that sustainability certifi cation has positive impacts on the environment are modest. There is a bit more evidence 

about social and economic impacts, but fi ndings are mixed, including no-effect, negative, and positive examples. Most studies 

do not have suffi ciently rigorous designs to enable the unambiguous attribution of observations to certifi cation and standards 

systems. Limited evidence does not mean there has been no impact; rather, it means that for some claims the jury is still out 

and there is a need for more and better-quality research.

Many studies have compared the impacts of conventional and organic farming on chemical use, soil conditions, biodiversity, 

and land or energy use. This work helps understand the impacts of particular sets of practices and as such is a useful input to 

the design of standards and certifi cations systems (for example, in deciding what criteria to include and practices to encour-

age); but it does not, on its own, say anything about the impact of certifi cation. A good practice may be adopted for reasons 

that have nothing to do with certifi cation; conversely, a certifi cation system might change how various good practices are 

followed on a farm and these may interact. To evaluate the impacts of certifi cation requires properly designed comparisons 

between certifi ed and noncertifi ed farms. A good understanding of how particular practices can bring about particular on-the-

ground impacts is useful, but not suffi cient. This review, it should be underlined, is about assessing the impacts of certifi cation, 

not of organic farming or other specifi c agricultural practices. 

Continuing demand for sustainable agriculture implies pressures to produce more food on less land and with less impact. If 

voluntary private standards are going to contribute to this transformation, then certifi ed producers will have to become more 

resource effi cient and profi table than those who don’t certify. (See Chapter 5.)

Two-thirds of eco-label programs that responded to a World Resources Institute survey said they had studied or intended 

to study the environmental and social benefi ts of their programs (Big Room & World Resources Institute, 2010). But as this 

assessment underlines, rigorous studies are not all that common and for many programs are rare or nonexistent. The ISEAL 

Alliance has developed an impacts code to help certifi cation systems better monitor and evaluate the social and environmental 

effects of their work (ISEAL Alliance, 2010a). Lessons from past experience with certifi cation should guide the review and 

refi nement of such codes. 

Although this review focused on the impacts of certifi cation associated with particular private, voluntary standards, in the 

future more consideration should be given to the impacts of standards independently of certifi cation, as these represent norms 

that may be much more long-lasting than individual certifi cation systems or labels. In Norway, for example, many farmers are 

exiting organic certifi cation while continuing to farm by organic principles, even though this means they will no longer receive 

premium prices or government payments. Their reasons for opting out were mostly related to regulatory complexity and 

economic issues, such as being able to continue to sell produce through consumer-direct marketing (Flaten, Lien, Koesling, 

& Løes, 2010). 

This review has limitations in being qualitative and not comprehensive. There is a need for further systematic review of 

studies of the direct impacts and broader infl uences of agricultural standards and certifi cation systems. Given the diversity of 

agricultural systems and crops, it may be best to concentrate on a couple of key commodities, such as bananas, tea, coffee, 

and vegetables. Recent reviews like that of Blackman and Rivera (2011) provide an excellent starting point for work on direct 

on-the-ground impacts at the producer level. For broader infl uences on the commodity chain, the International Trade Centre 

has published a valuable initial review (ITC, 2011a, 2011b). At the same time, it must be acknowledged that there is only so 
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much that further reviews of existing work will achieve. A key conclusion from this review of agricultural studies is that the 

design of research to evaluate the impacts of certifi cation needs to be improved, and further studies with better-constructed 

counterfactuals need to be conducted. 
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Introduction
In the drive to determine the impacts of sustainability certifi cation, researchers have employed diverse approaches, including 

measuring changes in direct contamination to ecosystems (e.g., water quality upstream and downstream of certifi ed coffee 

farms), evaluating more holistic measures of ecological impact (e.g., the environmental performance of certifi ed hotels before 

and after certifi cation), and assessing the economic costs and benefi ts of competing certifi cation programs.

Despite these efforts, there exists a dearth of scientifi c research using credible methods to determine the impact of compliance 

with sustainability standards. In their review of the banana, coffee, fi sh, tourism, timber, and non-timber forest products sec-

tors, Blackman and Rivera (2010) found that just 14 studies had used methods that constructed a credible counterfactual or 

control – i.e., estimated the environmental or socioeconomic impacts that would have occurred in the absence of certifi cation. 

The low number of studies with credible counterfactuals is not surprising given the costs and logistical challenges of using 

the necessary experimental and quasi-experimental approaches. Such methods require assigning candidate operations to 

“certifi ed” and “non-certifi ed” groups, measuring baseline information, conducting the intervention (certifi cation), and then 

comparing performance at an appropriate time period post-intervention. While the quasi-experimental method is somewhat 

more fl exible, as it does not require random assignment to treatment groups, it does require that treatment group be “matched” 

to similar control operations, which can be non-trivial. To compensate for introduced uncertainties in matched approaches, 

high sample sizes are needed to provide meaningful results. And large sample sizes typically come at a high fi nancial cost. 

Despite these challenges, there is a consensus among the certifi cation community of practice and evaluation practitioners 

that understanding certifi cation’s impacts must be anchored in science and not opinion. We have therefore chosen to test 

an approach that relies on the rigor of the counterfactual but is not constrained by directly examining individual certifi cation 

programs or approaches. Instead, we have chosen to unbundle sustainability standards into individual practices, which we are 
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calling Better Management Practices (BMPs), and look for studies that test whether such BMPs reduce biological impacts on 

anthropogenically impacted systems. 

Using individual BMPs rather than certifi cation programs as the unit of investigation has several advantages. First, there is 

more literature on the effects of individual BMPs than on certifi cation programs. Agronomists, foresters, and fi sheries special-

ists have been studying aspects of the core tenets of sustainability outside of the certifi cation context for years. Second, fi nding 

a causal relationship between certifi cation programs and on-the-ground impacts requires knowing which practices were 

responsible for which effects. For example, if a certifi cation system happened to bundle two highly effective BMPs with fi ve 

slightly deleterious ones, the overall effect may be zero, but we would not know why. Third, there are a multitude of certifi cation 

programs bundling different BMPs. Answering the question, “What are the impacts of certifi cation?” leads to another question: 

“Which certifi cation program do we mean?”

We also believe that a BMP-based approach can contribute to two key certifi cation-related processes: (1) the development and/

or revision of certifi cation standards, and (2) the implementation of the ISEAL Impacts Code. The evolution of a certifi cation 

program’s standards requires an ongoing assessment (or one conducted at regular intervals) of what works and what does 

not. Information on the impacts of specifi c BMPs can inform that process in an invaluable way.  

The ISEAL Impacts Code requires that member organizations develop a Theory of Change (TOC), described under the head-

ing “Defi ning the Intended Change.” Here the Code requires managers to articulate the causal progression from activities to 

eventual impacts. While the Impacts Code provides detailed guidance on developing a meaningful monitoring system, less 

focus is placed on the methods and information needed to articulate and defend assumptions in the causal progression. In 

practical terms, compliance with the Code requires accessing the results of credible scientifi c studies that illuminate direct 

cause and effect related to individual BMPs.

We came into this project tasked with determining what is known about the impacts of certifi cation-related BMPs and high-

lighting areas in critical need of research. The goals of this manuscript are to present the fi rst results of an analysis that was 

severely constrained by time, and to assess the applicability of the methodology for future projects. 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. First, we describe the methods used to narrow our BMP list, fi nd appropri-

ate studies in the literature, and categorize the results we found. We then present the results of the analysis, discussing the 

most important fi ndings and observations along the way. We conclude with a summary of the most important gaps in the 

literature, the usefulness of the approach tested in this paper, and ideas for future work. 

Methods

Thematic Focus

Given the very tight timeline for this project, we had to focus our efforts on a subset of Better Management Practices. With 

more time and resources, our approach could be applied to a much more comprehensive list of BMPs, directly extracted and 

consolidated from each relevant certifi cation program’s standards. 

Our process of choosing BMPs to examine began with the following list of broad environmental thematic areas that were 

provided to us by the Assessment Steering Committee: 

• Ecosystem integrity (including land conversion)

• Biodiversity/habitat

• Water conservation

• Waste management (sewage, gray water, garbage) 

• Energy conservation

• Climate change 
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• Use and disposal of chemicals 

• Soil conservation 

• Commercial species (fi sheries)

Using this compilation as a starting point, we listed BMPs from the forestry, agriculture, and fi sheries sectors that were related 

to each thematic area, and also outlined the types of impacts we expected each BMP to have. Some BMPs fi t under multiple 

thematic areas. The complete list of BMPs considered can be found in Annex A. 

We then prioritized a subset of core BMPs that represented a variety of sectors and addressed multiple thematic areas and 

impacts. The master BMP list and subset of core BMPs were sent to the Steering Committee and ISEAL members for review 

and feedback. We received and responded to substantive comments from nine individuals. 

We revised both the master and core BMP lists as appropriate based on the feedback we received, and chose to focus the study 

on the following core BMPs. We provide a brief defi nition of each BMP and a summary of expected impacts. 

• Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides

The idea of set-asides is to leave a portion of the available land out of production as a natural refuge for species 

and ecosystem functions. This practice is diffi cult to defi ne, which complicates decisions about which studies 

fi t under this topic. For example, a streamside management zone (discussed below) could also be called a 

set-aside. The size and type of set-aside can vary dramatically and quickly reach a gray area of overlap with 

other conservation concepts such as matrix habitat and protected areas. There are many studies comparing the 

environmental effects of different land use activities (e.g., logging, agriculture) to natural areas. In principle, they 

could all be included (although we did not include land use studies in this analysis). 

• Creation of streamside management zones (in agriculture and forestry)

The creation of streamside management zones (SMZs), or stream buffers, is a long-established practice in for-

estry for controlling sediment and nutrient input into the stream, supplying shade for temperature control, and 

maintaining biological diversity along streams (Castelle et al. 1994). SMZs serve similar functions in agricultural 

systems. The practice is well-defi ned, making it relatively easy to determine which studies examine this BMP and 

which do not.

• Increased tree/canopy cover (in agroforestry systems)

The use of shade trees in tropical agriculture is a practice thought to have numerous benefi ts, such as a more 

stable and sustainable yield, a higher-quality product, lower water use, higher biodiversity, fewer pests, a reduced 

need for fertilizer, and better soil quality (Beer 1987). However, research suggests that benefi ts highly depend on 

the local situation and crop variety. Compared to streamside management zones and set-asides, this is a fairly 

narrow topic.

• Use of low-water irrigation and processing methods (for coff ee, cocoa, bananas)

While the usefulness of this BMP is immediately obvious—namely, reduced water use—it is unclear whether 

research will examine environmental effects beyond the direct reduction in water use.

• Adequate treatment of residual waters from processing (for coff ee, cocoa, bananas)

Treatment of residual waters from agricultural processing is anticipated to lead to increased downstream water 

quality and biodiversity, primarily through the removal of organic matter, which can reduce dissolved oxygen in 

downstream water bodies.
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• Use of natural fertilizers (including compost)

The use of natural rather than chemical fertilizers is expected to benefi t the environment through a reduction in 

nitrate leaching and associated eutrophication of nearby water bodies. 

• Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts

This BMP combines two relatively independent BMPs. Bycatch is measured directly, but similar to reduced 

water use, besides the obvious benefi t of survival of nontarget species, it is unclear whether such a reduction 

has meaningful effects on the whole marine environment, and if so, how to measure them. When considering 

habitat impacts in a narrow sense, bottom trawling seems to be the primary practice to be considered.

Study Retrieval

We employed a variety of methods for locating studies that examined the environmental effects of the seven BMPs. 

Strategically, we often started by identifying current reviews on relevant topics and following citations within those reviews. We 

identifi ed review papers and research papers directly by searching a variety of databases and search engines, including Biosis, 

Web of Science, Google, and Google Scholar. Web of Science also allowed us to identify recent papers that cited important 

older review papers. 

A fi rst selection of suitability for the database was made on the basis of the paper’s title. All studies with promising titles were 

investigated for inclusion into the database, fi rst by reading the abstract or summary, and, if still inconclusive, by reading the 

appropriate sections within the document. Once a study’s suitability was determined, the entire paper was read.

Research Assessment Framework

Aiming to focus solely on credible, scientifi cally sound research, we included in the database only those studies with experi-

mental or quasi-experimental research frameworks. The full list of information recorded for each study is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Information recorded for each BMP result

Information Defi nition/Categories

BMP examined Which of the BMPs from our core list were examined

Research framework Choose one:

• Experimental/randomization

• Matched design (quasi-experimental)

• Matched “before-after” design (quasi-experimental)

including post disturbance long-term studies

• Instrumental variables (quasi-experimental) 

Climate zone Choose one:

• Tropical

• Temperate

• Boreal

• Arctic

• Mixed

Country and continent Drop-down list

Study duration Number of years
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Information Defi nition/Categories

Independent variable Free-form description of the independent variable

Dependent variable Choose one:

• Species abundance/density

• Species viability

• Species fi tness

• Biodiversity

• Water quality

• Air quality

• Soil quality

• Structure (e.g., presence of downed wood or snags)

Taxonomic group or environmental feature being examined Drop-down list

Statistical tests performed Choose one:

• Correlation

• Regression

• ANOVA

• t-test

• Bayesian

• Monte Carlo

• Simulation

Signifi cance of results Choose one:

0  = no signifi cant relationship

+  = signifi cant result, positive direction 

–   = signifi cant result, negative direction 

Data were stored in a relational Access database created for this purpose.

Results and Discussion
We examined the titles of thousands of papers. Of these, we identifi ed 171 papers with titles that were directly related to our 

core BMPs. We determined that 87 of them were suitable for inclusion in the database. Most often, studies were rejected 

because they combined multiple BMPs in a way that did not allow us to determine the impacts of individual BMPs separately. 

For example, studies that compared organic farms and conventional farms were typically not included in our approach, 

because it was usually impossible to attribute signifi cant differences between these two groups to the implementation of a 

single BMP (since the organic farms typically implemented multiple BMPs, such as the use of natural fertilizers, streamside 

management zones, and shallow-tilling methods). Studies that did not use an experimental or quasi-experimental methodol-

ogy were also excluded from the database.

Some of the 87 studies included in the database examined multiple BMP results separately and were therefore given separate entries 

in the database. This explains the discrepancy between the 87 papers in our bibliography and the 111 entries in our database. 
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Number of Database Entries per BMP

We were able to fi nd credible, relevant papers for fi ve of the seven chosen BMPs (Table 2). We found the highest number of 

relevant studies (36) for the BMP “Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides.” 

For the two water-related BMPs—“Use of low-water irrigation and processing methods” and “Adequate treatment of residual waters 

from processing”—we were unable to fi nd any credible studies. We expect we would have found some studies if we had had more 

time and a more in-depth knowledge of the technical language surrounding irrigation, processing, and water-treatment methods. 

Table 2. Number of database entries per BMP

BMP Number of Database Entries

 Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides 36

Creation of streamside management zones 22

Increased tree/canopy cover (in agroforestry systems) 12

Use of low-water irrigation and processing methods 0

Adequate treatment of residual waters from processing  0

Use of natural fertilizers (including compost) 15

Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts 20

Number of Database Entries by Climate Zone and Geopolitical Region

As shown in Table 3, the majority of studies included in our database—77—were conducted in the temperate climate zone. 

The second most common climate zone was tropical, with 14 entries. This result is not surprising and lends support to the 

commonly held belief that research efforts are consistently biased toward sites in developed countries, which are nearly all 

located in the temperate zone.

Table 3.  Climate zone in which the studies were conducted, by BMP

BMP Climate Zone

Tropical Temperate Boreal Arctic Mixed

Creation and restoration of 

natural ecosystem set-asides
- 31 4 - 1

Creation of streamside 

management zones
1 17 4 -

Increased tree/canopy cover 

(in agroforestry systems)
6 6 - - -

Use of low-water irrigation 

and processing methods
- - - - -

Adequate treatment of 

residual waters from 

processing 

- - - - -

Use of natural fertilizers 

(including compost)
1 14 - - -

Use of fi shing methods 

that minimize bycatch and 

adverse habitat impacts

6 9 - 2 3

TOTAL 14 77 8 2 4
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The bias toward research in temperate zones also manifests itself after separating the data by sociopolitical region (Table 4). 

Here we see that the majority of research included in our study was conducted in Europe, the United States, and Canada. 

Studies are particularly depauperate in Africa, Asia, and South America.

Interestingly, studies that examined set-asides and streamside management zones were nearly exclusively 

located in Europe, Canada, and the United States. Studies that examined tree/canopy cover in agroforestry 

systems were exclusively located in Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean. Perhaps not surprisingly, research 

on fi shing methods to minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts was distributed most evenly around the globe.

Table 4. Sociopolitical region in which the studies were conducted, by BMP

BMP Region

North 
America 
(minus 
Mexico)

Mexico, 
Central 
America, 
Caribbean

South 
America

Europe Africa Asia Australia Global

Creation and restoration 

of natural ecosystem 

set-asides

9 - - 26 - - - 1

Creation of streamside 

management zones
17 - - 5 - - - -

Increased tree/canopy 

cover (in agroforestry 

systems)

- 12 - - - - - -

Use of low-water 

irrigation and processing 

methods

- - - - - - - -

Adequate treatment of 

residual waters from 

processing 

- - - - - - - -

Use of natural fertilizers 

(including compost)
7 - - 6 1 1 - -

Use of fi shing methods 

that minimize bycatch 

and adverse habitat 

impacts

4 - 2 4 2 - 5 3

TOTAL 37 12 2 41 3 1 5 4

Study Duration and Methodology

We were interested in understanding whether the conventional wisdom that there is a dearth of long-term impact studies using 

experimental or quasi-experimental design holds true for the examined BMPs. 

As shown in Table 5, short-term studies (less than one year in duration) were indeed the majority, with 50 out of 94 database 

entries in this category. More surprising, however, was the relatively high number of long-term studies (more than fi ve years in 

duration). This category was dominated by studies related to the BMP “Fishing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse 

habitat impacts” (12 database entries) and “Use of natural fertilizers” (8 studies). The BMP “Increased tree/canopy cover” was 

exclusively studied using the short-term timeframe.
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Table 5. Study duration, by BMP

BMP Study Duration

< 1 Year 2-5 Years > 5 Years

Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides 17 6 5

Creation of streamside management zones 17 3 2

Increased tree/canopy cover (in agroforestry systems) 12 - -

Use of low-water irrigation and processing methods - - -

Adequate treatment of residual waters from processing  - - -

Use of natural fertilizers (including compost) 1 4 8

Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat 

impacts
3 4 12

TOTAL 50 17 27

Table 6 shows that studies employing an experimental methodology (in which samples are randomly assigned to a treatment 

or control group) are more common than we had expected, with 18 studies using this method. Most common was the 

matched quasi-experimental methodology, with 60 studies.

Table 6. Study methodology used, by BMP

BMP Methodology

Experimental Matched Matched Before-After

Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem 

set-asides
4 21 11

Creation of streamside management zones 3 16 2

Increased tree/canopy cover (in agroforestry 

systems)
- 12 -

Use of low-water irrigation and processing 

methods
- - -

Adequate treatment of residual waters from 

processing 
- - -

Use of natural fertilizers (including compost) 4 11

Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and 

adverse habitat impacts
7 - 13

TOTAL 18 60 26

What Was Measured: Variables Related to Species/Community Health and Environmental Quality 

For each study, we assigned the dependent variable into one of eight pre-determined categories, shown in Table 7. Thus we 

are able to see which studies looked at biological measures of impact, such as species abundance or biodiversity, and which 

looked at environmental-quality variables, such as water or air quality.

The results show that the majority of database entries examined the species/community variables (78). In some ways, the 

match between BMP and dependent variables was intuitive (e.g., the vast majority of studies examining the BMP “Use of 

natural fertilizers” had the dependent variable “soil quality”). A high number of studies used species abundance/density as 

the dependent variable (51). 
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Table 7. The dependent variable category studied, by BMP

BMP Species/Community Health Environmental Quality

Abundance/

Density

Viability Fitness Biodiversity Water 
Quality

Air 
Quality

Soil 
Quality

Structure*

Creation and 

restoration of natural 

ecosystem set-asides

11 3 2 15 - 2 1 2

Creation of stream-

side management 

zones

11 - 1 2 5 - 1 2

Increased tree/canopy 

cover (in agroforestry 

systems)

10 1 - 1 - - - -

Use of low-water irri-

gation and processing 

methods

- - - - - - - -

Adequate treatment 

of residual waters 

from processing 

- - - - - - - -

Use of natural 

fertilizers (including 

compost)

1 - 1 - - - 13 -

Use of fi shing meth-

ods that minimize 

bycatch and adverse 

habitat impacts

18 - - 1 - - - 1

TOTAL 51 4 4 19 5 2 15 5

Signifi cance and Directionality of Relationships

The following series of tables shows, for each BMP, the number of studies examining each dependent variable, and the targeted 

taxonomic group. The relationship is either signifi cant in the positive direction (+), signifi cant in the negative direction (–), or 

not signifi cant. 

To illustrate the approach, let us examine the fi rst row of data in Table 8. Here we see that a total of 11 studies tested how the 

creation and restoration of set-asides affected the abundance or density of a species. Looking under the heading (+) we see 

that in seven studies, the creation of set-asides led to an increase in the abundance or density of species. One of those seven 

studies looked at fl ora or fauna generally, four looked at bird species, one looked at insects, and one looked at microbes. 

Moving on to the column (0), we see that three studies (one on insects, one on fl ora/fauna, and one on invertebrates) found 

no signifi cant relationship between set asides and species abundance/density. Finally, in column (–) we see that one study of 

insects found that set-aside creation and restoration actually led to a decrease in the abundance or density of species. 

For the most part, Tables 8 through 12 reveal positive relationships between the BMPs and the dependent variables measured 

in the studies.  
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Table 8. For the BMP “Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides,” the number of studies for each taxonomic 

group that showed a signifi cantly positive relationship to the dependent variable (+), no signifi cant relationship (0), or a 

signifi cantly negative relationship (–) 

Dependent Variable Number of Studies + 0 – 

Species/Community Health

Abundance/Density 11

1 fl ora/fauna

4 birds

1 insects

1 microbes

1 insects

1 fl ora/fauna

1 invertebrates 

1 insects

Viability 3
2 fl ora/fauna 

1 invertebrates

Fitness 2 1 birds 1 herps

Biodiversity 15

1 fl ora/fauna

1 birds

2 invertebrates

3 insects

2 vegetation

1 fl ora/fauna

1 mammals

1 birds

2 vegetation

1 insects

Environmental Quality

Water -

Air 2
2 greenhouse gas 

reduction

Soil 1 1 soil chemistry

Structure 2 1 fl ora/fauna 1 insects

TOTAL 36 21 (58%) 13 (36%) 2 (6%)
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Table 9. For the BMP “Creation of streamside management zones,” the number of studies for each taxonomic group that 

showed a signifi cantly positive relationship to the dependent variable (+), no signifi cant relationship (0), or a signifi cantly 

negative relationship (–)

Dependent Variable
Number of 
Studies

+ 0 –

Species/Community Health

Abundance/Density

11

2 herps

1 insects

1 vegetation

2 zooplankton

1 mammals

3 herpetofauna

1 birds

Viability -

Fitness 1 1 herpetofauna

Biodiversity
2

1 insects

1 macro-invertebrates

Environmental Quality

Water 
5

3 chemistry/ 

particulates

2 chemistry/ 

particulates

Air -

Soil 1 1 soil chemistry

Structure 2 2 vegetation

TOTAL 22 13 (59%) 9 (41%) 0
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Table 10. For the BMP “Increased tree/canopy cover,” the number of studies for each taxonomic group that showed a signifi -

cantly positive relationship to the dependent variable (+), no signifi cant relationship (0), or a signifi cantly negative relationship 

(–)

Dependent Variable Number of Studies + 0 – 

Species/Community Health

Abundance/Density

9
2 birds

1 insects

1 bats

2 birds

1 insects

1 vegetation

1 birds

Viability 1 1 ants

Fitness -

Biodiversity 1 1 ants

Environmental Quality

Water -

Air -

Soil -

Structure -

TOTAL 11 4 (36%) 5 (45%) 2 (18%)

Table 11. For the BMP “Use of natural fertilizers,” the number of studies for each taxonomic group that showed a signifi cantly 

positive relationship to the dependent variable (+), no signifi cant relationship (0), or a signifi cantly negative relationship (–)

Dependent Variable Number of Studies + 0 –

Species/Community Health

     Abundance/Density 1 1 vegetation

     Viability -

     Fitness 1 1 vegetation

     Biodiversity -

Environmental Quality

     Water -

     Air -

     Soil 13
3 soil leaching

1 soil chemistry 

3 soil leaching

1 soil chemistry 

3 soil loss

1 soil leaching

1 soil chemistry

     Structure -

TOTAL 15 6 (40%) 4 (27%) 5 (33%)
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Table 12. For the BMP “Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts,” the number of studies for 

each taxonomic group that showed a signifi cantly positive relationship to the dependent variable (+), no signifi cant relationship 

(0), or a signifi cantly negative relationship (–) 

Dependent Variable Number of Studies + 0 – 

Species/Community Health

Abundance/Density 18

1 mammals

9 fi sh

3 birds

5 invertebrates

Viability -

Fitness -

Biodiversity 1 1 fi sh

Environmental Quality

Water quality -

Air quality -

Soil quality -

Structure 1 1 seafl oor structure

TOTAL 20 20 (100%) 0 0

Conclusion

How Does the BMP-Based Approach Characterize Existing Research?

Based on our analysis of 111 studies that examined the impacts of seven core BMPs on measures of species/community health 

and environmental quality using experimental or quasi-experimental methods, we draw the following conclusions: 

• Research on environmental impacts in the forestry, agriculture, and fi sheries sectors is conducted dispropor-

tionately in the temperate climate zone (versus tropical, boreal, or arctic), and disproportionately in the United 

States, Canada, and Europe (Tables 3 and 4).

• Short-term studies (less than one year in duration) were most common, comprising 50 out of 94 database 

entries. More surprising, however, was the relatively high number of long-term studies (more than fi ve years) for 

the BMPs “Fishing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts” (12 database entries) and “Use 

of natural fertilizers” (8 studies) (Table 5). 

• Studies employing an experimental methodology to determine the impacts of BMPs are more common than 

we had expected, with 18 studies using this method (one-fi fth of the total database). Most common was the 

matched quasi-experimental methodology, with 60 studies (Table 6).

• In general, a large body of work exists on the impacts of BMPs on species abundance and density, with less 

conducted on more complex biological variables such as viability and fi tness (Table 7). 

• For the BMPs “Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides” and “Creation of streamside manage-

ment zones,” more than half of examined studies (58% and 59%, respectively) found a signifi cantly positive 

relationship between BMP implementation and species/community and environmental dependent variables. For 

the BMP “Increased tree/canopy cover,” a positive relationship was found just over one-third of the time (36%), 

and for the BMP “Use of natural fertilizers,” 40% were positively signifi cant. All of the 20 studies that 
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examined the BMP “Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts” found that 

BMP implementation positively affected the dependent variables.

• For some BMPs, negative relationships were found between BMP implementation and the dependent variables. 

Most noteworthy was that one-third of studies testing the BMP “Use of natural fertilizers” found that implemen-

tation negatively affected soil quality. 

• We intentionally included only those studies that used rigorous, credible experimental or quasi-experimental 

methods in this analysis. We did not have trouble fi nding such papers, and given a longer timeframe could 

certainly have analyzed more. The exceptions were the water-related BMPs (“Use of low-water irrigation and 

processing methods” and “Adequate treatment of residual waters from processing”), for which we found no 

relevant papers. Further investigation and consultation with agronomists will reveal whether the lack of suitable 

papers for these BMPs was due to a lack of understanding of technical terminology about irrigation and treat-

ment methods, or whether there is truly a lack of relevant research. 

• In the fi sheries sector, we were surprised to fi nd a lack of research related to the destruction of habitat from 

dredging. Also noteworthy in this sector was the prevalence of shifting baselines and inadequate timeframes 

(although this BMP scored relatively well in the number of studies of more than fi ve years in duration). 

• Research on the impacts of BMPs on community structure was notably scarce. Particularly in the fi sheries 

sector, we expected to fi nd research related to trophic cascades and multi-species interactions, but did not. 

• We observed that studies examining the effects of BMPs on water and soil quality tended to focus on measure-

ments at local sites and did not often examine downstream effects. 

• In general, further research is needed to decouple the application of a BMP from the variable “time since 

disturbance,” to determine whether a positive effect is due to BMP application or simply the passage of time 

post-disturbance. 

Assessing the Methodology

We are pleased with this fi rst application of the BMP-based approach and feel that with additional time and resources it could 

contribute in a meaningful way to (1) the dialogue on certifi cation’s impacts, (2) the development and revision of certifi cation 

standards, and (3) the articulation and defense of assumptions in an organization’s causal progression from activities to 

impacts (or Theory of Change), as required by the ISEAL Impacts Code. 

To make these contributions, the methodology must be broadened in two directions. First, it must be applied to a larger range 

of BMPs. A systematic catalogue of BMPs from the standards of all relevant certifi cation programs would provide the scope 

needed. Second, we must delve deeper into each research paper, drawing out nuances that will allow us to go from statements 

such as “nine studies showed a positive relationship between set-asides and biodiversity” to statements such as, for example, 

“nine studies showed a positive relationship between set-asides and biodiversity, but only when the set-asides were over 50 

hectares in size and were within 200 km of source populations.” This would allow us to more fully identify and incorporate the 

complexities inherent to these biological systems, including situations where an increase in a particular species’ abundance/

density is actually a negative impact on ecosystem health.  

We feel that with adequate time and fi nancial resources this BMP-based approach could access a diverse and rigorous body 

of work that is highly relevant to certifi cation but as yet untapped in a systematic way. We hope to use these fi rst steps as a 

springboard for future investigation.
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Annex A. Better Management Practices and Expected Impacts

Environmental Area 
of Interest

Better Management Practices  and Expected Impacts 
(highest priority BMPs highlighted red)

Ecosystem Integrity 

(including land conversion)

BMPs:

• Prohibition on conversion from forest to plantation or from forest to 

agricultural land

• Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides to increase con-

nectivity and functionality

• Fire prevention and control, and restricted use of fi re as a tool for pest and 

disease management 

• Minimization of smalland large-scale drainage of swamps, forests, and 

farmland 

 Impacts:

• Creation and maintenance of contiguous natural (undegraded) habitats/

ecosystems

Biodiversity/Habitat BMPs:

• Increased tree/canopy cover (in agroforestry systems)

• Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides to provide habitat

• Restrictions on hunting, collecting, and fi shing

• Retention of key habitat features such as standing dead wood and coarse 

woody debris

• Restricting practices done in high-conservation-value forests to those that 

maintain integrity and extent 

• Prohibition on transgenic crops 

• Wildlife protection program that includes community education, com-

munication, and monitoring 

 Impacts: 

• Adequate habitat for species (especially rare, threatened, and endangered 

species) and ecological processes

• Maintenance of viable populations of resident threatened or range-restricted 

species 
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Water Conservation BMPs:

• Creation of streamside management zones (in agriculture and forestry)

• Treatment of wastewater 

• Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides

• Use of low-water irrigation and processing methods (for coffee, cocoa, 

bananas)

• Banning of certain toxic chemicals 

• Reduction in use of chemicals (e.g., use of Integrated Crop Management 

and Integrated Pest Management principles)

• Restricting roadbuilding and cattle access to water bodies 

• Restricted withdrawal of water from aquifers and vulnerable water bodies

• Minimization of smalland large-scale drainage of swamps, forests, and 

farmland

Impacts:

• Good water quality

• Maintenance of aquifer and stream volumes (in agriculture)

• Reduced water use

Waste Management (sewage, 

gray water, garbage) 

BMPs:

• Adequate treatment of residual waters from processing 

• Recycling , re-use, and reduction in the generation of debris

• Restricted use of open air burning

• Restricted use of waste dumps

Impacts:

• Reduction in area required for landfi lls

• Improved soil, water, and air quality

Energy Conservation BMPs:

• Use of on-site debris for energy (e.g., anaerobic digesters, wood residues) 

• Use of energy-effi cient methods and supplies (e.g., compact fl uorescent 

light bulbs)

Impacts:

• Lower energy consumption and associated environmental benefi ts
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Climate Change BMPs:

• Increased tree/canopy cover (in agroforestry systems)

• Use of fallow techniques, conservation tillage systems, vegetative ground-

covers, and no-burning policies (in agriculture)

• Fire prevention and control, and restricted use of fi re as a tool for pest and 

disease management 

• Results of soil analysis are used as the basis for fertilizer amount and type

• Minimization of small and large-scale drainage of swamps, forests, and 

farmland

Impacts:

• Reduced greenhouse gas emissions

• Increased carbon sequestration

• Improved soil carbon retention

• Improved preparedness (adaptation) for climate change

Use and Disposal of Chemicals BMPs:

• Use of natural fertilizers (including composting)

• Banning of certain toxic chemicals (World Health Organization categories I 

and II and others?) 

• Reduction in use of chemicals (e.g., use of Integrated Crop Management 

and Integrated Pest Management principles)

• Responsible chemical management and application (warehouse for chemi-

cals, spill prevention protocols, adequate labeling and disposal) 

• Results of soil analysis are used as the basis for fertilizer amount and type

Impacts:

• Improved water and soil quality
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Soil Conservation BMPs:

• Creation of streamside management zones (in agriculture and forestry)

• Creation and restoration of natural ecosystem set-asides

• Use of natural fertilizers (including composting)

• Low-erosion road building and extraction methods, especially on slopes 

• Terracing and barriers made of bamboo, logs, or stone to prevent erosion 

and mudslides (in agriculture) 

• Use of fallow techniques, conservation tillage systems, vegetative ground-

covers, and no-burning policies (in agriculture)

• Results of soil analysis are used as the basis for fertilizer amount and type

Impacts:

• Reduced erosion

• Increased soil quality 

Commercial Species (fi sheries) BMPs:

• Use of fi shing methods that minimize bycatch and adverse habitat impacts 

• Mechanisms to limit or close fi sheries when designated catch limits are 

reached

• Establishment of no-take zones where appropriate

• Implementation of a fi shery operational plan that minimizes operational 

waste such as lost fi shing gear, oil spills, and on-board spoilage of catch

• Food sourced for domesticated animals (e.g., aquaculture) do not threaten 

wild animal populations 

Impacts:

• Maintenance and re-establishment of healthy populations of targeted 

species

• Reduction in bycatch incidences 

• Maintenance of ecosystem integrity 
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The Information Gap and Its Causes
While certifi cation and voluntary standards systems show substantial promise in addressing many of the critical market, 

institutional, and government failures that lead to unsustainable production practices, there remains limited credible evidence 

of their impacts. The reasons for this information gap are multidimensional and can be summarized as follows:

1. Diff ering defi nitions of sustainability
Certifi cation is an attempt to codify key societal values related to sustainability. Sustainability is a hugely complex 

and politically charged concept that includes social, economic, and ecological parameters. Consequently, the 

term sustainability means different things to different actors along any given commodity value chain, so the codi-

fi cation of values is important to get “right,” as it determines what should get measured. There remains a good 

deal of negotiation around the codifi cation of these values, as evidenced by the range of existing certifi cation 

schemes and proliferation of new ones. Further, standards differentiate themselves in an effort to achieve market 

competitiveness or niche identifi cation (e.g., Fairtrade with a social focus versus organic with an ecological or 

human health focus). This differentiation for competitive advantage has diluted uptake and hindered the develop-

ment of systematic and consistent approaches for evaluating impacts both up the supply chain and from the 

production unit down. 

2. The continuous evolution of standards
In an effort to improve and innovate over time, standards are regularly revised to incorporate new information. 

This dynamism makes it diffi cult to measure change over time and to isolate the cause and effect for a particular 

independent variable. 

3. A focus on practice over results in standards development and verifi cation processes
Because the majority of sustainability standards are practice-based instead of results-based, relevant outcome 

or impact information is not readily available. For many standards, the primary method of data collection—the 

audit process—tends to be focused on assuring compliance with a given set of better management practices 

(BMPs). This means that an additional investigative effort is required to generate information on whether or 

not a given BMP delivers the desired sustainability outcome. Due to resource constraints, this additional step is 

rarely undertaken. 
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4. The lack of a counterfactual in study design
Where studies have been conducted, very few provide solid evidence of attribution through a counterfactual 

analysis (i.e., what would have happened in the absence of the intervention or change in independent variable). 

As the certifi cation community attempts to make generalized claims about the sustainability outcomes of differ-

ent standards, it is critical to be able to demonstrate causality. 

While factors one and two result in an idiosyncratic landscape and challenge the ability to constructively evaluate the impacts 

of certifi cation as an entire movement, factors three and four have caused diffi culties in demonstrating or verifying the 

sustainability claims (in terms of improved ecological, social, and economic conditions) of any given standard at any point 

in time. The fi rst two factors will likely remain challenges going forward. The latter two, however, can be addressed through 

improved standards defi nition and research design principles, and ideally, can mitigate factors one and two by providing critical 

information for understanding the feasibility of attaining specifi c sustainability criteria and ongoing innovation of the standards. 

Accordingly, the next section outlines some key insight for improving practices for factors three and four. 

Improving Our Ability to Demonstrate Impact
Owing to the lack of “on-the-ground” evidence of certifi cation impacts, this section is particularly focused on improving meth-

ods and approaches for substantiating sustainability claims. Thus these recommendations pertain to efforts to demonstrate 

the fundamental premises of sustainability standards systems at the level of the management unit. Because all other impacts 

(e.g., changes in the number of companies prioritizing certifi ed products, the number of operations opting for certifi cation, 

consumer choice, etc.) are ultimately dependent on these claims being genuinely real, priority has been placed on improv-

ing efforts to capture these on-the-ground impacts. This section discusses how to better measure what happens from the 

production or management unit down, rather than examining how certifi cation standards generate change up the value chain 

to consumer behavior and institutional frameworks. 

Certifi cation systems are operating in dynamic conditions, and we cannot expect perfect knowledge. However, we can structure 

processes to improve action learning and formulate questions to better comprehend the implications for sustainability objec-

tives. Important cumulative ecological impacts (such as species viability and ecosystem services quantity and quality) are hard 

to defi ne and measure; it is much easier to evaluate resource stocks such as fi sheries or forestry under improved management 

practices, or to defi ne known challenges such as waste management or agrochemical application safety requirements and then 

defi ne actions that will address the problem. This is why many standards systems have practice-based sustainability criteria. 

Practice-based standards require an additional layer of research and effort to demonstrate results and impact. This extra layer 

requires extra funds and is diffi cult to conduct in a comprehensive manner across geographies and sectors. Thus there is very 

little credible evidence of on-the-ground impacts in the literature on certifi cation. 

Further, it is important to note that in several studies that have attempted to examine the on-the-ground impacts of certifi ca-

tion, a fundamental impediment has been that standards are composed of a bundle or set of BMPs. This makes studies that 

employ certifi cation as the independent variable in research design problematic, since both certifi ed and uncertifi ed manage-

ment units use their own combination of BMPs (see Figure 2). Thus, comparing certifi ed to noncertifi ed management units 

(as treatment and control populations, respectively) can result in little or no difference, if both populations use a certain BMP 

or BMPs. In short, these studies are using the wrong independent variable. We believe it is important to unbundle standards 

into the individual requirements of a given standard and measure dependent variables based on the level of implementation 

of BMPs for both the treatment and control populations. 

In an attempt to elicit what is understood about the sustainability outcomes of a subset of certifi cation BMPs, a meta-analysis 

of the current literature was conducted as part of the assessment exercise for this report. While the specifi c fi ndings are shown 

in Appendix H, we discovered that, more broadly, this initial analysis of BMPs effectively begins to capture information on the 

implementation of BMPs relative to a desired sustainability outcome. It begins to unravel the issues and unbundle certifi cation 
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into the individual practices and anticipated sustainability results, providing relevant information for the revision of standards 

and transitioning standards toward results-based frameworks. 

The awarding of a certifi cate should be about whether or not a given result is achieved, whereas technical assistance is about 

whether or not a BMP is being implemented correctly to deliver the result. Standards systems need to separate these two 

elements to support the scaling up of certifi cation and, ultimately, market transformation. We need the results information 

in order to make a transparent declaration of the sustainability claims. We need data on the implementation of BMPs to 

strengthen the effi cacy and targeting of technical assistance for specifi c actors in each sector. The next section focuses on 

transitioning standards to be results-based. 

Why Move from Practice-Based to Results-Based Standards?
What we would gain from moving toward results-based standards is the evidence of results—i.e., the desired outcome! Not 

evidence of compliance with certain best practices. Transitioning to results-based standards would generate relevant and 

required data across the entire range of contexts in which a standard is implemented; it would also promote learning about 

what works where, why, and how. Thus it would provide critical information for demonstrating what the standard achieves 

in terms of sustainability, as well as key information about how to revise the standard or raise the bar for a given outcome. 

Moving to a results-based approach would not answer all the questions, and additional research will always be required, but 

additional research can zero in on the most relevant issues, such as how much habitat set-aside is required in the production 

landscape to achieve X, or what the threshold of A is to achieve Y ecosystem service of Z quantity or quality, etc. Currently, 

the majority of research is just trying to show that the BMPs associated with a given standard actually deliver the hoped-for 

ecological, economic, or social result (e.g., that habitat is set aside and conserved; that yields or productivity increase through 

the implementation of BMPs; that BMPs improve the quality of water runoff at the management unit level, etc.), and we have 

to do it in each geography for each commodity. 

Linking standards systems to results allows each company or actor to identify the most effi cient manner for achieving the 

desired results, allowing for optimization across key impacts rather than maximizing outcomes against any single impact. This 

is an important point, as such optimization will better facilitate the scaling up of certifi cation by engaging a broader range 

of companies or actors, by setting a clear bar that is technologically neutral, by encouraging innovation, and by improving 

opportunities for focusing technical assistance relative to contextual challenges. 

Results-based standards will also improve understanding of the interoperability of, and potential synergisms among, standards 

systems. This will drive understanding of indirect impacts and interactions with broader-level scale objectives. (For example, 

as we gain evidence of effl uent water-quality impacts, we can begin to examine what number of operations is required to affect 

watershed water-quality objectives.) It will also expand opportunities to identify and examine the external infl uences affecting 

the ability to meet sustainability objectives, such as water quality or quantity for a given watershed. 

To be sure, the transformation to results-based standards will not happen overnight. It will take time and concerted focus to 

defi ne what must be achieved and measured. But it is where we must go to generate the information needed to demonstrate 

the value of standards. When we get there, we will be able to better demonstrate what the standards ultimately deliver in terms 

of sustainability criteria. This information will in turn inform the standards revision process and enhance the achievement of 

those criteria under different circumstances. It will advance focused technical assistance and, importantly, allow the standards 

to be applied to a broad range of actors who, rather than implementing a specifi c set of better practices, can innovatively and 

cost-effectively adapt to achieve the sustainability result, given their respective resources. 

Of course, we don’t want to move toward results-based approaches with a blind eye. For example, if we focus on productivity, 

we don’t want the auditor to only measure the productivity variable; it may also be important to assess increases in knowledge, 

skill, and capacity to deliver increased productivity. Results-based standards will also potentially increase the costs of certifi ca-

tion, because it will likely take longer to meet the result criteria than to demonstrate that a given practice is being implemented. 
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Recognizing that the transition from practice- to results-based standards is not likely in the near term, how do we advance 

knowledge in the meantime? We recommend improving the application of “theory of change” to the practice of evaluating 

standards systems, as well as some basic design principles for future research, both described next. 

Theory of Change and the ISEAL Impacts Code
Sound theories of change can sharpen the planning and clarity of each standard’s sustainability objectives. This approach is 

clearly advocated in the ISEAL Impacts Code (ISEAL Alliance 2010). Such an approach increases the likelihood that stakehold-

ers will understand the intended outcomes of a standard, the actions required to achieve those outcomes, and the contextual 

factors likely to infl uence those outcomes. It is also the building block for any good evaluation. By defi ning the expected 

outcomes (i.e., sustainability objectives) and related actions, a theory of change provides the foundation for a transition toward 

results-based standards and the adaptive management of standards to ultimately achieve those outcomes. 

A theory of change is not an evaluation approach, but rather a planning framework that relies on methodologies that have been 

developed and refi ned over the years—methodologies that are both quantitative and qualitative, impact and process oriented, 

and traditional and nontraditional, and apply to information collection, measurement, and analysis. Methods for measuring 

and evaluating the results and theory of causation will depend on the respective sustainability outcomes (e.g., social [worker 

health] versus ecological [water quality]). 

Application of a theory of change reduces, but does not eliminate, problems associated with causal attribution of impact. A 

theory of change strengthens the scientifi c case for attributing subsequent change in outcomes to specifi c activities by explicitly 

describing the believed causal relationships and related assumptions, providing potent hypotheses that can then be tested 

through more rigorous research. The certifi cation community needs rigorous impacts research that demonstrates attribution 

through studies that consider before and after conditions, including a counterfactual. The remainder of this section outlines 

some research design principles that could help to facilitate the generation of these studies. 

Study Design Implications for Sustainability Standards Impact Research
As a general note, third-party research that is not conducted by the standard system itself is most valid and desired. The 

credibility of research fi ndings regarding a standards system often depends on the independence of the researcher relative 

to the system. Standards systems are interested parties in research results, but the ultimate and durable value of the results 

depends on research objectivity. Ideally, standards system staff should not be present or involved in data collection or analysis. 

Here we describe two approaches to evaluating a certifi cation model. One is the optimal approach or “gold standard” for 

generating empirical evidence on the effectiveness of better management practices on delivering sustainability. The other is 

applicable in situations in which resources are limited, capacity for scientifi c and statistical analysis is stretched, or immediate 

results are necessary. The suboptimal nature of this approach means that limitations and caveats associated with the results 

must be made upfront and communicated as part of any dissemination of results, internally and externally. 

Start with a Hypothesis

First and foremost in the design of any study is the identifi cation of the audience, the decision-making and knowledge 

needs, and the hypothesis for testing. A theory of change that maps out desired outcomes and how it is assumed they will 

be achieved through a set of interventions must be defi ned with collaborators, whether investors or implementing partners. 

Theory of change provides a clear set of results chains that include articulation of four components that collectively make up 

the hypothesis’ logic. These components are: 

• Inputs (what we invest): Resources that go into a program or project, including staff time for training, materials, 

certifi cation costs, equipment, and facilities. 
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• Outputs (what we do and who we reach): The activities, products, and participation generated through the 

investment of resources that are necessary for achieving outcomes and conservation goals. Examples of outputs 

include the adoption of BMPs or changes in behavior. 

• Outcomes (desired impacts): The desired results or changes as a result of the program (e.g., changes in soil 

quality, water quality/quantity, worker health, real farmer income, etc.). 

• Assumptions: The logical sequences linking project inputs to outputs to one or more study outcomes. 

Assumptions are the beliefs we have about what the program expects to achieve: how the participants learn and 

behave, their motivations, etc. Faulty assumptions often lead to failure in testing the hypothesis. 

A clear visualization of the study’s theory of change is essential for understanding the costs of the study, the period of mea-

surement necessary to see changing conditions, and the level of evidence required to minimize assumptions and confi dently 

argue impact (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Visualizing a hypothesis based on cost, length of study, and level of validity necessary

Evaluating Interventions, Not Business Models

Regardless of a study’s design, it is important that every discussion on the topic of impact focus on measuring the results 

for individual BMPs, rather than the impact of certifi cation more broadly. It is the BMP that is the independent variable; 

the BMP is the intervention or treatment that we assume will infl uence environmental, social, and economic conditions 

(dependent variables) over time, and our approach is to test these assumptions. The importance of this subtle difference 

is emphasized in Figure 2. Some noncertifi ed farms implement no BMPs, while others, in fact, implement the same BMPs 

as certifi ed farms. Therefore, by examining the impacts of relevant BMPs separately – and not assuming that all noncerti-

fi ed farms fail to implement them—we will gain a much more nuanced understanding of what production and social 

and environmental management practices drive what economic, social, or ecological returns, and under what conditions. 
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Figure 2. Unbundling certifi cation to evaluate the intervention of BMPs
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The Diff erence between Contribution and Attribution 

Imagine that a before-and-after measurement study was established to look at the impact of Rainforest Alliance (RA) cocoa 

certifi cation on productivity levels. The study’s implicit hypothesis is that had cocoa farms not adopted BMPs in accordance 

with the RA standard, their level of productivity, on average, would have stayed the same as it was before the intervention 

was applied. Here the evaluator measures impact as the difference between productivity levels (kg/hectare/year) before and 

after implementation of the BMPs. If this difference is positive, can we conclude that RA’s interventions alone contributed to 

this large increase in productivity? The answer is no, because the original hypothesis is violated if the study does not account 

for contemporaneous confounders—i.e., factors unrelated to RA BMPs that may have affected the level of productivity. 

Advantageous weather conditions over the time period studied could be one such factor, for example. 

These results are what we call contribution. Because such a study cannot isolate the RA’s specifi c interventions from the impact 

of factors unrelated to BMPs, our implementation of the BMPs must be presented as just one of a possible number of factors 

infl uencing productivity. 

Demonstrating that improved conditions were the result of implementing the BMPs requires not only before-and-after 

measurement on those farms actually implementing the BMPs, but the same on a set of farms not implementing the BMPs. 

Imagine this addition was made to the study example above. The study’s implicit hypothesis would now be there is no differ-

ence in productivity between the targeted cocoa farms implementing BMPs and those not adopting BMPs. With this set up, the 

evaluator determines impact as the difference between productivity levels measured for the actual outcome and productivity 

levels measured for the counterfactual outcome. Here attribution can be demonstrated, because the counterfactual outcome 

controls for changes due to factors unrelated to the adoption of the BMPs (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Hypothetical graph showing difference between changes in cocoa yields (kg/hectare) on farms adopting certifi cation 

best management practices, and those not 

Constructing a Credible Counterfactual Outcome to Address Study Bias 

A study design striving to determine attribution must address the issue of study bias, a problem that will violate assumptions 

when spill-over occurs or operations or management units select themselves—or are selected by NGOs or traders—or inclu-

sion in a specifi c certifi cation program. Below we outline these two challenges in more detail. 
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Spill-Over Effects

One source of bias is related to possible spill-over effects. When participating and nonparticipating management units or 

operations are selected from the same geographic area, any comparison of these two groups is likely to inaccurately estimate 

the impact of the BMPs implemented. Often management units need to undergo structural and managerial adjustments 

to obtain a certifi cation, and these will inevitably induce changes in the type of related services (e.g., agronomic assistance, 

infrastructure support, fi nancial support, etc.) provided within the community where these management units are found. 

Changes in services and practices might end up infl uencing those production systems that are not interested in adopting 

practices for certifi cation, but that happen to be located within the same community where such a transformation is taking 

place. Since it is extremely complex to estimate, or control for, such spill-over, available literature suggests selecting the control 

group from a different community than that of the target group. Theoretically, the farther away the control group is from the 

target group, the better, even while ensuring that the two groups are operating in otherwise similar contexts (e.g., in terms of 

agro-ecological characteristics, public goods and infrastructure, market structure and dynamics, etc.).

Self-Selection

In any study design, there is often tension between the need to have operations and management units distant enough to 

avoid spill-over effects and the desire to choose communities that are in close proximity, in order to manage bias related to 

differences in observable and unobservable management unit characteristics (White 2006). Given that operations self-select 

themselves into a certifi cation program, a simple comparison of performance indicators of participating and nonparticipating 

operations is likely to yield biased results. Participating operations may differ from nonparticipating operations in the distribu-

tion of observable characteristics (such as number, gender, education, and age of household members; location; farm assets in 

terms of livestock and land; on-farm and off-farm activities; etc.), and unobservable characteristics (e.g., the manager’s ability, 

skill, preferences, and motivations). The implicit assumption that there is no difference in productivity for targeted operations 

and, on average, those not adopting BMPs, will likely be violated if operations with characteristics that affect actual outcomes 

select themselves for participation. 

These differences must be taken into account in comparing the two groups, and approaches for eliminating or addressing 

self-selection bias require time and effort. The following are two possible options for constructing a credible counterfactual 

outcome using agriculture as an example. 

Experimental Approach: Randomized Selection

An ideal scenario would involve a randomized experimental design approach, which requires gathering a set of farms equally 

eligible and willing to participate in BMP implementation and randomly dividing them into two groups: those who will imple-

ment the BMP and those not implementing the BMP. The latter is known as the control group. By randomly allocating the 

intervention (BMP implementation) among eligible benefi ciaries, the random assignment itself creates comparable participat-

ing and nonparticipating groups that are statistically equivalent to one another (given appropriate sample sizes). This sets up 

Example of Self-Selection Bias (adapted from Blackman & Rivera, 2010)

Imagine that a study of the impacts of RA coffee practices on soil erosion uses a measure of soil 

erosion on farms not adopting these practices as the counterfactual outcome and, therefore, 

measures impact as the difference between average soil erosion measures for participating and 

non-participating coffee farms. Furthermore, imagine that this difference is negative and large so 

that the evaluator concludes that adoption of RA best management practices drove reductions 

in soil erosion. This estimate of impact would be biased upward—and the evaluators’ fi nding 

of a causal effect would be misleading—if growers with lower soil erosion rates self-selected 

themselves for the program. This might happen if a disproportionate number of farmers that had 

already adopted soil conservation measures sought RA certifi cation, recognizing that they would 

not have to invest in additional conservation measures to meet certifi cation standards.
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the most powerful outcome because, in theory, the control groups generated through random assignment serve as a perfect 

counterfactual outcome, free from selection bias. 

In the world of certifi cation there are challenges to this approach. First, unless compensation for participating in a research 

study can be given, it can be viewed as unethical to withhold technical assistance from farmers or stop farmers from 

implementing better practices. Second, farmers often select themselves based on the fact that it will take them less time and 

investment to meet certifi cation compliance. 

Quasi-Experimental Approach: Propensity Matching

The alternative quasi-experimental approach involves constructing the control group using matching comparisons. In cases 

where we cannot infl uence the selection of farms that implement the BMP, we can go some way toward eliminating selection 

bias by identifying nonparticipating farms that are comparable in observable and unobservable characteristics to those benefi t-

ing from technical assistance for BMP implementation. The two groups would be matched on the basis of either a few of these 

or a number of them that are known or believed to infl uence the actual outcomes. This is sometimes referred to as pair-wise 

sampling. This approach would require that the evaluator measure the level of implementation of the BMP of interest, since 

we cannot forbid farmers from implementing better practices. 

Choosing a Suffi  cient Sample Size 

The sample selected for an impact study should allow for both a qualitative and quantitative investigation of BMPs on envi-

ronmental and socio-economic sustainability. In many cases, however, the costs for measuring over space and time require a 

compromise on the need to have acceptable representation and still allow for meaningful impact assessment with available 

resources (Zago 2009). Given the need to fi nd good matching between participating and nonparticipating farms, and the 

common assumption that some of the observations in the control group may end up being a poor match, these best practice 

guidelines recommended not to go below about 400 sampled farms for measurement. While this may not be suffi cient 

representation, it is a realistic benchmark to propose given we work in a world of limited resources. 

Two Types of Study Design

Based on all of the above discussion, two impact study design approaches can be recommended. It is important to note 

that the selection of one over the other should not be based on the study’s evaluation question(s), nor the level of scientifi c 

credibility needed for its target audience(s). Instead it must be based on the level of time and fi nancial resources available for 

investment. Any impacts research must strive to ensure suffi cient rigor in design so that the results allow attribution as best 

as possible. 

Long-Term Impact Assessment (Optimal Approach)

The optimal study design and implementation framework includes sound experimental approaches over time and space. The 

following defi nes optimal: 

• The systematic monitoring of inputs (technical assistance programs and costs to achieve certifi cation), outputs 

(the adoption of BMPs), and outcomes (desired changes in socioeconomic and environmental conditions) 

articulated through a pre-defi ned theory of change exercise. 

• The measurement of selected BMPs, rather than certifi cation, as the study’s independent variables. 

• The selection of desired outcomes as the dependent variables, based on a hypothesis describing the assumed 

causal relationship between the BMPs and the desired changes in socioeconomic and/or environmental 

conditions. 

• A commitment to long-term measurement (preferably annually for a minimum of three years) to monitor how 

the level of adoption of BMPs and desired outcomes change during technical assistance and after certifi cation 
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has been achieved. This collection of longitudinal data points at baseline and ex-post over time is essential for 

demonstrating if sustainability is being achieved through net benefi t gains. 

• The establishment of a counterfactual outcome by measuring on a set of nonparticipating operations with the 

same frequency and during the same time period as the above. These nonparticipating farms must remain 

exactly that—nonparticipating—throughout the study period. 

• Selection of the control group (the nonparticipating farms) using randomized selection or propensity matching, 

with spill-over effects minimized as best as possible. Appropriate statistical procedures should be adopted to 

compare whether there are signifi cant differences among characteristics determined between those farms receiv-

ing technical assistance for certifi cation and those not. 

• A sample size that suffi ciently represents the landscape or regional context. 

• The use of appropriate statistical analysis to determine and predict the effect of given independent variables on 

dependent variables. 

One-Time Correlative Assessment

Often the major barrier to conducting a long-term impact assessment is the lack of investment to commit to a study of at 

least three years across a large sample of participating and nonparticipating farms. This is particularly the case in research 

collaborations with the private sector—an audience that often requires a quick turnaround of results for immediate marketing, 

communication, and branding purposes. The alternative but less-optimal approach is to conduct correlative analyses that 

simply assess the difference between selected dependent variables on farms adopting different interventions at one point in 

time. Recent Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA) studies have adopted this approach. These are certainly cred-

ible impact studies, but they do not measure the extent to which changes happen over time, which is an important aspect of 

sustainability. 

Designing and implementing a meaningful correlative analysis must consider the following practices:

• An assessment focus on the different levels of adoption of BMPs, rather than certifi cation, as study’s indepen-

dent variables. 

• The selection of desired outcomes as the dependent variables based on a hypothesis describing the assumed 

causal relationship between BMPs and desired changes in socioeconomic and/or environmental conditions. 

• Selection of the control group (the nonparticipating farms) using propensity matching. Appropriate statistical 

procedures should be adopted to compare whether there are signifi cant differences among characteristics 

determined between those farms that have adopted BMPs for certifi cation and those not. 

• A stratifi cation of those farms that have benefi ted from technical assistance based on years of adoption of BMPs. 

Years in certifi cation could be used as a “proxy” variable in the study and a correlative analysis carried out to 

assess those BMPs associated with improvement of desired outcomes, and whether years since adoption has an 

impact. 

• A sample size that suffi ciently represents the landscape or regional context. 

• The use of multiple regression analysis to determine and predict the effect of given independent variables on 

dependent variables. 

Critical Note on Scope 
The above recommendations for study design assume that the variables affecting the dependent variable are relevant and 

statistically comparable between management units (e.g., from farm to farm). However, some dependent variables (e.g., 

productivity) are sensitive to such a range of factors that even if one could randomly select an intervention and control group 
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and hold the control group in a “time capsule,” it is still likely that the variability between farms is too great to generate 

statistically signifi cant differences. The range of variables affecting productivity include weather, government-mandated farm 

management, trade policies, soil fertility, slope, aspect, picker availability, attitude, and experience, among others. And while 

the above design principles attempt to adjust for these variables, it may be impossible to control for all factors in a meaningful 

study. Thus it is always important to consider the scope of the study design. In some circumstances comparing operations or 

management units may not be the appropriate unit of analysis; better options might be trees, fi sh ponds, or crop rows on a 

single operation. In that case, the above design principles still hold, but the unit of analysis is adjusted. It may require that the 

study be replicated in different contexts to allow for the desired level of generalization.

Priority Research Questions
There are so many research needs in the area of standards and certifi cation systems that the prioritization of critical informa-

tion gaps is paramount. The Assessment Steering Committee might consider the following criteria when prioritizing research: 

• The potential to contribute to fundamental improvements in sustainability knowledge, thus advancing both 

standards systems’ principles and criteria and expected spatial and temporal results from implementing the 

standards.

• The potential to respond to major human concerns about the sustainability of the biosphere, thus ensuring that 

the current level of momentum and interest in certifi cation as a tool for achieving sustainability is maintained 

and addressing some of the more important political hotspots. 

Basic research is the foundation on which informed sustainability decisions must rely. Unless we use the science of applied 

ecology and socioeconomics as a sound foundation, attempts to manage the environment are bound to fail. We at the 

Rainforest Alliance Evaluation and Research Program believe that four important categories of research, described below, have 

not been given the attention they deserve. (Note that the questions posed are not necessary highest priority, nor are the lists 

meant to be exhaustive.)

1. Methodology and Process: Issues to be investigated under this category include improved methods to address 

self-selection bias, ethically establishing credible counterfactuals, longitudinal analysis, measurement error, 

improved use of spatial analysis and dynamic modeling tools, and standardization of methods for measuring 

core socioeconomic parameters at the production unit level. This category should also include questions about 

processes that need to be improved. For example:

a. How do we better embed emerging science on climate, agronomy, fi sheries, habitat restoration, etc., into 

the standard-setting processes? 

b. What are the key challenges to consistent, systematic data collection? And, how do we improve effi ciency 

and data quality to allow more real-time analyses of important variables along a supply chain, to address 

defi ned sourcing challenges?

c. What meta-data documentation do we need to promote, as a community of practice, to improve accuracy 

and options for cross-sector and longitudinal analyses?

d. What training standards are required to ensure such that data are collected in a consistent, systematic, and 

rigorous manner?

e. How do we better incorporate data-collection and adaptive management strategies into production unit 

management practices for small and medium-sized enterprises?

2. Basic Discovery: These questions focus on assessing the current status of relevant socio-cultural and ecological 

systems to develop the scientifi c basis for monitoring, understanding, and predicting changes. 

a. What are the basic agronomic data on the relationship between crop yields and prescribed management 

practices?
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b. In light of predictions that global warming will reduce food security, will farms implementing standards 

have higher resiliency and thus improved capacity to maintain productivity?

c. What restoration techniques could be implemented to make the production area (in agriculture, forestry, 

and fi sheries) more amenable to species movement and diversity, and how do we incorporate these into 

standards?

d. What spatial patterns, densities, and qualities of habitat are required in the production area to achieve 

pre-defi ned biodiversity objectives? This is really about research that examines the potential synergistic 

effects of landscape structure, climate change, and likely determinants of future species ranges,. This would 

also include defi ning what habitat improvements are required by narrow-ranging species, research on the 

thresholds in relation to the amount of semi-natural habitats required for the preservation of threatened 

species, and analysis of community interactions. 

e. What are effective concepts and measures of quality of life, including environmental factors infl uencing 

quality of life and geographical measures of quality of life?

f. What are the nature of environmental concern and perceptions of risk, the valuation of exposure to risk, 

and how standards address perceptions and exposure to risk?

3. Ecosystem Services. These questions bump up the spatial scale and examine how standards systems are poised 

to substantially contribute to the maintenance and delivery of key ecosystem services, and what institutional 

arrangements are required to incentivize payment for environmental services at a scale that is viable.

a. What are the ecological and/or economic problems that need to be addressed? For example, what is the 

mosaic of connected habitats and land uses that supports both production and value to the producer as 

well as supplies key ecosystem services that support off-site value?

b. What are the local and landscape management scales at which ecosystems provide services to people?

c. How can we best conduct detailed studies of the scale of land-use decisions and related meta-analyses, in 

order to understand expected effect sizes and trends? 

4. Finally, the Steering Committee might consider advocating for research to fi ll in both the geographic and basic 

knowledge gaps identifi ed in the BMP analysis in Appendix H. We make the following research recommendations 

based on the results of that analysis: 

a. Increase the number of studies that examine the impacts of BMPs in tropical ecosystems. Current research 

is skewed to North America and Europe.

b. Increase the number of studies that are longer than one year in duration. More than half of the studies we 

examined had a timeframe of one year or less.

c. Fund research that tackles complex biological variables such as viability and fi tness, instead of simpler 

variables such as species abundance and density. 

d. Require future research to decouple the application of a BMP from the variable “time since disturbance,” to 

determine whether a positive effect is due to the BMP or simply the passage of time post-disturbance. 

e. Fund research that examines downstream effects of BMPs on water and soil quality, rather than site-level 

effects. 
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APPENDIX J
Addendum to the Business Section: The Drivers and 
Barriers that Shape Business Engagement in Certifi cation 

This appendix contains a fuller explication of the drivers and barriers mentioned in the business section of Chapter 3. The drivers 

and barriers discussed here were drawn from academic literature, including a commissioned knowledge review by Oliver Balch, as 

well as the expert opinion of some members of the Steering Committee. However, the Steering Committee did not seek consensus 

on this Appendix, and assertions within it may not refl ect all Steering Committee members’ views. Further, the Committee did 

not attempt to prioritize the drivers and barriers, as their relative importance will differ from company to company. 

Internal Drivers 
The primary categories of internal drivers are organizational advantage, supply-side pressures, and normative incentives. 

Organizational Advantage

Company learning: Firms sometimes initially engage with certifi cation as a means of learning about the management of social 

and environmental issues in their supply chain, as certifi cation can provide intelligence into a supply chain that cannot easily 

be obtained in any other way (see Appendix K). Certifi cation may help a company’s decision makers understand the “lay of 

the land” and determine effective strategy.1 Certifi cation may also ultimately drive innovation, as it encourages managers to 

identify the next generation of products or standards. That said, the evidence is inconclusive as to what extent management 

learning translates into changes in company practices (see Appendix C). 

The Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI),2 which seeks to improve labor practices in supply chains, provides a good example of how 

certifi cation can promote company learning. The ETI provides participating companies with a base code against which they can 

evaluate their trade performance and set benchmarks to improve. The Initiative also identifi es best practices, provides train-

ing, initiates pilot projects, and brokers resolutions between companies, suppliers, and workers. The ability of participants to 

undertake these activities in relative privacy is conducive to the learning process. This can also lead to accusations of a “closed 

shop” approach, but the ETI has avoided this by involving trade unions, NGOs, and other stakeholders in the learning process. 

Human capital: Participation in a credible certifi cation process can increase employee morale and provide nonpecuniary 

compensation. This in turn can assist a fi rm with recruitment and retention. This assumption derives from the considerable 

literature regarding the attitudinal benefi ts among employees of well-intentioned corporate responsibility efforts (Brammer, 

Millington, & Rayton, 2007). 

Organizational relationships: Certifi cation can improve relationships with stakeholders that play a critical role in a company’s 

success. The most pertinent is the relationship between buyer and supplier. Certifi cation minimizes the number of stipulations 

that must appear in contracts with suppliers and reduces the complexity and costs of each transaction. Where certifi cation is 

successful and leads to the adoption of improved social and environmental standards by suppliers, this can lead to increased 

collaboration, which is a valuable resource for competitive advantage (Ueltschy & Tate, 2009).

1 This role could feasibly decrease in the future as external groups begin to answer some of these questions for individual businesses. The World Council 

for Sustainable Development’s Vision 2050 initiative is a strong example of such scenario planning in practice. See www.wbcsd.org/web/vision2050.

htm.

2  www.ethicaltrade.org 
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Supply-Side Pressures

Security of supply: Assuring the availability and quality of raw materials is emerging as a key concern for business, especially 

in the food and agriculture sectors3 and in countries in which confl ict, political instability, and/or the weak enforcement of 

law threatens immediate disruptions of supply or where social or ethical risks threaten long-term sustainability. Companies 

sourcing from areas set to be affected by climate change are also vulnerable. Scientists predict that many agricultural regions—

particularly in Africa—will be severely impacted by rising temperatures, water shortages, and changing weather patterns as a 

result of climate change. Certifi cation provides companies with a systematic way to identify social and environmental risks and 

take corrective actions as needed to address them, in order to better ensure a sustainable supply of raw materials in the future. 

The agricultural sector faces some additional unique challenges with respect to certifi cation and supply security. The sector is 

markedly different in the global North, where modern farming techniques dominate, than in the South, where farming tends to 

be conducted either on plantations or on small plots tended by independent producers. The challenges of certifying the latter 

are much higher than with the more commercial farms in the North. Also, it remains unclear whether certifi cation can increase 

yields on unproductive farms in the developing world. In cases where certifi ed farms continue to underperform, certifi cation 

systems can face accusations of “certifying poverty.”4 Large buyers of agricultural commodities are increasingly supplementing 

certifi cation processes with voluntary steps designed to increase producers’ yield levels, profi tability, and effi ciency.

Increase in supply-side effi  ciency: Certifi cation can help decrease the chance of disruption in the supply chain. For many fi rms, 

certifi cation is their fi rst experience with digging back into supply chains to identify and manage social and environmental 

risks.5 Increasingly, banks and other investors are requesting evidence that these types of risks are being managed.6 At one 

level, certifi cation can weed out supply-side risks and ineffi ciencies through compliance mechanisms, as it provides a means 

for fi rms to enforce requirements on other actors along the supply chain. Progressive certifi cation processes, however, also look 

to proactively strengthen supply chains through the transfer of technology and management skills (Lyon & van Hoof, 2010).7 

In the agricultural sector, certifi cation may enable large corporate buyers to interact directly with producers, rather than 

communicating only through intermediary traders. Such interactions could ultimately limit or rationalize the role of such 

“middlemen” in the future, further streamlining supply chains. 

Reduction in supply-side costs: Research suggests that certifi cation can reduce supply-related costs by increasing the effi ciency 

of resource use and reducing waste, and by reducing resource-intensive business-to-business interaction, such as contractual 

obligations and internal monitoring. This driver resonates particularly with global fi rms seeking to minimize the cost and 

complexity of adhering to multiple standards. A compelling example of cost savings from certifi cation is provided by Walmart, 

which saved a reported $200 million in 2009 as a result of applying sustainability principles to packaging and shipping (Porter 

& Kramer, 2011).8 

3 See, for example, the “key messages” discussion at www.fao.org/publications/sofi .

4 In a recent quantitative study of members of certifi ed coffee cooperatives in Nicaragua, Beuchelt & Zeller (2011) found that per capita net coffee in-

comes remained insuffi cient to cover basic household needs. This was despite the members receiving higher farm-gate prices for their certifi ed coffee 

than for conventional coffee. To avoid such situations, some companies and standard setters are moving away from specifi c minimum wage require-

ments and using fl exible criteria based on a calculation of a “decent wage” for the country or region in question. 

5 Michael Conroy (2007b) includes a chart of the “sustainability learning curve” for the Dutch banking giant ABN AMRO. The vertical axis takes the bank 

from value destruction, to loss avoidance, to value creation (a business case for sustainability). The horizontal axis tracks progress over time from igno-

rance (which they call “innocence”) through stages including the wake-up call (the campaign against them), case-specifi c defenses, external dialogue, 

designing internal standards, agreeing with other industry players on a “common sector baseline,” and fi nally pursuing the business case. 

6 For example, see the International Finance Corporation’s social and environmental performance indicators: www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Con-

tent/EnvSocStandards. 

7 See also Vandenbergh (2007), who indicates that supply chain contracts containing environmental provisions are widespread, representing 50 percent 

of fi rms and more than 70 percent of total sales in eight sectors. 

8 For an idea of scale, Walmart’s net sales that year totaled $401 billion.
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Normative Incentives

Firms are often driven by individual ethical values or societal norms, known collectively as normative incentives or pressures. 

Personal norms: The personal norms and morally persuasive arguments of managers, directors, and key shareholders may 

infl uence a fi rm’s decision to participate in certifi cation. Evidence suggests that company leaders are especially susceptible to 

stakeholder demands when they coincide with an issue of priority to their fi rm (Eesley & Lenox, 2006). The role of this so-called 

“felt leadership” is not always manifest, especially in publicly owned fi rms, as companies tend to communicate their decisions 

in terms of business strategy or broader corporate values (see Appendix K). 

Societal norms: Social expectations and the potential for sanctions (or rewards) can play a powerful role in a fi rm’s decision 

about whether or not to adopt certifi cation. A persuasive example is a company’s desire to gain or protect its “license to 

operate.” Certifi cation can be used to demonstrate that a fi rm will be a good neighbor. Large multinational mining companies, 

for instance, routinely present their adherence to social and environmental systems—such as the Sustainable Development 

Framework of the International Council on Mining and Metals—when attempting to gain access to new sites or expand existing 

operations.9 

Industry norms: Industry pressure can exert a strong infl uence on company decision making. Peer pressure is especially strong 

when industry competitors are a similar size or from the same geographic region. On the supply side, the driver for certifi cation 

systems may be the anticipated net benefi ts from participating. Studies of participation in the ISO 14000 environmental man-

agement certifi cation, for instance, demonstrate the reputational value obtained from acting collectively rather than unilaterally 

(Potoski & Prakash 2005). Trade groups can play a key role in pushing their industry members to sign up for certifi cation and 

thereby create “safety in numbers” (Gunningham, 1995; Hoffman, 1999). Ancillary benefi ts of a collective industry approach 

include shared learning and the legitimization of new practices. 

External Drivers
External stakeholders help to provide legitimacy for voluntary certifi cation systems (Cashore, 2002), and pressure from these 

stakeholders is a strong driver of company participation. The most infl uential stakeholders, which tend to operate on the 

demand side, include buyers (consumers and companies), NGOs and citizen groups, government agencies, and investors. 

Another, less-important stakeholder is the certifi cation industry itself, which operates on the supply side.  

Buyer Pressures and Incentives

B2C demand: Consumer demand is an important driver, although precisely how important marks an issue of considerable 

debate. The market for certifi ed products and services has grown steadily, moving away from small-scale organizations and 

specialist retailers to mainstream, multinational brands.10 This has expanded both the range of certifi ed products on offer and 

the demand for such products. 

However, only a few certifi ed products have succeeded in breaking into the mainstream. (See Chapter 1.) One major inhibitor 

of consumer demand is the price premium that certifi ed products and services typically carry. And, consumers who prefer 

certifi ed goods represent the minority (see the Price Problems section below). Research and the Steering Committee’s opinion 

concur that individual consumers have thus far been less central to driving demand than originally believed. 

B2B demand: Demand from large retailers can often represent the driving force for supplier fi rms to certify. Also, institutional 

buyers are emerging as signifi cant players. Government agencies, hospitals, schools and universities, and state companies are 

increasing looking for the assurance provided by certifi cation systems. The Dutch government, for instance, is requiring that 

9  www.icmm.com/our-work/sustainable-development-framework/10-principles

10 The “green” market outperformed the U.S. economy as a whole in 2009 and grew by more than 40 percent from 2004 to 2009. (Environmental Leader, 

2010).
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all products purchased by the government be sustainably sourced by 2015.11 The market growth of green buildings, bio-based 

packaging, and alternative-fueled fl eet vehicles provide examples from the B2B sector. The procurement power of business 

and institutional customers can often make for attractive economies of scale. 

Market Pressures and Incentives

Brand diff erentiation: Most certifi cation systems include an accompanying logo or “ecolabel” to identify the brand as compliant 

with the standard. This can be attractive to fi rms, as it emphasizes their membership as part of the “green” or “ethical” club. 

Companies may also fear loss of sales due to consumer unwillingness to deal with fi rms refusing to certify goods, or otherwise 

compromised in their reputations. The infl uence of brand differentiation typically correlates with consumer demand, especially 

in retail and other consumer-facing sectors.

There is concern, however, that the proliferation of ecolabels will lead, or has already led, to consumer confusion and a conse-

quent decrease in consumer demand. Also, consumers may associate certifi ed products with a cost premium. Many brands 

are therefore working to differentiate their certifi ed products on sustainability credentials and not on price. 

Brand value: Public recognition of compliance with specifi c social and/or environmental conditions can improve a brand’s 

reputation. This is most evident when companies adopt certifi cation in response to public criticism, although it can form part 

of a nondefensive brand enhancement strategy as well. 

For example, fi rms that heavily advertised their involvement in the 33/50 program12—through which the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) sought to reduce toxic emissions by chemical producers—saw their image improve (Arora & Cason, 

1996).13 Likewise, participation in a sustainable tourism certifi cation system in Costa Rica was shown to increase participating 

hotels’ name recognition among tourists (Rivera, 2002). A positive brand image is a valuable intangible asset and can, in some 

circumstances, translate into increased sales. Linking brand value to certifi cation is empirically diffi cult, however, as brand 

value is dependent on so many factors. 

Civil Society Pressures and Incentives

NGO campaign activism: Over the past two decades, companies have faced a range of vociferous campaigns by NGOs over 

labor, human rights, and environmental conditions in their supply chains. Brands such as Nike, Gap, Adidas, and Toys “R” 

Us were early targets. NGOs have led efforts ranging from “name and shame” campaigns to full product boycotts, which 

have proven to have economic and reputational effects.14 The media has given wide coverage to these actions, especially in 

northern Europe.15 Social media has increased the reach of these types of NGOs,16 which have begun to target companies’ 

11 www.senternovem.nl/sustainableprocurement/what_is_it_about/index.asp 

12 The 33/50 program was an EPA-run, voluntary pollution-prevention initiative that had an interim goal of a 33 percent reduction (by 1992) and an 

ultimate goal of a 50 percent reduction (by 1995) in the release and transfer of 17 high-priority toxic chemicals, using 1988 Toxic Releases Inventory 

reporting as a baseline. See www.epa.gov/opptintr/3350/3350-fnl.pdf.

13 Using data on voluntary participation in the 33/50 Program, Khanna and Damon (1999) test empirical models that show that the desire for public 

recognition among companies and increased consumer goodwill provide statistically signifi cant incentives for fi rms to participate in the program.

14 NGO campaigns often result in loss of revenue, especially when they lead to consumer boycotts. However, it is not always easy to precisely calculate 

the fi nancial impact of an NGO campaign and the resulting loss in sales and/or brand value. In the 1990s, a consumer boycott led by the Lubicon Lake 

Cree Nation of northern Alberta against the Japanese paper company Daishowa (for clearcutting in Lubicon territory) was estimated to cost the com-

pany between CA$8 million and CA$30 million (Huff 1998). It can be assumed that global boycotts against brands such as Gap, Nike, and Nestle ran 

into far higher fi gures. Loss of employee morale and a reduction in retention and recruitment rates can represent signifi cant costs arising from negative 

publicity as well.

15 NGOs have used company rankings as a particularly successful tool for winning media attention. Notable examples include Greenpeace’s ranking of 

supermarkets on sustainable seafood, Climate Counts’ ranking of companies on their climate goals, and the Electronics Takeback Coalition’s ranking of 

computer companies’ e-waste efforts.

16 Whether social media has increased the infl uence of such campaigns is arguable, however. The low-cost nature of such technology has helped narrow 

the communications gap between NGOs and companies, which operate with large corporate marketing budgets. At the same time, social media has 

led to more communications “traffi c,” which makes the competition for consumer attention more diffi cult.
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investors and fi nanciers as well. “Shareholder activism”—whereby critics buy company shares for the purpose of using their 

consequent voting rights to infl uence company policy—is on the increase too. 

Many companies are sensitive to NGO actions in part because they often refl ect issues of concern to the wider public. NGO 

pressure can also have a strong infl uence in the context of accidents and disasters. Blame focuses initially on the company 

itself, but can transfer to the industry as a whole. A good example is the Union Carbide gas disaster in Bhopal, India, which led 

to the chemical industry developing the Responsible Care program, which later evolved into a performance standard (Belanger, 

Topalovic, & Krantzberg, 2009). 

For a company to be seen as “not good” by the public can act as a powerful motivator toward the adoption of certifi cation 

systems. It is no coincidence that Nike, Gap, Levi’s, and other global retail brands that suffered consumer boycotts in the 

1990s are now leaders in supply chain monitoring and certifi cation. Nike, for example, went from pariah to pioneer when it 

responded to public criticism of labor practices in its contract factories with a stringent new supplier code of conduct and 

auditing process. And of course, the greater the brand value, the greater the risk (Conroy, 2007b). In the jewelry industry, in 

response to the high-profi le No Dirty Gold campaign,17 brand leader Tiffany’s led the call to develop a credible certifi cation 

system. The risk-averse nature of most brand-led fi rms means that many respond to actual or potential NGO pressure, even 

when the threat of consumer or regulatory action is small (Vogel, 2008). 

NGO engagement: It is important to note that fi rms’ relationships with the NGO sector are not all adversarial. NGO-led 

processes based on mutual learning and continuous improvement often infl uence companies to engage in certifi cation. 

The benefi ts of such an approach include communication, getting more certifi ed supply, and capacity building. Many of the 

philanthropic foundations that have supported certifi cation have invested also in “market making” campaigns that reward 

fi rms adopting certifi cation (Bartley, 2007a). However, NGO engagement is typically not a primary driver for the adoption of 

certifi cation; instead, it often comes in response to pressure from more hostile NGOs. 

Regulatory Pressures and Incentives

Preemption of regulation: By adopting voluntary certifi cation standards, companies sometimes hope to preempt mandatory 

regulation or the imposition of more stringent standards by governments (Maxwell, Lyon, & Hackett, 2000; Prakash, 2000; 

Vogel, 2008).18 (Though it must be noted that government standards may be less stringent than those of a reputable certi-

fi cation system.) Regulators generally welcome credible certifi cation systems, as they see such proactive efforts as a step by 

companies toward eliminating or reducing negative environmental and social impacts. Certifi cation is no guarantee against 

the future creation of new regulations, however. Regulators typically leave the door open for future intervention should the 

outcomes of voluntary certifi cation prove unsatisfactory (Lyon, 2009). And, as discussed below, those who choose to certify 

early on incur costs that noncertifi ers do not. At the same time, however, a company that had “taken the fi rst step” would 

be better prepared to infl uence the direction of any new mandatory standards. Other possible advantages from a preemptive 

strategy include delaying new regulation or reducing the enforcement of existing standards. Preemptive action can, in some 

cases, also facilitate the achievement of permits, zoning approvals, and product approvals. 

Decrease in compliance costs: Companies sometimes perceive certifi cation to be less expensive than complying with govern-

ment regulations,19  which may drive them to adopt certifi cation if the threat of new regulations exists. One of the ways fi rms 

can mitigate compliance costs is by establishing cooperative agreements with regulating agencies (Delmas & Terlaak, 2001). 

17 www.nodirtygold.org 

18 Vogel (2008) writes: “Firms generally acquiesce to private regulation in part to avoid state regulation, particularly in the context of economic globaliza-

tion, when consistent global standards mitigate uncertainty.” 

19 Using a sample of S&P 500 fi rms, Khanna and Anton (2002) empirically demonstrate that the threat of environmental liabilities and noncompliance 

penalties are statistically signifi cant predictors of companies’ improvement of their environmental management systems. The study by Maxwell, Lyon, 

and Hackett (2000) produced empirical evidence that a threat of government regulation encourages fi rms to adopt voluntary pollution-reduction mea-

sures. Also, by making investments that improve a fi rm’s environmental performance, a business manager expects less monitoring or easier permitting 

procedures from regulating agencies (Maxwell & Decker, 2006). 
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A good example is the EPA’s 33/50 program. Through this program, the participating companies were able to avoid regulatory 

compliance costs and environmental liabilities, while also receiving public recognition (Khanna & Damon, 1999). 

Certifi cation can also reduce the amount of time needed to achieve compliance, when regulations do exist. A study of 

companies that adopted the environmental management system ISO 14001, for instance, found that their compliance time 

for environmental requirements decreased by about 7 percent (Potoski & Prakash, 2005). Such time savings may indirectly 

decrease costs.

At the same time, certifi cation can result in additional compliance costs, particularly in the audit process. This is especially 

true for sustainability measures that go beyond regulatory requirements. Indeed, the perception that certifi cation will be 

burdensome and that the costs would not outweigh the benefi ts often dissuades companies from participating, as will be 

discussed later (Bansal, 2002). 

Regulatory consistency: International businesses often fi nd themselves facing regulatory inconsistencies, weaknesses, and 

gaps when they operate across multiple national jurisdictions. These issues can pose signifi cant reputational and operational 

risks for large companies, in addition to presenting a costly and complex operating environment in which they have to meet 

different standards in different geographies. Most companies would prefer a consistent, global set of rules rather than opera-

tional uncertainty. And they may be prepared to accept more stringent standards, as long as those standards are universal. 

Certifi cation systems can fi ll this need, as they represent a form of reputable private governance with consistent rules that 

apply across national boundaries.  

Creating barriers to entry: Firms might participate in certifi cation with an eye toward infl uencing or participating in eventual 

regulatory outcomes in a way that makes it harder for new market entrants (Gupta & Lad, 1983). This could also occur through 

a version of a “Baptist/bootlegger” coalition in which fi rms engage in certifi cation in order to impose costs on their uncertifi ed 

competitors (Vogel, 1995). As an example, U.S. timber companies ended up supporting the U.S. government’s broadening of 

the Lacey Act in 2008 (to outlaw the import of illegally harvested timber), in hopes it would keep inexpensive Chinese plywood 

out of the marketplace (Cashore & Stone, 2012).

Reduction in tort liability: Certifi cation may make fi rms less likely to cause harm, or more likely to have met standards of care to 

fi ght damage claims. However, certifi cation could also increase liability should a product be advertised or marketed as having 

met a standard’s criteria, if in fact it has not. 

Investor Pressures and Incentives

Investor communications: The company/investor dynamic is generally characterized more by company “push” than investor 

“pull.” This is the case with companies that use certifi cation as part of their broader communication efforts with investors. 

Such information is seen to enhance company weightings with rating agencies and other fi rms assessing sustainability on 

behalf of specialist or mainstream investors. Mainstream investors have traditionally shown little interest in environmental, 

social, and governance (ESG) information. However, fi nancial information provider Bloomberg is now offering ESG data to the 

investment community, which may be indicative of a change. Voluntary reporting on ESG issues may become more important 

over time, as the data improves and investors better understand how to apply it to investment decisions. Australia’s Financial 

Services Council recently called on investors to pressure businesses to disclose material ESG risks and issues, for instance 

(Australian Council of Superannuation Investors & Financial Services Council (2011). 

Contractual provisions/shareholder resolutions: Investors are known to use private contracts to allocate past liabilities and 

future responsibilities for compliance. These contracts may be in the form of acquisition and merger agreements, private 

equity investments, lending and credit arrangements, insurance contracts, or supply chain contracts. Lenders may also include 

contractual provisions to protect themselves against risks from borrowers; however, as a driver for certifi cation, lender pres-

sures are not generally judged to be signifi cant (see Appendix L). The same is true for mainstream equity investors. 
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A notable exception arises in the case of shareholder resolutions on topics such as human rights, environmental issues, and 

labor practices. Large proxy voting services are making recommendations from shareholders more infl uential by increasing 

the potential for a campaign against the board should resolutions not be adopted. In such cases, companies may adopt 

certifi cation to address such resolutions. Investor pressure may increase in the future as the link between nonfi nancial risks 

and company performance becomes better understood.20 As long as companies are confi dent of accessing capital elsewhere, 

however, investors’ infl uence on company decision making will remain limited. 

Barriers 
A range of concerns might dissuade a company from participating in a certifi cation system. The most common relate to market 

considerations, issues of trust in certifi cation, and consumer deterrents. Company-specifi c variables, such as geographic 

location and operating structure, can also play a role.

Market Issues 

High cost of certifi cation: One of the concerns most frequently cited by companies is the potentially high cost of maintaining 

compliance with certifi cations (Park & Koehler, 2011). Certifi cation bodies tend to charge on a straight volume basis, with no 

discount for companies that help to drive scale. Other substantial costs relate to auditing, product segregation in the supply 

chain, and marketing. The costs associated with the more scientifi cally rigorous and data-intensive certifi cation systems may 

be particularly high. The overall cost of certifi cation might exceed the perceived benefi ts or limit a fi rm’s capability to get the 

best prices on commodities. A number of studies fi nd that the transaction costs associated with environmental certifi cation 

exceed the short-term gains (see Appendix K). In some cases, however, a fi rm’s expectation of associated long-term gains may 

offset cost concerns (Khanna & Damon, 1999). 

Concerns about scope: Current standards often focus on one aspect or dimension of sustainability. Many fi rms would prefer a 

consolidation of standards, or even one universal sustainability standard, rather than addressing individual issues piecemeal. 

Also, some companies are looking to go beyond basic compliance and tackle the root causes of sustainability problems. 

In Ghana and the Ivory Coast, for instance, Mars helped farming communities put together community action plans for 

socioeconomic development. The Mars Partnership for African Cocoa Communities of Tomorrow, or iMPACT, also included 

training on better farming practices.21 This program was in addition to the certifi cation efforts the company is pursuing in the 

region with Rainforest Alliance and UTZ Certifi ed.22 

Concerns about ability to execute: Some companies may avoid certifi cation due to the complexity of implementation. Such 

complexity may stem from fl exible manufacturing processes; signifi cant data requirements; lengthy or complex supply chains; 

a lack of dedicated manufacturing processes or sourcing systems; and/or product ranges that include varying levels of multiple 

raw materials (Park & Koehler, 2011). Businesses also note a major concern regarding the capacity needed to bring certifi cation 

to small producers who are not yet certifi ed. In the agricultural sector, small farmers typically work independently and may 

even be illiterate. Implementation can also be hampered if local governments see certifi cation as posing a trade barrier relative 

to products that are not certifi ed. 

20 There are a few emerging signals that mainstream investors’ understanding of nonfi nancial risks is increasing. The Equator Principles, a nonfi nancial 

risk assessment tool designed for project fi nance, provides one of the earliest and most promising examples. Set up in 2003, the Equator Principles 

refl ect investor concern over project risks due to social or environmental issues, such as project delays or operational related disputes. See www.

equator-principles.com.

21 http://www.mars.com/global/press-center/press-list/news-releases.aspx?SiteId=94&Id=1485

22 http://www.mars.com/global/about-mars/mars-pia/our-supply-chain/cocoa.aspx
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Lack of brand advantage: A fi rm might question an ecolabel’s brand value, particularly if numerous other companies are using 

the same ecolabel, and/or if the ecolabel itself has more brand recognition than the product to be certifi ed. Companies also 

may also see risks associated with a certifi cation system’s long-term viability. In addition, some fi rms may be concerned that 

multiple ecolabels on multiple products might not accrue to the company overall. Some fi rms, therefore, may decide instead 

to put their own label and brand out front. 

Issues of Public Trust

Trust in business is at an historical low. And, the public is asking increasingly demanding questions about the validity and 

effectiveness of certifi cation systems. Companies are risk averse when it comes to protecting their brands and are likely to 

resist certifi cation if they feel it could produce a negative effect. 

Methodological challenges for verifying impact: As discussed at length in Chapter 3, most certifi cation systems have struggled, 

for a variety of methodological reasons, to conclusively prove success in mitigating negative environmental impacts, improving 

the lot of individuals within the supply chain over the long term, and/or contributing to supply chain sustainability. In some 

cases, this may be due to a lack of suitable, long-term performance metrics. However, in other cases it could also be the 

result of performance failures. Businesses may interpret the problem as a failure of certifi cation systems to change consumer 

behavior or drive innovation in internal management processes or product development. 

“Greenwashing:” Some consumers perceive certifi cation as an attempt by businesses to mislead the public about their sustain-

ability performance (Makower, 2011). Inaccurate and unclear label language worsens the problem and undermines efforts by 

credible certifi cation systems. Terms on labels such as low-carbon, natural, and recyclable have proliferated (TerraChoice, 2010). 

The problem is exacerbated where certifi cations lack independent validation or are administered by manufacturers themselves. 

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission has pledged to revise its regulations and strengthen its guidance to help companies avoid 

misleading environmental claims, such as to imply a product has been endorsed or certifi ed by an independent third party 

when it has not. In the U.K., the Department for Food, the Regions, and Agriculture is also completing major reviews of their 

green marketing guidelines. The existence of irresponsible marketing, whether real or perceived, could dissuade responsible 

businesses from adopting certifi cation systems, if they fear being tarred with the same brush (Park & Koehler, 2011). 

Lack of trust in the certifying organization: Multi-stakeholder governance structures give rise to questions of mutual trust, given 

the different priorities and cultures of participating organizations. Businesses may be wary about entering a coalition with 

active critics. Some companies also believe certain nonprofi t certifi cation bodies have an anti-business bias. NGOs and the 

public may express the same reservations in reverse, perceiving undue corporate infl uence in the certifying organization. Other 

factors that can act as a barrier include insuffi cient transparency in the governance of the certifying body, as well as a lack of 

maturity in terms of professionalism of staff, the certifi cation process itself, and/or public recognition of the certifi cation system.

Concern over rigor of standards: Companies prefer certifi cation systems to be as objective, scientifi c, multi-attributable, and 

dynamic as possible. These characteristics are seen as a facilitating innovation and continuous improvement. Where these 

characteristics are absent, companies may be wary of participation. 

Consumer-Related Deterrents

Consumers have traditionally been cited by both certifi cation bodies and companies as a major driver of certifi cation. However, 

recent research suggests that the infl uence of buyers, particularly individual retail consumers, is less signifi cant than previously 

assumed. 
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Consumer confusion: The proliferation of certifi cation may confuse consumers, who might wish to reward the “best perform-

ers” but cannot easily determine which standards are the most stringent. Vague labeling or excessive on-pack information is 

hown to have a particularly negative effect on consumer behavior.23 In some cases, labels may not be relevant to consumers, 

further increasing customer confusion. Concerns about consumer confusion may act as a disincentive for some companies to 

participate in certifi cation programs.

Price problems: While consumer awareness of social and environmental issues has increased in recent years,24 this awareness 

does not necessarily translate into changed behavior at the checkout counter.25 Price remains a primary motivator behind the 

purchasing decisions of most consumers. A limited number of consumers in developed countries demonstrate a willingness 

to pay price premiums for particular social or environmental attributes of a product (Vandenbergh, 2007). In general, however, 

the evidence for consumers’ willingness to pay price premiums for ecolabeled products is not conclusive (Sedjo & Swallow, 

2002; see also Appendix K). 

Important Variables 
Though many drivers and barriers are generic to much of the business sector, a number of variables may alter the degree of 

infl uence that these have on certain companies. In particular, company, geographic location, and supply chain position may 

be signifi cant determinants of behavior.

Geography: Global companies operating in different cultures will have different drivers in different places. For instance, it 

was found that the diffusion of ISO standards is affected by cultural variation.26 There is also evidence to suggest that that 

trade between countries is conducive to learning and imitation of competitive practices, such as the adoption of ISO 9000. 

This reinforces studies indicating that the location of a country or a region in the global economy matters for the adoption of 

voluntary certifi cation in the forestry sector (Cashore, Auld, & Newsom, 2004). Finally, the geographic scope of fi rms’ opera-

tions may infl uence certifi cation. Recent research found that U.S. companies with foreign parents are more likely to adopt the 

ISO 14000 standard (King & Lenox, 2000). 

Supply chain position: Large corporate purchasers, particularly international retailers and fast-moving consumer goods 

companies, can use their power to pressure suppliers and other smaller, dependent players in their value chain to certify.27 

The more streamlined a supply chain, the more infl uence a buyer can wield. In the food industry, for instance, supply chains 

23 A study of consumers buying products with energy effi ciency/sustainability labels (Green Seal, Scientifi c Certifi cation Systems, Energy Guide, Energy 

Star, and Green-e) found that customers were infl uenced more by simple logos and rather than by extensive information-disclosure labels (Banerjee & 

Solomon, 2003). 

24 For example, marketing data from the MSC indicates that 23 percent of U.S. consumers recognize the MSC eco-label, up from just 7 percent in 2008. 

Similarly, 36 percent of German consumers and 18 percent of British consumers recognize the label, up from 10 percent and 11 percent respectively 

(see Appendix E). As for the Fairtrade mark, 70 percent of the U.K. population now recognizes the label, according to a survey by TNS CAPI Omnibus. 

Findings also show understanding of the concept behind the mark has increased, with 64 percent of the population linking the mark to a better deal for 

producers in the developing world (Fairtrade Foundation, 2008). 

25 Existing and historical research is clear that stated willingness to pay, while important, does not often translate in to actual purchases of certifi ed prod-

ucts. Research looking at this issue in consumer experiments fi nds that willingness to pay serves as an indicator, but typically overestimates the extent 

that consumers will act on their stated preferences (Loureiro, McCluskey, and Mittelhammer 2003). Partly as a result, the few studies that report on 

price premiums paid by consumers have found them to be unstable and available mainly for selected (niche and high-quality) products sold in North 

America and Europe. In Brazil, for instance, one study found that certifi ed tropical hardwoods received premiums of 20–50 percent, whereas commod-

ity products such as composite boards compete on price and hence pay no premiums (Espach 2005).

26 See Appendix K. The MSC provides an example of how geographical concerns can play out in practice. The MSC is now fi rmly established as a tool for 

fi sheries in the developed world to differentiate themselves on a sustainability basis. The market for MSC products is moderate to strong, but growing 

quickly, in Northern Europe and North America. Germany is the leading market for MSC-certifi ed products, followed by the U.S., the U.K., France, and 

Sweden. Southern Europe (e.g., Spain, Portugal, Italy) and Japan have not been major markets for the MSC to date, but the organization is looking to 

expand. The MSC has had far less penetration in Asia and most of the developing world, and will face challenges building market demand in those 

regions (see Appendix E).

27 Unilever provides an illustrative example. Through its collaboration with WWF, this global company helped found the MSC and the FSC. In both cases, 

Unilever’s direct suppliers were encouraged to participate. Among other outcomes, this contributed to knowledge transfer, which in turn reduced the 

costs of compliance.
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are often highly concentrated between the buyer and the fi rst-tier supplier. However, at the base of the chain (i.e., at producer 

or grower level), relationships are far less concentrated due to the diversity of small producers. Buyers have little infl uence on 

such third- or fourth-tier suppliers. Intermediaries such as commodity traders have potential infl uence, but it is limited by their 

relative anonymity and the low level of public and regulatory pressure on them. 
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Introduction
During the past two decades, the environmental certifi cation of products, services, and processes has gained increasing atten-

tion as a means to improve the quality of nutrition, to preserve scarce natural resources, and to address pressing global issues, 

such as climate change. The overarching question addressed in this literature review is why organizations choose to voluntarily 

engage in certifi cation, both in helping to set up voluntary systems and in adopting them. Much of the research to date on 

these issues comes from the economics, public policy, political science, law, and business domains. The existing literature 

has mostly focused on such well-known cases as sustainable forestry certifi cation by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), 

sustainable fi shing certifi cation by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), and the environmental management standard ISO 

14000. Other environmental certifi cation programs that have attracted the attention of researchers include alternatives to 

FSC certifi cation—such as the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certifi cation (PEFC) and the Sustainable Forestry 

Initiative (SFI)—the Responsible Care Program (RCP) established by the Chemical Manufacturers’ Association (CMA), and the 

33/50 program of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Both the RCP and the 33/50 program focus on reducing 

toxic emissions of chemical producers. Other examples include another EPA program, WasteWise, which is directed at the 

reduction of municipal solid waste, as well as less-widely known national certifi cation schemes, such as the Costa Rican 

Certifi cation for Sustainable Tourism (CST).

The extant research suggests that private companies voluntarily engage in environmental certifi cation programs for a number 

of reasons, ranging from improving their public image to enhancing operational effi ciencies. However, there is evidence that 

fi rms join and participate in certifi cation and labeling schemes regardless of the fact that short-term costs may exceed immedi-

ate benefi ts and despite insuffi cient levels of consumers’ willingness to pay for the certifi ed products. This suggests that fi rm 

behavior is a product of a more complex mix of factors than simple profi t consideration and consumer demand. It is clear 

that the creation of voluntary certifi cation programs entails the engagement of both fi rms and their main stakeholders—civil 

society, shareholders, and governmental agencies. It appears that there is still much to be learned about why some companies 

choose to participate in voluntary certifi cation, while others do not. Moreover, it is not well understood under which conditions 

voluntary certifi cation programs thrive. The literature on this topic is not exhaustive, and a more complete picture may require 

a mix of quantitative and qualitative empirical studies. 

This paper is structured as follows. First, I outline the scope of this review by providing the defi nitions and assumptions I use 

in the paper. Then, I present a list of the main drivers and enabling conditions, followed by a discussion of the key challenges 

that voluntary certifi cation programs face, some lessons learned from other sectors, and current gaps in the literature.

Defi nitions and Main Assumptions
Because certifi cation encompasses many issues, the scope of this review is limited in a few ways. First, voluntary certifi ca-

tion is defi ned here as a process that includes three elements—the development of standards, the certifi cation of adopting 

organizations, and labeling (see Matus, 2009). Adopting this defi nition prevents confusion due to the common use of the term 
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“standards” in various literatures. For instance, one stream in the business literature explores standards as a strategic tool to 

dominate rivals in the market and lock in a proprietary technology. In that literature, standardization is considered the process 

by which market participants adopt a common technological standard, e.g., QWERTY or Microsoft Offi ce. Then, in order to 

gain a competitive advantage, companies will craft “standards strategies” and wage “standards wars” with their competitors 

(Shapiro & Varian, 1999). An example of this type of process is the competition between DVD and Blue-Ray technological 

standards. Standards that contribute to the dominance of one technology over another differ from the voluntary programs 

adopted by organizations to signal their adherence to particular social or economic principles. And they are not the focus of 

this review. However, there are common elements between these two conceptualizations of standards: When participating in 

voluntary certifi cation programs, outcompeting rivals is likely to be the ultimate motive behind organizations’ efforts to signal 

their compliance with sustainability or social standards.

One of the limits to the scope of this review is that it is focused on voluntary as opposed to mandatory certifi cation. Most 

of the key sustainability standards programs, including the cases mentioned above, are voluntary to date. However, valuable 

lessons can be learned from the evolution of mandatory industry certifi cations, as they were often voluntary before they 

became required. Some examples of previously voluntary programs include: ISO 9000, which became a “mandatory” standard 

of quality management to be adopted by companies trading in the international marketplace (Ferguson, 1994); U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration certifi cation of food safety managers, which is now required by almost half of U.S. states (Almanza & 

Nesmith, 2004); and fi sh catch documentation, which is used as a mandatory certifi cation scheme to protect valuable species, 

such as bluefi n tuna (Wessells, Cochrane, Deere, Wallis, & Willmann, 2001).

Much of the extant literature emphasizes the role of stakeholders in promoting voluntary certifi cation programs. The concept 

of the stakeholder is portrayed by a variety of authors in often contradictory ways (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). In this paper, 

the classical defi nition of a stakeholder developed by Freeman (1984) is adopted: A stakeholder is a group or an individual 

who can be infl uenced or can infl uence the achievement of certain objectives by an organization. A stakeholder model used 

in the organizational literature goes beyond the typical input-output model of value creation of the fi rm that consists of mere 

investors, suppliers, employees, and customers. It also involves governments, communities, political groups, and trade 

associations (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). All these groups may exert signifi cant pressure on organizations. By doing this, 

stakeholders either contribute to the achievement of particular goals—from value maximization to incorporation of sustainable 

organizational design—or impede operations of a company involved in unsustainable practices.

Finally, when I present a number of drivers/enabling conditions below, I imply that these are the factors that the existing 

literature puts forth as important for the adoption of voluntary certifi cation. The drivers/enabling conditions are interconnected 

and many of them overlap, and one of the challenges of this review is to separate one from another. Furthermore, it should be 

noted that most of the empirical literature does not provide causal evidence between the suggested factors and the voluntary 

adoption of environmental standards, but rather suggests association of the factors with fi rms’ decisions to comply.

Drivers and Enabling Conditions for Voluntary Adoption of Sustainability Certifi cation
In the following section, the key drivers and enabling conditions in the relevant literature are outlined. Note that I do not group 

them in particular categories because of the many overlaps and to avoid missing potential factors that do not fi t within a group.

Anticipation of Economic Benefi ts by Firms

The most frequent factor mentioned in the literature relevant for voluntary participation appears to be fi rms’ expectation of 

economic benefi ts. Pursuing strategies to improve the bottom line are fi rms’ rational behaviors, and private businesses adopt 

voluntary certifi cation while expecting benefi ts from their participation. The anticipated benefi ts can incorporate both the 

demand and supply sides. 

It can be argued that consumers in developed countries may be willing to pay premiums for particular environmental attributes 

of a product (Vandenbergh, 2007). An example of stimulating consumer demand is the case of the adoption of a “dolphin-safe” 
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label by U.S. fi sh product manufacturers. Teisl, Roe, and Hicks (2002) empirically tested the effects of the labeling program 

before and after the introduction of labeling on aggregate consumer demand for canned tuna. They argue that the use of 

dolphin-safe labels increased the market share of canned tuna in the 1990s. In the case of Energy Star certifi cation of homes, 

when consumers were given better mortgage rates for buying certifi ed houses, the literature suggests that economic incentives 

translated into higher participation rates (Banerjee & Solomon, 2003; Werling et al., 1998)

On the supply side, club theory offers an economic explanation of fi rms’ involvement in voluntary certifi cation programs 

(Prakash & Potoski, 2006). It suggests that members of a club choose to participate in a sharing agreement of a particular good 

that can range from a swimming pool to an airport or a military alliance, motivated by anticipated net benefi ts (Buchanan, 1965; 

Sandler & Tschirhart, 1997). Prakash and Potoski (2005) use the example of ISO 14000 certifi cation to show that environmental 

voluntary programs are club goods. They argue that organizations derive a reputational value from participating in collective 

programs rather than taking actions unilaterally. Voluntary program participants incur costs in terms of sign-up fees and com-

pliance that enables them to produce public goods, such as a cleaner environment. In return, they obtain member-exclusive 

economic benefi ts by capitalizing on the positive brand image of the club. Many companies pride themselves on being a part 

of the community involved in the sale or manufacturing of environmentally certifi ed products or services. Drawing upon the 

economic theory of club goods, exploring how companies evaluate benefi ts of the “sustainable club” membership may shed 

light on why certain companies engage in voluntary programs, whereas others do not. 

Furthermore, successful adoption of a voluntary certifi cation scheme suggests that economic benefi ts should be accepted 

at different levels of a fi rm. For fi rms to enroll in voluntary certifi cation programs, their leadership needs to be able to see 

potential economic benefi ts of participation (Rivera, 2002). The involvement of employees may improve operational effi ciency 

that would lead to higher economic benefi ts. 

Firms engage in calculative behavior to evaluate potential benefi ts from their engagement in sustainability certifi cation. For 

example, in the fi eld of sustainable fi sheries, the owners of fi sh farms observe each other’s actions and base their behavior on 

cost/benefi t calculations of whether it makes economic sense for them to adopt eco-labeling. In 2000, the MSC carried out 

the certifi cation of Thames herring, and the Thames Blackwater herring driftnet fi shery was one of the fi rst to be certifi ed. In 

the same year, the price for Thames herring rose twofold, and multiple seafood outlets started buying it provided it had an 

MSC certifi cate (Roheim, 2003). This was a considerable signal for fi sheries that participation offers salient economic benefi ts.

Avoidance or Softening of an Existing or Prospective Regulatory Burden

Businesses are more likely to behave in socially responsible ways if there are strong and well-enforced state regulations 

(Campbell, 2007). Responding to institutional pressures, fi rms can also enter voluntary programs to avoid more costly govern-

ment policies that might be imposed on them. Environmental regulations impose a number of costs on businesses, such 

as the costs of applying for operation licenses, installing compliant “clean” technologies, purchasing environmental liability 

insurance, and paying for commercial waste disposal services under strict EPA regulations (Andrews, 1998). One of the ways 

fi rms mitigate those costs is by establishing cooperative agreements with regulating agencies, called Voluntary Programs 

(VP). VP participants pledge to comply with standards aimed at improving the environment (Delmas & Terlaak, 2001). An 

example of such a cooperative arrangement is the voluntary 33/50 program, established by the EPA in 1991 in order to reduce 

toxic emissions of chemical producers. Under this program two milestones were established—decreasing toxic emissions 

by 33% by 1992 and 50% by 1995. Participation in the program produced favorable results for the participating chemical 

manufacturers, and the fi rms were able to avoid regulatory compliance costs and environmental liabilities, and they received 

public recognition (Khanna & Damon, 1999).

Using a sample of S&P 500 fi rms, Khanna and Anton (2002) empirically demonstrate that the threat of environmental liabilities 

and noncompliance penalties are statistically signifi cant predictors of companies’ improvement of their environmental man-

agement systems. A study by Maxwell, Lyon, and Hackett (2000) produced empirical evidence that the threat of government 

regulation encourages fi rms to adopt voluntary pollution-reduction measures. 
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Also, by making investments that improve a fi rm’s environmental performance, a business manager expects less monitoring 

or easier permitting procedures from regulating agencies (Maxwell & Decker, 2006).

Another empirical study by Potoski and Prakash (2005) provides evidence that participation in the voluntary certifi cation of 

companies’ environmental management systems, ISO 14001, was associated with businesses’ improvement of regulatory 

compliance compared to what likely would have occurred had the businesses not participated. They found that joining ISO 

14001 reduced compliance time by approximately 7%, or about 25 days out of a year.

At the same time, while reducing regulatory compliance costs, participation in voluntary programs can impose a time and 

monetary burden on participating organizations. At the outset, many fi rms resisted the adoption of the voluntary standard ISO 

14001, since their managers did not believe that the economic benefi ts of the standard adoption would outweigh the costs. 

They believed that implementation of ISO 14001 requirements could not be made without burdensome and costly compliance 

verifi cation procedures and documentation (Bansal, 2002).

Response to Normative Pressures from Non-State Actors

Firms tend to participate in voluntary certifi cation in response to pressures from business communities they are a part of, 

following the institutionalized formal or informal rules. Institutions have rules that defi ne behavior and interactions among 

people and organizations (North, 1990). Thus, the institutional view perceives voluntary environmental programs as formal 

or informal rules that infl uence how organizations in an industry interact with each other. Terlaak (2007) calls voluntary cer-

tifi cation a private decentralized or centralized institution. First, it is called “private” as it involves non-state actors in crafting 

and enforcing standards. Second, the degree of centralization—whether it is a decentralized or centralized institution—is 

determined by the types of enforcement of certifi cation standards. For example, private centralized institutions, such as the 

Sustainable Forestry Initiative or Marine Stewardship Council certifi cation, are created by collective action organizations with a 

higher level of enforcement power, whereas the decentralized ones such as ISO 14001 emerge from the uncoordinated actions 

of multiple industry participants (King, Lenox, & Terlaak, 2005; Terlaak, 2007). Unlike such institutions as laws or taken-for-

granted cognitive expectations of desired organizations’ behavior (Scott, 2008), voluntary certifi cation is a normative form of 

industry self-regulation that comes from providing information on social or environmental compliance of industry members 

(Bartley, 2011; King et al., 2005). Established norms shared by a large number of industry members are one of the mechanisms 

that leads to the so-called organizational isomorphism, when the practices of organizations converge (DiMaggio & Powell, 

1983). Organizations adopt similar practices, either through education, legitimacy of new practices, or hiring employees 

from their peer organizations. This may lead to a diffusion of voluntary participation in certifi cation schemes among fi rms in 

industries, like forestry, fi sheries, tourism, etc.

Similarly, voluntary certifi cation programs can be viewed as systems of governance—i.e., the rules and authority that stem 

from the cooperative actions of political actors (Rosenau & Czempiel, 1992; Van Kersbergen & Van Waarden, 2004). Voluntary 

environmental programs often require collective actions from stakeholders to induce the private sector to adopt a particular set 

of practices. For example, consumers may engage in protesting habitat-destructive forest-felling by boycotting wood and paper 

products without an eco-label, or a multinational company that produces seafood may team up with civil society organizations 

to design a set of standards that it would later apply to its suppliers. Cashore (2002) calls these voluntary programs of compli-

ance with environmental and social standards “non-state market-driven (NSMD) governance systems.” NSMD governance 

mechanisms derive their authority not from the state, but from multiple stakeholders. Consumers, social movement organiza-

tions, and trade associations design principles that govern the behavior of industries (Cashore, Egan, Auld, & Newsom, 2007; 

Cashore, Auld, & Newsom, 2004). Adherence to the principles is also verifi ed by stakeholders, either directly or by charging a 

third-party organization with this task. Hence, the establishment and proliferation of NSMDs is a stakeholder-driven process.

Firms can also experience or exert pressure to participate in voluntary certifi cation along their value chains. Suppliers would 

impose this self-regulation on their customers, or vice versa (Andrews, 1998). Examples of this are the Responsible Care 

program, initially championed by the large chemical producers such as Dow and Union Carbide. To mitigate negative publicity 

against the entire chemical industry, they undertook a number of steps to motivate smaller producers to participate in the 
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program by establishing mechanisms for knowledge transfer to reduce the costs of compliance (Prakash, 2000). Another 

example of imposing such value-chain requirements is the collaboration of Unilever and the World Wild Fund for Nature 

(WWF) to establish the MSC, which certifi es sustainable fi sheries.

Public Recognition

While it was mentioned earlier, public recognition of voluntary participation in environmental certifi cation programs should 

be separately emphasized as a driver since a positive image among stakeholders appears to be a valuable intangible asset for 

businesses. Regulators understand it and design the voluntary program architecture so that improvement of public image is 

advertised as one of the perks. For example, the U.S. Department of Energy identifi ed improvement of public image among 

the community as one of the fi ve benefi ts for voluntary participation of public utilities it its Climate Challenge program (Welch, 

Mazur, & Bretschneider, 2000). This program targeted the 50 largest electric utilities from 1994 to 2000, asking them to sign 

voluntary, self-administered agreements regarding the reduction and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions (http://www.

climatevision.gov). 

Another example comes from voluntary participation in the EPA’s 33/50 program. In their study, Arora and Cason (1996) found 

evidence that fi rms in industries with higher advertising expenditures gained from participation in programs such as 33/50 by 

improving their public image. They suggest that public recognition was a key element in participation in the 33/50 program. 

Using data on voluntary participation in the 33/50 program, Khanna and Damon (1999) tested empirical models that showed 

that the desire for public recognition among companies and increased consumer goodwill provided statistically signifi cant 

incentives for fi rms to participate in the program.

Similar to the 33/50 and Climate Challenge programs, WasteWise—an EPA program aimed at the reduction of municipal solid 

waste among businesses and organizations—provided recognition to program participants through EPA publications, case 

studies, and awards at national and regional events (Delmas & Keller, 2005). 

Voluntary participation is also an incentive in sustainable tourism. For example, due to involvement in the Costa Rican 

Certifi cation for Sustainable Tourism, a hospitality performance-based voluntary environmental program, participating hotels 

improved their name recognition among tourists (Rivera, 2002).

Response to Demands of Stakeholders

An important factor affecting participation in, as well as the design of, voluntary environmental programs, is stakeholders, and 

the existing literature attempts to shed light on why fi rms seek to get them onboard. For example, a survey of program man-

agers of a number of voluntary environmental programs revealed that industry groups, government, and nongovernmental 

organizations are relevant participants in the design of the programs, and that the inclusion of a wide range of stakeholders 

prevents the “appearance of agency favoritism” for a particular group or position (Carmin, Darnall, & Mil-Homens, 2003). 

Out of all stakeholders, government plays a special role in the adoption of voluntary programs as it moves away from the 

command-and-control ways of regulating industries with respect to their environmental performance. In response to positive 

signals from state agencies, the private sector is able to adopt environmentally friendly practices, which in return would allow 

for speedier permits or regulatory reviews of business plans (Esty & Winston, 2009).

There are several categorizations of stakeholders portrayed in the literature. Cashore (2002) argues that stakeholders, or exter-

nal audiences, contribute to providing legitimacy for the non-state market-driven governance system. There exist four broad 

sets of stakeholders: the state as actor, and then organizations that represent supply-side economic interests, demand-side 

economic interests, and social interests. The supply-side economic interests include fi rms that implement the certifi cation 

rules, whereas the demand side constitutes customers, suppliers, and organizations along the supply chain that exert pressure 

on producers to adopt voluntary certifi cation programs. NGOs, citizens’ groups, and other civil society organizations represent 

the social interests.
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When companies consider adopting environmental standards, they must involve stakeholders in the design process. In order 

to support a company’s activities, stakeholders need to overcome the information asymmetry. For instance, ISO 14000 is 

a standard for a process, and there are few other ways that stakeholders learn whether the environmental standard works 

apart from being directly involved in the design of the environmental management systems implemented by a fi rm (Delmas, 

2001). Delmas (2001) provides empirical evidence that the adoption of a voluntary environmental standard such as ISO 14000 

leads to a competitive advantage by a company, an organizational capability that is diffi cult to imitate by competitors. Besides 

providing fi nancial benefi ts in terms of reduced incidences of regulatory fi nes and environmental liabilities, adoption of ISO 

14000 may make a company’s operations more effi cient by engaging employees.

Different voluntary certifi cation programs may also compete with each other for credibility. Stakeholders will try to prove that 

their program is better for the environment. For example, Sweden has experienced competition between two voluntary certi-

fi cation schemes of forestry practices—the FSC and the PEFC. The PEFC was established by an association of forest owners 

who disagreed with FSC practices. Stakeholder organizations launched several studies that compared the PEFC and the FSC 

(Cashore et al., 2004). This diverted useful resources from both of these organizations to stage campaigns to support their 

legitimacy. Eventually, the group of non-industrial owners represented by PEFC ended up being marginalized (Gulbrandsen, 

2005). 

Implementation of sustainability practices among fi rms is a continuous process, and stakeholders are an important contribu-

tor to it. In their study of managers’ perceptions of different types of stakeholder infl uences in the Canadian forestry industry, 

Sharma and Henriques (2005) found that under pressures from stakeholders the industry participants have adopted some 

measures, like pollution control and eco-effi ciency. However, fi rms’ business models still remain to be fundamentally changed, 

as such sustainability practices as eco-design and ecosystem stewardship require substantial investments.

Experience with the Adoption of Other Certifi cation Programs

It appears that fi rms’ previous experiences with some kind of certifi cation may have a positive spillover effect on their adoption 

rates of voluntary certifi cation schemes. Those companies that participated in such voluntary programs as ISO 9000 are more 

likely to adopt the environmental voluntary standards, like ISO 14000. For example, Corbett and Kirsch (2001) explored the 

factors that contribute to diffusion of ISO 14000. They found that participation in ISO 9000 was an important factor predicting 

the diffusion of ISO 14000 certifi cations. Delmas (2001) argues that standards are based on other standards, as this is the 

case for ISO 14000. Businesses can implement it faster as ISO 14000 has common elements with ISO 9000, such as focusing 

not on outcomes but on processes.

In a study of the diffusion of ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 focusing on macro-mechanisms, Albuquerque, Bronnenberg, and 

Corbett (2007) found that past experiences with certifi cation are associated with lower perceived risk for current adoptions of 

voluntary standards. Furthermore, they fi nd a “cross-country” effect, arguing that earlier adoption of an ISO standard in one 

country can be associated with reduced uncertainty in another, hence, contributing to the adoption of a standard. They suggest 

that the diffusion rate of ISO standards will increase under growing pressures from globalization.

However, it should be noted that the existing literature does not provide causal evidence that the adoption of ISO 9000 leads 

to ISO 14000 integration. 

Presence of Powerful Incumbent Players and Intermediaries

Another factor that may affect voluntary certifi cation is what types of stakeholder organizations inhabit the organizational 

fi eld in which businesses operate and how much power they have. The level of organizational power is determined by access 

to resources (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978) and the ability to engage other centers of power and affect establishing rules (Scott, 

2008). For example, both the FSC and MSC are capable of tapping expertise in the fi elds of sustainable fi sheries and forestry. 

They have a license to issue a resource that many private-sector organizations need to do business at the international level – 

power to issue certifi cates of compliance with their principles. Furthermore, they can obtain support from powerful industry 

incumbents, such as Unilever for the MSC and Home Depot for the FSC (Cashore et al., 2004). Having all these resources at 
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their disposal, organizations like the FSC and MSC may pursue a number of strategies to induce companies to participate or 

comply with sustainability standards. In other words, the FSC can withhold certifi cation from a smaller player until it complies, 

or provide certifi cation to a major player with environmental strings attached.

It is also often the case that smaller fi rms would follow the lead of industry leaders in adopting certain business practices. For 

example, the adoption of environmental practices by such private-sector behemoths as Walmart or Home Depot induced their 

smaller suppliers follow suit and adopt environmental supply-chain contracting (Vandenbergh, 2007).

Research shows that the presence of professional social movement organizations and associations is viewed more favorably 

than protest groups by powerful organizations. In the case of establishing forest certifi cation in Brazil, the charitable founda-

tions that supported certifi cation programs through grants preferred working with moderate social movement organizations 

than those that staged protests and boycotts (Bartley, 2007).

In most voluntary certifi cation cases, bringing different organizations under a single organizational umbrella entails chal-

lenges of balancing often opposing interests of the private sector, civil society, and government agencies. This leads to the 

creation of hybrid organizations, or intermediaries, such as the FSC (Bostrom, 2006). The FSC combines representatives 

of the forestry industry, environmental NGOs, and trade associations. Another example of such a hybrid organization is 

the MSC. It is comprised of two governing groups—a Technical Advisory Board represented by scientists and the fi shing 

industry, and a Stakeholder Council that includes retailers, environmental groups, and seafood processing companies. By 

involving multiple stakeholders, these organizations gain credibility and authority. Independence and neutrality of the board 

members of certifying organizations (e.g., the FSC and MSC) and equal representation of stakeholders guarantee credibility 

of a voluntary certifi cation program (Sasidharan & Font, 2001), which refl ects the credibility of the groups affi liated with the 

program (Meidinger, 2003). 

Industry Characteristics: Firm Size and Ownership Structure

The size and fragmentation of businesses and organizations that inhabit the organizational fi eld of voluntary certifi cation can 

be important determinants of the successful adoption of a voluntary environmental program. If the industry is comprised of 

only small and medium-sized enterprises, there needs to be signifi cant collective action on behalf of businesses participating 

in voluntary certifi cation. Only then would it be possible to create the momentum needed for adopting sustainable standards 

by the industry majority (provided that there are no external pressures like the introduction of governmental regulations). 

Cashore and colleagues (2004) use the example of the forestry industry to investigate factors that facilitate the support of 

FSC certifi cation. They argue that large, vertically and horizontally integrated forestry companies and unfragmented non-

industrial forest ownerships are more likely to be persuaded to adopt voluntary certifi cation than their smaller rivals, for a 

number of reasons. First, economies of scale would allow them to swallow the transaction costs associated with certifi cation 

and compliance reporting. Second, their size makes them more susceptible to being a target of campaigns of environmental 

groups. Third, in the case of forest ownerships, smaller private forest owners appear to be more opposed to the infl uence of 

environmental groups.

In general, large companies appear to be more likely to engage in voluntary certifi cation. Larger fi rms can mandate their structural 

units to adopt voluntary standards, such as ISO 14000 (Darnall, 2006). Arora and Cason (1995) provide experimental evidence 

that large fi rms with high toxic releases in unconcentrated industries are more likely to participate in voluntary environmental 

programs. Sharma and Henriques (2005) argue that size of the fi rm matters for the earlier phases of adoption sustainability 

practices, such as pollution control. However, they do not fi nd that size is signifi cant factor in later, more-advanced stages 

of adoption of environmental practices, such as the adoption of eco-design, involvement in eco-stewardship, and redefi ning 

the company’s business model. Firm size also matters because of the existence of economies of scale in pollution reduction 

as well as by the fact that pollution is often infl uenced by the size of a fi rm’s operations (King & Lenox, 2000; Lenox, 2006). 

It appears that, whether or not a fi rm enjoys economies of scale, voluntary participation may be affected by its ownership 

structure. For example, in a study of adoption of environmental management systems, Darnall and Edwards (2006) fi nd that 
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publicly traded fi rms had the lowest adoption costs for environmental management systems (EMSs), as they had the strongest 

internal competencies prior to EMS adoption. Government-owned facilities experienced the most costly adoption, as they 

had the weakest internal competencies and relied on external help. The presence of foreign capital in ownership also can be 

a signifi cant contributor to the adoption of voluntary standards, especially if the sister company comes from a country with a 

high prevalence of environmental certifi cation practices (King et al., 2005).

Geography 

The literature suggests that the geographical location of a company also can be a factor affecting adoption of certifi cation 

programs. For example, Albuquerque, Bronnenberg, Corbett (2007) investigated at the macro-level the spatial and temporal 

diffusion of ISO standards. They found that ISO 9000 certifi cation is affected by export fl ows and geographic proximity to 

adopters. They also argue that ISO 14000 diffuses across culturally similar countries, suggesting that if standards focus on 

business-related objectives, such as quality management, accounting, and software standards, they will diffuse more along 

supply chains and trade relationships. The adoption of ISO 14000 is related to environmental issues, and its diffusion will be 

affected by cultural variation between countries. Another study, by Guler and colleagues (2002), found that a factor that helped 

ISO 9000 establish a foothold in a country or a region was trade relationships between countries, as trade was conducive to 

learning and imitation of competitive practices such as the adoption of ISO 9000. This reinforces a fi nding by Cashore, Auld, 

and Newsom (2004) that the location of a country or a region in the global economy matters for the adoption of voluntary 

certifi cation of forestry. Countries that are more favorably located with respect to modern trade routes would be more inclined 

to adopt certifi cation of sustainable forestry.

Finally, the geographical scope of operations of fi rms that inhabit the fi eld may infl uence the success of voluntary environ-

mental certifi cation. King et al. (2005) found that out of U.S. companies, those with foreign parents were more likely to adopt 

the ISO 14000 standard. Also, those companies that work with distant supply chain partners were more inclined to adopt the 

environmental standard to reduce the information asymmetry. 

Clarity of Information about Stakeholder Demands and Potential Benefi ts of the Voluntary Programs

The manager of a fi rm will likely have a positive response to stakeholders’ environmental demands if they pertain to particular 

issues that his or her fi rm is dealing with (Eesley et al., 2006). For example, the FSC will be more likely to succeed in promoting 

voluntary certifi cation among the tree-felling industry if it promotes it as a means of protecting local wildlife habitats versus 

appealing to saving forests as carbon sinks to mitigate global warming. One peril of unclear stakeholder demands is that they 

allow fi rms to broadly interpret self-declared environmental claims (Wessells et al., 2001). In the case of eco-labeling of seafood, 

vague terminology would preserve the information asymmetry between producers and consumers. According to Wessells et al. 

(2001), seafood marketed under a dolphin-safe label was not necessarily produced using practices that did not harm marine 

ecosystem; the same boats that caught the dolphin-safe fi sh could have been using nets that catch juvenile fi sh, and by doing 

this could be destroying the health of a particular species’ population.

Furthermore, how much information is disclosed through eco-labels may have an effect on the behavior of consumers. 

However, this needs more clarifi cation through empirical analyses. For example, a study of consumers buying products with 

energy-effi ciency/sustainable labels (e.g., Green Seal, Scientifi c Certifi cation Systems, Energy Guide, Energy Star, and Green-e) 

by Banerjee and Solomon (2003) found that customers were infl uenced more by simple logos than by extensive information-

disclosure labels. At the same time, a study by Teisl (2003) found that consumer demand and willingness to pay for certifi ed 

forest products depends on the information displayed on the eco-label. Consumers were least satisfi ed with simple labels, 

but preferred labels with detailed information about specifi c environmental benefi ts. Consumer preferences for information 

disclosure on eco-labels remain to be investigated.
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Existence of Penalties for Noncompliance

One of the enabling conditions for the successful implementation of voluntary certifi cation is ensuring that companies are 

committed to their pledges of complying with sustainability standards. This can be achieved through a system of binding 

social and economic sanctions by the members of the organizational fi eld (Terlaak, 2007). King and Lenox (2000) provide 

empirical evidence that the self-regulation of industries, such as adoption of ISO 14000, is diffi cult to maintain without sanc-

tions. For example, the SFI was created by, and is enforced by, the American Forest and Paper Association, which can exclude 

member fi rms for noncompliance. Another instance of a well-functioning system of sanctions is the Responsible Care program 

established by the Chemical Manufacturers’ Association to improve the industry’s public image and safety of operations. The 

CMA monitors the adherence of its members to the Ten Guiding Principles of the Responsible Care program and threatens 

to exclude those who fail to comply.

Discussion and Conclusion

Challenges and Issues of Voluntary Environmental Programs

A number of challenges and issues are associated with voluntary environmental programs, such as certifi cation, mentioned in 

the extant literature. For example, voluntary certifi cation programs face cognitive challenges, and environmental standards may 

be misleading to organizations that adopt them. Voluntary environmental certifi cation can be seen as preference of “means 

over ends” (Tenbrunsel, Wade-Benzoni, Messick, & Bazerman, 2000). Environmental standards cognitively distort perceptions 

of environmental solutions in the course of decision-making process. For example, a manager of a fi rm that considers adopting 

environmental standards faces two choices—evaluate one proposal (adoption of the environmental standard, such as ISO 

14000) or multiple proposals (a range of solutions to improve the environment). She or he will be prone to opt for a simple 

“heuristic-based” evaluation of one proposal, thus focusing on the “means.” There is still little empirical evidence that the 

“means” (i.e., the voluntary certifi cation) will result in achieving the “ends” (i.e., overall improvement of the environment).

Another challenge in promoting voluntary environmental programs is inconclusive evidence regarding the short-term economic 

benefi ts for participating organizations. Most of them rely on an environmentally sensitive consumer base. As microeconomic 

analyses show, the existence of environmentally conscious consumers with willingness to pay for certifi ed products, such as 

eco-labeled wood, does not provide guarantees that producers will be able to derive profi ts from the price premiums charged 

for the certifi ed products (Sedjo & Swallow, 2002). Organizations’ benefi t/cost calculations of getting involved in a voluntary 

certifi cation programs often result in evidence that a participation-contingent benefi t is smaller than the private cost incurred 

(Lenox, 2006).

The literature suggests that one of the public benefi ts of participating in voluntary programs, if they are effective, is that they 

help disseminate information about pollution prevention throughout the industry. However, there is a risk that fi rms would be 

inclined not to share competitive information (Lyon & Maxwell, 2007). Furthermore, using a game-theoretic model Lyon and 

Maxwell (2003) argue that voluntary programs can be a result of industry’s political resistance. They show that while introduc-

tion of a tax would lead to exit by ineffi cient fi rms and adoption of an environmental technology, voluntary programs can do 

only the latter. Among the conditions for when voluntary programs are desirable are when it is not possible to introduce a tax 

due to political reasons and a modest cost of technology.

The possibility of adverse selection poses another problem for voluntary certifi cation. Companies with poor environmental 

performance are more likely to adopt voluntary certifi cation. Furthermore, their decision to participate in voluntary certifi cation 

does not necessarily mean full adoption of sustainable practices (King et al., 2005). The case of the U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE) Climate Change Program (CCP) is an illustration of this. The CCP is a “public voluntary scheme” established by the DOE 

at the end of the 2000s. Through the CCP, participating utilities pledged to reduce their emissions with no strings attached. 

Analyses of environmental performance of the CCP utilities indicate that larger and dirtier companies were more likely to sign 

up for higher reductions. However, they typically exhibited lower emission reductions (Welch et al., 2000).
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At the policy level, the introduction of voluntary certifi cation programs as self-regulating mechanisms produces winners and 

losers. First, most of the voluntary environmental standards are international. There is a risk of securing advantage for some 

players, while others can end up in economic disadvantage, in particular organizations from developing countries. Voluntary 

programs can also be a disadvantage for small and medium enterprises. Smaller companies do not have the economies of 

scale to cover the transaction costs of certifi cation (Auld et al., 2008).

Finally, there are such ubiquitous institutional problems as corruption. Environmental standards are diffi cult to enforce, 

especially under conditions of weak market-supporting institutions. In addition, certifi ers are often are not directly employed 

by the certifi cation programs, but are hired by businesses that seek to be certifi ed, which can potentially lead to corruption 

(Meidinger, 2003). Forest certifi cation in Bolivia is an example of where corrupt practices have led to the creation of “black 

markets” for forestry certifi cates, which in turn contributed to oversupplies of “certifi ed wood” and the lowering of prices 

(Murphy & Schindler, 2009).

Lessons from Non-Environmental Certifi cation Programs

The certifi cation of adherence to certain standards is not a new economic, social, or business phenomenon. Therefore, design-

ers of voluntary environmental programs can gain many useful insights from previous experiences introducing certifi cation in 

different organizational fi elds and industries.

Historically, certifi cation that has no strong environmental focus precedes that of voluntary environmental programs. One of 

the early voluntary initiatives adopted by the private sector was the standard for the quality management system ISO 9000. 

ISO 9000-family certifi cates are recognized by governments, civil society, and industries in more than 160 countries around 

the world (www.iso.org). Even though the ISO 9000 quality management certifi cation is technically voluntary, in order to do 

business internationally, a company must obtain it. Hence, because of its ubiquity it became mandatory for most multination-

als to adopt it. For example, major construction companies working on large infrastructure projects in different countries are 

“required” to have it (Abdol & Hector, 2003).

In the case of ISO 9000, even though this voluntary certifi cation is considered a form of industry’s self-governance, or 

“governing without governments,” government agencies and state-owned enterprises are large stakeholders. There is empiri-

cal evidence that powerful players like governments and large producers are the coercive sources of isomorphism among 

industries within countries (Guler et al., 2002). Either through establishing formal rules or by using their organizational power, 

these actors send strong and positive signals to smaller fi rms regarding the adoption of ISO 9000.

The example of organic agriculture, in particular the case of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National Organic Program 

(NOP), offers a valuable lesson for environmental certifi cation that addresses competition of different standardization 

programs. Under the NOP’s requirements, which were made a federal law, agricultural producers who wish to market their 

products as “organic” are required to be certifi ed. The NOP infl uenced the organic certifi cation fi eld in that it established 

a stringent accreditation process for private certifying agents who competed with state organic certifi ers. Adoption of the 

uniform standards for accreditation pushed the competition among certifi ers to adopt a single set of standards (Marshall & 

Standifi rd, 2005). This suggests a need for a regulatory framework that would unify the fragmented industry of the environ-

mental certifying companies. 

Finally, drawing upon experiences from the fi eld of fi nance can help address several challenges associated with voluntary 

environmental certifi cation. Certifi cation that provides information about the real value of a company’s assets is a frequent 

practice in fi nance. As a rule, relatively unknown companies that make initial public offerings pursue third-party certifi cation 

by prestigious auditors and investment bankers, or include well-known venture capitalists as investors. This mitigates the 

information asymmetry between potential investors who are considering buying the company’s stock and reduces the risk 

of stock underpricing. For the investors to perceive the third-party certifi cation as legitimate, three things must be ensured. 

First, the certifi er must have reputational capital at stake. Second, a one-time possible payment for false certifying should not 

exceed the total value of a certifi er’s reputational capital (Megginson & Weiss, 1991). Third, it must be costly for the issuing 
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fi rm to purchase the certifi er’s services. This experience from the fi nance sector can be applied to the issues surrounding the 

credibility of certifi ers of voluntary environmental programs. The three prerequisites of the third-party certifi cation in fi nance 

should be applied to the certifying agencies in voluntary programs. Fulfi lling them will help establish credibility and reduce 

possibilities for corruption during the certifi cation process.

Conclusion and Avenues for Further Research

This literature review has focused on the drivers and enabling conditions of voluntary environmental certifi cation by exploring 

the economics, political science, law, business, and public policy literatures. It has identifi ed a number of potential drivers and 

enabling conditions that support voluntary involvement of the private sector in adhering to sustainable standards.

Despite the theoretical and empirical richness of the literature on certifi cation, there are several potential gaps and avenues 

for further exploration. First, most of the analytical and highly cited works focus on major cases, such as the certifi cation of 

forestry and fi sheries and the adoption of ISO 14000. Other cases appear to be more descriptive and appear in the form of 

reports rather than analytical papers with applications of existing social theories. Thus, useful insights can be gained from com-

prehensive studies of certifi cation of lesser-known cases, such as the certifi cation of biomass. Furthermore, more attention 

should be paid to other types of certifi cation like ecosystem services, including nitrogen removal, preservation of biodiversity, 

etc. Second, the fi ndings of many studies suggest that the transaction costs associated with environmental certifi cation exceed 

the short-term gains, which suggests the existence of a considerable barrier for smaller businesses. However, many small and 

medium-sized enterprises chose to participate in voluntary programs, and research questions about their rationale are worth 

studying in further.

It appears there is a need to empirically fi nd ways to overcome selection bias when studying fi rms participating in voluntary 

programs. For example, organizations with lower environmental performance may be inclined to self-select into participation 

in associations that promote voluntary environmental programs. A study by Prakash and Potoski (2006) found that fi rms with 

higher environmental performance and environmental laggards appear to be less interested in joining voluntary programs, 

such as ISO 14000, versus the majority of the fi rms representing the middle layer. Arora & Cason (1996) also argue that 

large companies with higher potential toxic releases and higher costs for keeping up the positive image and R&D were more 

likely to voluntarily participate in program like the EPA’s 33/50. This makes it more challenging to parse out the meaningful 

differences between participants and non-participants. Sometimes smaller, less-polluting fi rms are not in the sample for a 

variety of reasons, hence as King, Lenox, and Terlaak (2005) remark, generalization of fi ndings should be done with caution.

We also still need to better understand the nature of public and economic benefi ts of voluntary programs. For example, the 

evidence for consumers’ willingness to pay price premiums for eco-labeled products is not very conclusive (Sedjo & Swallow, 

2002). An experimental study by Anderson and Hansen (2004) of consumer purchasing of plywood at two Home Depot 

stores in Oregon found that the presence of a sustainable forestry label was associated with increased sales only when there 

were no price differences. Participants in voluntary certifi cation programs will not necessarily have better environmental 

performance compared to non-participants, but rather, the non-participating organizations can score higher with respect to 

adopting environmental practices (Darnall & Sides, 2008). Voluntary participation often has a negative return on investment 

in the short run, while fi rms expect improvement in profi tability in the long run (Khanna & Damon, 1999).
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Introduction

Biodiversity loss, fi shery collapse, deforestation, climate change, confl icts over natural resources, economic migration, and 

increasing inequality threaten economic and social stability throughout the world. These negative externalities have accompanied 

the economic gains that globalization has brought to many countries. Recent advances in communications technology have 

allowed communities to overcome geographic limits and act collectively to address those impacts. Communities are meeting 

their demand for governance not only through formal government and legislative and regulatory processes, but also through 

direct negotiations with other interested parties. Increasingly, groups are turning to private governance, rather than formal 

government, to address their needs.

Private governance institutions provide governance without government. They are rules and structures by which individuals, 

communities, fi rms, civic organizations, and other entities govern their interests without the direct involvement of the state 

or its subsidiaries. Private governance institutions are limitless in their variety. Political science, sociology, law, and economics 

literature describes hundreds of variations of private governance institutions throughout the world that have developed their 

own community-based rules for resource management and confl ict resolution.1 This article will only examine a few that have 

been developed in the last two decades or adapted in recent years to address signifi cant social costs and environmental 

externalities arising from globalized trade: education and mobilization initiatives, fi rm contractual arrangements, corporate 

social responsibility programs, socially responsible investment, codes of conduct, environmental management systems, 

disclosure and reporting initiatives, learning initiatives, models and meta-standards, cooperatives, and voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms. 2

1 See Charlotte Hess & Elinor Ostrom, Introduction to UNDERSTANDING KNOWLEDGE AS A COMMONS: FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE 3, 8–9 (Charlotte Hess & Elinor 

Ostrom eds., 2008); see also Indiana University’s Digital Library of the Commons, available at http://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/ (compiling the existing 

literature on common-pool resources, including governance issues).

2 While this article may have implications for formal government, it does not specifi cally examine or address the variety of hybrid forms or other “new 

governance” systems that have recently been initiated and developed by formal government, such as public voluntary programs and negotiated agree-

ments. New governance diverges from traditional command-and-control forms of governmental regulation to include experimental programs, frame-

work agreements, stakeholder developed rules, revisable standards, benchmarks for improvement, and public and peer participation mechanisms to 

ensure accountability. See David M. Trubek & Louise G. Trubek, New Governance & Legal Regulation: Complementarity, Rivalry, and Transformation, 

13 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 539, 541–42 (2007). While many of the new governance processes and forms may be similar to those we see in private governance 

institutions, formal government generally provides the framework for their initiation, development, and support in most studies of these systems. See 

id.; Gainne de Burca, New Governance and Experimentalism: An Introduction, 2010 WIS. L. REV. 227, 228 (2010). But see Jason M. Solomon, New Gov-

ernance, Preemptive Self-regulation, and the Blurring of Boundaries in Regulatory Theory and Practice, 2010 WIS. L. REV. 591 (2010) (diverging from the 

common usage to identify “new governance” as an approach, regulatory strategy, or tool for both public and private contexts which “blurs the boundar-

ies between state-centered and self-regulatory, public and private” distinctions).
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This article advances the private governance literature in three ways. First, the article outlines the descriptive and analytical 

shortcomings of existing taxonomies used to classify private governance institutions. Second, the article examines public demand 

for governance and the ways private governance institutions meet that demand. 3 The article argues that private governance 

institutions arise in response to government failure at one or more stages of the regulatory process. This government failure 

may result, for example, from collective action problems, public choice dilemmas, rent-seeking behavior, regulatory capture 

risks, and the challenge of funding public goods. The article also identifi es the institutions’ innovative responses to market 

failures, including transaction costs, information asymmetries, agency problems, moral hazard, anti-competitive behavior, and 

externalities, all of which create the need for regulation in the fi rst place.

Finally, the article identifi es a number of insights that a functional typology of private governance institutions yields. First, a 

functional typology clarifi es the strengths of each type of private governance institution, thereby revealing key structures needed 

at each stage of the regulatory process, and suggesting improvements for both private governance and formal government. 

Second, the functional typology suggests that effective governance does not require that a single institution substitute for 

formal government at all stages of the regulatory process. Private governance institutions may complement formal government 

at key junctures, or they may coordinate and collaborate with each other to create network or ensemble regimes with the 

capacity to substitute formal government entirely. In fact, collaboration may be preferred, based on the complexities of 

the social and ecological systems that private governance and formal government are attempting to manage, as well as 

considerations associated with the theory of the fi rm. On the other hand, private governance institutions may compete with 

formal government through preemption and other crowding-out effects. Private governance institutions may also compete 

with one another through free-riding, dilution, and confusion. Sorting the institutions by function clarifi es what each institution 

brings to the regulatory process, what each institution lacks, and how the institution may be supported or improved.

The sorting process also underscores the importance of funding mechanisms in an institution’s overall effectiveness as a 

regulator. Efforts to analyze private governance institutions alongside institutions in which government plays a signifi cant role, 

such as negotiated agreements, public voluntary programs, and other forms of new governance,4 have obscured the roles 

that funding mechanisms play in private governance because these functions are supplied largely by the tax system and the 

budgetary process in formal government contexts. Finally, the analysis identifi es one type of private governance institution that 

currently attempts to substitute for government at all stages of the regulatory process: voluntary standards, certifi cation, and 

labeling systems.

The article is organized as follows. Part I describes existing taxonomies and their shortcomings. Part II describes the 

circumstances that give rise to a demand for private governance at each stage of the regulatory process and the barriers 

and hazards that block effective regulation by formal government at each stage. Part II also organizes private governance 

institutions according to the functions they serve in overcoming these barriers and hazards. The article then identifi es the 

key characteristics or structures needed at each stage of the regulatory process to ensure effectiveness. Part III describes how 

certain private governance institutions also compete with formal government and other private governance institutions for 

regulatory space.

3 Thomas P. Lyon, Environmental Governance: An Economic Perspective, in GOVERNANCE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 43, 43 (Magali A. Delmas & Oran R. Young 

eds., 2009) (suggesting that, from an economic point of view, demand for governance may arise from consumers seeking products or services from 

companies that have a record of fair treatment of their workers, fair payment to their agricultural suppliers, or environmentally sound operations); 

Walter Mattli & Ngaire Woods, In Whose Benefi t? Explaining Regulatory Change in Global Politics, in THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL REGULATION 1, 29, 33 (Walter 

Mattli & Ngaire Woods eds., 2009).

4   See supra note 2.
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I. The Descriptive and Analytical Limits of the Existing Taxonomies
Identifying what makes private governance institutions reliable, effective regulators is a meaningful exercise for a number 

of reasons. Parties that generate negative externalities 5 may use private governance to avoid formal regulation. Private 

governance institutions not only complement formal government as well as other private governance institutions in order 

to meet demands for governance, they can also preempt formal regulation and compete with one another for participants, 

consumers, investors, and regulatory space. 6 Consequences include “greenwashing” 7 or misinformation and fraud in meeting 

consumers’ and investors’ social and environmental preferences. 8

Previously, scholars have attempted to classify the diverse array of private governance institutions by their dominant stakeholder 

constituencies, based on whether those groups are primarily (1) fi rms and business groups, (2) non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) and civic participants or community actors, (3) a hybrid of business groups and NGOs or civic participants, (4) formal 

government partnering with business, non-governmental, or civic participants, or (5) a combination of all these constituents. 9

Using this sectoral approach, scholars criticize certain institutions, suggesting that they will fail to serve the public interest 

because the stakeholders are not drawn broadly from all sectors.10 This strategy draws on a normative or prescriptive form 

of stakeholder theory where more equitable outcomes are achieved by including all parties with a stake in those outcomes.11 

Other scholars suggest that the regulatory regime will fail because stakeholder groups lack all of the required institutional 

competencies to function properly.12 Kenneth Abbott and Duncan Snidal refi ne the stakeholder analysis, arguing that for 

private governance institutions to regulate in the public interest, the stakeholders must (1) address all stages of the regulatory 

process, and (2) collectively possess certain competencies to address the various stages of regulation such as independence, 

representativeness, expertise, and operational capacity.13 Abbott and Snidal explain that because businesses, NGOs, and 

government have different competencies, “it is diffi cult, if not impossible” for private governance institutions to have all of the 

5 As long as the total benefi ts to society from the activity outweigh the total harms caused by the activity, society enjoys a net gain in welfare. However, 

the individuals who enjoy the benefi ts of an activity or transaction may not be the only parties who bear the costs of that activity or transaction. When 

the costs associated with an activity or transaction are borne by third parties or by society at large, these costs are said to have been “externalized” and 

the harm is regarded as an “externality.” NATHANIEL O. KEOHANE & SHEILA M. OLMSTEAD, MARKETS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 66 (2007) (“An externality results 

when the actions of one individual (or fi rm) have a direct, unintentional, and uncompensated effect on the well-being of other individuals or the profi ts 

of other fi rms.”).

6  These activities are described in more detail in Part III, infra.

7 Greenwashing is a term used to describe the concealment of an organization’s environmental harms while advertising that the organization is acting 

to protect the environment. See Andrew Hoffman & Stephanie Bertels, Who Is Part of the Environmental Movement?, in GOOD COP, BAD COP: ENVIRON-

MENTAL NGOS AND THEIR STRATEGIES TOWARD BUSINESS 48, 62 (Thomas P. Lyon ed., 2010) (“[G]reenwashing [is] a term that implies presenting misleading 

information to conceal an organization’s abuse of the environment and present a positive public image.”). The term appears to have come into use with 

accusations that fi rms were “whitewashing” their “green” credentials or performance.

8 Eric L. Lane, Consumer Protection in the Eco-Mark Era: A Preliminary Survey and Assessment of Anti-Greenwashing Activity and Eco-Mark Enforcement, 

9 J. MARSHALL REV. INT’L PROP. L. 742 (2010).

9 Graeme Auld et al., The New Corporate Social Responsibility, 33 ANN. REV. ENV’T & RESOURCES 413 (2008); see also Kenneth W. Abbott & Duncan Snidal, 

The Governance Triangle: Regulatory Standards Institutions and the Shadow of the Law, in THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL REGULATION 44, 46–57 (Walter Mattli & 

Ngaire Woods eds., 2009); Maria Carmen Lemos & Arun Agrawal, Environmental Governance and Political Science, in GOVERNANCE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 

69, 77–80 (Magali A. Delmas & Oran R. Young eds., 2009); Magali A. Delmas & Oran R. Young, Introduction to GOVERNANCE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 3, 8 

(Magali A. Delmas & Oran R. Young eds., 2009).

10   See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 64.

11 R. EDWARD FREEMAN ET AL., STAKEHOLDER THEORY 170 (2010) (identifying the use of stakeholder theory by scholars as a normative and prescriptive goal to 

permit indigenous populations to have their interests taken into account by corporate decision-makers, and as an ideal method for reaching solutions 

that accommodate environmental equity, economic development, and broader environmental objectives).

12  See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 46.

13   Id. at 46, 64.
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necessary competencies to contribute to all stages of the regulatory process.14 They conclude that the institutions most likely 

to provide regulation in the public interest are those that have stakeholder participation from each sector.15

First, as a descriptive matter, institutions and their constituents do not always fi t neatly into the business, civic, or government 

categories. There are frequently degrees of involvement of all three interests in each type of private governance institution.16 

Second, private governance institutions may appear to be the same in terms of stakeholder composition and competencies, 

but have different rules and function in very different ways. 17 Similar institutional structures may be used by business or 

by purely civic institutions.18 Furthermore, while the rules that private governance institution constituents develop may be 

evenhanded initially, these rules may change over time to favor the interests of one group over another.19 In addition, private 

governance institutions may fall prey to internal confl icts of interest that belie their organizational status. 20 Third, formal 

organization may not refl ect underlying control of the private governance institution. Parties from each sector may be involved 

directly or indirectly, making it diffi cult to discern which sector is actually in control. 21 For some private governance structures, 

government plays a signifi cant role even though it is not a direct stakeholder or participant in the development of the institution. 

Governments interact with private fi rms in a variety of ways to coordinate regulatory activity.22 Legislators may consult with 

14   Id. at 46.

15  Id.

16 Abbott and Snidal develop a map that identifi es the location of specifi c organizations within a “Governance Triangle” based on the extent to which 

states, fi rms, and NGOs participate directly in the management and operation of a particular organization or regulatory regime, recognizing the diver-

sity in institutional forms and variation in sector control. See id. at 46–57.

17 See generally Benjamin Cashore et al., Legitimizing Political Consumerism: The Case of Forest Certifi cation in North America and Europe, in POLITICS, 

PRODUCTS, AND MARKETS 181 (Michele Micheletti et al. eds., 2003). For example, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), an organization developed by 

environmental organizations, timber traders, indigenous groups, forest laborer organizations, and other stakeholders in 1993, created a certifi cation 

and labeling system for forest products and their retailers to encourage sustainable management of forests globally. Graeme Auld et al., Certifi cation 

Schemes and the Impacts on Forests and Forestry, 33 ANN. REV. ENV’T & RESOURCES 187, 189–90 (2008). The Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), created 

by the American Forest and Paper Association, an industry trade association, developed a certifi cation and labeling scheme for forestry products to 

compete with the system created by FSC. Id. at 191. SFI’s standards are process-oriented rather than prescriptive, and consequently, less stringent than 

those of FSC. Id. at 192. Initially, the public could differentiate the standards of the two organizations based on the identity of their participants. FSC 

was a nonprofi t organization and SFI was business fi rm, a subsidiary of the American Forest and Paper Association. SFI was later converted into a tax-

exempt nonprofi t organization with tripartite governance that includes environmental organizations and government members as well as business and 

industrial interests. SFI now bears the same indicia of civic representation and the organizational structure refl ects the same capacity for “representa-

tiveness” as FSC; however, the actual standards behind the two organizations remain signifi cantly different. Here, despite an appearance of “represen-

tativeness,” the composition of the institution is not an accurate signal as to whether the institution is undertaking voluntary regulation that will have 

an overall benefi cial effect on the greater community. See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 76, 78. In such cases, the public cannot discern whether an 

institution is meeting their demand for regulation by looking at the relative participation by NGOs, business, and government in the governing struc-

ture.

18 Some socially responsible investors, such as Domini Social Investments and Pax World, are for-profi t organizations, which were developed to provide 

a return to their investors on a portfolio of investments that meet certain environmental and social criteria. Others, such as the Acumen Fund are 

nonprofi t organizations that provide no monetary return on investment to investors, but devote 100% of their net profi ts to further their social causes. 

Compare Sustainable & Responsible Investing, CALVERT INVESTMENTS, http://www.calvert.com/sri.html (last visited Oct. 4, 2011), DOMINI SOCIAL INVESTMENTS, 

http://www.domini.com (last visited Oct. 4, 2011), and PAX WORLD, http://www.paxworld.com (last visited Oct. 8, 2011), with About Us, ACUMEN FUND, 

http://www.acumenfund.org/about-us.html (last visited Oct. 4, 2011).

19 See infra Part III.

20 For example, the Nature Conservancy has had organizational structures in place to avoid confl icts of interest for many years, including specifi c written 

policies and a broad-based board of directors; it nevertheless became entangled in scandals associated with rent-seeking by its members and trustees 

in 2003. In 2003 the Washington Post disclosed that the organization had engaged in a number of questionable transactions with the organization’s 

trustees and board members and had begun resource extraction activities on one of its nature preserves. See Joe Stephens & David B. Ottaway, Char-

ity’s Land Deals to Be Scrutinized; Senators Send Letter to Nature Conservancy, WASH. POST, May 10, 2003, at A2. The organization was required to sub-

mit to an audit by the Internal Revenue Service and they received Congressional requests to attend public hearings. Joe Stephens & David B. Ottaway, 

IRS Toughens Scrutiny of Land Gifts, WASH. POST, July 1, 2004, at A1; Joe Stephens & David B. Ottaway, Nature Conservancy Faces Panel Review, WASH. 

POST, July 17, 2003, at A19. The organization responded by suspending land sales and reviewing its governing documents and practices. Conservation 

Group Alters Rules After Criticism Over Its Practices, N.Y. TIMES, June 15, 2003, at N17.

21 Some scholars have begun to raise questions about whether institutions developed by NGOs funded with private resources accurately represent the 

interests of the public or civil sector. See Thomas P. Lyon, Introduction to GOOD COP, BAD COP: ENVIRONMENTAL NGOS AND THEIR STRATEGIES TOWARD BUSINESS 

1, 5 (Thomas P. Lyon ed., 2010).

22   Auld et al., supra note 9, at 420; see also Jody Freeman, The Private Role in Public Governance, 75 N.Y.U. L. REV. 543, 545–49 (2000).
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fi rms during the legislative process. Government agencies may consult with private fi rms when they develop regulations 

pursuant to legislative authority,23 and agencies may delegate certain aspects of regulatory authority to private fi rms.24 Firms 

and government authorities may jointly negotiate standards and implementation processes.25

Governments now offer voluntary programs and negotiated agreements as new hybrid forms of regulation 26 and have begun 

to incorporate “soft law” 27 and “refl exive law” elements into regulatory regimes.28 Many private governance institutions mimic 

programs developed and funded by government.29 Some private governance structures exist in the shadow of the law. 30 In 

some instances, it is the threat of future government regulation that causes private actors with vested interests to develop 

private governance structures in the fi rst place. 31 Private fi rms would not have developed other private governance institutions 

if the courts were not available to enforce obligations under contract law and the Uniform Commercial Code or to impose 

common law or statutory tort liability against those fi rms.32

Other scholars focus, in part, on stakeholder intent or motive, suggesting that regulatory failure in the private governance 

context is the result of mixed or compromised motives.33 However, stakeholders have a wide variety of motives for undertaking 

voluntary regulation. Firms undertake corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs primarily to reduce waste, improve 

23 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 420.

24 Id.

25 Id.

26 See Jody Freeman, Collaborative Governance in the Administrative State, 45 UCLA L. REV. 1, 33–37 (1997).

27 See John J. Kirton & Michael J. Trebilcock, Introduction to HARD CHOICES, SOFT LAW: VOLUNTARY STANDARDS IN GLOBAL TRADE, ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL 

GOVERNANCE 3, 5 (John J. Kirton & Michael J. Trebilcock eds., 2004); Jason M. Solomon, New Governance, Preemptive Self-Regulation, and the Blurring 

of Boundaries in Regulatory Theory and Practice, 2010 WIS. L. REV. 591, 594 (2010); David M. Trubek & Louise Trubek, New Governance & Legal Regula-

tion: Complementarity, Rivalry, and Transformation, 13 COLUMB. J. EUR. L. 539, 542 (2007); Neil Walker & Grainne de Burca, Reconceiving Law & New 

Governance, 13 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 519, 531 (2007).

28 See Trubek & Trubek, supra note 27, at 548; Walker & de Burca, supra note 27, at 527 (describing the shift from command-and-control regulation to 

these new forms).

29 For example, following the success of the Toxic Release Inventory, a number of fi rms and organizations began to employ voluntary disclosure and 

reporting requirements to signal market differentiation. See generally Bradley C. Karkkainen, Information as Environmental Regulation: TRI and Perfor-

mance Benchmarking, Precursor to a New Paradigm?, 89 GEO. L.J. 257, 367 (2001).

30 Margaret M. Blair et al., The New Role for Assurance Services in Global Commerce, 33 J. CORP. L. 325, 329 (2008) (citing Robert Cooter et al., Bargaining 

in the Shadow of the Law: A Testable Model of Strategic Behavior, 11 J. LEGAL STUD. 225, 225 (1982); Lisa Bernstein, Opting Out of the Legal System: Ex-

tralegal Contractual Relations in the Diamond Industry, 21 J. LEGAL STUD. 115 (1992); and Lisa Bernstein, Private Commercial Law in the Cotton Industry: 

Creating Cooperation through Rules, Norms and Institutions, 99 MICH. L. REV. 1724 (2001)).

31 The chemical industry, for example, developed the Responsible Care Program following the Union Carbide disaster in Bhopal with the goal of avoiding 

the institution of regulations upon the chemical industry, and in 1992, following the Rio Summit, the Chamber of Commerce developed a Business 

Charter for Sustainable Development to defl ect possible global environmental regulation. David Vogel, The Private Regulation of Global Corporate 

Conduct, in THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL REGULATION 151, 159, 167–68 (Walter Mattli & Ngaire Woods eds., 2009).

32 For instance, fi rms use contracts to control the quality of products being delivered through their supply chains to maintain quality standards. When 

the goods they sell are credence goods (goods for which neither they nor their consumers can tell the quality prior to purchase), fi rms are motivated 

by the risks associated with breach of contract claims and potential tort liability to set up private regulatory mechanisms.

33 See Auld et al., supra note 9, at 416.
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effi ciency, increase profi ts, 34 achieve market differentiation,35 adapt to shifting business norms and values, 36 and enhance fi rm 

reputation with investors, markets, and consumers.37 Firms use contracts to regulate suppliers, reduce risks from contract and 

tort liability, 38 and shift the risk of loss in transactions.39 Collectively, fi rms develop industry-wide codes of conduct to level the 

playing fi eld among competitors and reduce the costs of compliance.40 Firms create and adhere to voluntary regulations to 

seek favor with regulatory authorities and to insert themselves in the regulatory process.41 They also do so to reduce the degree 

of government monitoring that currently occurs,42 and to preempt proposed governmental regulation.43 Firms undertake 

hybrid approaches to governance when facing potential regulation,44 preferring to negotiate standards and regulatory solutions 

over typical forms of state intervention.45 In addition, investor pressures 46 and efforts by NGOs to hold companies responsible 

for the environmental and social impacts of their activities and the activities of their supply chains have driven participation in 

private governance regimes.47

Government entities also have a broad array of reasons for collaborating with business and nonprofi t entities in voluntary 

regulatory schemes. Governmental entities may decide to support these alternatives because (1) a given governmental entity 

lacks authority to develop a mandatory program,48 (2) a voluntary program may offer an opportunity to test new approaches 

34 Id. at 415; David Vogel, Private Global Business Regulation, 11 ANN. REV. POL. SCI. 261, 268–69 (2008) (suggesting that much of the business literature 

exaggerates the cost-savings or other “win–win” benefi ts from shifting to more sustainable practices, and indicating that studies have shown little cor-

relation between fi nancial performance and performance along social and environmental parameters).

35 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 415; Lyon, supra note 3, at 29; Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 56; see also Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 70. The need 

for market differentiation may arise from a disaster within the industry that has widespread negative impacts on public perception of the industry as a 

whole and could potentially lead to regulation. Vogel, supra note 34, at 268.

36 Id. at 269 (suggesting that changes in business mores have contributed signifi cantly to the shift in business practices, and attributing this change to an 

expansion of fi rm accountability not only to shareholders but to other communities that are impacted by their decisions); Vogel, supra note 31, at 170; 

see also Benjamin Cashore et al., Can Non-State Global Governance Be Legitimate? An Analytical Framework, 1 REG. & GOV. 347 (2007). But see Abbott 

& Snidal, supra note 9, at 70 (suggesting that while these kinds of responses to the logic of appropriateness may have long-term impacts, competition 

drives fi rms to reduce and externalize costs).

37 Vogel, supra note 31, at 169. A fi rm’s desire to enhance its reputation may arise in response to activities by NGOs to shame and blame the fi rm or the 

industry through media exposes, protests, and boycotts.

38 See Michael P. Vandenbergh, The Private Life of Public Law, 105 COLUM. L. REV. 2029, 2033–34 (2005).

39 Id. at 2046–47.

40 Vogel, supra note 31, at 169; Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 35.

41 Lyon, supra note 3, at 58.

42 Id.

43 Id. An increased threat of governmental regulation will increase fi rm attempts at corporate self-regulation. Lyon suggests that regulatory preemption 

may decrease political transaction costs and leaves open the possibility that consumers will organize if preemption measures do not result in suffi cient 

environmental improvement. See also Vogel, supra note 34, at 268 (“In some cases, business self-regulation represents a political strategy for avoiding 

additional government regulation.”)

44 Id. at 57. The choice to engage is thought to follow a nonlinear model. Id. at 66. Some voluntary mechanisms, such as public voluntary programs, are 

undertaken when the threat of regulation is weak, and others, such as negotiated agreements, when the threat is stronger. Id. at 57. Firms would tend 

to pursue voluntary abatement if the threat of government regulation is low or if the threat of governmental regulation is high. Id. at 66. Intermediate 

threats of regulation would not appear to prompt fi rms to take action. Id.

45 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 420.

46  Philipp Pattberg, The Institutionalization of Private Governance: How Business and Nonprofi t Organizations Agree on Transnational Rules, 18 GOVERNANCE 

589, 598–602 (2005) (describing the development of a global reporting initiative from demands by investors for information on fi rm environmental 

performance to permit investors to assess the risk of their investments).

47 Vogel, supra note 34, at 268 (noting that the top reason for fi rms accepting private governance is that NGOs make global brands and global supply 

networks into a source of vulnerability through “name and shame campaigns”).

48 See Lyon, supra note 3, at 60–61.
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through pilot projects,49 (3) a voluntary program may reduce the costs of obtaining environmental improvement compared to 

traditional command-and-control regulation,50 or (4) a voluntary program may improve government–business relationships.51

Regardless of which sector or set of stakeholders develops the standards, and no matter their motives for doing so, some 

structures are effective and benefi cial to society while others are not. Correlations between stakeholder intent and effectiveness 

may not be consistent. Voluntary standards promulgated by NGOs that are neither strict nor enforceable will not abate risks or 

internalize potential costs into the price of the goods—the risk of loss will remain with the general public. On the other hand, 

voluntary efforts by fi rms that involve a shift to new technology may guarantee improved environmental performance and save 

the government and the taxpayer signifi cant costs associated with monitoring. The lines drawn between public and business 

interests obscure important structures needed for effective regulation.

In summary, classifying governance systems based on the composition of their constituents misses the point; the purpose of 

classifi cation is to predict which private governance institutions will meet public demand for governance and which will not. 

Because the conventional taxonomy is limited in descriptive and analytical capacity, a new paradigm for examining private 

governance institutions is needed. The next section formulates a new typology based on the functions that private governance 

institutions serve in addressing government and market failures.

II. How Private Governance Institutions Overcome Government Failures that Occur at Each 
Stage of Regulation and Address Market Failure
Abbott and Snidal identify fi ve stages of regulatory activity captured by the acronym “ANIME”: (1) agenda-setting, (2) negotiation 

of standards, (3) implementation, (4) monitoring, and (5) enforcement.52 At each stage, the process may break down, 

undermining the purpose for which the regulations are being promulgated. Formal governments fail to regulate successfully for 

a number of reasons: (1) lack of authority, resources, or political will to regulate at all; (2) inability to coordinate and collaborate 

across jurisdictional boundaries; (3) inability to generate regulation that sets enforceable standards; (4) inability to monitor 

and enforce the standards that they have set;53 and (5) diversion of the regulatory process by interested actors to their own 

purposes. In addition, the allocation of responsibility and the costs associated with developing, implementing, monitoring, and 

enforcing the rules can also give rise to a breakdown in the regulatory process. 54

This section describes the different stages of regulation and the kinds of barriers and hazards that prevent formal government 

from regulating or cause public regulation to fail to serve the public interest. Because demand for governance remains unmet, 

a regulatory gap exists that private governance systems can fi ll. This section, therefore, also describes how private governance 

institutions address these governance defi cits.

49 See id. at 60.

50  See id.

51  See id.

52  Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 46.

53  Vogel, supra note 31, at 160.

54 ELINOR OSTROM, UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY 262–63 (2009) [hereinafter UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY] (“When the rules related to the 

distribution of benefi ts are made broadly consistent with the distribution of costs, participants are more willing to pitch in to keep a resource well-

maintained and sustainable. Relating user inputs to the benefi ts they obtain is a crucial element of establishing a fair system. If some users get all the 

benefi ts and pay few of the costs, others are not willing to follow rules over time. Thus, fairness is a crucial attribute of the rules of robust systems.” 

(citations omitted)).
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A. Agenda-Setting Institutions

At the initial stage of the governmental regulatory process, public interest, industry, or business groups identify an agenda they 

would like to have their legislative or regulatory bodies meet. Parties bearing externalized social costs articulate their concerns, 

investigate activities that cause those harms, identify the parties engaging in those activities, and appeal to government actors 

to regulate those activities. Abbott and Snidal identify this stage as the “Agenda-Setting” stage.55

Before any regulation can occur, legislators or regulatory bodies must be aware of social costs. Because ecological systems 

behave in nonlinear ways, many social costs, such as those associated with environmental harm, 56 are not readily apparent.57 

In addition, globalization has shifted manufacturing from developed to developing nations, making social harms borne by 

residents in developing countries less visible to those enjoying lower prices that result from externalizing those costs.58 

Proponents of regulation must also identify the parties responsible for those social harms and persuade legislative bodies 

to take action. However, effective oversight requires information, and gathering information can be costly and diffi cult.59 In 

addition, identifying affected parties and coordinating them to engage across vast geographic distances, thereby bridging 

cultural, technological, and language barriers, is challenging. A number of private governance institutions have arisen to 

address this need.

In recent years, NGOs, church groups, and other advocacy organizations have begun to identify social and environmental costs 

and disseminate information to spur action by legislative bodies. These education and mobilization initiatives, however, are not 

the source of all private regulatory activity. Insurance companies now lobby regulatory bodies for new regulation and mandate 

certain practices among their insured parties that will reduce the companies’ risk of loss. Socially responsible investment 

(SRI) fi rms use capital markets and screening programs to incentivize fi rm management to shift fi rm practices into alignment 

with their investors’ social and environmental concerns. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms cultivate 

consumer markets to select products from fi rms that conform to specifi ed social and environmental practices.

1. Education and Mobilization Initiatives

Increasingly, civic organizations have taken an entrepreneurial role in exposing social costs by communicating them to the 

public and galvanizing action with respect to environmental and social concerns. 60 Since the 1980s, NGOs, churches, and 

55 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 8, at 63–64.

56 For those concerned about natural resources and ecological systems, the damage suffered by these systems may be diffi cult to discern or estimate. 

Oran R. Young, Institutions and Environmental Change: The Scientifi c Legacy of a Decade of IDGEC Research, in INSTITUTIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 

3 (Oran R. Young et al. eds., 2008) [hereinafter Young, Institutions and Environmental Change]. Biological systems frequently behave in non-linear 

ways, and are subject to thresholds and tipping points. Id. Collapse may be imminent, but the signs may not be readily apparent. Id. Ecological 

systems also behave in a non-linear manner: they are frequently subject to thresholds and tipping points, and collapse can occur quickly after a long 

period of what appears to be incremental change. Oran R. Young, Governance for Sustainable Development in a World of Rising Interdependencies, in 

GOVERNANCE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 12, 39 (Magali A. Delmas & Oran R. Young eds., 2009) [hereinafter Young, Governance for Sustainable Development].

57 Occasionally, catastrophic events, such as the Bhopal disaster, coffee collapse, labor scandals, or human rights scandals will bring these social costs 

to public attention.

58 See Vogel, supra note 31, at 159.

59 Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 28; see, e.g., Leslie Kaufman, Tracking Flow of Oil on His Own, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 19, 2011, at A17 (describing efforts of a 

conservationist to gather and disseminate information on the environmental impact of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill after being frustrated with gov-

ernment efforts to do so). While technology has advanced communication to a level that government censorship becomes less feasible on a global 

scale, some governments are still able to exert control over information either by limiting media access or through disinformation campaigns. See, 

e.g., William Yong & Robert F. Worth, Iran Clamps Down on Reporting on Protest Leaders, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 26, 2010, at A4; Andrew Jacobs & Miguel 

Helft, Google, Citing Attack, Threatens to Exit China, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 13, 2010, at A1.

60 Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 29 (describing the efforts of Greenpeace, Amnesty International, and the Sierra Club in seeking a regulatory response 

to the Union Carbide disaster in Bhopal, India); Vogel, supra note 31, at 168–70 (describing the name and shame campaigns directed against un-

healthy working conditions and the employment of child laborers by textile and clothing manufacturers, human rights violations and environmental 

harms by mining companies, and sourcing of illegally and unsustainably harvested wood by lumber retailers). For example, in 1997 the Rainforest 

Action Network undertook a highly visible campaign against Home Depot to urge the company to stop purchasing wood and paper products from 

old growth forests and substitute sustainably harvested wood sources. Jennifer Krill, Rainforest Action Network, in GOOD COP, BAD COP: ENVIRONMENTAL 

NGOS AND THEIR STRATEGIES TOWARD BUSINESS 208, 218–19 (Thomas P. Lyon ed., 2010).
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other groups have developed civil society campaigns to draw into question the activities of certain high-profi le business entities 

and groups. 61 The groups have assumed the costs associated with gathering information about fi rm performance,62 and 

used media campaigns to disseminate information about the environmental and social impacts of fi rm activities.63 Civic 

organizations, in addition to disclosing social costs and identifying the parties that have contributed to the problem, may also 

communicate this information to the public in a way that will prompt action.64 They may offer a plan for action to empower the 

public to overcome collective action problems and call for institutional change either in the form of legislation, enforcement of 

existing regulations, or, if those needs will not be met by formal government, by galvanizing interest groups to develop private 

governance institutions.65

As a result of these campaigns, targeted companies are shifting their practices to reduce their negative environmental and 

social impacts through private governance initiatives, such as adoption of CSR programs,66 codes of conduct, environmental 

management systems, and through participation in government-based hybrid efforts, such as public voluntary programs and 

negotiated agreements.67 Corporate involvement in these programs stems from the desire to upgrade the fi rm image, 68 to 

reduce fi nancial risks associated with education and mobilization initiatives and “name and shame” campaigns, and generally 

to restore the fi rm’s social license to operate.69

2. Insurance Contracts

Insurance companies are also acting as regulatory entrepreneurs.70 Insurance agreements generally enhance effi ciency 

by permitting parties to spread compliance risks and create economies of scale in managing remediation costs.71 Facing 

increased exposure to higher risk, insurance fi rms have also begun to demand additional regulation.72 For example, in the 

shipping industry, traffi c on navigable waters has risen from expanded trade and increased tanker size.73 This has increased 

the likelihood of accidents, leading to larger payouts associated with lost cargo and environmental and other harms to natural 

resources and human communities.74 In response to increased risk and higher payouts, insurance fi rms have taken a more 

61 Sasha Courville, Social Accountability Audits: Challenging or Defending Democratic Governance?, 25 LAW & POL’Y 269, 271 (2003).

62 Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 28–29 (attributing this phenomenon, in part, to the availability of the Internet, which reduced the costs of communi-

cation and information gathering).

63 Courville, supra note 61, at 271.

64 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 64; Vogel, supra note 31, at 168–69 (name-and-shame campaigns directed at prominent fi rms identify shortfalls in 

corporate responsibility).

65 Vogel, supra note 31, at 171 (“[A] critical role has been played by NGOs whose anti-corporate campaigns have creatively taken advantage of the vulner-

ability of global fi rms to threats to their public reputation and the value of their brands. . . . [T]hese organizations have effectively mobilized the diffuse 

interests of those adversely affected by the shortcomings of existing regulatory mechanisms. Their efforts to create new forms of business regulation 

have been often supported by foundations, trade unions, social movements, and in some cases, governments.”); see also Mattli & Woods, supra note 

3, at 28–29 (describing the emergence of NGOs as policy entrepreneurs).

66 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 417.

67 Lyon, supra note 3, at 56–63. Because formal governments initiate and fund hybrid programs, such as public voluntary programs and negotiated 

agreements, this article does not cover them to any degree.

68  See Robert Kagan et al., Explaining Corporate Environmental Performance: How Does Regulation Matter?, 37 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 51, 69 (2003) (noting 

that some managers seek to avoid negative publicity and maintain their social license with their communities by going beyond compliance with man-

datory environmental standards).

69 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 417.

70 Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 33.

71 See Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2063 (noting that, among other things, these policies can cover past liabilities, costs associated with future 

requirements for compliance, and cost overruns on projects to clean up an environmentally damaged property).

72 Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 33.

73 Samuel Barrows, Racing to the Top . . . at Last: The Regulation of Safety in Shipping, in THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL REGULATION 189, 202–06 (Walter Mattli & 

Ngaire Woods eds., 2009).

74 Id.
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active role in lobbying for regulation of the shipping industry75 and in enforcing regulations through their contracts.76 While 

individual insurers could impose additional requirements or decline to insure fi rms that failed to meet their standards, these 

insurance companies and their clients would face a competitive disadvantage. By seeking government regulation, insurance 

companies level the playing fi eld for themselves and their clients.

3. Socially Responsible Investment

Investors also harness the market to pressure fi rms to manage their environmental and other risks.77 Focusing primarily on 

publicly-held fi rms, SRI fi rms direct investors to companies that achieve their fi nancial goals in a socially and environmentally 

responsible manner.78 By offering early recognition and the advantages associated with expanded access to capital, SRI 

fi rms provide economic incentives for companies to undertake social and environmental harm abatement or other activities 

associated with meeting investor preferences. While some institutional investors support particular governmental or 

intergovernmental initiatives,79 others have developed  programs to screen fi rms based on their performance across a number 

of social parameters, going beyond fi rm profi tability or return on investment.80 SRIs provide information to investors about 

the environmental and social performance of fi rms, primarily publicly held fi rms.81 SRI research organizations may collect 

information by sending questionnaires to companies to self-report their activities, or SRI research organizations may pull 

information provided by reporting and disclosure initiatives or certifi cation programs.82 The information is rarely verifi ed 

independently.83 SRI fi rms screen companies to assemble portfolios of investments, and select investments that meet positive 

investor preferences or screen investments to exclude fi rms that engage in activities that investors have elected to avoid.84 

SRI fi rms may also assemble portfolios by identifying the best performing fi rms in each sector without identifying a minimum 

threshold for performance.85 While initial participants were individual investors and thus the size of funds under management 

was small, recent entry of institutional investors such as state pension funds, universities, and foundations has increased the 

funds under management dramatically.86

It is unclear whether investment in socially responsible fi rms produces desired environmental and social outcomes. If a 

fi rm’s standards are not suffi ciently prescriptive or stringent, they may have little impact. Because no information verifi cation 

systems exist regarding fi rms’ self-reported information, the effectiveness of the selection and screening process has yet to 

75  Id. at 203.

76  Id. at 202.

77  Kagan et al., supra note 68, at 82.

78  Courville, supra note 61, at 274.

79  See Cynthia Williams, Civil Society Initiatives and “Soft Law” in the Oil and Gas Industry, 36 N.Y.U. J. INT’L L. & POL. 457, 488–89 (2003) (describing the 

involvement of institutional investors managing $3 trillion in assets in the Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative, designed to require extractive 

industry companies to disclose amounts paid to foreign governments for rights to extract natural resources).

80  These programs may employ an array of approaches, including screens for positive qualities, screens against negative qualities, and screens to identify 

the best of a class of investments without regard to any minimum criteria. Courville, supra note 61, at 274.

81 See id.

82 Id.

83 Id.

84 Id.

85 Id.

86 Performance and Socially Responsible Investments, FORUM FOR SUSTAINABLE AND RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT, http://www.ussif.org/resources/performance.

cfm (last visited Oct. 7, 2011) (indicating a 480% increase in funds under professionally managed SRIs from 1995 to 2010). A number of studies have 

shown that SRI funds perform comparably to non-SRI mutual funds. See, e.g., id.; Meir Statman & Denys Glushkov, The Wages of Social Responsibil-

ity (Dec. 2008) (unpublished manuscript) (on fi le with DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL’Y F.); Center for Responsible Business, University of California (Berkeley) 

Haas School of Business, Key Studies, STUDIES OF SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTING, http://www.sristudies.org/ Key+Studies (last visited Oct. 7, 2011). Some 

SRI funds are benchmarked against non-SRI indices, such as the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average, and in some instances have outper-

formed these standard indices. FORUM FOR SUSTAINABLE AND RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT, supra.
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be determined. Given that social and environmental performance are “credence qualities,”87 fi rms may not provid e accurate 

reports of their performance unless there is some method to monitor activity, verify self-reported performance, and provide a 

credible threat of sanction. In addition, leakage88 remains a problem: as long as noncompliant businesses may obtain capital 

from alternate sources on similar terms, they may retain a competitive advantage over compliant fi rms by continuing to 

externalize the social costs.89

4. Voluntary Standar ds, Certifi cation, and Labeling Systems

Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems are private governance institutions that set minimum standards for 

fi rms, products, or facilities to meet one or more consumer preferences.90 They designate a proc ess to verify whether the 

standards have been met, provide training for individuals who will inspect the goods or facilities to verify whether they are 

in compliance with the standards, certify the goods or fi rms that have met the standards, and develop labels to identify the 

compliant goods and fi rms.91 These regimes use the  supply chain to create fi nancial incentives for performance.92 Voluntary 

standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems may create or capitalize on activist pressure directed toward supply chain anchor 

fi rms in the form of media campaigns, protests, and actual or threatened boycotts.93 Firms committing to become members 

of the certifi cation and labeling system or committing to purchase certifi ed goods avoid these pressures.94

In addition, voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems are thought to shape public perception of social or 

environmental problems by shifting the discourse around social and environmental goods.95 When the dominant discourse 

87 Credence qualities cannot easily be evaluated before, during, or after normal use. To determine whether the good has the properties or qualities that a 

consumer prefers, the consumer would be required to undertake expensive studies to acquire additional information. In some instances, it may not be 

possible for the consumer to learn whether the good has preferred qualities. Michael R. Darby & Edi Karni, Free Competition and the Optimal Amount 

of Fraud, 16 J.L. & ECON. 67, 68–69 (1973).

88  Leakage occurs when a market responds to the imposition of a regulation by shifting demand to goods that are manufactured in jurisdictions where the 

regulation is not imposed. When prices increase as a result of regulation, consumers continue to seek lower priced goods and purchase the goods from 

jurisdictions where production of the goods are not subject to regulations and can therefore be manufactured and sold at a lower price.

89 Note, however, that social costs may impact a fi rm’s risk profi le. To the extent that a fi rm’s activities give rise to grave environmental impacts, civil un-

rest, work stoppages, media attention, and injunctive relief or regulatory activity, economic risks to investors increase. Public awareness of these risks 

can result in a shift of capital away from these fi rms. See, e.g., Michael P. Vandenbergh, The New Wal-Mart Effect: The Role of Private Contracting in 

Global Governance, 54 UCLA L. REV. 913, 943–44 (2007) (stating disclosure of environmental release information through the mandatory Toxic Release 

Inventory affected the stock prices for fi rms with the worst records).

90 These systems go by many names in the different literature. Some scholars call these institutions non-state market-driven (NMSD) systems. See Ben-

jamin Cashore et al., Can Non-State Governance ‘Ratchet Up’ Global Environmental Standards? Lessons from the Forest Sector, 16 REV. EUR. COMMUNITY 

& INT’L ENVTL. L. 158, 162–66 (2007). Others have identifi ed them as regulatory standards setting (RSS) forms of private governance. See Abbott & 

Snidal, supra note 9, at 44–45. Others, in the business world refer to all forms of private governance as “civil regulation.” See Vogel, supra note 31, at 

151. One example of a voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling institution is the Forest Stewardship Council. Following recognition of the tragedy 

of the commons dynamic with respect to forests in the 1960s, many governments elected to privatize their forests. See ELINOR OSTROM, GOVERNING THE 

COMMONS: THE EVOLUTION OF INSTITUTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION 23 (1990) [hereinafter GOVERNING THE COMMONS]. In some cases, government ownership of 

the forests has not made them less susceptible to illegal logging, but more so where governments have lacked the capacity to monitor and enforce the 

law. Id. In an attempt to reverse this trend, the Forest Stewardship Council has developed a system to help enforce existing national laws against illegal 

logging by encouraging the logging industry, forest owners, and indigenous populations to adopt sustainable forest management practices and deter 

illegal logging by joining the certifi cation program. See FSC Policy and Standards, FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL, http://www.fsc.org/policy_standards.

html (last visited Dec. 10, 2011). The organization certifi es and labels forests, forest products, and fi rms that sell those products. In exchange for their 

participation, forest owners and managers and retailers that sell certifi ed forest products may receive a premium on products they sell. This market 

premium has not always eventuated. Michael Richards, Certifi cation in Complex Socio-political Settings: Looking Forward to the Next Decade, in FOREST 

TRENDS 26 (2004).

91 Errol Meidinger, Competitive Supragovernmental Regulation: How Could It Be Democratic?, 8 CHICAGO J. INT’L L. 513, 515 (2008); Cashore et al., supra 

note 90, at 162–66.

92 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 424–25.

93 Id.

94  Id.

95 See Young, Institutions and Environmental Change, supra note 56, at 8.
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changes, institutional change occurs.96 Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems target consumer demand by 

activating norms associated with consumption.97 By using labels to ma ke externalities more visible, voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling systems also enhance effi ciency; when consumers confront the environmental impacts of their 

consumption choices and have the opportunity to pay a premium to internalize the externality, they may choose the good with 

a lower environmental or other social cost.98 These systems not only enable customers to express existing preferences, but they 

also shift those preferences by providing information, rankings, and third-party certifi cation. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, 

and labeling systems engender and strengthen norms associated with fair trade, fair wage and labor practices, sustainable 

harvesting, and the avoidance of environmental harm.99 By educating and informing consumers about the consequences of 

their purchases, these institutions seek to inculcate certain values and encourage consumers to internalize standards and set 

boundaries on what they will and will not consume.

Table 1 summarizes the hazards that arise at the agenda-setting stage, the private governance institutions that address those 

hazards, what they supply, and the characteristics required for the institutions to be effective.

Table 1. Agenda-Setting Institutions

Barrier or Hazard Suppliers Structure Supplied Keys for Eff ectiveness

Information problem:

lack of information about 

problem or cause of 

problem

Education and mobilization 

initiatives

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

systems

Socially responsible 

investment fi rms

Information about problem

Information about cause

Network for communication 

with the public and key 

stakeholders

Independence 

(organizational and 

fi nancial) from entity 

causing problem

Collective action problems: 

communication problems, 

coordination problems 

Education and mobilization 

initiatives

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

systems

Socially responsible 

investment

Convening stakeholders or 

shareholders

Structures to convene 

groups and to permit 

stakeholder or shareholder 

engagement

Race to the bottom 

dynamics: government 

incentives are against 

regulation

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

systems

Market incentives to 

counteract race to the 

bottom dynamics 

Creation of club goods

Marketing 

Suffi ciently broad consumer 

participation for market 

incentive to be created 

Ability to exclude 

noncompliant parties from 

club

96 Id.

97 Norms are internalized rules; individuals who fail to observe norms experience mental discomfort and may be shunned within their community. Mi-

chael A. Livermore, Reviving Environmental Protection: Preference Directed Regulation and Regulatory Ossifi cation, 25 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 311, 332–33 (2007).

98 Id. at 330.

99 Id. at 326–28.
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B. Standards-Setting Institutions

At the second stage of the regulatory process, legislative and regulatory bodies and stakeholders negotiate and set standards 

and develop a regulatory scheme for monitoring compliance and enforcing those standards.100 However, even when private 

business incentives and the public will to regulate exist, a number of barriers may impede the legislative process, such as 

collective action problems, regulatory capture, and rent seeking activity. Businesses regulate internally to improve their 

performance along social and environmental lines, to enhance their image among investors and lenders, to regain their social 

license to operate, and to differentiate themselves in the market so as to achieve a “green” or socially responsible premium. 

Supply chain contracts import standards into jurisdictions where democratic and legal institutions are weak. Voluntary 

standards, certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms create market incentives and lower transaction costs to overcome regulatory 

capture, regulatory fragmentation, and the “race to the bottom.”

1. Business Firm Programs

Business fi rms often engage in a particular self-regulatory activity commonly described as CSR.101 Firms generally set their 

own policies without input from other parties,102 employ existing management structures to implement those policies, use 

internal hierarchies to obtain feedback about policy impacts, and incentivize compliance through compensation, honors, and 

other perquisites.103 In general, fi rms that undertake CSR seek a win–win situation; they hope to increase effi ciency and fi rm 

profi ts by reducing waste and unnecessary costs, and by developing new markets through differentiation to generate premium 

prices.104

2. Supply Chain Contracts

A number of scholars now focus on supply chain contracts as a source of environmental and social regulation.105 Firms 

experience pressures to control suppliers from a variety of sources, including the threat of contract or tort liability,106 consumer 

demand, targeting by name and shame campaigns and boycotts,107 and pressures from socially responsible investors,108 fi rm 

managers, and owners. Because investors are also concerned with the long-term supply of the raw materials and products used 

in their business, investors have begun to pressure fi rms to control fi rm suppliers’ operations and activities to ensure that the 

raw materials and harvested products will be available for the future.109

Supply chain contracts and operations permit anchor fi rms to transfer technology and management skills to countries where 

the rule of law and the regulatory apparatus is weak.110 When retail fi rms are subject to regulatory controls in one jurisdiction 

100 At the rulemaking stage of the regulatory process, formal governments have begun to draw on the types of innovations that have arisen in private  

governance. In setting standards and developing new rules, governments have begun to require that fi rms network with and share information with 

stakeholders, and include stakeholders in the deliberative regulatory processes. Trubek & Trubek, supra note 27, at 555.

101 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 414.

102 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 67.

103 Id. at 65. 

104 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 422.

105 See Vandenbergh, supra note 89, at 925–26; Michael P. Vandenbergh & Mark A. Cohen, Climate Change Governance: Boundaries and Leakage, 18  

N.Y.U. ENVTL. L.J. 221, 226–29 (2010); Lyon, supra note 21, at 22.

106  Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2031.

107  Vandenbergh, supra note 89, at 947.

108 Id.

109  Id. at 949.

110 See id. at 942–56. In general, these requirements extend only to fi rst-tier suppliers and would have little impact on suppliers further up the manufac-

turing chain. Id. As an empirical matter, countries with strong supply chains also tend to have fair labor practices and improved environmental perfor-

mance. See e.g., Thomas P. Lyon & Bart van Hoof, Evaluating Mexico’s Green Supply Chains Program (2010) (unpublished report to the Commission 

for Environmental Cooperation), http://webuser.bus.umich.edu/tplyon/PDF/Working%20Papers/ Lyon%20Van%20Hoof%20GSC%20Paper%20

Sep%2013%202010.pdf.
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but their supply chain contractors reside in jurisdictions where regulatory standards either do not exist or are not enforced, 

the retail fi rms use contractual arrangements to ensure that their contractors comply with fi rm quality control requirements. 

While common law or statutory tort or contract law establishes the regulatory agenda in the jurisdiction of the anchor fi rm, 

these laws have no effect in foreign jurisdictions. Anchor fi rms must therefore use contracts to set and enforce the standards 

within foreign jurisdictions. In such cases, global supply chain contracts have been described as “transplanting” social and 

environmental standards in foreign countries.111 While the corporate goal may  simply be to meet government, investor, and 

consumer demands, a corporation’s exercise of bargaining power and contractual enforcement benefi ts the residents of 

countries in which environmental and labor regulation has been precluded because of democracy defi cits or race to the bottom 

dynamics.112

3. Voluntary Standards, Certifi cation, and Labeling Systems

Legislative and regulatory bodies may fail to regulate for a number of reasons despite public demand for regulation. First, 

legislative and regulatory bodies may be concerned about confl icting policies,113 and may be uncertain about  the impacts of 

regulation.114 Second, regulatory authorities may be fragmented115 or engaged in race to the bo ttom dynamics.116 And fi nally, 

legislative and regulatory authorities may also be subject to capture or corruption. A number of private governance institutions 

meet the demand for regulation through alternative structures that resist these hazards.

Private governance institutions are sometimes developed in situations where legislators face uncertainty about the most 

effi cient allocation of entitlements. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling are institutions that facilitate the operation 

of “Rule Four,”117 as contemplated by Guido Cal abresi and Douglas Melamed in their seminal article, Property Rules, Liability 

111 Blair et al., supra note 30, at 337–38; see also Li-Wen Lin, Legal Transplants Through Private Contracting: Codes of Vendor Conduct in Global Supply 

Chains as an Example, 57 AM. J. COMP. L. 711, 714–16 (2009); Vandenbergh, supra note 89.

112 Cf. Lin, supra note 111, at 716. (describing how private contracting exports the political considerations of the “home” country to the country of the sup-

plier). While the low levels of implementation may not yet result in substantial environmental and social benefi ts, the infl ux appears to have prompted 

the consideration, and in some circumstances, the adoption of certain legal reforms. Id. at 737 (noting that the ISO 14001 standards have become 

legal measures in China).

113 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 57–58 (noting that regulation may be seen as confl icting with economic growth). For instance, at the international 

level, the World Trade Organization (WTO) Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement prohibits trade discrimination against “like goods.” Vogel, supra 

note 31, at 161. Governments may post regulations that make “product distinctions” based on characteristics that inhere in the goods, but they 

are barred from making “process distinctions” that relate to the process by which the goods are made. Douglas A. Kysar, Preferences for Processes: 

The Product/Process Distinction and the Regulation of Consumer Choice, 118 HARV. L. REV. 525, 531 (2004). Process distinctions, such as whether 

distinctions based on labor standards, human rights conditions, or the environmental impacts associated with the manufacture and distribution of 

products, may be challenged as non-tariff barriers to trade. See Vogel, supra note 31, at 161. If states maintain these kinds of regulatory standards in 

the face of a challenge, they may subject the state to retaliatory trade sanctions. While the law remains somewhat uncertain because cases before the 

WTO lack precedential value and because there are a number of exceptions to the doctrine, the product–process distinction generally bars govern-

ments from imposing these kinds of regulatory standards. There are limits to the reach of the WTO Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement, however. 

In general, international treaties apply only to the nation–states that are signatories to the agreements. They do not apply to corporate or individual 

actors or to multinational organizations. Nor do they extend to the activities of private parties unless those actions may be attributed to the states. 

See David A. Wirth, The International Organization for Standardization: Private Voluntary Standards as Swords and Shields, 36 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 

79, 95 (2009); Williams, supra note 79, at 481. Consequently, there is an opening for private governance to meet public demand.

114  Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 58 (noting that regulators often lack information, resources, and technical competence).

115  See William W. Buzbee, Recognizing the Regulatory Commons: A Theory of Regulatory Gaps, 89 IOWA L. REV. 1, 49 –51 (2003). In such circumstances, 

agencies vie with one another for authority. Examples of regulatory fragmentation include authority over regional land use decisions, control of geneti-

cally modifi ed organizations, and control over the release of toxic substances into the environment under the Toxic Substances Control Act.

116  See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 58.

117  Tracey M. Roberts, The Rise of Rule Four Institutions: Voluntary Standards, Certifi cation and Labeling Systems (unpublished manuscript, University of 

Louisville Working Papers), at 3–5, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1934274.
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Rules and Inalienability Rules: One View of the Cathedral.118 These institutions allow parties to overcome an existing allocation 

of entitlements through trade by reducing the transaction costs associated with fi nding willing buyers and sellers, coordinating 

an exchange, negotiating a price, and verifying that the purchased goods are what they claim to be.119

While legislators may occasionally allocate entitlements ineffi ciently because of uncertainty, an improper allocation of rights 

may also occur because of legislative or agency capture. In these situations, legislators or bureaucrats promulgate regulations 

that are more favorable to targeted industries than to the public.120 Regulatory capture frequently occurs in countries where 

there are democracy defi cits.121 Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems avoid capture through a number 

of structures. First, they frequently split membership and voting rights into three groups: (1) private fi rm or industry 

representatives, (2) government representatives, offi cials, and agencies, and (3) NGOs and other public interest and civic 

groups.122 This division allows each interest to participate in the deliberative process, but limits the power of any one group to 

dominate the institution.123 Second, decentralization deters capture.124 Voluntary standards, certifi  cation, and labeling systems 

employ substantive rules that refl ect broader legal and social norms, and include structures that provide for transparency 

and procedural due process and encourage inclusive and broad participation by various interest groups.125 Many of these 

systems permit participation by any “interested party” and some provide structures and funding to support participation by 

underrepresented groups.126

Even when entitlements have been allocated appropriately and legislative and administrative bodies have not been captured, 

commons dynamics may deter government action in redressing adverse distributional impacts. Regulatory fragmentation—a 

118  Guido Calabresi & A. Douglas Melamed, Property Rules, Liability Rules and Inalienability Rules: One View of the Cathedral, 85 HARV. L. REV. 1089 

(1972). In this article, Calabresi and Melamed summarize certain rules that Calabresi developed in his previous writings for governments to allocate 

entitlements in the presence of transaction costs. Id. at 1096–97; see GUIDO CALABRESI, THE COST OF ACCIDENTS: A LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (1970). In 

the case of pollution, legislators must make a choice between two opposing entitlements: they may grant a fi rm the right to pollute or grant the public 

the right to be free of pollution. Sometimes there is uncertainty about the costs and benefi ts associated with regulation and failure to regulate. There 

may also be uncertainty about the distributional impacts of regulation versus the status quo. Because of these kinds of uncertainty, an incorrect or 

ineffi cient allocation of entitlements may occur. Under Rule Three, Calabresi and Melamed suggest that if legislators are uncertain about whether 

a legal entitlement is worth its cost to society, they should allocate the costs to the party that will be able to avoid the social cost most cheaply (the 

“cheapest cost avoider”). Calabresi & Melamed, supra, at 1096–97. If legislators are uncertain about which party would be the cheapest cost avoider, 

they should allocate the costs to the party that can most cheaply (a) locate the cheapest cost avoider and (b) pay them to avoid those costs. Id. at 

1097. In THE COST OF ACCIDENTS, Calabresi describes this party as “the best briber.” CALABRESI, supra, at 150.

119  Roberts, supra note 117, at 5–6.

120  Buzbee, supra note 115, at 44–45 (“Most signifi cantly the path-breaking early work of Professors Stigler, Becker, and Petzman is primarily concerned 

with how diverse interest groups will compete for regulatory spoils. The result of this competition is typically not excessively burdensome regulation 

addressing social ills, but regulation favoring regulatory targets, weak regulation or no regulation at all.”). See generally Mancur Olson, THE LOGIC OF 

COLLECTIVE ACTION (1965).

121  Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 66–67; Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 15 (noting that a lack of “relative inclusiveness, openness, transparency, fair-

ness, and accessibility of regulatory institutions” will correlate with regulatory capture); Vogel, supra note 31, at 160 (“It is the inability or unwillingness 

of states to adopt or enforce [government controls over global fi rms and markets] that has contributed to the development and growth of non-state-

based governance institutions.”); Vogel, supra note 34, at 266 (“Underlying virtually every scholarly and popular discussion of global civil regulation 

is the claim that the global economy suffers from a democratic governance defi cit, often attributed to the constraints posed by global competitive 

pressures on the willingness and capacity of states to effectively regulate both global and domestic fi rms.”).

122  For example, the Forest Stewardship Council has a global “general assembly” made up of three chambers—economic, environmental, and social—

with equal voting power. Meidinger, supra note 91, at 523.

123  Id. at 519. Many of these institutions follow the guidelines developed by the ISEAL Alliance for developing standards, measuring and evaluating perfor-

mance, and accrediting auditors. See List of Full Members, ISEAL ALLIANCE, http://www.isealalliance.org/ organisation/full_members (last visited Sept. 

17, 2011).

124  See Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 11 n.31; Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 79.

125  See Meidinger, supra note 91, at 532–33; see also UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, supra note 54, at 263–64 (noting that when rules have been 

made by a local elite or a government agency, research reveals higher levels of theft and free-riding; in contrast, when those that are governed by the 

rules have made the rules, participants show increased cooperation).

126  Meidinger, supra note 91, at 526–27. Some institutions provide resources to permit low-income individuals and those representing minority interests 

to participate.
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split in government authority over persons, places, or regulatory subject matter—situates agencies in an anti-commons127 

dynamic with respect to regulatory turf.128 Examples of regulatory fragmentation include splits in authority over regional 

land use decisions between states, counties, and municipalities, and division of control of genetically modifi ed organizations 

between the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Food and Drug Administration. 

When multiple agencies are involved in a regulatory issue, they must communicate, coordinate, and potentially cede authority 

to regulate effectively. Transaction costs associated with communicating and collaborating increase as the number of parties 

required for consensus increases. Agencies may resist ceding authority or sharing information that could undermine that 

authority.129 The political benefi ts to an agency from hold-out130 are higher than the political rewards of regulation, which are 

split among the participating agencies.131 Furthermore, a regulatory breakdown is less visible and therefore less costly because 

the public cannot identify any one agency as the source of failure.132 Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms 

overcome regulatory fragmentation by taking the confl ict outside of the legal and regulatory system. These institutions bring all 

stakeholders together to resolve issues outside of government venues and without appeal to government authority.133

Institutional dynamics may also lead to a tragedy of the commons134 at the regulatory level, creating incentives to deregulate.135 

Nations, states, counties, and municipalities frequently compete with one another to attract businesses and new residents. 

Competition between these jurisdictions to reduce taxes, exempt industries from regulation, and provide subsidies may 

result in a regulatory race to the bottom.136 Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems counter the race to 

the bottom by creating market incentives for stakeholders to eliminate, reduce, or internalize social costs. These systems 

generate countervailing subsidies to encourage stakeholders to reduce environmental and social harms and promote positive 

externalities.137

127  See generally Michael A. Heller, The Tragedy of the Anticommons: Property in the Transition from Marx to Markets, 111 HARV. L. REV. 621 (1998); 

Michael A. Heller, The Boundaries of Private Property, 108 YALE L. REV. 1163 (1999) (describing the dangers of fragmentation of private property rights 

and interests). Buzbee extends this analysis to the fragmentation of regulation over land use and environmental matters. See Buzbee, supra note 115, 

at 49–51. In such circumstances, agencies refuse to use their authority or spend resources to regulate because of communication, coordination, and 

collaboration problems and because the costs of regulation to the agency outweigh the benefi ts the agency will receive.

128  See Buzbee, supra note 115, at 49–51.

129  See id. at 50.

130  Hold-out occurs when a necessary party to an agreement withholds consent, stymieing further progress.

131  See Buzbee, supra note 115, at 33.

132  Id. at 47.

133  Note that frequently there is no government authority to which the stakeholders could appeal because of democracy defi cits at the international level. 

See Vogel, supra note 34, at 266.

134  See Buzbee, supra note 115, at 49–51 (2003). In such circumstances, agencies vie with one another for authority.

135  See id. at 26; Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 58.

136  Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 58.

137  For instance, state and local governments often fail to perform regional planning. They compete for commercial, industrial, and residential develop-

ments in order to expand their tax bases, resulting in a race to the bottom. William W. Buzbee, The Regulatory Fragmentation Continuum, Westway 

and the Challenges of Regional Growth, 21 J. L. & POL. 323, 351 (2005). The consequences include sprawl, traffi c, loss of agricultural lands and wildlife 

habitat to commercial use, hollowing out of cities, urban blight and brownfi elds, heat island effects, groundwater pollution, fl ooding, and exposure 

to sewage wastes because of failure to separate and upgrade storm water infrastructure. In response to these social costs, members of the design, 

construction, and development industries; environmental organizations; and urban planners have developed the U.S. Green Building Council. See 

U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL, http://www.usgbc.org/Default.aspx (last visited Sept. 29, 2011). The Council addresses not only issues associated with 

poor land use planning, but also wasteful building design and construction practices through its Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

(LEED) standards. The LEED rating system addresses these social costs by rewarding land use planning that avoids or internalizes these social costs. 

See Sustainable Sites Requirements, LEED for New Construction Rating System, in LEED REFERENCE GUIDE FOR GREEN BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

(2009).
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Table 2 summarizes the challenges that arise at the negotiation of standards stage of the regulatory process, the private 

governance institutions that address those challenges, what they supply, and the characteristics private governance institutions 

must have to be effective.

Table 2. Standards-Setting Institutions

Barrier or Hazard Suppliers Structure Supplied Keys to Eff ectiveness

Market economics or 

competitive disadvantage 

Firm corporate social 

responsibility programs

Corporate directive and 

internal structures for 

implementation 

Information about cost 

savings 

Market for green, socially 

responsible activities

Prescriptive standards

Transparency for monitoring 

and enforcement

Regulatory capture Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

systems

Alternative avenue for 

regulation

Tripartite or other structures 

to ensure representation 

of different stakeholders to 

prevent domination by one 

group

Open, transparent structures 

to provide informational 

access and avoid secrecy

Deliberative, consensus 

structures for inclusive 

participation and to prevent 

capture by narrow interests

Misallocation of entitlements 

from uncertainty or mistake

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

systems

Structures to reduce 

transaction costs in trade of 

entitlements (identifi cation 

of parties, negotiation of 

price, mechanism to identify 

compliant goods)

Prescriptive standards 

Effective monitors

Protection of label against 

dilution, confusion, and 

fraud

Democracy defi cits in 

foreign jurisdictions

Supply chain anchors Supply standards via 

contract (based on tort law 

in jurisdiction of anchor 

fi rm)

Mechanisms to monitor 

compliance with standards 

Mechanisms to enforce 

standards, contracts 
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C. Implementation Facilitators

To the extent fi rms agree to comply with voluntary regulatory requirements, they may fi nd the process of implementing the 

regulations burdensome.138 Small fi rms with fewer resources  may fi nd the process prohibitively expensive. A number of private 

governance mechanisms have arisen to facilitate implementation of regulatory standards and lower the costs of compliance. 

These include models and meta-standards, learning initiatives, environmental management systems, and codes of conduct. 

These institutions reduce costs associated with compliance with both governmental and private standards and address market 

uncertainties that may impact voluntary efforts to internalize externalities.

1. Models and Meta-Standards

A number of institutions have arisen to assist in the development of private governance by creating model structures and 

outlining procedures and criteria for the development of standards (“models” and “meta-standards”). Models, such as 

ISO 14001, provide general templates for fi rms to develop environmental management systems.139 Models permit fi rms 

to implement these systems without having to construct the systems from scratch. The models thereby lower cost barriers 

and accelerate implementation of rules and structures. To the extent models provide guidelines for data collection and 

documentation, they also permit those concerned with compliance to compare the records of different fi rms or organizations. 

Meta-standards (rules for setting rules) such as those developed by the ISEAL Alliance140 for voluntary standards, certifi cation, 

and labeling systems, provide guidance about how to develop effective rules and regulatory structures. These institutions 

reduce the costs of developing effective regulatory rules and structures by providing models, disseminating information about 

best practices, and providing a locus for their members to share information.

Without models and meta-standards, the development of private governance institutions would be more expensive and less 

effective. Stakeholders would be forced to generate rules themselves or modify rules and structures from other industries. 

Models and meta-standards also improve regulatory effectiveness. If standards fail to be suffi ciently prescriptive or to include 

appropriate metrics for measuring improvement,141 the process of promulgating the standards may be seen as purely 

138 In the context of governmental regulation, fi rms that are the targets of regulation generally underwrite the costs of implementation and compliance 

with command-and-control regulations. These costs may vary widely among fi rms and are generally higher for older facilities with older technology, 

resulting in higher costs per unit of environmental improvement. These costs of implementation and compliance may also ultimately be passed 

forward to consumers or back to suppliers, shareholders, and employees. Governments have begun to look for more effi cient ways to regulate. By 

shifting to market mechanisms, such as taxes, subsidies and cap-and-trade programs, governments have permitted the costs of compliance to be 

shared among all of the regulatory targets. To reduce these ineffi ciencies, governments have begun to incorporate a number of innovations developed 

by private governance institutions to reduce costs and accelerate the speed of adoption and implementation of new standards. These innovations are 

often referred to as the “new governance.” To increase adoption and implementation of standards, they have also begun to include managerial style 

mechanisms. Pattberg, supra note 46. These include providing non-mandatory guidelines and protocols; requiring fi rms to develop management 

plans, set benchmarks for performance, and use various metrics for measuring progress; and requesting that the fi rms share best practices with other 

regulated parties. See, e.g., Trubek & Trubek, supra note 27, at 555–57 (describing the European Water Development Framework and related Common 

Implementation Strategy). These mechanisms foster innovation, increase fl exibility, and improve participation. Id.

139 The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has expanded its role as a standards-setting institution for products and has begun to pro-

vide models for management systems, including environmental management systems. See, e.g., ISO 9000: Quality Management, ISO: INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION, http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/management_and_leadership_standards/quality_management.htm (last 

visited Oct. 8, 2011).

140 For example, the ISEAL Alliance provides guidance and models for voluntary standards, certifi cation and labeling mechanisms. The organization 

shares best practices to help member organizations improve their effectiveness, increase their positive impacts, and maintain their credibility. See The 

ISEAL Alliance in 100 Words, ISEAL ALLIANCE, http://www.isealalliance.org/content/the-iseal-alliance-in-100-words (last visited Sept. 29, 2011). ISEAL 

Alliance establishes process requirements by which organizations develop, structure, and revise standards that provide for the process to be open, 

transparent, and broadly participatory. See ISEAL Codes of Good Practices, ISEAL ALLIANCE, http://www.isealalliance.org/content/codes-good-practice 

(last visited Sept 29, 2011). The organization also sets standards for measuring and evaluating the social and environmental impacts of the member 

organizations and the effectiveness of their systems. Id. Finally, the organization has accreditation and process requirements for the individuals or 

bodies that will audit and certify whether participants are in compliance with the organization’s standards with a view to ensuring that they are cred-

ible and accessible. See id. ISEAL Alliance provides training, tools, and technical support to its members. Members, ISEAL ALLIANCE, http://www.ise 

alalliance.org/content/members (last visited Sept. 29, 2011). The ISEAL Alliance follows its own guidelines and procedures in setting standards for its 

member organizations. Code Development, ISEAL ALLIANCE, http://www.isealalliance.org/content/code-development (last visited Sept. 29, 2011).

141 See Courville, supra note 61, at 280. Without concrete performance benchmarks, it is diffi cult to measure whether a fi rm is improving over time or to 

make comparisons to other fi rms, which impacts the credibility of the system. Id. at 283.
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symbolic,142 increasing costs without procuri ng actual changes in social and environmental conditions. By identifying best 

practices to address the needs of particular industries, sectors, and stakeholders, models and meta-standards accelerate 

learning and facilitate institutional effectiveness.

2. Learning Initiatives

Learning initiatives are programs designed to increase capacity within a fi rm to evaluate and improve social and environmental 

performance.143 Learning initiatives provide training to fi rm employees to facilitate the development and operation of 

accountability, auditing, and reporting systems.144 Firms generally participate in learning initiatives to receive reputational 

benefi ts and to reduce risks associated with name and shame campaigns, tort actions, labor disputes, and other events that 

reduce fi rm profi tability. Firms may also be motivated to enroll in these programs to improve employee relationships and align 

their practices with the norms and values of senior management.145 Firms sometimes enroll in learning initiatives to receive 

reputational benefi ts, but fail to achieve compliance after enrolling in the program.146

3. Environmental Management Systems

Firms have employed management systems for many years to improve fi rm operations and effi ciency.147 More recently, fi rms 

have begun to employ environmental management systems that focus specifi cally on fi rm environmental performance and 

the impacts of fi rm operations.148 The systems may include evaluation processes to determine the environmental impacts of 

a fi rm’s operations, policies designed to reduce those environmental impacts, plans for allocating resources and responsibility 

for implementing those policies, timelines for implementation, and organizational structures and hierarchies to assign 

142 Id. at 287–88; Andrew King et al., The Strategic Use of Decentralized Institutions: Exploring Certifi cation with ISO 14001 Management Standard, 48 

ACAD. MGMT J. 1091, 1092–94 (2005).

143 See Courville, supra note 61, at 273–74. For example, the Ethical Trading Initiative assists fi rms in adopting management and reporting systems as-

sociated with labor practices and facilitates dispute resolution. Training, ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, http://www.ethical trade.org/training (last visited 

Jan. 19, 2012).

144 Id. at 273. The primary non-governmental example of a learning initiative is the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI). See generally ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, 

http://www.ethicaltrade.org (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). ETI targets supply chains to improve labor practices throughout the world. About ETI, ETHICAL 

TRADING INITIATIVE, http://www.ethicaltrade.org/about-eti (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). The organization’s membership is comprised of fi rms, trade union 

organizations, and nonprofi t organizations or voluntary civic institutions. Our Members, ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, http://www.ethicaltrade.org/about-

eti/our-members (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). ETI helps fi rms evaluate their trade performance and set benchmarks to improve their performance over 

time. What We Do, ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, http://www.ethicaltrade.org/about-eti/what-we-do (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). The organization identifi es 

best practices, provides training on implementation of those practices, initiates pilot projects, and brokers resolutions between companies, suppliers, 

and workers. Id. The organization also raises awareness among consumers, and provides training to fi rms on integrating ethical buying practices. 

Id. Finally, ETI requires fi rms to submit annual reports of their progress and conducts random validation visits to approximately twenty percent of 

its membership each year to validate the data and information contained in the report. What Companies Sign Up To, ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, http://

www.ethicaltrade.org/about-eti/what-companies-sign-up-to (last visited Jan. 19, 2012). The organization provides a disciplinary procedure for com-

panies that fail to implement the management systems and data collection processes within the benchmarked timeframes. The ultimate sanction is 

removal from the organization’s membership list. ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, PROCEDURE TO ENFORCE MEMBERSHIP OBLIGATION: CORPORATE MEMBERS (2009), 

available at http://www.ethical trade.org/resources/key-eti-resources/eti-disciplinary-procedure. The organization is supported through membership 

fees and grants from government agencies. Firms join the organization to benefi t from the support structures and mediation processes to reduce 

the risk of strikes and work stoppage and to rehabilitate their reputations following adverse media exposure. Join ETI, ETHICAL TRADING INITIATIVE, http://

www.ethicaltrade.org/get-involved/join-eti (last visited Jan. 19, 2012).

145 Courville, supra note 61, at 271.

146 See id. at 274.

147 See, e.g., ISO 9001: 2008, ISO: INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION, http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/management_and_leadership_ 

standards/quality_management/iso_9001_2008.htm (last visited Jan. 19, 2012); PHILIP B. CROSBY, LET’S TALK QUALITY: 96 QUESTIONS YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO 

ASK PHIL CROSBY (1989); KAORU ISHIKAWA, WHAT IS TOTAL QUALITY CONTROL? (David J. Lu trans., 1985).

148 For example, ISO 14001 provides a standardized set of guidelines that fi rms may follow in instituting an environmental management system. ISO 

14001:2004 provides a general template for developing an environmental management system for use by all fi rms. This meets the ISO’s organization-

al goal—to standardize systems, to increase interoperability, to reduce the cost of obtaining knowledge, and to assure those that rely on the system 

that the essential elements of environmental management have been considered and addressed. Because the operations of businesses differ from 

one another, their environmental impacts vary. For this reason, ISO has provided a general template that may be modifi ed by each business based on 

their initial evaluation of their environmental impacts. See ISO 14000 Essentials, ISO: INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION, http://www.iso.

org/iso/ iso_catalogue/management_and_leadership_standards/environmental_management/iso_14000_essentials.htm (last visited Dec. 10, 2011).
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responsibility for evaluating and reporting compliance. The systems help fi rms identify environmental problems and build 

capacity for change.149 The systems may, but do not necessarily, provide specifi c goals for the fi rm to accomplish, benchmarks 

to measure progress in meeting those goals, and timelines for meeting those benchmarks and tracking improvement. Firms 

may develop their own systems or they may reduce the time and resources that they must invest by using models and meta-

standards, which identify programs and processes that have already been tried, tested, and distilled into best practices.150 

Environmental management systems also facilitate the inculcation of values and a shift in fi rm norms through the logic of 

appropriateness.151

Because each fi rm may develop its own standards, environmental management systems are thought to lower the barriers to 

entry to environmental improvement, thereby increasing participation in the systems. By stressing continual improvement, the 

systems are thought to incentivize fi rms at all levels to improve their level of environmental performance, but this encourages 

fi rms to set their initial standards low so that they will be able to demonstrate continual improvement over time.152 Furthermore, 

because compliance is costly, fi rms have an incentive to avoid setting prescriptive requirements and specifi c benchmarks.153 

Consequently, the employment of environmental management systems may obscure the fact that the changes fi rms are making 

are minor.154

4. Codes of Conduct

In general, codes of conduct are developed by members of an industry to reduce risk in industry operations.155 When the 

members of an industry share a collective reputation, all industry members are exposed to economic harm when one member 

causes injury.156 Codes of conduct encourage industry members to undertake similar obligations, thereby reducing the 

competitive disadvantage faced by any one fi rm that is subject to the regulatory standards of a particular jurisdiction or the costs 

149 See Courville, supra note 61, at 288.

150 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 422.

151 Young, Institutions and Environmental Change, supra note 56, at 7; see also Vogel, supra note 31, at 170 (describing norm-shifting and a “herd effect” 

to the decision to adopt voluntary standards); Stephen Bernstein & Benjamin Cashore, Can Non-State Global Governance be Legitimate?: An Analyti-

cal Framework, 1 REG. & GOVERNANCE 347, 349–50 (2007) (explaining that social systems provide a basis for understanding what institutional goals 

are worthwhile and justifi ed, what institutional structures are legitimate, and what actions are appropriate or inappropriate, and that certain private 

governance systems may be a source of change for existing rules and norms).

152 King et al., supra note 142, at 1101.

153 See Courville, supra note 61, at 288–89. Prescriptive requirements might include maximum emissions during a set time frame. Procedural require-

ments, in contrast, might include plans to take measurements at set intervals and to report them to fi rm management using specifi c forms of com-

munication.

154 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 422–23.

155 See, e.g., Auld et al., supra note 9, at 423 (discussing the Equator Principles). The Equator Principles were developed in 2003 by a number of private 

banking fi rms, including Citigroup, ABN Amro, and Barclays. History of the Equator Principles, EQUATOR PRINCIPLES, http://www.equator-principles.

com/index.php/about-the-equator-principles/38-about/about/17 (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). The project sets industry-wide social and environmental 

standards for project fi nance, applying across all industry sectors to projects with capital costs in excess of $10 million. About the Equator Principles, 

EQUATOR PRINCIPLES, http://www.equator-principles.com/index.php/about-the-equator-principles (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). The standards are based, 

in part, on the social and environmental sustainability performance standards developed by the International Finance Corporation and on the World 

Bank’s Environmental, Health, and Safety general guidelines. Id. Project developers are required to avoid, reduce, mitigate, or provide restitution 

for the negative impacts of their projects on ecosystems and communities. Id. In July 2010 an association was created to govern the institution; the 

organization is comprised of participating fi nancial institutions that are active in public fi nance and have adopted the principles and associates (bank-

ing institutions that are not active in public fi nance). The Equator Principles Association, EQUATOR PRINCIPLES, http://www.equator-principles.com/index.

php/about-the-equator-principles/38-about/about/12 (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). The association obtains input from various steering committees and 

working groups, including three stakeholder engagement working groups comprised of NGOs, industry-based groups, and SRI fi rms. About the Equa-

tor Principles, EQUATOR PRINCIPLES, http://www.equator-principles.com/index.php/about-the-equator-principles (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). Signatories 

are required to report annually on their lending activities. Reporting Requirements, EQUATOR PRINCIPLES, http://www.equator-principles.com/index.php/

members-reporting/reporting-requirements (last visited Oct. 8, 2011). At times, NGOs have raised questions about the degree to which signatory 

banks have enforced the Equator Principles and held project developers accountable. See, e.g., WWF Urges Commercial Banks Not to Fund Contro-

versial Pipeline, WORLD WILDLIFE FUND (Nov. 11, 2003), http://wwf.panda.org/ wwf_news/press_releases/?9722/WWF-urges-commercial-banks-not-to-

fund-controversial-pipeline. While this code of conduct has extended to lenders, the main risks here are from leakage—companies turning to other 

lenders, such as sovereign wealth funds, that do not require these kinds of criteria.

156 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 423.
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of complying with differing standards in multiple jurisdictions. In a voluntary context in which no public regulation has been 

developed, codes of conduct facilitate voluntary adoption of industry standards by reducing the competitive risks associated 

with implementing labor and working condition standards, paying fair wages or fair prices for commodities, adopting new 

technologies or limits to prevent over-harvesting or environmental harms. The more fi rms that participate in a voluntary 

regulatory program, the less competitive disadvantage any single fi rm faces from incurring the costs associated with complying 

with that program.

Similarly, in the context of existing regulation, codes of conduct may facilitate standards implementation by reducing leakage. 

Even where regulatory standards have been imposed and are properly enforced, compliant fi rms face a competitive disadvantage 

from fi rms that fl ee a jurisdiction to avoid the costs associated with regulation.157 When production and supply networks cross 

jurisdictional boundaries, it becomes more diffi cult for governments to enforce standards.158 Firms may avoid the costs of 

compliance by subcontracting to other companies, by outsourcing risky behavior to companies that do not meet size or 

jurisdictional thresholds,159 and by entering into private contracts that mandate conditions that skirt the technical parameters 

of existing regulations.160

Codes of conduct are usually funded solely by industry or industry trade groups and are developed by industry without input 

from other stakeholders, such as potentially impacted parties, regulators, or the general public. Consequently, they may not 

contain prescriptive requirements that would improve environmental or social outcomes. In fact, they may not supply effective 

regulatory standards at all. Frequently, codes of conduct lack structures for implementation or procedures for monitoring and 

enforcement.161 In general, fi rms have an incentive to enjoy the advantages of the appearance of improvement without making 

any actual effort to improve. Unless there are effective monitoring and enforcement systems in place to ensure compliance, 

the regime may be marked by signifi cant free-riding; this incentive grows as the number of members in the industry group 

increases.162

5. Voluntary Standards, Certifi cation, and Labeling Systems

Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems provide a number of resources to facilitate implementation of social 

and environmental standards. They train and accredit consultants to advise participants in the certifi cation process on program 

requirements and to provide technical assistance to fi rms in implementing management systems. They also market the 

standards and label products, fi rms, and facilities for consumers to generate premium prices that incentivize and reward fi rms 

to adopt the standards and implement the certifi cation process.

Table 3 summarizes the challenges that arise at the implementation stage, the structures institutions supply to address those 

challenges, and the characteristics needed be effective at that stage.

157 In a related practice, fi rms sometimes create subsidiaries outside of the regulating jurisdiction and execute a subcontract with that entity to outsource 

the offending activity. Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2034.

158 See Vogel, supra note 31, at 159–60.

159 Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2088.

160 Id.

161 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 423.

162 Lyon, supra note 3, at 59.
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Table 3. Implementation Facilitators 

Barrier or Hazard Suppliers Structure Supplied Keys to Eff ectiveness

Market uncertainties

Costs of implementation 

Models and meta-standards Reduce costs by providing 

templates, best practices

General models have 

greater interoperability; 

particularized models have 

better application to specifi c 

problems

Requirement of prescriptive 

standards

Costs of implementation Learning initiatives Reduce costs by providing 

technical support for 

implementation

Knowledge of industry and 

industry practices

Feedback mechanism for 

best practices

Mechanism to verify 

implementation

Costs of implementation Environmental management 

systems

Systematizes 

implementation

Prescriptive standards 

Monitoring 

Transparency

Competitive disadvantage 

from acting alone 

Codes of conduct Levels the playing fi eld for 

participants in industry

Prescriptive standards for 

club membership

Monitoring is necessary to 

prevent free-riding

Enforcement against free-

riders

Market uncertainties Socially responsible 

investment

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

institutions

Market incentives through 

price premiums to induce 

parties to participate

Marketing to consumers and 

investors

Suffi ciently broad consumer 

or investor participation 

for market incentive to be 

created

Ability to exclude 

noncompliant parties from 

club

Costs of implementation Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

institutions

Provides technical 

assistance, management 

systems, and trains 

consultants to advise 

participants on program 

requirements and 

implementation

Prescriptive standards must 

be clearly delineated 

Complementary monitoring 

and enforcement devices 

are needed to ensure 

compliance
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D. Monitoring

A demand for private governance at the monitoring stage arises when governments have failed to create adequate requirements 

for monitoring, when too few funds are allocated to develop the infrastructure required for monitoring, and when corruption 

or other factors render monitoring ineffective. An economic model of the deterrence effect of sanctions predicts that parties 

will comply with regulation to the extent that the penalties for noncompliance, when multiplied by the risk of getting caught, 

exceed the benefi ts from cheating.163 In other words, the efforts a fi rm  will make and the funds the fi rm will invest to comply 

with regulations depend on the risk of getting caught cheating, the benefi ts to be gained from cheating, the penalty for cheating, 

and the benefi ts of compliance.164 The higher the risks and costs of n oncompliance and the higher the benefi ts of compliance, 

the more likely a party is to adhere to the rules. This suggests four options to improve compliance with the rules: (1) increase 

the likelihood of detecting cheating, (2) reduce the benefi ts from cheating, (3) increase the sanctions against cheaters, and 

(4) increase the rewards for compliance. Private governance institutions have taken all four approaches. The fi rst and second 

options are discussed in this section and the third and fourth options are discussed in section E infra.

Most businesses have focused on option one, increasing the likelihood of detecting cheaters either by paying for monitoring, 

providing infrastructure to improve monitoring, or expanding the number of monitors. However, cooperatives have employed 

option three, reducing the benefi ts of cheating by eliminating the principal–agent problem.

1. Contractual Approaches

Much environmental and labor regulatory compliance may be attributed to contractual arrangements between private 

parties.165 Equity investors condition their investment of capital, lenders condition their lending,166 and insurance companies 

condition their commitment to insure on the outcome of their due diligence or underwriting investigations. In general, 

investors, acquisition parties, lenders, and insurers all identify their risks of loss by performing preliminary investigations. As 

an alternative, or in conjunction with these investigations, investors, purchasers, lenders, and insurers may also require that 

the counterparty make representations and warranties about past activity and make covenants promising to undertake certain 

benefi cial actions and to avoid actions that would increase risks during the term of the contract. The counterparty discloses 

in a set of schedules all of the known risks and costs that the investors, purchasers, lenders, and insurers identify as areas of 

concern.

In the context of an acquisition or investment, the risks and costs that the acquisition target identifi es may be refl ected in a 

lower purchase price, in post-closing agreements, in indemnity provisions, and in insurance products covering post-closing 

risks.167 These kinds of contractual arrangements enhance effi ciency by permitting the parties to allocate those burdens to the 

parties most likely to manage those costs most effectively and cheaply.168 They also incentivize fi rms seeking debt or equity 

investments to reduce sources of risk before seeking capital.

163 JONATHAN GRUBER, PUBLIC FINANCE AND PUBLIC POLICY 128–38 (2005). From an economic point of view, fi rms would comply with regulations when the 

value to be gained from cheating is less than the amount of penalty multiplied by the risk of getting caught out of compliance. If the penalty multiplied 

by the risk of getting caught is greater than the value of cheating, then a fi rm will comply with the regulations. However, if the costs of monitoring are 

high, such as when there are many sources of environmental harm, then monitoring will not occur as frequently. If monitoring is done less frequently 

or less comprehensively, the risk of getting caught is low and fi rms will be incentivized to cheat.

164 See Williams, supra note 79, at 493 (citing Gary S. Becker, Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach, 76 J. POL. ECON. 169 (1968)). This analysis 

derives from the “logic of consequences” used primarily in law, economics, and political science. Sociology would interpret compliance activities 

somewhat differently, from the “logic of appropriateness” where compliance activities communicate to shareholders, future investors, lenders, insur-

ers, regulators, and the general public a commitment that is inculcated through socialization into a shared culture. See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, 

at 63–64 (describing how the ANIME framework can accommodate both the logic of appropriateness and the logic of consequences).

165 See Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2034.

166 Id. at 2051–56.

167 Id. at 2046–47.

168 See id. at 2050. In addition, private dispute resolution mechanisms in the contracts permit parties to preserve confi dentiality and to avoid costs as-

sociated with court delays and unreliability. Id. at 2051.
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Lenders may include provisions in their loan documents that grant the lender private rights of enforcement when environmental 

problems or risks such as labor strikes or work stoppages arise; in doing so, lenders add themselves to the number of parties 

monitoring compliance.169 While lenders may have added these provisions to their loan agreements primarily to provide 

lenders with a counterclaim in the context of potential regulatory liability,170 lender imposition of a Phase I Environmental 

Report, for example, in the standard underwriting process may not only have availed lenders of the safe harbor rules and a 

number of defenses under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA),171 but 

also improved environmental management.172

Insurers perform due diligence investigations to determine the risk profi le of the insured. Insurers set rates and identify 

exclusions from coverage based on what they uncover, and they may offer incentives, such as lower premiums, for safe 

operations and actions that reduce risk. Insurers may also mandate that the insured employ certain equipment or implement 

certain procedures prior to granting coverage. Finally, insurance companies may conduct inspections to verify whether the 

matters a fi rm has reported are correct.

2. Audits and Third Party Assurance Services

Third-party auditing processes arose initially as an extension of the fi nancial audits that accounting fi rms performed.173 

Globalized fi rms now outsource manufacturing processes and other services to foreign fi rms.174 Products have also grown 

more complex; supply fi rms manufacture components in different countries, making it more diffi cult to monitor and control 

quality, conformity to specifi cations, and timely delivery.175 Because manufacturing standards, regulatory infrastructure, and 

cultural practices differ throughout the world, fi rms now hire third-party auditors to verify whether goods manufactured by 

foreign contractors meet the contracting fi rm’s specifi cations.176

Third-party audits have expanded to include social parameters relating to labor standards, environmental impacts, and other 

matters.177 As fi rms have begun to expand into new markets for environmentally friendly or socially responsible goods or 

services, they have begun making claims that they have taken effective actions to reduce their negative environmental or 

social impacts, or that their products are better for the environment than comparable products. Frequently, in response to 

environmental NGO accusations that fi rms are misrepresenting their green credentials or greenwashing their environmental 

performance, these fi rms have begun to employ third-party audits to prove their environmental claims are true.178 Social 

audits verify whether or not a fi rm or facility is adhering to pledges it has made to follow certain production processes, 

169 Id. at 2053.

170 Following the imposition of liability against a lender for environmental torts under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 

and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601–9675 (2006), in United States v. Fleet Factors Corp., 901 F.2d 1550 (11th Cir. 1990), lenders began to 

perform more extensive due diligence to remain within the safe harbor regulations promulgated by the EPA and to include additional contractual pro-

visions to provide additional defenses against liability. William G. Murray, What to Do About the Problem Project, SS049 ALI-ABA 121, 135–36 (2011) 

(outlining the history of lender liability for environmental contamination and the subsequent development of guidance by the EPA to allow lenders to 

avail themselves of safe harbors and employ other defenses under CERCLA by undertaking “all appropriate inquiries” including a Phase I Environmen-

tal Site Assessment before taking title through a foreclosure action).

171 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601–9675.

172 Recently Brazil has expanded their rules for environmental liability to include lenders in the array of potentially responsible parties in an apparent at-

tempt to use lender due diligence and monitoring as a mechanism to enforce environmental laws and to substitute for an ineffective public adminis-

tration regime. See Bianca Zambao, Brazil’s Launch of Lender Environmental Liability as a Tool to Manage Environmental Impacts, 18 U. MIAMI INT’L 

COMP. L. REV 47 (2010).

173 Blair et al., supra note 30, at 330.

174 Id. at 329, 335.

175 See id. at 329.

176 Id. Social, cultural, and institutional differences and geographic distance reduce the frequency of interaction and information transfers, impacting ac-

curacy of the information fl ows. See King et al., supra note 142, at 1093, 1096.

177 Courville, supra note 61, at 272; Blair et al., supra note 30, at 329, 337.

178 Courville, supra note 61, at 271–72 (noting that studies have shown that false environmental claims are widespread).
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use certain management systems, or otherwise meet the benchmarks or environmental or social standards to which it has 

committed. Social audits may be aimed at fi rm products, facilities, services, or processes.179 They may include performance 

assessments to determine whether production standards have been met, or may simply verify whether a fi rm is following 

prescribed processes.180 Companies may hire either private fi rms, including the accounting fi rms that are performing other 

auditing services,181 civic organizations,182 or some hybrid to perform the audits. Some institutions set guidelines and provide 

training for auditors to ensure that fi rm performance is accurately measured.183

As auditing has grown into a separate industry,184 private commercial auditors have sometimes been criticized as ineffective.185 

Confl icts of interest arise when the party being audited pays for the audit.186 Consequently, some private governance institutions 

require the party closest to the consumer in the supply chain pay for the audit.187 In addition, stakeholders question whether 

monitoring agencies are suffi ciently independent so as to fairly assess compliance when these same monitoring agencies are 

paid by their regulatory targets, are hired to assist with implementation, or are imbedded in the organizations that set the 

standards.188 To maintain legitimacy, a number of these institutions have separated the standards-setting and implementation 

activity from the monitoring functions by transferring those functions to newly created organizations or business entities.189 

This practice eliminates the potential confl ict of interest that may arise when monitors also set and improve standards or have 

business interests in standards implementation assistance.190

Some scholars have suggested that the enforcement of environmental and social provisions would be improved through 

widespread adoption of more explicit and effective standards and by disclosure of existing implementation and enforcement 

practices, possibly through a clearinghouse relating to supply contracts that would include detailed information about fi rm 

supplier procurement policies, environmental provisions in the contracts, other materials about implementation, and the 

extent of enforcement by the supply chain anchor or retailer.191 These changes would expand the number of monitors by 

permitting consumers and NGOs to evaluate fi rm and supply chain performance.192 However, fi rms are unlikely to voluntarily 

share such information because it would reduce their competitiveness generally.

179   Id.

180   Id.

181 Blair et al., supra note 30, at 345. Major accounting fi rms are responsible for providing sixty percent of the reports where fi rms seek third-party verifi ca-

tion.

182   Courville, supra note 61, at 272.

183   See id. at 276–77.

184   Blair et al., supra note 30, at 342.

185   Michael J. Hiscox et al., Evaluating the Impact of SA 8000 Certifi cation, in SA 8000: THE FIRST DECADE 147–48 (Deborah Leipziger ed., 2008).

186   See Courville, supra note 61, at 275 (noting that fi nancial relationships can weaken auditor independence).

187 For example, the Fairtrade Labeling Organization solves this problem in a unique way by charging the fi nal packaging company in the supply chain a 

license fee to pay for the cost of the auditing process. Id. This allocates the audit costs to the entity in the supply chain that is closest to the con-

sumer—the party that most values the audit. While the actual cost of the audit may ultimately be passed forward or backward (through higher coffee 

prices to consumers or reduced prices for farmers) based on market dynamics, it solves the confl ict of interest dilemmas that arise from producers 

paying directly for their own audits.

188   Id. at 283.

189   Id. at 287–88.

190   Id. at 283.

191   Vandenbergh, supra note 89, at 967.

192   See id. at 969.
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3. Voluntary Standards, Certifi cation, and Labeling Systems

In general, consumers concerned with the environmental impacts of goods they consider buying can seldom discern whether 

the goods were produced sustainably and without use of toxins just by examining the goods. Similarly, consumers concerned 

about the social conditions under which goods were manufactured or produced cannot tell through inspection whether the 

goods were produced under hazardous or unfair working conditions, traded under monopolistic terms, or extracted at the 

cost of human life.193 When a consumer cannot discern the quality of the good before, during, or after use, those goods are 

known as “credence goods.”194 Consumer criteria relating to envir onmental sustainability and social impacts are credence 

qualities.195 Credence goods create monitoring and selection problems. 196

Because the goods are credence goods, consumers and investors have diffi culty identifying the goods that meet their preferences. 

In these situations investors and consumers must generally rely on the reputation or assurances of other parties.197 SRI 

fi rms screen investments to meet investor standards. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems create structures 

to ensure that a fi rm, facility, or set of goods complies with and conforms to their standards.198 These systems solve the 

monitoring problem by training and accrediting monitors and by requiring all products, facilities, or fi rms that receive the 

certifi cation label to go through a process in which their activities are monitored to ensure that they conform to the standards. 

To the extent monitors fail to apply standards uniformly, they are subject to negative reputational costs and may be subject to 

having their accreditation revoked. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems assist consumers in differentiating 

and selecting compliant goods by labeling them.199

4. Disclosure and Reporting Initiatives

Disclosure and reporting initiatives increase the risks to noncompliant fi rms of getting caught by expanding the number 

of monitors. They recruit fi rms to self-report information about their activities across a range of social and environmental 

parameters.200 Reporting initiatives multiply the effects of both governmental regulation and private governance by increasing 

the number of monitors and by rewarding fi rms with positive recognition and reputational benefi ts for reducing the negative 

impacts of the manufacture and distribution processes.201 Reporting initiatives also shift pu blic norms, including management 

193  Whether or not resources have been extracted as a result of exploitative practices or a product has been manufactured using slave labor, and whether 

these items are transferred up the supply chain for less than their fair market value because of the exercise of power, is not visible to the consumer.

194   Darby & Karni, supra note 87, at 68–69 (“Credence qualities are those which, although worthwhile, cannot be evaluated in normal use. Instead the 

assessment of their value requires additional costly information.”).

195   Ostensibly, consumers with concerns about the presence of toxins may detect them through chemical testing processes, but such tests can be exor-

bitantly expensive and are not readily available.

196   King et al., supra note 142, at 1092.

197  See Darby & Karni, supra note 87, at 69 (discussing the issue in the context of repair services, where consumers often must rely on the claims of the 

service provider).

198   See Vogel, supra note 31, at 183.

199 For example, the Forest Stewardship Council certifi es and labels forest products so that consumers may avoid illegally and unsustainably harvested 

wood and instead choose products that have been sustainably harvested. Similarly, the Marine Stewardship Council, through their certifi cation and 

labeling of fi sh and marine products, seeks to increase consumer awareness about illegal, unreported, and unregulated fi shing and shift consumption 

toward more sustainable harvesting.

200  The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is one of the most well-known of these types of programs. CERES, a nonprofi t organization created following the 

Exxon Valdez oil spill, partnered with the United Nations Environmental Programme to develop a corporate code of conduct–the CERES principles–to 

be used by private investors in evaluating fi rm performance. These principles and their reporting requirements later developed into the GRI. Pattberg, 

supra note 138, at 598–602. The GRI is a network-based organization that has developed a sustainability reporting framework that reduces the trans-

action costs fi rms face in gathering and reporting information relating to the environmental and social impacts of their operations. The framework 

helps fi rms determine what to report and how to gather reliable, high-quality data about their operations, and facilitates the compilation of credible, 

consistent reports that permit investors to compare fi rms. See generally GRI, http://www.globalreporting.org/Home (last visited Sept. 17, 2011).

201   See Michael P. Vandenbergh, Climate Change: The China Problem, 81 S. CAL. L. REV. 905, 943 (2008).
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norms,202 facilitate environmental activism,203 and signal investment choices for socially responsible investors and underwriting 

choices for insurance companies.204 By providing more information about whether fi rms are performing across a range of 

environmental and social parameters, disclosure and reporting initiatives educate the public about risks, permit investors 

to make socially conscious decisions about their investments, permit consumers to make thoughtful choices about their 

purchases, and permit regulators, insurance companies, and other interested parties to compare risks between fi rms.

Monitoring the supply of credence goods is inherently problematic. Where voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling 

systems face diffi culties in verifying that goods are legally harvested, organic, traded fairly, produced in a sustainable, ecosystem-

friendly manner, investors face similar diffi culties in discerning whether their investments are supporting their investment 

goals. Consequently, to the extent that any of these private governance institutions rely on self-reported information from 

fi rms without employing a monitoring or verifi cation system, private governance institutions have no way to tell whether the 

reports are accurate. However, by affi rmatively reporting fi rm activities, practices, and other performance metrics, fi rms invite 

additional scrutiny by employees, investors, consumers, concerned public interest groups, the news media, and the markets.

Economic modeling suggests that fi rm participation in reporting initiatives will be low compared to participation under 

mandatory government disclosure programs, particularly among the fi rms that perform most poorly along the reported 

parameters.205 However, when compared to situations in which there is no clear governing authority and where government 

has failed to act, any movement by fi rms to address social costs can improve outcomes, particularly when the risks associated 

with inaction are high.206 In addition, movement toward disclosure by a few fi rms could eventually lead to the development of 

industry-wide codes of conduct that would shift adoption and implementation rates upward.

202  Vogel, supra note 34, at 269 (“The literature . . . frequently claims that business acceptance of [corporate social responsibility] in general and civil regu-

lation in particular both refl ect and reinforce a shift in norms for acceptable global business behavior.”); see also Pattberg, supra note 46, at 598–602 

(describing development of the GRI as arising, in part, from demands of investors seeking information about risks associated with companies’ 

environmental performance and the subsequent responsiveness of fi rms in participating in the GRI to secure brand reputation and profi ts amidst a 

hostile public environment following the Exxon Valdez oil spill).

203  See id. at 955.

204 See id. at 956. Formal government has also employed periodic reporting and transparency requirements to facilitate surveillance by multiple parties, 

including the general public. Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2072. Mandatory public disclosure requirements—such as those in Resource Conserva-

tion and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 6929–6939 (2006), the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. 

§§ 11021–11023 (2006), and the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 13106 (2006), which are reported in the Toxic Release Inventory—have 

been effective in shifting fi rms to reduce their environmental impacts. The Toxic Release Inventory, established shortly after the 1984 Union Carbide 

disaster in Bhopal India, has been seen as particularly effective. It requires large industrial fi rms to disclose information to the public each year about 

chemical releases that have occurred at their facilities. Vandenbergh, supra note 201, at 943–44. Empirical studies have shown that markets have re-

sponded to this information by penalizing the highest emitters with reductions in stock value. Id. As a consequence, high-emitting fi rms reduced their 

emissions more rapidly and to a greater extent than lower-emitting companies, even when emissions reductions were not required by law. Id.

205 Lyon, supra note 3, at 61 (discussing incentives for fi rm to disclose or to avoid disclosure).

206 For instance, in response to the risks associated with climate change, nearly 3000 of the largest corporations submitted voluntary reports in 2009 

on their carbon emissions to the Carbon Disclosure Project, which provides the information to over 500 institutional investors, with over $71 trillion 

in assets under management, and approximately 60 supply chain anchors, such as Wal-Mart. What We Do: Overview, CARBON DISCLOSURE PROJECT, 

https://www.cdproject.net/en-US/WhatWeDo/Pages/overview.aspx (last visited Nov. 21, 2011). The data is also available to policymakers, government 

bodies, NGOs, universities, and the general public. The Carbon Disclosure Project was developed to identify the fi nancial risks companies face from 

climate change and companies’ efforts to decrease carbon emissions, with the understanding that in the business world “what gets measured gets 

managed.” Blair et al., supra note 30, at 345; Industry Viewpoints: What Does Business Want from a Global Deal?, CARBON DISCLOSURE PROJECT, https://

www.cdproject.net/en-us/WhatWeDo/Pages/Industry-viewpoints-What-does-business-want-from-a-Global-Deal.aspx (last visited Sept. 29, 2011). Nev-

ertheless, if reporting initiatives only require fi rms to self-report and lack systems to verify whether the reports correctly refl ect the fi rm environmental 

impacts, their usefulness to investors and consumers may be limited.
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5. Environmental Management Systems

Firms employing environmental management systems generally use internal control systems to monitor fi rm performance.207 

These fi rms may supplement internal audits with external auditing, disclosure, and reporting programs.208 Environmental 

management systems also generally provide a framework for generating documentation to demonstrate compliance. To 

the extent that a fi rm discloses this information to the public, the report may be used to provide assurance to employees, 

customers, and the general public about risk, safety, and environmental performance, to confi rm with investors, lenders, and 

suppliers that the fi rm is operating in conformity with their requirements, and to show regulatory agencies that the fi rm is 

in compliance with the law. Environmental management systems may therefore reduce the frequency and costs of external 

monitoring by government regulators.209 To the extent that internal auditing is used to reduce the comprehensiveness of an 

external audit, however, the value of the auditing process declines.210

6. Cooperatives

In contrast to the mechanisms outlined above, which improve compliance by expanding monitoring, cooperatives reduce 

the benefi ts a fi rm might receive from cheating. Cooperatives form when groups of individuals or fi rms voluntarily decide to 

work together to meet their collective needs or to share the profi ts from their enterprise.211 Cooperatives are mutual benefi t 

org anizations; those who use the enterprise control it, and control rights are exercised on a one-person, one-vote basis.212

Cooperatives may take the form of business organizations that are owned by employees in equal shares, such as trade 

cooperatives,213 or organizations that are owned by the individuals that actually use its services, such as electrical utility 

cooperatives.214 While competition in a free market with full information and low transaction costs would theoretically produce 

207 See Courville, supra note 61, at 288.

208 Id. In addition to mandatory governmental programs and due diligence and compliance information requests by contracting parties, fi rms may report 

their data to disclosure and reporting initiatives such as The Global Reporting Initiative or the Carbon Disclosure Project. See What is GRI?, GLOBAL 

REPORTING INITIATIVE, http://www.globalreporting.org/ AboutGRI/WhatIsGRI (last visited Oct. 7, 2011); What We Do, CARBON DISCLOSURE PROJECT, https://

www.cdproject.net/en-US/WhatWeDo/Pages/ overview.aspx (last visited Sept. 29, 2011).

209 Courville, supra note 61, at 288–89 (“As one of the expectation gaps in social auditing is the inability of the external auditor and certifi cation system 

to constantly monitor performance of the producer company, internal control systems or management systems can provide a critical tool of more 

regular monitoring of performance. This is then complemented by periodic planned and surprise checks by external auditors. However, where internal 

auditing is used as a vehicle to reduce the external audit to less than 100 percent coverage, the diffi culty is in fi nding the right balance between inter-

nal and external auditing, balancing capacity building, and ownership with inspectability to a consistent interpretation of the standards.”).

210 Id.

211 Morris Altman, History and Theories of Cooperatives, in INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CIVIL SOCIETY 563 (Helmut K. Anheir et al. eds., 2010). There are 

nearly 30,000 cooperatives in the U.S., owning more than $3 trillion in assets. They generate over $500 billion in revenue and $25 billion in wages. 

UNIV. OF WISCONSIN CTR. FOR COOPS., RESEARCH ON THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF COOPERATIVES 2 (2009), available at http://reic.uwcc.wisc.edu/sites/all/REIC_FI-

NAL.pdf. They are not prominent in the scholarly literature, however. Some scholars attribute this to a decline in coverage of institutions in economics 

textbooks which has shifted toward neoclassical economics, and the changing role of the economist as a social engineer that seeks optimal solutions. 
Panu Kalmi, The Disappearance of Co-operatives from Economic Textbooks, 31 CAMBRIDGE J. ECON. 625, 639 (2007).

212 See Kalmi, supra note 211, at 627.

213 For example, fair trade certifi cation and labeling programs often have a cooperative element. Farmers that participate in the Fairtrade Labeling Or-

ganization are required to participate in cooperatives designed to assist producers in developing and accessing new markets and in building trading 

relationships. See Courville, supra note 61, at 279. The fair trade premium garnered by the program is delivered to the cooperative and the cooperative 

members, a joint body of workers and management, to decide how it is to be used. Id. at 280. They may elect to remit the proceeds to the cooperative 

members or to use the money to make other investments that will allow the group to enhance their operations and improve their profi tability. See id. 

at 281. Cooperatives also often seek to achieve social goals as well as serve their members’ needs, such as promoting equality, recognizing human 

rights, and protecting the environment. Kalmi, supra note 211, at 627.

214 During the Great Depression the extension of public utility services was seen to be a key factor in reducing poverty and improving employment and 

interstate trade. Because the costs of extending electricity to rural areas would likely exceed the benefi ts for many years, few local and state govern-

ments were willing to make these investments. The Rural Electrifi cation Administration was created under the New Deal to make loans to rural 

electrifi cation cooperatives so that they could build lines and other infrastructure to transmit electricity to rural residents. Exec. Order No. 7037 (May 

11, 1935).
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the greatest social welfare for both buyers and purchasers,215 exercises of market power, hold-up problems, lack of easy access 

to complete information, principal–agent problems, moral hazard, and uncertainty may inhibit trade.216 Cooperatives address 

problems associated with unfair competition and monopolistic use of power either upstream or downstream217 by permitting 

individuals to act co llectively to obtain discounts and other benefi ts granted to market actors that engage in larger and more 

regular transactions.218 Cooperatives use vertical integration to address problems of hold-up,219 which may occur in processing 

agricultural or other products requiring time-sensitive processing or delivery.220 By purchasing and managing the proc essing 

equipment or delivery mechanism, cooperative members eliminate the parties in the supply chain that may reduce the value of 

their goods by delay and force them to relinquish price premiums for those goods.221 While vertical integration through merger 

is also possible, the cooperative form permits decentralized decision-making and allows fi rms to capitalize on time-based or 

location-specifi c knowledge.222 Cooperative structures, therefore, also permit individuals or entities that otherwise compete 

with each other to coordinate successfully without reducing their incentives to compete or make decisions independently.223 In 

the context of the theory of the fi rm,224 the decision to make (yielding protection from opportunistic behavior at the expense of 

215 See Ronald Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J. LAW & ECON. 1 (1960). Coase theorizes that, with perfect information and in the absence of transac-

tion costs, trade will give rise to an economically effi cient allocation of entitlements, regardless of how the entitlements are originally allocated. If 

there is no cost associated with making an exchange, parties will exchange entitlements until a Pareto optimal allocation occurs; trade will continue to 

occur until no one can be made better off without making another party worse off.

216 GRUBER, supra note 163, at 126–28.

217 Michael Sykuta & Michael L. Cook, A New Institutional Economics Approach to Contracts and Cooperatives, 83 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 1273, 1276 (2001).

218 Altman, supra note 211, at 564–65.

219 The problem of hold-up occurs when two parties agree to cooperate to make a profi t and one party makes a signifi cant investment in an asset whose 

use, economic productivity, and therefore value, will depend on the cooperation of the other party. The fi rst party’s sunk costs in the asset put him 

at a disadvantage and gives the other party signifi cant bargaining power. After the fi rst party makes the investment, the second party could demand 

a signifi cantly higher proportion of the profi ts—a change the fi rst party will be forced to accept or otherwise face the loss of his initial investment 

altogether.

220 Helmut M. Dietl & Martin Grossman, The Knowledge Economics of Cooperatives (2006) (unpublished manuscript), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/

papers.cfm?abstract_id=1017844. For example, dairy farmers that need to get milk to market face hold-up problems from distributors to whom they 

sell the milk. Failure to get the milk to market in time will cause it to spoil. By creating their own cooperative distribution system, farmers eliminate the 

principal–agent problem and the incentive to hold-up.

221 See id. at 16 (discussing vertically integrated dairy cooperatives as a manner by which producers can avoid the hold-up problem).

222 Id. When general knowledge is more important, vertical integration through merger solves the hold-up problem and the centralized decision-making 

that results from merger will not create additional ineffi ciencies. Id. When specifi c knowledge is needed, however, the centralized decision-making 

may not allow the company to capitalize on time- or location-specifi c knowledge of the merged entities. See generally Friedrich A. Hayek, The Use 

of Knowledge in Society, 35 AM. ECON. REV. 519, 524 (1945) (“If we can agree that the economic problem of society is mainly one of rapid adaptation 

to changes in the particular circumstances of time and place, it would seem to follow that the ultimate decisions must be left to the people who are 

familiar with these circumstances, who know directly of the relevant changes and of the resources immediately available to meet them. We cannot 

expect that this problem will be solved by fi rst communicating all this knowledge to the central board which, after integrating all knowledge, issues 

its orders. . . . We need decentralization because only thus can we ensure that the knowledge of particular circumstances of time and place will be 

promptly used.”). If decentralized decision-making processes remain in place to accommodate and allow the company to benefi t from idiosyncratic 

knowledge, the company will need to spend additional resources to communicate and coordinate among the segments of the merged entity.

223 See, e.g., Dietl & Grossman, supra note 220, at 16–17. Most professional sports leagues are organized as cooperatives. Individual sports teams would 

lose much of their value if they did not use common rules, referees, scheduling, and marketing. Id. at 17. As Dietl and Grossman note, refusal by any 

team to play according to common rules and schedules (an example of the hold-up problem) would undermine the entire league. Id. However, they 

state that the common market solution to hold-up problems—vertical integration through merger—would also undermine league value, because fans 

could no longer trust that the individual teams were suffi ciently independent for real competition to occur. Id. Cooperative organization permits the 

teams to maintain decentralized decision-making while participating in a binding structure that eliminates the uncertainty associated with hold-up. Id. 

at 17

224 Ronald Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 4 ECONOMICA 386 (1937) (hypothesizing that fi rms begin to organize production inside a fi rm when the costs 

associated with that production are lower than the transaction costs of bargaining to purchase goods from outside of the fi rm, under knowledge 

constraints).
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additional coordination costs from centralized decision-making)225 or buy, if opportunistic behavior  and hold-out are less likely 

or less costly and external transaction costs are relatively low, is expanded to include a third option: cooperate.

Cooperatives also address agency problems.226 When an individual hires an agent to conduct business or enter into a 

transaction on the individual’s behalf, a number of problems may arise. First, the agent may have a confl ict of interest: the 

principal may not be able to tell whether the agent is serving the interests of the principal or pursuing the agent’s own 

interests—a “moral hazard” problem.227 Second, the agent may withhold information that the principal would otherwise use 

to negotiate a fair price with the agent if the principal had access to the information.228 Two ways that market participants 

use contract law to solve the asymmetrical information problem are to perform research before the transaction or to monitor 

and enforce rules after the transaction.229 Both of these solutions can be expensive. Cooperatives eliminate the agency and 

asymmetrical information problems by allowing a market actor (such as the consumer) to be involved on both sides of the 

transaction.230 Additional profi ts to be gained from an agent succumbing to moral hazard or using asymmetrical information 

to the detriment of the person who hired them will accrue as a surplus not to the agent, but to the cooperative as a whole.231 

Surpluses are then distributed to cooperative members in accordance with their relative contribution to that surplus.232 The 

cooperative structure changes the incentives; if consumers ultimately reap the profi ts from withholding information, there is 

little reason for agents to withhold the information from consumers in the fi rst place.233 In times of legislative gridlock and 

limited administrative budgets, it is therefore not surprising that communities are turning again to cooperative structures to 

address their own banking, consumer, and employment needs.234

225 Peter G. Klein, The Make-or-Buy Decisions: Lessons from Empirical Studies, in HANDBOOK OF NEW INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS 436 (Claude Menard & Mary 

M. Shirley eds., 2005) (“In the Coasian framework, the decision to organize transactions within the fi rm as opposed to on the open market—the 

“make or buy” decision—depends on the relative costs of internal versus external exchange. The market mechanism entails certain costs: discovering 

the relevant prices, negotiating and enforcing contracts, and so on. Within the fi rm, the entrepreneur may be able to reduce these ‘transaction costs’ 

by coordinating these activities himself. However, internal organization brings other kinds of transaction costs, namely problems of information fl ow, 

incentives, monitoring and performance evaluation. The boundary of the fi rm, then, is determined by the tradeoff, at the margin, between the relative 

transaction costs of external and internal exchange.”)

226 Sykuta & Cook, supra note 217, at 1274.

227 Id.

228 Id. at 1276.

229 Id. at 1277.

230 Id.

231 Altman, supra note 211, at 538. In this hypothetical the individual would likely receive a percentage of the surplus equivalent to the amount of his 

investment.

232 A trade cooperative rewards its members according to the members’ relative production, a work cooperative according to the members’ labor, and a 

purchasing cooperative according to the members’ patronage.

233 Sykuta & Cook, supra note 217, at 1279. Ultimately, the problem of monitoring managers is addressed by internalizing the monitoring within the 

fi rm structure. Armen Alchian & Harold Demsetz, Production, Information Costs, and Economic Organization, 62 AM. ECON. REV. 777, 777–78 (1972). 

While an employee may act adversely to both the customer’s interest and the employer’s interest, employee activities are more readily and regularly 

monitored, self-interested actions are more easily detected, and their activities are less likely to cause as extensive or widespread harm. As an empiri-

cal matter, regulation permits investor-owned fi rms to proliferate where there would otherwise be signifi cant problems with asymmetric information, 

such as in the banking and insurance industries. HENRY HANSMANN, THE OWNERSHIP OF ENTERPRISE 294 (1996). Where regulation has been ineffective, 

however, cooperative ownership is an obvious response.

234 See, e.g., Kevin Roose, Amid Wall Street Protests, Smaller Banks Gain Favor, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 4, 2011, at B5 (describing the shift to community banks, 

credit unions and banking cooperatives to avoid new fees charged by larger banking institutions and to support investment in local communities); 

Lee Romney, They’re Owning This Cooperation, L.A. TIMES (Nov. 28, 2011), http://articles.latimes.com/2011/nov/28/local/la-me-richmond-20111128 

(describing the resurgence of cooperatives during the recession and efforts by cities such as Cleveland, Ohio; Washington, D.C.; Amarillo, Texas; At-

lanta, Georgia; and Richmond, Virginia to develop or partner with cooperatives to increase employment and reduce poverty); Stuart Pfeifer & E. Scott 

Reckard, One Facebook Post Becomes National Movement to Abandon Big Banks, L.A. TIMES (Nov. 4, 2011), http://articles.latimes.com/2011/nov/04/

business/la-fi -bank-transfer-20111105 (describing the impetus behind Bank Transfer Day).
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Table 4 identifi es the challenges that arise at the monitoring stage, the private governance institutions that address those 

challenges, what they supply, and the characteristics the institutions must have to be effective.

Table 4. Monitoring Institutions

Barrier or Hazard Suppliers Structure Supplied Keys to Eff ectiveness

Information asymmetries Acquisition and investor 

contracts

Lending contracts

Insurance contracts

Due diligence and 

underwriting investigations

Contractual shift of risk of 

loss

Well-trained, independent 

investigators

Information asymmetries 

and credence problems

Audit fi rms and third party 

assurance arrangements

Monitoring and reporting 

device 

Well-trained, independent 

investigators

Accurate reporting to 

interested parties 

Information asymmetries 

and credence problems

Disclosure and reporting 

initiatives

Supplies information on fi rm 

compliance to investors, 

insurers, lenders, supply 

chain partners, stakeholders, 

regulatory bodies, and 

general public

Prescriptive standards

Comparable standards 

(within an industry or 

practice)

Independent verifi cation of 

compliance with standards

Credence problem: selection 

signaling

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

institutions

Provide labels to signal 

whether standards have 

been met 

Auditor training and 

accreditation so goods 

accurately and consistently 

labeled

Checks on confl icts of 

interest: independence of 

monitors from standards 

setting groups, from private 

contractors assisting with 

implementation, and from 

participants

Accessible dispute 

resolution mechanisms

Information asymmetries

Agency problems

Moral hazard

Cooperatives Eliminates economic 

incentives to cheat by 

placing consumer on both 

sides of transaction

E. Enforcement Institutions

As mentioned above, institutions may improve compliance with rules by improving monitoring systems that increase the 

likelihood that cheaters will be caught, by reducing the benefi ts of cheating, by posing a credible threat of sanctions, and 

by increasing the penalties of getting caught. This section discusses the innovative mechanisms that private governance 

institutions have developed to pursue the latter two strategies, including increasing the number of parties with the power to 

enforce the rules, the benefi ts associated with compliance, and the costs of noncompliance.
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1. Regulation by Contract

Firms have employed a number of contract mechanisms to incentivize regulatory compliance from fi rms.235 Acquisition and 

equity investors manage concerns about risk by refusing to contract, negotiating lower purchase prices, shifting risk to the target 

companies and their owners through indemnities and insurance requirements, and requiring risk reduction and remediation 

efforts as a funding contingency. They reward fi rms with lower risk profi les with higher investments, higher purchase prices, 

more favorable deal terms, and promises of additional contracts.

Similarly, following underwriting investigations, lenders may refuse to lend, or they may include additional provisions in loan 

agreements and ancillary documents that provide for continued oversight, expanded default triggers, and contingencies for 

funding. The additional rights that lenders may exercise if fi rms fail to comply, such as declaring default, accelerating the 

repayment of the loan, and controlling the use of loan proceeds, make the threat of sanctions more immediate and credible.236 

Note that the goal of these contractual provisions may simply be to give the lender a defense when there is a threat of tort 

liability or a competing claim on the use of loan proceeds if regulatory fi nes are imposed or remediation efforts are required.237 

Insurance premium rate structures also promote compliance, since insurance companies may inspect insured parties to 

monitor their behavior and offer reductions in premiums if fi rms remain compliant over time.238 If inspections reveal that the 

insured party has misrepresented risk or broken covenants, the insurer may also deny coverage. On the other hand, lenders 

may reward compliant borrowers with lower rates, better terms, and additional loans.

Supply chain anchors use third party assurance services to verify compliance with quality control standards. They punish 

noncompliance by withholding payments and terminating contracts, and they reward compliant suppliers with continued 

future contracts and more favorable prices or terms.

2. Education and Mobilization Initiatives

Civic organizations investigate fi rm activities and sometimes employ name and shame tactics that alert the public by identifying 

fi rms responsible for environmental or social harms or by exposing false claims of environmental or social responsibility. They 

enforce public regulation and private governance regimes with threats of boycotts, negative news media reports, the potential 

loss of market share and investors, and the costs associated with new regulation. When combined with the desire of fi rm 

owners, managers, and employees to maintain an image of public integrity, these mechanisms provide credible sanctions that 

pressure fi rms to reduce risk, remediate adverse impacts, and keep their practices in alignment with their claims and societal 

norms.239 Firms that can demonstrate they meet or exceed the standards set by societal norms can also receive positive 

attention and increased investment.240

3. Conservation Land Trusts

Land conservancies, or conservation land trusts, are nonprofi t organizations that acquire rights to ecologically, environmentally, 

or historically important properties.241 Land conservancies are commonly developed  to preserve open space, ranchland, 

235 See Vandenbergh, supra note 38, at 2044.

236 Id. at 2055. Lenders with private rights of enforcement sometimes create more stringent standards. Id. at 2055–56.

237 Id. at 2052. Following the Fleet Factors case and the EPA’s development of certain safe harbors that lenders may use to avoid liability for environmen-

tal torts, lenders may use these kinds of provisions primarily for defensive purposes. In the event that the borrower is subject to damages, fees, or 

fi nes as a result of tort liability or noncompliance, the lender retains the right to control loan proceeds and may prevent them from being used to pay 

those liabilities or to redress environmental impacts.

238 See id. at 2063.

239 See Livermore, supra note 97, at 330–31 (describing how reputational forces can motivate fi rms to avoid harmful environmental practices).

240 See id. at 331.

241 Zachary Bray, Reconciling Development and Natural Beauty, The Promise and Dilemma of Conservation Easements, 34 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 119, 121–22 

(2010).
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farmland, environmentally sensitive areas, water rights, and riparian zones.242 These institutions pose an innovative solution 

to enforcement problems by expanding the number of parties with property interests and legal standing to enforce contractual 

rights. They may acquire property in fee, obtain conservation easement rights, or purchase the development or resource 

extraction rights associated with the property.243 Sometimes land conservancies transfer the acquired rights to federal or state 

governments for management and enforcement, especially if the acquired rights are to lands adjacent to other publicly held 

lands. But land conservancies may also hold the property rights in perpetuity, privately enforcing the land use restrictions in 

conservation easements to prevent heirs from developing property subject to the easement.244 Policymakers are increasingly 

considering conservancies not only for managing ecologically sensitive and historically important lands, but for preserving the 

relationships with indigenous people who rely on those lands.245

4. Voluntary Standards, Certifi cation, and Labeling Systems

While other institutions enhance enforcement by increasing sanctions or deter capture by expanding the number of enforcement 

parties, voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems use markets to incentivize compliance. In general, voluntary 

standards, certifi cation, and labeling institutions market labeled goods and facilities to the public so that they may offer 

fi rms positive reputational benefi ts or retail price premiums to incentivize adoption of the standards and implementation of 

the certifi cation program.246 By using a label to justify higher prices and generate goodwill, the systems reduce the relative 

benefi ts of non-adoption. To the extent that the programs determine that member fi rms have not continued to conform to the 

certifi cation standards, they may discipline the fi rms through fi nes or other penalties and may ultimately bar the fi rms from 

using the system’s label.

Note that unfair or unequal enforcement poses a challenge for the institution. When participants allege that the enforcement 

processes are being applied unfairly or unequally, the system can undergo a loss of credibility and legitimacy.247 This may result 

in increased cheating by the participants248 and potentially withdrawal from the private governance scheme.249 One of the key 

distinctions between private governance and formal government is that state criminal and civil sanction are available to keep 

residents from refusing to comply with the law and from opting out when formal government is engaged.250 In contrast, private 

governance institutions are maintained through the continuing agreement of their participants and are more sensitive to 

disputes and opt-outs, which can destabilize the regime. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms avoid this 

242 Id.

243 Id.

244 One example of a well-recognized land conservation trust is The Nature Conservancy. The organization works throughout the United States and in 

thirty-one other countries to identify and preserve the ecological resources that they identify as most important, including forest, marine, and fresh-

water resources. The organization’s conservation work includes obtaining property rights and transferring them to state and federal governments 

for management, acquiring conservation easements over private properties, managing its own private nature preserves, performing conservation 

services, and improving management practices for millions of acres of land and water. See generally THE NATURE CONSERVANCY, http://www.nature.org 

(last visited Jan. 19, 2012). In 2009, the Nature Conservancy had $4.6 billion in assets and an annual operating budget of $448 million. It received 

over $400 million in member dues and donations and over $300 million in land sales and gifts that year. THE NATURE CONSERVANCY, 2009 ANNUAL REPORT 

(2009), available at http://www.nature.org/ aboutus/ouraccountability/annualreport/Annual-Report-2009.xml?src=araboutus.

245 See, e.g., Mary Christina Wood & Zachary Welcker, Tribes as Trustees Again (Part I): The Emerging Tribal Role in the Conservation Trust Movement, 32 

HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 373 (2008); Mary Christina Wood & Matthew O’Brien, Tribes as Trustees Again (Part II): Evaluating Four Models of Tribal Participa-

tion in The Conservation Trust Movement, 27 STAN. ENVTL L. REV. 477 (2008); Karol Bourdreaux, A New Call of the Wild: Community-Based Resource 

Management in Namibia, 20 GEO. INT’L ENVTL. L. REV. 297 (2008).

246 Cashore et al., supra note 17, at 186–87.

247 Courville, supra note 61, at 290.

248 Id. at 290.

249 Cashore et al., supra note 17, at 186–87.

250 Id. at 184.
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problem by supplying confl ict resolution mechanisms that allow participants to resolve their disputes cheaply and quickly.251 

By requiring participation in dispute resolution procedures, private governance institutions allow participants to air grievances 

and resolve confl icts. Dispute resolution mechanisms improve the likelihood of long-term success by reducing their members’ 

need for and their opportunity to resort to exit.252 Private governance institutions that include dispute resolution mechanisms 

tend to be more stable and robust in the face of challenges as well as resilient to external changes that occur over time.253

Independent of the market incentives to encourage participation by producers and the enforcement and dispute resolution 

mechanisms aimed at sustaining their participation, voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems also encourage 

continued participation among consumers. Sociological literature suggests that individuals are thought to take action based 

on the logic of appropriateness rather than the result of a conscious cost-benefi t analysis.254 Institutions are viewed as social 

practices as individuals’ identities are shaped by their membership in groups, and they comply with rules as a matter of habit.255 

To the extent that a community’s belief systems, norms, culture, and sense of connectedness create a culture of compliance, it 

reduces the need to develop complex systems for monitoring and enforcement and reduces the costs of enforcement.256 On the 

other hand, if the parties participating in the governance system share no common norms or share norms of noncompliance, 

the costs associated with enforcing the regime will be higher.257 Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms 

have often been developed by groups with a shared set of values258 or a common mission.259 In turn, the groups have used 

their networks to expand the market for certifi ed goods, providing an avenue for group and network members to express their 

values and mission through their consumption choices.260

Furthermore, under post-structuralist theory, political scientists see individuals as shaped by the ways that governments exercise 

power.261 Governments are thought to achieve their ends less by forcing people to comply with state-mandated goals than 

251 UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, supra note 54, at 267–68 (noting that (1) all rules are subject to interpretation, (2) confl icts arise between 

participants even when they have made the rules jointly, (3) low-cost confl ict resolution mechanisms not only address immediate confl icts, but reduce 

confl icts as the community becomes aware of the way the confl icts have been resolved and the rules have been interpreted, and (4) such mechanisms 

also deter capture by local elites).

252 Id.

253 Id.

254 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 63, 70; Young, Governance for Sustainable Development, supra note 56, at 31; see also Lemos & Agrawal, supra 

note 9, at 76 (describing an emerging literature focusing on popularity, responsiveness, legitimacy, transparency, and accountability in the context of 

private governance).

255 See id.

256 Young, Institutions and Environmental Change, supra note 56, at 7 (contrasting the collective action perspective with the social practices perspec-

tive). The collective action perspective “assumes that individuals have preferences that are exogenous to their membership in groups, that they act on 

the basis of some sort of utilitarian calculation, and that they endeavor to maximize payoffs to themselves as individuals. Institutions form through a 

process—explicit or implicit—of developing social contracts. The prisoner’s dilemma, the free-rider problem, and more generally problems of burden 

sharing and compliance loom as critical concerns among collective-action thinkers. The social practices perspective, by contrast, assumes that the 

identities of individuals are shaped in part by group membership, that actors are infl uenced by what is known as the logic of appropriateness as op-

posed to the logic of consequences, and that compliance with institutional rights and rules often become a matter of second nature or habit.” Id. See 

also Elinor Ostrom, Toward a Behavioral Theory Linking Trust, Reciprocity, and Reputation, in TRUST AND RECIPROCITY: INTERDISCIPLINARY LESSONS FROM EX-

PERIMENTAL RESEARCH 19, 26, 33–34, 42–43, 48–49 (Elinor Ostrom & James Walker eds., 2003) (discussing the lack of empirical support for predictions 

of behavior in less structured situations than situations where the stakes are high and the numbers are low, such as competitive market situations (p. 

26), and discussing the positive impacts of in-person communication (pp. 33–34) and reciprocity norms (pp. 42–43) on cooperation, and the positive 

feedback loop between reciprocity norms, reputation for trustworthiness, and levels of trust (pp. 48–49)).

257 See Young, Institutions and Environmental Change, supra note 56, at 15; see also Livermore, supra note 97, at 333.

258 Fair trade labeling activities were initially instituted by church groups and spread through support of church networks, for example.

259 The Forest Stewardship Council was developed from an alliance between World Wide Fund for Nature and a number of British fi rms following the 

breakdown of efforts to negotiate a forestry treaty at the Rio Summit in 1992. About Us, FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL, http://www.fscus.org/about_us 

(last visited Oct. 7, 2011); Cashore et al., supra note 17, at 182.

260 Kysar, supra note 113, at 624–25; Cashore et al., supra note 17, at 181.

261 Lemos & Agrawal, supra note 9, at 84–86 (noting that an individual’s understanding and governance of themselves are shaped through scientifi c 

inquiries that identify them and their behaviors as targets of inquiry, through disciplinary practices that make distinctions between types of individu-

als, and through modes of thought that make certain practices seem more reasonable than others).
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by making them allies and confederates.262 The mere existence of a known rule may infl uence behavior.263 In a coordination 

game, knowledge of the law may change behavior, even without the threat of sanctions.264 Similarly, the opportunity for citizens 

to make consumer choices based on labels invites consumers to see themselves as citizen–consumers, and enables them to 

take action through their consumption choices and purchasing power.265 To the extent consumers use self-restraint in their 

consumption, they have internalized the enforcement process.

Table 5 identifi es the challenges that arise at the enforcement stage, the private governance institutions that address those 

challenges, what they supply, and the characteristics required for effective enforcement.

Table 5. Enforcement

Barrier or Hazard Suppliers Structure Supplied Keys to Eff ectiveness

Incentives to cheat Education and mobilization 

initiatives

Public name and shame 

campaigns 

Independence from target

Incentives to cheat Supply chain anchors Contractual enforcement 

mechanisms for breach 

and default, nonpayment 

and reduced payment, 

termination of contract

Complementary monitoring 

devices and credible threat 

of enforcement 

Incentives to cheat Insurance contracts Refusal to insure after 

underwriting, refusal to pay 

claims, offer of reduced 

premiums for compliance, 

increased premiums for 

noncompliance

Underwriting review, 

complementary monitoring 

devices, and credible threat 

of enforcement 

Incentives to cheat Lending contracts Refusal to loan after 

underwriting; loan 

enforcement mechanisms: 

stop payment, default 

interest rates, fi nes, 

acceleration of debt; 

decision-making rights of 

use of loan proceeds; calls 

on collateral and cross-

collateralized debt

Due diligence review, 

complementary monitoring 

devices, and credible threat 

of enforcement 

Incentives to cheat Equity investment contracts Refusal to contract 

following due diligence 

review, enforcement of 

indemnifi cation agreements, 

calls on private collateral

Due diligence review, 

complementary monitoring 

devices, and credible threat 

of enforcement 

262 Id. at 84–85. These theories suggested that individuals’ private lives and actions are also shaped by the way that knowledge is represented. In the 

process of following certain modes of thought, or “discourses,” and engaging in certain practices, individuals posit themselves as subjects and take 

actions consistent with that subjectivity. When the dominant discourse changes, institutional change occurs. This line of inquiry is thought to be 

relevant particularly for market-based forms of governance that posit individuals as global citizens and consumers, those that label goods for con-

sumption and for socially responsible investment, and the kinds of programs that shape the information reported by fi rms along with their investment 

parameters.

263 See Williams, supra note 79, at 494 (citing Richard H. McAdams & Janice Nadler, Testing the Focal Point Theory of Legal Compliance: Expressive Infl u-

ence in an Experimental Hawk/Dove Game 2 (2003) (Northwestern Law Legal Working Paper Series, Law and Economics Papers Working Paper no. 

29), available at http://law.bepress.com/nwwps/lep/art29).

264 See id. at 482.

265 Kysar, supra note 113, at 624–25.
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Barrier or Hazard Suppliers Structure Supplied Keys to Eff ectiveness

Incentives to cheat Socially responsible 

investment

Refusal to invest and 

divestment

Complementary monitoring 

and reporting devices 

Incentives to cheat Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

mechanisms

Fines, sanctions, 

exclusion from club 

(remove participant from 

membership in label 

scheme)

Education and soft or 

refl exive enforcement

Checks on confl icts of 

interest: independent 

monitors separate from 

standards setting groups, 

implementation experts, and 

participants

Accessible dispute 

resolution mechanisms

Incentives to cheat Land conservancies Expands number of parties 

available to enforce bar on 

development of private lands

Court system to enforce 

contracts 

F. Funding Governance, a Public Good

Rules, and the institutions developed to enforce them, are public goods,266 and the process of developing rules and effectuating 

them can be expensive. Public goods are by defi nition non-rival. If public goods are provided to anyone, everyone can enjoy 

their benefi t without diminishing others’ enjoyment of them. Public goods are also non-exclusive—those who pay for the goods 

cannot exclude others from their enjoyment.267 In general, not everyone will contribute to the creation and maintenance of 

public goods to the extent of their enjoyment of those goods because they may free-ride on the efforts of others. Consequently, 

the private market will supply less of the public goods than would be socially optimal. 268

Formal governments regulating within their own jurisdictional boundaries have several advantages in funding, most particularly, 

the latter stages of the regulatory process: implementation, monitoring, and enforcement. As many have noted, formal 

governments have the authority and the power to coerce implementation and compliance through threat of criminal sanction 

or monetary fi nes.269 More importantly, governments use their taxing power to overcome the free-rider problem and cover the 

costs of developing, effectuating, and enforcing new rules. Unlike governmental regulation, private governance institutions 

may not rely on state authority to cover the costs of the implementation, monitoring, enforcement, and confl ict resolution 

processes.270 In addition, they must overcome free-rider problems.271

This has important consequences for institutional stability. In a representative democracy, the tensions between interest groups 

tend to occur primarily in the initial stages of the regulatory process: when the agenda is set, when the standards are negotiated, 

and when the programs are funded through the budgetary process. Firms must bear the costs of implementing the regulation 

or suffer government sanctions. The state bears the costs of monitoring, enforcement, and dispute resolution through the 

courts and the state funds those activities through tax revenues. In contrast, in private governance institutions, participants 

must fi nd resources to cover costs at each of the regulatory stages; consequently, internal tensions among participating interest 

groups may continue to occur throughout the regulatory process.

266 Edela Schlager, Rationality, Cooperation and Common Pool Resources, 45 AM. BEHAV. SCIENTIST 801, 804 (2002).

267 See GRUBER, supra note 163, at 170.

268 Id. at 176–77.

269 Vogel, supra note 31, at 153; Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 57; Cashore et al., supra note 17, at 284.

270 UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, supra note 54, at 262–63 (describing the importance of fair allocation of the cost and benefi ts of a regime to the 

regime’s long term institutional stability).

271 Young, Governance for the Environment, supra note 56, at 16 (“The ‘free-rider’ problem . . . occurs in situations where the social benefi ts accruing 

from a public good exceed the cost of supply, but individual members of the group would prefer to enjoy the good without shouldering a share of the 

cost.”).
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To develop private governance institutions, most of the participants must accept the rules at each stage; otherwise, they 

may opt out. If the parties fail to reach an agreement, no institution develops and no regulation occurs.272 If parties reach an 

initial agreement but lack suffi cient means or incentives to implement that agreement, the policy will not be implemented.273 

Incentives to cheat remain unchecked if there are no monitoring or enforcement mechanisms.274 If monitoring and enforcement 

are not perfo rmed in a fair manner and there are no systems to permit participants to appeal decisions or resolve disputes, 

participants may refuse to comply with the rules.275 The participants in private governance institutions must fi nd resources to 

fund or otherwise support each stage of the regulatory process themselves. Furthermore, the way the costs of these burdens 

are allocated among the participants can have a signifi cant impact on the effectiveness of the regulation.276

In smaller self-governing communities, Elinor Ostrom has observed that the costs and benefi ts associated with successful 

regulatory regimes tend to be proportionate for the participants.277 If participants’ costs bear no relation to their benefi ts, they 

may either opt out or cheat, causing the system to unravel.278 The same dynamic is observed at the international level. States 

must come to an agreement that is collectively acceptable; there is no coercive power to ensure compliance.279 To the extent 

that certain states disproportionately bear the burdens from change and others reap the benefi ts, a mechanism is required to 

permit costs to be shared or the agreement will be unstable.280

Sources of fi nancial support may also shape the behavior of private governance institutions.281 Institutions that are funded 

by membership dues may be more likely to take actions that align with member interests and the public interest than those 

that receive funds primarily from foundations or private industry.282 On the other hand, scholars have noted that while civic 

institutions are effective in pointing out failures, they may be limited in what they can achieve without the aid of regulatory 

272 Id. at 21 (outlining the challenges of governance, including ignorance, high transaction cost, and massive free-rider problems, that impede resolution 

of socio-environmental problems).

273 Id. at 36 (“Bargaining processes can make governance systems incoherent, and problems of implementation can turn them into dead letters.”).

274 UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, supra note 54, at 265–67 (describing the importance of monitoring and enforcement); Stepan Wood, Voluntary 

Environmental Codes and Sustainability, in ENVIRONMENTAL LAW FOR SUSTAINABILITY 229, 260–62 (Benjamin J. Richardson & Stepan Wood eds., 2006).

275 UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, supra note 54, at 267–68 (describing the importance of dispute resolution mechanisms to the regime’s long 

term institutional stability).

276 See id. at 262; GOVERNING THE COMMONS, supra note 90, at 92 (explaining that in robust institutions, there is congruence between appropriation and 

provision rules and local conditions).

277 UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, supra note 54, at 262–63.

278 Id. at 263.

279 See generally Robert O. Keohane & Elinor Ostrom, Introduction to LOCAL COMMONS AND GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE (Robert O. Keohane & Elinor Ostrom 

eds., 1995).

280 Note that this phenomenon has been observed in the common pool resource context and is the basis in part for caution against using any particular 

governing approach as a panacea. Following recognition of the extent to which the earth’s ecosystems were subject to a tragedy of the commons 

problem, many governments began to privatize forests and other natural resources, following the approach suggested by Garrett Hardin. Because 

many governments failed to allocate adequate resources to monitoring and enforcing restrictions on harvesting, the rate at which harvesting occurred 

accelerated, exacerbating the problem. In contrast, forests governed by local communities that assigned monitoring duties to individuals that would 

benefi t directly from enforcement of the harvesting limits, fared well. See GOVERNING THE COMMONS, supra note 90, at 23.

281 Lyon, supra note 21, at 2.

282 Robert J. Brulle & J. Craig Jenkins, Civil Society and the Environment: Understanding the Dynamics and Impacts of the U.S. Environmental Movement, 

in GOOD COP, BAD COP: ENVIRONMENTAL NGOS AND THEIR STRATEGIES TOWARD BUSINESS 73, 77, 92 (Thomas P. Lyon ed., 2010) (describing the discussion 

in the literature of impacts of foundation funding as shifting environmental nonprofi ts away from protest and grassroots mobilization and toward 

professionalized, centralized, nondemocratic structures with more moderate agendas); Lyon, supra note 21, at 5 (“Indeed, critics charge that instead 

of being governed by citizens, the environmental movement has become increasingly controlled by foundations that represent large corporate wealth 

and rationalized power in the American political economy. This, they say, blunts the potential impact of the movement, promotes nonparticipatory 

civic organizations, and limits the range of viewpoints represented in the public arena.”).
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institutions.283 The activities that membership organization s pursue may also refl ect the limitations of member involvement.284 

Membership-based organizations rely primarily on annual membership fees to cover the costs of their activities. They therefore 

have incentives to focus on activities in which they may garner media attention and attract new members.285 Media-worthy 

activities, such as exposing harmful practices, identifying bad actors, and initiating educational campaigns, tend to occur at the 

beginning of the regulatory process when the regulatory agenda is set, and at the end of the process, when the rules must be 

enforced.286 Members may fi nd it more diffi cult to engage during rule negotiations when the standards are set and statutory 

language is drafted, particularly if technical expertise is required.287 Public participation in the implementation and monitoring 

stages may also be challenging given fi rm interests in protecting trade secrets and in maintaining operational effi ciency and 

security.288 For this reason, membership organizations that rely on the fi nancial support of members and grassroots fundraising 

events may tend to focus on media-intensive activities that raise awareness and shift public debate289—activities that support 

the agenda-setting and enforcement stages of regulation.

In contrast, organizations funded by private foundations and corporate entities often undertake projects that more strongly 

resemble traditional government activities, such as including the monitoring and regulation of fi rm behavior and the truthfulness 

of fi rm claims, and funding and developing public goods, such as conservation of endangered habitat.290 They may also 

undertake market-enhancing ac tivities, such as the creation of exchanges to facilitate the trade of environmental goods, or the 

development of new markets and branding systems to direct public attention to alternative goods that meet consumer social 

and environmental preferences.291 The kinds of projects that these institutions undertake may simply refl ect the availability 

of stable sources of funding. Long-term, ambitious projects are less interesting in terms of confrontational activity and media 

interest, but may be more effective in addressing the social and environmental problems. On the other hand, these projects 

give rise to fewer confl icts with corporate interests, raising questions about whether fi rm interests are steering NGOs’ activities 

283 See Vogel, supra note 31, at 153, 165–66, 181–84. For example, the Rainforest Action Network is a well-known example of a civic organization that en-

gages in grassroots activism and direct action focused on well-recognized leaders in industry and commerce to achieve its goals to protect rainforests 

and to defend the rights of rainforest inhabitants. Krill, supra note 60, at 208, 210. Factors that NGOs examine in determining which businesses they 

will target include the market share of the corporation, its reputation, and the distance that activists must travel to reach the corporation’s headquar-

ters. Vogel, supra note 34, at 268. The organization derives its $4 million budget equally from membership dues, major donations, and foundation 

support—a proportion the organization tries to maintain. Krill, supra note 60, at 213. The organization has approximately 13,000 members, 100,000 

online supporters, and 1000 activists that participate regularly. Id. The organization engages in street protests, initiates advertising campaigns, de-

velops shareholder resolutions, negotiates directly with corporate boards, and generally tries to coordinate with other organizations that work on the 

same or similar issues to attack the concern from a different angle. Id. at 213, 217.

284 See Vandenbergh, supra note 89, at 960.

285 Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 29.

286 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 63–64.

287 Id. at 67–69. To the extent that the standards setting process is technical, the nuances may be diffi cult to explain, complicating any advocacy role that 

members may play. See id.

288 Because implementation, monitoring, and enforcement may occur where the public lacks the access (because fi rm security bars access), geographic 

location, or technical skills to assist in any meaningful way, members are unlikely to be able to play any direct role. Consequently, they may not be as 

ready to provide funding to support endeavors when they cannot participate or see the impacts directly.

289 Vogel, supra note 31, at 169; see also Mattli & Woods, supra note 3, at 29 (“[T]here are strong incentives for NGOs to focus their attention on the fi rst 

phase of regulation—agenda-setting. The immediate benefi ts to NGOs of mobilizing campaigns are likely to be high: media attention brings them 

funding, new members, and public support. By contrast, engagement in the detailed elaboration of regulations or closely monitoring their enforce-

ment is more time-consuming, more resource-intensive, and less easily effective or noticed.”).

290 Lyon, supra note 21, at 5; Vogel, supra note 31, at 154–55; Hoffman & Bertels, supra note 7, at 59–62 (showing the growing schism between (1) 

environmental organizations with corporate and foundation support that defi ne themselves in conjunction with business and capitalist systems and 

take more moderate stances and enter into collaborative agreements with organizations such as the Environmental Defense Fund and The Nature 

Conservancy, and (2) organizations that avoid such ties and defi ne themselves in opposition to corporations and their activities, such as Greenpeace 

and the Rainforest Action Network).

291 Hoffman & Bertels, supra note 7, at 59–62, 64.
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through foundation-based and corporate funding.292 Some organizations have developed structures to maintain a balance of 

funding from a variety of sources to avoid confl icts of interest that may arise between their mission and the interests of those 

that provide signifi cant funding.293

Given these tensions, private governance institutions have developed a number of innovative mechanisms to generate higher 

prices and other forms of funding, including some forms of corporate social responsibility, SRI fi rms, voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling mechanisms, and producer cooperatives. Other institutions lower costs, such as some forms of CSR 

programs, environmental management systems, codes of conduct, and buyer cooperatives. Some programs play a facilitative 

role in increasing prices or reducing costs, including models and meta-standards, learning initiatives, and disclosure and 

reporting initiatives.

For fi rms seeking capital, loans, supply contracts, or insurance, meeting the demands and addressing the concerns of 

counterparties to their contracts are simply a cost of doing business. For equity investors, lenders, or insurance companies, 

due diligence investigations and contract requirements reduce risk and increase rewards for investments made. To the extent 

the costs of managing their supply chains are not immediately expensed in the year incurred, supply chain anchors and retailers 

may pass the costs forward to consumers or back to suppliers.294

To the extent that voluntary regulatory activities require investments to produce fi rm savings, fi rms will decide whether or not 

to make an investment based on the time frame in which they are able to recover the costs of their investment. Cost recovery is 

accelerated when income tax provisions permit deductions for the full expense of activities associated with voluntary regulatory 

regimes in the year they are incurred. When signifi cant capital investments are involved, such as technological changes, fi rms 

may be required to capitalize the investment and recover the costs through depreciation deductions over time. Cost savings 

and capital recovery enjoyed immediately following implementation make investments more attractive.

Voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems address a portion of the costs of governance by charging fees to their 

members. They also market the certifi cation and labeling program to generate market demand and procure a price premium 

for certifi ed goods. Certifi cation participants may use these premiums to cover the costs of participating in the certifi cation 

process. SRI fi rms, like other investment fi rms, charge their clients fees to meet their clients’ preferences.

Funding sources for many private governance institutions may include charitable donations from individuals, fi rms, and 

foundations and grants from governmental entities. Conservation land trusts benefi t from tax exempt status as charities and 

may also receive donated property or funds to purchase property rights and manage them. They may also receive royalties from 

leases of resource extraction rights. Donors benefi t from tax deductions that are available for donations or below-market sales 

to public charities.295

Table 6 below identifi es the main sources of funding for the various types of private governance institutions.

292 Lyon, supra note 21, at 5; Hoffman & Bertels, supra note 7, at 56 (“Board interlocks are mechanisms for gaining access to critical resources such as 

information and, of particular importance to NGOs, funding, both because individual board members will infl uence their corporations’ giving and be-

cause the closer connections they have to others will also raise overall giving levels. But they also become mechanisms for infl uence by incorporating 

representatives from other institutions in the NGOs’ decision-making processes or advisory structures” (internal quotations and citations omitted)). 

Note that some studies have shown that the existence of a confrontational environmental NGO to place pressure on corporate entities has had both 

a positive fl anking effect (by providing a contrast) and a negative fl anking effect (from the risk of being associated with the more radical groups and 

experiencing backlash). Id. at 63–66.

293 Krill, supra note 60, at 213 (describing the funding structure of Rainforest Action Network and its rationale).

294 The actual incidence and distribution of these costs has not yet been modeled.

295 See 26 U.S.C. § 170 (2006). A number of concerns have arisen about fraudulent activity associated with valuation of the conservation easements, the 

value of the properties to which they are subject, and the tax benefi ts that accrue to the individuals who participate in these transactions. There are 

also concerns about whether conservation easements will be enforced over time. See generally Bray, supra note 241.
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Table 6. Funding Sources and Economic Incentives

Institution Funding Sources

Firm Programs Green and social premium; savings from increase in effi ciency, lower costs, less waste

Codes of Conduct Reduction in competitive risk from competitors; benefi ts of preempting regulation

Environmental Management 

Systems

Cost savings from coordination within fi rm, increased compliance, reduced costs from 

monitoring

Acquisition and Investment 

Contracts

Reduced risk of loss and shifting of risk of loss following due diligence investigations 

through contractual arrangements

Lending Contracts Reduced risk of loss and shifting of risk of loss following due diligence investigations 

through contractual arrangements

Supply Chain Contracts Green and social premium; reduced risk of loss from unstable supply, contract claims, 

tort liability

Insurance Contracts Reduced risk of loss and shifting of risk of loss following underwriting investigations 

through exclusions from coverage

Cooperatives Reduction of risk of loss from information asymmetries and moral hazard; increased 

profi ts from increased bargaining power and economies of scale in sales and purchase

Education and Mobilization 

Initiatives

Private donations, foundation funding, grants

Learning Initiatives Private donations, foundation funding, grants, fees for services

Reporting Initiatives Private donations, foundation funding, grants, fees for services

Models and Meta-Standards Private donations, foundation funding, grants, fees for services

Third-Party Audits Fees for services

Socially Responsible Investment Investment fees

Land Conservancies Private donations; foundation funding; sales, rents, royalties from lands; tax incentives 

to donors; tax exempt status of nonprofi t and state property tax exemption 

Certifi cation and Labeling 

Systems

Price premium for certifi ed goods; membership fees; foundation funding; private 

donors

As noted above in Part I, supra, each type of private governance system has something to contribute to the regulatory process. 

Table 6 identifi es each stage of regulation and the types of private governance institutions that bring resources to bear at each 

stage. Not every institution has all of the structures needed to produce regulation that is in the public interest at every stage. 

In fact, as Table 7 shows, only voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems and cooperatives attempt to address 

governance needs at every stage of the regulatory process.
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Table 7. Private Governance Institution Supply at Each Stage of Governance

Institution Agenda-Setting Negotiation; 
Setting of 
Standards

Implementation Monitoring Enforcement

Education and Mobilization 

Initiatives

X X

Supply Chain Contracts X X

Insurance Contracts X (X) X

Firm CSR Programs X X (X) (X)

Socially Responsible 

Investment

X (X) X

Codes of Conduct X X

Environmental 

Management Systems

X (X)

Learning Initiatives X

Reporting Initiatives (X) X

Models and Meta-

Standards

(X) X

Acquisition and Investment 

Contracts

(X) X

Lending Contracts (X) X

Audits X

Voluntary standards, 

certifi cation, and labeling 

systems

X X X X X

Cooperatives X* X* X* X* X*

X = Provides    (X) = Varies    X*= Stage internalized

However, private governance institutions frequently operate as part of a network or an ensemble regime.296 Consequently, they 

may complement one another and, potentially, produce synergistic effects.297

For example, one possible sequence may proceed as follows. At the agenda-setting stage, NGOs educate consumers about 

lead contamination in toys sold by a leading retailer. At the negotiation of standards stage, the retailer, under threat of tort 

litigation, sets substantive requirements for its suppliers to exclude lead and similar substances in the manufacturing of 

products. To implement the retailer standards, suppliers employ management systems designed to avoid the use of lead and 

similar substances in the manufacture and assembly of the products and require their secondary suppliers to exclude those 

substances in the manufacture of component parts. To monitor and enforce the contract, the retailer includes provisions for 

periodic inspections and hires an auditing fi rm to verify that its requirements are being met. Based on the audits, the retailer 

296 See generally Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9; Oren Perez, Private Environmental Governance as Ensemble Regulation: A Critical Exploration of Sustain-

ability Indexes and the New Ensemble Politics, 12 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES L. 543 (2011).

297 See generally Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9.
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sanctions suppliers that fail to adhere to its standards through contract or by withholding repeat business. The retailer funds 

the process by increased consumer prices, but the price increase may be justifi ed as a premium for safety assurances.298

In fact, this shift to decentralized, multi-modal, networked forms of governance may be necessary to address the kinds of 

complex environmental problems that have resisted solution by centralized governmental regulation.299 Private governance 

may provide additional, ind ependent cuts at problems that may not otherwise be amenable to “whittling away” by formal 

government responses.300 Furthermore, concerns associated with the theory of the fi rm may determine whether an organization 

performs all aspects of the regulatory process or relies on other institutions to perform them.301 Note, however, that a number 

of voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems have identifi ed credibility costs associated with having the monitoring 

functions housed within the same entity that performs standards-setting and implementation functions.302 

III. Confl ict and Competition Among Private Governance Institutions
While combinations of private governance institutions may collaborate to produce effective regulation, private governance 

systems also confl ict with formal government and with one another. First, they may compete for regulatory space and support.303 

Trade association codes of conduct304 and CSR efforts305 may disarm education and mobilization initiatives that are making a 

298 Another possible sequence may involve additional participants. NGOs increase awareness about sweatshop labor conditions in apparel manufactur-

ers in Southeast Asia and identify particular companies that employ child laborers and have poor safety records. They may also engage in name and 

shame campaigns and institute boycotts of the products of the specifi c companies identifi ed. SRI fi rms screen those manufacturers from their list of 

investments and sell stock from those companies. To rehabilitate its reputation and restore its market share, the company becomes a member of a 

learning initiative and employs a management system. By implementing new management processes, the company improves conditions. The compa-

ny employs a third-party audit to confi rm to the learning initiative and the reporting initiative that it has made improvements. The reporting initiative 

in turn provides information about these changes to investors, retail chain suppliers, and the general public. The company covers the costs associated 

with engagement of the learning initiative and the reporting initiative and employing the environmental management system, but passes the costs 

forward in the price of its apparel and gains market share from an improved reputation. SRI fi rms again include the stock of the company in their port-

folios and consumers again purchase the goods following confi rmation that the fi rm’s labor practices have improved and are being monitored.

299 See Craig Anthony Arnold, Fourth-Generation Environmental Law: Integrationist and Multimodal, 35 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL’Y REV. 771 (2011) 

(arguing that both monolithic and fragmented approaches to environmental problems are proving inadequate, that environmental law is evolving 

toward use of multiple methods to manage complex environmental problems, and that those methods require some level of coordination for success 

in addressing the complexities of social ecological systems); J.B. Ruhl & James E. Salzman, Climate Change, Dead Zones, and Massive Problems in 

the Administrative State: A Guide for Whittling Away, 98 CAL. L. REV. 59 (2010) (describing problems resistant to any one policy response, such as 

problems that aggregate proportionally, problems in which responses to one source can exacerbate another source, problems with feedback loops in 

which policy responses may have extensive spill-over hazards, and problems with signifi cant discontinuities in which the impacts are felt far from the 

source of the problem or at some point in the distant future). Similarly, Elinor Ostrom, writing in the political science literature, suggests that there are 

no panaceas in addressing complex social ecological systems, and offers an expanded version of her IAD framework to analyze the rules, institutions, 

networks, and nested enterprises developed to manage these systems. See Elinor Ostrom, A Diagnostic Approach for Going Beyond Panaceas, 104 

PROC. NAT’L. ACAD. SCI. 15,181 (2007).

300 Cf. Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 299, at 120 (concluding that a single government agency is often incapable of combatting complex problems caused 

by multiple actors).

301 See Klein, supra note 225. Under a transaction-cost analysis, whether a fi rm performs functions itself or outsources those functions may depend on 

whether the internal costs of information fl ow, incentives, monitoring, and performance evaluation of employees outweigh, at the margin, the external 

transaction costs associated with relying on other entities to perform parts of the regulatory process. In addition, private governance institutions are 

often developed to address government failures. To the extent that the courts are not functioning as the source of enforcement of contracts, private 

governance institutions may chose instead to internalize these activities.

302 See Courville, supra note 61, at 283, 287–88.

303 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 78–79.

304 Auld et al., supra note 9, at 423. Trade associations have often developed codes of conduct in the wake of an industry disaster, with the goal of deter-

ring government regulation. Id. For example, following the Union Carbide disaster in Bhopal, the chemical industry was successful in defl ecting the 

threat of regulation by developing a code of conduct called the Responsible Care Program. Id. Subsequent studies have shown that Responsible Care 

participants showed worse environmental performance than fi rms that did not join program. See id; Vogel, supra note 31, at 167–68 (providing as 

examples the pharmaceutical industry’s adoption of the International Code of Pharmaceutical Marketing Practices to ward off threat of regulation by 

the World Health Organization, and the International Chamber of Commerce’s development of a Business Charter for Sustainable Development to 

forestall environmental regulation following the 1992 Rio Earth Summit).

305 See Vogel, supra note 31, at 167–68 (describing how in 1992, following the Rio Summit, the Chamber of Commerce developed a Business Charter for 

Sustainable Development to defl ect possible global environmental regulation).
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case for regulation and preempt other public or private regulatory activity.306 They may undermine coalitions by splitting them 

into factions supporting greater or lesser regulatory stringencies.307 They may also divert the attention away from fi rms that 

would otherwise be targets for activism and toward programs that would not otherwise be primary targets.308

Second, private governance regimes are sometimes used in an anti-competitive manner against other fi rms within a common 

industry. Anchor fi rm requirements that their supply chains implement environmental controls may have signifi cant anti-

competitive impacts. By requiring their supply chain contractors to invest in expensive technology, anchor fi rms may spread 

the costs of their own regulatory compliance. When a fi rm requires its supplier to make a regulatory change, the supplier may 

raise the price of its goods for all of its customers to cover the costs associated with change; thus, a portion of the fi nancial 

burden of change shifts to the fi rm’s competitors.309 When the competitors are sensitive to price changes on their inputs, the 

increase in price may drive them out of business,310 revealing a potential anti-competitive motive behind the requirement. 

Firms promoting codes of conduct within their industries may also have an anti-competitive motive in promulgating new rules 

and requirements for their competitors. If they have lower costs of compliance compared to their competitors, the new rules 

will put them at an advantage.

While competition for regime participants has at times caused private governance institutions to ratchet up their standards311 

and implement more democratic structures and procedures,312 more frequently it has forced civic institutions to water 

down their standards.313 SRI programs compete for investors,314 while labeling systems compete for both consumers and 

participants.315 Institutions with lower minimum standards attract more participants because, in general, the participants have 

306 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 75.

307 Id. at 76.

308 Id. This data may indicate that codes of conduct only shield industry from regulation, and are ineffective in improving environmental performance 

because of weak standards and signifi cant free-riding. However, some scholars have suggested that the comparatively poor performance of mem-

bers of the Responsible Care Program could be the result of a shift in the focus of education and mobilization initiatives away from Responsible Care 

participants and toward other fi rms that did not sign up for the program. See Lyon, supra note 3, at 59.

309 Vandenbergh, supra note 89, at 950.

310 See id.

311 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 78 (“Implicit bargaining takes the form of competition among parallel schemes to control the regulatory space. In 

some cases, competition exerts pressure toward higher standards.”). See also Auld et al., supra note 17, at 192 (explaining how “comparative reports 

in the United States [between the standards of Forest Stewardship Council and the Sustainable Forestry Initiative] were used to pressure the SFI to 

continually change, narrowing the gap between its approach and that of the FSC”).

312 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 78 (“Industry schemes . . . which may have been created with the aim of preemption but must compete with NGO 

and multi-stakeholder schemes for legitimacy and public support—have over time strengthened their substantive standards, procedures . . . and 

governance (e.g., adding stakeholder advisory or supervisory boards).”).

313 For instance, the Forest Stewardship Council, an organization developed with input from business, government, and environmental organizations, 

has created a certifi cation and labeling system for forest management and forest products to encourage sustainable harvesting. The organization has 

been criticized as having allowed its standards to be compromised in order to increase the participation by large retail fi rms in the United States and 

the European Union.

314 For examples of eco-friendly investments attempting to attract participants, see Sustainable & Responsible Investing, CALVERT INVESTMENTS, http://www.

calvert.com/sri.html (last visited Oct. 4, 2011); DOMINI SOCIAL INVESTMENTS, http://www.domini.com (last visited Oct. 4, 2011); About Us, ACUMEN FUND, 

http://www.acumenfund.org/about-us.html (last visited Oct. 4, 2011).

315 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 76 (“In a variety of sectors, once an NGO-based or collaborative scheme has been created and begins to press fi rms 

to sign on, the relevant industry association creates a competing, business-friendly scheme. Examples include SFI and PEFC, forest industry schemes 

created in response to the FSC, and WRAP, an apparel industry labor rights scheme created in response to the FLA.”). The Fair Labor Association 

(FLA) was developed in the late 1990s as the monitoring and certifi cation branch of the Apparel Industry Partnership formed to address sweatshop 

labor practices by the Clinton administration, the Union of Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees, NGOs such as the Lawyers Committee for 

Human Rights and International Labor Rights Fund, and apparel manufacturers. Tim Bartley, Certifying Forests and Factories: States, Social Move-

ments, and the Rise of Private Regulation in the Apparel and Forest Products Fields, 31 POL. & SOC’Y 433, 449–50 (2003). FLA certifi es apparel industry 

supply chains. Errol Meidinger, Beyond Westphalia: Competitive Legalization in Emerging Transnational Regulatory Systems 18 (2006) (Buffalo Legal 

Studies Research Paper No. 2006-019), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm? abstract_id=917952. In contrast, Worldwide Responsible Apparel 

Production (WRAP) was founded by the apparel industry and certifi es individual factories. Id. “The competition among the programs has been 

intense and contentious at times.” Id.
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to incur fewer costs to participate. Higher standards may be more attractive to consumers to the extent that they more closely 

align with consumer preferences for risk.

Trade associations have often used the second mover advantage316 to develop alternate schemes that resemble stringent 

systems developed by civic institutions in structure, but contain only minimal requirements for compliance.317 Asymmetric 

information creates an opportunity for opportunistic behavior.318 Weak labels may attempt to free-ride on the goodwill associated 

with strong labels and capture a portion of the premiums generated through labeling green or socially responsible goods.319 

When a number of labels emerge in rapid succession, noise may overwhelm the signal that a labeling system sends.320

Multiple schemes in any sector may result in investor and consumer confusion.321 When multiple certifi cation systems govern 

the  same industry or subject matter, consumers and investors may become concerned about whether the certifi cation systems 

continue to signal environmental performance. To the extent that the public recognizes that there may be differences between 

labels, consumers and investors may demand more information.322 Identifying, documenting, and segregating fi rms or 

products based on social and environmental criteria is expensive. Effi ciency declines as consumers are required to spend more 

time and resources investigating labels.

Even where there are no competing labels, a certifi cation process may decouple from the practices and performance that the 

certifi cation process is supposed to refl ect.323 Chain of custody and other verifi cation systems are also vulnerable to cheating 

and fraud.324 This may cast doubt not only on the particular  system in question, but also on the integrity of all certifi cation 

processes.

Consequently, demand has grown for increased transparency and a means to evaluate the various certifi cation and labeling 

programs.325 Again, private governance institutions have ar isen to meet this demand. Some nonprofi t organizations have 

begun to address label confusion by compiling lists of all known eco-labels and evaluating those institutions based on self-

316 While “fi rst movers” face high costs associated with research, development, implementation, and educating the public to develop a market for their 

goods, second movers may take advantage of what the fi rst movers have done. Second movers face lower costs because they may use the fi rst mover 

as a model, learning from fi rst mover successes and failures, and enjoying the market that the fi rst mover developed. See Michael Abramowicz & John 

F. Duffy, Intellectual Property for Market Experimentation, 83 N.Y.U. L. REV. 337, 340 (2008) (describing the two advantages that late entrants have 

over early market experimenters as avoiding the expense of developing the market and copying the fi rst entrant’s market successes and avoiding its 

failures). Consequently, second movers may capture greater market share.

317 These organizations “adopt the trappings” of fair regulatory processes to develop guidelines without actually imposing prescriptive requirements. 

Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 76; Auld et al., supra note 17, at 189–95 (comparing SFI to FSC). See also Auld, supra note 9, at 422 (describing ISO 

14000, an NGO-developed model environmental management system, which certifi es fi rms that develop internal management processes but does 

not require that the systems contain prescriptive standards or impose any benchmarks or requirements).

318 See King et al., supra note 142, at 1092.

319 Wood, supra note 274, at 259.

320 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 9, at 79–80.

321 There is some suggestion that this may be a form of intentional interplay. Creating a similar label allows a fi rm to free-ride on the goodwill and value 

associated with existing labels. This may substantiate the move by the Federal Trade Commission in 1992 to regulate green claims. See Michelle Dif-

fenderfer & Keri-Ann C. Baker, Greenwashing: What Your Client Should Know to Avoid Costly Litigation and Consumer Backlash, 25 NAT. RESOURCES & 

ENV’T 21 (2011).

322 Darby & Karni, supra note 87, at 84.

323 King et al., supra note 142, at 1094.

324 Id. at 1094 (“The third-party audits required by certifi ed management standards reduce the risk of decoupling, but as demonstrated by recent scan-

dals in cost accounting, third-party certifi cation does not guarantee honesty, nor does it prevent changes in practices after certifi cation. If decoupling 

becomes too frequent, certifi cation will no longer provide real information for differentiating underlying organizational attributes . . . .”).

325 See, e.g., ECOLABEL INDEX, http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabels/ (last visited Oct. 5, 2011) (providing a database that lists and describes various 

ecolabels, with the aim of “increasing transparency and helping buyers and sellers use [ecolabels] more effectively”). As with all verifi cation processes, 

the effectiveness of this endeavor is limited by the truthfulness of the organizations’ responses, whether the organizations are subject to having their 

submissions verifi ed, and of course, the pertinence and clarity of the questions to which the organizations are asked to respond. Bibi van der Zee, 

Listing the Green Labels, GUARDIAN GREEN LIVING BLOG (Jan. 31, 2008, 5:22 AM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/ethicallivingblog/2008/ jan/31/

labelgeeks (describing how the ecolabel index helps consumers understand otherwise “incomprehensible” ecolabels).
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reported information from the organizations developing the labels.326 Consumers have also developed websites and blogs 

to expose false claims.327 In addition, private fi rms have also begun to  respond to demand for information about social and 

environmental claims to prevent clients from losing market share from greenwashing and to keep competitors from free-riding 

on their development of markets for socially responsible and sustainable sourcing.328

Finally, in some cases, the federal government has intervened to protect consumer expectations and control labeling and 

advertising claims. The Federal Trade Commission Act authorized the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to take direct action 

against the fi rms that make unfair or deceptive advertising claims.329 Following consumer complaints about greenwashing, 

the FTC developed Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims (“Green Guides”) in 1992.330 The FTC has since 

revised the guides twice and a new version is due to be released this year.331 The Green Guides provide fi rms with a safe harbor 

against claims for unfair or deceptive advertising under the Federal Trade Commission Act,332 so long as the fi rms making 

environmental claims are specifi c and provide substantiation of those claims.333

Conclusion
The process of sorting private governance institutions by their function in addressing regulatory needs and meeting the 

challenges of government failure at each stage of the regulatory process has yielded a number of insights about what kinds of 

structures make private governance institutions effective and ways that networked institutions may work together to form a 

regulatory regime that is in the public interest.

First, it is not necessary for a single private governance institution to meet the governance demands of all stages of the regulatory 

process for private governance to be effective. Private governance institutions may work together through collaboration, 

cooperation, and contractual arrangements with other institutions and with formal government to achieve effective regulation 

through a networked or ensemble regime. There are, however, certain design features that strengthen regulatory regimes at 

the various stages. Supplemental structures, collaboration with other institutions, or specifi c forms of support from formal 

government may address weaknesses in existing regimes. 

At the agenda-setting stage, private governance institutions that are independent of their regulatory targets can bring public 

awareness to social costs associated with fi rm activities and credibly identify the causes of social harm. If they are representative 

of community interests and are not dominated by any one funding source, they may be able to garner suffi cient public support 

to induce public offi cials to regulate or generate interest in private governance if the hazards and barriers to legislation appear 

to be too high. Trade association and industry codes of conduct have been allowed to crowd-out both public regulation and 

private governance institutions that are more representative of the public interest. While organizational structure may provide 

326 See, e.g., ECOLABEL INDEX, supra note 325.

327 Diffenderfer & Baker, supra note 321, at 21, 25; see also Lane, supra note 8, at 747–48.

328 TerraChoice Group, Inc., an environmental marketing fi rm, has begun to issue annual reports examining fi rm environmental and social claims, 

identifying seven “sins” of greenwashing: lack of proof, vagueness, irrelevance (advertising absence of substances already banned by law), hidden 

trade-offs, creating false impressions of third-party endorsements, distracting the consumer from broader impacts, and lying. See The Seven Sins, TER-

RACHOICE: SINS OF GREENWASHING, http://sinsofgreenwashing.org/fi ndings/the-seven-sins/ (last visited Oct. 2, 2011). EnviroMedia Social Marketing, Inc., 

a public relations and advertising fi rm, has in conjunction with the University of Oregon developed a website that allows consumers to post copies 

of advertisements that contain environmental and social claims and to rate the ads based on whether the ads mislead with words, visual, or graphic 

information, make claims that are vague or impossible to prove, overstate or exaggerate, or omit or mask key information. See About Greenwashing, 

GREENWASHING INDEX, http://www.greenwashingindex.com/criteria.php (last visited Oct. 2, 2011).

329 See 15 U.S.C. § 45 (2006) (authorizing the Federal Trade Commission to investigate unfair trade practices or unfair or deceptive acts or practices 

affecting commerce, to hold hearings and issue cease and desist orders, and to commence civil actions to recover civil penalties and equitable relief 

against parties that fail to comply with the orders.)

330 16 C.F.R. §§ 260.1– 260.8 (2012).

331 Diffenderfer & Baker, supra note 321, at 21.

332 Id. at 22.

333 See 16 C.F.R. § 260.5 (2012).
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some insight about control and the capacity of the organization to regulate in the public interest, inquiry into the major funding 

sources for a proposed self-regulatory regime would be more revealing. Before governments waive their responsibility to 

regulate and before education and mobilization initiatives and other private governance institutions cede the fi eld to institutions 

whose primary function is to lower the barriers to self-regulation within the targeted industry or to avoid formal regulation, they 

and the media should focus on the institutions’ funding sources.

When standards are negotiated, private governance institutions that supply structures that make the regulatory process 

transparent, open, and inclusive are more effective in avoiding capture and developing regulation in the public interest. By 

including structures that foster broad public participation, transparency, and deliberative processes that give stakeholders the 

ability to contribute in a meaningful way, they allow constituents to overcome the regulatory capture that increasingly clouds the 

process in a representative democracy. As the number of parties involved at each stage of the regulatory process expands, the 

expense of infl uence increases, and capture becomes more diffi cult. Structures that provide for consensus decision-making, 

or include tripartite structures that limit the power of any one interest group to dominate, are more successful at producing 

regulation in the public interest.

At the implementation stage, the primary obstacle to adoption of the standards is the cost associated with change. Private 

governance institutions can offer fi rms fl exibility, lower the cost associated with implementing the new rules, and level the 

playing fi eld to reduce market uncertainties that arise from change. Institutions that provide price premiums and lower costs 

of capital investment or accelerate cost recovery expedite adoption and implementation of standards. Formal government may 

support implementation by protecting these price premiums through regulation of false advertising claims for credence goods 

or by providing tax benefi ts that permit more rapid recovery of costs that fi rms incur during the implementation process.

At the monitoring stage, a number of institutions address the demands of monitoring by expanding the number of monitors. By 

disclosing information and publicizing claims made by fi rms about their activities, monitoring institutions enroll and empower 

activists, shareholders, consumers, the media, competing fi rms, and the general public to participate in the monitoring 

process. Unfortunately, most institutions that relay fi rm-reported information about social and environmental performance 

lack monitoring or verifi cation systems. In addition, except for employees, most of the additional “monitors” lack opportunities 

to watch fi rm practices and expose any deviation from what is set forth in the reports. Consequently, if the incentive to cheat is 

not checked, these programs will not enhance effi ciency. Instead, they will direct consumption and investment fl ows to fi rms 

that do not accurately meet consumer or investor preferences, which reduces social welfare. Given that they rely primarily 

on the self-reported claims of industry, disclosure and reporting initiatives and SRI programs could benefi t from a whistle-

blowing platform that they either provide themselves or through collaboration with other institutions involved in improving 

fi rm performance along social and environmental parameters, such as learning initiatives. A whistle-blowing platform would 

facilitate information sharing about performance, noncompliance, and errors in the fi rm disclosure reports. To the extent that 

private governance systems use auditing systems to monitor compliance, they may avoid concerns about bias by ensuring that 

auditors are fi nancially and functionally independent of both the advocacy organizations that developed the standards and the 

targets being regulated.

Separate analysis of private governance institutions from “hybrid” organizations that are instituted by formal government, 

such as public voluntary programs and negotiated agreements, reveals two key features that private governance institutions 

must provide to ensure that the institution is stable and resilient over time. First, dispute resolution structures support the 

enforcement stage. Because there is no threat of criminal or other sanction except those that the parties agree to and can 

impose on one another, private governance is always limited to a coalition of the willing. The tensions that gave rise to the 

development of a private governance institution in the fi rst place continue to exist between stakeholders after the standards 

have been set and the program has been implemented. Disputes about fair enforcement of the rules can destabilize hard-won 

alliances because of the availability of exit. 

Confl icts, if left untended, may devolve into cheating, opting-out, and institutional failure. Institutions that provide cheap, 

accessible dispute resolution mechanisms support fair enforcement of the rules and permit participants to resolve their 
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confl icts quickly, thereby preserving alliances. Dispute resolution systems enhance the credibility of the institution and help to 

secure the long-term involvement of its participants.

The second key feature is a funding structure. Tax revenues fund much, if not all, of the governmental regulatory process, 

decoupling the costs of regulation from the process of regulating. In contrast, private governance institutions must not only 

satisfy the demands of each of the fi ve stages of regulation, but they must also fund each stage of regulation. Free-riding may 

result in both instability and the under-funding of public goods—the institutions necessary to monitor compliance and enforce 

the rules. Allocation of the costs of regulation is a sensitive matter in the context of private governance because if participants 

perceive that the benefi ts and burdens of regulation are distributed unfairly, the coalition may fail. In addition, the source of 

funding may impact the forms the regulatory structures take, rendering them less effective. Therefore, organizations that 

generate suffi cient value to cover their costs will be much more resilient to the outside pressures and inside tensions that occur 

throughout the regulatory process. Systems that include a market element can potentially generate a premium that will cover 

some portion of the governance process. Other institutional forms, such as cooperatives, may reduce the need for monitoring 

and enforcement by eliminating or reducing the incentives for agents to take advantage of their partners. In addition, when 

institutional structures eliminate the incentives to cheat, the need for and costs of monitoring are reduced.

Finally, the institutional sorting process shows that only one type of institution attempts to substitute for government at each 

stage of the regulatory process: voluntary standards, certifi cation, and labeling systems. Voluntary standards, certifi cation, 

and labeling systems educate the public about the impacts of their consumption decisions, activate consumer norms, and 

facilitate the internalization into the price of a good the costs associated with avoiding social or environmental harm. In 

addition, they address the transaction costs that consumers face in locating and negotiating with the “cheapest cost avoider” 

in global trade by creating structured links between those parties; they resolve both the information asymmetries and search 

costs that consumers face in purchasing credence goods by identifying conforming goods; they use structures that invite 

broad participation and deliberation, reducing the risk of capture during the standards-setting process; they provide training 

to develop an expanding number of experts to assist fi rms in adopting and implementing the standards; they use consumer 

markets and labels to incentivize compliance; they generate their own fi nancial support—an important factor in maintaining 

legitimacy and effectiveness over time; and fi nally, their certifi cation processes ensure that participants adhere to those 

standards. These systems are therefore marked for more focused study, since they provide a unique solution to governmental 

void and to situations in which government exists and has authority to act but does not take action because of regulatory 

fragmentation or race to the bottom dynamics.

Sorting the institutions by the roles they play in the regulatory process also reveals the limits of a functional typology, since 

some private governance institutions accomplish similar ends without creating substitute regulatory regimes. For instance, 

cooperatives address demands for governance not by mimicking the governmental process, but by changing incentive 

structures. Cooperatives resolve the principal–agent problem by placing the party to be protected on both sides of the 

transaction, which reduces the need for monitoring. They also allow competitors to collaborate to achieve economies of scale 

and to compete with larger enterprises without losing the competitive advantages they possess from time- and location-specifi c 

knowledge. And fi nally, they accomplish these ends not by providing structures that set a regulatory agenda and negotiate, 

implement, monitor, and enforce those standards, but rather, by changing the incentives that make standards, monitoring, and 

enforcement necessary.
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APPENDIX M
Timeline of the Assessment 

July 2009
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation, the Walton Family Foundation, and Mars, Inc. approach RESOLVE, a nonprofi t 

organization with expertise in confl ict resolution and facilitation, to organize an expert consultation on the need for a state-of-

knowledge assessment on standards and certifi cation systems. 

July – September 2009
RESOLVE works with this organizing group to plan and convene a meeting on September 22-23, 2009.

September 22-23, 2009 
Washington, DC, USA. Thirty-four experts from the corporate, nonprofi t, academic, and philanthropic sectors meet at the 

National Academy of Sciences to share knowledge and exchange views on certifi cation and standards systems. Three papers 

are presented to stimulate discussion and summarize preliminary research. (Two of these are included in this report as 

Appendices B and C; the key insights from the third are covered by Appendix E.) Over the course of the meeting, participants 

agree on the need for a comprehensive effort to explore the state of knowledge on certifi cation and standards systems; they 

also agree that an independent steering committee of diverse stakeholders should conduct that assessment.

October 2009 – February 2010
RESOLVE, now the Secretariat, works with the organizing group to identify and recruit Steering Committee members. By 

February 2010, nine Steering Committee members are recruited, and members begin to identify and assist in recruiting 

additional candidates. (For information on the selection and composition of the Steering Committee, see Appendix N.)

March 1, 2010
Washington, DC, USA. In March, the Steering Committee’s nine members meet with RESOLVE and the organizing group to:

• Clarify the goals, expected outcomes, and parameters for the Assessment,

• Defi ne a framework for the Assessment that highlights key targets for inquiry,

• Work toward identifying a scope that balances the need for rigorous and comprehensive analysis with the reali-

ties of limited time and resources,

• Establish a collective view of the key factors infl uencing the impact of certifi cation systems,

• Identify priority hypotheses for research, and

• Establish a work plan for investigating the hypotheses.

March – July 2010
The Steering Committee fi nalizes its membership, which by this time is composed of 12 individuals from industry, academia, 

NGOs, and certifying organizations. Over the course of several conference calls, the Steering Committee agrees to a general 

scope of investigation. Although they agree to consider literature from all sectors in their research, members identify three 

sectors in which they wish to do “deep-dive” research: agriculture, seafood, and forestry. The Steering Committee then com-

missions research on each sector to review and summarize available literature and expert knowledge on topics such as:

• The market demand and supply for products within the particular sector,

• Indicators used to assess environmental, social, and economic impacts within that sector,
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• Interactions between voluntary certifi cation, other voluntary approaches, and regulatory standards for products 

in the sector, and 

• Enabling or constraining factors for certifi cation and standards systems.

(These reviews are included as Appendices D–G.)

In addition, the Steering Committee creates a “cross-cutting” working group to begin exploring cross-sector issues such as 

business drivers, government engagement and roles, and models for certifi cation infl uence. This research produces a litera-

ture review on drivers for business engagement in certifi cation systems (Appendix K) and a typology of private governance 

institutions (Appendix L), and ultimately the business section of the fi nal report and a supporting appendix to that section 

(Appendix J).

August 19, 2010
Palo Alto, California, USA. Two Steering Committee members, the organizing group, and RESOLVE staff meet with nine 

experts from various research and conservation organizations. Participants provide feedback on a draft review of fi sheries 

certifi cation systems (primarily the Marine Stewardship Council), written by Matthew Elliott of California Environmental 

Associates. Input from participants informs the fi nal review, submitted in September 2011. (The review, including a list of the 

August 19th meeting participants, appears in Appendix E.)

September 28, 2010
London, England. Several Steering Committee members and RESOLVE staff meet with more than 40 individuals from 

nonprofi t, corporate, government, and certifi cation organizations to share and invite feedback on the purpose and design of 

the Assessment.

October 13, 2010
Washington, DC, USA. The Steering Committee, organizing group, and RESOLVE staff meet to evaluate recent work on the 

sector reviews and to identify steps to support completion of the fi nal report. 

October 14, 2010
Washington, DC, USA. The following day, the Steering Committee, organizing group, and RESOLVE meet with several 

representatives of private-sector companies to share preliminary results from research on considerations that lead businesses 

to participate in certifi cation. Participants provide feedback, illustrative examples, and nuance to sharpen the Committee’s 

fi ndings.

November 2010 – February 2011
The Steering Committee works individually, in small groups, and as a whole to continue research and analysis and to identify 

outstanding research needs.

March 10 – 11, 2011
Washington, DC, USA. The Steering Committee meets to begin extracting and synthesizing fi ndings across sectors and on the 

key questions of the Assessment. The Committee also develops a preliminary outline for the fi nal report and assigns working 

groups to draft and/or oversee development of the report sections. 

April – June 2011
Several subcommittees continue drafting report chapters and work with consultants to fi nalize the commissioned research 

appearing in the appendices. The Steering Committee also commissions research by the Rainforest Alliance to synthesize 

literature on common best management practices in certifi cation systems and their relationship to impacts on ecosystems. 

The resulting paper is included as Appendix H. The Rainforest Alliance also develops Appendix I, which outlines typical chal-

lenges and issues associated with assessing the impacts of certifi cation systems and offers recommendations for conducting 

effective research.
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July 12 – 13, 2011
Washington, DC, USA. The Steering Committee meets to discuss draft chapters of the report, to begin developing conclusions 

and recommendations for the report, and to agree to a work plan for preparing the report for peer review.

August – September 2011
The Steering Committee and RESOLVE continue work on an individual, small-group, and full-committee basis to develop the 

report and prepare it for the fi rst round of peer review.

October – November 2011
By this time, the Steering Committee has prepared four chapters of the report that refl ect research conducted by the 

Committee and its consultants. Two additional chapters, on trends relevant to certifi cation and the Steering Committee’s 

recommendations, remain under development. In October and early November, four to eight external experts review each 

of the four drafted chapters and provide feedback on the robustness and completeness of the analysis contained within the 

chapter. (For additional information on the peer review process, see Appendix O.)

November 29-30, 2011
Washington, DC, USA. The Steering Committee meets to discuss reviewer feedback and resulting revisions to the report. 

At this meeting, members also focus on identifying priority fi ndings, conclusions, and recommendations to highlight in the 

Executive Summary and the Recommendations chapter.

December 2011 – January 2012
RESOLVE works with individual chapter authors to revise report chapters. In addition, the Executive Summary, Trends chapter, 

and Recommendations chapter are developed. All report chapters and most appendices are copyedited for the fi rst time as 

well. 

February 2012
The full draft report is circulated to two external experts for comment on the strength of the report’s analysis and conclusions 

and the report’s overall organization and fl ow. Steering Committee members also review the report for completeness and any 

additional revisions needed to merit individual endorsements.

March 2012
Steering Committee members review feedback from each other and external reviewers and provide direction on revisions.

April 2012
RESOLVE and select Steering Committee members revise and fi nalize all chapters of the report, except the Recommendations 

chapter and the Executive Summary, both of which remain under development by the Steering Committee. The Steering 

Committee also begins to turn its attention to the graphics accompanying the report.

May 2012
The revisions to the Recommendations chapter and Executive Summary are fi nalized, as is graphic content for the full report. 

The Steering Committee receives and signs off on the full report. Final proofreading and graphic layout/production commence.

June 2012
Production of the  fi nal report continues. At the end of the month, the report is distributed and posted online.
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APPENDIX N
Steering Committee Selection Process, 
Expectations, and Biographies

In September 2009, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, Mars, Incorporated, and the Walton Family Foundation (col-

lectively, the “Organizing Group”) convened a meeting of 34 experts to explore the need for an assessment of existing research 

and science evaluating the performance of certifi cation, ecolabels, and related market tools. Participants agreed that such an 

assessment was needed and should be conducted by a Steering Committee of diverse stakeholders from industry, nonprofi t 

organizations, certifying organizations, and academia.

The Organizing Group contracted with RESOLVE, an independent nonprofi t with expertise in confl ict resolution and facilita-

tion, to help recruit and serve as Secretariat for the Steering Committee of experts. RESOLVE provided guidance on the design 

and governance of a balanced Committee, as well as general criteria for membership. RESOLVE advised that the Committee 

membership should be:

• Inclusive of diverse stakeholder groups interested in and affected by the goals and outcomes of the Assessment. 

Diversity should be refl ected in multiple aspects, including, but not limited to:

• Expertise necessary for rigorous analysis and synthesis of diverse sources of information;

• Experience with sustainability standards and certifi cation systems; and

• Perspectives on the current and future direction of sustainability standards and certifi cation systems.

• Balanced in representation of views, expertise, and experience regarding the scope and focus of the Assessment. 

• Selected on the basis of a predisposition and ability to contribute knowledge and expertise to the Assessment, 

both on a personal level and via recruiting knowledge from the Committee member’s organization and network.

• Representative of diverse sectors, including business actors along the supply chain, NGOs, academics, and 

public agencies to the extent feasible.

• Inclusive of representatives and viewpoints from diverse parts of the world, whether by formal membership or by 

consultations and invitations to specifi c sessions.

• Inclusive of expertise, experience, and interest in multiple commodity streams (i.e., food, agricultural, and 

aquacultural crops or commodities; consumer products; building materials).

Using these criteria, RESOLVE, with guidance from the Organizing Group and other experts, began to recruit Steering 

Committee members. By December 2009, seven members had been recruited, and members began to identify additional 

candidates and assist in recruitment. During this recruitment, candidates were notifi ed of the following expectations for 

participation:

• Steering Committee members are expected to bring to the work a serious professional interest in assessing 

sustainability standards and certifi cation broadly, and to contribute their time and expertise to working col-

laboratively and deliberatively on the Committee to produce a credible product that will advance knowledge in 

this fi eld. Responsibilities include:

• Attending in-person meetings and participating in conference calls necessary to conduct the work and 

develop a fi nal Assessment report;

• Contributing expertise, resources, or in-kind services from their respective organizations;
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• Recommending and overseeing commissioned research, through Committee deliberations and working 

groups;

• Conducting work, writing draft materials for discussion and review by work groups and/or the full 

Steering Committee, and reviewing and editing working draft materials and documents;

• Providing access to other stakeholders interested in the results of the Assessment; and

• Producing and signing off on an Assessment document within the indicated time period.

• Steering Committee members will not be compensated for time engaged in deliberations of the Committee (i.e., 

preparation for and participating in conference calls and face-to-face meetings). Reasonable travel and meeting 

expenses will be reimbursed. Members of the Steering Committee are not precluded from receiving research 

grants in support of studies contributing to the organization and conduct of the Assessment. However, mem-

bers with potential direct fi nancial interest in research proposals are expected to make that interest known in the 

course of Committee discussions. If a specifi c proposal involving a member of the Committee is received, that 

member should not participate in funding decisions, including discussions of the proposal, by the Committee. 

• Research and learning from experience about certifi cation is a fi eld of study that is at an early stage. The 

Assessment will be led by the Steering Committee, comprised of people who have intellectual, organiza-

tional, and fi nancial stakes in the results of the Assessment. This is a desirable and necessary aspect of the 

Assessment. The results of the Assessment, if successful, could make a difference in the behavior of signifi cant 

economic actors. Anticipating the appearance of confl ict, as well as actual confl ict, should guide the Steering 

Committee and its members in navigating a necessarily challenging situation.

Between January and July 2010, several additional members joined, and a few initial members determined they could not 

participate after all, due to other commitments. The fi nal list of 12 members and their biographies appears below.1

Steering Committee Members
Mike Barry
Marks & Spencer
Mike Barry is Head of Sustainable Business at the U.K. retailer Marks & Spencer. He was part of 

the small team that developed the company’s groundbreaking Plan A, a 100-point, fi ve-year plan to 

address a wide range of environmental and social issues. He helps provide the vision and the energy 

to affect change and ensure a leading but effi cient approach to sustainability across the company.

Barry deals with issues as diverse as sustainable fi sh sourcing, chemicals in products, labor standards 

in factories, animal welfare, food miles, privacy and data protection, genetic modifi cation, fair trade, 

wood sourcing, community investment, cotton sourcing, and climate change. His working life is 

broadly divided into three parts: Listening to and prioritizing stakeholder expectations of Marks & 

Spencer, integrating them into corporate strategy, and working with shops, business units, and suppliers to deliver more 

sustainable products and wider business activity.

Prior to joining Marks & Spencer in 2000, Barry worked as an environment manager in the engineering sector and as an 

environmental consultant. He holds a B.Sc. in chemistry from Sheffi eld University.

1 Michael Fernandez of Mars participated as both a funder and a Steering Committee member. Scott Burns and Sheree Speakman of the Walton Family 

Foundation, Kai Lee and Lisa Monzon of the Packard Foundation, and Ruth Norris of the Resources Legacy Fund participated in Steering Committee 

meetings, but they were not offi cial Committee members and did not have a formal voice in decision making on recommendations.
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Benjamin Cashore, Ph.D.
Yale University
Ben Cashore is Professor of Environmental Governance & Political Science at Yale University’s 

School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. He is Director of the Yale Program on Forest Policy 

and Governance and is courtesy joint appointed in Yale’s Department of Political Science. He is 

also Director of the Governance, Environment, and Markets (GEM) Initiative. He holds a Ph.D. in 

political science from the University of Toronto, B.A. and M.A. degrees in political science from 

Carleton University, and a certifi cate from the Université d’Aix-Marseille III in French Studies, and 

was a Fulbright Scholar at Harvard University during the 1996–1997 academic year. Previously, he 

held positions at Auburn University and the University of British Columbia.

Cashore’s major research interests include the emergence of private authority, its intersection with traditional governmental 

regulatory processes, and the role of fi rms, non-state actors, and governments in shaping these trends. Recent or current 

publications include an international comparison (with Constance McDermott and Peter Kanowski) of 20 countries’ domestic 

environmental forest policy regulations (Earthscan) and a comparative study on fi rms’ responses to forest certifi cation in the 

U.S. forest sector (with Auld, Prakash, and Sasser). Cashore has authored or coauthored numerous articles that have appeared 

in scholarly journals, including the American Journal of Political Science, Global Environmental Politics, and Governance, 

among many others, as well as chapters in several edited books. He serves on the editorial boards of Business and Politics, 

the Journal of Forest Policy and Economics, and the Journal of Sustainable Forestry. His book, Governing through Markets: 

Forest Certifi cation and the Emergence of Non-State Authority (with Graeme Auld and Deanna Newsom) was awarded the 

International Studies Association’s 2005 Sprout prize for the best book on international environmental policy and politics. 

Jason Clay, Ph.D.
World Wildlife Fund (WWF), U.S.
In addition to his position as World Wildlife Fund’s Senior Vice President of Market Transformation, 

Jason Clay manages the WWF Network’s private-sector advisory board and is the architect of WWF’s 

private-sector engagement strategy. He is a leader within WWF and the NGO community more 

broadly on identifying global trends and issues as well as supply chain management. 

Clay has co-convened multi-stakeholder roundtables to identify and reduce the social and envi-

ronmental impacts of such products as salmon, soy, sugarcane, and cotton and helped draft the 

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil’s principles and criteria for sustainable palm oil. Over the 

course of his career he has run a family farm, taught at Harvard and Yale, worked in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, helped 

create hundreds of products such as Rainforest Crunch with Ben & Jerry’s, and spent more than 25 years working with human 

rights and environmental organizations. 

Clay, who received his Ph.D. at Cornell University in 1979 in anthropology and international agriculture, founded the award-

winning Cultural Survival Quarterly, and is the author of more than 250 articles and 15 books on the topics of environment, 

agriculture, aquaculture, poverty alleviation, and corporate social responsibility. 
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Michael Fernandez, Ph.D.
Mars, Incorporated
Michael Fernandez is Director of Global Public Policy for Mars, Incorporated. Fernandez joined 

Mars in November 2008 from the Pew Initiative on Food and Biotechnology, where he served as the 

Director of Science and then Executive Director. He was the Initiative’s primary public spokesperson 

and oversaw the Initiative’s research into science and policy questions generated by agricultural 

biotechnology, including the reports, workshops, and conferences prepared by Initiative staff. 

Previously, Fernandez served as the Associate Administrator for the Agricultural Marketing Service at 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture, where he oversaw the agency’s science and technology programs 

and was instrumental in the development of the National Organic Standards Program.

From 1995 to 1999, he served as the Special Assistant to the Assistant Administrator at the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency’s Offi ce of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances. Before that, he served as agricultural science and technology 

advisor to the U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry. Fernandez received a Ph.D. in biochemistry and 

molecular biology from the University of Chicago and an undergraduate degree in biology from Princeton University.

Louis Lebel, Ph.D.
Chiang Mai University
Louis Lebel is the Director of the Unit for Social and Environmental Research (USER), Faculty of Social 

Sciences, at Chiang Mai University in Thailand. He is also the Science Coordinator for the Southeast 

Asian Regional Committee (SARCS) for START (the Global Change SysTem for Analysis, Research, and 

Training).

Lebel conducts research on the environment and development at multiple scales, from work on the 

livelihoods of ethnic minorities in northern Thailand, and studies of shrimp aquaculture in Thailand 

and Vietnam, to comparative and regional studies in Southeast Asia, and at the global scale on the 

carbon cycle. His main areas of theoretical and applied interest are in: cross-scale interactions, institutions, linkages between 

social and ecological systems, production/consumption chains, sustainable development policy and politics.

Lebel also helps plan and coordinate international research through the Global Environmental Change Programmes, the 

Sustainability Science Initiative, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, and the Resilience Alliance. He received his Ph.D. 

from the Department of Zoology at the University of Western Australia.
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Thomas P. Lyon, Ph.D.
University of Michigan
Tom Lyon is the Director of the Erb Institute for Global Sustainable Enterprise at the University of 

Michigan. He holds the Dow Chair of Sustainable Science, Technology, and Commerce, with appoint-

ments in both the Ross School of Business and the School of Natural Resources and Environment. 

Lyon is a leader in using economic analysis to understand corporate environmental strategy and how 
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APPENDIX O
Peer Review Process

Although the Steering Committee is composed of representatives of notable and diverse expertise, members were eager to 

receive feedback from other experts and practitioners in the fi eld. The Steering Committee agreed that peer review would 

provide an opportunity for additional consideration and input on the seminal questions of the Assessment:

1. What is known about the environmental, social, and economic impacts of certifi cation and labeling? 

2. What is known about whether standards and certifi cation systems are effective tools for promoting sustainability, 

and if so, under what conditions?

By expanding the circle of experts contemplating these questions, the Steering Committee hoped peer review would enhance 

the quality of the report and, thereby, its credibility and impact.

Given the timeline for development of the report, the Steering Committee decided on a two-part peer review process. In the 

fi rst round (October–November 2011), four to eight experts reviewed each of four “core” report chapters:

• The Evolution, Structure, and Design of Standards and Certifi cation Systems 

• The Impacts of Standards and Certifi cation Systems on Sustainability

• Why and How Actors Engage in Certifi cation 

• Pathways to Impact: Synergies with Other Approaches 

The First Review

Criteria

Reviewers were asked to answer the following two questions relative to the chapter they reviewed:

1. Did the Steering Committee draw upon the most robust set of knowledge to understand what is known about 

the impacts and performance of voluntary standards and certifi cation systems?

2. Are there any other sources of information currently missing from the review and pivotal to shaping the Steering 

Committee’s analysis contained in the chapter? (Pivotal was defi ned as information or knowledge without which 

the analysis is incomplete or lacking.) If so, please cite and/or send the information, along with perspectives and 

suggestions as to how the critical information might change and/or complete the Steering Committee’s analysis.

To provide context for the particular chapter they were asked to review, reviewers were also given access to the other draft 

chapters, a draft introduction to the report, and the sector reviews that had been drafted by that time (i.e., Appendices D, E, 

and F).

Outcomes

The comments from this stage infl uenced the Steering Committee’s revisions and the development of recommendations in 

late 2011 and early 2012. In particular, the former Evolution, Structure, and Design of Standards and Certifi cation Systems 

chapter was signifi cantly reorganized and revised to form a historical chapter on the emergence, evolution, and current status 

of several certifi cation programs; this revised chapter was renamed “Setting the Context.”
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The Second Review
In February 2012, the full, revised report received a second review by two experts. In this stage, the reviewers were asked to 

fl ag any apparent errors and omissions in the report, as well as any concerns about bias. In addition, reviewers considered 

and commented on the overall fl ow and clarity of the report.

The Steering Committee considered and responded to comments from the second panel of reviewers in its fi nal revisions, in 

March 2012.

Anonymity of Peer Reviewer Feedback and Acknowledgement of Reviewers
Members of the Steering Committee nominated most of the reviewers, and in so doing they made a particular effort to 

consider individuals whose perspectives may differ from their own. To ensure that all reviewers felt comfortable sharing their 

opinions and suggestions, comments were not attributed to individual reviewers in either peer review process. In their role 

as Secretariat, RESOLVE collected the comments and was therefore familiar with the origin of each comment, but they did 

not disclose that information to the Steering Committee. Instead, RESOLVE compiled all feedback into one anonymous set of 

comments for Steering Committee review.

The Steering Committee wished to provide comprehensive information as to the process it went through in conducting its 

work, including acknowledgement of reviewers’ important contributions to the development of the fi nal report. The reviewers 

agreed that the Steering Committee could list reviewers’ names in the report’s acknowledgements, as well as a description of 

reviewers’ service—i.e., the chapter(s) they reviewed and the questions they were asked to answer. Please note, however, that 

this agreement to be listed in no way implies the reviewers’ endorsement of the report’s fi nal contents.

Chapter Reviewers 
(Please note: Participation as a reviewer DOES NOT indicate endorsement of the fi nal report.)

Chapter: The Evolution, Structure, and Design of Standards and Certifi cation Systems1

• Andre de Freitas, Director General, Forest Stewardship Council

• Abigail Daken, Environmental Engineer, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

• Errol Meidinger, Professor of Law, State University of New York – Buffalo

• Jason Potts, Head of Sustainable Markets and Responsible Trade Program, International Institute for Sustainable 

Development

Chapter: The Impacts of Standards and Certifi cation Systems on Sustainability 

• Christophe Béné, Research Fellow, Vulnerability and Poverty Reduction, Institute of Development Studies

• Alison Kinn Bennett, Senior Advisor, Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program, Offi ce of Pollution 

Prevention and Toxics, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

• Allen Blackman, Senior Fellow, Resources for the Future

• Nadine Block, Senior Director, Government Outreach, Sustainable Forestry Initiative

• Oliver von Hagen, Associate Expert, International Trade Center

1 Based on Reviewer and Steering Committee feedback, this chapter was extensively revised. Sections were used to form the Setting the Context chapter 

that appears in the fi nal report.
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Chapter: Why and How Actors Engage in Certifi cation

• Hank Cauley, Senior Offi cer, Pew Environment Group

• Rebecca DeWinter-Schmitt, Assistant Professor, School of International Service, American University

• James Griffi ths, Managing Director, Sustainable Forest Products Industry and Ecosystems, World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development

• Aldin Hilbrands, Senior Manager of Product Integrity and Corporate Responsibility, Royal Ahold

• Peter MacQuarrie, Director of Program Development, Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources

• Dara O’Rourke, Founder, GoodGuide

• Ben Packard, Vice President of Global Responsibility, Starbucks

• Carsten Schmitz-Hoffmann, Head of Section for Agricultural Trade and Standards, GIZ

Chapter: Pathways to Impact: Synergies with Other Approaches

• Michael Conroy, Cofounder, Colibri Consulting

• Dominique Gautier, Head of Environmental and Social Programs, Aqua Star

• Kate Lewis, Deputy Program Manager, BioPreferred, U.S. Department of Agriculture

• Katrina Nakamura, Pacifi c and Hawaiian Fisheries Planner, Sustainable Fisheries Partnerships

• Philipp Schukat, Policy Advisor and Specialist for Environmental and Social Standard Systems, GIZ

• Dan Vermeer, Executive Director, Center for Energy, Development, and the Global Environment, Duke University

Full Report Reviewers 
(Please note: Participation as a reviewer DOES NOT indicate endorsement of the fi nal report.)

• Charlotte Opal, formerly Founding Head of the Secretariat, Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels

• Yalmaz Siddiqui, Senior Director, Environmental Strategy, Offi ce Depot
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Abbreviations

ACC Aquaculture Certifi cation Council

B2B business-to-business

B2C business-to-consumer

CAR corrective action request

CCOF California Certifi ed Organic Farmers

CDM Clean Development Mechanism

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

FIP fi shery improvement project

FLEGT Forest Law Enforcement, Governance, and Trade

FLO Fairtrade Labelling Organization (note that FLO was established in 1997 but then split in 2003 

into Fairtrade International—focusing on setting standards and supporting producers—and 

FLO-CERT, an independent company that inspects and certifi es producer organizations and 

audits traders)

FMCG fast-moving consumer goods

FSC Forest Stewardship Council

GAO U.S. Government Accountability Offi ce

GTNF Global Forest and Trade Network

ICTI International Council of Toy Industries

IFOAM International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements

ISEAL International Social and Environmental Accreditation and Labeling Alliance (now simply known 

as the ISEAL Alliance)

ITTO International Tropical Timber Organization

LCA life-cycle assessment

LEED Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

MAC Marine Aquarium Council

MOA Ministry of Agriculture (China)

MSC Marine Stewardship Council

MTCC Malaysian Timber Certifi cation Council
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NET National Environmental Trust

NGO Nongovernmental organization

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

PEFC Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certifi cation

RA Rainforest Alliance

RC Responsible Care

RSPO Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil

SAI Social Accountability International

SAN Sustainable Agriculture Network

SFI Sustainable Forestry Initiative

SFP Sustainable Fisheries Partnership

TFT Tropical Forest Trust

USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture

USGBC U.S. Green Building Council

VLC verifi cation of legal compliance

VLO verifi cation of legal origin 

VPA voluntary partnership agreement

WTO World Trade Organization

WWF World Wide Fund for Nature (originally World Wildlife Fund, which remains its offi cial name in 

the U.S. and Canada)
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